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IIITHE KIT
MACHIEVEMENT
1110F THE SEASON
AgrrIluR PREENit C9 L71:,

FULLY

PROTECTED/

INCORPORATING
THE WONDERFUL
NEW TRIPLE WAVE,
SWITCH OPERATED,
COIL 6/PRICE.
#
COIL O\ LY 17,6

NIZTRiEVE S
This easily constructed Kit provides you with the
opportunity, never offered before, of tuning in to the
world's ultra -short wave stations in addition to the host

of medium and long wave broadcasts-by the simple
turn of a neat panel switch.

NO COIL CHANGING
Another feature of this wonderfully efficient three
valver is that when the wave switch connects the
ultra -short coils in circuit with the detector valve, it
simultaneously reduces the capacity of the '0005
tuning condenser to '00015 through a small mica condenser and thereby enormously improves reception.

The efficiency of the Kit is assured by the use of the

famous MAZ DA VALVES, numbers P.220.A
L.2. and H.L .2. which are obtainable from all
Radio Dealers.

00
AMAZINGLY SIMPLE
SET TO BUILD AND HANDLE
WONDERFUL RANGE Ft' SELECTIVITY

Components are supplied
aalnrladdiemsoiztTed iwnifionsgitonn,
Aruuscttria

are dte1.7rilied and

"et'

obtainable PREEsfrom your

dealer, or address below.
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Model 234

T0 enjoy

programmes

from

the

leading

European stations, a Screened Grid Receiver
is essential.

Only with

a

Set

of this type

Price includes latest type of Cossor

Metallised Screened Grid, Detector and
Power Valves, handsome oak cabinet and
all parts necessary for home assembly of
the complete Receiver as illustrated.
Hirt Purchase terms: 15/- &posit
and

9

monthly payments of 15,-.

can you be sure of Continental Radio free from
a

' background ' of your local station.

Screened

Grid Receiver that offers

And the
you

the

greatest value for money is the Cossor Empire
Melody Maker.

Its

range is enormous.

selectivity is rema.-!cable.

It

Its

is equal in perform-

ance to costly factory -built Receivers. Yet in
spite of its Power and Efficiency it is so simple
that you can easily assemble it at home-even if

you know nothing about Wireless.

Model 235
Price includes handsome oak cabinet, Cossor
Metallised Screened
Grid, Metallised
Detector, Power and Rectifier Valves.
Heavy-duty Mains Transformer and all
parts necessary for home assembly.
Hire Purchase terms : 20/- deposi:
and 10 monthly payments of 20,-.

Sold as a complete
Set of parts including

Valves and Cabinet
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GREETINGS

ARIEL'S SECRET
SAFETY FIRST
VARIABLE TONE

RADIO NOTES & NEWS
bility-why, my heart positively rollicks

NeW Year Greetings.

WELL, here's all- the'best for 1932 ;
may it be the one we've all been
waiting

for

about

since

1914.

Instead of making a' lot of resolutions,
take my tip and, instead, when you get

a hot -stuff brain-waVe, think of two
American phrases, "Effective immediately"
and " Do it now."
Stimulated .with the ginger -wine and
underdone nut steaks of -their Christmas
-

-

BACK TO THE BAND
" MAGIC " RESULTS

-

-

-

within me.
Lfully agree with the principle involved,
-

but I think it is pushed to a ridiculous

extreme-, in this instance. Any religious
significance which those symbols ever had
is now as dead as a door -knob. Are we to
upbraid Nature because the new moon is,

shaped like the crescent, the symbol of
Mohammed ?

festivities, the " PM:" technical staff
are all ready to giVe you of their very

THE CREAM OF THE BAG
" BIKRADIO "

recent broadcast of " Julius Caesar," said :
"-Shakespeare is impossible iri the modern

theatre, with its realistic settings and its
slow, unyielding mechanism."

On the

its wonderful equipment.
As he is a poet, one can drowse over him
in everlasting content, but how many,

many -folk have I heard to say that the
staged play threw a
new light upon the

"WHAT'S .ALL THIS
ABOUT 7 METRES ? "

They are straining, -.-the hounds !
-at the leash ! They're off !
" Ariel's " Big Secret.
best.

-

contrary, Shakespeare is impossible-as a
dramatist-without the- modern stage and

pages which they had
previously seen only
as the hiding -place of
poetic gems

IAM going to have

That Broadcast of
"Julius Ceesar."

you cock-eyed with

curiosity about

SINCE I have embarked on con-

this, with any luck, '
because it really is
worth a bit of a canter,
me lads. I admit -that
it's the " Wireless Con-

. from

troversy arising
. the B.B.C.'s

u1i
Cwiar,'? I
permit myself to say
that the presentation
of that play was very

structor's " " benefit "
this time, but as there
is no valid reason why

unsatisfactory.

a " P.W." devotee,
should not read the

The

speakers gab b e a-

" Ocinstruetor," I amf

_ probably, they were
told to do so by some

tip-by easy stages !-

programme bloke who
wanted the Second
News to begin prompt-

giving you the friendly

about what's going to
happen about-a man's
initials and a nuniber.

ly-they gabbled like

the Rom'an geese

I'll give
you the number. If a
Look here !

famous

in

history.

man makes a wheel-

The Management of

it for £4, what per-

A ND that' was not
ti the only 'trouble.

barrow for El and sells

Crowds.

centage of profit does

he gain ? The answer is

the number.

The crowd was allowed

(Another

to drown the speeches

of the principals,

thrilling revelation next
wee)..)

Safety First.

-

Our Chief Radio Consultant
inspecting the first 7-metre

HERE I go, careering along in niy
frivolous w a y;
instead of reporting the percentage of
" pirates " in. Persia, like a good " Ariel."

But when I read that the B.B.C. has

rejected a design for the ceiling of one of

its new studios because it incorporated
the signs of the Zodiac, on the grotinds

that these might offend releegious suscepti-

Capt. Eckersley-whose first set
for "P.W." is described this
week-was greatly interested in
this, the original 7 -metre adaptor,
Particulars of which also appear
in this issue.

The B.B.C. (Tame) Oracle.

THIS is a good week, and no mistake.
1 I'm fairly romping along, and I
hope you are as light-hearted as I
am. Here's another one with jam in the
ends as well as the middle. The " Radio
Times".' (tame) oracle, writing about the

Brutus . and Cassius

died most unconvincingly, and

Brutus'
boy was too obviously
a lady! But perhaps

I have been spoiled !

I waited from 2 p.m. till 8 'p.m. to see
Tree play Mark Antony in 1905, and it

was worth the leg -ache and the half-crown.
Shakespeare wasn't
impossible " to

Tree and His Majesty's in those days !
(Continued on next page.)
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"ARIEL'S " RUNNING COMMENTARY ON RADIO (Continued)
The Variable Tone.

Wrapping newspapers round my feet and
legs, I. plough through the pile. Ha, here
is my perennial friend in the Gold Coast
Colony, who wants me to indaice someone
to ship him a sample radio -gram. Sailh

GEOFFREY DAMS, who gave
MR:. a
recital of songs on December
13th (Mid. Reg.) is, one might say,
a tenor merely by force of circumstances.
It happened like this. During the war he
_

he ! Nice letter frond A. T. (Port Elizabeth)

applied for the position of aritone in a

in praise of

Magic Four." P. H. (Batley)
has tuned .in to twins. Luck ! Call 'em

concert party but was told that there was
no vacancy.

K.W. and K.C. And, finally, there is an
optimistic man of Wales who wants me
to be a Hon. Bard for a guinea. Sir, I was

However, refusing to be licked

he coolly announced that he was a tenor !
And he has sung as a tenor ever since, the
saucy lad
Back to the Band.
AREMARKABLE double volte,fare was

accomplished by Antoni Sala, who
broadcast on December 16th. This
great Spanish 'cellist gave up music as a
profession in 1919,

and went on' the

land-this after
making his name
famous every1111111
/1641H
i!'

111

where that counts.

A KINDLY reader of Waterloo, Ontario,
sends me an article written by
Dr. Lee de Forest and published in
the " Mail and Empire " of Toronto,
which 1 should like to reproduce wholly.
" Radio has been perverted to the lowest
commercial use and its possibilities debased

*

E-

oli3rs are lost in
won-

der about the
word's oriain.

*

Three o'clock a.m. Courage.

HAT'S what our splendid lifeboatmen
have-" three o'clock in the morning"
courage. It needs real manhood to
turn out of a sound sleep and a warm bed
and pull off in a pitch-black, freezing night
to the aid of a ship in distress. The Royal
National Lifeboat Institution, which maintains 106 motor lifeboats and 77 pulling
and sailing lifeboats, has to carry on its
work by voluntary subscriptions, and it

T

" There ain't no escape from wireless
nowadays. When I was on 'oliday in Scotland,
'r instance, I called at wot the poet calls a

dim sheiling in a misty glen,' and when the
guid wife opened the door to me she couldn't
'ear wot I said for the noise of the B.B.C.
Orchestrer playin' in the kitchen."-" Empire
News."

" Away for a YELL earned vacation, the
National Grand Opera will be replaced to -night
by a grand opera concert organization on
WEAF."-" New York Herald -Tribune."
=
We trust that none of these singers have
a strained their voices during the season, as

has saved an average of eleven lives a week

for over a century.
London, S. W.1.

" Come On, Boys ! "

zi11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111i111117

most of the flapdoodle it exudes runs

danger of infection from its diseased
vulgarities." " Direct advertising is out
of place in radio."
Dr. Lee de Forest Gets Going.
a blaring recital of outright

is borrowe71. from
Shakespeare, h i s

"

Ariel being a jovial,

claims that are an outrage on the credulous
public." " Advertising belongs in publications where' it can be read or disregarded,
and where it is not forcibly rammed down
the national throat-or ears."
" The
Federal Radio. Commission gravely licenses

light-hearted spirit

-probably a

cousin of Puck, I should think.

But, those blurbs on Broadcasting House
which are supposed to represent Ariel refer
to a low branch of our family, of whom we

never speak. This paragraph answers
E. A. W. (Burton -on -Trent) and other

kindly inquisitives.

The Cream of the Bag.
COME, let us run hastily through my mail
on this glad New Year morning.
Years may come and years may gobut my room is as cold as ever, in January.

.

.

falsehoods, wild exaggerations and lying

the radio centres of blatancy and

.

You can send the

money to the Secretary of the Inatitution,
Lifeboat House, 42, Grosvenor Gardens,

DIVIDE IT FAIRLY.
=
Hearing that scientists can't agree as to hoW
to split the atom, Aunt Agatha thinks they
- should share it equally, between them." Sunday Pictorial."

It

I am not

Perhaps Datas will tell us what Gladstone
said in
(No politics !-ED. " P.W.").

this item seems to insinuate.

" aerial " ; others blame
Shakespeare (" The
Tempest "). while
undisguised

7.11

Well,

to sit back and
gloat over the discovery of a rer.der who remembers what was
in our No. 1. I myself hadn't the foggiest.

for an agricultural friend is a record of a
week's Fat -Stock Prices set to a syncopated
rhythm.-" Punch." *

October 17th -18th. He gave certain data

to think it is meant to be an artistic

1922,

of P. S. I prefer

Gramophone records of favourite wireless
items are selling well. An appropriate present

for P. R. C. (Colombo, Ceylon), who,

rendering of

June .3rd,

compete with a
memory - liko that

is that the broadcaster has no assurance that
anybody is listening to him.

T PROMISED to do a bit of sleuthery

The Truth About " Ariel."
T GET a fair sprinkling of inquiries about
I my nom de plume ; some people seem

has been shattered by P. S. (Toot-

ing), -who points out, quite accurately; that
in the very first
number of " P.W."

going to try to

A Magic Result in .Ceylon.

" P.W.'s " " Magic " Three.

" Bikradio."
MY sneaking hope that Ariel Junior
would be the pioneer of bike -radio

La!!!!!!!!!!!!imiiiiiiiiimuM1111i1111111111111!!!!!!!!!!!iliiiiil

to the band," so

say that he received from Great Britain,
which is a triumph both for him and for

Does anybody know whether this craze
Or is there any cure

lasts long ?

until the family that regularly listens to

The reason that certain famous people never
speak from Savoy Hill, we are told, is that they
require a visible audience.
One of the present imperfections of wireless

however; I think that he may safely

fretwork pipe -racks !

there was a photograph of bikradio.

and then returned
to music, " back

programme, on 261 metres.

fretwork, so that, instead of wires and
batteries, this house is all sawdust and

171.

SHORT WAVES.

about the items which ha heard, which
correspond very closely to the National

lamps. Hence, we have veered violently to

Radio Advertising in U.S.A.

He was a farmer
for several years

with a " Magic " Three, heard what
he thought was the London Regional on

in a schoolfellow's house, of a fretwork
skeleton illuminated with small electric

born in '86 !

to speak, and now appears before us, having lost none of his former brilliance. Not
always thus does the world welcome back
fame's strayed children.

I

developed serious symptoms of amateur

radio was suddenly pulled up by the sight,

.

commends what they call American radio's
' self-supporting system' as entirely admirable and satisfactory." Right on the nob !

Personal Note.
THIS is in the nature of an S.O.S. My
small Arielette (male), snub nose,
fair complexion (hidden by inkspots

andnand) (football practice !), after having

T DO hope that none of my lynx -eyed
1 critics will accuse me of belittling
the efforts of fellow " fans," causing
the dollar to flop, and spoiling Mr. Firestone's
efforts to make
india rubber out of
alfalfa, if I refer

gaily to the fact
that in the U.S.A.

"the short-wave
lads " got on to "

the police wave-

lengths. with the

result that when a
row was reported
by radio and the cops hastened to the scene
they found the normal crowd augmented by

heaps of " fans " who had picked up the
report and decided to attend.
In view of this development in other
cities, New York; which is to equip 250

police -cars with seven-valvers, has decided

to. use special code _words in its police
messages.

ARIEL
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UNING OUT
FATHER TIME
Broadcasting -in the
New Year ai- Savoy Hill
-To town and country, seaside places

and easier. Still, I can never be sure of

and ports, to those who sleep in the

folds of the quiet hills, in cities
still ablaze with light or manufacturing

Some fascinating details about the
great moment when the Old Year

in England and Wales, Scotland or Northern

and forward into the future.
By HAROLD A. ALBERT.

blends into the New, with radio
reaching back into the past year

towns lit by the glow of the blast furnace,
or in farmsteads on the levels of the plain

Ireland or the Irish Free State, or the
Isles of the Sea, Greetings ! To the King

and all his House and all his subjects, a
Happy New Year ! "
Do You Recognise It?

No, I have not suddenly gone into

training for the Laureateship or the Bardic

Trials, but I'd like to know whether you
recognise that ? If you have anything

like a. memory and if .you're anything .like
a listener, you must do, for that -touching.
little piece comes from one of the

Grand Good Nights which have
been broadcast by the B.B.C. on

*

perfection.

" One year, when I greeted the cities, the

broadcasting stations attached to them

answered and were heard by listeners. Not
until afterwards did I discover that Sheffield
for some reason which remains unexplained

to this day had not responded.
Here's a Good One !

trades, I left out the firemen. Even now.
I feel that I shall no sooner leave the
microphone than I shall remember something or someone whom I have forgotten.
" Mind you, I'd much rather think out a
new idea, but listeners won't let me, and
so I just have to 'go on perfecting the old,
although every year makes my task easier

" While I, in the London studio, imagined

that my words were receiving an answer,
listeners heard nothing but silence.
" On another occasion, a famous critic
in referring to my morning greetings to the
different nations in their own languages,
deplored what he termed my faulty pronunciation of Italian. I can't think what
that critic can have been dreaming about,
for the greeting in question was

PROGRAMMES OF THE PAST !

every New Year's Eve since 1925.

I've just had a inost interest-

"Broadcasting is, like being at a
great height. It's dangerous to
look over or even to realise the

whose name- will be familiar to

POPULAR WIRELESS readers, He

it. is who first conceived the idea
and who makes the annual broad-

drop.

fesses to feeling all in.' If I gave

a moment's thought to the vast-

add that this gentleman produces
the Epilogue !

ness of my audience, I should

probably feel the same."

It was from an early form of
Epilogue, in fact, that the New
Year's Eve Grand Good Night

And that ended our conversa-

tion.

I moved on to another corner in the Savoy Hill hive where
I discussed with a programme

and durhig our talk
Mr. Stobart told me all about it.
sprang,

official New Year's Eve broadcasts
in general.

There was a time, in the very
early days, when the Old Year

The First Occasion.

" An announcer used to read a
verse or two of poetry after the

went out unsaluted and unsung by
the B.B.C.

programme on Sunday nights, and
from him I conceived my notion.

Early Efforts.

We tried it out .-one night in the
middle of the week and it proved

Then, in 1923, the former Archbishop, of Canterbury delivered_ a

Then we turned it into

a grand Christmas greeting and

little homily just before the midnight hour ; in 1924 was relayed

idea naturally

a Watch -night service ; in 1925
Mr. Stobart began his business, and

followed.

" In the first Grand New Year
Good Night-and Good Morning,
I remember, I greeted the stars
and Mother Universe and old Sol
himself, and then all the great
cities of Britain. But never yet

ever since then wayfarers in the
vicinity of the radio headquarters
during December have seen gentlemen with notebooks and puckered
brows hunting NEW IDEAS.

Which statement is not strictly
true, but it will pass.
Very good some of. the ideas

have I made this broadcast without
leaving somebody out I
" One year I forgot Dundee,

since when marmalade has been
bitter in my mouth. And another
year, when wishing happiness to
people - by their professions and

One of the announcers here,

after reading the Epilogue, con-

cast-and lest you are not yet
sitting up in your chair, let me

the New Year

I asked Mr.. Stobart then how
he felt on sending good wishes to
several million people.
" I dare not think," he answered.

little chat with Mr. J. C.
Stobart, a Savoy Hill veteran
ing

a 'sneeess.

delivered in Esperanto ! "

This is the Blattnerphone-a wonderful arrangement of magnetised
steel ribbon which records and preserves any programme so that
it can be re -hashed in full detail at any time. With it we shall
be able to hear some of the General Election speeches all over again
-if we want to !-exactly as they were delivered.

have been, too.. Do you remember
the retrospective programme when
you heard as if by magic fragments
(Continued on next page).
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frowned as though deeply injured when I
expressed these sentiments.

of some foreign stations at Tatsfield by
pected beautiful chimes, we just received

*-4-4,--4,--40-40-4-4.-----4-.2.---4.L4,-0-0--4.----*

disappointing in many ways," said he, " for
at that time the landlines were not so well
organised as they are to -day, and reception

of the programmes of the past year ?

THE GRAND "GOOD -NIGHT

TUNING OUT FATHER

To the B.B.C., that programme was

TIME
(Continued from previous page.)

And

do you remember the New Year party
that was broadcast as a surprise item in

Davy Burnaby acted- as host, and I

Anyone who heard his " Here am I, an old

man, standing alone, while another year
passes and the shadows cluster thickly,"

studio audience gulped whisky and sandwiches and such remarks as, " What'll
you have, Davy ? " and " Jolly good stuff
this ! " were broadcast to the world.
To this day Davy swears that over two
dozen spinsters wrote in to complain of the
" drunken orgy."

must have been deeply touched.
The programme precedinab it was good,
too. Do you remember how the dance
music faded out and stern voices summed

up the passing year whilst sound effects
brought memories to life ?
We heard long perished news bulletins,

" The Birth of the Year."

the King opening the Indian Conference,
the first public appearance of the B.B.C.
Symphony Orchestra, the first television
broadcast, the now vanished Hyde Park
carillon, the multi ludinous activities of
1930 all brought back to' life by means of

Then there was that programme, " The
-Birth of the Year," which included relays
of New Year. Celebrations from the Continent and which was probablyaone of the
most intricate international broadcasts
ever carried out. As Germany rang out
the Old. Year, English listeners heard the

sound effects, gramophone records, and the
spoken word.
And this year, so quickly does Progress

Cologne Cathedral -bells chiming midnight
when it was eleven o'clock by Greenwich.

march, you will hear in an " Historical
Retrospect " that is being planned not
impressions of past broadcasts, but to all

The spinning of the world was utilised
for entertainment purposes and we were

taken into restaurants and dance halls

intents and purposes the actual broadcasts
themselves. Some of the outstanding programmes of the year have been preserved
He is Mr. J. C. Stobart, the B.B.C.'s Director of
Education, who has evolved a magnificent
" Good -night " that includes everybody everywhere. But one year he forgot the firemen, who
it

were very " put out " I

Soldering Small Parts.
/..)

be brought together in accurate relationship.

A soldering7iron is of little assistance,
because the mere act of touching the parts
with the iron is liable to move them out of
position. If you have a blowpipe and a
charcoal block, you will find no difficulties,

but here is another method which is handy
when you have no blowpipe.

Make up a little pan as shown in the

sketch herewith. The centre part is cut out
of a tin lid, leaving a small ledge all round

inside, and ,a thin disc of mica is fitted

inside, resting on the ledge.
Secure the mica disc with a ring of springy

brass, sprung inside the lid and pressed

MADE OF MICA

TWO USEFUL HINTS
SOLVING YOUR SOLDERING
PROBLEMS

Minn

5.4.0wEv WIRE
#7hve

5T/FF W/A'E.
MICA

77n, Zia- Mrs,

CEN7WE CDT Our.

This little " saucepan " is easily made from a tin
lid and mica, as explained above...And it certainly
simplifies the problem of soldering very small
parts together.

records them on steel ribbons and reproduces them as required, and a selection is
being made of the best.

Now bring all the aerial down -lead wires

together within the brass tube, and let

them reach down to the bottoin of the latter.

down against the mica.

With the wires in position within the tube
pour molten lead
into the tube
LEAD-IN
until the latter
EFFICIENCY
is full to the top.

solder, as it would melt), and equip it with

wires will now be

Now you can heat your work in the pan,
with no risk of it adhering to the bottom.
Provided that the mica is thin, enough heat
will pass through it for soldering, while no
soot from the flame which you are using can
be deposited on the work.

the one common

A Lead-in Problem Solved.

through the win-

Fix a stiff wire
handle to the edge of the pan (not with
a wooden grip.

-

WHEN you have a multi -wire aerial, it

is often a bit of a problem to de-

termine the most advantageous
method of bringing the aerial down -leads
into one common path.
For instance, it is never an easy matter to
solder together two or more multi -strand
aerial wires, and, of course, little electrical
efficiency would remain after a time if the
down -lead wires were merely twisted
-

WOODEN
HANDLE-

by means of the Blattnerphone which

be screwed to, an ordinary lead-in tube.

MALL articles for soldering are not

always easy to hold over the flame,
especially if there are several parts to

impressive qualities of the New Year's Eve
broadcast last year when, speaking in the

An Impressive Broadcast.

hectic radio party ever thrown. An hilarious

the time, but
maybe I was wrong, for a studio official

But that is ancient history. There can,
at any rate, be little argument about the

the Archbishop welcomed 1931.

have his word for it that it was the most

deaths before it was counted out in England.

buzz -buzz ' ! "

empty Cathedral Church at Canterbury,

the dying hours Of 1928-?

and little squares in quaint market towns
by the aid- of the microphone. The New
Year, in :short, was heard dying a dozen

wireless link was partly spoiled by ' fading
and atmospherics. So that when we ex-

together.

The best method of dealing with a problem of this nature is graphically shown in
the illustration.
Obtain a 4 -in. length of brass tubing of
about 1 -in. bore. Flatten one end of it by

means of a hammer, and drill this with a
hole large enough. to enable the tube to

The

down -lead

firmly connected in

path, to wit, the

brass tube, which,
as illustrated, may

be screwed to an

ordinary lead - in

tube, passing

dow -frame, or else
screwed to and additionally secured

to the lead-in tube
by

means

of

solder.
Two or more down

leads treated in this

manner are

elec-

trically
efficient,
and, when the brass
tube is soldered to
the lead-in tube,
the efficiency of
the down -lead sysGetting good contact at the
tem remains un- lead-in
is often difficult when
altered with the a two -wire aerial is used, but
here
is
a stunt that gets over
passage of time.
the difficulty.
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IN introducing what has been described

I

as the world's first seven -metre adaptor,

I feel that I cannot do better than to

refer briefly, first of all, to the present

European wave -length muddle and the effect

that it is having, even upon our own local
broadcasting.
Cutting -Out Interference.

- Surely, few of us will have failed to have
noticed at some time or other the annoying

and almost persistent heterodyne whistle

on the London and Northern regional transmissions, and..as most of us know, this state,
of affairs is due entirely to the fact that the
number of wave -length " channels " available for broa dcastingin Europe is inadequate.

To obtain " whistle -free" reception from
every station in Europe, it would be
necessary for each station to have a band of
frequencies, 10 kcs. wide, to itself.

SUITABLE FOR ANY

B.B.C. is to experiment with
a 7 -metre wave for broadcasting.

remarkably low wave -length of seven metres
to explore the possibility of using this wave
for a localised broadcasting service.

It is as yet much too early to predict

But they have suggested' that one

of the problems to be solved before
the new wave can be widely used is
thatormaking adaptors for ordinary.
sets. " P.W." has solved this
problem, and is able to present an
inexpensive, easy -to -make adaptor

suitable for any ordinary set. It is
designed and described by G. "T.
Kelsey, the well-known originator
of short-wave adaptors.

(Continued on next page.)
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HOW TH4 -" SHILLING -A -METRE
IS SPENT.

Piece of i-in. plyWood 10 in. x 10 in.
=

mum capacity, .0000015-nifd. (Jack- E
son).

1 Panel type micro condenser for reaction, maximum capacity 38-m.mfds.

be even more accentuated as the powers -of
stations are increased.
This -state of affairs, as Jong as -it. inter=
.

feres only with the reception of distant

stations, although most undesirable, is. not
perhaps such a very serious matter; because,
as we all knoW, there
are many other paraSET
sitical noises to con-

tend with when
receiving

(Igranie).

.0001 -mid. grid condenser (Dubilier

=
=
Er:
:7-_

:- i--_

d is t a n t

" button " type or Ormond small
.

i.--...

A Way Out.

Pieces of ebonite and wood for mounting
purposes (see diagrams for dimen=

Length of No. 16 gauge tinned copper E:
wire for the coils and for wiring up.

F7.-*

=
--1

sions).

= Soldering tags ,(special type used for

1-

is

_=

pro-

valve -pin connections, see diagram),
flex, screws, 2i in. length of i in.

=

diameter ebonite rod and 68 in. of
No. 30 D.S.C. wire for special H.F. E-

=
=

choke, valve adaptor plug, elastic
bands, etc.

our local

L--

The plug in the foreground goes into the detector valve holder and the

present detector -valve is replaced by the one in the adaptor. Your_set is then
a perfect 7 -metre receiver

time that something
was done.This

really the

whole secret- behind
t h e B.B.C.'s recent

announcement that
experiments. were to

be undertaken on the

..-4

THHNInnimninnin1000000m0fininininn01101111fflinic-:

ONLY TWO CONTROLS TO HANDLE

is

_

But when it looms
up as a menace to the
satisfactory reception
gramthes upon which
we largely depend for o u r entertainment,
then it is certainly

available 10 -kilocycle " channels " in the
allotted band between approximately 200
and 550 metres. In consequence, a _certain
amount of overlapping is inevitable and the
conseqUent trouble, with the results of
which we are all more or less familiar, will-

E.--

type).
1 Two megohm grid -leak with terminals
or soldering connections (Igranic, rri
Graham-Farish, Loewe).
Ez
1 standard 4 -in length (overall) extension
handles (Bulgin).
t1:
1 6 -in. ditto.
il

-1-2_

of

But the trouble is that there are already

E
=

type 665, T.C.C. type M., Formo

stations quite apart
from heterodynes.

more stations in Europe than there are

Et'

for baseboard.
1 Screw -in type neutralising condenser, LB -maximum capacity .00002-mfd., mint-

One simple tuning control and a reaction adjustment are all that you have to
manipulate.
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THE "KELSEY" 7 -METRE
ADAPTOR

P2381

(Continued from previous page.)

what the ultimate result of these experi-

Near..711cte

make it quite clear that the use of seven-

SER/ES4'ERPVL
CONDENSER

ments will be ; and in any case, the B.B.C.

metre transmitters for localised broadcasting
can never obviate the necessity of utilising
the normal broadcasting band to some extent.

N Fri./o/c&

ilaqProde
PLUG

Sure to Succeed.

But if the experiments do prove successful

-and there is every reason to believe that

they will-then the day may not be far
distant when we shall see the erection of

low -powered seven -metre localised transmitters all over the country.

dee:ger/ow CO/L.

definite advantages in the use of a seven-

R.E.c/C7;/0/11
CO/VDEIVSER

There are, as a matter of fact, certain

metre wave for localised broadcasting which

cannot be obtained on any. other available
wave -length band. And one of the most

important of these is that interference,

broadcasting or otherwise, could not possibly
(Continued on page 1024.)
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WIRING DIAGRAM
OF THE ADAPTOR,
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WHEN I switched on my set the other
night without consulting the pro-

grammes as published I was delighted to tune in to, the beginning of a
vaudeville programme which included, to
my special appreciation, the inimitable

I reflected that if I
had resumed my interrupted listening at
that stage instead of -about- six, months
earlier I might have said plausibly that
Mabel Constanduros.

there was very, little difference between the'
vaudeville of five years ago and of to -day.

LORD GAINFORD

correspondence columns

tinuity 4$ and less " rigidity " and
has quite a lot to say regarding the

journal of the B.B.C. as a " potential

alternative Prime Minister."

various dance bands which are

regularly " on the air."

fore I must now

sense.

accrue therefrom.

It is 'all rather

bewildering, I
know, but I confess that I must
begin by protest -

n g against

obvious efficiency
and specialisation
B.B.C.

I understand, has been boosted in the

puts me in

respOnses which

when these seem

to me to be de-

tracting from the
effect which should be presumed at the
listening end.
" Why This Crabbing? "

In 1925 and 1926 I listened to many

B.B.C. vaudeville (or variety, is they were

called then) programmes, and, although
for the most part I confess that I was very
angry at elementary deficiencies of production, I must insist that in those few
programmes of this class which I approved

they were much better than anything that

I have heard in the formidable average

which confronts me since my resumption
six months ago.

Why this crabbing'? Is this again an
attempt to cripple the B.B.C. in its valiant
endeavour to do the impossible ? No, I

admit the rationality and probability of
such a question, but I continue to plead

What a.

strong plea for a " smooth con-

ing the past six
try to delineate the

-

What a waste of goodwill I

menace to future growth !
And now to turn to some advantages of
the new regime. There is, of course, the
inevitable Jack Payne's, Band, whose leader,

light programmes. He advances a

*------..--4-4-4-- ---- 4.- 4-*

months; and there-

The Vice -Chairman of the

Continuing his intensely interesting
-and informative series, " 0.11.M." '
discusses the vaudeville and other

But it so happens that I have

been listening
fairly, closely dur'

*----4------------..-4,- *

that the fact of my absence for five years

particularly favourable
position to help broadcasting in the widest
a

The basic defect, of course,_ is departmentalisation.

It is obvious to me now

that the kind of mind that runs Savoy Hill
believer that it is necessary to assert
education and religion in order to make it
effective. I wonder.
Donald Calthrop's Influence.

In relation to the particular subject of
light entertainment, as I 'would prefer to
call it, I feel real gaps in the absence of
Donald Calthrop (now an expensive film
star), R. E. Jeffrey (now a successful film
executive), and one or two others whose
names I forget, but whose influence was for

the most part in the right direction-that is,
in developing the thesis of the continuity
of proo-ramme work, the whole being rei
ga,rded as entertainment.
But there it is, these individuals have
gone, others have replaced them. I believe
that those actually in charge are at least as
efficient, perhaps even more so. For in-

stance, Val Gielgud (the protege of that

great editor of the " Radio Times," Walter
Fuller), and Jack Watt, the brilliant young
producer upon whom the stage is turning
envious eyes,

A Big ' But`"
All and more, agreed. But-and it is a

big "but "-there is the fact of freezing

rigidity, of unnatural competition, of a
constant artificial balance.

of

the official

The possession of such popularity is no
-small. asset, even in the days when democratic procedure. is 'hardly at a premium.
I think -it a mistake, however, for - VAL -GIELGUD
the B.B.C. to allow

Jack Payne freedom in

personal
publicity obviously
denied to all others.
Having delivered

myself of this

criticism, I am all.
the more anxious

to make it clear
that Mr. Jack
Payne provides a

gockl."` deffieht -fot
v akkcle-fi 11 e pto-

grammes. I would
say definitely better
than that of his
predecessor,
one

Sydney Fir m a n,
who headed " The

The B.B.C. Productions
Director.

London Radio Dance Band." Yes, Jack

Payne is an efficient dance band conductor,

and his " boys " are up to the mark.
The Loss of Sir Walford Davies.

And now, following my main principle
of seeking entertainment under whatever
disguise, I would mention Sir Waif end
Davies, whose portrait I came across in
an illustration of a music lesson for schools.
I find no evidence that Sir Walford is now,
as he did in the old days, giving unrivalled
pleasure to millions of listeners." The segre-

gation of Sir 4?afford Davies is a definite
loss in real entertainment value.
As to the variety of dance music available
from outside sources, of course, the position

has enormously improved since the old
(Conlinutd on next page.)
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CORRESPONDENCE

Closer to London it is not possible to get Milhlacker,
but it is perfectly rpossible to: get London free from.
Mithlacker, which practical .point, I think, illustrates
that my theory is right In practice.

THE "ECKERSLEY" TUNER-AN
INTERNATIONAL SHORT - WAVE -1.

Cross Modulation and Screening.
Then again, owing to the absence of complete

(Continued from previous page.)

as regards the detector circuit, nor is it a function of
screening. If the jamming station is very. strong and
the tuner unselectivei them of course, bad effects take
place because there is no way of eliminating the
jamming station. If the tuner is selective enough
the jamming station appears as what we call " monkey
chatter." That is, the modulations heterodyne with
the carrier to which the tuner is tuned. This monkey
chatter is not deleterious in itself because it can be

days. But it was a special joy to me to hear
the Savoy Orpheans come on the air again
a few weeks ago. How wonderful was
the benefit to British broadcastinat' of .the
old Savoy Orpheans and the Savoy Havana
bands is difficult to estimate ; perhaps
Mr. De Mornys knows, and I wonder where
he is
It seems to me that the old Savoy Band
represented the pinnacle of gaiety_ and
brightness in an emerging new tradition of
entertainment. I was not here .to witness
the tragedy of their withdrawal from the
microphone, and I am glad I wasn't.
However good, the new band of the Savoy
cannot claim the resolute sufficiency of its
more colourful if less experienced and

CLUB.

screening you suggest that there would be cross modulation. Cross modulation itself is not a serious thing

*-4.--4.-4.--4,7-4-4--4.-----4,-..-4,----.1.-4- 4;4-4-*
THE "ECKERSLEY" TUNER.
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

Dear Sir,-Having just finished reading the second
of Captain Eckersley's articles on this new tuner, I
must confess that there are several points which are
not quite clear to me, and I am taking the liberty of
writing you thereon.
First of all, Captain Eekersley states that it is a
new tuner, and that it embodies a new system of
tuning. From my reading of the circuit diagram
it would appear that it is a resistance -coupled H.F.
filter. If my reading is correct, perhaps you will
kindly inform me how the band -width is' kept constant, because from my experience of this type of
filter the band -width is far from constant over the tuning scale, with a result that correct pre -selection
is impossible to obtain.
SeCondly, Captain Eckersley tells us that owing to
the two coils being placed at right angles, coupling
between them is only slight. but that some coupling

does exist. He follows this up by stating that direct
pick-up will also take place, but that this is *unimportant, as for very strong signals great selectivity
is not needed.
I am afraid I cannot follow this theory, because
it is an established fact that even though the local
station's signals may be cut out by thrtuned- circuit,
they will exert a paralysing influence upon signals

eliminated: by- a filter.

All the time I feel that I want to make. the point
that if the tuner is selective enough as it stands to
ensure de -modulation of the interfering station, then
the tuner has achieved its Purpose:
Finally; let me say that of course it is much better
to have complete screening, but in a cheap inealel not
fundamentally necessary. It is better because you
would probably get a greater selectivity if the coils
were screened. The selectivity at present is quite
remarkable, and I hope you will verify my statement
by a trial of the tuner itself.
Yours faithfully,
P. P. E.
Bush House,Aldwyeh, W.C.2.

Dear Sir,-I wish to thank you for printing a

notice in the issue of October 24th about the International Short -Wave Club.

How to make
THE ECKERSLEY THREE,
Described by the Eminent Designer himself:

of the list I have no hesitation in placina

Perhaps my readers may begin to wonder

A. G. SANDERS, Esq.

.whether there is not too much carping
criticism in this article. They may also

of November 30th.

deterioration of quality on the :nondon station.

Be that as it may, the range of outside

dance bands is much improved. At the top

Entertainment the Test.

CAPT. ECKERSLEY'S REPLY.

reaction, therefore, you can make the band -width
more constant over the whole tuning range .because
you can adjust this value of R/L ; this always provided you do not have to force the reaction to the
limit.
So, let us say that although- the formula for the
attenuation through the filter at various frequencies
around the resonant frequency is complex, and
although the R/L term helps to determine the bandwidth, in practice the variation of reaction does tend
to keep the band -width sufficiently constant throughout the tuning range.
With regard to your second point, there is, as I
said, certainly some direct pick-up when the local
station is very powerful, but supposing you are
tined to a frequency slightly different from the local
station, then it Is your contention that, the direct
pick-up existing, the detector valve is paralysed. I
cannot agree with this because if the tuner were
adjusted, say, 18 kilocycles from the local station,
and if there was a moderately strong carrier 18 kilocycles away from the local station and the tuner was
tuned to this carrier wave, then if the local station
was still predominantly strong you would hear it as a
modulated signal. It the tuner cut the intensity down
by about five times from the intensity it would be
received as if the circuits were in tune, then what is
called de -modulation sets in and the local station is
only heard as an 18 -kilocycle modulation. Of course,
it is not, in fact, heard at all becauge of its very high
frequency. If it is not heard it means that its intensity
is about i the intensity of the station it is desired to
receive, and therefore in fact no paralysing takes place.
I- only mentioned this direct pick-up because I did
not want people to think that in this cheap model the
thing was perfect, but I. am perfectly sure this direct
pick-up has no deleterious effects. I have thoroughly
tested.the tuner myself and, for instance,' fifty miles
from London it is quite possible to separate London
from Miihlacker and vice versa, and without any

-

efficient organisation controlled and guided.
by one whose commercial leanings are
subsidiary to his sense of duty.
Then, of course, there is Roy Fox, at the
Monseigneur, Jack Harris' Band from
Grosvenor House, and Ioschetto and his
orchestra from the May Fair Hotel, just to
mention a few other able combinations.

NEXT WEEK

.

stant. There is not a single high -frequency tuner of a
simple kind, that I know of, that does keep the bandwidth constant. The band -width is largely deterMuThed by the R/L value of the coils. If you apply

polished predecessors..-

*

is an admirably restrained, balanced, and

These are the points which are not clear to me, and
I trust that Captain Eckersley will he kind enough to
give me his valued help; because I am sure that there
must be other: readers, like Inc who are striving after
a solution of the difficulty of separating nearby
powerful stations.
I am, sir,
Yours faithfully
ALBERT G. SANDERS.
26, Redbrink Crescent,
Barry Island, Giant.
---'-,---

Dear Sir, -The Editor has passed me your letter
You are perfectly right in believing that this
device is a resistance -coupled filter. You are perfectly right in supposing that with the cheap and
simple arrangement that I have designed- for . a
certain market the band -width does not keep coif-

go-

i

Henry Hall and his Gleneagles Dance Band,
which plays such a lot- from Manchester as.
well as from Edinburgh. Here seems to me

YOUR CHANCE!

cross, modulation and other like evils creep in and
nullify any advantage gained by the use of a filter
circuit, especially when the use of a screened -grid
valve is contemplated ? .

AFTER FIVE YEARS.

The Dance Bands.

INTERNATIONAL SHORT-WAVE CLUB.
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

that occupy a near band of frequencies.
Perhaps- Captain Eekersley will enlighten us as to
how this is overcome. Then, again, owing to the
absence of complete screening of his tuner, will not

'

ask what are my constructive suggestions
If I answer the latter, I shall take the liberty
to presume to ignore the former.
My doctrine is simply this : broadcasting
stands or falls by virtue of entertainment,

-

intrinsic and extrinsic. Listeners with
reasonably healthy minds have no use for
avowed educational uplift ; on the other
hand, they will welcome an appropriate
assemblage and dilution of basic programme ingredients, of which both education and uplift are essential if inconspicuous,
constituents.
Presentation Is Everything.

So the problem is, from every point of
pleasant, acceptable presentation.

view,
I must say .the response has been really remarkI have received hundreds of applications from
all over the, country, from Scotland to the Channel
able.

Islands, from members of H.M. Forces, also from -the

Irish Free fitate and Germany. Many with a good

word to say about, POPmut WIRELESS. And I must
say many havejoined, or think of becoming members.

I should. like, to say a word or two about the

I.S.W.C.

.

First of all, I should like to make it quite clear that
the I.S.W.C. is the original short-wave club, also it
has thousands of members in sixty-two countries
(including the British Isles), its news is up to 'date
(being supplied by its members all over the world),
also it has the support of the National Broadcasting
CO. of America, Columbia Broadcasting System, and

marry radio stations throughout the world.
I may say I still have a number of copies on hand
if your readers care to send for a copy, enclosing
stamp.

;

Thanking you for your willingness to help the

short-wave fan and the ordinary listener.:
Yours faithfully;
A, E. BEAR.
10, St. Mary's Place,
Rotherhithe,
.

There should be a smooth continuity

enabling the " Philistine " listener to enjoy
Sir Oliver Lodge just as much as he enjoys
any vaudeville turn.
Education likewise should be regarded
not as a department of, but as an essential
component of, the general scheme of broad.
casting.

For goodness' sake let's get away from
rigidity, from the terrible tyranny of long-

term engagements, let's seek a new enfranchisement.

And, to co-ordinate and apply this just

doctrine with full authority to interfere exeept in regard to religion, I would suggest
we need a strong man or two. For my part
I nominate Dick Sheppard, and I would like
to see him advised mainly by Dr. Adrian
Boult and Val Gielgud.
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-outteen
A talk with a most interesting
personality, who has been working
behind the scenes at Savoy Hill for
many years. The Dramatic De-

partment find him a host in him-

self for though he

is really a
Lancashire Lad he is equally happy
as a Scotsman, an Irishman,
an old Cockney, or whatever

part they want him for

1

HAVE just had a real honest -to -goodness
ninety -minute conversation with a

man who is probably one of the most
extraordinary personalities heard over the

vireless, and certainly the most extraordinary in the field of radio drama.

He has fourteen different voices at his

command,

has appeared in

over two

hundred wireless plays, and yet has never
starred in a broadcast production, although
he may have taken eight or nine different
parts in one. He is one of the workers of
the B.B.C.-and how ! His name is Philip
Wade.

You may or may not have heard of him.
He is one of those modest characters who

perform a good deal of hard work but at
the same time keep in the background. It
takes a journalist to-" bring him out."
How He Began.
I began broadcasting

round about

1925," I at last managed to make him say;
I had been an actor since 1919, and when
the B.B.C. moved -in to Savoy Hill, they

We had been talking for

over half an hour to a
mike that hadn't been
turned on! Why our silence had not been
discovered earlier, I can't imagine.

" Another amusing thing is that some-

times I have played with so many characters

'that have been in the gravest danger of
gettina them all mixed up. This evening,
for inaance, I'm appearing-if that is the

right word-in a revue that runs for an
hour.
Real Versatility.

" During that period, I shall be a Cockney,

Scotsman, a Lancashire lad-easy this,
because
come from Lancashire-an old
man, a middle-aged business man, and
others into the bargain.
" I once played the King and Polonius
during a broadcast of Hamlet ' to schools.

This would be impossible on the legitimate
stage,

of course, and I almost made it

impossible on the wireless by very nearly
making the King speak to Polonius in the
voice of Polonius, and vice versa.

"-But all these things happened in the

past. Everything nowadays is cut and dried

-the wheels are oiled. There's only one
thing to make you laugh, and that is the
Blattnerphone, the device now used at
Savoy Hill to record any broadcast of

special interest on sound strips which can
either be immediately reproduced or else
preserved for future use.

" The great thing about it, though, is

that it enables the broadcaster to hear his
own voice. At first, I confess I. didn't
recognise mine-any of them. It was a
shock.

PHILIP WADE

The Blattnerphone Backwards.

" It's funny, also, to hear the .` record '
played backwards, and especially at, Say,
treble its normal speed. The programme

duly received an aspiring letter from me
through the post.

" They tested me, gave me parts in those
very early plays In the Mine ' and Congo

that went down so well with listeners
sounds under these- conditions like nothing
but Chinese gibberish intermingled with the
gobble -gobble' of excited turkeys."

Night,' and I've been broadcasting ever
since. Talking to the microphone is the
most` -cold-blooded thing in the world.

So much for the lighter side of Philip
Wade and his work. Not content with

After all, what is there to worry about ?
Nothing ever goes wrong, and nothing
is ever likely to -do so. Now, if I were a

acting on the legitimate stage, and perpetu-

ally rehearsing and broadcasting in radio
drama, he also manages himself to write

variety artiste by profession, I might be
able to retail dozens of stories.

" They all seem, to have stocks of them.
But the lot of the radio actor is hard. He

radio plays and sketches, yes. and even fulllength dramas. Hence his remarks on this
aspect of broadcasting are equally not
without interest.

All that for Nothing !

I think it is likely that the future trend
of radio drama will be in the direction of
greater simplicity and the reduction of he
number of voices to a more manageable
size," he told me. " I don't think there is
the same scope for pageantry as there is
in the film, for instance, though many

rehearses his part, broadcasts it, and that
is all there is to it: All my amusing experiences happened years ago, Then, I
must admit, there were not a few.
" We were once putting over a play in
the studios at Savoy Hill which was being
relayed by land -line solely to Newcastle.
Haying plugged away at the dialogue for
some thirty minutes, we were all getting
very hot and excited as the grand climax
loomed nearer

and nearer,

when

large-scale plays have been very successful.
Those Highbrow Plays.

As for- the
Expressionism versus
Naturalism' controversy, all I can say is

the

Announcer walked into the studio.
All right, fellows, you needn't get

flustered,' he remarked, and put down a

switch at the side, of the microphone.
' Now, begin all over again, if you please.'

that there can be no progress without

Mr. Wade has been with the B.B.C. since its early
days, and has appeared in many broadcast plays.

He often takes the parts of several characters at
once

experiment. If every listener cannot under-

stand a highbrow play, it is hardly fair of
him to ;put all the blame on the H.B.C.
is it ?

-
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DECEMBER will
appear in most
wireless logs as

month of the year
for the reception of

stations,

though it was run
close by November.
In both of these
atmospherics hardly
ever raised so much

the rattling, up that
they. had had during the earlier part of the

uncommon thing to
have to make use of

stations ready to supply full loudspeaker
volume, heterodyne troubles on the medium
wave -band might be pretty serious.

If you have not heard him, try for him at

As I have pointed out before, a tiny

wave -lengths over close together and receiving conditions are good. I am glad to say, though, that heterodyne
troubles are not serious at present, and that

certainly capture.
Try for Bratislava at any time when you
find Heilsberg silent, and don't forget
Horby on Sunday evenings, if your
selectivity is not sufficient to receive him at

Langenberg,Beromunster, Brussels No. 1,
Toulouse, Strasbourg, Breslau, Hilversum,
and Trieste.
After dark the number of, powerful
stations is almost overwhelming. Using a

SHORT -WAVE
NOTES

own special point of view, with rather
mixed feelings. It hasn't really been such
a bad year from the short -Wave listener's
-

times when the --London National is at
work.,

he has built a " cast-iron" short -waver,

and finds it the best he has ever had.
Probably this is because he has designed
it with intelligence, and mounted the coi.6
so that their field is not full of sheet metal.
He has some threshold howl trouble, though.

He also advocates another, " Boiled Oa,'
Session "-the American equivalent :for

If 1932, as a Whole, is not a good year,
I. think the first few months ought to he.
I hope, in fact, that by about a week after

" reception competition."
already mentioned.

you read this conditions will be really good.

P.W.'9"

News and views regarding an exciting

&cowl Receiving Competition. I have chosen

and fascinating wave -hand.

the period of twenty-four houra between
Midnight on Saturday, January 23rd, and
midnight on Sunday, January 24th. Remember the dates. In next week's notes I
will give you the full details of what to
listen for, how to listen, and the method of

By W. le S.
missions on. 42 metres at 9.30 and 11 on

Sunday mornings.

A. S. W. (Burnley) enters the H.A.C.

scoring. Try to show the world that " P.W."

Club with a good log, and reports an

readers know, not only how to make

unusual station in the person of Y V Q,

receivers, but how to use them.

Venezuela, who was received in the afternoon on 16.39- metres. He asks for a list
of 'short-wave_ commercial stations. The
beat. I know of is contained in the Amateur
Call -Book, on which my friend " Ariel "
has been enthusing of late. It is obtainable
from R.S.G.B. Headquarters, 53, Victoria
Street, London, S.W.1.

Interesting Correspondence.

And now for correspondence. I have two
cards from J. B. M. (Glasgow), one reporting

reception of Saigon at R7 on the speaker,
and the other with details of W 8 X K on
his 48 -metre wave once more. Just after
midnight on December 12th, he was received at R6. , This should be a good sign,
as he has been absent altogether of late.
G 5 J Z, of Heathfield, Sussex, kindly

A " Canned " Convert !

Now, here is a real event. F. N. B., of
Hale, Cheshire, the well-known " diehard "

sends a photograph of his transmitter,

who. formerly, scorned metal screening,

and an interesting description. He would
welcome reports on his telephony trans -

31

Genoa is often to be -found coming in well,

and Brno is a station which you should

in the daytime. The pick of these are

AHAPPY and Successful Year to all my
readers ! We've seen the last of 1931,
and we can look back on it, from our

3 21251
2

able to pick him up at reasonable strength
at present.

- Besides Heilsberg, there are several other
medium -wave stations now well receivable

stations strengthened up. Almost the only
important sufferers from heterodynes-and
these only occasionally-have been Rome
and Naples.
I wonder if you have noticed the astonish-

4

station, but the odds are on .one's being

In the Daytime.

one's worst fears were not realised when

And now for the details of

strong and can be well received if he is not
heterodyned. Munich is rather a chancy

giant Prague has been distinctly off colour
of late : perhaps he is making some alterations in his aerial or his transmitting gear.

to the transmission of a big fellow hundreds
of miles away -if the two- -are 'working on

point of. view.

Here are a few stations that you should
add to your log just now if you have not
previously had them. Katowice is very
strong on many nights, and Barcelona is
beginning to look up. Naples is usually

such a time, and I think that you will be
rather surprised. On the other handthe

station may plant a poisonous whistle on

Fading is to some
extent in evidence,

Some Good " Catches " !

wave -length neighbours.

-

the volume, control.

one's pleasure in listening to items from the
bigger foreign stations.

sandwiched between Turin and Bratislava.
But, Heilsberg has been coming through
with terrific strength in broad daylight at
times when nothing was to be heard of his

good conditions came along, with dozens of

Jttt"I

-action control at
zero, and it is no

sional evenings is it so serious as to spoil

in receiving well after dark, since he is

I had rather expected that when really

21

number at excellent
volume with the re-

though only on occa-

ing daylight strength of Heilsberg. This is
a station which some people have difficulty

year the lona-distance man's eardrums were
able to settle down into place again.

inches

one can pick up -any

Some practical distant -programme notes compiled by a special
contributor who nightly searches the ether in order to obtain
really up-to-the-minute information for " P.W." re aders.

as a crackle, and after

A Pleasant -Surprise.

stages, I find that

IONS WORTH
RING

about the best
foreign

four -valve set with a
couple of screen -grid

recants " about 85 per cent " of his remarks
on that subject. The reason for this is that

6 4i_LE 3
1

I

71

ZO MEA_§

8

f4

On the Higher Bands.

According to H. B. (Stockport). the
station- mentioned with the call -sign F V -C N
has turned out to be Rabat, Morocco, on
32 metres approximately. H. B. sums up
the present conditions admirably by des-

cribing W2 X A F as "possible"and

W 2 X A D as ". past, history."
N. P. (New Milton) acts as a spokesman
for quite a number of readers in asking for
coil sizes for the longer waves-up to 180
metres-with " My S.G. Four." I suggest
that " hank -wound coils could be madeup
and mounted on the usual two -pin plugs.
Keeping the 'same diameter as the other
coils, you will require about 15 turns for
the 80 -metre band, and 30 or 35 for the
150 -metre band. In the latter band your
80 -metre coil will serve for reaction, while
on 80 metres the 9 -turn' coil should do for
this -purpose.
There is nothing much to be heard between
-

100 and 150 metres, but if you wish to
listen there, an intermediate size of about
20 turns should do the necessary.

_YOUR PAN_ELS

Ei 11U

1

This I have
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When everything
depends on one single
Marconi H.2 is
valve
clusively chosen by
ex-

Mr. G. T. Kelsey for
his 7 -metre adaptor
efficient as ever on a

frequency of nearly
43 million cycles!
PRICE

8f6
CHARACTERISTICS
Impedance 35,000 ohms.
Amplification Factor 25.

Mutual Conductance 1.0 M.A. per volt.
Filament Volts 2.0.
Filament Amps. 0.1.

MARCONI
9

dependability
is

essential!
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THE B.B.C. IN 1932

t

DR. BOULT'S PROGRESS-JACK HYLTON'S BROADCASTNORTHERN "ACTIVITIES.

*

-

bruised perhaps but with steadily

increasing strength, and the support

of the vast majority of listeners who depend

increasingly on the programmes initiated
from Savoy Hill and other B.-B.C. centres
for their entertainment.
The Scottish Regional will be inaugurated

this year, and substantial progress should
be made with the West Regional. I think
it a pity that the West Regional was not
put in hand at the same time as the Scottish
station, but there it is. I suppose finance
was the obstacle.
The really big thing about 1932 should be

the inauguration of the Enipire Broadcasting Service, and I suggest. that His
Majesty's voice should be the Arst signal to
be distributed by the Empire circuit.

and While, no doubt, :a good deal of the
right atmosphere accompanies relays from
outside sources, their experiments over a
long period have shown that a party defi-

nitely trained for microphone work and

-11-4:-.4.-0------------41,1-.11.-0-4.-S-4.--4.-4-41.-41----4.--4--4.--1-1.--11.--4-0-0-410.-*

THE B.B.C. emerges from 1931 a -little

and his staff at Manchester, have made a

special study of concert parties with a view
to :getting the best results for broadcasting,

By 0.11.M.

.prised if Hylton is invited to give some
broadcasts for British listeners. Personalities should not be allowed to enter into
the question at all if we are giving something better to America than we are offering
to British- listeners.

which gives its perfortnances in the studio
is more suitable to their -requirements.
Listeners will remember that during the
summer a party called the Summer Mummers laid the foundation of the possibilities
of studio concert party entertainment, from
-

which developed quite recently another
combination known as the Yorkshire

Mummers, which gave its first broadcast a

Northern Activities.

A' concert party entertainment every
fortnight is an attractive feature of the
North Regional programthes, whose listeners
have always responded in their appreciation

to thiS light form of good, wholesome
broadcast fare.
Mr. Liveing, the North Regional director,

few weeks ago.

I hear that another party known as_ the
Lancashire Mummers has now been got
together, and this is to broadcast for the
first time at 9.35 on Wednesday, January
20th.
These two partieS will present
separate shows once a month in future. The Lancashire Muminers will give theirs

in the Manchester Stnclio, while the York-

"GOT YOU THIS TIME!"

I know it is asking a good deal ta hope
that the new 5 S W should be ready this
year ; but I think it is really worth while,

and I commend it to the personal attention
of Sir *John Reith. I know' Mr. Ashbridge,
the Chief Engineer of the B.B.C., will do all
he can about it..

shire Mummers will appear before the micro-

phone in the Leeds Studio. London and
West Regional listeners will read this item
with more envy than interest and hope that
this Northern development will 'prove so
successful that something will be done on

similar lines in- their own areas.
A Circus Suggestion.

Another type of broadcast in which the
North seems to excel over the South is in
the annual relays from either the TOwer

Dr. Boult's Progress.

An eminent American impresario told

me the Other day that he had made a special

Circus at Blackpool or the Belle Vue Circus
at Manchester.

leading American Symphony Orchestras for
a, period of five years, the figure mentioned

ingly popular, yet, so far as I know, no

offer to Dr. Adrian Boult to desert the
B.B.C. 'in order to take over one of the

These

attempt has ever been made to give listenem

anything from the great annual

being sixty -thousand dollars a year, tax

country at Olympia at this time of the year.
Last winter practically the whole of the

My informant said that Dr. Boult bad
asked for a fortnight in which to consider
the offer in the light of his commitments to
the B.B.C. I earnestly hope that Sir John
Reith will be able to avert this threatened
catastrophe. Dr. Boult is one of the main

first half of the circus at Belle Vue was

broadcast, together with some entertaining
interviews with different members of the
troupe ; and on Saturday, January .16th,

an hour and a half of the Northern progranime will be occupied with a similar

individual assets of the B.B.C.

excerpt also from Belle Vue.

Jack Hylton's Broadcast.

brand of cigarettes, paid pretty hand-

somely for the use of the studio and also for
the work done by the officials of the B.B.C.

in connection with the broadcast, which
took place between 3 and 4 a.m., while
British listeners were asleep.

The announcer, the engineers, and the

balance and control officials, all got something (as, of course, they should for their

services), but that had no effect on the
opinion they afterwards expressed that,

compared with any other band which broadcasts in this country, Jack -Hylton's is in 5,
class by itself.
Not only was Hylton's performance really

marvellous for its musicianship and conducting, but the actual arrangement and
orchestration of the material was declared

to be first-class.

From what I hear I should not be sur-

circus

which draws thousands from all over the

free.

Jack Hylton's recent visit to Savoy Hill,
when the B.B.C. permitted the use of one,
of their studios for a performance by his
famous band for relaying to America, is
bound to have its repercussions.
The National Broadcasting Corporation
of America, who were responsible for the
show as an advertisement for a well-known

have always been exceed-

They were rehearsing at Savoy Hill, and just as
Philip Ridgeway caught Anna Day the camera
caught them both !

Even the children are not forgotten,

because good use will be made of the.
(Continued on page 1022.)

FOR THE LISTENER
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By " PHILE1VION."

The B.B.C. has been in hot water lately, but, as our Contributor points out,
progress always means that corns are hurt !
IT is difficult to please everybody. It is
almost impossible to move in this world
without treading upon .,,somebody's

corns.

Those who have the tenderest corns

usually squeal the loudest : and it is a sort
of instinct with most of us, when we hear
people squealing. to step off the corns as
quickly as possible. If we can, we would
rather go on our way without hurting any-.
body, without being causes of offence.

There have been rumours recently that
the B.B.C. has been getting into hot water.
I do not quite know. what' that means. I
suppose it means that the mailbag has been
heaVy with- CoMplaint.'

Not long ago, a play about Russia was
abandoned because it was said in certain
quarters that it would give offence ; and
more recently there have been items in the
programmes which have offended the sensibilities of some listeners.
Catering for Both Sides.

I have a good deal of sympathy with the

B.B.C. It has been said that broadcasting

is a kind of journalism ; but there is at least
one big difference betWeen ordinary journa-

lism and broadcasting. One paper may
eater for COnserVatives, and another for
Radicals, and all goes smoothly, for only
(Continua on page 1022.)
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UERY

CAPT.
ECKERSLEYS

CORNER
Don't address your questions direct to Capt.
Eckersley ; a selection of those received by
the Query Department in the ordinary way

Under the above title, week by week, our
Chief Radio Consultant comments upon
radio queries submitted by " P .W."
readers.
A Nasty One

M. K. (Roehampton).-" In a receiver

which I Constructed recently, incorporating
resistance and transformer coupled stages an

output transformer was used for coupling
the loudSpeaker to the last valve.
" Severe B.F. instability 'and howling

was experienced, but when a choke and con-

denser output filter was substituted for the
output transformer, quite satisfactory results were obtained. What was the reason
for this peculiar effect."

That's a nasty one !

Was it that the

values of the transformer -inductance ratio,
etc., were wrong ? They must

have been different from the
choke, considered as a one to

will be answered by him.

The Landlord and the Balcony.
E. S. R. (Aberdeen).-"

I have been

using for some time the metal railings of a
balcony outside my window as an aerial.

My landlord tells me that I must not use
this, in case of lightning.
" I cannot, however, see that there is
any more likelihood of it being struck by
lightning because a piece of wire is attached
than if it were not there. Can you advise

me regarding this point ? "
No, I cannot see that an aerial wire isn't
electrically much the same as an insulated
metal balcony.. (I assume the railings are

him frOm ma that (a) if he is afraid of
lightning he must earth his railings perinanently ; (b) make You erect an aerial
and

earth that in a thunderstorm

Low Notes and Shunti-Fed L.F.T.

B. R. (Brentford.--" Some time ago I

was attracted by the scheme of deflecting
the anode current of a; fairly low impedance intermediate L.F. valve through

an L.F. choke and feeding the

SWITCH THE SET OFF FIRST !

former. The idea was, of course,
that the transformer charac-

teristics would not be affected
by the steady current and

anode impedance using the transformer was too high, the magnification of valve and transformer
was high, and in the absence of
proper de -coupling might set up
instability.
The choke might, have a less
effective anode impedance with

better reproduction would result.

" Since this alteration I have
found that there is a noticeable
increase of bass reproduction,
and in fact on some notes my
moving -coil

speaker makes a

juddering, ' sound.
I am
somewhat puzzled by this effect,

and should be pleased if you

magnification,

with consequent less tendency
to instability.
Why not try the transformer
again, but de -couple very care-

could suggest the cause and, of
course, the cure."

I can only suggest that removing the current increased

the inductance of the trans-

fully

former and that this increased
bass reproduction, and that this
produced a too great voltage

Harmonics in a Super -Het.

L. T. (Nottingham).-" I am

very interested in super -heterodyne receivers, and I have heard
my friends speaking of oscillator
harmonics. Do these harmonics

A.C.

component via a condenser to
the primary of the L.F, tram -

one transformer, which after all
is only what it is.
If, for example, the effective

consequent less

(c)

ensure safety by earthing (a) and (b), and
letting you use -his railings 'and earthing
them during a storm.

We have said it before, and we say again, that you MUST switch th e current
off before you change the grid -bias plug that provides the G.B. for a power
valve. On no account should the bias for such a valve be altered in any way
whilst the H.T. and the L.T. are on if you value the emission of the power or

swing in the following stage, and
thus you suffered from blasting.

effectively insulated even when it rains I I

The secondary of your transformer might be shunted now
by a resistance decreasing the
inductance, but this will result in some

admire your temerity, any way, and if it

top cut off. You might increase the possible

harmonics, these may beat with unwanted

works it's all right, isn't it ?)
If the landlord is afraid of lightning strik-

grid swing- of the last valve, and be sure
that the anode impedance of the last

Thus, suppose you want to pick up a station

ing the balcony railings he should be equally
afraid of its striking an aerial: If you earth

Indoor Directional Effects.

super -power valve.

affect the working of a super -

het ? If so, how can they be eliminated ?"
If the oscillator of a super -het has

transmissions and so produce jamming

transmitting at a frequency of 600,000your intermediate frequency is, say, 100,000

-then your beat oscillator must be adjusted
to 700,000 (or 500,000). [Thus 600,000.500.000
100,000 = 700,000 - 600,000.]
But if your beat oscillator gives a frequency
of 1,400,000 (or 1,000,000), then that frequency may beat with a station at 1,300,000
or 1,500,000 or 900,000 or 1,100,000, and
all produce 100,000.

So don't have harmonics in a super ;

get rid of them by keeping a good, steady
negative voltage on the grid of the oscillating valve. And do not use a grid leak to
do it use a battery-in fact, a free grid
bias will do.

your balcony railings aerial in a thunderstorm you earth your landlord's railings,
and he ought to be grateful to you for doing
what he should have done if he is afraid of
lightning striking his railings !
Dear me, it's terribly complicated ! Tell

ONLY IN "P.W."

E

can you read Captain Eckersley's
replies to listeners' own problems.

E
-2

AND REMEMBERCaptain Eckersley's technical articles E

appear only in the " Big Three "-

"POPULAR WIRELESS,"

" MODERN WIRELESS" and
=
" THE WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR., =

valve is sufficient even for the lowest notes.

M. H. (Kensington).-" Whilst using my

portable receiver in a flat which is part

of a steel -framed building, I noticed that
in various rooms the frame aerial requires

to be swung in'a- different direction to

receive a given station. That is, in one
room it is pointing towards north and in
another it has to be turned to east to receive the same station. What is the cause ? "

The reason sionals are variable both in
strength and apparent 'direction is because
the steel -frame building distorts the fields
just as flowing water has its lines of force

distorted by the piles of a bridge and by
any rigid objects in the water.

Popular Wireless, January 2ncl,
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THE SECRET OF PERFECT
RADIO RECEPTION

NEARER

..

CLEARER

.

MORE LIVELY
THAN BEFORE
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"

CHANGING over to Telsen is like taking

the wool out of your ears "-that is

the verdict of an enthusiastic Telsen construc-

tor which inspired the illustration on the

Telsen Components in your
set give you a realism which is astonishingthey enable you to sit back and hear, without
straining forward to listen they bring every
item on the programme nearer, clearer, more
lively than before.'
opposite page.

DUAL RANGE AERIAL

TELSEN
COIL

..

..

Price

H'F. TRANSFORMER AND AERIAL
COIL

..

.

Price

7,6

56

VARIABLE
LOGARITHMIC
DENSER in capacities .0005, .00035,
CON-

.. Price 4,6
.00025 ..
BAKELITE -DIELECTRIC D I FFER ENT IAL, REACTION AND TUNING
all
CONDENSERS in
Priced
CONDENSERS

capacities
.. from

PRE-SET2/..

Price, 16

TELSEN MANSBR IDGE TYPE CONDENSERS

..

..

From

16

FIXED CONDENSERS Prov. Pat. No.
20287/30

..

Price 6d.

PUSH-PULL SWITCHES (Prov. Pat.
No. 14125/31).
Two -point ..
Three-point
Four -point (2 pole)

Price 1' Price 1/3
Price 1:6

100% BRITISH

RADIO COMPONENTS

4dvt. of The Telsen Electric Co., Ltd., Aston, Birmingham.

CVS- 45

1
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RECENT PROGRESS AT FALKIRK
By OUR NORTHERN CORRESPONDENT.

*

X1.4-4-4.--4--

TISITING the new Scottish Regional

..... *

stands on a hill -top about four miles from

station near Falkirk recently, I found
that excellent progress is being made.
The building is practically complete and
one of the two 500 -ft. aerial masts has been
finished. The other is rapidly nearing

the townof Falkirk, commanding a rine view

V

of the valley of the Forth.
The building is similar to the transmitter
buildings at Brookmans Park and Illoorside
Edge, but, as.. previously announced in
POPULAR WIRELESS, the sides of the trans-

completion.

mitting hall hate been entirely .bricked -in,
to enable the- engineers to read meters on
the 'transmitters without difficulty caused
by glare froth. the windows. A big skylight
provides light for this room.

Nearing Completion.

Machinery is being installed, but the

B.B.C. will not commit itself to anything
more definite than " early next summer " in
reply to questions regarding the first transmissions from this, the third of the British

I understand that experiments are in

progress to determine the best design for
the aerials. The aerial arrangements at

high -power twin -programme stations.

Westerglen will be specially interesting, as
the B.B.C. is trying the experiment of suspending both aerials (Regional and National)
from two masts, thus economising on the
cost of one mast-no small sum of moneyas compared With Moorside Edge, which,
again, saved one mast as compared with the
London Regional station.

LONDON'S AERIAL SYSTEM
REGIONAL AERIAL

BROOkMAN3
PARK

An Interesting Experiment.

It is interesting to compare the layout
of the masts. and aerials at these three
stations :

TRANSMITTER
Balt-PING

I

I have not shown the aerials in the
Scottish Regional sketch, as the exact

arrangement is still uncertain, but the idea,
roughly, is that one aerial will hang between
the two masts, while the other will be in two

halves, each running from the top of one
mast towards the ground, on a slope.

NATIONAL AERIAL

The sketches are not to scale.

Four masts are used to hold two parallel aerial

systems at equal distantes from the station
budding.

SIMPLIFIED SUSPENSION

The building of the Scottish Regional
station has not, so far, been characterised
by the terrible weather conditions which
made the erection of the North Regional

which requires no switch to control it may
be made up very simply as follows
Two lengths of single rubber -covered flex
are fixed to a flash -lamp bulb -holder, and to

the end of each wire is attached a small

crocodile clip, which may be obtained for
twopence at any wireless retailer's. These
" croes " may then be clipped temporarily
across the positive and negative filament
wires, inside the receiver, at any point convenient for the work to be done, and it may
be useful to fix the lamp to the side or lid of
the cabinet, by means of a drawing -pin, so
as to leave the hands free to work with.
The H.T. to the receiver should always
be switched off before connecting the lamp
to prevent the possibility' of an expensive
short-circuit, and when not in use the lamp
is simply unclipped, from the filament wires

and removed from the set. It may also;
of course, be used for work outside the
receiver.
Handy Headbands.
Single telephone earpieces are to

for the experimenter and electrician in
particular, they are still decidedly important articles to possess.

The trouble with many amateurs, however, is that, having acquired two single

earpieces, they often find themselves unable,

to provide the necessary headband to tit

them.
If ever you find yourself in these eircuin-

stances, don't worry.

A glance at our

illustration will show you a rapid and

convenient method of pairing up single
telephone earpieces.

Drill a small hole at each side of the

earpiece eases, sufficiently wide to take, say,

No. 16 page wire. The wire is attached
to the earpieces by these means.
It is then looped as shown in the illustration, thus providing a complete and serviceable

headband whose size may be

regulated by giving the wires one or more
extra turns, curves, or twists.
Telephone headbands made in this
manner are surprisingly comfortable things
to wear, despite their somewhat ungainly
appearance. They are very light, and they

causing annoyance to the wearer.

and the surrounding country has a much
softer" appearance than the bleak and
rugged hills that lie about the North

At the Scottish station only two masts are to be
erected.

Regional station.
Westerglen is roughly midway between.

I

MADE OF WIRE !

HINTS FOR

SET -BUILDERS

USING THREE MASTS

AN INSPECTION LAMP-EIVIER-

NATIONAL AERIAL

GENCY HEADBANDS

WHEN experimenting inside the cabinet
of a wireless receiver, sonic form of

MOORSIDE
EDGE

J
0
iT

ce

lighting is a great help in illuminating dark corners and thus making the work
far easier to carry out. For this purpose a
small lamp is sometimes wired permanently
across the filament bustlers, but some means

must then be provided of cutting it out of
circuit in order to prevent a continual drain
on the accumulator.
By he arrangement shown here, Moorside Edge
needs only three masts.

be

picked up eheaply enough these days, and,

can be worn for long periods without

station at Moorside Edge such a nightmare.
The Westerglen site near Falkirk is neither
so high nor so exposed as Moorside Edge,

Glasgow and Edinburgh and the station

1S32.

Also it is useful to be able to move the
lamp abOut into convenient positions,
especially in large receivers. A handy lamp

Although so cheap and easily made, they are
very comfortable in use.

t,

o
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that I wish to make. Thi!; point is an im-

Here it is! The very set you wanted.
Personally designed and described for
" P.W." readers by our Chief Radio
Consultant,

I THINK I am going to enjoy writing this
I article on the Eckersley " Three,

Capt. P. P. ECKERSLEY, M.I.E.E.,

receiver is so completely " out of my line."

This set incorporates the new Eekersley

into something different, don't you think ?
Just as looking through the wrong end of
a telescope is often much more diverting
than looki through in the ordinary way,
so, it seems to me, I am going to get quite a
kick out of this contemplation of a three valve receiver.

sidered impossible of attainment with inexpensive and easily -obtained equipment.
KEEN STATION SEPARATION !

because the description of a simple

And it is always interesting to break out

Circuit Explanations.

For not so long ago, as Chief Engineer of

the B. B.C., I tad every set in the whole

country on my mind. And after that experi-

mce, to write about just one single set is

going to be decidedly diverting I
So let me proceed ! It appears to be the

custom of the writers
who describe sets in
POPULAR WIRRTVSS to

Originator of " Twin -Wave"
Regional Broadcasting.

Tuner, and gives results hitherto con-

OVERLAPPING ENDED !
WHISTLE -FREEDOM AT LAST !

Although the circuit is quite different
from any of the three -valve circuits that
have appeared before, those differences are
localised ones. It is not a different -allover " circuit, but one of the " very different -in -parts " class.

And that brings me to the first . point

-

portant one-importanti to you who are
interested in the possibilities of this receiver, and important to me as the designer of it.

It is this. I want to make clear what I
had in mind when I designed this set, and
what limitations I worked under,. irrespective of whether those limitations were
imposed by myself or by the necessities of
the situation.
Majority of Ordinary Parts.

Let me say right out that

to describe a set that in one important

respect is very much like most of the sets
described in

POPULAR WIRELESS, viz,

a set that contains a majority of the sort
of parts commonly in use to -day.

AN ENTIRELY NEW COUPLING SCHEME

this"

In another respect
it is quite different
from the ordinary set
I 'have
of to -day.
tried to put myself in
your place, to imagine
spending your money

the circuit employed
before plunging into
practical particulars
Do

do not

And it would be merely disappointing to
my readers to tell them of a set which-to
them-was unattainable.
No. What I have set out to do here is

devote a few words to
a brief explanation of

of

I

consider this to be the best set it is possible
to design. Such a set would cost too much
money to be really " Popular Wireless "

on a set that would
get the programmes
you want, and yetmost important-to

or

-Don't do that."

And I think it is a

get these programmes

good custom.

with more completeness, more clarity and

Quite Different.

more beauty than is
now generally e x-

So I hope you will

turn to the

" theoretical " o r " schematic" diagram on the

perienced.

next page and look

The New Tuner.

me. (There is no need

me

And it seemed to
that this was

over the circuit with

for you to attempt

possible. because most
sets to -day never have'

to understand it if you

don't wish to, of

a fair chance to show

what they can

course, but my experience of the queries
you have raised in

the past tells .me that
many of you take the
keenest interest in the
whys and wherefores.)

do.

Most of them labour
under the difficulty of
trying to reproduce

one wanted proThe large coils on either side of the screen, coupled by a resistance passing through it, are features never
before seen in a " P.W." set. The result is completely -isolated programmes that are a joy to, listen to.

gramme that is being
(Contd. on next page.)
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- in,the,. gaps when Jhe'B.B.C. engineers are
off duty.
Incidentallyi. this change -over to gramophone can be carried but;flickso ! For the
little " radio -.gram jack " depicted inn' the
.diagram is of the cut -in and cut-out variety;
operated instantly by the insertion or withdrawal of its plug.

,,

THE t`.P.W.
ECKERSLEY THREE
(Coniinued front previou,s page.)

t

il-,-.--4-4.--4.----:----o-c-------e-*
battered and bespattered ,by another unwanted - programme. - Can' that state of

-

Doubtless you know the idea,
as well as I 'do. Leach from

affairs be altered ?

The answer is " It can. My new tuner

(I explained the action not long ago in

" Popular Wireless " in reply to an inquiry
from a reader.)
A battery by-pass for L.F. currents (what
is called " de -coupling ") is provided, and

the reaction control is of the type called

FOR RADIOGRAM RESULTS

the pick-up terminate in the

plug, and connect- the pick-up

.

does it ! "
That tuner is the basis of this set. Apart

from the tuner there is not much that

in its' right place as soon as
the plug is pushed- into its
socket, at the same time

built the "Eckersley " Three you will be able

automatically
" radio,"

differs from other -seta so when you have

to check my conclusions by comparing

disconnecting

your new results with those you have been
accustomed to.

Radio -Gram. Change -over.

Clean -Cut Reception.

pick-np and restores - the.

The pulling'p of the plug out

of its socket disconnects the

broadcasting. Very con-

And I am sure that you will agree with

me that here we have something truly

venient !

The set is sensitive and it, is really
selective, without being in the least difficult
to handle. The clean-cut reception of
which it is capable is extremely pleasing,
and, without exception, everyone who has
heard the set in action haS been delighted
with it.
As I have said, most of the set is ,based
on commonly -accepted principleS of re-

Apart from this business of
the pick-up, there are one Or

first passed to the "Eckersley " Tuner, and
there the desired programme is selected,

when they haven't a,. gramophone ! An important point !
Personally I should say

good.

ception.

is known as an " H.F. stopper," for prevent-

ing stray H.F. from affecting the quality.

two minor points that may
interest you: 'But, by the
way

Before I leave the question
of radio -gram reproduction it
depurato me that some readers
may wonder if it- is worth

putting in a pick-up fitting

All that the aerial picks up is

after which the normal three -valve set
processes are carried out.

" Yes." Because someone may

give you a gramophone for

Well -Tried L.F. Arrangement.

Christmas, or birthday,

You will appreciate this at once if you

or

The jack which is placed on the terminal strip between the H.T.
negative and L.T. negative terminals enables a gramophone pick-up
to be plugged in, thus instantly converting the set into a

something-and the cost of
the plug with its socket is

first view the circuit diagram apart, from that

portion of it representing the " Eckersley "
Tuner. This tuner is indicated by a dotted
outline, interposed between the aerial '(to
the left of the diagram) and the first valve,
so you can easily " isolate " it.
Ignoring this most intetestiiiglihrt of the
circuit for a moment, you will see that the
rest of it follows along more or less conven-

radio -gram outfit.

very small.

However, it can be omitted altogether if
desired. (Simply join grid direct to grid leak

and grid condenser,

or if

that doesn't

explain itself to you, the " P.W." Technical
Quefies'iieople will help you out.)
Continuing our survey of that part of the

circuit not contained in the " Eckersley "

/00,000 OHMS

All this is more or less " old stuff." The
really interesting part of the circuit is that
within the dotted lines-the'; " Eckersley"
Tuner, in fact.

One -at -a -Time Reception.

In its strategic - position between the
aerial and the first valve,. this tuner sorts

A LOGICAL SYSTEM OF STATION SELECTION
W4 4 9 -

" differential," which has now become so

popular.

55.000 0.4,,w5

D/FP REACT CONGA.

.000/ LOW.
AERIAL

.000344AV A1.45

ONTH 3

Ortr-

5C/70EN
.A/
e-CKERSLEY

nmisa

and sifts everything picked .up by the former
before it is passed to the latter !'
Its effect is truly astonishing. If you have
been suffering from too much Miihlacker ; if
you have been hearing ghostly drums banging in the background of your programmes;

if you have had _to listen to mysterious
voices talking to unseen audiences, you

really must get acquainted with this tuner.
It is a one -at -a -timer. Set it for London
and you receive London itself, not London FUSE

cum -Germany,

L.TS.rircH

faithful of the Continent of Europe !

vr

Easy Station Separation.
L

0

In this receiver, sharply -tuned resistance -coupled circuits select the programme required betcre it 13
amplified by the valves-which is the logical method of station separation. Other features are differential
reaction, volume control, adequate de -coupling and provision for playing your gramophone electrically.

The first valve (V1) is the
detector, and it operates on the popular

tional lines.

Tuner, we shall note that it follows the

grid -leak -and -condenser method.
For the benefit of those who have a gramo-

standard detector -and -two -low -frequency
arrangement very closely.
Resistance capacity coupling is followed by a stage of

phone, provision is made in its grid circuit
for the use of a pick-up. This enables the
electrical reproduction of records to take
the place of a wireless programme, or to fill

volume control on the first L.F. grid.
The 100,000 -ohm resistance inserted between the volume control and grid is what

transformer coupling, with provision for

cum -Austria,

cum -all -ye -

It really getsover that interference probNo longer need the North Regional
listeners pray that Prague may perish. No
lem.

longer need the Glasgow listener " Hier
Hamburg " against his will.
For easy
station separation is possible to an extent
which, I am certain, will come as a. revelation

to many who build this set.

In previous - articles in " P.W." I have

told you something of the inception of. this
new tuning system, and of the principles on
which it works. Now you have it incorporated in a. set, and you are to judge it for
yourselves. It's going to be exciting !
(Continued on page 1014.)
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You can obtain anything radio for Cash or by
Easy Payments. Write now for full particulars.
TESTED KITS

Kit "A

THE
KELSEY

£1:3:6

(Less
Valve)

OR BY EASY PAYMENTS
6/6 DOWN and 30;riathly payments
Valve)
Kit tig" (Including
£1:12:0

7-metre
ADAPTOR

OR BY EASY PAYMENTS
9/_ DOWN and 3 monthly payments
of 9: -

APPROVED LISTd.
s.

Piece of plywood, so"- so"
J.B.' neut. condenser, 0002

1

3

Igranic micro condenser,
type P.M.
i T.C.C. coo -rad . fixed
condenser, type " M "
Graham Parish 2-mcg. leak
i

5
1

0

1

10
9

with terminal ..

Bulgin 4" extension handle
Bulgin 6" extension handle
lb. No. 16 tinned copper wire
Ebonite, and wood for mount-

ing, cut to shape ..

2

0
9

2
2

6
3
0

1

0

Length ebonite rod, 2r x

COMPLETELY ASSEMBLED
RECEIVER - £2 : 2 :0

OR BY EASY PAYMENTS

6
6

Valve adaptor plug (Bulgin)
oz. No. 30 D.S.C. wire
Soldering tags, elastic bands,
etc.
Valve as specified ..
.

7/9 DOWN and 5 monthly payments

11
8

6

£1 12

0

of 7,9

FREE
FULL-SIZE

"PW" DUAL RANGER THE "S Q" STAR
Kit "A" (Less Valves f 4 9 6
Kit "A" atreavenveets, £3 1 9:9

Wiring Dia-

and Cabinet)

gram with complete constructional details FREE
TO EVERY PURCHASER

OF A READY RADIO
"DUAL -RANGER" KIT
TO INLAND CUSTOMERS.-Your goods are
despatched' ost Free cr Carriage Paid.
TO OVERSEAS CUSTOMERS. - Everything
Radio can be supplied against cash. In case
of doubt regarding the value of your order, a
deposit of one-third of the approximate value
will be accepted and the balance collected by
our Agent upon the delivery of the goods. All
goods are very carefully packed for export and
insured. All charges lanyard.

OR BY EASY PAYMENTS
8/DOWN and 110;i-1:ably payments

8-9
less Cabinet) j.11
Kit ,11,,(withvaivescc.1

Cabinet)
Kit "B "(WithlessValves

OR BY EASY PAYMENTS
and 11 monthly payments
1 1 /-DOWN
of 11 -

Kit "C

Valves
and Cabinet)

1 2/6

EASTNOR HOUSE, BLACKHEATH, S.E.3

DOWN manedni1s1c4-n.1)3t4ily

'Phone: Hop

Blackheath, S .E .3 .
Please dispatch to me at once the following goods

ments of 13 6

Kit "C" (altubtver, E 8

pay-

36

OR BY EASY PAYMENTS
15/..DOWN and 11 monthly payments

I enclose

cross( out line

To : READY RADIO LTD.,
Eastnor House,
Blackheath, S.E.3.

of 15/ -

Write for full lists.

EASY PAYMENT

ORDER FORM

Please dispatch to sue the follcming, good.;

n

(b) I will pay on delivery knot applicable; ar

for \\ Lich I

Name

Name

Address

Adkcss

P.W.

OR BY EASY PAYMENTS

3000.

To READY RADIO LTD.,
Eastnor House,

(a)

86
:

159, BOROUGH HIGH ST,,

S.E.I.

,

pay

E7

1 3/6DowN and 11 monthly

Any component can be purchased separately.

'Phone: Lee Green 5678. 'Grams: Readirad, Blachoil..

for which

£6.16-3

OR BY EASY PAYMENTS

Head Office and Works :
Showrooms:

OR BY EASY PAYMENTS
7/6 DOWN and 1101m;n6thly payments

fir- t deposit of

P.W. 2:1;37..
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*

to say that you will observe that it tunes

ECKERSLEY THREE
4,

*

(Continued from page 1012.)

*

11. 4.- -40-

I don't think I need here add more about
the general scope of the set, except, perhaps,

And what pleases me is that this state of
affairs has been rendered possible by comparatively simple means.

-over the long waves in addition to covering
the " medium band " in which the Regional
stations are placed.

And, of course, there

a simple switch -over
to the required waveband.

facilities, may result in disappointment.

and not the special
"mains" valves

Battery or Mains.

To meet the require-

ments of the majority

this is a battery -run
receiver ; at least. this

model uses the " bat-

make similar tuners at home, without proper

tery " type of valve,

No Complexity of Construction.

which can only be of

more in its construction than the mere
joining of two screened coils by a resistance ;

and, therefore, variations of size, or of
spacing, or of electrical values may be
quite fatal to its success.

What I have already said about the
circuit, and what you can see from the

theoretical diagram of connections, will have

convinced you that so far as the making of
the set itself goes there is nothing to fear
in the way of complexity of construction.

All the really important work of spacing
and aligning the two coils is already done
for you in the tuner, and there is nothing
to be done in the rest of the set except to
follow the instructions which will appear
next week.

PERFECT "AERIAL BALANCE

is no coil -changing, but

The " Eckersley-" Tuner is a perfectly
straightforward piece of apparatus, and
various radio traders have co-operated in
the construction of an ample supply at a
reasonable price. But I should like to
remind my readers that this tuner is the
result of much thought and preparation,
and that haphazard attempts by them to

Simple as it may appear, there is much

transmitting speeches from a' JeWish function. Instead of concluding at 10.15 the
relay continued until 10.30. In the meantime Midland Regional listeners were treated
to 15 minute of the " doomp-doOmp ". in -

use to the man with

an electric light supply
in the house.
The set calls for no
special conditions, for
all the low -frequency
end of it conforms to

the usual practice of

such designs ; and it is
variations here that
might need special
caution.

So far as the high-

tension for it goes,

It is at this-the high -frequency, or " tuning "- end of the set that Captain

Eckersley has made really radical departures from standard practice in receiver
design. Evmryone who has heard the " Eckersley " Three in action admits
that he has made an extraordinary " clean-up " from a quality point of view,
eliminating those annoying background noises and the mush and whistle
that so often mar complete enjoyment.

either a mains unit or an H.T. battery can
be used perfectly well. But we must leave
such details for the time being and content
ourselves with having outlined the main

A STRAIGHTFORWARD L.F. SECTION

points.

Next week I shall
my article

continue

with details of actual
construction
forth.

and

so

Judging by this and other
happenings, when London overshoots its
terval signal.

time, the provincial transmitters must wait,
but when the provincials do so London will
not wait-there have been several occasions

when London has started giving out the
news bulletin before .the provincial transmitters were ready.
C.B.P.

These initials mean to Midland Regional
" Charles Brewer Production,"

listeners

and they signify something bright and

NOTES
FROM THE
MIDLANDS ++
+
+

By Our
Birmingham f
Correspondent.

THE B. B C.

will

have to tackle the
question of accurate timing of Regional
programmes. Recent
incidents have irri-

tated listeners in the
provinces.

Frequently the Midland, L o n .d o n, and
North Regional stations arc broadcasting
different programmes
prior to the second

general news bulletin

The L.P. end of the " P.W." Eckersley Three is a standard arrangement

of a resIstance-capacity stage followed by L.F. transformer coupling. It
develops great power and amazingly good quality, for the programmes handed
to it from the Eckersley Tuner and the detector are far superior in realism to
the programmes it is possible to select by the ordinary methods in vogue

up to now.

entertaining, neatly
geniously contrived.

produced

and in-

Mr. Brewer, who is in charge of the
dramatic side of activities at the Birmingham studios, puts on the hundredth
" C.B.P." on December 30th. I gather
that, having reached a hundred such
shows, Mr. Brewer intends to make this au
" extra special."
From Midland Towns.

A good amount of fresh talent has been

brought to the Midland Regional programme by 'the series of " Midland towns "
programmes, in which one town is selected

to provide a broadcasting programme for
the Midland station.

I understand that this series is to be

continued through the winter, all the
principal towns being " featured."

During a recent relay of opera from the

Prince of Wales Theatre, Birmingham, there
occurred a queer breakdown. The singing

.at 10.15. If one of
these 'programmes exceeds its time the
question is : should the

and orchestra suddenly ceased. After a
long pause it turned. out that the B.B.C.
was not to blame-the lights in the theatre

news?

out from all the chief theatres and /nude -

other two stations be
kept waiting for the.
One night recently
the London and North
Regional stations were

had failed.
Incidentally, I learn that as suitable
material comes along relays will be carried
halls in Birmingham. They are not all wired

up for broadcasting, but this work is to be
undertaken soon.
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70 Extra Stations
Do you realise that there are over 70 Short -

Wave Stations in all parts of the World

transmitting programmes which cannot be

heard on the ordinary type of receiver?
Think what you are missing by not hearing

them. Imagine the thrill of tuning in America,
Africa, Australia and other far distant

countries on your own set.
The Meteor combines all the attractions
of quality performance, simplicity of operation, sensitivity, selectivity and handsome
appearance, with the fascination of World Wide reception on ALL -WAVELENGTHS.

With a pick -up connected to the sockets
provided, your Meteor becomes an electrical
reproducer of gramophone records at a flick
of the Radio -Gram switch.

METEOR III KIT

Complete Set of duality components, including panel (cut
-and drilled), taseboard, Jlffilina, flex, screws, plugs, etc.

4100.1111111.

75/-

Go to your radio dealer.

or 9:- down. and 7 monthly payments of 10;6

STANDARD CABINET KIT
Complete Kit with Standard Cabinet to louse set only.
or 11,'-

89/6

and wiring diagram with complete
building instructions. The easiest
set to build. No drilling or cutting,

cloy.t and S monthiy payments of 11.-

no soldering-- a screwdriver and
pliers are the only tools you need.

CONSOLETTE CABINET KIT

Complete Kit with Consolette Cabinet as illustrated

Quality components throughout.
If any difficulty in obtaining your

to house set, speaker and batteries.

E5.0,0
or 11:- dcwn and 9 monthly payments of 11:-

Free Meteor Folder, post coupon
now to Ready Radio Ltd., Eastnor

ChoiceofRecommendedAccessories
Mullard Valves

t-P.M.r. DX ...
..
..

6

10

6

6

or

Pertrix 120 c.
Standard .. 15

Ever Ready 120

4

0

1

6

or

Ever Ready 9 v.
1

0

20

amp. type
SAV.N.11.5
V.

8

3

type M.12 .. 1 15

0

G. P. Kendall, B.Sc., the designer of the
METEOR III, has written a book en-

or

cial chassis &
66 P. Unit .. 1 15

0

Gramophone Pick -Up
Miner ..1 7

6

B.T.H. Senior 2

5

0

Volume Control
ReadiRad 5 meg.

5

9

or

Collard Type

18 to 1 Slow -Motion Drive
on both tuning and reaction ;
extended anti -capacity reaction control; adjustable
selectivity; Kendall loose -

coupled air - spaced coils;

Radio -Gram Switching ,etc.,
etc.
Mullard Valves are

recommended. Designed by
G. P. Kendall, B.Sc.

Automatic
0

Stop

..

..1 13

11E011AEN
Nctme

Plate and
9

titled : "Ten Howe for Modern Radio
Constructors." It settles every radio
problem for you. Send four 112d. stamps
for your copy now.

Epecial Features of the Meteor

B.3o with Unit

:17.0

a in p. type
P.X.C.2

6

Gramophone Motor

or

Pertrix 2

16

or

Blue Spot Spe6

or

AccuMuleors
Fuller 2 V.

R. & A. type 40
Reproducer ..
Cd,s, ion Chassis

per capacity 1 5- 6

1
Power
Pertrix 9 v. G.B.

House, Blackheath, S.E.3.

Loudspeaker Chassis
8
8

Batteries
Pertrix 120V. Su-

v. Popular

Ask him

for your free copy of the Meteor
Folder, which describes fully the
most interesting receiver ever designed and includes full-size plan

0

ALL BRITISH

Daily demonstrations of
this wonder receiver at the
Ready Radio Showrooms :
159, Borough High Street,
London Bridge, S.E.1
(2 minuies from London Bridge Stut,oi

Address
P,\V .

2

BLOCK LETTERS-IN INK- PLEAS7..
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FROM THE TECHNICAL EDITOR'S NOTE BOOK.

And the fact that an R.K. speaker is now

available at such a low price is in itself
a striking example of the remarkable

Tested von

value for money the British radio industry
can now offer.

You see, it would be inconceivable that
any of the R.K.'s (which have always been
veritable aristocrats of their class) could be
anything but good.
And in actual fact this " junior ". model

Found--

A " CLIMAX " H.T. UNIT.
.

There are two vital eonsidera-

tions which should guide all

potential purchasers., of mains
units. The first, and very
undoubtedly the first, is safety.
The 'rule is that you should
never buy a mains unit unless
its design and construction
VALUABLE VALVE GADGET.

THE Electrical Trading Association, Ltd.

has sent me one of their new valve

comparison tables, which gives equiva-

lent types of all makes of valves, with the
Eta range as the base, and also includes a
station -finding, dial -reading
scheme. It is a very useful

rigidly conform with the re-

commendations of the Institution of Dec-.
trical Engineers.
These recommendations are scientific
" safety first " rules drawn up on a basis
of sound common-sense.

The second consideration is that of

A "BIRD'S-EYE" PEEP AT EXIDE

device, and I hope, for the
sake of constructors, it is to
be liberally circulated.
WOUND COIL QUOITS.

making "P.W." Coil Quoits,
and are also supplying these
ready wound on the following terms. Long Wave, for
use in conjunctionwith P.J.1
and P.J. 3 coils, 2s. 9d.

Manufacturers and traders are invited

to submit radio apparatus of any kind

for review purposes. All examinations
and tests are carried out in the " P.W."
Technical Department, with the strictest
of impartiality, under the personal supervision of the Technical Editor.

We should like to point out that we

prefer to receive production samples

picked from stock, and that we cannot
in any

circumstances undertake to
return them, as it is our practice
thoroughly to dissect much of the gear
in the course of our investigations !
And readers should note that the
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household set and give a first-class response,

providing a proper baffle -board or good
cabinet is used.

And it is sensitive, too, 'so that from

every - angle it is a most attractive proposition.

Long Wave, for use with
P.J.2, 2s. 3d. Hank Contradynes, 60 turns, ls. 9d.

ERIE FIXED CARBON RESISTORS.

There are two points which

The Chloride Electrical Storage factory at Clifton Junction is the
particularly appeal to me in
largest battery -making plant in the British Empire. It is working
these Melbourne coils, and
full time on the -manufacture of Exide, Exide-Ironclad and Chloride
these are first, the well batteries.
finished off lead ends, and
second, the plain marking for these, which output. Always make sure that the unit
is carried out in white lettering on the
you are contemplating buying can deliver
transparent material used for covering the the- necessary current and a bit-say,

windings.

The Quoits themselv-eS are well made
ebonite.

the way of an - output from an ordinary

and are, therefore, framed up in a readily
readable manner free from technicalities
unnecessary for that immediate purpose.

of Walthamstow are now

high-grade

" senior " !
It will handle very capably anything. in_

subsequent reports appearing on this
page are intended as guides to buyers,

Melbourne Radio Supply

from

-

is very good indeed. It is almost unfortunate that it necessarily exists as the
" junior " member of a family, for not. a
few firms might be proud to style it their

Constructers

A NEW A.C. UNIT

30 per cent-to spare against any future

A Cricklewood factory has been secured

for the British manufacture of the above
well-known transatlantic components, a
report concerning which will probably
appear in our next issue.

ONE OF THE JUNIOR R.K.'S

contingency.

Remember that, although you may be

perfectly satisfied with your present valves,
the day may not be far distant when you

will feel the urge to acquire one which is
a bigger current -eater.

The new Climax Autobat A.C. Mains

Unit gives you 20 m.a. at 150 volts, which
is a superior output to most popular type
units. Also, it- complies with those I.E.E.
recommendations.
.

It employs metal rectification, and is
suitable for any mains -from 200 to 250
volts (40-100 cycles). It has three " tap-

ings," 60/75, 80/100 and 120/150 volts.
The price is 52s. 6d.

We have tested this new Climax unit,
There is

and find it to be quite good.

obviously efficient smoothing. and the
outputs are in accordance with the specification.
The Model M.A.20 Climax A.C. Mains Unit.

should also note that the Melbourne windings are exactly as specified by us in our
articles.

A FIRST-CLASS SPEAKER.

Fifty shillings is the price of the Minor
Permanent Magnet Model in the new
B.T.H. R.K. range of loudspeakers.

This is the Minor Permanent Magnet Model of
the B.T.H. R.K. loudspeaker, together with a
suitable transformer.
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FINISHING
OUCH'
Some practical notes on the little
points that are so easy to overlook,
compiled by. W. L. S., one of
"P.W. 's " most popular contributors.

HAVE alWays imagined that there must

4 be three classeS of 'horne-constructors.
First there is the man that doei not
read " P.W. " who builds a, set and (a)
doesn't make it work, or (b), does. In
either ease that is all you hear of it until

the awful sin of piling on the amplification

to make more noise. Play with the de-

tector all on its own until you are sure
that it really is working well.

.

the spirit moves him to make another one.
He is not an enthusiast.
The second is the man that makea some
sort of receiver, ascertains by conversations

with friends "in the know" that it is

working fairly well, and leaves it at that.
Thirdly, we have the man after my own
heart who makes a set and is never satisfied.

He gets good results from it-far better,
perhaps, than does the ' man next doorand yet he is always thinking of how it

Where Efficiency Counts.

Why is it that some of us receive, on two
valves, signals that astonish the owners of
multi-valvers ? The answer is-the deteCtor ! If some of the said ,multi-valver
folk would plug their 'phones in on their

detector only, they would probably find
that they could hear nothing at all. This
is:not exaggeration, for rhave met it in cold
fact more than once.
So look after the small points that mean

The Enthusiast.

so much, such as the reaction control, the
grid condenser and leak, the coils (see that
the leads from them to their condensers are

Although he is never satisfied-and here
is the curious thing-he gets more enjoy-

".

might be improved just a little hit more.

ment out of his radio than either of the

.

.

For those who have th3 current to spare

I strongly advise the use of indirectly -

heated valves as detectors on short waves.
I am old enough not to be, but I must admit
I was surprised myself to note the difference
this made to my presen receiver. Even
if it means 4 volts 1 ampere from an accumu-

lator, I think it is worth while. If you have

A.C. you might try running the detector
filament from raw A.C., but without redesigning the set you will probably not be
able to get rid of the hum completely.
Curing Self -Oscillation.

Another point that occurs to rue here is

this.

If you find that on certain wave-

lengths, your set will not stop oscillating,
even with the reaction condenser at zero,
don't cure it by reducing the H.T. This

AND IT MADE ALL THE DIFFERENCE !

other two, -just because -he is an enthusiast.

will reduce the efficiency likewise. I am a
believer in lotsof H.T.
on a short -waver.

You may do the
trick by tightening

Another strong point in his favour is

that he is willing to learn. Everything he
finds out is one more trick in his favour;

up the aerial coupling
still more, or by using

every little improvement that -he can cram

into one set is automatically used in the

a small condenser in

on my part if I say that I regard this man
as a brother. I have liever been satisfied
vet, and probably never shall be. When

action condenser. If
you have another
variable available,
you might. try substituting it for the

series with the re-

next.
Now please do not mistake it for conceit

I have a set that is going so well that I

present reaction

feel in danger Of sitting back and saying,

condenser, which

" Yes, that's as geed as I can -possibly

probably has rather

make it," that is the sure signal for me to
take it to pieees and -start-on something

too high
mum.

else.

It is, as a matter of fact, a stock joke

Threshold Howl.
Here is another
one.
Don't cure
threshold howl, if

with my colleagues that each set I make is

" miles better than the previous one."
Gentle humorists tell me that this only
shows that the last set but four, for in-

stance, must have been, pretty bad. That,
however; is the penalty for enthusiasm, -and

Everybody knows

how a few expert touches can revolutionise reception
--and on_ this page W. L. S. puts you wise to some sure aids to efficiency.

it is for the enthusiast that I am writing
these few words.'

Watch the Detester.

-

-

Although -my remarks apply first of all
fe short-wave sets, they may be taken to
heart equally by any non -short -waver "
who happens to be reading them.
I will commence by reminding you of

the text of my usual lecture-make sure

that your detector is efficient first. Whatever set you may be using,'do not commit

a mini-

short), and, in general, play with the detector for a few days until you feel you
cannot get

any more from it.

Then

connect up your rows of low -frequency
amplifiers again and listen to the signals.
This applies likewise to sets with E.E.F.
stages. When allowed to do so, they tend

to follow up the analogy of the American

car versus the British car. In one case
brute force-sheer horse-power-is used to
do the job, and in the other efficiency does it.

you can help it, by
using a rather low

resistance across the
transformer second-

ary ; 25-megohm will certainly cure the

worst. threshold howl, brit it will likewise
kill the amplification.
Don't use anything less than- 1-nrgohm,
and if the howl has not completely gone,
look round elsewhere. One good idea is to
.

take out the H.F. choke in the detector

circuit and to use a resistance in its place.
A 10,000- or 20,000 -ohm Spaghetti is useful.
but the voltage drop should be compensated

for by pushing up the H.T. voltage a little.
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a range of from 30 to 10,000 cycles, the 5 X N trans-

mitter was claimed to have even response to frequencies between 80 and 5,000 cycles. A very

marked difference !

USING A FRAME AERIAL.

-

K. S.- (Isle 'of Wight)." In' order to 'over-

come the nuisance of jamming' from powerful

stations working to ships, and from ships
themselves, I was -advised to use a frameaerial set.

This has given- satisfaction, but I
notice a peculiarity in practice which seems
worth mentioning.

" I understand that the idea of the frame
is that it gives the best ' pick-up from :say,
London Regional when the windings of the
frame point 'to London. And the same 'with

All Editorial communications shOuld be addressed to the Editor,
POPULAR:
WIRELESS, Tallis J -louse Tallis Street, London, E.C.4.
.....
The Editor will be pleased

to consider articled and photographs dealing With all -subjects appertaining- to wireless
work The Editor cannot accept
responsibility for manitscripts or .photos. Every _care will be takes to retail,
MSS. not accepted- for publication.
-A stamped and (attires:tett
must -be Sent with creep article. All
inquiries concerning advertising rates, etc., to be addressed to envelope
the Sole- Agelfts, Messrs. John If. Lile, Ltd.,
4, Ludgate Circus. Lotaloa,fi.C.47.
The consfruCti6ndl- articles which appear from 'lime to time in this journal are the ofileinne of research
m
and experiniital
work carried out with a. view, to improving, the technique of wireless reception. As much 01
the information olden in the 'columns- of this paper concerns the most recent developments in the radio
world:
some, of the arrangements and specialties 'described' mate dm .the subjects of Letters Patent, and the amateur
'and the trader would be well advised to obtain permission of the patentees to use the patents before doing so..

other stations.
" I find, however, that hi practical use my
frame's position of best reception is so that I
cut. out the loud (local) interference, and then
bring up the foreign and distant stations with
reaction, irrespective of their direction, and
without-inoVing the frame ! -Is this correct? "
When the interference comes from some localised

-

mentioned in
'phones

QUESTIONS AND
ANSWERS'
'phones for an invalid to use ? The set is a
3-valver, run from the mains, and it is in my
study, which is upstairs:
" Normally it runs one loudspeaker downstairs
volume control) as well as a -built-in
desired.

two -valve

' filter ' for the bedroom circuit, which would
save H.T. from being carried there. (The set
uses a choke -capacity output filter, and I have
two 1-mfd. condensers on hand, also a volume
control and old 5/1 LP: transformer, which I

if you can give me some advice about providing

when

placed in a

in which I can use an L.P. transformer' or

" INN -Amu" (South Croydon).-" I wonder

upstairs

P.W.' some time back,. the

circuit, and the loudspeaker as usual running
from all three valves.
"If this could be done easily pleas,e give
connections, and if possible suggest a method

INSERTING 'PHONES ON A THREE-VALVER

loudspeaker

being

can use if necessary.)" An easy way to get a " filleted " output without
making many alterations in' the set would be to

The

" I have a pair of 'phones which I use on a
short -waver sometimes, and I want ,to insert

make the present. L.F. transformer's primary act as
a choke for an added 'phone circuit.
You have the necessary parts for this, comprising
'phones, large condenser and volume control. The
latter is to be used as a variable resistance, and the
necessary alterations to the set are as follows.

strength reception in one of the bedrooms.
"My wife's sister who is staying with us has
met with an accident and, will be kept in bed
for weeks, and the bedroom is too far away
to hear the upstairs loudspeaker clearly. As a
temporary meastire L have ruri flex leads in,

transformer to be joined to one side of one 1-mfd.
fixed condenser in -addition to its present connections.
Other side of this condenser to a long lead to the
volume control in the bedroom.
Slider of volume control to one 'phone lead, other
'phone lead back to " earth " on set.
It should work well, and although the Volume
downstairs will be affected to some extent, it should

circuit is H.F., Det. and L.F. (transformer),
using A.C. valves.

these in the big_ set, to provide medium -

The " P " or

A " terminal on the set's L:F.

be easy to compensate for this on the volume control.

The !phone circuit would, of Ouse, carry no
H.T., its this would be " filtered " by the condenser

MISSING LINKS, No. 25

intervening..

A POPULAR TWO-VALVER.

THE QUALITY OF 5 X X.

(Manchester).-" Is it a
fact that Daventry 5 X X is not, capable of
giving such. good quality as the Northern
COMMERCIAL "

Regional atation ?

" I have heard this question hotly debated.

a number of times in my travels-I .am

commercial,' doing the North and Midland
circuits -and even the wireless people themselves seem to be uncertain about it. Among

the peOple who do not pretend to

"

This diagram shows the circuit ol a detector and
L.F. amplifier, which is the most popular and successful arrangement for two valves. But one of
the " components-" has purposely been omitted
-can you fill it in correctly P
Look out for the answering diagram next week.

and used the downstairs loudspeaker up in the
bedroom.
invalid.
.

But it is much too loud for an

"-I 'am told I could use the 'phones upstairs

(which are of more than sufficient strength

when ptit in the set in place of the L.F.
transformer primary), and the loudspeaker
downstairs at the same time by a stunt

know-

anything ofthe technical side of wireless there
is' just as much difference of ()pillion, some

swearing,. by Daventry's quality and some
contending that compared with other stations
it is a 'Aud.'
What is the truth, and is the talk of a new

station there an indication that quality

is

in need of improvement, or merely the strength
needs increasing ? "
Daventry 5 X X is an old station, and the B.B.C.
themselves admit. its quality of transmission is not
so good, as the newer Regional stations at Brookmans
Park and Moorside Edge.
Daventry 5 X X was built in 1925, and although
masterpiece in its day; there have been great advancesa

in technique since theM which the B.B.C. will incorporate in the new Daventry long -waver that is

now being planned.
A good measure of the advances made is
fact
that whereas really modern transmitters are the
capable
of a straight-line response to frequencies covering

source; such as a nearby 'transmitting station, it
may he-hn fact;' it generally is-better to concentrate on cutting that opt than on trying to
itrengthen distant stations. Or, if that is not very
clear, -'coin .we put it this war?
Theframe aerial always has a " maximum " and
a Minimum " in operation: 'If the windings are
turned to point -North and South, for instance, the

maximum strength --,of reception. - is possible front
stations lying North or South ; .and at the same time
1111111111111111111111d1111111111111101111111 -11.1111111111111111111111111111!±

IS YOUR SET :GOING

F._

WELLl

-

Perhaps the switching doesn't work pro= perly ?
Or some mysterious noise has

.=. appeared and -is spoiling your radio reception ?

0t. One of the;:batteries seems to rim down
much faster than formerly ?
Whatever yeatr radio problem may be,
remember that the Technical- Query Depart E -ment Ia.:thoroughly equipped to assist our
.

= readers, and offers an unrivalled service.
Frill details, including scale of charges, can
E be obtained direct frilin the Technical Query
E Dept., POPULAR .winEtEss, The Fleetway
House, Farrindgon Street, London, E.C.4.
A postcard will do. On receipt of this an
.Application Form will be: sent to you post
E free immediately,
This application trill
place you under no obligation whatever,
= but, having the form, you will -know exactly
what information we require to have before
us in order to solve your problems.
E LONDON READERS, PLEASE NOTE:
Inquiries should NOT be made by 'phone or
in person at Fleebray House, or Tallis House.
lie

the " minimum " effect takes place- at right -angles
to the direction in which the windings point.. So that
when pointing N. and S. the minimum strength is
received from stations due East and West.
There are thus two ways of using the directional
effect of a frame aerial. (a) It can be pointed towards
the desired station to strengthen it. Or (b) it -can be

pointed at right -angles to the interfering station
to reduce this to a minimum.
You are, apparently, finding that the second
method (5) gives better results than the first, and
as a matter of fact this is commonly found in such
circumstances.

'

-

-

If, however, you moved to another locality, where

there was no overpowering' ocal source of, interference
to contend agahist, you might find'it better to, operate

on the other principle, and move the frame windings
to point at the desired station, instead of leaving them
set in one position to effect a cut-out of unwanted
transmissions.

P.J.3 COILS AND SELECTIVITY.

R. W. (Glasgow).-" I am using a three-

valver, screened grid, _detector and low frequency with P.J. coils for aerial and for the
high -frequency stage between the L.T. and
detector. The selectivity is wonderful and,
in fact, the set seems too selective, and I am
wondering if I am using it right.,
-

"I usually put the 'aerialon -the red or 6
turn tapping and the 30 for long -wave coil

quoits. Also the same with tine high -frequency
stage coupled to tine detector. Is this right ?'
You should get adequate selectivity with the
arrangement named, when it is used in the aerial coil
only. There is probably no need to use it on the
(Continued on page 1020.)
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YOU WILL GET

BETTER
RESULTS

FROM

SETS
IF YOU

LOOK FOR

"EDDY" IN

FIT

YOUR DEALER'S

WINDOW

THE AMAZING
get more volume, better quality and
greater selectivity if you follow the example of

You'll

leading manufacturers of complete receivers and

equip your kit set with Mazda Valves.

There

are the correct types for your particular set in
the Mazda range. Your dealer can advise you.

THE

BRITISH

Remember-when you buy a Mazda valve

-

VALVES

you are getting a product of Mazda resources

Mazda research- Mazda experience.

EDISWAN RADIO

THE EDISON SWAN ELECTRIC CO. LTD.
RADIO DIVISION:
155

CHARING CROSS

ROAD, LONDON, W.C.2
V.149
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up in series with 10Mispeaker + lead with
no result.
" I hastily disoaid-ed-, these

(Continued from page 1018.)

brand-new

components, but I grieyer-when I see them
lying idle when `1).1i7:,..,tells me they,should
be in my set., seeing that I use a Mains unit.

H.F. stage as well, and you may be losing a lot of

-Volume by doing so.
To test this, leave the first coil with its connections

"Hoping that you Can Advise me in some
way or hint at what coUld'have possibly been

as at present, but between the S.G. and detector

_valve take the flex lead from the red or No. 6 tapping

wrong."

and instead try it on the white tapping on the P.J.3.
It should improve the volume on weak stations quite
appreciably, and yet give you ample selectivity for
your needs. Incidentally, of course, the slightly
lower selectivity will mean easier handling.

OUTPUT FILTER FOR THE " COMET."
q,-,.
" NOVICE "
(Erdington, Birmingham).'" My :set is, the foundation model of that
wori.der,ful circuit, the `Comet' Three. Recently

`I attempted to add an output:filter circuit and

E is p.m" PANEL. No. 52
-.1.

--

volume. Then the ceigleliSer was connected

RADIOTORIAL
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

In your alterations, taint did you do with the lead

-

that Joined the
terniinat on the second low
frequency transformer to the L.S.+ and H.T. +2
Is 9
t
We -suspect that lead is the whole cause of the
"trouble. - Although we have explained it briefly
several times in " P.W.r, perhaps the rather incomplete details which were given in the article on
'
Control efao,:f lour cCoonnnteectt'e'd intioslectihr
you into

Wire the other terminal. of the condenser to the
wire the LS. positive
terminal (the one that is next. to II.T.+ 2) to any
point on the negative side of the L.T. circuit.
L.S. negative terminal:-

(Probably -the most convenient place for this will
already connected to H.T.-,
and.to the other
valve holders, etc. But if you like you can ignore
the valve -holder connection and run the lead to -the
L.T.
or the
terminal direct. It comes to
the same thing, as they are all joined together.)
That completes the alterations, and you should
find you get quite as much volume as before with all
- the advantages of a filtered output in addition:

be the terminal on the Y3 valve holderwhich is

'111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111,L

TECHNICAL

TWISTERS

-E-1_

leavingL..

terminal.

No. 94.
CONTROLLINC THE VOLUME.

Using Metal -Covered. Baseboards.

E CAN YOU PILL IN THE MISSING LETTERS ?

The high magnification of modern valves has led to a great increase in screening, and it is now not
unusual to find the whole baseboard must be covered in coppert foil.

The

*

up-to-date receiver

Such screening is always connected to earth, and therefore to H.T. negative and the filament (or cathode)
circuit.
=
Consequently all wires not at earth potential must be properly insulated from.the foil, and all component connections, soldering tags, bare leads, plugs, etc., must be kept away from IC

*

*

There are many ways in which such

The mounting of the components such as valve holders is generally best done on insulation, dry cardboard affording quite a good protection for this purpose.

control can be effected, and it is

"

-

nected.wrOng I.checked-.and re -checked same,

only to find them correct.
`II tested components, they were O.K. I
;connected choke in series with condenser in
the loudspealcer lead with the same result, no
...reproduction. I connected choke separately

in loudapealcer + lead and result was half

amplifies-

so much that some form of volume
E control is usually provided to prevent

E

conneoted .an output choke (20 henries) and
-2-mfd. fixed condenser, as per instructions in
P.W.' vol. xviii,-Feb. 28th, 1931.
"Result was no loudspeaker reproduction,
but I-- could faintly hear broadcast through
headphones. Hoping to find my wires con-

E.

If so, all vou have to do is to wire up as follows,
and all will be well :
Mount your " output " choke with its two terminals

facing towards the terminal strip, and secure it by
means of a couple of screws. Put the big condenser
back in the place shown in the photographs and fix
that also. Remove the present lead between the plate of the
third valve and the L.S.- terminal-the one at the
end of the terminal strip.
Disconnect L.S. + terminal from H.T. +2 terminal,
and change lead from H.T.+ of 2nd. transformer
from L.S.+ to' H.T.+2.
Run a new lead from H.T.+ 2 to one terminal of
the output choke. Wire tlre_other choke terminal to
the " P" (or "A") termin9Yon the VS Vnlve holder, and

then to the nearest teriumal of the 2-mfd. condenser.

carried out either
or
the
E detector. (The former is the more logical
method.) *
*
*
=
The commonest and usually the best

= method of volume control is to use a

arrangement in which
variable connection is made along a high JE.
to tap off the required pro- E
portion of the

--;:

=
=

Last week's missing words (in oiler)
were: Short. Heaviside. Source. Ileavi
side, Long, Low.

El
E.-

The New J.B. "POPULAR" CONDENSER

is an outstanding example of value'fOr tnone ,
yet a typical J.B. product in its sound --design
and thorough finish.
It is supplied in two model's=Plain-and'Slow-,
Motion-fitted with rigid brass frame's, varies

of extra heavy gauge brass, and -end=plates
highly finished in nickel plate. 1-IiiIi;gra0
ebonite insulation is used and a .'very= -high

,

electrical efficienCY obtained.
PRICES

Slow -Motion Type, as illustrated, ratio 35:1, complete with 3 -inch dial
and knob -

-

.0005
.00025

8'6

.0005
.00025

61.0003
5/6
.00015
4-ineh dial 1/6 cstra

8/ Prices without dials

.0003 .8/8,
.00015 8,'-

5'9
5, 6

In this illustration the end
cap has been cut away to
show the Epicyclic Friction
Drive, which is smooth and

sure in action and absolutely silent.

INSTRUMENTS
MINEM13.111I

Advertisement of Jackson Brothers,: 72,- St. ThOnias' Street, London,

E-

77d111111fillfilll111111111111111111111illifill(11111111111111;11Millif1111111,'

An inside vi
Plain Type.

=E

Er:

Telephone : Hop,1837,
%EP
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Build your
eliminator with
a metal rectifier

Do
You

Historical Signs-No. E

Know;

-constructors' use were
for home
in popularity ;
Rectifiers increased
steadily
Ever since Metalthey
have
first introducedmany reasons for this.
circuits* are simpler
and there are
may
remarkably
easy
expensive
transformer
They are
A
for other
than for any other kind.rectifier than that required
economical,
be used with the metalimportant-they are verytests made in
--most
deteriorate
(rigorous
types. Andburn
in continuous
out or
they do not
with units which have been
off in output).
this connection five years reveal no fallingdeal
of information
service for over
contains a great
mains. It gives
Way"
A.C.
* "The All Metal
Metal
operation of radio sets fromWestinghouse
concerning thehow to use various types of
The booklet will be
full details of
circuits.
with tested
with threepence in stamps
Rectifiers, together

tolesth

sent to you if you f orward the coupon

O

W E ST l'NG KO USE

RECTIFIERS
Co. Ltd.,
METAL Brake
& Saxby SignalNorth
2415.

The Westinghouse
Cross, London, N.1. 'Phone

coup0N .................

York Rd., King's

.... . ..

.. ......................PUBLICITY, 82,

Cross,
York Rd., Kolg's Way,"
The All Metal
WESTINGHOUSE
Please send Inc your booklet,"
London, Ni..enclose 3d. Os stamps.
IN BLOCK LETTERS.
)or which I
PLEASE WRITE

.......

NAME..........................
ADDRESS,
...........

.

The ciign of the

2.

...................................P.N

Ake oiceonikraly

MIT
READY - TO - ASSEMBLE
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r1 -1E sign of the "three brass balls"
-I- comes from the crest of the old

CABINET
ALL BRITISH

Dukes of Lombardy who were the

world's first bankers and money lenders.
Lombard Street, London, is named after

MODEL No. 218. A Queen Anne Radio
or Radio -Gramophone Cabinet, 3' 10' high,
2'-2" wide. 1' 6" deep. Size of baffle beard
behind fret. 24" X 24". Metallic fabric for

this ancient family. Their crest was
recognised as an emblem denoting

fret front included. Opening at top and
back. Cabinet- takes panel 2' X 9^, or
smaller.

unquestioned integrity.

PRICES, Machinc'd ready to as.scuable
Oak £3.10.0. Mahogany £3.15.0. Assem-

To -day, the " condenser in the green

bled

case " is an indication of -the product of

Oak £5.10.0. Mahogany £6.5.0. All models
Carr. Paid.
Send 3ii. in stamps for 56 -pose illustrated
eatalooue,
CHAS. A. OSBORN, Dept. P.W.,
The
Regent Works, Arlington St.,
London, N.1. Telephone: Clerken welt
5095 And at 21, Essex Road, Islington,
N.1 (1 min. from the Agricultural flail).

a company of unquestioned integrity-

Oak £4.10.0.
ready to polish
Mahogany £4.15.0. Assembled and polished

recognised as such by reason of the
employment of only the best materials
and -skilled labour. For a quarter of
a century T.C.C. have devoted their
whole energies to the improvement of

Telephone: Clerkenteell 5634.

one product-and one product only-

:-:J1111111111111111111!1111111111111111111111ffiliii1111111111111111111111111ffill11111111111111111111111111111111111111111L:

Condensers. Thus they have one of the
highest reputations for downright
reliability - and absolute accuracy.

"POPULAR WIRELESS"
ADVERTISEMENT RATES
Whole Page £40

Half Page £20

Quarter Page £10

Eighth Page £5

-

Narrow Column Advts. (3 cols. to page) per inch 30/ Minimum Space accepted - - - - half inch 15/ NO SERIES DISCOUNT, ALL
ADVERTISEMENT COPY SUBJECT TO EDITORIAL APPROVAL
F=E-

T.C.C.

HAND 11 DAYS BEFORE DATE
OF ISSUE TO ENSURE PROOFS

ALL communications respecting ADVERT IS I NO must

JOHN H. LILE, Ltd., 4, Ludgate Circus, London, E.C.4.
Telephone: City 7261.
F.i1111111111111111111111111111911111111111111111111111111911111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111117-;

initials

on the condenser
in the green case

COPY AND BLOCKS MUST BE IN

be matte to :-

Look for the

1

44

CIIIC

CONDENSERS
......gai..........

The `Telegraph Condenser Co., Ltd., Wales Farm Road, N. Acton.

111.3.

0 9844
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M RROR OF THE B.B.C.
(Continued from page 1006.)

for several seasons at the pier concerts

Music, of which since 1925 she has also been

an Honorary Fellow, is Miss Lucy Pierce,
who takes part, in the second concert during
the same afternoon.
- Midland Regional listeners._ will be de-

More 9-30 Novelties.

lighted to learn that another series

The study of music has always been encouraged by the Institution, which, since
1837, has done good work in givina a home
and an education and -help of all kinds to
the blind of all ages, and a fine response has
often brought its reward of success at
various competitions.
Only last September one member of the

of

" 9.30 Novelties," those light entertain-

ments which proved so attractive in the
spring of 1931 is to be put on during the
next few months. Five shows have been
planned to be given at three -weekly intervals, and the first is down for Wednesday,
January 13th.

choir, Constance Newton, won the first

Founded 230 Years Ago.

examination at Durham University for the
degree of Ilsrhelor of Music, having pre-

There will be many of the former high
spots of the last production, and Charles
Brewer will again be responsible for pre-

viously gained several prizes for organ
playing, including the first award at the

senting the programmes.

musical festival at Wallasey.
Violoncello solos by Stuart Knussen. and

Such varied artistes as Mabel France,
Ann Bradley, Dorothy Summers, Ernest
Sefton, Alfred Butler and Jack Venables
are in the cast, which will be supported by

songs by Norman Walker (bass) are to

intersperse items by- the Northern Studio
Orchestra in the first of two concerts which
occupy the afternoon programme for

Cardiff.

Conservatives read the Conservative paper,
and only Radicals read the Radical paper.
Neither side is offended by -the other's stuff.

at Blackpool. Another artiste who was
trained at the Royal Manchester College of

12th.

his parents moved from his native city of

leadership of the violoncellos.
Northerners have known him as a soloist
.

songs, pianoforte duets and solos, and
choral works provided by members of
Henshaws Institution for the Blind at
Old Trafford, will be heard during the
North Regional programme on Tuesday,

Northern listeners on Sunday, January 10th.
Mr. Knussen, who has been playing ,the
'cello since he was thirteen years of age, has
spent most of his life in Manehester, to where

FOR THE LISTENER

of the Halle Orchestra for ten years. in
which he was this year promoted to the

n for ,nhones installed for the evening perform t tee by a special relay for the youngsters
I etw en 5.15 and 6 p.m. on the same day.

January

A pupil of the Royal Manchester College
of Music, Mr. Knossen hia been a member

the Revue Chorus and Orchestra.

Nearly 230 years of history is behind
the 1st Band of the South Staffordshire

Regiment, one of the few that has an

-unbroken connection with that county
since it; inception, which is giving a
concert in the Birmingham Studio on

Monday, January 11th.

(Continued from page 1006.)

But broadcasting. has to cater for both

sides. It is a universal paper, and sometimes
it happens that a Conservative listener finds
his ears bombarded -by Radical ideas.. Then

he makes a row. The.R.B.C. must have to
stand a good deal of this sort of racket.
The Balance of Truth.

A Conservative editor would be a fool to
put Radical articles into his paper, for his
circulation would immediately fall. Apart
from this, however, it is no temptation to
do so, beoause he believes that Conservative
ideas are right.
The organisers of the B.B.C. know, as we

all know in our private minds, that the

monopoly of truth is not with either side ;
that both sides are right in their own way.
The problem of the B.B.C. therefore' is to
hold the balance fairly between them. I do
not imagine for a moment that the question
of licences has the slightest effect on the
broadcasting policy.
There is no need for me to confess to you
that my personal sympathies are with the

go-ahead side. I am interested in new ideas
and new movements ; in progress, if you
like to call it so ; and I am always pleased
to hear what the rising generation is thinking
and proposing and doing.
I have from time to time added my voice
to those who would encourage the B.B.C. to
(Continued on page 1024.)

WEA triE
COMPONENTS
THE

ECKERSLEY
TUNER
PRICE 1 51P6
Made by the oldest established component firm in the Wireless Industry.

Tested under actual operating
conditions.

Approved by designers and P.W.

Technical Staff.

Write for free illustrated lists and
special leaflets.

Wright & Weaire, Ltd., 740, High Road, Tottenham, N. 17.

'Phone: Tottenham 3847-8-9'
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-ELECTRADIXFULTOGRAPH PICTURE RECORDER BARGAIN

kits,
Complete brand new
unwired, 27/6, with diagrams.

Sets ready for use, complete with
instructions, 45,'-.
Recorder Kit only, less amplifier
and wiring, with diagram. Easily

adapted to record any signals,

with a
world-wide

Gramo.
FULTON SPARES.
Motor, double sprung with speed

control and 'handle, 6/6. IStylus on carriage with guide, 2/6. Magnetic clutch

with contacts, gear drive stop magnet

and cover, 9/-. Shaft fine thread steel -head screw with 2 bearings, 26.
Cylinder, aluminium, 4 in. a 2 in., 1;6. Transformer, 6 x ratio, 3,'-.
:

MOVING -COIL LOUD SPEAKERS.

transformer, 25-.

220 -volts Magnavox, with input

220 volts B.T.H. Rice -Kellogg, with input transformer,

40/-.
DOUBLE HEADPHONES.
Morse Keys : Lucas, 2/6 ;

Sullivan L.R., 3/6 pair; 8,000 ohm, CI

6/- ; Brown Treble, 7,'6.
Buzzers :
Townsend High Note, 3;6; Practice Sets for Morse, 7;6.
SPECIAL BARGAINS. 0-1b. Parcel of Radio Experimenters' useful
Sundries, terminals, panels and fittings, holders, chokes, magnets,
switches, wire, etc., etc., 011). parcel for 5/-, postage 2/, 2/6 for 5 bobbins
of 36 g. enam. copper wire, 30o ft. each, total 2,500 ft., 25o ohms for 2,1,
post 6d.
VALVES. 25o watt M.O. Transmitters, 30/- ; Transmitters,
30/- ; Mullarcl Silica, 50/- ; 40 -watt M.O. Trans. or Power,
4/6 ;
Cossor H.T. Rectifiers : M.O., 26 ; V.24, 10/- ;
Cosmos, 6v. Receiving valves, 2/6. 2 v. or 4 v. Paralone, 3/6.
Siemens Bi-Grid 5 -pin valves, 2/-.
The famous Western
Electric Weco Peanut Valves, List 8/6, for 4/-. Power Valves,
4 -pin, same make, 200 m.w. output, 4;6.
MICROPHONES. Brass, 21 -in. Pendant, 6/6 ; Stand, 12!43 ;
Coupler with Transf. and Controls, 17/6. Portable Mike
and Amplifier comb., 30/-. Transformers, 3/9 ; Buttons, 10d.
Insets, Blocks, Diaphs. and Granules cheap. Hear Easy
Deaf Sets, 18,6.
MOVING COIL MILLIAMMETER.
0.5 flush -fitting nickel
finish, a real bargain at 12/6. Meters, all ranges in stocks.
CONDENSERS. T.C.C., 500 v., 2-mfd., 16.

Use the
condensers

I

I

'

reputation

ELECTRADIX RADIOS,
218, Upper Thames Street, London, E.C.4
Thoue CITY 519/.

" We're Fluxite and

Solder, the reli-

able pair,
Famous for Solder.

ing - known

everywhere !
WE solder all con.

nections' - with.

out any fuss,
So, wherever there's

WIRELESS,

you're bound to
find US !"
is

See that Fluxite and Solder are always by you-in the house, garage,
workshop-anywhere where simple, speedy, soldering is needed. They
cost so little, but will make scores of everyday articles last years longer!
For Pots, Pans, Silver, and Brassware ; RADIO ; odd jobs in the
garage-there's always something useful for Fluxite and Solder to do.
ANOTHER USE FOR FLUXITE

All Hardware and Ironmongery
Stores sell Fluxite in tins, 8d
114 and 2/8.

NEW " JUNIOR " SIZE, 4d. per tin.

Hardening Tools and Case Hardening.
Ask for Leaflet on improved method.

FLUXITE SOLDERING SET

PRICES
TYPE 665
'0001, '0002, '0003 mid.

6d. each.
'0005 mid. 9d. each.

TYPE 670
'COOL '0002, '0003 mid.

Contains special small space " soldering
iron with non -heating metal handle; pocket blow
lamp, Fluxite, Solder, etc., and full instructions

COMPLETE, 7/6 or LAMP only, 2/6

1/- each.
-0005,'001, '002 mfd.
1'3 each.
'005 and '006 mfd.
1'6 each.

FLUXITE LTD.

TYPES 610 and 620

(Dept. 324),
ROTHERHITHE, S.E.16

Prices from 1/8 to 3/- each

Simple to use and lasts for years in constant
use.

ALL MECHANICS WILL HAVE

FLUXITE

IT SIMPLIFIES ALL SOLDERING

Dubilier condensers are famous the
world over for their infallible accuracy and uniformity. Therefore, when
you buy condensers, always demand
Dubilier, the condenser in which
you can place absolute reliance.
They are made in England by British
workpeople by a British company.
This latest range of moulded -in
mica types fulfils the long -felt
need for the best possible condensers at an extremely low cost,

built as only Dubilier can build
them.

All radio dealers stock them.

UBILIE
CONDENSER Co. (1925) LTD.

DUCON WORKS, VICTORIA ROAD, N. ACTON. LONDON, W, 3
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NEW YEAR

NEW RADIO
C.O.D.-CASH or H.P.

(Contiiiiied:: from prrge 1022.)

TECHNICAL
NOTES

give this side of modern life a " good

show." and I have been pleased to note that
more TQCm has latterly been given in the
programmes to it. Others apparently have
been displeased ; and, for the moment at
any rate, my pat on the back seems to have
less influence than their kicks.

I should be sorry if there, were to be a
I -agree that such talks as have

--- -4> *

31;

I

t

Some diverse and informative jottings about. interesting aspects of
radio reception.
By Dr. J. H. T. ROBERTS, F. Inst. P.

set -back.

recently been given by Mr. Harold Nicolson

RADIO FOR

THE MILLION

Screened - grid, Detector
and Power. With valves,
less cabinet. .D 17.0

tender digestions.
I have found no difficulty in swallowing

WITH ORDER

FINISHED INSTRUMENT. With Valves and
Cabinet. Royalties Paid. Cash £7.8.6 or
down and 11 monthly payments of 10/10.

SORmIgDE11111EER
Screened -Grid, Detector and Potter. With valves
and cabinet. CASH PRICE 56:15:0.

Balance in 11 monthly' ¢aytnents of
1216. Finishet Instrument. Royalof 11/-.

WITH ORDER

R.I. or WEARITE

TUNER
ECKERSLEY
For theECKERSLEY
THREE
Fail details Next Week.

Immediate Delivery, Cash or C.O.D.

1 516

W . B. PERMANENT MAGwET

A101/1N0-1ColL SPEAKER P.M.3. Send

of Schonberg or Walton.

cluttered up with knobs and dials would be
considered entirely out of date. Simplicity

,That Inevitable Progress.

It is not difficult for the B.B.C. to cater
for the musical " modernist," for, if there is
a row' about it, the disturbance is confined
to a coniparatiVely small circle. But the
real difficulty arises when the " new ideas "
seem to threaten the foundations of home life and religion. One has then to go warily.

warily. But I hope they will not turn back
altogether. One does not expect them to
lead. They are public servants, not masters.
Butt feel that their public. service would be
incomplete if they did not -continue to' give
the leaders of modern thought and modern

movements a place at the microphone.

The world moves. We may hang back, or

pull back, but in the end we shall have to
move with it. It is wise therefore for us to
hear those in the forefront who can tell us
something of the way in which it seems to
be moving.

Complete with 3 -ratio input transformer.
Cash Price 52:12:6. Balance in 11 monthly.10
only
payments of 4/10.
BLUE SPOT SPEAKER UNIT AND CHASSIS

THE " KEL,SEY"
7 -METRE ADAPTOR.

Send

Cash or CyO.D. 51:19:6 5,5
Balance in 7 monthly payments of 5/5.
only

(Continued from page 1000.)

TYPE 100U.

CELESTION P.P.M. PERMANENT MAGNET MOVING -COIL SPEAKER, with

impregnated diaphragm and dual impedance input transformer. Cash or C.O.D.
52:7:6.
Balance in 7 monthly payments of 6/6.
EPOCH

A2
PERMANENT
MAGNET
MOVING -COIL SPEAKER.
Fitted' with

multi -ratio input transformer.
Cash Price, 53:3:0.

Balance in 11 monthly payments of

5/9.

Send

616
only
Send

5,3
only

ORMOND PERMANENt MAGNET MOVING -

Send

AMPLION M.C.6. MOVING -COIL SPEAKER

only
Send

COIL CHASSIS (No.

4641.
With input
transformer. Cash Price' 53:5:0. Balance
in 11 monthly payments of 6/11.

permanent magnet, with output transformer
Complete. Cash Price 53:7:6. Balance in
11 monthly payments of 6/2.
ATLAS

A.C.

ELIMINATOR

TYPE

6'2
only

Three tappings, S.C., Detector, With
and Power. Output, X 20 volts at zo mla.
Cash Price 52:19:6. Balance in 11 monthly 516
Order
payments of 5/6.
REGENTONE H.T. UNIT for D.C. Mains. =1
Type D.C.1 Adjustable S.G., Detector, Power A19
Tappings, as m/a. Cash Price £1:15:0,
Balance in 7 monthly payments of 4/9.
only
A.C.244.

Send 3d. postage for 116 p. catalogue.

PETOSCO

CO. LTD.

77F City Rd.. London. E.C.1
Telephone : Clerkenwell 9406-7-3,

Also at 62, High Holborn, London, W.C.1.
Telephone Chancery 8266.

illMMMMNMMIMMIINMNIMIM

is not so long ago that all manner of

controls were crowded together on the

panel and, in fact, the more controls you
could get on it the smarter the set looked.

I do not blame the B.B.C. for going

ties Paid. £7:10 :0 Cash, or £2
deposit and 11 monthly payments

THE fashion nowadays is to keep the
panel of the set severely simple.
It

them, and they have given me much food
I have had
as much pleasure in them as some music lovers must have had in hearing the works
for thought and much pleasure.

CASH PRIM/X.110.1 1 ii1J
' an 1 11 monthly payments of 10/10:

Changing Fashions.

and Dr. John Baker, for example, must
have been pretty strong meat for some

take place unless two stations were within
from ten to fifteen miles of one anothera most"unlikely happening.
By the time this article appears in print,

it is more than probable that the first of

the B.B.C.'s 7 -metre _experimental trans-.
mitters will be nearing completion and so
here is a chance for every " P.W." reader to
do some real pioneer work for broadcasting.

A considerable time must necessarily

elapse before anything like a regular service
can be attempted on this new wave -length.
But that does not constitute any reason for

you not getting in some " ground work "
now I

The B.B.C. will obviously have to carry
out a considerable amount of experimental
work in order to determine the advisability
of establishing a regular service on a wavelength that has never before been used for
broadcasting : but we, on our part, must not
lag behind on the receiving side.
The simple -looking adaptor illustrated
in this article, which will enable you to participate in these pioneer tests with your

existing sets, can be built for a, cost not
exceeding at the very -most, ten shillings,

and next week I intend to tellyou some more
about this new development, and the way
in which you, too, can build yourself a
7-inetre adaptor.

Opinion has now, however, swung entirely

in the opposite direction and a panel
is

the keynote in the modern set and

manufacturers make every effort, now, to

pack away as many of the controls as

possible either inside the receiver or at the
sides or the back, leaving only the essential
tuning controls and perhaps on -and -off
switch on the panel.
Improving the Set.

If your set is not really up to date in
this respect you can do a good deal to
improve it, at any rate; as regards its

external appearance, by shifting as many as
-possible of the controls from the panel to
some less conspicuous place. For instance,
the reaction control may quite well be put
at the side of the cabinet so that, although
it is out of the way and not readily notice-

able, it can at the same time easily be
" got at."
As regards filament rheostats, these

should have no place on the panel at all, and

may quite well be put on the side of the
cabinet or even inside. Since they should
scarcely ever want adjustment it is quite a

common practice to put them inside the
set ; but, of course, they must be in an
accessible position.

I should, perhaps, add that if you have
a -.high-frequency amplifying valve it is

useful to be able to adjust the filatnent
rheostat of the same, and so in that case

you may have the filament rheostat control,
on the side of the cabinet : in any case it
has no need to be on the panel. With a
high -frequency stage you may have separate
tuning for the aerial and H.F. condenser, in
which case it is a good plan to have both
these controls on the panel.
The on -and -off switch is commonly put

on the panel. but this, also, may well be

arranged at the side of the cabinet. On the
other hand, it is a component which occu-

pies very little space, and in view of its
fundamental importance I, personally,
always like to see it on the front.
The High -Frequency Controls.

Then there is the question of the pick-up
switch, when the set is adapted for using a
pick-up with a gramophone. This switch
certainly need not be on the panel,- but is
preferably mounted at the side.
Now turning to the high -frequency controls, these may in some cases be ganged :
but as this is a matter which depends very

much upon the details of the circuit arrangements it is impossible to say off -hand
(Continued on next page.)
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(Continued from previous page.)

whether the ganging will be a simple matter

(as it will be in some cases), or whether it
will involve a lot of re -arrangement of the
inside of the receiver.
A rough-and-ready alternative to the
ganging is to use dials having .thumb control so that a pair of condensers may be

It's So
Easy

approximately tuned together and then,

accurately adjusted separately later on.
A little point which snakes a great deal
of difference to appearance of the set is the
addition of a panel light. This consists, of
course, of a small bulb of the flash -lamp
variety and in addition to making it much

easier to read the graduations on the dial
while you are tuning, it also gives, as I say,
a: very professional appearance to the
receiver.

The current for lighting the lamp (which
is very small), may be taken from the lowtension accumulator or, in the case where
the filaments are heated from a step-down

transformer, the current may be drawn

from the output of this transformer.
A small resistance may, by the way, be
necessary in series with the lamp or alterna-

tively you may find it better to use two

lamps in series, in which case the current
which would otherWise be wasted in the
series resistance is converted into additional
illumination.
Make It Self -Contained.

It is always a very, good plan, not only
from the point of view of appearance, but
also for convenience, to have the batteries,
leads and various odds and ends all contained in some sort of cabinet. When you
consider how beautifully self-contained are
the better types of modern mains -driven
radio -gramophones it snakes you wonder
how you could, have put up with all the
collection of bits and pieces, wires, external

you need not hesitate to connect a pickup to your set. By using a Bulgin

Rotary Change -over Switch it is
child's play. Just break the lead between
Grid Condenser and Grid of Detector Valve.
Connect centre point of switch to grid connection of valve holder. Connect outer
terminals to grid condenser and pick-up
+ terminal respectively. The minus pickup terminal is connected to minus 1k volts
grid bias. You can leave the pick-up per-

manently connected, and have radio

or

gramophone music at will. Black, Walnut
or Mahogany Finish.

Send 2d. postage for the new 75 pp.

Bulgin Illustrated Catalogue and Manual,
which also details the New Bulgin Technical
Service.

to give particularly good results, just the
sort of results you want, and then found
that, although you have made what appears to be a " Chinese copy," using the
same components and so on, your set gives

quite different results from the original
one ? I expect a good many of you have
had this experience, and you may have
wondered why two identical sets should
give a different performance.

It goes without saying that if the results
arc different (in the same conditions), the
sets must be different, however much they
may appear to be the same. If you use

the same components as in the original
set it is not very likely that the slight
(Continued on next page:)

PRICE .1 f
EACH

AGENTS. Radio in all its branches. Convert' your
hobby to advantage. Apply for terms of our system of
trading. Complete kits by return of post. A.C.,

mains receivers. Cash or easy terms.-Brookman
Rapid Radio Service. Head Office: 105, Spencer

Street, Birmingham. Showrooms : Gt. Hampton St. and
Hockley St. (Corner): The progressive firm with a system.

I

e Choice

Crific.$

JIB

ALL COMPONENTS
for the

" KELSEY " 7 -METRE

A40 10*.
ihr"

CABINET

A cabinet of this kind can

Have you ever tried copying a set, say, a
set belonging to a friend which you -know

List No. S.86. On -and -0 If
Switch to match.

Telephone: Holborn 2072.

USED BY " B.B C.,"
" Famous Engineers,"
and "Leading Experts."
The sort people desire to possess and keep. Tasteful

Copying a Set.

phone, etc. Engraved
Bakelite indicating Frame:

Telephones Grangewood 3266 & 3267.
London Showrooms.:

For YOUR Radio

value in the eyes of your friends as well, no
, doubt, as in your own:

A single -pole switch suitable
for use on radio-gra ITIO-

9, so, ii Cursitor St., Chancery Lane, E.C.4.

with separate batteries, you will find it

now be obtained very cheaply and to my
mind puts the whole outfit into an entirely
different category, greatly improving its
appearance and doubling or trebling its

SWITCH.

A. F. BULC!N & CO. .LTD .3

stituted a very good " up-to-date " set not
more than five or six years ago !
If your set is a home constructed one,

accessories.

ROTARY
CHANGE -OVER

ABBEY ROAD, BARKING, ESSEX.

valves, and all the rest of it which con-

well worth while to consider going in for a
nice cabinet for housing the set and all the

QUICK MAKE
AND BREAK

beauty-Piano finish-advantages also of PIANO TONE baffle chamber.
The BETTER REPRODUCTION that your Set is
really capable of gives you a joyous sense of achievement, Mellow,' rich tone of piano soundboard. Sent
ON APPROVAL direct from the makers. Prices

351- to £15 (Cash or Easy Payments). You may
return at our expense if you wish to part with it
Photographs and List FREE!
PICKETTS, Radio Furniture (P.W.),

Albion Road, Bexleyheath, Kent.

AT KEENEST
PRICES

Send for' List giving Complete
Range and Prices to Dept. P,

C. CUNNINGHAM,

RADIO ENGINEER, 1573 GREAT
WESTERN ROAD, GLASGOW.

It pays you to ask your Retailer for
genuine guaranteed

WAVEMASTER.
Variable Condensers and Extensers
for all the latest circuits

" RED DIAMOND"

WEBB CONDENSER CO., LTD.,
42, Hatton Garden, London, E.C.1.

DETECTOR

As used for the "Wireless for
the Blind " Crystal Sets.
RD40

ADAPTOR
Described in this issue

Can he

mounted on

brackets or

through panel.
Once set always
ready. Not affected by
2/9 with
vibration. Each one is tested
shield.
on broadcast beforedespatch.
Of all high-class Radio Dealers or Sole Malters :
By insured
Post 2/3 or

JEWEL PEN CO., LTD.,

(Radio Dept. 461, 21-22, Great Sutton SiLONDON, E,0,1

LOUD SPEAKERS REPAIRED, 4/ (Blue Spot a Speciality. 5/.)

Transformers +1., Headphones 4/., all
repairs magnetised free. Tested,guaranteed,
and ready for delivery in 24 hours,

Discount for Trade. arkenwell 9069.
E. MASON, 44, EAST ROAD, N.1.
THE PICTURE PAPER WITH THE

REMEMBER! "POPULAR WIRELESS
has the largest sale of any
WEEKLY WIRELESS JOURNAL.

MOST NEWS

SUNDAY GRAPHIC
and Sunday News.

'
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TECHNICAL NOTES

NO TROUBLE

(Continued front previous page.)

though constantly

variations in these components will ac-

Writes C. A.,

probable that apparently small variations
in the wiring -up will have a greater effect

in use

of Man-

SPECIFY

" BYLDURONE'

count for the difference and it is much more

upon the results.

chester,abont
a Heayberd

Mains Unit

Importance -of Tuhing-up.

Complete
with sturdy
crystalline

may have reproduced the original receiver,
the result depends, I think, more than any-

after a year's
constant use.

However carefully and accurately you

thing else, upon the tuning -up. For instance, the voltages applied in different
parts of the circuit-and this is especially

steel case and

bakelite panel;
Westinghouse
Rectification and

length of flea -m eking
it all ready tc sw &eh on. Guaranteed 3 years.
MODEL D:50 Output 25 m.a. at PRICE

true where there is any screened -grid H.F.

-

Another point to bear in mind is that it

120 volts a g 150 volts.
60/80 volts vs fable S.G., 120 volts
and 150 col Is fixed.

POST
I enclose 3d. stamps for useful lists showing
me how to electrify my set.
M

Address

_

wirelesi receiver

amplification-will generally have a very

A Byldurone Cabinet!

important influence upon the result.

may be necessary to- bring the aerial circuit

practically to oscillation, while the anode
circuits and the very smallest differences in
the components, layout and wiring of the
set may make quite an appreciable differ-

build -your -own Cabinets will give

an added charm to your radio.
Their distinctive coverings can
be supplied in an extensive range
to suit individual taste; and- to
harmonise with furniture style.
and colour schemes.

requisite for this particular condition.
Those Little Peculiarities.

A set in some ways resembles a motor-

When building your new re-

car or an engine which, as everyone knows,

ceiver, house it in a "Byldurone"

has a peculiar quality sometimes called

EAV
MASTERS OF THE MAINS.
10, FINSBURY ST., LONDON, E.C.2.
(thie minute from Moorgate Unit Sind.

8"ietowN,Agtirsior%ArlintoegotAgag
HEADPHONES. Sullivan's Double. a receivers!yritla
metal headbands, 120 ohms, 31-; ditto, 8,000 ohms, 4/ Pair: field service 'phones, leather headbands. L.R..
British, 2/6 pr., in makers' cartons; single earpieces.
L.R.. 116; all as.new, guaranteed 2 yrs.; microphone
Insets. 2/.. 9th. Parcel useful oddments, -6/- poet free
Electradix Radios...-218,11mier -Thames-St., .E.C.4.

200 PAGE BOOK FREE ! Do you
realise that there are Examinations.open to you that
ENGINEERS 1

lead definitely to jobs carrying salaries rising from
£4.10s. to as much as £20 per week, and that no
particular experience is required ? Our Handbook
explains these things and more. It gives details of
B.Sc., A.M.I.C.E., A.M.I.Mech.E.,
A.M.I.A.E.,
G.P.O. Mittrie, and all Examinations, outlines Home -

Study Courses in all branches of Civil, Mech., Elec.,
Motor, Wireless, Aero, " Talkie," Eng., etc., and
glows how - bur unique Appointments Department
operates.

Don't stay in the rut-get our 200 -page

Halid-book to-day-FREE (state subjbct).

BRITISH INSTITUTE OF

ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY,
401, Shakespeare House, 29/31, Oxford Street, London

-EASY PAYMENTS"There's no place like HOLMES."
The first firm to supply Wireless Parts- on easy
payments. Seven years advertiser in " Popular
Wireless." Thousands of satisfied customers.
Monthly
Deposit Payments

COSSOR KIT

£6115

101-

1I of 12/8

- £10/15

19/6

II of 19/8

-

OSRAM KIT
TELSEN VICTOR

-3 KIT 39/6
EXIDE H.T. Accuni., I20v. £3

BLUE SPOT 66R &
CHASSIS .

EKCO Eliminator A.C.I8

.67/Pick-up 27/-

of 5/5

5/5

7

6/-

9 of

6/8

of

4/6

7 of

5/4
7/5

£2/2/6 ' 5/6

BLUE SPOT...100 U-39/6
AMPLION M.C.6 67/6
AMPLION Cone Speaker 151-

B.T.H. JUNIOR

-

5/8
7/5
4/6
7/5
5/-

9
.

9 of

3 of

4/-

9 of 7/5
5 of 4/10

New Goods -Obtained for Every Order.
Send us a list of the parts you require and the pays
ments that will suit your convenience, and we will
send you a definite quotation. Anything Wireless.

H. W. HOLMES, .29, FOLEY STREET,
Great Portland Street, London, W.1.
'Phone: frittimarra 1414.

PLEASE be sure to mention." Popular Wireless "
when communicating wilkAdvertisers. Thanks!

So easy

to construct-only a screwdriver
itquired. Supplied . Complete,
readyto put together.- Handsome
yet sturdily built--Byldurone=-

ence to the precise tuning -up which is

P.W.

for your next

-Cabinet and add good looks to

" personality,'-' for want: of a better term ;
you get to know the particular engine and
its idiosyncrasies and notwithstanding that
engines may be mass produced, there is no

high efficiency.
'

Write for- lisf -A i 6.

J. J. EASTICK & SONS,
Eelex House, 118, Bunhill

doubt whatever that they do vary quite

London E.C.

considerably_in their characteristics and in
the way they have to be handled.
Just so with the set and, as I say, having

Row,

Telephone : Metropolitan 03 t 4/5/6.

modelled your receiver -upon that of a

friend, you must then set to work to get to
know its little peculiarities. Once you

have mastered these there is little doubt
that you will be able to produce results

from it every bit as good as those from the
But don't imagine that it will just
happen automatically,

other.

Owing to the fact that a baffle -board for

use with a moving -coil speaker, or any other
powerful speaker, is sometimes incon-

veniently large, many people prefer to use
a box for mounting the speaker, this box
being in effect a smaller baffle -board with
broad turned -over edges.

It is true that this arrangement is much
more, compact and convenient, but, on the
other hand, it is not without disadvantages,
the chief of which is the unpleasant resonances which are sometimes set up either by
vibrations of parts of the box itself, or by

the air contained within the box-or both.
I have known cases where a box of this
sort worked excellently, but I have also
known cases where there was a most pro-

An Ideal Gift for your

Gardening friends!

nounced interference with the quality of the

speaker, a sort of " muffled " effect and a
definitely increased interference at par-

What more delightful gift for a gardening
friend than a copy of POPULAR
GARDENING ANNUAL ? This splendid
reference book furnishes the :.amateur
gardener with invaluable information. It

'

ticular frequencies.

Influence of Cabinet.

Something can be done towards overcoming this defect by cutting a number of
rather large holes at different parts of the
box. This is really only equivalent to reducing the size of the corresponding baffle board, which is somewhat similar to cutting
down the scratch from a gramophone record
by reducing the overall volume.
(Continued on next page.)

'

'

contains a splendid series of sketches which
depict -operations in the garden from January
to December and there is a section devoted to
illustrations of many popular garden flower.

There are chapters on Rose -growing, Plannin& and Planting a New Garden, Green-, house Flowers and the cultivation of fruits
and vegetables. Altogether a book which no
amateur gardener can afford to be without,

POPULAR GARDENING
ANNUAL

Now on Sale

2/6

0.127
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TECHNICAL NOTES
(Continued from previous page.)

These holes in -the box do sometimes very
much improve the clearness of the reproduc-

1FRIEE

circuits

tion, especially on speech, although at the
same time I think there is a tendency for the
lower frequencies to be lost.

Watmel Ce1:3

On the whole it is a good plan, if you

15)

must use a box, to use one as large as possible, and particularly to avoid the use of a
box of which the width is less than about
one -and -a -half times the diameter of the

11:111,'
,2e

Just' drop iis a line stating
mire.
what x'011
Remerisber they have been
specified for many of the sets
described in the Wireicss

cone,

Press.
The Advantage

view of modern broadcasting

\ conditions.
2

Many

experimenters using this arrangement would

ii'

1 A high degree of selectivity is

by min; these coils, as they are specially

.1

r,ened io prevent direct pick-up or interaction

wien the various units.

be surprised to find, however, how much
improvement could be obtained by making
the voltage slightly less positive, which, of
course, is quite easily done by means of a

BAND PASS
AERIAL UNITS
TYPE B.P.A.I.

This c.a.

potentiometer connected across the filament

A CABINET OF PRACTICAL
DESIGN

The Cameo ''Regent " Speaker
and Battery Cabinet is a fine
piece of furniture. Accommodates batteries and eliminalams
and loudspeaker. In
Oak. :C3. Inside dimensions,
20
x
20 x 11 ins. deep. Carrington Mfg. Co.,
Height 39 ins. Hons., youra Ltd 9 24 Hatton
Speaker and Batteries in
Recent " Cabinet. Write Garden, London, E.C.1
for FREE copy of The Cameo 'Phone :HOLborn8202.
Catalogue.
Works S. Croydon.
NASSE
ADDRESS

P. W.25

INDIVIDUALITY
indis

do not manufacture
component

WEcriminatelyknown
every
to

radio :

and accessory
switches and
we produce rotary valveholders
anti mictoplionic
definitelyyour
the
which -are quite
For
the
world
t
finest in
should i ncorp orate
own good -you
M your set,
Benjamin components
have you had our
-By the way,
its three
Catalogue with
1932

original circuits?

If not write

now

-light now 1

Electric Ltd.,
N 17.
The Benjamin
Tariff Road, Tottenham,
:500.

battery, the grid -leak being connected to
the slider.
Often you will find that the reaction is
inclined to " plop" when the leak is connected ththe positive end of the filament- ;
this characteristic will almost certainly disappear when the potentiometer arrangement
is used if the slider is shifted to some point
nearer to the negative end.

In addition to the influence upon the
reaction you will often find that slight

variation in the positions of the potentio-

meter slider have a pronounced effect upon
the quality of reproduction, as well as upon
the sensitivity of the receiver as a whole.

Some people who use a potentiometer
make a sort of general habit of having the
slider in the mid -position, and if this is
satisfactory all well and good, but it is quite
easy with this arrangement to find the best

position. If you do not at present use a
potentiometer it is really worth while to fit
one, and it is more than likely that you will

find that you get much better results when
the moving contact is at a position away
from the positive end.

THE DAILY SKETCH
YOUR Picture Paper
.ANNSMSNVOGSSSIMSN

18/ Complete tel

TYPE B.P.A.8.2.

The same as hove, but with the extra H.F. Tuner,

with reaction winding suitable for screen grid H.F.
receiver.

Compete with choke coupling unit. Price UAL
1. Wave -change switch.
2, Contacts arc gold and silver alloy-prevents
contacts and reliable switching.
3, The medium -wave winding is carried on a highgrade paxolin tube mid wound on silk-coveredjwire.

Aluminiiim screens kith 'Airing contact between
top and bottom.
Information on ether types of coils may be had on
4.

application.

THE NEW WATMEL 50,000 Ohms
POTENTIOMETER.
As

Specified

by
'

" Amateur

Wireless "

Century Portable."

for

the

Polished Pointer Knob.
2. Engraved Bakelite front
1.

plate.

3. At ire -wound former.
resi441,,, .

wire, sot rant ()mind
arid
wire
corstaciS,
on
specially sound
tapered farmer.

I

2

3.

4S

r.

Insulating hush to insulate
spindle from panel.
6. Contact finger Phosphor.

4.

bronze.

One -hole fixing -br ass
heareint g bush resulting
perfc
bearing.
T. Bakelite. case, prof- tfe.
6.

Tone Control.

I have just recently had occasion to

examine the tone controls on a number of
well-known radio -grams, and it struck me
how very effective some of these controls
are. It is not more than two or three years
ago that a- " tone control " was more of an
ornament on the set than anything else, but
there is no doubt that the various circuit
dodges for controlling the quality have been
very greatly improved of late.

Altogether apart from the question of
bringing up the bass or the treble notes,

It is interesting to remember that it

Make

complete with a special
coil for choke coupling
aerial.

oxidisation and assures perfect low -resistance

Effect on Quality.

there is the scratch filter which, although in
one sense is not quite what we understand
ordinarily by a tone control, nevertheless is
related to it and has a very definite effect on
the quality of the reproduction if not upon
the tone.
S/ObVSYMIOGNIIMIOCVNIVX,GNIIMMir '

Watmel

been specially designed in

to connect a grid -leak between the grid and

the positive end of the filament.

Of

This range of coils has

Coils.

Grid Potential.
In the majority of sets it is quite sufficient

.

'Hr

as the Mulford, Cossor, etc.

is

8.

winding.
Back self-cleaning cm

0

9. Large eontact plate.
10. Stops at end of wiring.
Any resistance up to 50,000 5/6

Law .. 6/6
ohms, standard wiring ..
'qua"
Every part is made from the finest materials.

WRITE FOR COMPONENT CATALOGUE.
It you have any difficulty in obtaining
Watmel components, writ direct to us.

TRADE ENQUIRIE3 INVITED.

1-; ltic w

:ti

WATMEL WIRELESS CO., LTD.,
IMPERIAL WORKS, High Street, EDGWARE.
retephone :

only since we have had electrical reproiiiii:tion that we have been able to avail ourselves

Edglra:e 0323.

of filter circuits for controlling tone and

cutting out surface noise. With the ordinary
direct or " acoustic " reproduction you ean

do something-in fact, you can do a good
(Continued on next page.)

BUY

BRITISH
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EASY TERMS

TECHNICAL NOTES'

WE supply all good quality Radio Receivers.
Components and Accessories on deferred =
E- - terms. We carry adequate stooks and can give ,--;
Fl PROMPT DELIVERY.

= NEW HEAYBERD- AM. -ELIMINATOR. E
=
C.150. Complete kit of parts for building =
= NIT
H.T. Eliminator, including steel case. Out- =
= an
put
25 m/a. 150 volts. 3 H.T. tappings, one =
=

-

variable-. Cash Price
..
16 0 =
-"=' Or 716 with order and 11 monthly payments of 7/-. =

= 12 EXIDE W.H. HIGH-TENSION ACCU- E
(120 volts, 5,000 m/a). Higher =
=HULATORS
voltage if desired. Cash Price

-. £3 15 0 =

= Or 6/6 with order and 11 monthly payments of 7/-. E
Carriage charged on all orders from Scotland. =
-

= N.K.

FARRAND INDUCTOR LOUD- =
=
= SPEAKER UNIT.-Quality, of reproduction =
almost equal to a moving -coil speaker. Cash =
= Price
R3of1 0 0 =
= Or 5/6 with order and 11 m'onthl.y. paiments
6/6. =
E.
SET
OF 3 VALVES. S.G. Det. and Power,
= !dullard
or Cossor. ash Price £1 19 0 ==

= Or 61- with order and 7 monthly payments of 514.

-=NEW BLUE SPOT 66R UNIT. The- finest ==

=

balanced armature movement on the market, Ecomplete with large Cone and Chassis. Cash

= Or 5/- with order and 10 monthly payments of

51, =
= NEW CELESTION ROVING -COIL L.S.
=
= UNIT (PERM. MAGNET), with
Trans.
= former. Cash Price
... £4 of5 0 =
-Or 13/6 with order and 10 niOnthl.y payments
Ng-. =
E Send list of requirements, and quotations Will be Ei
sent by return,

g. LONDON RADIO SUPPLY CO.
11, OAT LANE,

=7 -

E

..-11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

Set or

D
round. Heavy lead
out prevents corperfect earth
tion without

Over 180
earthing

as we please.

condensers. If, for instance, you have two

ganged condensers and two coils, the con--

Scratch Filters.

the needle and the rapidly moving surface of

the record. It is due to minute particles of
grit and other foreign matter on the record,
and also to irregularities and microscopical

is

has the largest sale of any WEEKLY WIRE4 ;

is

n
DRAWINGSA
FOR'1.111/

Book of instructions, 3d. Cata-

of Motors, Tone -arms,
Sound - Boxes, latest internal
Am?lifiers,,,Cramophonee, or
Cabinets 1-ree. Cash or terms..
V. BURT, 85, High St., Deptford.

SELF -CHARGING,

SILENT,

ECONOMICAL

JARS (waxed), ar X lir sq. 113 dos.

ZINGS, new type 10d. doz. Saes 1/2 doz.

Sample doz. (19 volts). complete with

bands and electrolyte, 4/1, post 9d.
Sample unit, 66. Dins. booklet free.

Bargain list tree.

AMPLIPIEES, 30/-. 9 -valve set, £5,

P. TAYLOR, 57, Studley Road,
STOCKWELL.

LONDON(

PLEASE be sure to mention
'POPULAR WIRELESS"
when
'communicating with
Advertisers.
THANKS

IEXACT TUNERS
250 to 2.000 metres.
Thousands of these tuners are in use. and
we can strongly recommend them. lco further coils
required. Send P.O. for par - - - tionlars
andare
circuits-FREE.

THE EXACT MANUFACTURING CO.,
Croft Works, Priory Street, Coventry.

lengths.
When you consider the close and compact
arrangement of the average modern receiver

with all its shields and metal parts, it is
obvious that a lot of thought has been

necessary in order to get the shields and the,
components all in ,the right relationship- to
one another without causing trouble of -the
kind discussed above.

frequencies comprised in the " noise.' if
the noise consisted of a single frequency-if
that were the case we should no longer call

it a " noise," but a " musical sound "-the
problem would be much -easier. Having
regard to the difficulty of the, problem, I
think that designers and manufacturers are
to be congratulated upon the great progress
which they have made in the direction of

minimising surface noise.
Screens and Coils.

Some few years back the method known

1-PDHAOMI2

Solve all H.T. Troubles.

accidental condition where the presence of
a metal plate is upsetting the inductance of
one of the coils, This is always a. point to
look out for, especially if you find that it is
impossible to' keep your ganged circuits in
balance over any reasonable range of wave-

surface noise must naturally be designed and

REMEMBER "POPULAR
WIRELESS "

WET H.T. BATTERIES

condensers to one of the coils, or to some other

-adjusted in relation to the frequency or

SOWDWINSTBRADFORD

logue

Quite possibly you will find that this is
due to the too close proximity of one of the

A shunt circuit intended to absorb the

earthing all the year
coating inside and
rosion and gives
Wire COnnees o l daring.

YOU SIPA

end of the range.

It is not easy to say what is the precise
frequency of the surface noise, but it is
commonly supposed that it is fairly high-

use the word " average " because it

EARTH TUBE

LESS JOURNAL.

densers having equal capacities and the
coils having equal inductances, you may
find that whereas the arrangement tunes
properly at one part of the wave -length
range, it goes out of balance at the other

As regards needle scratch, this must inevitably be produced so long as we have
mechanical frictional engagement between

INEX

surface.

This question of the proximity of metal
screens and coils is very important in all
cases of H.F. coils, and is particularly
important where you are using ganged

manipulating the tonal quality practipally,

obvious that the surface noise is not of any
single frequency and is just a heterogeneous
collection of irregular sounds and widely
varying frequencies.

sq. ins.

With Ganged Condensers.

the fact that we have such facilities for

9Haifts

2.(011 MAN ST LONDON E.C2

'

acoustical and meehanical methods are not
to be compared with the electrical methods
which we have at our disposal when using
electrical reproduction.
In fact, to my mind, one of the most important advantages of electrical reproduction, and probably quite as important as the
amplification which we are able to obtain, is

pitched on the average and has a frequency
between about 2,000 and 5,000 cycles. I

OiCi°9-4tneectS0.

NOWARODING
gives consistent

deal-towards minimising scratch, but

breakdown of the record surface itself.

NOBLE STREET, LONDON, E.C.2
TELEPHONE: National 1977.

so far as the colt is concerned will he negligible, but if you are making up a set yourself and you place the screens too cloie to
the coils, you will -find that .the influence of
the screen on the coil will increase very
rapidly as they come closer together ; the
inductance of the coil will be reduced and
the wave -length to which it corresponds
will, of course, be similarly reduced.

(Continued from previous page.)

as " spade '

tuning was quite popular.

Newcomers to radio .may not perhaps be
familiar with this method : it consisted in
bringing a metal plate (the " spade ") into
proximity to a coil for the purpose of tuning.
Usually the plate was made to shift in its
own plane, which was parallel to the plane
of the coil, so that it covered more or less of
the area of the coil. The tuning effect was
due, of course, to the interaction between
the H.F. currents in the coil and the H.F.
currents set up in the plate.
I mention this not because it is in itself of
any particular importance to -day, but
because it illustrates very definitely the
effect of metal plate placed close to a high -

Watch the Layout.

So it may not be surprising if in making
up your own set you accidentally run into
some trouble of this kind ; if this should
happen the thing to do is to go over the
whole layout very carefully to see whether
there is any unwanted inter -action between
coils and adjacent metal plates.

Try to form a mental picture of the

lines of force " surrounding the various
components and how these lines - of force
will embrace or play upon adjacent coin
ponents; and you will have no difficulty in
spotting the points where trouble is liable to
occur.
.

showing the distribution of lines of

if you keep these in mind and apply them
(mentally, of course) to the layout of your
various components, you will save yourself
a lot of trouble.
'.1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111IL

NEXT WEEK!
THE " P. W "

A Point of Design.

reasonable distance "
being the sort- of distance usually allowed

by a good designer-the absorption effect

E

FULL CONSTRUCTIONAL
DETAILS FOR BUILDING

but at the same time do not forget that the
shields absorb energy-indeed, it is owing
to their power of absorbing energy that
they are able to function as shields.

tance from a coil --=a

force -

between magnets, are'really very useful,. and

frequency coil, and this is a point which you
should bear in mind very carefully with
regard to metal screens. Metal shields are of
the greatest value in the modern receiver,

If a shield is placed at a reasonable dis-

The old diagram which we used to have

in -our elementary textbooks on magnetism,

ECKERSLEY THREE!:
=
==--

DESIGNED and DESCRIBED BY

CAPTAIN". 11; ECKERSLEY

POPULAR WIRELESS

January 2n</, 1932.
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A GREAT START FOR 1932!
Be sure to get the JANUARY

MODERN WIRELESS
On sale everywhere, January 1st

Among the varied contents of this fine number will be found:Captain Eckersley on Sunday Eroadf...a.st
Do Constructors Score ?
Record Results on the " Eckersley " Three
S.G. Detectors
Trouble Tracking
Questions Answere
New Life for Old Meters
Round the Turntable
My Broadcasting Diary

Radio Economies
Recent Record Releases
On the Test Bench
In Passing
At Your Service
Those D.C. Sets !
On the Short Waves
Radio Notes and News
The Ultra -Heterodyne

Also in the January "M.W."
The EckerEley

The "W.L.S."

"Star" Three

1932 Short. -Waver
A realiy hot short-wave

Uses the Extenser with the
Eckersley Tuner !

receiver.

The " M.W. "
Uni-Coil III
Two models of an easily built loudspeaker set.

For the long-distance listener there is a special illustrated section entitled:THE WORLD'S PROGRAMMES

Station Information
The Pride of Prague

The Medium Waves
Favourites of the Short -Waves
Listen for Holland
KDKA Calling
A Radio Sunday in Spain

And a long profusely illustrated radio travelogueAcross Seven Seas.

MODERN WIRELESS
On Sale January 1st.

Obtainable Everywhere.

Price 11-

January 2nd, 1932.
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PRODUCE

the

ORIGINAL
MODEL
mproved and Perfected
for the

The refinements of the R.L

Model4are easily discernible.

Nate the use of beautiful
bakeliti mouldings for the
terminal panels and coil supports which replace the tern-

- porary fittings used in the
original model.

"P.W." ECKERSLEY THREE
and all Eckersley Circuits
Capt.. Eckersley planned to give the world selectivity:plus
sensitivity at a cost within reach of all.
.

.

have produced their model
of, the Eckersley Tuner to
give satisfaction and not
merely to sell -on a name
and price. A Write for the Eckersley
Tuner Technical leaflet, or ask your
dealer for one.
Li-si No. I3Y 30.
Prooisional-Patent.Not.
29404/22.10.31.
X 7 x 71 ins.
Size :

.

The -degree of success of his invention, apart from the principle employed,
depended upon the absolute efficiency Of the tuner which in turn depended upon
the practical design, the fundamental of - which Capt. Eckersley folind was utter
simplicity : and more importantly the perfection of constructional detail and
accuracy of production in manufacture, bearing in mind the enormous quantities
of tuners that would be necessary to coMply with the demand. The mechanical'
development of the invention was therefore entrusted to R.I., whose reputation
was paramount in -World Radio.

2.1 produced the original model and perfected it in detail
to a point which alone can give the results indicated
by the inventor.
.

.

6

This model is now being produced in tens of thousands by R.I., and each tuner
is tested in critical. laboratory test apparatus answering to the " Eekerslev 3 "

and other circuits published by -"P.W." and other- contemporary. wireless
magazines.
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IMMEDIATE DELIVERY
EXCLUSIVE FEATURES OF PILOT AUTHOR KITS
Pilot Author's Kits remove all doubt. Containing only first specified components
in the list of parts as used by Capt. Eckersley himself in the original set enables you
to duplicate it exactly. No other Kit of Parts offers you this wonderful safeguard
against disappointment. 100% results are thus assured.

"P.W." ECKERSLEY THREE

Was ie eui Kit t& autiotiblect
We are the oldest established
and best known Radio -by -Mail
House in the Country and can
supply every radio requirement. We shall be pleased to

'1"

'I"

quote.

PILOT KIT " A " CONSISTING

KITA u .111aol ry 'ess Kai

ess

nd
Cabinet

OF THE COMPONENTS EXACTLY

AS USED AND SPECIFIED BY CASH or
CAPT. ECKERSLEY
C.O.D.
£
Peto-Scott ready -drilled panel, 18 in. x 7 in. ..
..
5
x Baseboard
.. .. ..
.. .. ..
0 or 12 monthly payments of 9/7
J. B. t0005-mfd. tuning condensers, Type D
S.

1

.

.1

.

2

,

8

0

1

9

2

6
10

'1

6

1

9

1

9
6

1

.

Bulgin filament switch, snap -type, S.85
.. ..
I Ready Radio .0001 to t000r5.mfd differential rex

action condenser

.

..

..

..

..

..

..

I Ready Radio push-pull on -off switch
.. .. ..
I Ready Radio three-point wave -change switch
..
3 Wearite push --pull single pole change -over switch,

-

.

.

valve holders
.. .. ..
2-rufd. fixed condenser .. ..
s Dubilier -or-mfd. mica fixed condenser
..
] Formo 0003-rufd. fixed condenser
.. .. ..
x Formo -0003 to -0005-mfd. max. compression conTeleen
1 Teleen
3

denser ..

..

..

..

..

..

..

..

. .

i Sovereign H.F. choke
.. .. .. .. ..
r Igranic 5-megolfin volume control ..
.. ..
x Telsen z-megohm grid leak and holder ..
..
1 Telsen 25,000 -ohm " spaghetti " resistance ..
2 Telsen 100,00o -ohm " spaghetti " resistance
1 Varley L.F. transformer, Nicore r
x

R.I. " Eckersley Tuner " coil ..

3 Burton G. B. battery clip..
1 Igranic radiogram lack, P.62
3 Parex

..
metal screen, 21 in. x 7 in.

..
..
..
..

..

..
..
..
..

..
..
..
..

in..
.

. .

KIT "A"

1

3
3

0
0

.

3

6
6

5

0

1

..

0

0

12
15

6

6
6

..

2

..

0
9

1

1160
1

6

1

0

-----8
£5

monthly payments of 12/5
and Cabinet

or E7_1 43
C.O.D.
CACH

or 12 monthly payments of 13111

FINISHED INSTRUMENT

Ready assembled. factory wired and

broadcast tested.
Complete with
Valves and Cabinet. Royalties Paid.
CASH
or C.O.D.

{t"

A 8-1 7- 6

or 12 monthly payments of 16/5

4

150

2 J.B. .0005-mfd. S.M. Condensers,
Type D. £1- 8-0
Set of 3 Specified Valves
- £1-10-6
Cabinet as specified
16-6
ANY PARTS SUPPLIED SEPARATELY. IF
VALUE OVER 10/- CARRIACE PAID, C.O.D.
WE PAY POST CHARCES.
.

'f-

KIT "C" Author's Kit complete with Valves

0

4

-

or 12

5_2

or _c6

c.O.D.

2

pay the postman --we pay post charges.

Immediate delivery From stock.

less Cabinet

CASH

3

1

3

SPECIAL C.O.D. LINES
R.I. ECKERSLEY TUNER

KIT "B" Author's Kit with Valves

6

1

3 Terminal strips (2) -21 in. x 2 ill., (I) 7,1
5 2 in.
10 Belling -Lee indicating terminals, Type R ..
..
s Bulgin fuse and holder
Flex, screws, etc. .. ..
4 G B . and 4 H.T. plugs
2 L.T. spades
.. ..

You

E5 4

d.
6

MANUFACTURERS' KITS
TELSEN THREE, Kit " A," less Valves and Cabinet.
CASH or C.O.D. 61 19 6 or 8 monthly payments of 5/6.

V.3 RADIO FOR THE MILLION, with Valves, less
Cabinet.
CASH or C.O.D., 85 17 6, or 10/- deposit
and 11 monthly payments of 10/10.

COSSOR EMPIRE MELODY MAKER, Model 234,
Complete with Valves and Cabinet. CASH or C.O.D.
£6 15 0, or 10,'- deposit and 11 monthly payments of
12,'6.

FORMO TRIPLE -WAVE THREE, complete with
triple -wave switch operated coils, and valves. CASH
or C.O.D. £3 5 0, or 12 monthly payments of 6/-.
READY RADIO METEOR 3, less valves and Cabinet.
CASIlt1 or C.O.D. £3 15 0, or 12 monthly payments of
6,11.

OSRAM NEW MUSIC MAGNET FOUR with Valves and
Cabinet CASH or C.O.D. £10 15 0 or 12 monthly
payments of 19;8:

Items marked 'k specially recommended
for the Eckersley Three.

SPEAKERS
MW.B. PERMANENT
OVING -COIL SPEAKER P.M.3.

Complete with 3 -ratio input transformer:
Balance

Cash Price 82/12/6.

in 11 monthly payments of 4/10.

BLUE SPOT SPEAKER UNIT AND .7er.'
CHASSIS, TYPE 1000. Cash or 515
C.O.D.

81/19/6.

Balance in 7 month] y payments of5/5 only
ORMOND PERMANENT MAGNET Send
MOVING -COIL CHASSIS (No. 464).

With input transformer. Cash Price, 511
83/5/0.
only
Balance in a monthly payments of 5/11.
AMPLION M.C.6 MOVING -COIL Send1
SPEAKER, permanent magnet, with gfo P.
I output transformer. Complete. Cash 1ff
ff.
I Price 83/7/6.
only
LBalance in 11 monthly payments of 6/2

ELIMINATORS

* ATLAS A.C. ELIMINATOR, TYPE
A.C. 244. Three tappings, S.G., detector, Send,,
and power. Output, 120 volts at 20 m.a. aft
Cash Price 82/19/6.
Balance in 11 monthly payments of 5/6 only
EKCO H.T. UNIT. Type A.G. 25. For
multi -valve sets requiring up to 25 m/a. Send

3 tappings S.G., detector and 12o/15o 7/1

For A.C. Mains.
Cash or C.O.D. Price 83/17/6. only
Balance in 11 monthly payments of 7/1,
REGENTONE H.T. ELIMINATOR for Send
D.C. Mains, Type D.C.1. Adjustable S.G.
Tapping ; Detector and Power. 25 m/a.
Cash Price 81/15/0.
Balance in 7 monthly payments of 4/9. only
volts.

EXPRESS ORDER FORM
To PETO-SCOTT CO. LTD.

Please send me C.O.D., CASH/H.P

Cash /H.P. Deposit

Telephone : Clerkenwell 2406-7-8-9
62, RICH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.1. Telephone : Chancery 8266

CO. LTD.

SEND 3 POSTAGE FOR NEW CATALOGUE

-

EPOCH A2 PERMANENT MAGNET Send
MOVING -COIL SPEAKER.
Fitted 5/9
with multi -ratio input transformer.
Cash Price 83/3/0. only
Balance in 11 monthly payments of 5/9.

for which I enclose
77 CITY ROAD, LONDON, E.C.1.

Send

4/0
only

£

s.

d.

Name
Address

P.W. 9/1/32.
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SELECTIVITY
to -dais great Radio problem
Station Overlap is often due to
the use of inefficient and outof-dafe Screened Grid Valves
THE separafion of -programmes is growing more
difficult. Stations are daily
increasing their power -

Prague now radiates 200 kw.,
Warsaw 158 kw., Muhlacker
75 k.w.-all adding to the problem

of

preventing

" station

overlap."
Your Receiver cannot bring you
crisp, clear cut programmes unless it
is really selective. And its selectivity

will be poor if its Screened Grid
Valve (or Valves)

is

inefficient or

The S.G. Valve has a
out-of-date.
big influence on selectivity.
Because of their special design, their
record low inter -electrode capacity
(of the order of .001 m.m.f.) and
unique Mica Bridge Construction
Cossor S.G. Valves are exceptionally
efficient. Their use ensures a marked
improvement in the performance
and selectivity of any Screened

REGIONAL

NATIONAL

Grid Receiver.

A copy of the 77 -page Cossor
9 Wireless Book Bit will be sent
you tree on. application to A.

A new edition of the Cossor

C. Cossor Ltd., Melody Dept.
Highbury Grave, London, N.5.

copy of this useful novelty, or

Stahon Chart is now available,
price 2d. Ask your Dealer for a
write us enclosing

2d. stamp.

osso
ALL- BRITISH

SCREENED GRID
VALVES

THE VALVES WITH THE MICA BRIDGE CONSTRUCTION
A. C. Coss:r Lid., 11 ighbiwy Grove, London, N.5.

0 c.:331
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Scientific Adviser:

PoputorwiSArseless

Sir OLIVER LODGE, F.R.S.
CAPT.

FIFTY YEARS AGO
DOMINION NEWS
HIGH SPOTS
ANOTHER PROPHECY

Editor: NORMAN EDWARDS.
Teehnical Editor: G. V. DOWDING, Associate I.E.E.
Assistant Technical Editors:
K. D. ROGERS, P. R. BIRD,
A. JOHNSON

RADIO NOTES & NEWS

A' Popular Return.

AA TELL. I expect that the murder is out

and that most of you know that

VV

Chief Radio -Consultant:
P. p. EC K E RS I-Ey, IVI.l.E.E.

John Scott -Taggart, after
several years disappearance from the eye
of the' public, during Which he has become
a barrister and built up his reputation as a
radio engineer several storeys higher-is to
return to radio joUrnalisth.
: Mr.

His work will be done for " The Wireless

Constructor," and as to the sets which he
will design and describe, I can telt ru that
he has some hot one's.
(Final revelation next

my contemporaries were still in the everywhere-and there was our Scientific -Adviser

cation, Quebec clai ming provincial rights to
limit parliamentary jurisdiction.

all grown up and instructing people in
matters scientific'!

Dominion News.

TN Australia the Council of Churches
1 has decided to have a broadcasting
station of its own and has already

ordered it. The new station will be located
in Sydney, N.S.W., one kilowatt in power,
and will operate 'on 248 metres.

THE TALKS
" ANGEL WIFE "
POOR PORTABLES
THOSE TRAMS !

The High Spots of Science.

SIR JAMES JEANS; at a luncheon to

the Batti Wallah's Society (Bath Wallah-electrician. It's Hindustani) in
December said that in his opinion the six
principal. events in the history of science
were the work of Copernicus, of Newton
and of Darwin ; the' creation of modern
physics between 1895and 1900.; Einstein's

statement of the

'Relativity theory in

TWO TUDORS TUNING IN !

week.)

and, sixthly,
the recent work con-

.1905,

Advertising by Radio. movement

cerning the relation
between the mass of
an electron and the

THE

against radi o

advertising in
the U.S.A. is growing

dimensions

of the
universe as a whole.
I would give a place
to the work of astronomers and bacteriologists somewhere in
the first six.

slowly but steadily,
especially

amongst

ad -getting.

Mean-

the newspapers, who
are, of course, faced
with competition, in.

while, the B.B.C.

A Few Short Years.

continues to hand
out publicity over

ABRIEF an -

the, "mike" as.

n 0.11 neement

by the Postus that the Anglo-

coolly as possible.

-master -General tells

It advertises books-,

gramophone records,.
dancebands,einemas,
and last, though
not least, its own
publications. How-

S p a ni s h telephone

advertisements,

service has been extended to Majorca.
That, is an . island
off the east coast of
Spain. The exciting

phone

records, are

person in, say, Chile

depends on how the
matter is done.

speak to another in
Palma do Mallorca,
the capital of tho

ever, some of these.

that a
(S. America) can
inference is

as those of gramo-

welcome. It all
Half a Century Ago.

IT is faintly thrilling

The Queen -Elizabeth -like lady who is tuning the portable set, and her companion with the sword, are
actors in a film now being prepareg in London. Kneeling in front is Mr. Granville Squires-who is
occasionally_hear

to the imagina--

tive man to be reminded that fifty

years ago Dr. 0. J. Lodge, now Sir Oliver,
lectured at the. London Institution on

"Electricity v-Smoke," and that Mr,

Crompton was busy with the job of lighting

the Egyptian Hall and the Saloon in the
Mansion House with a combination of his
arc and Swan incandescent lamps. I and

.

over the air-in the idle of a film director.

Bermuda, where the Yanks go to escape
Pussyfoot and Prohib, is to have a wireless telephone service with New York.
The Attorney -General for Quebec has
appealed to the Privy Council against a
judgment of the Supreme Court of Canada
as to the powers of the Canadian Parliament

to regulate and control radio communi

"

ander the Great.

Balearic Islands,
which islands fur.
nished mercenaries to
the army of Alex-

Now I know Majorca pretty well, having

lived there from 1911 to 1914, and it is
amazing to think that such a facility has
been made available to an island which,
when I was there, regarded wireless as
something like witchcraft! I have seen a'
(Continued on next page.)
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NOTES NEWS AND INTERVIEWS (Continued)
Mallorcan maiden cross herself at, the sight

of a bit of aerial wire!

I

Another Prophecy Comes True.
T is said that, instead of lapints, the R.A.F.

taken out of it and copper will be a rotten
investment ! Unless, of course, copper is
in the conspiracy. Anyhow, it can't affect
radio very much, or the lamp and heater
makers.

is to try the effecton unruly niggers in

The Belgian Relay.

Irak and India of powerful loudspeakers,
through Which the airmen will boom
warnings in the

native lingos. Once
again I would refer
to Kipling's " As
Easy as A.B.C." in
which he describes,

inter alia, how the
Aerial Board of Control used . highly-

magnifiet sound to

bring a turbulent
community into a reasonable state of mind.
The sounds were pitched in some particular
key which simply flayed the nerves of the
victims till they begged for silence. Not a
perfect parallel, like that of the radio controlled plough, but getting on that way.

The "Talks " Policy.

EVERYTHING I hear goes to confirm
the rumour that in future the B.B.C.
" talks " will be maintained at the

dull level of mere instruction, like the divine

in his pulpit, " seven feet above criticism."
Miss Hilda Matheson, formerly Talks
Director, resigned because of divergence

between her views and that of, one must
suppose, that Board of Governesses. Judging by those talks which, like the " Escape "
series, were popular amongst all classes of
listeners, I think that the B.B.C. would
solve much of its difficulty by letting future
talks be episodic rather than statements of
opinion.

The Angel Wife.

GLAD to hear from A. J. F. F. (Singa-

pore), who sends me another copy of
Omba' Pende," the Official Organ of

Malayan Radio, and asks for the way to

make a hetero-

THE radio correspondent of the " Evening
Standard," though a skilful writer,
has little technical knowledge of radio,

and thus criticised the December relay

broadcast from Brussels somewhat too unkindly. I do not know whether he is
equipped with the knowledge which would

justify him in hid criticism of the artistes',
execution on that occasion, but one could
not expect him to appreciate the diffieulties
or the beattties of a relay which involves
landline, submarine cable and radio links.
The B.B.C.'s Continental relays are triumphs
of engineering.

SHORT WAVES.
Every planet
to its *taste !--" Punch."
*
*

WON'T BUDGE.
A theatrical producer says he has discovered

a street musician who will go a long way.
We wish we could persuade the wireless
fiends next door to do the same.

Answer to Correspondent.-You say that
= one of the twins swallowed a piece of crystal,
and you are wondering if it is harmful. Well,
E no, but baby will probably come out in "spots." =
Be careful that baby does not consume any
more crystal, however, as he, or she, will be
very " sensitive " in later years.

Several people are complaining that the
standard of musical performance has improved
= to such an extent since the broadcasting of

hotel orchestras began that the more serious
business of mastication and digestion is considerably interfered with.
The poor old, B.B.C.ssimply vial do right. E
SLIMMING UNDER DIFFICULTIES.

" Only dairy cows were able to retain their E
figures."
Fat stock prices, as recently announced by
the B.B.C.-" Punch."

closed in metal.

(He asks W.L.S.!)
He
enquires
whether, as Ariel,

That Explains It.
T HAD the pleasure at the encl-of the year

1 to strike a cheerful note about the
Mazda Valve. Works. Mr. W. W.
Burnham, who writes a graceful letter in
reply to my note abctut him in our Christmas

I have wings. I
should think I

number, tells me incidentally that for four

have !
Angel's
wings, pair, folding, one : tight corners, for

division of the Ediswan Electric Company,
and that one of his principal aims in life is

the use of. They sprout like mushrooms

immediately I am bowled out.
Apropos of nil, he tells me that a wife is
like an angel because she is always " up in
the air " and always " harping ' on something. Mm ! Not bad, but rotten theology.
I hope he gets one of the other kind!
Shall We Hear Any, More of It ?

REPORT hath it that a Toronto pro-

fessor has produced an alloy of metals
which has no electrical resistance.
even at normal. temperature. Lumme ! If

this be all hotsy-totsy the mathematics of

electrical engineering are due to get a smart
shaking up. Ohm's Law will have the R

cause so much use of records has been made
that their sales have fallen off One would
think, at first, that the advertising of
records by radio would increase their sales

on consideration One realises that many
people who might be buyers are likely to
decide against a purchase if they hear the

record. That gives rise to the wonder,
whether people ever do buy records without
first having heard them or the pieces which
they record.
Those Poor Portables.
THE campaign of the underworld against

portables wags merrily along, and I
understand that one firm is contemplating a display Of their models in a Safe

by ticket only.

There are, appar-

ently, only two welldefined methods- of
separating
port-

ables from owners" smash and grab,"

and "gum -shoe

work."

The first

is ele-

"ef

mentary ; the second has a. number of
variants, including walking in with a brass

face and walking out with a portable. The
latest type of gum -shoe work " is that
evolved by a mere beginner, who buzzed
into someone's office, said he represented
the "-Radio Magazine (a fictitious title)and could he have a portable for test !
An International Event.

THE Anglo-American Radio Society informs me that a programme dedicated

to their noble selves was broadcast
from W J A C, Johnstown, Pa., U.S.A., at
2 a.m. on January 1st, on 228.9 -metres,
with a power of 100 watts. If any of you

sat up and took notice of this broadcast

dyne wavemeter
for a S.W. set
completely
en-

Federation of Gramophone Record
Producers has forbidden the broadcasting of records by German stations be-

Deposit ; -entrance
E

=
A technical writer says that wireless waves
that reach the moon are thrown back to =
E earth again.
E

An Unexpected Result.

MEWS from Berlin tells us that the

years he has been in charge of the radio
to popularise the Mazda valve.' That ex-

plains it. He is evidently succeeding.
Hence Mazda. Works can't stop for sleep.
Interesting Appointment.

AMONGST my jotting§ I find one to the
effect that Mr. Will Day, Of the wellknown firm, Dayzite, Ltd., has been
appointed President of the Society of Model
and. Experimental Engineers in succession
to Si Felix Pole. Mr. Day is a versatile

persen; for besides. running a successful
business lie has found time to become a
FeIloW of the Royal Photographic Society,
and to go deeply into the mysteries of cinematograph work.

you would oblige by sending reports on its

reception to W J A C, Johnstown Auto-

mobile Co., Johnstown, Pa., or to the head-

quarters of the Society at 11, Hawthorne
Drive, Willowbank, Uxbridge, Middlesex,
England.

Those

little story, which I found leavening

the pages of a " trade " paper,

is

"lifted ' with gratitude and passed
on to you to relate-especially to sufferers
from tram noises.

An old lady, in

writing to the maker
of her receiver complaining of inter-

fefence, saidamongst other
things-"Whenever

a tram. comes down

this road it comes

in through the loudspeaker.
Hum ! Must be a hole in that speaker !
What 'does she do with those trams ?
ARIEL.
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The microphone variety turn known as ;
Haver and Lee comprises a pair of artistes
having individual reputations as entertainers. Haver _ doesn't quite give the

game away, but he offers you some clues !
*4-4-4-4-

A LTHOUGH, us Haver, and -Lee; my
partner and I are comparatively

newcomers_to the world of wireless,
we have both of us individually and under
our own names,_ frequently endeavoured to
-entertain listeners before:
a matter on which
That, however,

we wish to dwell: In our own interest
and that of our audiences it is probably

better that our other identities should

not be generally known.
To the building up of our new characters
of bold, bad, but somewhat futile gangsters

previous conceptions could only prove a
hindrance for which the introduction -that
our ordinary -stage 'reputations might gain
for us,' would be but small compensation.
After all, wireless is a specialised medium,
and except as a matter of interest, reputations made elsewhere count for little with
audiences on the other side of the micro-

WE
ANGSTER
BOLD!
BY HAVER

*

immediate decease in the event of an
accident were just a, shade less over-

whelming.

The large amount of time he spent aloft
with only the slightest visible means of
support seems to have achieved- the result
of making him air -minded" at a time
long before this term was thought of.
He dreamed and talked aviation.
To America by Balloon I

It is certainly a fact that he claimed to
have invented an aeroplane that would
undoubtedly fly if only engineers would
provide him with an engine of suitable
weight - for - power ratio. Unfortunately,

they only achieved this comparatively
recently, so my grandfather's aeroplane
remained among the might-have-beens.

Another of his projects was to fly the
Atlantic in a balloon. According to his
phone.
plans, all that was necessary was to build
Nevertheless, I believe that listeners do* a hangar at Sandy Hook and fit it with a
like to know something of those
who are endeavouring to- entertain them, and in our case it

may be interesting to see how
much of our stories I can tell
without giving ourselves away

quickly removable roof. The
balloon° was to
be- filled, pro,
visioned, and placed
inside, then all that
remained was to wait
for the equinoxial gales,
remove the roof, and
the whole business would- be over in 48

A POPULAR PAIR OF

hours. -

I never heard of him making the attempt,

and altogether he seems to have missed
several opportunities of bequeathing an
especially illustrious- name to his grandson.

His wife, my grandmother, was active
in a somewhat different sphere of entertainment. She' was a legitimate actress
and among her best - known roles was
that of " Ophelia " to G. B. Brook's

" Hamlet." Her proud boast Was that she
had made the first sword belt ever worn by
Sir Henry Irving.
My father followed in my grandfather's
footsteps. He, too, became a wire walker,

and although he didn't cross the Niagara
Falls, Blondin was so pleased with his
progress that he early bestowed his own
name upon him and christened him " The

Infant Blondin."
One of my father's feats in this country
was to cross the river at Rosherville Gardens, Gravesend, Kent, on a 70feet -high wire. This was some
PERFORM ERS
little time ago, but there are probably many people living who
remember it.

completely.
Air -Minded !

Not Wide Enough,

If there is anything in heredity, no doubt I ought to be a
wire walker myself, but somehow or other I deeicled to be
different. For one thing I have
seen quite a lot of wires and

-

My family have been in the
entertainment business for gener;
at -ions,

and my grandfather,

Beilini, as partner of the famous

Blondin, at one time enjoyed

none of them have been anyway
near wide enough. Given one

an almost world-wide reputation.
He performed with Blondin

as broad. as the Strand and I

eVerywhere.

, might do something ; otherwise
my ambitions do not lie in that

When Blondin achieved his
most memorable feat 'of walking
across the- 'Niagara Falls and
Whirlpool on a wire, my grand-

direction.--

Comedy, dancing, and instru-

mental work appeal to me far
more, and it was along these
lines that I was working withi
my sister in the years immedi-

father 'emulated this feat across
the river, a little 'further down.

As far as the actual tight rope

walking was concerned, this was

probably equally difficult, al-

though I believe the odds -on his

ately preceding the war.
That inimitable pair of broadcasters Haver andlee, in characteristic make -n?

(Continued on next page.)
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appeared in comedy parts all over the

-4.-40-4-11.--40-

country, and was one of the artistes specially

WE GANGSTERS BOLD !
(Continued from previous page.)
1

1
1

.

After demobilisation, I appeared for a
time by myself, and then, in conjunction
with a partner. went out to Coblenz as an
entertainer with the American Army on
the Rhine. Afterwards my partner returned to America and I settled down on

my own in vaudeville.

chosen by a well-known peer to appear at
his country seat before the King.
This, I believe, was the only entertain-

ment of its kind ever given there. My

partner was presented with a diamond tiepin at the conclusion of his performance.
Curiously enough, we first met and knew
each other when we were still quite kiddies,
and then lost sight of each other until we
were re -united by the demands of our present
wireless turn.

At the time of our first meeting, our

parents were working the same vaudeville
circuit in America, and So we younasters

Haver Writes Songs.

In addition to my ordinary stage work,
song -writing has always attracted me, and
it is a line in which I haVe been fortunate
enough to be successful. Obviously, if I am
to preserve my anonimity, 1 cannot mention

names of songs, but wireless listeners, at
any rate, will be familiar with a number of
them.

In connection with these songs, curious
little coincidences sometimes happen. Some

were thrown a very great deal together.
It was then that the wonderful idea came

to us of walking round the globe and
visiting every country in the -world.

Our scheme was to take nothing but a
suit -case each, and since as the sons of

enough hard thinking during their ordinary
hours of business.
One other factor we felt to be desirable
was action, for this, in addition to holding

interest and :attention, can be used to
provide humorous situations outside the
scope of ordinary cross -talk and patter.

As far as, gangsters are concerned, my
partner obtained his knowledge of them
first hand during a prolonged stay in San
Francisco.

them, take it from me, I am not par-

ticularly anxious ever to do so, and prefer
to remain just a wireless gangster.

*

*

-THAT FLASH

artistes we could both dance, we felt that a
brief performance at any theatre we came across would no doubt be sufficient to
provide us with all that was necessary in
the way of board and lodging.

A SUCCESSFUL SONG WRITER

This was at a time when

gangsters were gangsters, not prohibition created Al Capones, but just plain crooks
and thugs of the toughest order.
I myself have never knowingly met one,
and from what my partner tells me about

Two letters from 'readers
concerning this interesting
phenomenon.

\ HE TRIED A NEW ONE, TOO
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

Bear Sir,-Your correspondent, J. L. (Ilford),
has raised an interesting query, as already stated in
Capt. Eckersley's query. corner. J. L. has hit upon
something which I have been -interested in myself,
and gone so far as to experiment with same. Below
I give an account of my experiment which might
interest J. L., and other readers of " P.W." A
short time ago I was unlucky enough to burn _out
three valves which had been in use about six months.
I decided to inspect the inside of the valves- for
various reasons. With a small mallet I gave the bulb
of one valve a smart tap, on breaking same T was
surprised to see a bright blue flash. I could not account
for same, so I broke the second valve, and the third,
each with the same
looking at the glass of
the broken valves, I saw that they were covered with
a white deposit, which had; I think, an unpleasant
smell of gas... Having on hand an unused new 6 -volt
valve. I thought I would break same to see it I should
get the same result, bet no, there was no flash, and
neither did the broken glass smell of gas. In this
case the valves which had been used gave- a flash,
and the unused one did not. I was once told that
after the valve has been used for a length of time
there is a gas formed in the valve, caused by the
burning of the filament. If this is correct, no doubt
that means there was gas in the first three valves
and none at all in .the 6 -volt, as the filament had not
been burnt. Therefore, in my opinion as to the cause
of the flash, both in J. L.'s case and mine, is that the
valve being. broken, the immediate escape of gas
against the air caused the flash to occur. I .do hot
know if valve makers fill any valves with gas during
manufacture, because, in any case, I should think
it was gas which made the flash.
With -all good wishes to ".P.W."
Yours truly,
Crawley, Sussex.

" A REGULAR READER."

A CHEMICAL COMBINATION.
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

Dear Sir,-Re the quer-y raised by R. J. (Ilford)

A competition for the most popular song during 1931 has recently been won by a working -man in the
person_of Mr. Albert Romaine. Above, you see Mrs. Payne (with Jack on her left) presenting him with
a cheque for the royalties.

time ago in a dressing -room, at Portsmouth.

I was discussing With Miss Mona Grey a
song of mine which was then newly pubfished.

In the room with us was a portable

wireless set, and at the end of our chat, we
switched it on. Immediately from London,
Jack Payne announced that he was about
to play the very number of which we .had
-just been talking.
At least twice since then a similar thing
has, happened to me, once at Southampton

a year after the first incident, and again
a- few days ago in a Lyon's Corner House.

My partner's parents, like my own,
were members of the entertainment prefession, and indeed at one time were very
well-known

to them. He himself

has

Perhaps in view of our tender years it
was just, as well that our optimism never
got beyond the stage of buying big cigars
and endeavouring to look as mysterious
as possible.

First -Hand Knowledge.

The idea for our present wireless turn
came as -a result of actual listening -in.

We do feel that, from our own experience,
the average listener desires something that
will make him laugh.
Furthermore, we believe that the laugh
should be reasonably obvious, not because
wireless audiences are in any way lacking
in the intelligence to appreciate subtleties,
but because the bulk of the people who compose them have usually had to do more than

in the December 12th issue of POPULAR WIRELESS,
one of the suggestions put forward by Capt. Eckerslcy

is very near the solution.

The particular valve in question is one of the
barium vapour coated type, in which a chemical
compound of barium is deposited on the anode.

During the proceSs of manufacture the barium compound (usually barium oxide or a mechanical mixture

of barium oxides and carbonates_ with a reducing
agent) is heated by heating the anode with eddy
current heating gear.
The barium compound then reduces itself to the.
pure metal in the form of a vapour which condenses
on the filament and also on the cool parts of the
valve structure. The filament, after suitable treatment, is then in a state conducive to electron emission.
The remaining barium metal on the anode, often
in a state of fine division, usually falls off during the
life of the valve and collects in the base of the glass
bulb.
Barium in a fine state of division has a very -great
affinity for oxygen and combines with this gas
violently. Usually sufficient heat is generated to
make the chemical change visible.
Therefore, when a valve of the barium type is
broken the sudden inrush of air blows the barium
_

about, and, being in a fine state of division, chemical
combination occurs, with sufficient heat to cause time
divided particles to become visible.
Yount 'faithfully,
Hammersmith. W.6.
C. G. L.
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ELSEY
METRE
ADAPTOR
PART 2

More about a wonderful unit which makes practical the opening up of

an entirely new broadcast band.
By G. T. KELSEY.

LAST week I outlined the reasons for the
B.B.C.'s forthcoming tests on the
" fly -weight " wave -length of seven
metres.
In this article, before I commence to tell
you how you, too, can participate, in these
pioneer tests with your existing set, I want

But the last thing I wish to imply by
that is that my new 7 -metre Adaptor is

of new readers, a few words by way of
bring forward is the fact that in order to
use an adaptor it is not necessary to make
any, alterations to your existing- set., You
just remove the detector valve, and, if the

wave -band that is covered on this, the

It is certainly
a little more difficult than, the average run
of home -constructor sets, but to compensate
for that, the diagrams are very much more
detailed than usual. So that if you take
care and follow the original in every detail,

there is absolutely no reason why you,
too should not be one of the very first

first of all to say a word or two about the

world's first seven -metre adaptor.

If I were to tell you that this adaptor

covers from 6-3 to 8 metres, accustomed as

you probably are to thinking in terms of
wave -length, you might be inclined to think

that it has an extremely limited range.

That just shows how misleading the

term wave -length can be !

extremely difficult to make !

ever to hear a broadcast signal on 7 metres.

Most readers of " P.W.' will no doubt

be familiar with the way in which an adaptor

unit is fitted to a set, but for the benefit

explanation would probably not be amiss.

One of the most important things to

set has an H.F. stage, the H.F. valve as well,
and that is as far as you need touch your
existing set except to switch it on and off.

As for the AdaRtor, the valve adaptor
plug goes into the detector valve's socket

of your present set, and your present
detector valve, if of a suitable type (see

A REAL CHANCE FOR THE CONSTRUCTOR

later paragraph) is
used in the unit

There are no bat-

A Comparison !

tery connections to

There is really only one satisfactory way
of " visualising the band between, to take

desired to use the

make when it is

Adaptor, for all .the
necessary "juice " is
obtained via the plug
which goes into your
present set, and as
. soon as you want to

round figures, seven and eight metres, and
that is in terms of frequency. By way of
providing a comparison, let us deal with the

ordinary broadcast wave -lengths in dike
manner first of all.

From 200 metres-which is 1,500 kilocycles-up to 2,000 metres, corresponding
to 150 kilocycles, there is a difference in

revert to the ordinary

broadcast waves, well,

the Adaptor can be

frequency of 1,350 kilocycles.

taken right out of

From 7 metres, or approximately 42,857
kilocycles, to 8 metres, which is near

circuit in less than a
couple of minutes !

enough 37,500 kilocycles, there is a differcnce

in frequency of 5,357 kilocycles !
Now for- the somewhat staggering comparison !
Assuming the same frequency separation
between stations, as is aimed at on the normal broadcast wave -lengths, there is room
betiveen 7 and 8 metres for over four times

Few Components..

I shall have some
more to say about the

use of the Adaptor a
little later on. Meanwhile, let us get down

to the constructional
part of the business.
A complete list of
the components required was given in
the first article, and
I strongly advise you
to refer to this when

the number of stations that can be placed
between( 200 and 2,000 metres -!-

Rather a surprising fact, isn't it ?
It's Kilocycles That. Count.

-That, as a matter of fact, is precisely the

reason why I have started the construc-

tional article by delving into figures, because
I think it demonstrates in a very convincing

buying your parts, because there are certain
components for which
there is no alternative.

manner the need for following the original
design even to the most minute, and seemingly unimportant, details.

Just think that if your adaptor, when

finished,. is

as much as a quarter of a

metre out, you will be about as near to
7 metres as the London Regional Station is
to Radio Paris !

The majority of the few components can be made at home, so at very little
expense keen constructors have the chance to co-operate with the B.B.C. in
,their 7 -metre experiments.

The reason for this,
it should be pointed
out, is not because
there

are no other

(Contd. on next page.)
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what kind of wood you use for these supports

so long as it is I -in. thick, but make absolutely certain that the wood is thoroughly
dry. if there is any doubt about it, put it

+ THE KELSEY 7 -METRE
ADAPTOR
(Cohtiitued from precious page.)

+

9th, 103?.

When the back and front upright
supports are ready, screw them to the main

baseboard in such a way that the sides
that face one another are 2 ill. apart.

In

THE SMALLEST COILS YOU'VE EVER MADE!

*

-931(
suitable makes, but because there are no
suitable types in those makes as far as I
know. The constructional work should commence with the preparation of the baseboard

and the wooden supports upon which the
Adaptor is built up. First mark out on the
baseboard the two diagonals, and using the
point where they meet as a centre, describe
a circle 21 in. in diameter. This circular
disc should next be cut away.
Fitting the Valve.

In the Adaptor illustrated, this hole was

not cut outs but it is obvious that the

removal of the valve will be greatly facilitated with a hole in the actual baseboard,
and it will therefore be well worth while to
spend a minute or two in cutting it.
The dimensions and details of the wooden

This picture illustrates the exact size of the coils.

supports marked A and B in the various

diagrams can be obtained from the special
dimensioned diagram, in which they are
shown. It doesn't matter very much

in a hot oven for half -an -hour or so before

you use it. The same thing applies,

a matter of fact, to the main baseboard.

YOU EVEN MAKE YOUR OWN VALVE HOLDER!
/1600

as

other words, they should just conic to the
edge of -the hole in the baseboard.
You will next- require two strips of ebonite,

one 2 in. by a in., and the other 31 in. by
The smaller of these should have three
small holes drilled in it, one at a quarter inch from each end, and one in the centre.
in.

Double -sided soldering tags should be fitted,

by means of small nuts and bolts, to the
two holes at the ends, while the central

hole should be used for securing the ebonite
strip centrally to the front upright support.

This, of course, should be put under the

screw before it is finally driven home.
The larger strip also requires three holes
in it, two small ones, the first a in. so ay
in. away from
from one end, the second
T.,

the same end, and the third and larger
Ez.,9s7/c. 11.4vvos
HOLD//VG VALVE

R.ECHoxE
1(,)!
(

IN POS/ TYON

1\1

Er...crsr/e
45.7.vos
TRKE/Y

I

I

hole, which is for the reaction condenser
spindle, should be drilled exactly 1 in.
away from the other end of the strip.
This larger strip should next be secured
by means of wood -screws to the top of the
front side of the front upright support.
Supported By Elastic.

/

y

ROUND
To HOLD
H F CHOKE

Posir/o/Y

You can now commence to mount the

components, starting off with the screw -in

type neutralising condenser, which is the
tuning condenser, and the reaction con-

ul

denser.

When these two have been secured in the
position shown in the diagrams, place three

fairly strong elastic bands round the two

11

upright supports, and place the valve

centrally, and upside down, between the
elastic

BASE:904RO
SOLDER/NG

7NE. IVIC CHOY%

ffill

11

7,40 PvsNED
OVER 04LvE"
PiN AND BENT

SMALL PIECE OF

68 /NCNE S OF /Y9.3012 C. DOWN AT

ON 3/8W/AAI Facw/TE

Roo bwrAt Sfivat

Ria,,,,r-AvaLes

is

The

exact

position

is

N9 30 LORE

exact positions for the remainder of the

76/NINO AlAtiN

which particular care should be taken,
especially in the positioning of the coils.
With regard to the coils, by the way, the
coil diagram accompanying this article is
exact size, and you will, therefore, find it
bast when making them, to bend each

74en SAwciiva.

The valve mounting

bands.

clearly shown in one of the diagrams. In
this same diagram is also shown the type
of soldering tag with which connection is
made to the valve pins.
Xou will now find it best to refer to the
detailed wiring diagram published in the
last issue of " P.W." in order to locate the

a very special affair, but offers no practical difficulties.
as you can see, is exceptionally simple to wind.

W/17.5 Try
SOLDERING Th G.

The H.E. choke also,

components.

This is a procedure over

(Ccra!intied on page 1060.)
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QUERY

CAPT.
ECKERSLEYS

CORNER
Don't address your questions direct to Capt.
Eckersley ; a selection of those received by
the Query Department in the ordinary way

Under the above title, week by week, our
Chief Radio Consultant comments upon
radio queries submitted by " P.W."
readers.

big .to get the right inductance and the
" R over L ratio ' (ratio of resistance to

Voltages From. an " Eliminator."

B. G. (Tottenham).-" I am using an

inductance) is good because you used thick
wire and because -you made the coil big.

H.T. eliminator and -I am doubtful whether
the set is -getting the-eorreet.voltages. Will

-

If you are making generalisations, it's a
big coil. which is a selective coil. Then you

you please tell me of a simple method of
measuring the voltage from. -a mains unit,.
since I understand that the average volt-

may find that the selectivity at shorter

waves with this same coil is worse than at
longer waves. And you may think that's

meter .is not suitable."
I answered a similar question some time
ago, and pointed out that -acheap voltmeter
could not measure the volts on a fairly low powered eliminator. If you've not got- a
good voltmeter, you can buy one to do it !
If you don't want- to buy one you could
save money by making one. Get a milliammeter reading to 1 milliamp. Get a 200,000 ohms wire and resistance. Ask the makers
what they guarantee in accuracy-probably
5 per cent. Then connect the resistance and
millianimeter as shown in -my sketch.

SIMPLE AND ACCURATE

will be answered by him.

because you use a small condenser at
shorter waves.

It's not that, it's because at shorter

waves the frequency of electric oscillation
is greater, and therefore the resistance of
the coil greater, therefore I? over L greater,
therefore the selectivity worse. Everything depends then upon R over L I
" Ohms per Volt."
J. M. (Cardiff).-" I have a voltmeter reading up to 150 volts, and the makers say that
-

Reversing_ the Transformer's Secondary.

C. J. (York).-" It is sometimes recommended, in cases of L.F. instability, to
reverse the connections to the secondary
terminals of an L.F. transformer. I have
proved this to be successful, but I do not

understand why.
" Is there any simple explanation of the
manner in which the cure is effected ? "
The method by which a valve is " made

to oscillate" depends upon two things

(1) a coupling between anode and grid circuits ; (2) a correct phase relationship between the voltages in each of these circuits.

Thus, consider the circuit conventionalised
as shown in my sketch. suppose you switch
on the H.T.

PHASE AND FEED -BACK

its sensitivity is ' 60 ohms per volt.'

" Does this mean that. the total

re-

sistance of the instrument is 9,000 ohms,
even when I am measuring the voltage of a
20 -volt battery ? "

Yes, 60 ohms per volt means that, for
a voltmeter reading up to 150 volts, the
total resistance is 60 x 150 ohms = 9,000
ohms. And, of course, the resistance is the

same whatever voltage you are reading.
1 volt or 6 volts or 150 volts. Every voltThe voltage can be found with great accuracy
by noting the current flow as explained below.

Then 1 milliamp on the scale reading is

200 volts, with an error of + 5 per centsurely sufficient for your purposes ? Of

course, one can buy electrostatic voltmeters

which take on current-and sometimes

short-circuit. It's worth while investigating

if you can buy an electrostatic up to 200

volts, suppose, but my other suggestion is
good also.
.

*

Coil and Condenser Proportions.

J. G. (Brentford).-" When it is desired

to obtain sharp tuning with

a tuned
respects, its it preferable to use a small
circuit neglecting the efficiency in other

meter is really an ammeter in series with a
resistance. The voltmeter movement moves
because current passes through it. Thus,

volts = current times resistance. In a
voltmeter the resistance is constant, as I

said, and therefore more volts means more
current, meaning the needle of the move-

ment is pushed over further. In your
instrument of 9,000 ohms the maximum
current at 150 volts is
150

= 0.01666 . . amperes,
or just over 16.6 milliamperes.
9,000

.

If you remove the series resistance in a

voltmeter, you have a milliammeter.
A voltmeter should take as little current as
possible. The good voltmeter (expensive)
is 1,000 ohms per volt.

variable condenser and a fairly large tuning
coil,

or a large condenser and a smaller

cell ? "

It

not matter. The selective
response of a tuned circuit depends usually
does

upon the ratio of the resistance to the
inductance of the tuning coil.
This is not always strictly true but usually
so.

So if you build a coil' of thick low-

resistance- wire you have to make the colt

=
=

ONLY IN f P.W."

can you read Captain Eckereley's

is exactly the same if an L.F. transformer is
used instead of-as in this case-an H.F. transform Cr,

A rush of current passes through the

anode coil L,,.

This induces a voltage be-

tween grid and filament via the coil

IA.

This coil may be connected so that the volts
induced either check the current or assist it.

Depending upon which of these two
things happen, the valve will either cause
circuits to oscillate or not.
The coil Lit must he connected across grid
and filament in one particular way to create

If the valve will not oscillate
one reverses the reaction. Nor need " the
valve oscillate." Retroaction can be produced, and we may call this instability.
oscillation.

Nor need oscillations be generated at

replies to listeners' own problems.

" high " frequency. Then in a transformer coupled amplifier we have a possibility of

"POPULAR WIRELESS,"

anode circuits coupling, and therefore the
circuits may oscillate or be unstable. Reversing the connections in one coil kills the
retroactive state, as I explained above.

-AND REMEMBER= Captain Eckersley's technical articles
= ,appear only in the " Big Three "FE:

This shows how the plate and grid circuits can be
coupled by coils for reaction effects. The principle

" MODERN WIRELESS " and
THE WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR."
r7111111111111111111111111111111111111111111i1111111111111111111111111111111117,

retroaction and so on between grid and
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By OUR SPECIAL CORRESPONDENT.

x"00*

Moorside Edge was Completed.

at the North
Regional station at Moorside Edge, near
Huddersfield, was completed during the
early part of the year. Following public
reception tests, the Regional transmitter
took over the service on May 17th, and the
full service of alternative programmes
was introduced from this station on July
work

Constructional

12th, 1931.

*

*

Constructional work on the Scottish

Regional station has continued. The building is now completed and the installation
of plant is in hand. It
is expected that public
reception . tests will
begin in the early
summer of 1932.

system

using

in Rome indicated that although inter-

During the year, work has proceeded at
Regional centres for the modernising of
studios and control -room arrangements.

At the Scottish Regional headquarters in
Edinburgh new control -room equipment is
being supplied, while in the West Region a

Research Work Varried Out.

conversion is now in hand.

carried out are- the practical methods of

Work on the acoustics of Broadcasting
House

studios

Work has proceeded throughout the year
on the new high -quality cable system for
interlinking stations in place of the overhead
circuits used since 1923. This work has been
carried out by the General Post Office, and

THE VOICE OF THE VATICAN

has

formed

an

im-

portant part of research work carried out
by the B.B.C. Other sides of the B.B.C.'s
activities on which research work has been
operation

Extension of Underground Cables.

of

broadcasting transmitters,

with particular reference to the develoPment of the necessary measuring and

indicating instruments to ensure satisfactory vohime control of programmes ;
design of microphone and amplifier equipment ; design of broadcast transmitters,
with particular reference to aerial syStems
in order to achieve on the one hand the best
efficiency for local service and, on the other
hand, a reduction -af interference at a
distance.
Apparatus for recording progritrumes has

been installed in London and is used extensively for rehearsal work..

chased at Washford

DRAMA IN THE MIDLANDS

Cross, near Watchet,

+ How a special broadcasting studio I
+ has been opened within a theatre

The

Somersetshire.
contract for the build-

building.

ing of the station has

been placed. Con-

+

THE opening of a special broadcasting

structional work will

studio on the top floor of the Birming-

begin #timediately.

ham Repertory Theatre marks the

*

beginning of a new and auspicious era of
close co:operation between this famous
dramatic Organisation and the B.B.C.
By the time these words are in print the
new drama studio will be in use.

OnOn 41a, ember 6th

the B.BC. announced

its intention of pro-

ceeding immediately
with the erection of an

It is not a large room, but is fully equipped

Empire broadcasting
station at Daventry.
comprise two transmitters, each capable
of working on a num-

.

change has had: satisfactory results.

talks studio and offices were opened in
Bristol. Negotiations are at present proceeding for an extension of the Midland
Regional headquarters at Birmingham.
In the North Region new premises have
been obtained in Leads; and the work of

fter lengthy tests,
suitable site for the
West Regional station has been pur-

This station will

national agreement was not forthcoming
for a general revision of the Prague wavelength plan, yet it was possible tb arrange
for minor changes which have resulted
in a reduction in interference, among t14.:,,
restricted number of stations to which they
were applied. The British transmitters
affected were North :Regional, London
Regional and LOndon National, -and the
.

*

*

.

The result of -the . recent meeting ,of the
Union International de Radiodiffusien held
-

broadcasting distribution
medium and long waves.

those from

Britain " will be recalled-:

An interesting summary of the outstanding events of the past year.

THE total_number of transmitting hours
for the year ended September 26th,
1931, was 67,686 hours 47 minutes,
and the percentage of breakdown time was
.03. This compares with 72,396 hours last
year and a percentage of -04-the decrease
in hours being accounted for by the closing
of certain relay transmitters.

and in particular

Australia, the United States and from the
liners " Homeric '' and " Empress of

B B C. MILESTONES OF 1931
0-00-0 0-00-0-0-4-10-0 -0-00-0-0 0-0 0- 0- 0-00

the Post Office radio telephone

ally
services,

as a modern radio studio. When I visited
Vast improvements are being carried out in Vatican City, Rome, and this
photograph shows the new radio station there. It should he familiar to
short-wave listeners in this countryr as it comes over exceptionally well.

of wavelengths, so that it will be
possible to reach the various parts of the
Empire at a time of day suitable for local
reception. It is expected that the station

the new cable circuits are gradually being
handed over -to the Corporation. Up to the
present . the following routes have been

year's time.

Birmingham..

ber

will he available for service in about a
Ultra -Short -Wave Transmitter.

In co-operation with Marconrs Wireless
Telegraph Company, an ultra -short-wave
transmitter, using a wave in the band 6.5
to 8 metres, will be installed in Broadcasting

House in order to permit investigations
into the suitability or otherwise of waves
of this length, for broadcasting purposes.
The duration of these experiments will
depend on the initial results obtained ;
but in apy case the most favourable results

would not materially change the present

handed over: 'London to

and
Manchester ; Louden to Daventry and
Leeds

it recently the carpenters were hard at
work. Red signal lamps were being in-

stalled and the room was being thoroughly
sound -proofed., An adjoining room is provided as an engineers' control point,
Valuable Resources Available.

The idea behind the scheme is that relays

of plays from the stage of- a theatre are

not entirely Satisfactory,- but the valuable
resources of the Birmingham Repertory

The cable linking Leeds, Newcastle and Theatre will be available for' broadcasting
Edinburgh- will shortly be handed over to 'through this new studio,.
The players will be able to broadcast in
the B.B.C. These new -cables give improved
-

quality and reliability", in S.B. working.

the environment 'with which they are

International Relay Work.

to the B.B.C. studios at the Midla.ndRegional
offices, and owing to the large cast available

Work- in connection with international
relays

has been rather of consolidation

than of extension, and relays from Bayreuth and Vienna, among others, have shown
the, high standard which can now be reached.

Relays from abroad, other than the Continent of Europe, have taken place gener-

familiar, and without needing to go round

it will be possible to put any play on at

short notice.
It is expected, in fact, that. while a play

is being broadcast from the new studio,
another play may frequently be in action
on the stage in the same building,

Popular Wireless, January 9th, 1932.
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AFTER FIVE
YEARS

Ha SURVEYS THE B.B.C.

Great changes have taken place in the B.B.C.'s organisation in recent
years, and in this critical account " 011.M." expresses the view that
in many ways the B.B.C. has, instead of forging ahead, retarded. It
is also interesting to note that six years ago he gave the opinion that
our own P. P. r. - was the " second man in British Broadcasting.
5. ADMINISTRATION_ AND PERSONALITIES.
TN my investigation during the past few
I months, I have encountered altogether
unnecessary reluctance and obstruction
on the part of -B.B.C. spokesmen, when I

was trying to get at the real truth of the

present administrative position of the
Corporation.

I have had, therefore, to fill in the gaps
with speculation which I hope is intelligent

and whie4 I believe is true. But before
beginning to set out my views, I must

just underline what I regard as the folly of
B.B.C. silence on neatly every subject not

directly associated with programmes or
engineering.
The " Hush -Hush " Method.
It seems to me a great pity that the B.B.C.

has not sufficient faith either in itself or in
its public to be quite open about its methods

of administration and the details of its
expenditure. There is, I think, a good deal

more secrecy being practised now than

:there was in the Old days, and to that extent

the general goodwill of broadcasting un-

doubtedly suffers.
Now coming to administration, from what

I can see of its results, it is undoubtedly
tidier and smoother than it was five years
ago.

directions but when the foible begins to
interfere with programmes then it must be
dealt with.

And I believe that administration qua

administration has begun to impinge upon
the routine associated with the work.

Therefore, it should be faced fairly and
squarely.

In the Old- Days.

If the specialist executant, in other
words, the Department Chief, is not to be
trusted in the normal conduct of his work,
then he is either unsuited for the work and
should be replaced or there is unjustifiable
administrative interference. My view is
that the trouble is the latter.

Now what about the authority and

autonomy of the B.B.C. centres outside
London ?

In the old days one of the most
encouraging and stimulating features of the
B.B.C. administration was the enthusiastic
and yet friendly tivalry between the score
or so of stations that constituted the low power system of distribution.

OF "RECORD " FAME

mingham, Manchester. Plymouth and the
rest. It seems to me that a great chance

has come over British broadcasting with the
reduction of provincial centres.
For one thing, the staffs outside London
are not nearly as happy and ac4ive as they
used to be. They seem to be moving in the
shadow of impending disaster.

As one of them put it to me, " we are

between two fires, created by our sense of
duty to our Region and our sense of duty to
the B.B.C."
Centralised Control.

Indeed, it is almost too tidy ; in some

I suspect that the B.B.C. does not

respects it is getting too much like the

admit that any of its staff should have a
local loyalty ! Certainly Savoy Hill has
concentrated in its own hands very much
more programme work than was the case

administration of a model factory or of a
great industrial undertaking.
Fear may not be so pronounced a weapon

of discipline as 'it was five years ago ; I
cannot be certain about this, .but I can be

fire years ago.
I recognise that some concentration was

certain that fear is still too big a factor in the
administrative machine of the B.B.C.
There is still a lamentable absence of sympa-

right and proper, but I submit that the

administrative attitude of Savoy Hill does
not sufficiently envisage the whole country.

thetic contact and mutual understanding
between those who administer and those
who build programmes.

In the old days, it was argued, 1 think

justly, that the B.B.C. was able to create

within itself an effective alternative to

Spoils the Programmes.

I had in the old days to criticise " the
administration complex," which I found
rampant in the B.B.C.

I remember vividly the composite pm-

gratuities containing really good work from
Bournemouth, Aberdeen; Newcastle, Bir-

It is still there, and

rather more rampant.. This disease

is

simply the conviction that administration
is something apart from the ordinary work
of mankind; it is a kind of sanctified task
which can be entrusted only to the chosen
few.

It has always puzzled me why there

should be such a big administrative organisation at Savoy Hill ; I mean a department
in itself quite apart from Programmes and
Engineering. As long as the exercise of the
" Administrator foible " is simply costly, it
might be excused because of gains in certain

Every listener is familiar with the voice of
Christopher Stone, and his gramophone recitals

are easily one of the most popular items in
present-day programmes,

direct competition.
I do not know whether this argument is
advanced now, but I am Sure it could be
sustained only with the greatest difficulty.
No, the price of tidyness, better discipline
and -greater docility has been a heavy one :
and I can only hope that it is not too" late
now to get back on the right lines.
More humanity, more taking of the publie
into confidence, more confidence in staff ;
thee form the corrective nostrum for present maladies. Writing about the B.B.C.
six years ago, I placed, according to my idea
of their actual order of importance to broadcasting, the named of the chief personalities
without regard to artificial classificatidi.,..
(Continued on next page).
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RADIO IN THE COURTS
Recently there have been some extremely interesting cases concerning

Radio Patents in the courts, and below our Special _Correspondent gives
some news regarding two recent applications for important extensions.

*

-4-0-4-4-41-4.-4--4--

MR. JUSTICE LUXMOORE has re-

judgment on an
application made lay the British
Thomson -Houston Co. Ltd., to prolong the
life of Patent No. 148129, which covers the
use of a " smoothing " circuit for supplying
D.C. current from A.C. mains. Under this
cently

given

Raw A.C. Valves.

life of

the patent overlapped the war

period, during which time the patentees
were prevented from reaping the full
benefit of the invention owing to the fact
that they were occupied in carrying out

A Profitable Patent.

other work of national importance.
The Court, however, declined to accept
this plea.
The actual circuit arrangement described
in the patent was originally used for converting ' an alternating supply into a
" smooth " D.C. current for operating
X-ray apparatus but, of course, for the last
four or five years it has found a far wider
use in connection with the mains -driven

The eliminator patent was originally
issued to the British Thomson -Houston Co.
Ltd. as and from the 22nd December, 1915.
It was, therefore, due to expire on the 22nd

The 'primary of the supply transformer
T, Fig. 1, is tapped across the alternating
mains, the secondary being used to feed a
rectifier K, which may be arranged to give

patent every wireless set or gramophone
amplifier driven from the electric mains
was liable to pay a royalty..

After a prolonged hearing the application
was refused, with the result that still another

famous radio invention goes to join the
shades of the reaction and grid -leak patents.

December, 1931, at the- end of the fullterm period of 16 years.

The ground on which an extension was

asked for was that part of the normal

A.C. FOR HEATING

wireless sets.

tapped potentiometer P, or other " load,'.'
from which the constant voltages are to
be drawn.

The output current from the rectifier

consists of a series of unidirectional " pulses"

corresponding to each cycle (or half -cycle
if a full -wave rectifier is used) of the original
A.C. supply. These pulses are fed into the
smoothing -circuit L, C, Cs, where the series

choke L passes the direct current easily,

but obstructs the passage of any alternating
or " ripple " components, tending to throw
them back into the condenser C.
Since the impedance of the condenser is
comparatively small to fluctuating voltages,
the ripples" readily pass across from the

positive to the negative line, and away

covering the use of raw A.C. for heating the
filament of a valve.

from the potentiometer P.
Any ripples that may succeed in passing
across the inductance find a similar shunt
path open through the second condenser C1.
They accordingly slip across this back to the

Gladstone Murray, Mr. Ashbridge; Dr.
Boult, Mr. Gielgud and Admiral Carpendale.

Sir John Reith, of course, remains the
dominating personality, both by virtue

of his qualities and of his position. To
him, the B.B.C. owes what is best in its
tradition, what is its real claim to distinction and superiority in the permanent
sense.

A Difference.

I mean the now accepted conception of a
public service devoted to the public good

with a deep sense of responsibility and a
comprehensive grasp.

There is, however;
one marked difference about Sir John

filaments.

In this case they were successful

in obtaining a prolongation of three years
from the 2nd NoveMber, 1931-the date at
which protection would otherwise have
ended.

When a valve is heated directly with raw
A.C.

it is obvious that the voltage across

the filament must fluctuate in rhythm

THE SMOOTHING CIRCUIT
POW -5

Y

The " Eliminator " patent dates back to 1915,

and only expired at the end of last year. It was
in an effort to obtain an extension of life for this
patent that the B.T.-H. Co. applied, though
unsuccessfully, to the courts.

with the frequency of the A.C. supply.

Unless suit -able precautions are taken this
will set up pulsations in the plate circuit of

the valve, which will be repeated in the
loudspeaker.

According to the second patent, the
secondary of the supply transformer T,
Fig. 2, is tapped at its centre point, P,

and the return lead from the grid (or plate)
is taken to what may be called the electrical centre " of the filament. In this way
the average difference of potential existing

at any instant between the filament and

the grid (or plate) is effectively reduced to
zero, and the transfer of " hum " from the
A.C. mains to the loudspeaker is, therefore,
prevented.
Manufacturers using this circuit arrange-

ment are still liable to pay patent royalties
on it until the 2nd November, 1934.

AFTER FIVE YEARS

spirit, now applied principally to broadcasting, places her high in the list of chief

This was my list in 1925: Sir John Reith,

Sir John Reith, Lady Snowden, Major

patent (No. 15448, of 1915), connected
with the use of raw A.C. for heating valve

negative lead, leaving the supply to the

Lady Snowden's fine idealism and public

Captain Peter Eckersley, Captain Cecil
Lewis, Mr. J. C. Stobart, and Major Gladstone Murray. My list to -day is as follows :

Coupled with the " eliminator " applica-

tion, the British Thomson -Houston Co.
Ltd. asked for an extension of another

either single - or double -wave rectification,
as preferred. The essential feature of the
patent lies in the smoothing circuit inserted
between the rectifier output and the

How It. Works.

This circuit is the basiii of a valuable patent

potentiometer' free "from any irregularities
likely to set up disturbances in the set.
This is, of course, the broad principle of
the smoothing circuit as used in a mains driven set. -In recent years various other
modifications have been developed, bitt
they have all paid tribute to the master"
patent which has just expired.

+

(Continued from previous page.)

personalities. I described Gladstone Murray

*----------------- 4-*

in 1925 as invaluable to the B.B.C. for his
diplomatic gifts alone.

Six years ago he was restive, perhaps even
anxious, to hand over the service which he
had created. Other great enterprises
beckoned to him. But the intervals between

Built From Broadcasting.

national crises in which the B.B.C. was

always conspicuous have not been of such

duration as to permit him to " sign on "

with any of- the various large commercial
concerns seeking his services.
My impression to -day of Sir John Reith

is that he is much more settled, that, in
fact, he has induced himself to accept
broadcasting as his career and " will stay
the' course," other things being equal.

Since that 'time he has evolved one of
the biggest publishing businesses in the
country, producing a revenue now in excess
of a quarter of a million. But I should think
that his chief service to broadcasting is still
in the zone of " public relations."
Having established a, = unique intimacy

with practically everyone that counts in
the newspaper world, he is able by his

personality, and ever -adroit manoeuvre, to
retain for the B.B.C. the biggest and most
favourable volume of outside opinion of
any public organisation in the country.
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Improved and

LEY
Lahorafory

kikoiTUNER

RESISTANCE

COUPLING

The coil for aerial tuning

i s connected to t he
secondary coil for grid
circuit tuning by means
of a high resistance of

HIGH EFFICIENCY WINDING
The high potential ends of the coils aro
located towards the centre of the supporting tube - greatly reducing unwanted couplings due to stray electrostatic fields.

suitable value.

BAKELITE
MOULDED

TERMINAL
PANELS
Thee e greatly
enhance the appearance of the

Tuner and give
definite mechan-

ical improve-

ment and efficiency.

SCREENING PLATE

The screening plate interposed
between the coils intercdpts stray
electrostatic leakage fields, while

the positions of the coils are so
arranged that magnetic interaction

is at minimum.

The Eckersley Tuner gives REAL
SELECTIVITY to the million at

a price within reach of all

It is revolutionary in principle, design, size and operation and comprises two 'coils with magnetic axes at
right angles, separated by a metal screen and coupled
in an entirely new way by a resistance.
It is a_ x 7 x 72- ins. in size-and is not small because
" bulk " has been established as absolutely essential to
greatest selectivity.

The Eckersley Tuner tunes first and cuts out mush,
obviates sideband jamming and passes only clear cut
signals for first and subsequent amplification as compared
to ordinary coupling of two tuned circuits by a valve
which magnifies interference.

The Advertisement of Radio Instruments Ltd.. Croydon, England

Produced
the inventor's
original model
of the Eckersley
Tuner to the
specification
and have

mechanically improved the constructional details which sive

a'. unequalled degree of

R.I. Eckersley
Tuner is subjected to the mostEvery
critical
efficiency.

tests before release.

List No. B Y 30. Provisional

Patent No. 29404/22.10.31.
Size : 61 X 7 X 71 ins.
'Phone: Thornton Heath 3211 (5 linos).

laboratory
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11111111E KIT

111ACHIEVEMENT

1110F THE SEASON
PROTECTED/

FULLY

THREE

INCORPORATING
THE WONDERFUL
NEW TRIPLE WAVE,
SWITCH OPERATED.

COIL 'PRICE

4

COIL oNLY i I 111191

S
This easily constructed Kit provides you with the
opportunity, never offered before, of tuning in to the
world's ultra -short wave stations in addition to the host

of medium and long wave broadcasts-by the simple
turn of a neat panel switch.

NO COIL CHANGING
Another feature of this wonderfully efficient three
valver is that when the wave switch connects the
ultra -short coils in circuit with the detector valve, it
simultaneously reduces the capacity of the '0005
tuning condenser to '00015 through a small mica condenser and thereby enormously improves reception,

The efficiency of the Kit is assured by the use of the

famous MAZDA VALVES, numbers P.220.A,;
L.2. and H.L.2. which are obtainable from all
Radio Dealers.

iittisLoeidE
130

comPLETE

AMAZINGLY SIMPLESET TO BUILD AND HANDLE
WONDERFUL RANGE &SELECTIVITY

VORNM

ComponenFR
ts are supplied
aalnr:itemsoimpzd ,,rirpingt
IruusettriaTesd are
ri

and
dtZineodo

obtainable FREE from your
dealer, or address below.

GOLDEN SQ.,
PICCADILLY'CIRCUS

LONDON W.I.
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TP one can judge the interest taken in any
particular branch of radio-particularly
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*

short-wave radio-by the amount of

correspondence that an occasional mention
of it stirs up, this article is in great request.
There seems to have been a great amount
of interest taken in some recent remarks of

mine on the efficiency of the S.G. valve

as a detector. Further, a fairly recent

article in " B.W.".by a colleague of mine

awakened the minds of still more keen

experimenters as to its possibilities.
I propose to deal in detail with one or
two of the small snags that are often met
when one first tries out this simple experiment for oneself.

-

Effecting the Change.

I am assuming that you are converting
your existing triode detector to one of the
S.G. variety. To do this, you simply
transfer any leads that go at present to the
" plate " terminal on your detector valve

holder to a flex lead ready to go to the
" pip " of the screened -grid valve.

The old " plate " terminal is now the
" screen " terminal, and therefore has to

be fed with a suitable screen voltage, and
by-passed to earth asdirectly as possible
through a condenser, preferably of 1- or

-0- -4.-4.-

*

.11. -

Practical points regarding a most
interesting application of the
ubiquitous S.G. valve.

*

41.-4.-

*

be made from two Spaghetti resistances.
One is taken from the screen to earth, and
the other from the screen to positive H.T.
The ratio between the one running to earth
and the total resistance of the two gives

you the fraction

of

the H.T. voltage

that will be available on the screen.
To take two examples : 50,000 ohms to

earth and 100,000 ohms to H.T. positive

The coupling condenser may be 002 or
.005 or any intermediate figure, and the
grid leak (on thr. L.P. stage) about .5
megohm. I guarantee that with this
arrangement you will not be able to
produce a threshold howl or a bad reaction
control unless you use absurd voltages for
the screen and plate.
The Grid Leak.

For Point Number Four we have to

back to the screened -grid valve again.

go

You

may find that it does not like the same
value of grid -leak as your old triode

detector did. In general, a lower -resistance
leak appears to give nicer results. If.
for instance, you have been using 5 or 10

give you one-third of your total
H.T. voltage on the screen. If you run
the set from 90 or 100 volts this is very

megohms, as many short-wave men do.
you may have to come down to 2 or 1.5

In another case, 25,000 ohms to earth
and 100,000 ohms to R.T. positive will

You may, also, find that the set works
better with the grid leak returned to the
negative end of the filament. This is a

will

suitable.

give you, on the screen, one -fifth of the total
voltage. Where 125 or 150 volts is the usual
H.T. used, this will give the required 25 or
30 on the screen.

A NEAT TELEVISION SET

2-mfd. capacity.

Point Number One is this : Do not

assume that the screen requires the same
voltage that you would give it if the valve

were working in an H.F. stage.
Far from it ! In my experience the best
voltage for the average S.G. valve used as
a detector is about 25. Sometimes 30,

megohms.

matter for experiment on your own.

I do not intend these remarks to apply
entirely to short-wave receivers. I find

a screened -grid detector justifies the slight
extra expense even on the broadcast waves,

particularly where no H.F. is used. In
dealing with a multi -valve H.F. set the
gain is not very noticeable, and, further,
precautions must be taken to avoid overloading the detector. This means a pre detector volume control for local station
Work.

Its Only Drawback.

So far as I can see, the screened -grid

or even 40 may be used with advantage,
but never 75 or 80.

detector has only one drawback. This is

Point Number Two concerns ways and
It is usually advisable to provide
the voltage by means of a potentiometer,
which may be fixed. It is, in fact, a dis-

matching, and a step-down transformer or
an auto -tapped choke could doubtless be

that it cannot easily be used by itself.
here again it is a question of impedance

means.

advantage to have this voltage, readily
variable, and particularly to vary it as a
means of reaction control. The reason is
just this-where you encounter a " dead

used.
A German television receiver which is attracting
considerable interest.

Keep to your normal reaction control,
spot " in the tuning, and have to push whether
it is throttle -control or one of the
up reaction somewhat to make the set many other
good capacity -controlled
oscillate, you will- be putting
your screen
volts higher than they ought to be for full
efficiency.

fixed Screen Voltage.

Thus; without knowing it, you will have
some small bands of wave -lengths over
which the set apparently oscillates well and
behaves normally but is definitely inefficient.
A good " fixed potentiometer " for

supplying the necessary screen voltage may

methods.

Point Number Three

a different
matter altogether, and concerns the coupling
of your newly -acquired screened -grid detector to the following valve. On account
of the high impedance of the average S.G.
valve, transformer coupling is liable to give
a noticeable drop in efficiency. Resistance capacity coupling is ideal, and I find an
anode resistance of 100,000 ohms perfectly
satisfactory.
is

But for those who use a single -valuer
and are satisfied with it, I should feel
inclined to say " Leave well alone." An
S.G. detector, unless properly designed in
every detail, used on its own, tends to give
a high-pitched effect to the general "back-

ground " and " mush" that is rather disturbing.

For a two -valuer it is quite ideal, and with
care a- modest headphone two -valve set
can be made into a loudspeaker set, simply
by using a screened -grid detector and a
pentode note-mag. I am experimenting,
incidentally, with pentode detectors for
short-wave work, but I intend to keep
quiet on that subject until I have some
definite results to talk about.
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TELSEN TRANSFORMERS
have achieved famein the radio

world on account bf the high
standard of their quality and
Designed and
performance.
built on the soundest engineering principles, these robust,
full-size transformers will give
not only efficient but enduring
service.
L.F. TRANSFORMERS

.. 5r6
" Ace," Ratios 3-1, 5-1
" Radiogrand," Ratios 3-1, 5-I 8.6
" Radiogrand," Ratio 7-z ..
" Radiogrand," Ratio 1.75-

12 G
12, 6

OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS

Multi -Ratio Output Transformer, giving three ratios

.. 12;6
of 9-1, 15-1, 22.5-1
Output Transformer, Ratio
Pentode
former

Output

Trans-

.,.

12/6

12;6

L.F. CHOKES
L.F.Intervalve Coupling Choke,

5' 40 and zoo henrys ..
Heady buty Power Grid L.F.

.. 8/ -

Choke, 4o henrys

OUTPUT CHOKES

Plain, zo henrys
Tapped, 20 henrys

BINOCULAR H.F. CHOKES

It. is the function of an H.F. Choke to present the
highest possible impedance to H.F. currents at all
wavelengths. Particularly does this apply to the

popular tuned -grid arrangement of screen -grid ampli-.

-fication, where the performance of the whole set is
limited by the value of the impedance in the anode
circuit of the screened -grid valve. It is equally important that this high efficiency should he maintained
Price 5/ over the whole broadcast band..
STANDARD H.F. CHOKE

The Telsen Standard H.F. Choke utilises the minimum

baseboard space. It is designed to cover the whole broadcast
band and has an extremely low self -capacity. The inductance is 150,000 microhenries and the resistance 400 ohms.

It has proved very popular and has been incorporated by
set designers in many of the leading circuits.

THE SECRET OF PERFECT
RADIO RECEPTION

Price 2/ -

..
..

8/ -
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TELSEN LOUD -SPEAKER
CHASSIS
has been produced to give an
excellent performance with
perfect tonal qualities. A
fully -floating cone is employed
damp -resisting
of
special

material, and the shape and
texture have been balanced to
give a most pleasing, natural
Holes are promellowness.

vided for the attachment of
most Loud -speaker Units.
Telsen
" Popular "
(Diam. 11")
..

Chassis

Price 5/6
Telsen " Major " Chassis (Diam.
14k")

Price 10/6

FIXED CONDENSERS

(Prov. Pat. No. 20287/30).
Made in capacities from c000r mfd.
to .002 mfd. They can be mounted
upright or flat, and the .0003 mfd.

fixed condenser is supplied complete with patent grid leak clips to
facilitate series or parallel connections.
Price 6d.

VALVE HOLDERS (Prov. Pat. No. 20286/30). The Telsen four- and five pin valve holders embody patent metal spring contacts, which are designed

to provide the most efficient contact with split and non -split .valve legs,
and are extended in one piece to form soldering tags. Low capacity and
self -locating.
4 -Pin
5 -Pin

«.

I

v

Price 6d.
Price 8d.

GRID LEAKS. Telsen Grid Leaks are absolutely silent and non -micro phonic, and practically unbreakable. They cannot be burnt out and are
unaffected by atmospheric changes. Telsen Grid Leaks are not wire
wound, and therefore there are no capacity effects. Their value is not
affected by variation in the applied voltage. Made' in values ranging
from 1-5 megohms.
Price 9d.

GRID LEAK HOLDER. Will hold firmly any standard size ror type of
Grid Leak. Ample clearance is provided between the terminal screw
leads and the baseboard (underneath), preventing any surface leakage
upsetting the value of the Grid Leak. The terminals and fixing holes are
accessible without removing the Grid Leak,
.. Price 6d.
FUSE HOLDER. This is a neat and inexpensive device which should be
incorporated in every set as a precaution against burnt -out valves. The
Telsen Fuse Holder firmly grips -the standard radio fuse, giving a perfect
contact.
..
.. Price oa.
TELSEN SCREENS

100 % BRITISH
RADIO COMPONENTS
Advt. of Th Telsen Electric Co., Lid., Aston Birmingham.

Price 27- and 2/6
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nN looking over what I wrote last week,
ki it occurs to me that before we begin
" making " this set on paper I ought
to insert a foreword. A foreword about

(When you are interested in
a talk the speaker should sound
" natural," as if he were in the

His words should be
perfectly distinct-fs like f's

room.

perfection of quality.

In all the world to -day there is no

and s's like s's.)

Not one.
There are, however, some almost perfect

per feet radio receiver.

It Really Does Its Job.

So much is quite possible
with the service provided by
the B.B.C., and the apparatus
near can an ordinary listener hope to get' provided by the radio trade of
ones. And they cost a lot of money, lake
up a good deal of room, and need too much
looking after. And I ask myself, " How

I may as well be frank with the answer.
It is, truthfully, " not very near."
An Illusion of Reality.
Why ? - There are

technical

NG THE
ECKER S LEY

to -day. But is that " illusion of
reality " a commonplace of reception
to -day ? Not a bit ! You know it is
not.
For how can many a listener get a
clear-cut sound -picture when some-

to almost -perfect reception to -day ? "

reasons,

OUR CHIEF RADIO CONSULTANT
tells you here how to wire -up

this wonderful 3-valver-the first
he has e/,er designed for " P.W."
readers!
It achieves amazing selectivity
and sets an entirely new standard

body else's programme butts in and
masks his own ? When he has a
perpetual accompaniment of Bands -

economic reasons, domestic reasons.. The
competent technician knows them, and is
riot downhearted.

reception.
Read this account written specially
of interference - free

Across -the -Sea?
My tuner is

THE NEW TUNER IN ACTION

for you-

directed to that

By

aspect of the

CAPT. P. P. ECKERSLEY, M.I.E.E.

problem. A n d
it really does
its job in a way

that pleases

THEPARIS YOU WILL NEED TO

(And will
please you.)
me.

1 Panel, 18 in. x 7 in. (Permcol, Pete -

Decent
Selectivity.

Scott,

do not

I

produced, in

this set, a

Polar, Cyldon, Lotus, Igranic, Dubilier,

Telsen, Wavemaster, Lissen, Ready
Radio, Graham Farish, Ormond).
1 Filament switch, snap type (Bulgin,

ately adopted a
standard ampli-

Igranic, Colvern, Ready Radio,
B.A.T.).
-0001---00015-mfd. differential re-

have

deliber-

fying

circuit

1

action condenser (Ready Radio, Cyldon, Telsen, Lotus, Polar, Dubilier,
J13., Lissen, Formo, Graham Farish,
Wavemaster, Ormond, Igranie).

1 Push-pull " on -off " switch (Ready

Radio, Telsen, Bulgin, Peto-Scott,
Colvern, Goltone, Lissen, Igranie,

ard of quality
to which they

are entitled

with the parts they already possess,

Still less need the " ordinary listener "

But

or know about.

-beloved phrase-concern himself with
this almost absolute perfection. What

I do claim decent selectivity.
Better than people are getting with
" bandpass," and far, far better than

the ordinary listener needs in the present
state of the art of radio broadcasting is a
clear-cut sound -picture that corresponds
so closely with the original in the studio
that it can give the illusion of reality.

Goltone,

receiver. In
fact, as I said
last week, I

using standard
parts to enable
Most people to
get that stand-

following page.

Wearite,

2 .0005-mfd. tuning condensers (J.B.,

perfect quality

to carry out, and is shown in detail in the wiring diagram which is on a

Becol,

Parex).
1 Cabinet, with baseboard 10 in. deep to
fit panel (Gilbert, Peto-Scott, Cameo,
Ready Radio, Pickett, Osborn).

claim to have

For this close-up of the tuner -to -switch connections the " extended " part of
the screen has been removed to show up the wiring. This is really quite easy

1'332.

most ordinary sets- (excluding super heterodynes) are capable of giving.

I do claim that this tuner, with its

Lotus, Wearite, Graham Farish).
1 3 -point wave -change switch (Ready
Radio, etc.).
1 Push-pull single pole change -over
switch (Wearite, etc.).
3 Valve holders (Telsen, Lotus, Graham
Farish, Lissen, Igranie, Formo, Clix,
Wearite, W.B., Bulgin).

1

Al14

2-mfd, fixed
Dubilier,

c(

Hydra, Ferranti
1 -01-mfd. mica
tier, Mullard, Tel
Ready Radio, Lia
Graham Farish
-0003-mfd. fixed
etc.).
1 0005-mfd. -max.
denser (Formo,
Sovereign, Colvo
Telsen, Graham
1 H.F. choke (Segim
Radio, Peto-Seo
Tunewell, Varim
Leweos, Pardx,
Lotus, Atlas, Wa
1 .5-megohm volun
1

Ready Radio, C
R.I., Wearite,
I 2-megohm grid
quired ) (Telsen,111
Varley, Graham

Dubilier, MullaM,

25,000 ohm "57
(Telsen, Igranie,

1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111.1111111111111111111111111111111

ACCESSORIES MI

EASY TO HANDLE-IMPOSSIBLE TO BEAT !
/8"

6,

-

LOUDSPEAKERS.-B I u e Spot,
Amplion, H.M.V., Marconi-

---8V

.I

TUN/N$ Co w,xp

3,,

\

0005 Mr0..

-

I

0/PF REACT

I

-1-:

CONO:q..

I

-:-,-

.0001 MA -D,

==
:=--

-I-

di
'

A'

.._

...-7,/;
TUNING Como a..

..---- 2"
0

_____

2"-1
;

VOL.

\:,e1)
---.

1I

.-a

E.:
z_-_-

=
=

CON -1,701-

..5 MEG..

WAVE-WAVE-CHANGE_...t/ 14'
5wircH
a

/

,

-5_

(If othe

adjust G.
Milliamp.

at 120 volts -al
Epoch, R & A, Celestion, Undy,
BATTERIES.- -1
B.T.-H.
super -Capacity
VALVES. -1 Det. (Cossor H.L.210,
Ready, Drydes.
or suitable Mullard, Mazda,
Ediswan, Coblfi
Osram, Marconi, Six - Sixty,.
G.B., 9 volts II
Tungsram, Lissen, Dario).
(N ot.
mosj
1 L.F. (Mullard P.M.1 L.F., etc.).
H.T.e used, Ioil
1 Output (Marconi P.2, etc.).

WAVE- CHANGE SW/TEN

,

I

5wrrcH

X786

----

000544.0

WAVECHANGE

'

.91

//

phone, W.B., Graham Farish,

-

a

i

a

k

1;:111111111111111111111111111111111111111Ilfilfill111111111111111111!11111111111111111111111111fillt

T5wrrcH.

0

AWVEL L,your.

The two tuning dials suggest an H.F. set rather than a Det. and 2 L.F., but you will find the tuning is as
easy as can be desired-whilst the distance -getting and selectivity give all the " feel !? of a good HY.
stage in action.

A WONDERFUL

ff
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novel resistance -coupled circuits,

advance on the

is a definite

work of art, others will bang the bits
together and lash them up any old- how.

Have you a guilty con-

older methods of simple -station
separation. It is just as simple,
it is far more logical and-best of
all-it works better:

Is that so ?

Now ter some advice about the
building of (the set, which I am
sure you will not find a difficult
task. The components you will
need are conveniently set out in

more -satisfactory in the doing. Need I say

science ?
Exactly -to -Scale Diagram.

All I can say about the workmanship is
(I hope that when you have
finished building the set you - that if the job is worth doing at all, it's
will write and tell the Editor worth doing properly-with precision and
care.
what you think of it.)
Good workmanship' is going to pay for
Follow. The Design:
itself in good results. And it is so much

a special list.

I am assuming that you will
collect a similar set of -parts

for your sell, a.n.d

that you

more ?

If, I were making the set for home use I
should deliberately "take my time" over
it, adhering faithfully to the specification.

The "wiring diagram" has been drawn.
'to give the correct relative positions of the
parts on baseboard and panel. It is drawn

THE LOGICAL METHOD OF PROGRAMME SELECTION

are going to

lay them

out -and

wire -them

- up just as in

[IS ENTIRELY 'UNIQUE RECEIVER.

_

h11111119111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111H11111111111111111111111111E

-anti, Formo,
1).

warned me that
some of you are

2 100,000 ohm " spaghetti " resistances
(Telsen, ete.).

to " compress-"
the whole thing

1 L.F. transformer (Varlet', Nicore I.,
Ferranti, Lotus, R.I., Climax, Forma,

board about
half the size

Igranie, Graham
Lissen, Goltone, Atlas).
Telsen,

iser (Formo,

likely to want

on to a -base-

Farish,

If so,
your blood be
stated.

1 "Eckersley " Tuner (RI., Leweos,
ression eon se, Igranic,
woos, Polar,
'elsen, Ready
Raffle, R.I.,

lam Farish,
ler,

Lissen,

rol (Igranic,
. Sovereign,

wider if readio, Igranie,
sh, Lissen,
el, Loewe).
17 resistance
r, Sovereign,

The Editor las

Bulgin,

Ready Radio, Peto-Seott,
Lewcos, Goltone).

(Telsen,
tie, Helsby,
r

enser (Dub/.c,, Goltone,

the original.

upon your own

Sovereign, Wearite, Melbourne, Formo).
G.B. battery clip (Burton, Bulgin,

Goltone,
1

head !
Wiring -Up.

Belling & Lee).
1 Radio -gram jack (Igranie P 62, Lotus).

With such a de-

viation it is not.

1 Metal screen, 21 in. x 7 in. (Pares,
Peto-Seott, Ready Radio, Wearite).

and- never can
be,

2 Terminal strips, 21 in. x 2 in.

as an Eckersley
Three. If you

1 Terminal strip, 7i in. x 2 in.

A view or the first tuned circuit with the aerial-seleetivity condenser in the
foreground to the left. After being dealt with on this' side of the screen
(part of which has been removed for photographic purposes), the high -frequency

currents are passed by the resistance to the second tuned -circuit.

want to ge,t

10 Indicating terminals (Belling & Lee,
type 11, Bulgin, 011x, Igranie, Goltone,
Eelex).
1 Fuse and holder (Bulgin, Belling & Lee,

Peto-Scott, Ready Radio, Wearite).

admissible

results like those given by the original

exactly to scale, and enables you to make

original scheme of set building. ' That
is elementary.

You can measure the exact distances
between all the various components on
the baseboard by making a " ruler " from
the little scale drawn on the diagram itself.

set you simply must stick to the
77: _

G.B., H.T., and L.T. plugs, etc. (Oix,

Another thing I am told, about

Eelex, Belling & Lee, Igranie).

you is that whereas some will wire
the set beautifidly, making it a

Glazite, Quickwire, Minx Lacoline.

Flex, screws, etc.

11111111111111111111111111111111111111I1111111111111111111111E111111111111111111111111[111111111111111G

your set a duplicate of my own model.

SEPARATION IS KEEN-AND THE QUALITY CLEAN !
/00,000 CWAIS

W4-49

RECOMMEND.

(Continued on next page.)

26:000 OA/Ms

.00-A FEACT CONGO/.

/ .000/ NAV:

ve

used,-

;ordingly.
i of above

m/a.).
l20 volts,
x, Ever, Magnet,
etc.).

120 volts
a should

be available up to 15 volts).

AERIAL
FE

ACCUMULATORS.-Exide, Ediswan, Lissen, Pertrix,

MAINS UNITS.- Should supply
up to 20 milliamps at 120 volts.

(Regent one, Ekeo, Tannoy,
Atlas, R.I., Heayberd, Lotus,
(S tate
Tunewell, Formo).

ARS` 3

00413MFO. MAX.

L.S.

SCREE,

ONT.-

ECKERSLEY
RAVER

E

voltage and type of mains, and
give details of set when order -

AWE
L.T. .5iwreN

mg).

1

vire4:1+

LT

111111111111ill111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111ff:

Emm

ZEE BY "P.P.E."

0-

IP

Here is the full circuit arrangement, showing the Eckersley Tuner enclosed in dotted 1;nes.

Apart from this

it will be seen that differential reaction, radiogram switching, decoupling and volume control are all
incdrporated.
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* 00- 4- 4- -0 001 4-04- se *
MAKING THE " P.W."
ECKERSLEY THREE

is very easy to place- a valve holder down
on the right spot, only to find when it is
screwed in place that its grid terminal (0)
is where the plate terminal (P) should be

panel before fixing strips. and panel to the
baseboard. But I expect you already know
by experience that this is usually the most
trouble -free method of tackling a set.

So what I suggest is that you follow the
diagram with care, and the determination
to get your copy of the set exactly like the

Just Follow the Diagram.

and vice -versa.

(Continued from previous page.)

40-00-000-0-0-4---0-00-00-0-4-0-0*
You can then place the parts exactly as

original.

Holes in the panel can then be made in

mine are placed, and screw them in position.

I don't think this part of the work is going
to offer anybody the slightest anxiety.

accordance with the sketch showing dimensions.

It is all worked out there, and the

drilling and cutting and contriving is really

Simple to Assemble.

quite an interesting way of passing an

Even a novice who is handy with tools
should get it right first time. But I don't
think he could afford to hurry over it, for it

evening.

I should mount all the terminals, etc., on
the little strips and all the controls on the

It would seem advisable, also, to leave
the panel until most of the other wiring
-valve holders,. terminals, and so fortri.

-had been completed, because of the easy
access so obtained. But that again is "up_

to you."

The thing that matters is to get the

components in the right relative positions
first. Then to connect them together as
indicated by the thick lines in the wiring'
diagram.

HOW TO WIRE YOUR COMPONENTS FOR THE ECKERSLEY THREE

390

02"illi!

VOLnl
/"

4

M

I"

itt'
'

M

CONTROL
-5 MEG.

ID

TGIN/ NG CON 0%7

00 05 44 FO

REAcr Con/0",
.000f MFD

Di
o

o

0
Reo

72i N /N G CON 05-7

000 5 44 FO .

g

2

.5.c,EEAI ,

F0

M

.0003 MFD..
WAVE - CHANGE

SWITCHES

MEDIUM
SARIN

cr.
tc,..0

SwircAs

011 410

SONG
SPQ /NC

WAVE- CHANGE

SW/70-i

-

-------SPAIGHEr-ri

/00,0000/im5

or.
0

200'

2 MEG.

0

GRIDdR

L.F. 77=?A N 5F A' .2

0

O

014I
me
M.

NO

0110

7C

5

E

a

--t9E

PLATE

/00 000,

0

la

68.

1-1

0

T

OHMS

O`O

0
___

N. A 7 C,40frre

Ec-HE-,9sLEI,

Tunis,

0

0160

0

0

11
iiG.B.
r1

-.5

0

FUSE

e

0

41111
11

in!

RA 0/ 0- OAA 44 .1,4 C i-r

III

-

Q

a
....--

::.
.,.,

- 0 003 MFD.

&
...

:

-

MOM.

.__,_

...-

flit

in

EARTH

AERIAL

1

65-/ WI

L.5-

111

IT

1111111

L.S.#

H7:#3

H7:+2

111111

HT -H

MI

MI

11111

H.77-

1...7-

L.77-1-

WIRING DIAGRAM

The heavy black lines indicate how the various terminals should be connected together, but the actual " run " oi the wires is best seen from the photographs of
Capt. Eckeraley's set, with which these articles are being illustrated.
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P.W. ECKERSLEY Thr e
'x Ebonite Panel, IS a 7 ins., drilled to
specificatiOn

Polished Oak Cabinet, 18 x 7 x so ins...

x

2 J.B. 0005 mfd. Popular Log S/H.

6
0

0
17
2

Qifferen ti al Condenser

2

ReadiRad " On -Off " Snap Switch

Kit"A"

0

Push-Pull, Switch
3 -point Wave -Change Switch
.

.

T.C.C. 27mfd. fixed Condenser, Type 5o
T.C.C.: 'or mfd. fixed Condenser, Type S.
i T.C.C. '0003 mfd. fixed Condenser,
Type 34
'

Sovereign Compression Condenser,

ReadiRad H.F. Choke ..

8/9 DOWN and 1101 -stably payments

9
6

1

6

2

0

1

6

3
2

10

1

6

1

3
6
9

4

-5 meg. Volume Control
meg Leak and Holder
Lewcos 2.5,0oo Spaghetti Resistance

5
1
1

3
6

100.000

x R.I. Dux 'Transformer

R.I. Eckersley Tuner ..

15

Pr. Bulgin G.B. Clips No. a
Lotus Jack,

0
less Valves
Cabinet) E6 11
Kit" B (With
OR BY EASY PAYMENTS
1 1 /3 DOWN

6

x Aluminium Screen, 21 x 7 ins.

1

2 Terminal Strips, 21 x 2 ins.
Terminal Strip, 71 x 2 ins. ..

1

9
6

-

1

3

2
7

6

Pertrix 9' v. G.B. Battery

a

Type P.A.C.3 Blue Spot 44R.
speaker -

Pertrix Accumulator

6

by the convenient Ready Radio
Easy Payment Terms. There is
no need for you to wait for the
apparatus you want. You can
order it at once and pay for it by

Send for a packet to -day. ---

-

-

0

12

6

small monthly instalments.

A READY REFERENCE TO
RADIO. Our new 100 -page fully
illustrated Catalogue contains
details of 'all modern radio
products. You need a copy,
Price 1/- post free.

TO OVERSEAS CUSTOMERS.Everything Radio can be supplied
against cash. In case of doubt regarding the value of your order, a
deposit of one-third of the approxi-

mate value will be accepted and the
balance collected by our Agent upon
delivery of the goods. All goods
are very carefully packed for export
and insured, all charges forward.

carriage paid.

To : READY RADIO, LTD.,
Eastnor House,
Blackheath, S.E.3.

Please dispatch to me at once he following good'
(a) I enclose
(cross out line\
for which I(b)
I will pay on delivery knot appiicable)

To : READY RADIO, LTD.,
Eastuor House,
Blackheath, S.E.3.

EASY PAYMENT

ORDER FORM

Please dispatch to me the following good.;

CA

for which I enclose first deposit of

Name

Name

Address

Address

9/1/32.

11

Be sure to read Kendall's 'book,
entitled " 10 Hows for Modern
Radio Constructors." Send four
lid. stamps now.

INLAND CUSTOMERS.
-Your goods are dispatched post free or

11,

6

Loud-

TO

CASH or C.O.D
ORDER FORM

6

1

Price £5:17:6

1

ponents, Receivers and Equipment

tors-price 2/6.

-

15

(with -trickle charger combined) type
B.S., is especially suitable for this set.

readers buy their Kits of Com-

SIMPLER WIRING
FOR
Always use Jiffilinx for wiring.
They eliminate soldering, give
perfect contact and are the most
convenient, rap i,d a n d neat
method of wiring a set.
Forty JiMlinx in various lengths,
fitted with shake -proof connec-

ACCESSORIES

r.

Thousands of "Popular Wireless"

JIFFILINX

13J -

The Readyj Radio H.T. Eliminator

7

£7

ments of

Pertrix 120 v. H.T. Battery

9
6

3/.. DOWN and 11 monthly pay-

RECOMMENDED

0
0
9

1

E7.

"0
OR BY EASY PAYMENTS

6
0

2

aninednt19101mioini3tbly pay-

Kit"C7/(With
and Valves
Cabinet)

-

6

2

so Belling -Lee Terminals, Type R...
ReadiRad Fuse and Holder ..
..
4 Belling -Lee Wander Plugs
Packet Jiffilinx for wiring ..
3 Valves as specified
Flex, Screws, etc.

rA 13.6

(Less Valves
and Cabinet)

10

Bulgin P.P. Single pole Change -over
Switch, S.33
..
.. 3 Valve Holders

2

d.

5

..

Condensers

i000

1

s.

P.W. 9/1/32.
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FROM THE TECHNICAL. EDITOR'S NOTE BOOK.

Tested mi

Found-?
They are available in all the

usual values of power -handling
ranges, running from watt up
to 5 watts, and they can be used
for all normal purposes, as they

are of a quite non -inductive

had a chance to choose between them, that
Messrs.- Belling & Lee -have inaugurated
special sales campaign to ensure that adequate stocks of the Tyne B are held by all
dealers.

THESE ARE WORTH NOTING.

I have received a number of components.
from our old friends Lissen, Ltd., and I note

that there is not the slightest need for me
to wish unmade a remark I made on. this page about eight years ago.
It referred to the general cleanness of
lines, polished finish, inexpensiveness, and
technical quality of Lissen's productions.
I wonder how many of you present readers
were " P.W."-ites then !

character.

On test my samples show up

Manufacturers and traders are invited

exceedingly well, for their resist-

AN AMPLION ACCESSORY.

T
HERE are definite grades of quality in
1
.

moving -coil loudspeakers just as there
are in most other things. If a speaker

happens to incorporate the moving -Coil
principle, that does not necessarily mean it
achieves a standardised degree of perfection

any more than, as I have said before, it
follows that it is better than, say, a good
electro-magnetic type.

EXCELLENT MOVING -COIL SPEAKER

.

country.
Since writing the above I.learn thatthese

Erie Resistors are to be manufactured in
this counfry-that fact was briefly recorded
in our last issue.
However, Mr. Sheehan will continue to
be in charge of sales.
_

FOR PRIMING RETAILERS.

should ensure that the thirteen H.M.V.
models are handled in the manner they
deserve. The 64 pages of the little book
bring out all the good points of the instruments in a " Q. and A. manner, and cover

all the pertinent questions that potential
purchasers are likely to ask.

FOR THE " TELSEN " THREE.

Messrs. J. J. Eastick inform us that they
are marketing a " Byldurone " cabinet
especially for the " Telsen " Three. The

price of this easily assembled cabinet is
9s.

There are good moving -coil speakers and

very good.
The Amplion M.C.9 is in this latter category. It is of the permanent -magnet type,
and the unit costs £6 ; but in my opinion it
is very well worth that.
It is indeed a magnificent instrument, and

E and tests are carried out in the " P.W."
Technical Department, with the strictest
of impartiality, under the personal super-

'they are also very neat and compact
and- should achieve popularity in this

excellent little book to the trade. It is entitled '" His Master's Voice Vade-Mecum,"
and is designed to help dealers and
their assistants who have not an extensive
technical knowledge. I must say it seems
to be' an excellent scheme; and one which

there are moving -coil speakers which are

for review purposes. All examinations

specifications.

The. Gramophone Co., Ltd., has issued an

The Amplion M.C.9 Unit and the suitable
transformer,

to submit radio apparatus of any kind

ances are constant at varying
voltages and measure up exactly to their

A POPULAR TERMINAL.

Such has been the preference for the Bell-

ing & Lee Type " B ' terminal (price 6d.)
over the Type R, where constructors have

=9

vision of the Technical Editor.

Ff-

We should like to point out that we

r; prefer to receive production samples =

picked from stock, and that we cannot

in any

circumstances undertake to
them, as it is our practice
g thoroughly to dissect much of the gear
in the course of our investigations I

return

And readers should note that the
subsequent reports appearing on this

page are intended as guides to buyers,
El and are, therefore, framed up in a readily
readable manner free from technicalities
unnecessary for that immediate purpose.
These new components include the disc

H.F. choke (2s.), the new rigid valve holder

(4,&d.), and the illuminated drum control
(8s. 6d.). I particularly like this last ; it is
a fine piece of work, and should strongly
appeal to constructors both on account of its
appearance and smooth action.

Then there is the Solenoid loudspeaker
unit, which at 5s. 6d. appears to me to be a
most attractive proposition.
A " TELSEN " THREE CABINET.
The Carrington Manufacturing Co. Ltd.,
inform us that they are now in production
with a Cameo cabinet suitable for the
famous " Telsen " Three kit set. The price
is

10s., and it should be noted that the

cabinet is equally suitable for any other -set
having the internal dimensions of 14 by 7 by,
7 in. deep.

LISSEN PRODUCTIONS OF INTEREST TO CONSTRUCTORS

is sensitive and can handle any input properly, whether it be of the small order met

with in the smaller kinds of sets or the hefty
output of a really big set.

And its response is definitely of the
highest class. In short, it is a speaker one
Can recommend without qualms to the most
discriminating " fan."
AN EMPIRE PRODUCT.

Mr. James J. Sheehan, of Deauville Road,
London, S.WA, has forwarded us a selection
of Erie Fixed Carbon Resistors. They are

made in Canada and he is handling their
distribution in this country.

7-2

Here are samples of the various Lissen productions which are dealt with on this page.
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TUNING
IN
THE

Buy your Telsen 3 Kit now
and tune in perfect radio
tomorrow night.
Send for illustrated folder

He spent just an evening assembling his Telsen 3
Now
-an evening's easy and delightful work.

he tunes in for the first time-immediately, in
comes the National at full strength-then the
He alters the
Regional-and no overlap! .
switch and begins to tour the Continent-In come
Hilversum, Berlin, Radio Paris and half a dozen
more - clear, separate and at full strength.
And he made the set himself in an evening!
.

TEL E

of "The Telsen 3" to The
Telsen

Electric

Co.,

Ltd.,

Aston, Birmingham,
CVS-T33
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THE MIRROR OF THE R.B.O.

By O.H.M.

+

THE B.B.G. BOARD
NEW YEAR RESOLUTIONS-WEST COUNTRY PROGRAMMES.

*

'

.

THE King has approved the reappointment of Lord Gainford to be Vice

Chairman of the British Broadcasting

Corporation, and of Viscounte,ss Snowden and

Dr. Montague J. Rendall to be Governors

of the Corporation- for a period of one year.
The King has also approved the appoint-,

ment of Mr. Harold G. Brown to be a
Governor for a period of five years.
Mr. J. H. Whitley, the ex -Speaker of the

House of Commons, remains Chairman of
the Board for a further four years in accordance with the terms of his appointment.
Mr. Harold G. Brown is appointed a
Governor in the place of Sir Gordon Nairne,

whose term of office has expired. Mr.
Brown is deputy chairman of the Legal
Insurance Company, a director of the
Debenture Corporation Limited, and a
member of the firm of Messrs. Linklaters

and Nines.

He is 55, and, has been a

member of many departmental committees.
Mr. Brown's experience is expected to be

of particular value in the management of
the commercial and financial side of the
B.B.C.'s affairs. As the Charter of the Corporation comes to an end on January 1st,

.

(d) Enrich week -end broadcasting and
introduce appropriate alternatives to religious services.

(e) Desist from " eye -wash " economy,
and extend the generous attitude towards
Empire Broadcasting to the staff and to the
entertainment industry generally, recognising the responsibility which should exist to
all artistes, playwrights, composers and

musicians.

Get on with that and finish the Scottish
Regional and I shall be your beholden slave,
B.B.C. !
West Country Programmes.

Enviable Eisteddfod successes Kaye been

gained in recent years by the Rhondda

Ladies Choir, which is singing during tha
Welsh programme for West Regional listeners on Saturday evening, January 23rd
On two occasions the Choir has won, the

first prize in the great Welsh National
Contest-at Liverpool and Llinelly-and
this year tied for the premier honours at
Bangor.

Prizes have also been gained at

Pwllheli and Swansea.

The programme on January 23rd will

also include items by Llew Morris, a Welsh
elocutionist who for many years has figured

in the Eisteddfodau prize list and in the
competitions in Mid -Wales.

The Human Touch.

(f)_ Become more human and informal,
stop standardisation of speech, and include
announcers and speakers of distinctive yet
cultured accents.
(g) Cure the curse of departmentalism,
establishing the ascendancy of a basic
entertainment value test, thereby incidentally greatly improving the ethical and
instructional service rendered by the B.B.C.
to the .community at large.

This year at Bangor he secured the chief
award for elocution in the well-known poem

" Gwlad y Bryniau " (" The Land of the
Hills ") by Professor T. Gwynn Jones.
Later the, same evening West Regional
listeners will hear a programme by the
International Staff Band of the Salvatibn
Army relayed from the Pavilion at Bath.
This Band is, of course, the " big noise "

in Salvation Army circles, and has the

distinction of performing exclusively for
some months any new

items before they are

ABYSSINIA'S FIRST STATION

released. Another outside broadcast of outstanding interest is the

1937, Mr. Brown's appointment will -coincide

annual concert ar-

with the period that still remains before its

ranged by the Cinder ford Miners' Welfare

expiry.

Lady Snowden, Lord Gainford, and Dr.

Rendall have accepted invitations to remain in office for a further period of one
year, when the appointments to the Board

Association which _will

It is understood that the new Governor's
work on the B.B.C. board will chiefly be
concerned with financial aspects of the
Corporation's activities.

21st.

be relayed from the

Institute Hall on
Thursday, J an uary

will again be considered.

Artistes -of national
repute are always en' gaged for this event,
and this year they will
include Dorothy Silk

New Year Resolutions.

A friend at the B.B.C. asked me the other
day to prescribe for his " edification," mark
you, New Year Resolutions for the organisation which it is his job to -defend and extol.

I accepted the challenge. Here it is for
what it is worth :
I, the B.B.C., solemnly promise that I

(soprano),

Margaret

Balfour (contralto),

Francis Russell (tenor);

and Roy Henderson,
Workmen constructing the foundaticn3 of the station at Addis Ababa, for

which a concession has been granted by the Emperor to the Italian Government.

the well-known
baritone.

shall strain every effort during 1932 to

accomplish the following :
(a) Complete the Empire short-wave

station as the most efficient and elastic
instrument of its kind ; take a bold and

generous line about its programmes, avoiding Jingoism while stimulating worthy pride
of achievement, recognising that the British
Commonwealth of Nations justifies its
existence just so long as it serves the larger
purpose of pointing the way to sane world sta-

bility, tolerant, and comprehensive, yet disciplined in the essentials of the art of living.

(b) Face -up to the necessity of active
programme devolution to give adequate
facilities and opportunities to Regional
thus including in the B.B.C.
monopolistic system the ingredients of
centres,

healthy rivalry that are essential to the
maintenance of a,justifiable monopoly.

(c) Disavow the inexcusable ineptitudes
and prejudices which have debarred such

wonderful microphone personalities as
Captain Eckersley from having the free play
which would make for brighter broadcasting.

THOSE XMAS PROGRAMMES
Our Broadcasting Critic Airs His Views.
What Are Yours ?
I
THE B.B.C.'s Christmas bill of fare this
year is, I think, considerably less
exciting in retrospect than it was in
anticipation.
True, there was the usual
attempt to cater for all tastes, but, despite
the richness in variety, there was a noticeable variety in richness. The Story of
Bethlehem (on Christmas Day) was told and
re -told in carol and song ; cinema organs,

with much diapason and more tremulant,
contributed to the festive spirit; football
results had not to yield pride of place to
news (for, apparently, there was no news);
John Coates insisted on singing New Year
songs; Aladdin told` the world again of

his love affair,

and Viscount Snowden
begged for money in a speech which, for
length, I think, constitutes a record in the
appeal series.

" Hall the World Away."

It was a great disappointment to me
that the Empire programme, " Half the
World Away," had to be postponed, for
this appeared to be the only novelty
on the holiday bill. And it seemed a pity
that, with uncertainty existing, no " second
string " was arranged beforehand.
Of the Carol Services, I unhesitatingly
(Continued on page 1060.)
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Go to your radio dealer. Ask him for your free
copy of the Meteor Folder, which describes fully
the most interesting receiver ever designed and
includes full-size plan and wiring diagram with

complete building instructions. The easiest set
to build. No drilling or cutting, no solderinga screwdriver and pliers are the only tools you
need. Quality components throughout.
If any difficulty in obtaining your Free Meteor
Folder, post coupon now to Ready Radio Ltd.,
Eastnor House, Blackheath, S.E.3.

METEOR In KIT

Complete
Setbaseboard,
of quality components,
panel etc
(cut
and drilled),
Jittainx, flex,including
screws, plugs.

75/n.'

or 94. down and 7 monthly payments at 10/6.

STANDARD CABINET KIT

Complete Kit with Standard Cabinet to house set only.

.89/6

or 111- down and 8 monthly payments of 111..

CONSOLETTE CABINET KIT

Complete Kit with
Consolette
Cabinet to house set,
speaker
and batteries,

E5 .0 .0

or 11/- down and 9 monthly payments of 111..

Choice of Recommended Accessories :
Loudspeaker Chassis
It.
8 6
A. Type 40 Re 8 6
producer
.........16
10 6
0r

70 Extra Stations

Mullard .Valves

Do you realise that there are over 70 Short -Wave Stations in all parts of the
World transmitting programmes which cannot be heard on the ordinary type
of receiver ? Think what you are missing by not hearing them. Imagine
the thrill of tuning in America, Africa, Australia and other far distant cowl..
tries on your own set.

Batteries

1-P.21.2 DX
L.F.

The Meteor combines all the attractions of quality performance, sim-

plicity of operation, sensitivity, selectivity and handsome appearance, with
the fascination of World -Wide reception on ALL -WAVELENGTHS.

With a pick-up connected to the sockets provided, your Meteor becomes
an electrical reproducer of gramophone records at a flick of the RadioGram switch.

IFISADY

RADIO

8,-,

Pertrix 120-v. Super

capacity
Of
Pertrix 120-v. Standard
Or

Ready

120-v.

...
Popular Power
Pertrix 9-v. G.B.
or
Ever Ready 9-v. G.B.

Accumulators

Feller 2-v. 20 amp. type
S.W.X.II.5
or
Pertrix 2-v. 20 amp.
typo P.X.C.2

5

6

lb

6

4

0

1

'

Ever

6

Celestion Chassis type

1

1

-

6

1

0

8

3

13

0

or

BcluheassisSrt66 PS.puecni jatl

Gramophone Pick -UP
B.T.U. Minor
or
B.T.H. Senior

...

...

1

7

G

.,.

..

2

5

0

Volume Control
ReadiRad 5 meg.
..
Gramophone Motor

0

Collaro Type B.30 with
matteUnit P !alto%...
and Au tn..-

alle=8,11

Special Features of the Meteor :
18 to I Slow -Motion Drive on both tuning

and reaction; extended anti -capacity reaction
control; adjustable selectivity; Kendall
loose -coupled air -spaced coils ; Radio -Gram

Switching, etc.,etc. Mallard Valves are recommended.

esigned by G. P. Kendall, B.Sc.

Daily demonstrations of this wonder receiver at the

olgx0iir

Ready Radio Showrooms : 159, Borough High Street,
London Bridge, S.E.I (2 mins. from London Bdg. Stn.)

G. P. Kendall, B.Sc., the designer of the

METEOR III, has written a book entitled :

Ten Hows for Modern Radio Constructors."
ft settles every radio problem for you. Send
four lbd. stamps for your copy now.

ALL BRITISH

Name
Address
0/32

BLOCK LETTERS-IN INK-PLEASE
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continue in

cently turned over

first-class

reception of far-

for a spell to Naples.
Florence is v ery

ception may have

and you should

conditions for

away stations. Re-

strongly received,

been

certainly not fail to

as

in

good

go for Thin.

past years in midwinter, but I don't
think that

it.

Milan

is now working on
331.5 metres, or just'

has

a little way below
Some practical distant -programme notes compiled by a special
Brussels No. 2.
than it is just now.
contributor who nightly searches the ether in- order to obtain
Naples 'is sharing
There are no
really up-to-the-minute information for " P.W." readers.
the wave -length of
atmospherics, fading
is seldom ` very marked and the general stations. receivable in broad daylight is Dresden and Sofia, 319 metres with
so that it will be
strength of foreign broadcast transmissions quite amazing. Take a turn round the
at most times to receive him
is excellent. One factor that does make diali on the medium waveband during the impossible
reception this year better than in any that afternoon when next you have the oppor- clear of interference. Another change that
you should note, this time on the long

ever been better

has gone before is the almost entire absence

-at any rate, at an inland receiving
station-of spark signal interference.'
Less " Spark " Interference.

Old hands who look 'back a year or two

may recall how our own G N F and the
French F F B, to mention but two of the

thousand and one spark transmitters using
wave -lengths within the broadcast band,
used night after night to play havoc with
programmes from abroad and sometimes
even with those from home stations.
Daylight reception has been extraordinarily good for some little time now

on both medium and long wavebands.
With a respectable aerial and one good
high -frequency stage the number of foreign

tunity of so doing.
The big Prague station now seems to be

waves, concerns Reykjavik, whose normal

find if you tune your set to 488.6 metres.
I am wondering whether Langenberg has
put up his power somewhat, for unless the
set is particularly selective both he and

1,174 metres, which nieans that he is only
just above Kalundborg, and is receivable
only when the Danish station is silent.

using the whole of his --120 kw., as you will

Prague have quite a marked wipe-out
so much so .that between them they sit
rather heavily upon the North Regional,
;

which is just over two hundred miles from
me. With a selective set there is, of course,
no difficulty in separating the three stations.
A Strong Station.

Notice, by the way, that Florence is now
occupying the 508 -metre wave -length, which

originally belonged to Milan and was re-

IN spite of the fact that conditions are
not yet really good, there is rather

more station news " this week. In a
spirit of mild devilry I am resolutely keeping

to my single-valver, and I find that I
receive on it most of the stations that

NOTES
News and views regarding an exciting
and fascinating waveband.
By W. L. S.

'phone me and draw attention to an

extraordinary " outcrop " of Russian tele,phone services on various wave -lengths.
during the whole of which time he was Although I did not find all that he menR6-3, with quick fading. Finally, twenty tioned, I did succeed in getting some of
minutes from 2300 onwards were sufficient them, and a few more " off my own
to identify W 9 X F, W 3 X L, and W 8 X K, bat."
all between 50 and 46 metres, mostly R5,
with stronger signals from W 3 X L than Many New Russians.
the other two ; and W 2 X A F and
Some of them are quite " DX," such as
was spent listening to W 2 X A D on 19.56,

IV 1 X A Z on 31.48 and 31.36, the former
being R6 and the latter R3.
What crosses my mind is this. If I can
find all those Americans in a few minutes
with a very ordinary one-valver, what are
some of these people up to who use three

or four valves and lament on the absence
of distant stations ?
On the following day, incidentally, ChiHoa was R5-6 at 1400, and the programme
was sufficiently clear to be quite enjoyable.

inches I
ern

i

111

2

3e
3

by

long-distance

enthusiasts

mainly because after repeated trials they
have found it rather hopeless.
But it is certainly worth a visit when
conditions are reasonably good, and I feel
sure you will be rewarded for your trouble.

that W 6 X N, Oakland, California, has

A friend of mine was good enough to

Half an hour, between 1730 and 1800,

explored

missions, and three transmitters are being
used for the telephone service to Europe.
They are P M B, 14.5 metres ; P M C,
16.5 metres ; and P L V, 31.8 metres. All
three are crystal -controlled with 80 kw,
" W. D." also has reliable information

R4, steady.

An Interesting Evening.

and 300

metres are better worth attention just now
than they have been for a long while. This
part of the band is often left largely un-

tinues -his famous Tuesday afternoon trans-

each of only a few minutes, on a recent
Saturday. Between 1415 and 1430 I

ing tangos. at R7-3, with quick fading ;
and F 3 I C D (Chi-Hoa) on 49 metres at

Some Good " Fare."
Wave -lengths between 220

" W. D.," of Alloa, obligeS with some
direct news from Bandoeng. P L E con-

readers report to me.
Here is an example of a typical ".bag "
during a few scattered periods of reception,

found Moscow (50 metres) R7, steady ; an
unknown station on 49.7 metres, broadcast-

wave -length is 1,200 metres-, with Stamboul
as a partner. At present hews working on

Tashkent, who works with - Moscow. He

is on about 38 metres, while between

45

and 50 metres one can hear Bakou working
with Moscow, Leningrad and Samara. In

most cases one can hear both ends of the
conversation, the distant station apparently
being received on a loud speaker in the same

room as the " mike." For all that, my
education was so neglected that my knowledge of Russian is quite inadequate for
such occasions !

se 2 Irms au E3I Q ME

been closed down f6r some time. So don't
wear out your ears any more trying to find
him. J N A, on code, on about 41 metres,
is genuinely -Tokio; in spite of the. terrific
signal he puts over.
M. S.," of Harlow, is a regular glutton
for publicity. He now comes back for
enrolment in the H.A.C. Club, having bagged
V K 2 M E ' (Sydney) for the first time.

Thanks for the list of amateur telephony,
S.,,

Times to Listen.

It appears to be time to mention the

doings of the " hams" once more. Apart
from the consistent arrival of Australian
signals on 20 metres round about mid -day,

there is little. to say about that band ;
" 40," however, is very lively after 2 p.m.

or thereabouts, for the Far East may be
heard during the afternoon and the Antipodes very often throughout the evening.
After midnight quite a number of North
Americans fill the band and, naturally,
European signals are prolific all day.
Twenty -metre conditions are definitely

improving at the moment, and January
might well turn out to be a good month.
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MAZDA DOES
T TRICK!
19 31

For the THIRD YEAR in
succession MAZDA wins

MAZDA
PEN 2 2 0

"THE BLUE RIBAND"
of RADIO

.

.

S

a Mazda valve
for the third time in succession
has won the highest possible commendation - the vote of
"Wireless World" readers for the best valve at Olympia.
The success of the Mazda Pen 220 is due to the unceasing
research and untiring experiment which has always placed
Again

Mazda in the forefront of radio valve development. In
1929 the Mazda AC/5G startled radio engineers and
captured the "Wireless World" vote. In 1930 the Mazda
AC/Pen reigned supreme (as it still does) over other
mains output valves. And now, in simplifying the difficulties of portable receiver design, the Mazda Pen 220
once again justifies and confirms the supremacy of. "the
finest range of valves the world has known."

The amazing

(
1930
MAZDA
AC/PEN

THE

BRITISH

VALVES

1929
MAZDA
AcisG

LOOK FOR "EDDY" IN
YOUR DEALER'S WINDOW

Another Mazda Achievement for
THE
ED I SON SWAN ELECTRIC CO.
Radio Division: 155 Charing Cross Road, London,

LTD.

W.C.2

.
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Esseatially the Selector" coil unit consists of a
tapped single -layer winding of 84 turns in all, wound

OR a- tube former, with a stud switch: to vary the
--amount of
circuitAn steps of four turns at a
time. This is found to give, in practice, quits
sufficiently, close timing for an aerial circuit.
The tubing should be of good insulating material
such as " Pirtoid," with a diameter -of 3 um., lengthy,
-

3i, in. In each end of this a wooden crosspiece

is fitted, one to provide a means of mounting to the
panel* (two screws) and the other to fortn-the ettachment for a -disc of ebonite of about 2 in, dianietee,-

on wbich the studs and arm of the " Selector'
switeh- are -mounted

Details of Switch Spindle.
The switch has 18 studs, and the arm is fixed on
the end of a brass spindle running right. up the
centre of the coil and out through a hole in the
panel. Holes for this spindle are required in the

All Editorial communications should be addressed to the Editor,
POPULAR WIRELESS, Tallis House, Tallis Street, London, E.C.4.

The Editor will be pleased to consider articles and photographs dealing with all subjects appertaining to wireless
The Editor cannot accept responsibility for manuscripts or photos. Every cure will be taken to return
not accepted for publication:7 A stamped and addressed
must be sent with evern article. All
inquiries concerning advertising ,:rates, eta., to be addressed to envelope
the Sole Agents, Messrs. John H. Lile, Ltd.,
4. Ludgate Circus, London, E.C:4.
The constructional articles which appear . front time- to- time in this journal -are the outcome of research
and experimental work carried out with a view to -improving the technique of wireless reception. As much -of
the information given in the ?Mils, of
work
MSS.

-

.

this paper concerns' the most recent developments in the radio world.
the subjects of Letters Patent, and the imateur
the patentees to use the patents before- doing so.

,'
some of the arrangemcntsan
-specialties, described /nay be
and time- trader, world be .well advised to obtain ,permission -of
-

QUESTIONS AND
ANSWERS

commonly -used sense of the term, is an alteration of
the capacity of an oscillatory circuit, which alters its
frequency of resonance.
That., --perhajA looks,

P. C. (Canterbury).-" Being taken with
the look of the Full -Range' ,Two, I, men:

-

altered.

tioned it to a -friend, who hooked up the circuit
roughly, with uncommon good results.

Now all broadcasting is based on the fact that

receiver by altering its capacity, first to make it
correspond with one station's frequency, then -.to

finish the iob properly witliz-gxtenser timing.
At .present he has put in a variable condenser
of ordinary kind, and he left out the long -wave
coil ,altOgether, so I have to stick to medium

another's, and so on.
In effect, your tuned circuit (condenser and coil)
has to exactly -match the transmitting'statiem'atuned
circuit (condenser and coil). And here is a simply
stated reason why the tuning On medinm waves is very
much easier and less critical than tuning on the short

.
wades Only," Could L cover long waves as well,.if I put in
.

waves :

a long -wave coil, as per descriPtion in P.W.'
November 28th ? And what would the connections for a wave -change switch be, while I
use the ordinary. Variable condenser ? ".

Amount of CapacityRequired.
On the medium' waves, two different stations, even
with very similar wave -lengths, will have qUite a large

It is quite O.K. to use a 3 -point wave -change switch

and ordinary variable tuning condenser, for airs set.
You will need the- Hank boil and the long -wave coil,
in addition to the P.J.1, as dese,ribed in the, article.
Mona the wave -change switch on the panel to the
left of -the on -off L.T. switch, and then connect tip as
'

-

-

.

-

-MoVing vanes of the variable 'condenser_ to E'en
long -wave coil, to earth terminal, to one set of fixed
vanes -on the differential, to two filament terminals

_

difference existing..hetween the coil and condenser
values they use. So the receiver which tunes first to
one of them and then to the other will have to have
its capacity changed quite appreciably in order to.
be resonant first with one station and then With the
other. - That means quite a big condenser movement.
But on the short waves, the transmitting stations
must. all use Very small capacities (and very small
coils)... ,And a minute difference in the capacity used
by two such stations is sufficient to separate one's
transmission' from the other's.
Therefore, to " match " first one transmitting
circuit and then the other, in the receiver; only a
tiny change in its tuning capacity is necessary on
these short 'wave-lengths-which, of Course, means
very "Sharp " tuning !

of valve holders, to G:B. +, to H,T.- and le:T.e, and -also to one contact ot- the new wave change switch
A second contact on the switch will go to Y on
P.J.1, and to"2 on the long -wave coil.`
.
It is all a question of exactly " matching " the
The third contact on-the 'switch goes to X on the
P.J.1 coil and to one end of the Hank -coil the _other two wave:lengths-transmitter's and receiver's. And
on the medium wave -lengths, where transmitters use
end of which goes to a tap on the long -Wave coil
,_fairly big differenceS in capacities, it is fairly easy to
quoit, as explained in the article.
thereceiver's capacity right. So tuning is not very
(Be sure to get the right type of wave -change getcritical."
or difficult. switch-the kind that " closes " with all three conBut
on the short waves, where the capacity tacts Mined together, and opens with all three
differences are really very small indeed, it is not so
separated.)
:

,

-

easy to- exactly " match " the receiver with the

WHY IS TUNING SO SHARP ON THE SHORT
WAVES ?

" MAGI° " (Canterbury).-" I know it is a

well -accepted fact that tuning on a'short-wave

set is much more tricky than on the ordinary
wave -lengths. And I -have proved in practice
that there is sornething altogether different
about the tuning of a set when the short-wave
coils are inserted, instead of the medium -wave

coils.

" But I have never seen this explained.._ - Is
there -u simple explanation,..or is the reason for

it something that is too involved to explain
without confusing technicalities ? "
Well, the full explanation would be rather tedious,
except perhaps to the studious, but there is a simple
way of looking at. jtc, witheut going into exact
quantitieS or formulae. But even that simplified
explanation involves the question " What is tuning ?"

11111111111111/1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111W111111110.±

transmitter.

MAKING A "SELECTOR " COIL.
" JOHNNY ''(Ilford).--" To save expense I

should like to snake the `Selector' coil for
myself as I understand it is fairly straightforward, and not above the capabilities of a
constructor like-.mYs.elf who has -Made two or
three sets. Whatis the' best way of going
about it ? "
The winding itself is extremely simple. although a
number of tappings have to be made. The mechanical details require to be carried out with some care
if a satisfactory coil -unit is to be produced and
reliably action of the " S..mleetot "' switch obtained.

Anyone with a fair amount of experience

of

constructional and coil -winding 'work 'need not
hesitate to tackle the job, for it is not really difficult.

Slight differences in the method of assembly will
make no difference to its working, but the winding
must be correctly pronortioned; and correctly wound

=

4

=

IS YOUR SET -GOING E
WELL ?

,

(Altering frequency is altering mare-limgth.)

transmitting stations using different frequencies (or
" wave -lengths," if you like) can be "tuned in on a

"He has bow gone to Malta, and when he
returns `in April of Alay,./ tope to get him to

The tube carries three small terminals, marked
A. Ti. and C, and a convenient position for these is
at the end furthest from the panel. The actual
positions do not matter much, but it is. best to see
that they read A, B, C from right to' left as you
look at the coil from the back of the set in which
it is mounted.
The winding comprises S4 turns of No. 21 -gauge
wire (either -double-cotton- or denble,silk-rovered
will serve) in a single layer. Begin at the end of
the tube nearest the panel and wind on 20 turns.
From this point take a tapping to No. 1 stud on
the switch. This is. the stud on Which the arm
rests, when the knob is turned hilly to the left.
Now put on 4 turns, tap out to No. 2 stit, -4 more
turns, tap to No. 3, and so on, until 81 turns are on.
Take -the finishing end to No. 17 stud?. leaving No.
18 blank for another purpose.

little formidable as a

statement, but it simply means that given a certain
capacity (and a certain- inductance) --you will always
get resonance effect- to currents occurring a certain
number of dunes (frequency) per second.
When the capacity_is -altered, this frequency is

THE " FULL -RANGE " TWO.

follows :

That in itself is a big question. But, u -e may
answer it briefly by saying that tuning, in the

wooden crosspieces. of course, and a knob is placed_
on the end to enable the switch to be rotated. Some
simple kind of pointer, is desirable on the knob, to
indicate roughly where the 5uvitch arid is -at any
given moment.

-

Perhaps the switching doesn't work properly ?
Or some mysterious noise has
appeared and is spoiling your radio reception ?
= -Or one of the batteries seems to run down
= much faster than formerly ?
Whatever your radio problem may- -be,
= remember that the Tecluncal Query Depart
= -anent -is thoroughly equipped to assist our
readers, and offers an unrivalled service.

Full details, including scale of charges, can

= be obtained direct from the Technical Query
= Dept., POPULAR WIRELESS, The Fleetway
= House, Farringdon Street, London, E.C.4.
, A; postcard will do. On receipt of this an
= Application Form - will be sent to you post
free immediately.
This application will
E place you under no obligation 'whatever,
having the form, you will know exactly
EE but,
what information we require to have before
us in order to solve your problems,

EL'

LONDON

READERS,

PLEASE

-

NOTE:

E Iuquiries should NOT be made by 'phone or
= in person at Fleetway House, or Tallis House.

Fill11111111111111111111111111l1111111l111111111111111111111111111111111111111ri

Now the internal connections of the unit-. Terminal A is to be wired to the arm of the switch, and
C to the start of the winding. The 18th stud, blank
until now; is to be wired to terminal B.
That really completes the job, but there remain
one or two details to be discussed. The .appearance
of the unit, for example, would be improved by a
covering of Empire cloth over the winding. It is
easily stuck in place with a few little dabs of ,molten
Chatterton's compound.
By the by, it may be a help to you in placing the
winding' on the tube to know the actual length
which it occupies. Well, with No. 24 double -silk covered wire, wound reasonably carefully, the 84
turns should cover approximately two inches of the
tube.

If you bear this in mind when starting the coil
you will be able to get your winding nicely in the
middle of the fotmer. It doesn't matter electrically,
of course, but it looks neater this way.
As you will have realised by now, the length of 31 in. given for the tube is somewhat longer than
you need, but we chose this size fOr: tug reasons.
In the first place it is a standard size in the "Pirtoid "
range of tubes, and secondly it just Shows room for
double -cotton -covered wire to baused, if desired.
The length of the winding in this case would be
approximately 2l in. Of course, the winding length
Will vary a little according to the -neatness With which

you make the tappings and :the closeness- of the
turns to each other, which in turn depends on your
skill in winding.
The tappings, by the way, are quite easily made in
the following fashion : As you reach each point,
push a hole in the tube with a -sharp-pointed scriber
or other tool which will not injure the 'adjaeemit turn
of the winding, and take a loop of the wire"Arough
and so to the appropriate stud of the4'Selector" switch.

(Continued on page 1058.)
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wgA. ag>
COMPOIVENT57..

FOR THE

P.W. ECKERSLEY THREE
JACK

TYPE ME 22
Price 1 /6d.

PIE 22

THREE POINT
ON -OFF SWITCH
Price

1 /6d.

L.T.
ON -OFF SWITCH
Price 11-

ECKERSLEY TUNER
FULLY APPROVED

H.F. CHOKE

Price 15/6

(H F S TYPE
replacing H FO)

(Pat. App. No. 29404-22/10/31)

Price

6/6d.

SINGLE POLE
CHANGE -OVER
SWITCH
Price

1 /9d.

WRIGHTLIMITED,
& WEAIRE
740, HIGH ROAD,
TOTTENHAM, N.17.
Phone : TOTTENHAM 38471819.
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RADIOTORIAL
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

H.T.'d, it will handle all the power you can give it,
we expect.

WHICH STATION WAS THAT ?

(Continued frown page 1053.)

the French station immediately above the

.

Midland Regional ? I happened to leave the

INSERTING A PENTODE IN PLACE OF. A

set on after closing time, and heard this

POWER VALVE.
.A. B. T. (Shorncliffe).-r.'.' The goad old P.240

station giving a list of what appeared to be

has given up . the_ ghost, and I have been
thinking'about putting in a pentode in its

addresses, including two English ones. And
one of these was very plainly given as We6t-

I suppose the only difference required
would be to put in an extra H.T.+ lead for
the extra, terminal on the pentode (apart,.

no French station listed above Midland
Regional, there is one called Radio -Suisse
Romande" in Switzerland. I believe the

bourne_ Park.'

plaCe to give greater -power.

" From the list, I see that although thereNis

that is, from altering G.B.- and H.T.' as recommended on valve -slip) 7 Are thereany other
points to watch in a change -over like this ? "

Swiss stations speak in French, and should be
glad if you can confirm this, as it will be my
first foreign programme.
`.` Also what is the distance (roughly) from_

Yes. We are not. at all -sure that you arc going
to enjoy using a pentode instead of a power valve,
as to get the benefit of the pentode.% must -be used

in a suitable circuit.
'

MISSING LINKS, No. 25
A POPULAR TWO -VALVES.

0.
md.O.vn

NeAr7 CO -0O..

~6,

EN..1E4'
6

Birmingham, and is this a record for two
Valves ? ".

,

" P:14/2/ PANEL,. No. 53.

'

not the record t
Radio Suisse Romande is only about 560 miles
away, but we feel sure it was Katowice you heard
-the announcement of the name sounds like." Riattoveccha."

Mains Valves.

The " mains " type of valve was evolved to obviate the necessity for employing accumulators.
a
=
Instead of nsing,a filament, heated -by this means, the mains valve has '" cathode " placed in very f..

7-1-

-7=--

*

-

" LATE BIRD " .(Erdington).-" Which is

As you heard " Westbourne Park " mentioned
and as this station invites its foreign listeners; to
write-replies being sent over the ether-we have no
doubt that you heard Katowice.
The distance covered was approximately 830
miles-not at all bad for two valves,, but certainly

=
=E close'proximity to. a," beater."
*
*
The heater, being instdated from the cathode, can be kept warm by IINSMOOTHED current taken E
= from the mains, and yet maintain a STEADY omission of electrons from the cathode.

Here is the full diagram of the Detector and
L.F. circuit, given last week. The missing " component " has been inserted, and it will be seen
that this was a differential reaction condenser.
DID YOU, GET THE CONNECTIONS RIGHT I'

*

In addition to their convenience and low cost, such valved have proved to possess extraordinarily
= good working characteristics.
The super -power valve generally follows an B.F.
stage which develops considerable magnification.
And you must. remember that a pentode cannot
handle -considerable magnification on its grid.
The whole beauty of this class of valve is its ability

to give It big power output from a comparatively

small input. And so generally it comes next to the
detector.
If you propose to use it after a stage of L.F. you
may find it is hopelessly -overloaded, so we recommend
you to use another super -power valve.
Tim necessity for keeping input low 'does not arise

with this class of valve, and properly biased and

E7

The station immediately above the Midland
Regional is, as you say, the new Swiss Regional (at
Sottens), which is listed under the name " Radio
Suisse Romande." But it generally closes early, and
we do not think it was this station you picked up.
Next in ascending order of wavelength conies the

THE CLIMAX H.T. UNIT.

Climax Radio Electric, Limited; point
out that on page 1016 of last week's " P. W."

Katowice Station, in Poland. And late on FridaY

the report on their H.T. unit under the

nights this station giVes a " Radio Circle " programme
for its foreign listeners.

heading " Tested and Found," quotes the

The wavelength is 40S metres-quite close to
Midland Regional's-and the announcements are in
French, usually by a man (with a deep. pleasant
voice), but sometimes by a woman.

A good receiver deserves
a good Choke-fit IGRANIC

price as 52s. 6d. This is incorrect.
'
Actually, the price is 59s. 6d., and output
is 20 m.a. at 120-150 volts.

Anchester
pea

IGRANIC

MIDGET.

L.F. CHOKE
An exceptionally small

choke, has a constant
inductance of 20 henries

up to 20 milliamps.

PRICE

.

IGRANIC
-

r
;

,

We sell direct to the public and are able to
offer our Speakers, value for value, 40%
below competitors' prices.

BEAUTIFULLY ILLUSTRATED

CATALOG E

4/-

If you are unable to obtain Igranic
Components locally, send to -Dept.
R.183, we will send -C.O.D.

High Sensitivity
Full Musical Response
Speech Perfect
-

his personal supervision.

Definitely excludes H.F.
currents.
Effective up
to 3000 metres.

-

8/6

COBALT STEEL PERMANENT MAGNET

Designed by F. W. Lanchester (originator
of the Lanchester Car) and produced under

H.F. CHOKE
PRICE

-

rs

i

Free & Post Free
WRITE FOR.- IT

WE SELL DIRECT TO PUBLIC ONLY
p.

IGRANIC ELECTRIC CO., LTD.
149, Queen Victoria, Street, LONDON.

CHASSIS PRICES

"Special Senior" 53-3-0
"Senior"
52-18-0
"Monitor"
12-8-0
"Junior"
21-10-0
milqfooncr extra, see catalogue.

14

- LANCHESTEICS
k LABORATORIES
TY SE LEY
(440'0) BIRMINGHAM
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"GOLTONE"

ECKERSLEY TUNER
other
C 0 I L and

"GOLTONE"
Components are
specifiedandapproved

by the Designer for
use with the "PAY."
Eckerslev Three.

The outstanding
performance and

They always do.

1Le Or 0 14
ECKERSLEY

excellency in finish of

"GOLTONE" COMPONENTS leads to
their specification in
ALL
"POPULAR

SUPER DUAL RANGE TUNER COIL
A High Grade and exceptionally
ET, t26

efficient Unit.

WIRELESS" and

MODERN WIRELESS" Circuits.

root all firr44.1am Rodin

vdsLihdr
.

rn K

N.C.C.to
I

dirrei.

IJ any dilleatta,

1,41rtre illondrolod

Rash. Catalog".

516

l.on,

boo. ,tioof,
o;

on

WARD & GOLDSTONE, LTD.
PENDLE TON

MANCHESTER

YOU SAVE 50°/i,
By

RADIOGRAM CABINET

SPECIFIED BY

DIRECT FROM OUR FACTORY
A most attractive Cabinet 3' 3- high, 2C' yi,lc.
r t,r -mailer.
18" deep, to take a panel it"
Opening de. top and back.
READY TO ASSEMBLE, In Oak £1 17 6
£2 15 0
ASSEMBLED -

RADIO'S
GREATEST
DESIGNER

-

ASSEMBLED AND POLISHED £3 10 0
5!- extra on Jaye prices for Mahogany.
Securely pecked and carriage paid.
I .:(1. in .,amps for Oldr 1932 fully illustrated
,,,t,,ievw, .,f radio and home furniture,

THE SOVEREIGN H.F.CHOKE
in the Eckersley
Three you will find a Sovereign

Specified

H.F. Choke, and where tuning
is

such an important item

alone will do.
`Wherever you can use
Sovereign for constancy, reliaSovereign

bility and utmost efficiency.
They

are

the

WOODCRAFTS CO. (.. M-)

15, Cygnet St., Bethnal Green Rd., London, E.1
Telephone : Bishopsgaic 9094
Branches all seer London

l'11011111111,,,
CABINET Pro. at

ALL BRITISH.

SOVEREIGN SUPER H.F. CHOKE
specially wound on solid bakelite, protected from dust and damp.
Terminals al Base. Price (each)

31 6

AND NOW THE
SOVEREIGN ECKERSLEY
TUNER IS AVAILABLE

USE NO OTHER

15/6
COMPLETE

components

chosen by experts.

purchasing this Handsome

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIII

500 BIOGRAPHIES
and 200 PHOTOGRAPHS

of Famous Film Stars

Sixty illustrated Casts of this p.ar's Best PICTURES
and fourteen Full Page Portrait Plates in Photogravure
are included in the new edition of PICTURE SHOW
WHO'S WHO ON THE SCREEN. Never was there
a finer sixpennyworth for the film fan ! Every page
is packed with interesting facts.
Don't miss it
I

SEND FOR CATALOGUE OF
FULL RANGE.
SOVEREIGN PRODUCTS LTD. 52/54, ROSERERY AVENUE, LONDON, E.C.1.

PICTURE SHOW

WHO'S WHO
6d.
Now on Sale

-

sc&TEHEEN
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DON'T WAIT
SECURE YOUR RADIO NOW ON
EASIEST OF

EASY TERMS
ECKERSLEY.
3
Described this week
KIT " A '

Balance in 11 monthly payments of

7/6 CASH PRICE £4 2 : O.
WITH
Valves £1
6 extra. Cabinet as ORDER
specified 1616 extra.

MANUFACTURERS' KITS
TELSEN 3

5/6.

Less Valves and Cabinet. Balance
monthly payments of 5/6
CASH PRICE £1=: 19 : 6.
in 8

WITH
ORDER

V.3 RADIO FOR THE MIL- 1O/.
LIONWith Valves less Cabinet.talance
ORDER

COSSO.R EMPIRE
MELODY MAKER MODEL
234 With Valves and Cabinet.

WITH
ORDER

FORMO TRIPLE -WAVE 3 511 1
With triple:Wave switch operated coil
and valves.

Balance in 11 monthly

WITH

payments- of 5/11.

ORDER

READYRAD. METEOR 3
Less Valves and Cabinet.

Balance in 611 1
11 monthly payments of 6/11. CASH WITH
PRICE £3 : 15 : O.
ORDER

---SPECIAL C.O.D. LINE-----_----

TUNER
As specifiet by " Popular Wireless!!

CG ECKERSLEY

" Modern Wireless."

I

Deliveries from stock of
models by leading manefacturers.

and

CASH
ONLY

1-56

W.B. PERMANENT MAGNET

MOVING -COIL SPEAKER P.M.3. AWith0

Complete with 3 -ratio input
Cash Price, 22/1216.
payments of 4/10.

Transformer.
Balance in 11 monthly order

ATLAS A.C. ELIMINATOR TYPE A.C.244. With
Three tappings, S.G., detector,, andpower. Out-

put 120 volts at 20 ni/A. Cash Price, 22/19/6. ,/
Balance in 11 monthly payments of 5/6.
order
BLUE SPOT SPEAKER UNIT AND CHASSIS, With
TYPE 100U.
Cash or C.O.D.

21/19/13.

5/5

Balance in 7 monthly payments of 6/5.
order
MAGNAVOX PERMANENT MAGNET MOV- With
ING-COIL SPEAKER. With 3 -ratio input 5/4
transformer. .Cash Price 22/17/6.
Balance in 11 monthly payments of 6/4.
order
ORMOND PERMANENT MAGNET MOVING-- With

ce, 23/5/

COIL CHASSIS464)/, With input

account, but theneeds of the microphone are
so very different froth those of the orclinary
stage. Whereas it was always possible for a

(Continued from ,page 1052.)

award the Palm to King's, Cambridge. Its
unique festival of nine 'lessons and carols
was as beautiful in conception as it was in
execution.
Beautiful carols, beautifully
Sung, nine lessons beautifully read is my
hunible verdict.

I say franIrly that John Coates' song

Recital nearly spoilt my Christmas evening.
It was far top long, and most of his songs,
despite their words, were unsuitable. The
Dirge is all right in its ptoper place, but at a

party it is very inappropriate. He started
well, however, and I liked his explanatory
notes interpolated between his songs.
What Nonsense " would have been a
more suitable title for, the deputy number.
We were told it -was the hasty -production of

an all-night sitting. It contained nothing
new, and apart from " the rescuer with a
bit in his mouth," I could not raise a smile.
The " bit of all right ". was, however, " the
only 'bit Of all right " of the whole thing,
but quite insufficient to redeem it.

WITH

in 11 ,monthly payments of 10/0.
CASH PRICE £5 : 17 : s.

Balance in II monthly payments of 12/8
CASH PRICE £6 : 15-: O.

THOSE XMAS PROGRAMMES

Where Was "Stainless?"
However, I found that " Watt Nonsense "
was not entirely devoid of merit. Stanley
Holloway's impersonation of Henry Ainley

was clever-I wish there had been more of
it. But the patter !, Our radio stars must
remember that they cannot go on putting
the same stuff over every time they appear
before the microphone. Claude Hulbert
was the worst offender in this respect. If
he had asked "Is this the Gents' Underwear
Department ? " I would have screamed !
Yet he got very near it ! Alexander and
Mose, too, should be thinking of scrapping

comedian to produce the same stuff night
after night (though I often wondered how
he could do it)-only because he played to a
different audience-the radio comedian is
faced with a different proposltion. He plays
to the world at once, and moving to Cardiff,
fors instance, does not necessarily provide
him with a fresh audience eager to hear him.
This is a really serious problem, and until
the hum of machinery at the joke factory
convinces listeners that .our radio stars are
endeavouring to face the problem, the popularity of these stars will inevitably wane.

The KELSEY 7 -METRE ADAPTOR
(Continued from. page. 1036.)

piece of wire until it fits exactly aver the

appropriate drawing.

-The H.F. choke, which consists of

turns spaced out so that they almost

fill the full length of the former. When it
is finished, fix it in the appropriate position
to the front ,upright support by passing it
under th4 elastic bands which serve- also to
hold the valve in position.
The Wiring,

Providing you follow the wiring diagram
very closely, you are not likely to find any
" snags " when Wiring up, but take care to
follow the original in every detail !
The wiring-is done with the No. 16-gauge
tinned copper wire and, to enable you to
make -an absolute "Chinese copy" of the
original, the actual length of every wire ds
clearly shown in the wiring diagram.
-

some of their jokes.
Where was Stainless Stephen on Boxing
Day ? I always understood December 26th
was St. Stephen's Day.
I was struck with the way " Aladdin."

The connections from the unit to the

Adaptor plug are clearly shown in the wiring.
diagram. The actual plug is very easily

made, from the hase of a defunct valve, but

it can; as a matter of fact, be . Obtained

adapted itself to the requirements of the
microphone. The whole production went

commercially by asking for a gramophoua
pick-up adaptor plug. Whichever course
you adopt, the grid pin will not be required.

with a swing and technical difficulties

seemed non-existent. Little or nothing was
left to the imagination. Aladdin possesses
an excellent voice in spite of a tendency to
wobble off the note. But any show with
Leonard Henry in it must go !
It must be difficult for our radio artistes
to be constantly finding new material,
and our sympathies are with them on that

A Few Hints,.

In the next issue of " P.W.," a few hints
will be given with regard to the operation

of this new Adaptor, but meanwhile, in

order to enable you to make a preliminary
test, I want to conclude with just a few words

with regard to the valve for the Adaptor.'

SUPPORTS FOR THE 7 -METRE SET
Bncx 1//xv6ver .52/1.0or
R

-,---2,"

trans- g 1
former. Cash
10.
Balance in 11 monthly payments of 5/11.
order

n8

-<------P4-

have had occasion to
wave -length.

Everything depends

-4--gr*

torily, and although. you

may have one among

your present stock that

Newantes Sale'sG
2716.

on 7 metres. In the

course of -test work, I

upon using a valve that
will oscillate Satisfac=

Send 3d. Postage for 116 -page Catalogue.

Telephone t CENTRAL

have found that the

Marconi 11.2 valve is
FRONT acwravriaopaer very -suitable for work

9

of 4/9.
,
AMPLION M.C.6 MOVING -COIL SPEAKER, With
permanent magnet, with output transformer. 6/2
Complete. Cash Price, 13/7/6.
Balance in 11 monthly payments of 6/2.
order

56, LUDGATE HILL, LONDON, E,C.4

In my tests with

the original' model, I

use the Osram 11.2 and
this valve also oscillates
very easily -on this low

REGENTONE H.T. ELIMINATOR for D.C.
Mains, Type D.C.1. Adjustable S.G. Tapping With
la
Detector and Power. 25 am/A. Cash Price A
-v/.r
£1/1510.
order
Balance in 7 monthly payments

(Est -Wished 1924).

68

turns of No. 30--D.S.C. wire, wound on the
diameter former, should have the

will answer the purpose,
if you do have any diffi-

culty with oscillation,
you would be well ad-

42380
Details of the dimensions of the wooden uprights.

vised tofolloW the.origi-

nal even in this respect.

-
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Specified for the'P W
ECKERSLEY

THREE
QUAD -ASIATIC;
CHOKE
Specially designed
for circuits such
as the " Eckersley
Three" the "Quad-astatic " is suitable
for all circuits in
which H.F. chokes
are employed and,
i n , particular

Maintains high impedance and negli-

use as

eed

I

gible loss of H.F.

for

a parallel

choke.

Voltage. Entirely
free from resonant

losses and blind

spots and the

PERMANENT

MAGNET
MOVING COI L

'SPEAKER

method of astatic

47S
including

winding renders it
free from H.F. interference with adjacent components.
List No. FY2.

3'6

Ask for Quad-Astatic
Leaest.

The Celestion P.P.M. Speaker
designed to provide
very high sensitivity with
correct tone balance when
operated on relatively small
inputs, such as is obtained

._

Reds, 1.., r2,ne. is std., Croydon. E4giand.
Thornton Heath

For Crossword Enthusiasts

from the majority of sets in
common use.

Fitty Puzzles are reproduced in the
Daily Telegraph Second Crossword
Puzzle Book. Neither too hard nor
too easy, they possess that leaven. ing of wit and humour that has
brought a world-wide reputation to
the Daily Telegraph Crossword.

At all Newsagents -

-

2:6

or they can be sent to any address

for alio each (post paid), by the
Publisher of the

Daily
Ceitarapb

(Price

216

FLEET ST., LONDON, E.C.4

outstanding merit in that
these qualities are combined
with those of robust construction and low price.
Hear this amazing achieveof

ment demonstrated to be
convinced of its exceptional

value.

particulars.

produces a very high flux density.
chassis.

controls. 3' 6" high. 1(
104" wide. 1' 8.4" deep.
The baffle behind the
speaker. 20^ X 17". There

is storage for 100 records
and a door on either side

of cabinet as illustrates.

offering easy access to
controls.
Also door at
back.

Ready

Agricultural Hall).

Telephone :

(Pentode

Speaker at 38/`6, or 8/- down
and 4 monthly payments of 9/

to

Clerkenwell 5634.

Housed in a strong metal

Dual impedance output transformer included.

Polish. Oak, £4. 0. 0.

CHAS. A. OSBORN, Dept. P.W.The Regent
Works, Arlington St.. London,
N.1. Telephones: Clerkenwell 5095. And at 21, Essex Rd.. Islington, N.1. (1 min. from the

OF 8/ -

Also ask to hear theJ.1 2 Cabinet

for the
OSRAM " FOUR "
(NEW MUSIC MAGNET)
and any
set which has side controls
THE OSBORN " MAGNET "
Assembled and Polished
Oak. 45.0.0. Assembled
Ready to Polish, Mahogany. 45.0.0. Assembled
and Polished. Mahogany.
£6. 0. 0. Assembled
Ready to Polish. Walnut
46.0.0. Assembled and
Polished.'
£7. 0. 0. All wnluut,
Models
Carriage Paid. Send 3d.
in stamps for 56 -page
illustrated catalogue.

PAYMENTS

supplied only if specified.)

SPECIALLY CONSTRUCTED

Assembled

for fuller

MONTHLY

withoutundue distress. The new patented cobalt content steel magnet

RADIO - GRAM CABINET

Specially constructed
Radio Gramophone Cabinet for the Osram Four
(New Music Magnet) and
any set which has side

Write

AND SIX

The P. P. M. Speaker incorporates an impregnated diaphragm,
and a patented twin suspension permitting large cone movements

3E3 CO I Et. 1V1

Cio

It is a speaker

CEL EST ION

LTD.,

LONDON ROAD,

cELESTION
cCibeTery Sou/ of 9Cusic
'

Lou D -SPEAKERS

KINGSTON - ON TH AM ES.

Lonthm showrooms:

sod, Victoria Street,
London, S.W.,.
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REVOLUTIONARY

You will -see at once the advantacte of having
4
4

4

TERMINALS

TECHNICAL
NOTES

the frame adjustable by steps so -that you
can get it nearly right all you want then
is a very small adjusting screw.
-

.

Some diverse and informative jot- ,
tings about interesting aspects of
radio reception.
tBy Dr. -J. H. T. ROBERTS, F. lust, P.

PEOPLE who use pentode valves are
often disappointed with the results

for the simple reason that they feed
too large an input into the valve, an input
which, multiplied by the magnification of
the valve,. gives an- output which it is
utterly beyond the power of the valve to
deliver.

In other words, the advantage of the

the very latest in
It's the new and
improved type T 2LC. Retaining
all specifications of the old T 2LC
is

terminals!

terminals with many new improvements. 40 Types of name

plates all interchangeable but the
screw head cannot be removed,
therefore cannot be lost.
price
Write for List A.r7.

J. J. EASTIOK & SONS,
Eelex HouSe, 118, Bunhill Row, London, E.C.1
'Phone: Metropolitan 0344/16.

pentode is not so much in the greatness of
the output-after all, the maximum output
from an ordinary pentode is usually not so

WAVEMASTER
Variable Condensers and ExtenSers
for all the latest circuits

WEBB
CONDENSER
CO., E.C.1.
LTD
42,
Hatton
Garden. London,

[nisi
neeiss'Gu
ide
Containing
widest

the
choice of
engineering courses in the world.
Qualify for a well -paid post in Engineering by studying at home with
The T.LG.B. Become an A.M. I.C.E.,
A. M. 1. Mech. E.,
k M. I. E. E.,
A.F.R.Ae.S., etc. Training until Successful is Guaranteed for the one fee.

WRITE NOW (or " The Engineers

Guide to Success," stating the branch,
post, or qualification that
interests you, to
THE TECHNOLOGICAL

/

INSTITUTE. OF GT.BRIT.

26, Temple Bar

House,

London, E.C.4.

rounded1917.18,000Successes

/

nee!
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To SUCCESS --`4G""
PLEASE be sure to mention `` Popular Wireless"
when communicating with Advertisers. Thanks!
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EXACT TUNERS
/250 to 2,000 metres.
Thousands of theee,tuners are In use, and
we can- strongly- retxunmend them: No further
cola are renutrod. Send P.O. for par Honiara and circuits-PEES.

1 THE EXACT MANUFACTURING CO.,
- Croft Works, Priory Street, Coventry.

screw, you will, I think, see the point

which I am trying to make clear. Regard
the capacity as merely a Means to an end ;
circuit is the inductance, and it is upon this
that you ultimately depend for the'recei vett

energy.

Acceptor and Rejector.

In this connection, perhaps I

might

mention acceptor and rejector circuits,

which are sometimes a little confusing to
beginners. The acceptor circuit consists

essentially of a coil and a condensein
series with one another and its eharacteristic property is that it - reSponds- to

incoming waves the frequency Of which is

great as that from a super -power three electrode valve operating under proper

the same as the natural oscillation fre-

at a single stage you can amplify from a
relatively small input up to all the output

consists essentially of a coil and condenSer

conditions ;

it is rather in the fact that

which you -require for ordinary purposes.
The pentode valvb is particularly useful in
connection with moving -coil loudspeakers;
it tends, however, to-eMphasise-high notes
and to reduce bass' notes. The impedance

of the pentode valve is very much -higher
than that of the ordinary power or superpower valve, and may have an impedance

value running up to as much as 50,000
ohms.

pays you to ask your Retailer for
genuine guaranteed

of the saw and the capacity of the variable
condenser as corresponding to the adjusting

the really important part of the aerial

. Watch the Input.

Here

If you think of the 'inductance of the
aerial coil as corresponding to the frame

A mistake which is commonly -made,
especially by beginners, is to rely for tuning

too much on capacity and too little upon
So far as timing is concerned,

it is true that the adjustment of the circuit
depends jointly upon the inductance and
the capacity, or upon the product of the

two, so that if you keep either of these
quantities constant you can obtain any

desired tuning adjustment by means of the
other.

But we are not concerned only with

getting the circuit in tune with the incoming

What we want is to get it
in tune and also to receive the greatest
wave -length.

possible amount of energy.

A rejector circuit, on the other haird,

in parallel with one another, this circuit
being, of -course, included between _aerial
and earth. The characteristic property of

the rejector circuit is that it resists the
currents induced' by waves the frequency

of which is the same as the natural -frequency

of the rejector circuit.
I should mention, by the way, that_tbe
-

parallel circuit has a very different influence

if it is not connected between aerial and
earth.. For instance, in, some cases .an
oscillatory circuit consisting of a coil and
condenser in parallel is used in combination

Tuning AdjustMents.

inductance.

quency of the acceptor circuit itself.

In other words,

it is not merely the tuning but also the

with an acceptor circuit of the kind, just
mentioned, the two forming respectively the
secondary and primary of a loose -coupled
tuning arrangement.
Tapped Coils.

In order to adjust the value of the inductance' in the aerial coil to a suitable Value,
whilst keeping the tuning condenser to:a
very low value, a common arrangement .is

to use a tapped coil, but remember that

the free end of the coil beyond the tapping

-the sort of cul-de-sac-which is, often
referred to as the " dead end," does not
contribute to the desired results and, in
fact, acts in an adverse way upon the
incoming energy.

The losses due to this

" odd" part of the coil are sometimes

question of efficiency with which we have
to deal.

referred to as " dead-end losses."

Spare -the Capacity.Now from this point of view it is desirable

Loose Coupling.

to keep the inductance as large as possible.
and the capacity as small as possible.
Therefore, you should use a tuning coil
which is as near as possible to the desired

wave -length and only use a very small

capacity for making the final adjustments
of this.
Perhaps a simple mechanical illustration
will help to make this clear. You know

that there is a certain kind of metal saw
or hacksaw in which the frame of the saw
is adjustable by definite steps, so that it

can be adapted for taking different lengths
of blade, the final adjustments being made

by Means of a small butterfly nut for
tightening up the blade.
Now an alternative to this would be to
have a fixed frame and a very long screw,

.

.

With a loose -coupled 'arrangement as
mentioned above, if the secondary circuit
is tuned to the same wave -length as the
aerial circuit you get the maximum tranSference of energy into the receiver.
Any wave -lengths other than the desired
one will not be received by the aecept6r
aerial circuit-or rather they will be received
at a less strength than the desired waV+length-and this selective process will lie
carried a stage further in the .transfererie
of the energy froni.' the acceptor -aen#1
circuit to- the secondary Ioose-coupleid
,detector circuit.
;iIt follows that the looser the coupling
between the primary and secondary 004,
the lose will' be the' likelihood --of interference from- unwanted wave -lengths. On
(Continued on next page.)
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The-only

4

Ebonite

guaranteed never to
spoil your set by
discolouring.
Black, Mahogany or Walnut finishes with an amazing mirror polish. Easy to

cut and drill and costing

al

O

only 4/6 for 7"x 18" panel.
Ask your dealer or write to us for list.
Any panel size cut. Cash or C.O.D.

the other hand, loosening the coupling too
much naturally reduces the strength of the
desired wave -length, and so it becomes a
matter depending upon the skill and mani-

pulation of the operator to get the best
results from the intended station and the
minimum of interference from others.
Capacity to Earth.

Now that aluminium chassis are being
so largely used in high-class receivers, there

are a number of special points which arise
which should receive your careful attention.
For 'one thing, you want to remember that
PONDERS END, MIDDLESEX. you have a large and extended conductor
41r1
(generally connected to earth), so that
in
there
is plenty of scope for capacity effects.
41le g
Some conductors are bound to be in fairly
by return.
BRITISH HARD RUBBER CO., LTD.,

*as

close proximity to the chassis, and condenser
effects will be set up which, of course, will
be much more noticeable in. the case of eonductors carrying high -frequency currents.

Another very important part

WET H.T. BATTERIES

circuit to remember is the grid leak in order

Solve all H.T. Troubles.

SELF -CHARGING,

SILENT,

ECONOMICAL
sq. 1(3 doz.

JARS (waxed), 21- X
ZINGS, new type 10,1. doz. Sacs 1/2 doz.

Sample doz. (18 volts), complete with
bands and electrolyte, 4/1, post 9d.
Sample unit, 6d. Illus. booklet free.

Bargain list free.

AMPLIFIERS. 30/-. 3 -valve set, £5.

P. TAYLOR, 57, Studley Road,
STOOKWELL,

LONDON

REPAIRSsingleratio L

IN 48 HOURS

GUARANTEE.

Post Free 3/9

993R,GARRATT LANE, LONDON, S ma? Terms to Trade
!Er

A Fortune for .You
C5A Week

for Life
or £2,000 CASH
MUST BE WON
In

a Simple Picture
Puzzle Competition

You will find all sets to date and full
instructions for entering this tompetition in ANSWERS (out on Saturday).
There is no entrance fee-and the big
" First " must be won in a few weeks.
This issue also contains a sensational
article revealing a National scandal

THE CURSE OF
RED BIDDY

and a further dramatic instalment of
the life story of Ex -Superintendent
A. F. Neil, late of the " Big -Four,"

Scotland Yard-the greatest crime
revelations of the year.

ANSWERS
Britain's National Weekly.
On Sale January 9th.

2d.

PLEASE be sure to mention " Popular Wireless "
when communicating with Advertisers. Thanks!
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no screws
9
THE disadvantage of using screws
in a loudspeaker unit is that the
human element enters into the construction and there is the possibility
that the screws may not be tight or
may work locise, causing rattle and
loss

power.

of

The Puretone is

pressed together in a press capable
20 ton blow. The
of delivering
armature; the magnets and the_ pole

pieces carrying the winding are. firmly
held in the casting with the terminals,

mounted on paxolin, projecting at
one.

side.

ThiS

perfect

ensures

reproduction without distOrtion, or
chatter..

and that's

TECHNICAL

how we ger

TWISTERS

PURETONE

No. 95.

.TrpaenatoLmersphones,ua

cept Blue Spot). ONE YEAR'S

TRANSFORMER REPAIR CO

of the

y

THE TRANSFORMER.

CAN You FILL IN THE MISSING LETTERS?

A Transformer consists of two coils
insulated from each other, and placed
field
= so that any changing

in one sets up a

= due to

across the other winding.

and

One coil is called the

,pv)

rat Lod Pale o, .1 oR.

the other the
If the

has

.

.

.

.

"SPEAKS FOR ITSELF "

turns

the trans. . .
. . .
= than the
former is of the " step-down " type
= (such as is commonly used for the
.

E heaters of A.C. valves).

In a " step-up " transformer the
has . . . . turns than
the

Last week's missing words (in order)
= were : Overloading, Before, After, Potentiometer, Resistance, Voltage.

WE GUARANTEE PURETONE FOR
ONE YEAR

BRITISH MADE
VERY ROBUST

make sure that -you have found the best
possible layout.
A' metal chassis can be extremely useful,

but unless you take proper care, having
regard to these capacity effects, you may

7 '6

THE PURECONE
The most perfect results are obtained it the
unit is used in conjunction with the Purecone,

but this is not essential for first-class nib
reproduction.

Price

WALTER SWITCHES

7d1111111i11111111111111111111111111111111111)111111111inimiumill111E:

to minimise any unwanted effects here the
grid lead should be kept as short as possible.
Every high -frequency component, such
as fixed condensers, chokes, etc., should be
placed with due regard to possible interaction effects, and it is a good plan not to
fix these permanently until you have had
an opportunity of testing the set, so as to

PRICE

The new Walter Push -Pull switch. Firm, clean

contact-constructed from the finest quality
Phosphor -Bronze, and British through Pr ice
out.
These products have only

8d.

been on the market for a

short time and we have not
got complete retail coverage
just yet.
N.B. Orde s dealt with
promptly.
If you have any difficulty in
obtaining Walter products,
write direct to us giving the

name of your local dealer
and we will execute your
order by return of post.

find that it is not -an unmixed blessing.

Trade Enquiries Incited

Metal -covered Baseboards.

J. & H. WALTER, LTD.

By the way, talking about metal sheets, I
was examining a set just recently in which
the baseboard was covered with metal, and
I was not surprised to find that there were
two accidental contacts between components
and the 'metal on the basehoard
(Continual on next page.)
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DEMAND BRITISH COMPONENTS

31a, FARM LANE, FULHAM, S.W.6.
Telephone: Fulham 5645.

4".
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EASY PAYMENTS-

411 4.-4. 4. 1. 4-4. 4- 41. 4.4.1.

"There's no place. lilte HOLMES."
The first grin to Supply Wireless

nuts:, on easyPayments.

Seven years advertiser in
Popular
Thousands of satisfied customers.
-Monthly
Deposit Payments
COSSOR KIT
£6/15 101I I of 12/8
OSRAM KIT
- 510/15 19/6
11 of 19/8
Wireless.

TELSEN VICTOR 3 KIT 39/6

7 of 5/5

515

METEOR 3 KIT: £3/15/- 6/10
DUDE H.T. Accum., 120v. £3 6/BLUE SPOT 66R &

11 of 6/10
9 of 6111

62/2/6
39/6
67/6
EKCO Eliminator A.C.18 67/-

5/8

7 of 5/4

715

9 of 7/5
5 of 4/10

-

CHASSIS

5/5

BLUE SPOT 100 U AMPLION M.C6

7/5

B.T.H. JUNIOR Pick-up 27/-

5/a

wa

9 of 4/6
9 of 7/5

News Goods Obtained for Every Order.

Send us a list of the parts you require and the payments that will suit your convenience, and we will
send you a definite quotation. Anything Wireless.

H. W. HOLMES, 29, FOLEY STREET,
Great Portland Street, London, W.1.
Phone : Museum 1414.

ENGINEERS. Are you earning less than £10 per,:
week ? If so, you cannot afford to carry on without'

reading " ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES." Thisi
200 -page hook is filled with matters of vital importance to you. Among other things. it explains the.
methods of our 'unique Appointments Department, gives details of all leading Eng. Exams.
I.E.E., B.Sc., C42.0. etc.), and
outline8 modem Home Study Courses fn Civil, Mech..
Elec., Motor,' Aero, Radio, Talkie, and all other
branches of Engineering. This book will alter your
entire outlook and. earAing power -during 1932. It

is quite FREE Write for your copy NOW.

BRITISH INSTITUTE OF
ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY,

401, Shakespeare House, 29/31, Oxford Street, London.

ELECTRADIX
of everything

RADIO & ELECTRICAL
Send 4d. Stamp NOW
for Illustrated Catalogue
and Jan. -Feb. Sale List
ELECTRAD IX RADIOS,

218 Upper Thames St., E.C.4
City orgy.
a

hasstherest siELo any

WEEKLY WIRELESS JOURNAL.

LOUD SPEAKERS REPAIRED,
(Blue Spot a Specialty, 5./.)
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TECHNICAL NOTES
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(Continued from previous page.)
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When you are using a metal -covered
baseboard in this way, you, want to take
very special care with all contacts, as it is
the easiest thing in .the world to get an
accidental electrical contact-in fact, it is

not at all an easy filing to avoid such
contacts - which may quite well upset
the operation of the receiver com-

pletely, even if they do not cause a disastrous short circuit. Always look out for
points of this- kind when there is a large
amount of exposed metal surface in the
receiver.

4/ -

Transformers 41., Headphones 41., ell
repairs magnetised free. Tested, guaranteed,
and ready for delivery in 24 hours.

Discount for Trade. aerkeuseli 9069.
E. MASON, 44, EAST ROAD, N.1.
YOU SIPA jaliPI lAtf

WITH OUR SCALE An
DRAWINGS FOR MPH/

All connections to the valve should ha
examined particularly carefully; as it is
surprising what a lot of trouble can arise
from a bad contact : and, incidentally, how
difficult -such a had contact is sometimes to
discover, .If the H.F. valve is a screen -grid,
Vie -necessity for careful examination of all
contacts and connections is all the greater.
There are many other little points which
an experienced amateur will know for himself, and the only -thing I want to point out
is the advantage of making your investigation in this systematic way.
It seems rather obvious in one sense, but
it is surprising how many people Start all
haphazard, trying first this and then that
without any -proper system, and give them-,
Selves many times more trouble in the loniY,

run than they weiuld have had if they

investigated the matter step by step.

Looking for Trouble.

When- you have got a set all nicely
rigged up -you sometimes- ,find that there is
some noise which is interfering with the
reception, and you might try all sorts of
dodges without being able to locate the

trouble.
In these cases it is better, I always think,
to start at the laeginning-or, I am goino to
say, at the end, if you please-and go steadily
from one .end of the receiver to the other in
a systematic way.
For instance, if you take out all the Valves
-

except the final output stage and then -you

BARGAINS

REMEMBER
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find that you still hear -the noise, `it is pretty
'clear that this is due to the louels,peaker (or
the connection to the loudspeaker), or that
it is due to something in the high-tension
circuit or the. grid circuit. Alternatively;

it is quite possible, although - nOt very
likely, that the noise is due to the valve
itself.
You then set to work to examine the hightension and grid circuits which, incidentally,

are the most likely causes of the trouble. It
is not very likely that the trouble will be
due to the loudspeaker or to -the connections
to it. At any rate, if the noise continues
with only the final valve in position, you
have at least narrowed down the field of
investigation, and it should not be very
difficult to find the cause.
Overhaul the Detector.

On the other hand, if the noise ceases
when all the valves except the last one are
withdrawn, you then put in the next
valve ; in many eases this will be the
detector.
If the noise reappears as a result of this
then, assuming that the valve itself is not

at fault (which you can verify as a last
resort by substituting another valve in its
place), it may be that_ there is something -

wrong with the transformer or with the grid
condenser- and leak, assuming the stage is
the detector stage.
Amplifiers, Gramophones, or
I am assuming that you have investigated
Cabinets Free. Cash or terms.
the -high-tension supply in connection with.
V. BURT, 85, High St., Deptford.
the last valve-that is, the one tested first.
BANKRUPT
List free, with
3-v_ diagram.BARGAINS.
Transformers from 2/9. - The Moat likely source of. trouble with the
Wavenlaster, -00,45. 2/6; Diffs. 2/-. -Dual coils,.
4/-.
detector --Stage is the grid leak-- and con -Dials- from 112. 'Panels from 2/6; Fixed, 5c1.- Valve
holders,. 5d 1 mid.. 1/8,; 2 mid., 21-. 3-v. kits. with
denser, so you may give particular attention_
cabinet, 3216:' 24v.. 241, Speaker kits from 10/6.
Modern secondhand' parts taken in part exchange. Get
to this.
my prices,-BUTLIN. 143B.
Book of instructions, 3d. Catalogue of Motors, Tone -arms,
Sound Boxes, latest internal

Record Facts.

I was amusing myself the other day work-

ing out some interesting little " facts- and
figures " with regard to gramophone records.
For instance; if the needle-point, after it
has become flattened by- a little wear, has
an area of, say, 1/50th in. square-that is,
a total area of 1/2,500th of a square inchand if the force with which the. eedle point
presses Upon the record is 4 oz , this is
equivalent to a pressure of about 600 lb-

per square inch..
When a new needle is put in, and the point
is sharper, the pressure per square inch is
correspondingly larger and may start out
at two or three times that amount. Co, you
see, there is -very good reason why -minute
partieles of -the record 'are broken off and
left lying in --the tracks to cause surface noise
Or " scratch " !
The speed- of .the track under the record
is approximately 50 in. per second at the
outer edge of a 12 -in. record, and a quarter

of that amount at the conclusion of the
record, assuming that the centre space is
3 in. in diameter.
The speed of 50 in. per second is, roughly

3 miles an' hour. The total length of the
track upon a 12 -in. record may, be as much
as 1,000 ft. on each side It varies, of course,
with the length of the selection. On a 10 -in.

record, up to 600 ft. of track may be
recorded.

PATENTS, TRADE MARKS.
"Advice
and Consultations
PREE.-B.Handbook"
KING. C.I.DI.E.,
Regd
Patent AgentT.(G.B.
U.S.
146a. Queen Victoria. Street., an d C anada).
45 year4' references.
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applied
for.'
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SENSITIVE,

-

MICROPHONES
New. Improved Models.

For DEAF AIDS, HOME RECORDING,
11111110 ADDRESS (with or- without

valve simplifier), SPEECH AND MEW
TRANSMISSION, WIRELESS TRANS--

Now we come' to, the high -frequency,

until the H.F. valve is introduced it may
be due to a bypass condenser or to a tuning

U2

Pat.

' direct to;

Systetnatie Investigation.

amplifier, and if the noise has not reappeared -

R

IANE

to give your set knife-edge selectivity and

get those elusive foreign sbatio .s. The
PM' is also a volume controlfrom a whisper to full
strength, super -bet se.
lectivity brt8 valves.'
From your radio
shop or seal 2P.

PrestonBd., Brighton:

THE PICTURE PAPER WITH THE

London, E.C.4.

'Plume:' Cent 1682

MISSION, LOUDSPEAHING TELEPHONE,

CRYSTAL AMPLIFIER, RABY.ALARM,
SUPER-MIORO

PHONE 8/8

British made throughout.
Latest Illustrated Lists Free.
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" Amateur Wireless,"
" Modern \Nireless," " Popular Wireless,"
Wireless Constructor," "Wireless Magazine"
and " Wireless World " and used in their
Star Circuits -and Exhibition Sets.

Recommended

by

" Gives amazing selectivity .... is fine for
. . no interference from
distance -getting
local stations."-AmaPeur Wireless.

"There cannot be many existing sets into
which it could not be fitted."-mod,,,,

"With the Varley Coil there is substantially a square -peak resonant curve nine
kilocycles in width."-Mreless Constt :Kt°,
" Cuts off interfering stations in a surprising manner."-Wireless Magazine,

Why not give your receiver

the wonderful improvements of
"Square Peak

Pei

103,

1-,lingsway,

band-pass tuning!

London,

tV G.2.

re/. Holborn 5303
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When you hear the horrid, croakings ,and groanings that other people put up with and
even try to pass'off as " wireless reception " you can't help feeling you ought to tell them
to get a BLUE SPOT Speaker, like your own.
. ,

In your home voices are voices, music is music. In your home you can listen with
pleasure to all that said or sung or played-and not a word or note is ever anything
less than perfect.
-

The BLUE SPOT Speaker illustrated-model 100D -is an Inductor Type Speaker.
Although only a fraction of their price 100D is every bit as good as the most expensive
Dynamic 'Speakers you can buy. Corn-.
plete in a beautiful cabinet of fine oak

63 /

Other BLUE SPOT speakers in attractive cabinets are available at prices from 52 /6 to 1101 -

Write for Catalogue No. P.W." 22.

TIM IBRITIfiti FIVE INA CIDAIPANN LTM
BLUE SPOT HOUSE, 94/96 ROSOMAN ST., ROSEBERY AV., LONDON, E.C.1
Telephone : Clerkenwell 3570.
Telegrams: "Bluospot, 'sling, London."

Distributors for Northern England, Scotland and North Wales
RAWSON (Sheffield and London) Ltd., too, London Road, Sheffield:
22, St. Mary's Parsonage, Manchester: 183, George Street, Glasgow.
:
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C

Printed and published 67ery Thursday by the Proprietors, The Amalgamated Press, Ltd.,' The' Vleetway House, Parringdon Street;
London,
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Offices : 'Messrs. John He Lilo, Ltd.; Ludgate Circus, London, E.C.4 (Telephone : City 7261).
as a newspaper for transmission by Canadian Magazine Post.
Subscription Rates: Inland and Canada, 17/4 per annum ; 8 8 for six months. Abroad (except Registered
Canada) 19/6 per annum ; 9.9 for six months. Sole Ageuts
and New Zealand : Messrs. Gordon & Gotch, Ltd. ; and for South Africa : Central News Agency,
for Australia
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REGISTERED AT THE G.P.O. AS A NEWSPAPER

By Capt. P. P. ECKERSLEY

(See Page 1069)

Every Thursday

PRICE

ado

F

it
No. 502. Vol. XX.

INCORPORANG

The " P.W." Eckersley Three was designed and is described by Capt. P. P. Eckersley, M.I.E.E., himself. He contributes
no less than four special features to this week's "P.W." (1) An article about the above magnificent set.,
(2) Operating notes concerning his first "P.W." receiver.
(3) His regular and exclusive " Query Corner."

J) A trenchant and most readable commentary on the present television situation.
In addition to all this there is a special article by Albert Sandler entitled "IV Amusing Letters from Listeners,"
and numerous other entertaining and instructive features.

Ask y ur Radio Dealer for
FREE Full -Size 1/- PLAN
or send to Ready Radio, Ltd., &minor House, Blackheath, S.E.3.
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THE

You must read all about

John Scott-Taggart's

Latest and Greatest
Receiver

S.T. 300

"I confidently leave this set to the verdict of

the wireless constructors of this country," says
John Scott -Taggart, F.Inst.P., in

introducing

his greatest triumph in set design,
readers of
this,

to the

THE WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR
February Number
MULTIPLE PROCRESSIVE SELECTIVITY

is one feature of this wonderful set with
which Mr. Scott -Taggart makes a spec-

tacular return to radio journalism!
" To snatch Mublacker from under
the very nose of London Regional," he
says," or drag Hilversum from under
the shadow of Northern National
quires more than mere talk of getting
tine -,ten- or eleven-klocycle separation on a receiver.
"And the `S.T 300
enables you, if it
becomes necessary
in difficult swamping' circumstances

On Sale This Week

WITH

FULL-SIZE

BLUE PRINT

FREE

or where station separation is less than

nine kilocycles, to get
down to four., or ffic-

A TELLING TEST!
IN SIGHT OF THE LONDON
REGIONAL AND NATIONAL
AERIALS
the" S.T.300" gave an amazieg
selection of foreigners."
4r-111141.11.4411,11/1111,...1111,1140111AleiVd/t.'t

YOU WILL ENJOY

0

the clear-cut review of present-day
practice which Mr. Scott -Taggart
embodies in his brilliant survey of
the radio needs of to -day.

Even if you are not thinking of

separation
and less on both medium and long wavebands?'

acquiring a new set you should not
miss the February "Wireless Constructor " because :

THE "S.T. 300 "

is only one of his contributions to
this number. In another fascinating
article he outlines his plans for the
future.

Every listener should read also the
informative article by Mr. Scott -Tag-

gart on recent radio improvements
and technique, which is entitled :
IS WIRELESS GETTING EASIER?

4-444aeivitesk,444,4444.4.4,34.4.4,-.A
You will be doing a real service to your
radio' friends-especially to those who are

thinking of a new set-if you tell them about
the February " Wireless Constructor," which
will be

ON SALE
THIS WEEK
As there is sure to be an enormous demand
for the February Wireless Constructor "which is on sale on Friday, January 15th,
at the usual price of sixpence-the only
way to avoid possible disappointment is to

ORDER YOUR
COPY TO -DAY!
Mit

IT4
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ESPECIAL OFFERS
"P.W." ECKERSLEY THREE

P YV

Items marked * specially recommended
for the `` P.W." Eckersley Three.

401 As described in last week's
issue of Popular Wireless,'

SPEAKERS

ECKERSLEY
THREE

* W.B. PERMANENT MAGNET
MOVING -COIL

You pay the postman -we pay post charges.

R.I. ECKERSLEY TUNER - 15/6
Immediate delivery from stock.

2 J.B. '0005-1nfd. S.M. Condensers
Set of 3 Specified Valves
Cabinet as specified
-

-

17-0
£1-10-6
16.6

W components exactly as used and specified by Capt. P.P. Echersley.

KI

with multi -ratio input transformer.
V
Cash Price £3/3/0. only
Balance in 11 monthly payments of 5/9.
BLUE SPOT SPEAKER UNIT AND
Send

Author's Kit less

-

CASH or £4 1

Valves and
Cabinet

8:8
or 12 monthly payments of 9/.

CHASSIS, TYPE 100U. Cash or
C.O.D. 61/19/6.
515
Balance in 7 monthly payments of 5/5 only
ORMOND PERMANENT MAGNET Send
MOVING -COIL CHASSIS (No. 464).

C.O.D.

KIT t s 13 91

With input transformer. Cash Price, 5191

Author's Kit with Valves
less Cabinet

63/5/0.

CASH or
or 12 monthly payments of 11110

E6 -9 - 2

KIT

FINISHED INSTRUMENT
Ready assembled, factory wired and
broadcast tested. Complete with
Valves and- Cabinet. Royalties Paid.

orC.O .

E8 :

7 6

or 12 monthly payments of 16/5.

TELSEN THREE

Less valves and cabinet.
Balance in 7 monthly payments of 5/6.

CASH PRICE £1/19/6
V.3 RADIO FOR THE MILLION

With valves less cabinet
Balance in 11 monthly payments of 10/10.
GASH PRICE £5/17/6

COSSOR EMPIRE MELODY MAKER,

Type 234

Complete with valves and cabinet.
Balance in 11 monthly payments of 12/0.
- CASH PRICE £6/15/0
OSRAM NEW MUSIC MAGNET FOUR

With valves and cabinet
Balance in 11 monthly payments of

19/8.

CASH PRICE £10/15/0
FORMO TRIPLE WAVE 3

Send

616
only
Send

101 only
Send

1only
04
Send

1918
only

With triple -wave switch operated coil,

Sen

Balance in 11 monthly payments of 5/11.

only

CASH PRICE 6315/0
READYRAD METEOR 3

Less valves and cabinet
Balance in 11 monthly payments of 6/11.

CASH PRICE 43115/0

Send

6111
only

Balance in 11 monthly payments of 5/11.
CELESTION

58
0..or E713'4

Cash or C.O.D. £2/7/6.
Balance in 7 monthly payments of 6/6.
MAGNAVOX TYPE K PERMANENT Send

D

or 12 monthly payments of

MAGNET MOVING -COIL SPEAKER.

6/PRICES AT A GLANCE
x Peto-Scott ready -drilled panel, 18 in. x 7 in.

I Baseboard

.

2 Al. B. 0005-mfd. tuning condensers,

..

..

Bulgin filament switch, snap -type, S.85
.
Ready Radio --cool to 0oo15-mfd differential

reaction condenser

Telsen valve holders

.

..

i Telsen 2-mfd. fixed condenser

..

..
..
x Formo '0003 to 0005-nafd. max. compres.
sion condenser .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
1 Sovereign H.F. choke ..
.. .. .. :.
a Igranic 5-megohni volume control
.. ..
a Telsen 2-megohm grid leak and holder
:.
x

2

5,000 -ohm " spaghetti " resistance..
Telsen /00,00o -ohm " spaghetti " resistance
Telsen

a Varley L.F. transformer, Nicore x
a R.I. " Eckersley Tuner " coil
a Burton G. B. battery clip
.. '..
1 Igranic radiogram jack, P.62
..
a Pares metal screen, al in. x 7 in.

..

..

..

3 Terminal strips (2) 21 in.x a in.,(I) 7} in.x 2 in

MOVING -COIL SPEAKER.

6

1

6

1

9

1

6

3

0
6

1

6

3

6
0
3

5
1

1

3
17
15

FAMPLION M.C.6 MOVING -COIL Send -1
SPEAKER, permanent magnet, with
output transformer. Complete. Cash w' ' I
I Price 63/7/6.
only
LBalance in 11 monthly payments of 6/2
;

gm

-

0
0
6_
6

2

6
0

1

9.
0

Complete

0/*
with multi -ratio input transformer.
Cash Price £2/17/6. only
Balance in 11 monthly payments of 5/4

0
9

..
......3
0

I Dubilier ox-mfd. 'mica fixed condenser
a Formo 0003-mfd. fixed condenser
..

Cash Price £2/12/0. only
Balance in 11 monthly payments of 4/9.
R. & A."100" PERMANENT MAGNET Send

10

:

switch
Wearite push-pull single -pole change -over

3

1

2

Ready Radio push-pull on -off switch
I Ready Radio three-point wave -change

With two ratio input transformer. 4IU

d.
5 6
1
0
5.

17

P.P.M.

with impregnated diaphragm and dual- 6/6
impedance input transformer.
owl

with Valves awl Cabinet

E

only

PERMANENT
MAGNET MOVING -COIL SPEAKER Send

complete

CA0. SH

a

MANUFACTURERS' KITS

sscrr Author's Kit

Send

Cash Price 62/12/6. IV
only
in 11 monthly payments of 4/10.
EPOCH A2 PERMANENT MAGNET Send
MOVING -COIL SPEAKER.. Pitted gfa

Aft Pilot Author Kit " A" consists of the

SPECIAL C.O.D. LINES

SPEAKER P.M.3.

Complete with 3 -ratio input trans- A lc

former.
Balance

I0 Belling -Lee indicating terminals, Type R..
2 6
x Bulgin fuse and holder .. .. .. ..
1
0
Flex, screw's, etc.
.. .. .. ..
1
6
4 G.B. and 4 H.T. plugs ..
..
1
0
t. L.T. spades
..
4
PILOT AUTHOR KIT. KIT " A-"
£4 18 8
-

Any parts supplied separately from the above list.
If value over 10/-, sent carriage paid or C.O.D.
--all post charges paid.

We are the oldest established and best known Radio -by -Mail House in the Country and can
supply every radio requirement. We shalt be pleased to, quote.

ELIMINATORS
AATLAS A.G. ELIMINATOR, TYPE send

G. 244.

Three tappings, S.G., detector,

and power. Output, 120 volts at 20 L11:a.

Cash Price £2/19/6.
Balance in 11 monthly payments of 5/6 only
,EKCO H.T. UNIT, Type A.C. 25.' For
multi-yalve sets requiring up to 25 [Ma. Send

3 tappings S.G., detector and 12o/x5o 711
For A.C. Mains. Cash or C.O.D. Price 63/17/6, only
Balance in 11 monthly payments of 7/1,
volts.

REGENTONE H.T. ELIMINATOR for ,enri

D.C. Mains, Type D.C.1. Adjustable S.G.
Tapping ; Detector and Powcr.25
(1./U

Cash Price 41/15/0. nnh,
Balance in 7 monthly payments of 4/9..

EXPRESS ORDER FORM
To PETO-SCOTT CO. LTD.
Please send me C.O.D., CASH, H.P

for which I enclose

Cash; H.P.

77 CITY ROAD, LONDON, E.C.1.

Telephone: Clerkenwell 2406-7-8-9
Telephone; Chancery 8266

62, HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.1.

CO. LTD.

SEND 32 POSTAGE FOR NEW CATALOGUE

Deposit

s.

Name
Addre2s

16/1/32.

d.

IOW
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-a new type
by -COSSOR
-to overcome cross modulation,

improve

and

selectivity

ITH the ever increasing power of broadcasting

stations, the greater becomes the difficulty of
preventing cross modulation and high frequency
distortion.

.

Cossor Variable -Mu Valves are so designed that the
actual grid acceptance can be directly controlled by a
variation in grid bias, thus freeing the valve from cross
-modulation- The variable bias control acts as an,
absolutely independent volume control and does

A new edition of
the Cossor Statioril
Chart is now avail -1
able price 2d. ilstcl

not militate against quality or ganging.

your Dealer for

Full technical details of these new Cossor Valves which

copy of this useful
novelty or write to

are available for Battery or A.C. Mains operation are

us

enclosing

available in Leaflet No. L.65, a copy of which wilt

2d,

be sent post, free on application.

stamp.

RVARIABLE Mu

VALVES
COSSOR

COSSOR

Cos -tor 220 V.S.G.

2.2dTVIP:S.G.

(2 Volts)

Vg. 0; Grid Bias Variable for
one stage 0-9, for two stages
0-15 ; Normal Anode Volts

at Va. 200, Vsg. 80, Vg.- 1.5 ;
Grid Bias 35-1.5v; Normal
Anode Volts 200; Positive

120; Positive Volt-

on.
Screen 80-100..

Price

20

.-

1 .3:1

CURVES TAKEN AT VNE10

A-A-A......A

A.C. Mains Valve)
Heater Volts 4 ; Heater amps. I ;
Impedance 200,000 ohms and
Mutual Conductance 2.5 m.a.lv.

60-80,

eP

I

&CALA/NIA VADO

heated

Filament volts 2; Filament
amps. 0.2 ; Impedance 110,000
ohms and Mutual Conductanci
1.6 m.a /v. at Va. 150, Vsg. 60,

age on Screen

Type M.V.S.G.

V.S.G.

Indirectly

(for battery operation)
(IMES TAKEN AT Vy BO

Cossor

Voltage

rke

V.1

17
SA

6

4

22/6

3

The above valves are available siftb
ether Wahl or metallized bulbs.

0.0

Ia

4,tly-

BRITISH MADE BY A. C. COSSOR LTD., Highbury Grove, London,
'

err Grid Volts

Bktningham, Bristol, Glasgow, Leeds, 14verty91, gunthkster,
Velcceslk, Sheffield and Pulke,

CONDUCEANCE VA 20°

0

50

RP

20

5

10

C.

5

0

Grid Volts 8

299 96%o
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Scientific Adviser:

Sir OLIVER LODGE, F.R.S.
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CAPT. P. P. ECKERSLEY, IVI.I.E.E.
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FOR THE BLIND
JACK'S LATEST HIT
THE SECRET OUT
MORE LETTERS

RADIO NOTES 69 NEWS
and as many blind players specialise in

Spanning the Ages.

THERE seems to me to be considerable

food for thought in the ceremony
which was enacted at midnight on
Christmas Eve in Bethlehem, when the
Bishop of Jerusalem pressed a button,

thereby ,sending a radio impulse from the
Marconi station at Cairo, which impulse
was relayed by radio to New York, where it

actuated mechanism which set the bells
of St. Michael's church a -ringing.

Isn't this a wonderful century when, from

the birthplace of the Christian religion,
a tiny Syrian town

whence sprang
nearly

2000

THE EMPIRE STATION

dance music, Jack will do a good turn for
them by assisting in selecting and arranging

", numbers " to be Braille-iSed. This is
likes him
very nice. of him, and "
for it.
What Has Been pane.

view of the development of the radio
I relay idea-communal listening r-it
IN

is rather interesting to dig up from
the pages of a technical publication of
December, 1881; the news that the directors

RADIO TRIESTE
WAS IT BLUFF ?
CRYSTAL CLEAR

The press tells us that Mr. Brown has no
idea why he was selected; and, with all
deference, neither have the general public.
fie is not even a radio fan," and is said
to have, no interest in radio except as a
" common- or garden " listener.

head of an organisation, you will find the
board or court or committee composed of
Personalities of lesser dominance. That is
not only axiomatic. but cryptic. I can
only hope that Mr. Brown will prove to be
a " dark horse."
The New Governor
Speaks.

AN OUTSIDE BROADCAST FROM VIENNA

years

f HAVE not, I

I

ago that other tre-

regret to say,
much hope of
Mr. Brown. Accord-

mendous impulse, it
should be possible

to ring the bells of
a Christian church

ing

complaints to make
about the B.B C.'s

programmes. and

Eve was not dreamed
Of. And to use Egypt

considers them

for the purpose
appropriate !

Wireless for the Blind.

THE Annual Re-.

improvements

port of the
Wireless

for

reduction of interfer-

Fund

ence from " atmo-

spherics," and from
all other causes (not
including Bach cantatas, I preaume
But I cannot help
thinking that Mr.

of £38,307 has been
subscribed. of which
has

been

expended on 18.500
sets, all of which
have . bean distributed. Splendid as

this effort is, there
is stilllacking a sum

re-

are the

quire (I

shows that a total
i33,762

to

he the world's best.
That's the sort of
governor to have !
Mr. Brown thinks
that the two chief

seems particularly

Blind "

to one evening

newspaper he has no

in a land- which on
the first Christmas

the

Whenever

there is a dominating personality at the

must have
been misunderstood
Brown

A close-up o

he microphone and of the interested spectators around it during the broadcast account
of the scene at a "hand -ball" match between Germany and Austria.

of £4,500 or the completion-- of the. fund's
original task, and subscriptions - will be
gratefully, received by the secretary of -the

fund, 226, Great Portland Street, London,

W.1, from whom full details may be
obtained.

Jack Payne's Latest "Hit."

ALL admirers of Jack Payne, and his
band will be pleased to hear that
Jack's latest success is his appointment as Honorary Director of Dance Music

to the National Institute of the Blind.

The Institute issues a lot of Braille music,

of the United Telephone Company invited
a number of people at the. Bristol Hotel,
Burlington Gardens, to hear by telephone
an opera bouffe, " La Mascotte, ' which was
being played at the Comedy Theatre,
Panton Street. The audibility was described as "perfect." And I'll bet there
was no " jamming."
New B.B.C. Governor.

A LL the speculation about the successor
to one of the governors of the B.B.C.
has been spiflicated by the appointment of Mr. Harold G. Brown, a solicitor.
1-1-

or misreported.
There

is

little or

no trouble' with " atmospherics" in this
country, and interference from other
causes is the concern of the Post Office.
"Arlel's " Secret is Out.
MY mystery story must now close.

it had a good run.
secret was that Mr. John
though

The
Scott, -

Taggart, an authority on radio receivers
an Al radio journalist., has been
secured by "The Wireless Constructor."

-and

for whom he will design top -hole sets which

he will write about fully in that magazine.
(Continued on next page.)

i-oputar yv trecess, Junuary luta, izrazi.

"ARIEL'S " RUNNING COMMENTARY ON RADIO (Continued)
Scott -Taggart shoves a pretty pen, and
everything he says about valve reception

" Progressive
AG.
G.

deserves the closest' attention. " The Wireless Constructor " on sale to -morrow con-

nosticated that " Progressive Four"
owners might look, not without hope, for
some improvements in that -set. Evidently
something went wrong with that prophecy,
because that " ProoTessive " didn't pro grass much further, after all.. On whistling

of

earlier days. I can, with a clear conscience,
advise you to blow a tanner on the

Constructor," in order to have a look at
S. -T. at his latest and best.

up a couple of Technical Hounds-jolly
little fellows with logarithmic curves in
their tails !-I learned that the exigencies

A Few More Letters.

AREADER (a lady) of Reading, asks

why, if radio waves- travel at the
speed of light, I say waves do not

travel. My dear lady / do not say that
waves travel. You

must have 'been
reading the Sunday

It Can't Be Bone.

. to the fact that a year ago I prog-

tains his first effort, the " S.T. 300," a
worthy successor to the " S.T. 100 ".

Note.

(Pontypool) calls my attention

of technical progress demanded development along new lines. I am sorry to have
disappointed A. G., but he may rejoice that
" P.W." is a " progressive " journal. But
I expect that he will be able to use many

of his components for the making of a
modern set.

newspapers,

where waves are
made to travel
marvellously. Oh,

Maria, do let us

respect physics !
P. T. (Norwich)
seems to fear some
connection between radio and his moulting
canaries. Do canaries moult ? Sir J. Reith
has a lot to answer for, then I N. S. (Stow)

listen to this here raydio he can't hear
nuthin but talks about gold standards,
whereas his obsession is the price of pigs.
Why not a pork standard A crackling
notion, but the U.S.A. would say : " Apple
sase."

UNDER this heading the -" Telegraph
and Telephone Journal " of the Post
Office discusses the insinuation that
the so calledDetector Van campaign
against "pirates " was not technical but

SHORT WAVES.
" Sir Henry Wood began his Promenades a
= generation or more ago in a similar way, and
= justified it by success ; the audience learned, E
= much as children who play upon chocolates
learn to work, as men, on beef and mutton."
=-

- -Sunday Paper.

-

'

You should hear our Gladys, aged nine,
E playing a solo on the caramel. It is full of

THOSE who object to the B.B.C.'s
project for an " Empire " station
to be built and run with some of

the money subscribed by listeners might
consider the matter from another angle.

Have they realised that in the British
Merchant Fleet there are hundreds

of

short-wave receivers, all duly licensed,

the owners of which have to rely on shortwave stuff because the medium waves do

not carry far enough ? Should not our
seamen have some little consideration ?

-Life at sea is dull enough for them, goodness
knows!
Radio Trieste.1

A

=
=

NEW Italian high -power broadcasting

station is now open at Trieste, and

it ought to be a matter for self-

congratulation amongst Britishers, for the
thing was made in
fiat old Essex, like
thenew big blighter

near Warsaw. Do

your get this
station ?

F----

:E

like it.-" Sunday Pictorial."
*

" Eggs by wireless. Hens love Jazz and
Eit makes cows yield more milk," we read
in the "-Sunday Dispatch."
Congratulations, B.B.C. ! Justification at
last I
F,...

*

:ff.
:7-7_

*-

*

We are told that the Continental stations, in

a=

contrast to our own, come through " with
music like sparkling wine."
'

*

-

*

'

" Loudspeaker in hospital ward," runs a
headline in a daily newspaper.
That's probably the one father threw out
*

inconclusive.

There are

several reasons for that. Think it over.
But the " bluff " has been successful, and

so we, like the world, overlook its defects.
by way of a bracer before we clamp
JUST
our noses down to the jolly old grindstone, let us admire this fair gem from
a Bristol newspaper : " We are all familiar

with the action of

an iron nail and

This is
known as magnetism, and consists
of lines of force."
magnet.

It is like a
picture by a master
-one, attempt

to

improve upon it
would spoil it I

In seventeen -hundred -and -eighty-one

When -George -the Third was Britain's King,
Our rulers wise
Did a law devise

To make of Sunday a joyless -thing .. . .
And the B.B.C. are still carrying op the old
tradition !

"With few exceptions these Governors
are,,I regret to state, a pack of ninnies. I
repeat these wounding words. A pack of
ninnies. And thank goodness at the end

advertising Lawrence's books.

*

Fourpenn'orth of Wit,

THE Christmas number of the " Mullard

Er_

Magazine" is the zippiest thing in
" House Organs " that my weary
eyes have rested
upon or along -11NI100
"/'
time.
Some of
t,

E11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111115

It says : " In the sense of
falsity this campaign was no bluff. The
psychological.

Its un- Post Office cars are in fact, fitted with
modulated power up-to-date direction - finding apparatus
is 10 kw. and its. - which is used with great success daily . .
w v e- length is in dealing with complaints of interference
247.7 (1211 kc.). and illicit transmitting." The bluff, my
I suppose that it dear civil servants, was in allowing the
will make reference to Italia Irredenta;
public to believe that these
Mussolini-and all that sort of thing. They. uninstructed
cars could and did detect the presence
say that it comes in here with a hefty wallop Of radio sets in their houses.
(And why
-and there you are. Personally, I- just do you take a Shakespearian aphorism,
tell my young fretworker to tune- in any- misquote it, and then call it our national
thing likely to please Gladys in the kitchen.

of

" piracy " is

but certainly not because they jib at

of the window on New Year's Eve.
*

I still maintain that the evidence

of the year four of them are due to retire."
Mr. Nicolson was angry, because the B.B.C.
jibbed when he wanted to broadcast about
the books of D. H. Lawrence and James
Joyce. Well, the Board may be ninnies,

-

Bat the B.B.C. may think this sort of
stuff much too " heady " for our consumPtion.

of

No. 10, Doughnut Alley, and there is no
record of a licence issued for that address,

" consist " ?
Straight from the Shoulder
GEE WHIZZ ! How's this for a wallop ?
Writing of the B.B.C. in " The Spectator," Mr. Harold Nicolson says,

.

L---

E.

if this aerial is in the backyard

`

According to an article on wireless research,
there is a set at Slough which records nothing
but atmospherics. I've got a set exactly

:7.-

from a receiving -aerial and say which
particular aerial is the culprit ; and even

"'known as," and of what does it then

HE HA3 ONE!

-_-_.-

this marvellous van can deteat re -radiation

However, if the magnet happened to be
drawn to the nail-what is this " then

= glutinous charm.-" Punch."
--_.

The " Empire " Station.

beneficent work as " pirate " hunting,

but when it is stated in the " Telegraph
and Telephone Journal that " the Post
Office can detect pirates," I join issue and
say that it can do no such thing. Even if

Crystal Clear.

" Was It Bluff ? "

says that whenever he " sets " down for to

'PAR be it from me to try to cramp the
style of the Post Office in such

proverb ?)

the humorous

articles in it struck

7-c
me as the genuine /

stuff. What about,
these " spoo f "
letters ?
I have
followed your blue

print exactly and

find I have constructed a sewing -machine.
Is this right ? " And : " Since 1 built your
MustY Two' my wife has left me. Again
thanking you, etc." You ought to see a
copy of this little mag. 'It's alive from the
neck up.
ARIEL.

ii
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THE B.B.C. announce that such improvements have :been made in television
that they are considering closer

*

" Some people say that, the romance

co-operation-that is-with television.

1

Working Under Pressure.

The B.B.C.'s watchword is Caution, and

never make a mistake."

One need not
go .into the questionwhether or not it was
a mistake to go into- television at all, but
it,was, at any rate, ,a submission to sentimental pressure. The implication now is
that it was quite right to give transmissions,
because, -in consequence, great developments

have been made. I think 'developments
can be made -in laboratories and without
service when the art is undeveloped.
But what developments have- been made ?
Are we; the four millionodd, less the few who

-4-+-4-14.f 4- PH 1111 *

1
+

of television is enough to justify
almost any old picture being sent;
I do not think so "-remarks' our
Chief Radio Consultant in this
trenchant review of recent developmarts.

*-4.--.4.--4.....-0-4--e-÷-4.-4,---.0-...-...-4.-4.--4.--.--**

I think the RB.C. have placed themselves or, more truly, been forced by outside

forces to be placed in a very difficult

position. All agreed, when I was there,
that technically the 9 -kilocycle band was -a=
definite bar against eventual success.
The Kilocycle Handicap.

'

So there is this limitation to face as much
have television sets to have our programme . to -day as ever. The limitation could be
time taken -up-just for developments? overcome by using other wave -lengths.
After all, we have heard -'again and Are the B.B.C. contemplating -aging -the
again

of

develop-

ments, but have we
ever seen a worthwhile picture trans-

new 7 -metre transmitter for television and
using a 100 -kilocycle sideband ?

Again, what if someone else came along

with a better process than the one now

used ? It would be ve y difficult for them

to decide what to do unless they do use

another wave -length and let -each system
" take it in turn."
" A Sincere Opinion."

Perhaps ideas like these are behind this
latest' statement. All of which would be
highly interesting to us who pay the B.B.C.
its money, and are entitled to know about
things foreshadowed and thinas going on.
I'do not want it to be thought that I am
stupidly antagonistic to television. Mine is

a sincere opinion-a sincere opinion but

-a different opinion from that held by others
who are otherwise doubtless quite sane. I
cannot see what worth -while service can be
given on a 9 -kilocycle skleband transmission.
I cannot see it.

WHAT-. THE- FUTURE' -MAY BRIN

Nor can 'a lot of

other experts. 'And

nobody except the

mitted by television?

inexpert, attempt to
argue the point. _I
understand the sentimentality of those

De gust -thus non dis-

putandwm, and it is
hard to lay down a
factual specification
to define a worth-

who say I am
biased,

while picture. I will

jealous,

foolish, and intolerant. Their attitude

try later.

Not Permanent.

may have a highly

Some people say
that the romance cif
teleyision is enough

sion - be given on a

any old picture being
sent. I do not think

9 -kilocycle basis
still remains unanswered.

basis, but
the question, " Can

factual

worth -while

to justify almost
so.

The only , true

basis for a service is
service. Public
interest should be

The Truth:

I am an expert.

But -in spite of that
I. do realise that the
future of television

derived by perman.
ently interesting the

public. And the
public, while admiring technical in-

lies in its giving a

picture which is

worth looking at,
and which has enter-

genuity and welcom_ing the _effort, do

not feel, as yet, that
television has, for
them, a. continuous
appeal.,

televi-

tainment value. I
am an expert and I
When televisitin ultimately becomes a practical 'proposition we may be able to "look in " at a concert
in Vienna (above) or a variety show in New York., Even better still, we may have first-class " talkies "
broadcast to our homes.

cannot see how `such
(Continued on next
page-)

-
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TELEVISION AND THE

.a picture can be given Using a 9 -kilocycle
band width.
But it's quite possible to be wrong. One

can only cite the facts as one sees them,

the question both with fellow -

experts and the sentimentalists and try to be
Sair But one must never try to avoid facts.

Perhaps the B.B.C. know something-

perhaps Mr. Baird has discovered something,

perhaps they can do it all on 1 kilocycle,

perhaps short and ultra -short waves are to be
used, perhaps, as I said before, I am wrong.

A Limited " Band."
The B.B.B.C. (Baird British Broadcastiz'g
Corporation) have only got 9 kilocycles to

answer these questions

P. P. ECRERSLEY.

SPARK TRANSMISSIONS.
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

Dear Sir,-Your contributor who writes'" Stations
Worth Hearing " has put forward his views of spark
transmissions, partioularly below and about 270
metres. We in Bournemouth also suffer from this,
and a good many stations are blotted out. Of
course, the safety -of shipping must come first. The
Isle of Wight being close to us, we here get the full

benefit of the Niton station, and to tune -in on
anything lower than about 270 metres-well, the

result from the loudspeaker, the less- said about it,
the better. I can assure you there will be great
thanksgivings when spark stations do finally close
down.
To close, I wish you and your paper of the best
for the coming year, and thank you for- many apleasant hour.
Yours faithfully,
Bournemouth.

H. N. COLLINS.

[ED. NOTE.-Niton works on a wave -length of

welcome being wrong. I should be the first
to have television if I could get a worthwhile picture in my own home.

Even now I am rushina away to buy

tickets for a talkie. Why should I do that

service can be defined as one giving a
moving picture (with sound) as -good as

if that talkie could be delivered at my door ?
Come on, B.B.C., come out of that shade ;

that given by a home cinematograph

we shan't hurt you ; don't be afraid ;

(without sound) ?

you only need stick your head out !

t

and 1 -valve sets, but eyeu if we all had sets capable
of hearing no farther than 50 miles there would still
be about 21 millions out of 40 millions within range
of one or other of the twin stations.

THAT -FLASH
SPARK TRANSMISSIONS
ALTERNATIVE PROGRAMMES
REVERSING A LAYOUT

.. Yours faithfully,

t

100 miles of Daventry, Brookmans Park and Moorside
Edge, has three alternatives to the National programme, though one must admit that often two of
these are doing the same thing.
A little time spent with a map like the enclosed, and
the recent census returns, gives the following results:
The circles indicate 100 mile range from the respective stations.

Approximate popukttimi within 100 miles
of 3 (twin) stations ..
_ .. 2 millions.
Approximate population within 100 miles
of 2 (twin) stations ..
151
Approximate population within IN miles
of 1 (twin) station ..
.
151 millions,
Total population with one or more alternatives available
.. 33 millions.

LUCKY LISTENERS
111111

IdarArlinwe
sinnorts
3.41.7notATIVe.

STAtioris.

pm I. Arriattlitlw
sInTION

1939.]

The total population (England and Wales) is nearly
40 millions, there are therefore about 7 millions at
present unable to get an alternative station, and 33

millions who can.
Among listeners there are, of course, some -crystal

CORRESPONDENCE

about 600 metres, so the interference complained of
is probably a harmonic. It should also be noted that
at the last Washington Convention all nations
agreed to ban spark transmitters after December 31st,

CHAS. D, ROCHESTER.

Northants.

REVERSING A LAYOUT.
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

Dear Sir,-In the - majority of " P. W" sets the
of the baseboard, looking from the panel.
There are no doubt many of your, readers, myself
aerial and earth terminals are placed on the left-hand
side

for one, who, owing to the position of the set in the
room, would prefer these two terminals on the right.
In my own case, the set stands in the recess between

the chimney breast and the wall, the aerial and
earth leads coming through the wall on to the right
side of the set; consequently, if the terminals are
on the left side, -these wires would cross the battery

leads. A little point, no doubt, but one worth
considering. The method 1 adopted to overcome
this difficulty is as follows :

Lay the Blue Print on a sheet of white
of
the same size, and attach it at each cornerpaper
so that
- it will not move. Then place these on top of a sheet
of carbon paper with the sensitive side uppermost.
This sheet need not he as large as the Blue Print.
With either a hard pencil or a stylus, trace
the
fines on the Blue Print, taking particular over
care to
show where a wire crosses another or joins it. If the
carbon sheet is not large enough to cover the whole
print, one half only should be traced first, and the

carbon moved to the other 'half. It is advisable
to lay a sheet of cardboard on the print on which
to rest the hand when tracing any component freehand to prevent finger -marks, etc. from showing
on the copy. Lettering should not be traced, as it
will come out reversed, but it is advisable to mark
the plus and minus signs, so as to avoid a possible
wrong connection. When all -the tracing is completed, and the copy detached froth the original
any letters should be written in. The copy
will
then be finished. and the components can be mounted
straight on ' to the baseboard without referring
to the original Blue -Print.
_

ALTERNATIVE PROGRAMMES.
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

-

Dear Sir,-In your article " For the' Listener " in
" P.W." for November 21st, your contributor remarks that a majority of listeners may not be inter-

ested in the National programmes.
Is it not true that, while those in the position of the
West Country listener may fairly be dissatisfied, the
great majority of listeners in England and Wales
have one or more alternatives available t
The' writer, possessing a very moderate set (detector and pentode), but fortunately situated within

This is one of the few_times I would almost

co-operation with the Baird Company ?
2. Are these new developments going to
inake it possible to give us a worth -while
service ?
3. Will they agree; that a worth -while

generating small static charges of electricity,
which, cumulatively, give the effect of one brilliant

" The same effect may be noted on opening the
steam cocks on a high pressure Papin Digester."
Yours faithfully,

I don't know ; presumably the B.B.C.
Let them stop this ultra -cautious
attitude and take the public into their confidence, then we can all judge how much
of truth and how much of " politics " lies
behind their latest statement.
does.

Let the B.B.C.

Dear Sir,-In answering a recent query I said

flash.

Too Cautious

why it should hope ?
Let the question be definitely answered

THAT FLASH.
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

being opened a quantity of air rushes into the
valve with an extremely high velocity, creating
eddy currents in- the entering air and thereby

have been solved ?

play with. Why play with it ? Why raise
public hopes if the public is not informed

1. What are the new developments in
television which make, them seek closer

-letter from Mr. W. R. Cumming, of Dumfries, which
I am sure should be of interest to your readers :
" I have lust noted your call for help in explaining the flash when a valve is broken open, as
described by J. L. (Ilford).
The correct explanation is that on the vacuum

It's no good beating about the bush ;

let's all be frank about it. Let's realise that
television has two problems-(1) to get a
worth -while picture from room to room ;
and (2) to broadcast that picture to all and
sundry. Have either of these problems been
solved, and is it worth while messing about
on a public service system until they both

They have, quite possibly, only been better
because they used more sidebands.

one way or another.

that I didn't exactly understand what happened to
make a brilliant flash when the glass container of a
valve was broken. I have received the following

achieve (3) ?

Germany, France, or England has been
intrinsically worth putting on a service
basis. I have seen much better pictures
given by processes other than Baird's.

I should be sorry to be wrong from a
purely selfish point of view, but I would

revolution-and much the same result.

6. Incidentally, is sytichionisation with
these new developments good enough to

looking at ?
Nothing that I have ever seen in America,

"Tired of Promises."

gladly swallow all my disappointment and
kick myself for a fool in not seeing some
obvious point if it were proved that television-i.e. transmission of the worth -while
picture-was in fact achieved.
The B.B.C. have no right to say what they
have said without qualifications. The public
are tired of promises. Every month some

.

4. If they agree that.(3) is a fair definition,
can the new develOpment's and the 9 -kilocycle sideband give this true service ?

that, but, was what they televised worth

B.B.C.
(Continued from previous page.)

discuss

They have televised something in daylight
or niglitlight or in Australia or at the bottom
of the sea. Yes, we have heard all about

Yours truly.

S. R. SMITHURST.

Sldcup, Kent.
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Mr. Rochester's map shows that some 33,000,000
people should be able to tune -in alternative programmes on moderately good sets.
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AST week I dealt with the making of
the " P.W." Eekersley " Three, and
before I go on to the operation
of it, there are just one or two points that

.I should like to make perfectly clear.

As it is such a simple matter to make
the set, it may interest many who have

never built a three-valver before. Are you
one of those lucky people ? If so, I envy
you the thrills that are coming !

But I see one little difficulty you may

have to meet. That of differently -shaped
components, if the makes you choose are
not the same as in the original set.

This is the first set described constructionally for- " P.W." readers
by our Chief Radio Consultant. It
gives really amazing selectivity

for a

Detector - and - Two -

Circuit "-that extremely popular
combination for long-distance
loudspeaker reception-and yet, as
this article shows, the operation is
perfectly, straightforward and easy.
Designed and Described by
Capt. P. P. ECKERSLEY,

graphs together amount to a complete

guide, and I am sure helpful friends and
oprmons.
I .have -just remembered:some-

thing else that is of greater importance.
And that is the
necessity of, buying the, right
types of switches_ Perhaps- ,I
had better briefly describe their

shielding effect between the condensers.
This will be quite clear from the diagrams

and photographs, I think.
Trying Out the Receiver.

When you have finished all the wiring to

your own satisfaction check it up against
the wiring, diagram again, just to make
sure. And now I thin we will connect
up " the batteries and discuss the operation

Be sure to get the right sort of switches,
or naturally the set won't work as it should !
The actual wiring is a pleasant task. You
can solder the joints if you like, or tighten
up with pliers in the usual way. So long as
there is good permanent connection it will
be satisfactory,

in set building is that it's fun building and
it's fun operating. So many things one just
makes-and then looks at. This thing is
a fnll-seale model and it works.

From the particulars already given, you

will have noted that the

Eekersley "
Three has no out-of-the-way requirements
in accessories such as valves, batteries,
and so on. All these are of
the type ordinarily used for
FOR VOLUME 'AND SUPER -SENSITIVITY
such a circuit. But the results
you -"will cr''et with this set are

dealers abound and will joyfully voice their
.

using ,a second screen to continue the

of the set.
I think one of the most fascinating points

The Wave -Change Switches.

You will have to solve any such minor
problems on the spot ; but it should not be
at all tricky, for the diagrams and photo-

`The " Eckersley " Tuner is provided with
a screen of its own, but this is backed up by

going to be quite out of the
ordinary.

functions,
The on -off switch you., know
all about. It is the three wave change switches that need
watching.

Of that, more anon. Our
first concern is to use the right

valves, batteries, etc., correctl3,
connected to the various terminals..

-

For the long waves they are
pushed in. The first one (on
the left, looking at the front of

Regarding the Valves.

The importance of using the

the panel) disconnects the first section -S.

valves as recommended by their
makers-adequate H.T., voltage,
corresponding grid -bias voltage,
ete.-need not, I think, be
stressed again, in view of -the

terminal from its E

terminal (etc.) on the tuner.
Series Aerial Condenser.

The

second

switch

when

fact that warnings under this
head have been appearing in

pushed in connects one side of
the .0003-mfd. condenser, (and

POPULAR WIRELESS for years.

aerial) to the other side of it
(and to A terminal on timer,

(You can't possibly get good

results from valves that are not
being run wider the recom-

In other words, it
shorts" the 0003 condenser -

etc.)

mended conditions.)

for long waves.
The third wave -change switch

I am going to assume that

.you have got the right types of
valves (as recommended under

acts very similarly to the first
one, but

has

All

additional

contact wired to the additional

S terminal on that part of the
tuner.

This close-up of the controls placed at the right-hand end of the panel

(and seen here from the back), illustrates the wiring of the volume control
and, differential reaction condenser. The volume control should be, turned

lull on before searching for distant stations and left like that, while tire
stations are brought in with the tuning dials and reaction if necessary.

" accessories "),

and that you

have placed the detector in the
V, valve holder, the L.F. valve
(Continued on next page.)
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The H.T. voltages needed

valves you have chosen, and

partly on the

at your

(Continued from previous page.)
*-4.-4.------4-4.--4--s-,0-4.-4.--o-o--e--4-4-4.*

disposal.

in the V5 valve -holder,' and the output
valve in that marked Vg on the wiring

Detector High -Tension.

diagram. " All present and correct? "

Your accumulator being correctly eon-
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RECOMMEND.
LOUDSPEAKER.-(Blue Spot, Amplion, H.M.V., Mareoniphone, W.B., E
.

-r-z7-

Graham Farish, Epoch,- -R & A,
Celestion, Undy, B.T.-H.)

VALVES. -1 Det. (Cossor H.L. 210,
or suitable Mullard, Mazda, -Osram,

-=7:

E-

Marconi, Six -Sixty, Tungsram, Lissen,
Dario).

1 L.P. (Mullard P.M.1 L.F., etc.).
1 Output (Marconi P.2, etc.).

(If other output valve used, adjust
G.B. voltage accordingly. Milliamp.

consumption of above at 120 volts
H.T. = 16 m.a.)
BATTERIES.
- H.T. 120 volts., super=
=
capacity (Pertrix, Ever -Ready, Drydex,
= Lissen, Magnet, Ediswan, Columbia).
E_ --

E-:

-a'

=
=
=
F._ --

.71

=
=
=
=

F----

E:.

=

G.B., 9 volts (Drydex,-ete.).
(Note.

If more than 120 volts H.T.

used, G. Bias should be available up to
15 volts).
ACCUMULATORS. - Exide, Ediswan,
Lissen, Pertrix, G.E.C.
MAINS UNIT.-Should supply up to 20

milliamps. at 120 volts. (Regentone,
Ekco, Tannoy, Atlas, R.I., Heayberd; ...E
Lotus, Tunewell, Formo). (State volt-

age and type of mains, and give details I: of set when ordering).
=
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netted to the L.T. terminals, your radio-

gram plug is withdrawn, your loudspeaker
connected,

joined up.

SECOND CIRCUIT SELECTIVITY

at the various + terminals
will depend partly on the

OPERATING THE " P.W."
ECKERSLEY THREE

and your aerial and earth

H.T.-1-1,. which feeds the
detector valve, generally
needs at least 100 volts.
Preferably more.
The H.T. + 2 terminal sup-

plies the anode of V, (the
L.F. valve), and II.T.+ 3 ter-

minal supplies the output

valve, Vg. This latter will
probably require all the

voltage you can give it, but
in each case you should be
guided by the valve -maker's

recommendations, both for
H.T. and grid bias.
Incidentally, perhaps I
ought to mention that the
G.B. -1 lead is for the gramo-

phone pick-up. (If this is
not in- use, G.B. -1 can be
ignored, but when the pickup is employed G.B. -1 plug

will generally be needed in

the 1k -volt socket on the

G.B. battery.)
The flex lead marked
G.B. -2 provides grid bias to

the L.F. valve (in the V2

The G.B. -3
lead is for the output valve
valve -holder).
(V5).

Before switching on put
your reaction condenser at

The second tuning condenser will probably be much " sharper
than the aerial tuning, so the latter is set approximately whilst the
exact adjustment is being found for the grid circuit. Then the final
touch on the first dial brings in the programme at full strength,
clear of interference. (For this photograph the screen -extension
was lifted out.

zero, and your volume control at maximum.
On the Long Waves.

Try the long waves first, by pushing in
the wave -change switches. The quality
from Daventry: 5 X X, and the strength of
foreign stations such as Radio -Paris, Eiffel
Tower, Kalundborg, and so on, will at once

HOW IT LOOKS WHEN THE WIRING IS DONE

It is shown in the photograph below.)

enable you to judge if the set is working up
to your expectations.
The tuning will be a good deal " sharper "
than is usually experienced, but you should
find it quite easy to pick up many different
long -wave programmes.

Although non -selectivity troubles have
never been so bad on- long waves as on the
" medium " ones, you may, even on long
waves, get a hint of the keen tuning that is
possible. But to appreciate this fully, pull
out the wave -change switches and try the
set on the medium waves.
Tuning -In the Programmes.

Screw down the selectivity condenser
control (this is the .0003 mfd., on the base-

board) until you get used to handling the
set. (This adjustment can later be slackened off a little to increase selectivity still

further, if desired.)
At first you will probably wonder where

all the stations have gone

For unless
both dials are adjusted accurately the set

amazingly silent. No squeaks, no
whistles, no mutterings from afar.
You will find the second dial. is critically
" sharp." When you tune -in a whisper on
is

this leave it set accurately, and slowly
bring round the first dial to the exact
position where the programme leaps out.

A final light touch on the adjustments,

and there you are-your programme is

picked out from among the others with a
precision and a degree of clear-cut definition
Here the valves and fuse -bulb are shown in position, and also the grid -bias battery in its clip.
now the
flexible grid -bias lead coming from the volume control (G.B.-2) which generally goes in at 1.1-3
volts.
The G.B.-3 lead, which controls the last valve's bias, is a short lead, taken from the G.B.- terminal
of the L.F. transformer. Give this the G.B. voltage recommended by the valve -maker for the
maximum
H.T. you are employing.

that will 'I think, delight you.
I could say much more, but now I think
it is your turn. How do you get on -with the
sharp tuning ? How do you like the cleaned up clear-cut- programmes ? In a word, how
do you like the Eckersley " Three ?

Popular Wireless, January 1601, 1932.
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CO MB I NIN
A voltuifoThontroi is to cut down strength,
but a reaction condenser increases strength.
Logically they should both; be controlled
by one knob. and below you, can read how

this simplification is attained with the in.-'genicitis scheme. devised'
BY, A.. ;S CLARA:

'

ONE of the aina.--of_all set designers of
to -day is to reduce the number of

k._/

way of combining a reaction condenser

and pre -detector volume control.
Pre -detector volume .controls are gener-

controls, wilhoyt reducing the effi-

ciency of -the receiver. Beyond a certain
point this beconaes a very, difficult -matter,
because there arc certain Variables " that
simply cannot be dispensed with.

ally admitted to be definitely superior to

post -detector ones, which is all in the favour

of nay idea. The argument that a predetebtor volume control is inoperative on

Bitt 'the alternative where these indis-

pensable knobs are concerned is to'combirie

their ,futictions in a single ene-knob component. The Extenser as an ideal in this
line hardly tequires mentioning, its success
having been so widespread.," Where," you may .ask, " can a similar

record reproduction is effectively countered

by the fact that the best, and in fact
proper, place for the pick-up volume control
is immediately across it and mounted on the
motor -board or similar point.

Straightforward Construction.

principle be pursued so far as the other

In the component indicated in the diagrams, reaction is obtained by a plain

condenser and a volume control, both of
which serve to vary the loudness of

is used to control volume.

controls are concerned ? " Well, on nearly
all the larger sets are to be fotind a reaction
reception.
A Novel Idea.

One merely carries on altering the volume
when the other has finished ; for bringing

in distant stations lay means of reaction

is exactly the same thing as increasing the
volume of reception of that station, even
though it were inaudible before the
application of reaction.
Since volume shOuld always be set at
maximum, so far as, the volume-control..is
concerned, before ,reaction is used, it
becomes a logical idea to combine these

two controls in one. The scheme I am
going to describe provides a convenient

THE " REACTOVOL " PLATES

reaction condenser, and a condenser effect
A

condenser of, variable

control the volume, and No. 2 reaction.
Not until the volume -control capacity is at a
maximum will reaction come into play.

All we have to do is to arrange that the

moving vanes shall be at a common potential
both as regards reaction and volume control
circuits.' This can be effected in a number

of ways, two convenient schemes being
indicated in Fig. 2.

The first arrangement is the simpler of
the two, but employs the same winding as
coupling and reaction coil, a point which
many designers do not like. However, it

has the advantage that it lends itself to

really simple wave -changing much better
than the second arrangement, which has
separate reaction and coupling coils.

TWO WAYS TO WIRE UP

capacity in series with the
aerial lead, or with the lead

from the anode of a parallel feed H.F. valve, will provide
all the control of volume that
is normally required.

Naturally, a small mini-

mum

capacity would

be

needed, but that is a point
which merely concerns the
constructional details of the
special component. Actually,
the latter is not at all unlike
a differential reaction con-

COMIPNLO
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denser-a component with

which everyone is familiar..
In Fig. 1 you; see the
shape and disposition of
the moving and of the fixed

- Here nr two suggeiled -method's al- connecting the "combined "

component into' cgertit. Single -band tuning is illustrated, but dual range ay:itching could quite simply' be. devised for -use- in the two
circuitC illustrated.

plates, of which there are two sets. The
A small point Where the second circuit
moving vanes are similar to, those of an scores is in having the moving vanes of theordinary differential condenser, but the' I think
call it the "Reactovol "-contwo sets of fixed ones are like one set of denser at earth potential. In either case
ordinary fixed ones cut in half.
the point marked " Input " cari go to the
The vanes are shown at minimum capacity, aerial direct, or to the anode of a preceding
and as they are rotated in the -direction of_ H.F. valve.
the arrow the capacity in relation to NO. 1
fixed vanes increases until it is at it maxi- Easily Understood:,
mum when a movement through '45° has
In the light of the explanation given in
been made. Up to this point the capacity Conneetion with Fig. 1, the working of the
in relation to the No. -2 fixed vanes has not
varied, but has remained at zero.
Automatic in Action.

There are two sets of fixed vanes and one set of
moving vanes, the tatter having twice the area of
one of the former, one of which concerns volume
controlling and the other reaction adjustments.

When the rotation is continued, though;
the capacity in relation to the No. 2 fixed
vanes will now increase until it also will be
at a maximum after 90° movement. But.
while this second section is increasing in
'

capacity, that of the first will remain at
maximum.

Do yon see the idea ? No. 1 vanes will

" Reactovol " condenser in the tivo circuits

is particularly, easy to follow. As the
condenser is rotated in the direction of the
arrow the capacity in series with the input
winding--increases,-and-so' the volume Of
reception goes up until it is at a maximum
So far as the-Volume-centrol is concerned.

Further movement will not affect the
input capacity, but it will commence a

coupling up with the reaction boil, which
will increase till the reaction section of the
"-Reactovol " is at maximum.
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A description of a very interesting set.
By A P.W." STAFF TECHNICIAN.
controlled by means of plug and sockets,

and the short-wave coil has a variable
aerial coupling which is of great assistance in getting smooth reaction over
the available 19 to 50 metres or so.
THE " Meteor " Three is a receiver mar-

keted in kit form by Messrs. Ready
Radio-a fact which will no doubt be

well known to most readers of " P. W." It
is an all -wave instrument and embodies the
principle originated by those famous

Explorer " sets which were described in
" The Wireless Constructor."
That is to say, two interchangeable coil
units are provided. The one is a " dual -

waver," and when this is in position the
set can be operated as an ordinary wave -

change receiver for the reception of medium
or long waves.

With the other coil unit in place it is

possible to receive the short waves.
This is a very excellent scheme, and we
congratulate Messrs. Ready Radio for extending its popularity.
There is no doubt at all but that the great
listening public is getting " short-wave
minded " and, after the usual lag, we antici-

pate that commercial sets will begin to

cater more for the new demand.
In the meantime, constructors have the
" three -band " field almost entirely to them solves, and the success which the Meteor "
Three already has achieved must surely be

The front panel is symmetrically

arranged, there being just the two slowmotion controls (for tuning and reaction)
and the on -off and wave -change switches.
Cabinet Alternatives.

A choice between two cabinets is given.
There is the standard model, and the Conso-

lette in which loudspeaker and batteries
can be housed. These cabinets are most
attractive and give the instrument a
polished, handsome appearance.

It will be seen from all this that the

" Meteor " Three is of a very sound design.
But, it may well be asked, wherein lies its
claim to originality ? And the answer is
found in the slow-motion reaction control.
In a three -band receiver of the nature of
the " Meteor " Three, such a refinement is

of very real value, especially on the short
waves, -where it is often only the closeness of

the reaction adjustment which brings a
station from complete inaudibility to full
loudspeaker strength.
It is a courageous expedient to provide a

slow-motion movement and a timing scale
for reaction in these days when simplicity of
control is so widely demanded, for such a
step is sometimes liable to be misconstrued
by the uninitiated.
It might seem that " Single -Dial Tuning "
is sacrificed in the spirit if not in the letter,

but in actual fact the handling of the receiver is very greatly improved.
The " ham-handed " operator is enabled
to obtain adjustments which would be pos-

sible only for the expert if using " plain"
dials.

Plenty of Programmes.

There are all too many who think of the

short waves as nothing but channels for
freak amateur communication, for beam

wireless and for mere Morse messages, If
they did but realise it, though, you find a

whole wealth of new broadcasting entertainment " down there."

Not perhaps with the "service reliabilities"
of the " ordinary" waves, but richer in wide
variety. And the surprises you get ! After
having tuned in a weak carrier and found

it to convey a faint German programme,
you are quite likely to discover that an
adjacent and extremely powerful carrier is
a New Yorker which comes over with loudspeaker punch.

IT COVERS SHORT WAVES AS WELL.

Late Hours !

We can well im-

proof that they are taking full advantage
of it.

agine that many
owners of " Meteor "

The " Meteor " Three has a detector

Threes will find it

2 L.F. circuit. The first L.F. valve is resistance -capacity coupled and the second
transformer coupled.
Excellent slow-motion dials are provided
for both the tuning and reaction con-

difficult

to switch

off once they have

densers, and this greatly facilitates the

started in on a really
good session. Unfortunately, at the

Provision for a Plek-up.
To reduce hand -capacity an extension rod

ditions are not particularly good, but

t imo of writing,
short-wave con-

operation of the outfit on the short waves.

is provided for the reaction condenser which
is set back some few inches from the panel.
Pick-up sockets and a radio -gram switch

a bad night
indeed when you
cannot tune in at

sockets for the aerial and earth and loudspeaker, while the H.T., G.B., and L.T.

Three is delightful

it is

least a few stations.

are fitted at the back. There are also

The "Meteor"

to handle, and

connections are via leads which come straight

out of the set.

render it possible to
do much more in the
daylight than would

The components used are of various

makes-various first-class makes we should
have said, for the selection is, in our opinion,
a very happy one.

otherwise be the case.

These controls are

The coils are of Messrs. Ready Radio's own

design, and are as good as any commercial
designs at present in existence. The dual range coil embodies a selectivity adjustment

its

slow-motion controls

very smooth and
quite free from backThe Ready Radio " Meteor " Three with the short-wave coil unit in position.

lashd other such

faults.
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CAPT.
ECKERSLE
Don't address -your questions direct to Capt.
Eckersley ; a selection of those received by

Under the above title, week by week, our
Chief Radio Consultant comments upon
radio queries submitted by " P.W."
readers.

the Query Department in the ordinary way
will be answered by him.

do, any good, although this transformer, as

Those Voltmeter Readings.

H. Q. -(Carlisle).-" I have read that it is
impossible to check the output voltage of an
eliminator by using an ordinary voltmeter.
" Since a voltmeter satisfactorily measures
the voltage of a dry H.T. battery, it is rather

puzzling that the same instrument cannot
measure voltages derived from the mains.
Why is there this - difficulty ? "

I don't know where you have read that

parallel with L1 (Byp.ass.D.C.) can be made,
to equal the impedance of C1, and if phases

negative, then, as regards 50 -cycle stuff, the

that if r remove the grid leak from the

earth potential.
Thus, assuming that the potential of the
negative is fluctuating, it will be seen that,

the receiver off and then switch on when the

either artificial :or real, unless absolutely - are ,right it might work: It is necessarily
necessary."
rather sketchy, all this ; but it might help.
It is extraordinarily difficult to give I do hope it will.
coherent explanations as to why " hums"
come and go-I think, in essence, the fact Taking Out the Grid Leak.
N. L. (Edgware).-" I have noticed,
is that, if you .clo not directly earth theL.T.

you cannot check the output of an eliminator with voltmeter, but whoever wrote
such a statement must have been thinking

grid of the detector valve is not directly

loaded eliminator.
A voltmeter takes current to work it.
voltmeter has a certain resistance.

owing to the high resistance of the grid
leak and tuned circuit plus grid blocking

of a very 'bad voltmeter or a very over-

A
A

voltmeter has a resistance expressed. as

so many ohms per volt.

If it bad a 1,000 ohms per volt charac-

teristic, then a 100 -volt max. scale reading
voltmeter would have a resistance of
100,000

ohms.

Also,

it would take

If the impedance of C3 (By-pass H.F.) in.

stated above, is already in a metal box.
Naturally, I do not wish to use an earth,

resistance -coupling unit of the first L.F.
valve in my receiver, no apparent change
in tone or 'volume results unless I switch

tone is very distorted. I am somewhat
puzzled by this effect, and should be
pleased if you could offer an explanation."

condenser network, the,grid potential may
fluctuate differently from the- filament
potential, creating hum.
If this is true, the hum should cease or be

If the set is working, and you then
remove the grid leak, there is no path

between gild and filament except that duo
to leaks in insulation and in valve holders,
etc. So it may be that the required -negative charge leaks away from the grid, very

GETTING RID OF IT

1

very slowly.

milliamp from the source it was measuring.

But if the voltmeter was a cheap one it
might have a characteristic of 10 ohms
per volt and take 100 milliamps to read
100 volts. Lots of eliminators have a
maximum output of, say, 20 milliamps,
and so if you try to measure the voltage
with a cheap voltmeter yOur eliminator

.

cannot supply the power to make the

Always

Sounds all right, I think, but there are
other explanations, but slightly involved
and less likely to be true than the one I

:itiLL1:- al

give.
Condenser Capacity for Short Waves.

re. -

member, a voltmeter takes current. And

don't, therefore, try and measure volts

between grid and filament in series With a
grid leak !
An Odd Hum.

S. C. C. (Edgware).-I recently constructed a self-contained frame aerial re-

ceiver 0.et. and 2'L.F.), using an accumu-

lator for L.T. and an H.T. unit from
A.C. mains. A faint mains hum is heard
unless-

" 1. L.T.- lead of the circuit is touched.
" 2. This lead is earthed.
" All metal work in the set is connected
to this lead, including the L.S. chassis and
the box containing the mains equipment,
'which, by the way, is over 3 ft. from the
detector valve, and the A.C. mains lead at
its nearest point is 14 in. from the frame.

" What I am unable to understand is,
why when either (1) or (2) is tried, the

hum ceases, but yet when this lead is connected to a metal fender or similar mass of
metal, the hum persists. " Do you Think that joining the core of
ithe mains transformer to L.T. neg. will

between anode and filament impinge on
the grid and making up for those leaking
away. When you switch Off there is no
supply, and the charge leaks, right away.
When you switch on again there are never
enough electrons to re-establish the charge.

voltmeter read !
But the general statement wants watching.
All the writer meant was you cannot measure the voltage output of a small elithinator

with a cheap voltmeter.

-

It is, however, re -furnished by some. of
the stream of electrons which mostly pass

EX/STINGO7PACirr
&ERRrAe

1747

M. K. C. (Eltham Park).-" I understand
that in order to tune satisfactorily on the

These are the suggested connections for an L.F.

choke (Li) and a by-pass condenser (C3) to prevent
the unusual humming effects described by
_
S. C. C. (Edgware).

reduced if you short grid of detector to
filainent,

This' means that some network
would haVe to he built which maintained
the potential fluctuation of both grid and
filament the same. I should very much
welcome the results of experiments you
may perform to keep filament and grid at

ultra -short waves a small -tuning condenser
is essential: My set has a -0005-mfd: condenser. Can I place a -0065-mfd. fixed

condenser in series with it to reduce its
capacity, and so obtain the same effect as

a -00025-mfd. variable condenser-? "
Not quite. The formula is that the resulting capacity Cl of two capacities, C1 and C2,
in series is
Ci"C2
Cl
C2

the same potential and see if the hum
disappears.

The only way I can see in- which -this
might be done is as shown in my sketch.
C, and C, and R already exist, of course.

- ONLY IN " P.W."

E

can you read Captain Eckersley's
=
replies to listeners' own problems.
=
AND REMEMBER--=
Captain Ebkersiers technical articles. E.-

= appear only

in

the "Big. Three'- =

"POPULAR
WIIZELtSS,"
"

MODERN WIRELESS ".and
"THE WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR.'
511111111111111111111111n111111111111111111I11111111111111111111M11100

Thus, five times five over five plus five is
(leaving out the noughts) 2-5. But 2.5 in
series with five is 1.66, and not 1.25, as you
had hoped.
Thus, the variable condenser does not,
if a fixed series condenser of its maximum
value is connected in series with it, behave

all the way round as a halved variable

condenser.
Two variables ganged and placed in series
would give a halving effect all the way
round. But for ultra -short waves, surely

you want tog do Mae than halve the condenser Value.
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FROM THE TECHNICAL EDITOR'S NOTE BOOK.

Well worth that, for it is a definite advance,

on the simple type of wave -trap with its
fixed aerial tappings.

On test we obtained .striking results,

either of- the powerful local stations being

wiped right out and the volume of these
on adjacent wave -lengths being retained

practically unimpaired.
The Blue Spot Rejector Wave -trap is as

effective as any commercial device of its
kind I have tested.
GOLTONE SCREENED
TUBING. _

This is a particularly useful
material and comprises a braided
metal tubing which is very flexi-

ble and tough, having an insulating lining.

Its bore is such that with

USING THE MAINS.

A SPECIAL feature of the new Atlas
Mains Unit. Model D.C. 15/25, is

that its various output voltages can
be obtained on either a 15 ni a. or 25 m. a.
load. This is effected by a unique switching arrangement.

ordinary connecting wire it
provides for an air -spaced

duce an appreciable self -capacity.

Both as- a mechanical and electrical
protection theGoltone Screened Tubing has

The three H.T. tappings. provided are
60-80 and 50-90 volts, both having intermediate tappings of minimum and maxi-

was mentioned last week

Manufacturers and traders are invited

to submit radio apparatus of any kind
for review purposes.

E--_-'

All examinations

and tests are carried out in the " P.W."
Technical Department with the strictest

thoroughly to dissect much of the gear E
in the course of our investigationi I

=

And readers should note that the
E subsequent reports appearing on this
E page are intended as guides to buyers, E
=

great practical value, especially in the larger
sets of high efficiency. And at a cost of

9d.. per yard it is within the reach of all
constructors.

A VERY USEFUL NOTEBOOK.

I have just obtained my copy of Collins'
" Wireless " Diary, and I must say I
consider it one of the most useful publications which have ever come my way. It is
absolutely Packed with useful information
and covers a much wider field than do most
" specialised " forms of diary notebooks.
It is available in various coverings, etc.,
from Is. 3d. to 7s., and if I were asked to

suggest that one which the majority of

constructors would buy I should plump for
the 2s. 6d. style, which haa a pencil and a
Duroskin cover.
SEPARATING STATIONS.

tainly one we can recommend.

=t1111111W1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111
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We carefully tested it on a detector and
two L.F. set and found that the smoothing
was such that there was no' audible hum

of the sound design of the unit. It is cer-

is -not, extinct.

.-j

for a period of twelve months.

The model D.C. 15;25 for D.C. mains.

the final winding up of -Burndept Wireless (1928)
Limited, and, although that Company is in voluntary
liquidation, you and your readers may be interested
to know that the name and reputation of Burndept

--3:

The cash price of this neat little D.C.
H.T. unit is 35s. 6d:, and it is guaranteed

NEW "ATLAS " MAINS UNIT

We note a paragraph in the issue of your valued
publication dated December 5th, page 787, regretting

of impartiality, under the personal super- -1of the Technical Editor.
=
= vision
We should like to point out that we
prefer to receive production samples
E. picked from stock, and that we cannot 7'2
=
= in any circumstances undertake to
=
= return them, as it is our practice

This is the
Cameo" Cabinet ;or
the " Telsen " 3 which

mum voltages, and a 120-150 volts fixed.

when reaction was applied ---a sterling proof

munication from Henry E. Taylor, Ltd. :

screening of the leads and does not intro-

'

except during programme intervals and

CONCERNING BURNDEPT.

We have received the following com-

With the.longer evenings and
better radio conditions which
obtain during the winter months,
there are doubtless innumerable
listeners who have found their

f and are, therefore, framed up in a readily
E readable manner free from technicalities
unnecessary for that immediate purpose.

'51111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111101111111111111111E

" A Company was formed in August last to purchase the name of BURNDEPT ' and the Trade
Marks, Patents and Goodwill of that Company ;
two of the Directors comprise the subscriber, who
was connected with the Burndept Company from its
inception and during the past four years held the
position of General Sales Manager, and Mr. L. T.
Hunt, who was for many years the Chief Designer
and Works Manager- of the old Company. We
employ on our Works Staff the Burndept Chief
Service Engineer and the Chief of the Test Department, and our assembly and other works staff are all
picked ex -employees of the Burndept Company.
" It will be the endeavour of our Company to
maintain and enhance the reputation of the House
of Burndept for quality apparatus.
," We hold a complete stock of components, together
with the necessary jigs, tools, etc., for the repair
of all Burndept apparatus, and we hope, by hard
work, careful and unique design, together with
competitive prices and sound management, to reinstate- the name of BURNDEPT in the forefront
of the Radio Industry."

THE BLUE SPOT REJECTOR WAVE -TRAP

sets to be vastly less selective
NEW " EELEX " TERMINAL.
There is now a new version of the famous

T.2.L.C. " Eelei " terminal and one which
should appeal very strongly to constrac---.

than they had thought them
to be during the summer and
autumn.
But a good wave -trap will do

much to restore the station It is a particularly useful type, for it can - separating powers of a set.
accommodate any kind of lead -end wire,
The Blue Spot Rejector Wave spade, ring or pin. Personally, I can see trap is an excellent device for
no future for any terminal which cannot such a purpose. It provides for
do this, for accessories are always likely,tO three alternative degrees of
be equipped with any one of the' above' selectivity and it has a smooth
tors.

connectors.
The " Eelex "

T.2.1..C. carries plain

marking and is in every way a worth -while
device.

adjustment controllable by a

'Mob of -generous dimensionsa good point that.
The price- is 15s.,- but it is

An invaluable device for those who are swamped by local stations,

Popular Wireless. January
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Improvec;I and Aviecied

CKE

LabomfAvyliTkoll.
BAKELITE

COIL
The coil for aerial tuning

UN R

HIGH EFFICIENCY WINDING
The high potential ends of the coils are
located towards the centre of the supporting tube - greatly reducing unwanted couplings due to stray electrostatic fields.

MOUNTING

i s connected to t he
secondary Coil for grid

circuit tuning by means

of a high resistance of
suitable value.

BAKELITE
MOULDED
TERMINAL

BAKELITE
MOULDED
TERMINAL
PANELS

PANELS
These greatly

enhance the appearance of the

Tuner and give

definite mechanical improvement and afRciency,

SCREENING PLATE

The screening plate interposed
between the coils intercepts stray
electrostatic leakage fields, while

the positions of the coils are so

arranged that magnetic interaction

is at a minimum.

fat Ihe

"P.W." ECKE PS LEV

THREE

The Eckersley Tuner is revolutionary in principle, design, size and operation, and comprises two coils with
magnetic axes at right angles, separated by a metal screen
and coupled in an entirely new way by a resistance.

It is 64 x 7 x 74 ins. in size-and is not small because
" bulk" has been established as absolutely essential to
greatesfselectivity.
The Eckersley Tuner tunes first and cuts out mush,
obviates sideband jamming and passes only clear cut
signals for first and subsequent amplification as compared
to ordinary coupling of two tuned circuits by a valve
which magnifies interference.

The Advertisement of Radio Instruments Ltd.. Croydon, England

produced the original model of the Eckersley
Tuner to the inventor's specification and have
mechanically improved the constructional details which
give an unequalled degree of efficiency. Every R.I.
Eckersley Tuner is subjected to the most
critical

laboratory tests before release.
List No. B Y 30. Provisional

Patent No.

29404/22.10.31.

Size : 64 x 7 x 71 ins.

'Phone: Thornton Heath

32

(5

lines).
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An IMPROVED Lissen Battery !
Secret Process, the same fine active chemicals,
the same big oxygen content in the cells and
the identical copious generation of smooth flowing H.T. current that gave you such good
service in the previous Lissen Battery. But
now the chemicals remain fully active much

1414141
amisirirestr

longer than they used to do because of im-

proved methods of manufacture which exactly
reproduce laboratory conditions in each.

The power capacity of the battery is
scientifically increased, its life lengthened
so that to -day Lissen are able to give you a
specific Life Guarantee with every
Improved Lissen H.T. Battery sold.
cell.

Prices, too, have been greatly

reduced, and to -day, when you
buy Lissen,Liss you get much

longer battery life for much
less money.

60 VOLT

ISSIEk

5'6
100 VOLT

N.T. BATTERY
LISSEN

LIMITED,

913
WORPLE ROAD,

ISLEWORTH,

MIDDLESEX.
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AFTER FIV
YEARS

la Hist SURVEYS THE B.B.0
In this concluding article, " 0.11. M." presents his summing up and gives
some useful suggestions for the future development of the B.B.C.

-1N the five preceding articles I have taken
1 you thfough 'a carefully detailed survey
of the results of impressions and investigations carried on during the last six
months after an interval of five, years,
during which I had been abroad.
I have tried to describe to you the generally well -run, well -disciplined compact
organisation of the B.B.C. I have singled

out the ablest of a competent staff, and I
have called attention to faults as well as

-excellences, both obvious and obscure.

On the one hand, a fine standard of
idealism and public service, a pride in
educational aesthetic objects.
On the
other hand, deficieneips,in personal appeal

trolled by the B.B.C., is a signal contribu-

tion' to the intellectual welhbeing and

equipment of Great Britain.
The next thing that wants 'doing in connection With talks is to gain for them
much -needed flexibility, and freedom from
the' shackles of long-term arrangement.
.

'

There should. be more attention to the

vexed problem of topicality : the adventure
of the moment shaidd always have priority.
Vaudeville and Plays.

.

In vaudeville and light entertainment
I have pleaded for more spontaneity, and
a return occasionally: to the Old V informality: Radio plays Seem to be on the right

-encouragement of a deadly anonymity, lines as directed by VaLGielgud.
absense of a sense of
human sympathy and
THE WAR ON INTERFERENCE
contact due partly at
least to defects in the
internal spirit of the

organisation, and finally a lamentable failure to -trust the public
more -by -taking it fully

into, confidence about

the myriad problems

and troubles _which
engage anxious attention daily.

The virtues and failings of B. B.C. ad-

miipistration have been analysed. I have
again warned Savoy Hill of the danger of
enthroning administration" on a special
pinnacle .of its own, divorced from the
work of the _Microphone. 1 have also
criticised the steady encroachment of
eentraliaation at the expense of the Regional
centres, pointing out that if this tendency
goes unchecked, there will .be perhaps an
irresistible temptation for the Parliamentary
Committee of 1935 to break up the broadcasting monopoly for the period following
1936, when the B.B.C. licence lapses.

And now, with my eves on the future

In Music.
In music the achieve-

alone, I would like to sketch out the way in

which I think the B.B.C. can and should

ment has been a 'majestic triumph, but
something remains to

proceed to fulfil

its

allotted destiny.

The shadow of 1936 is already falling,
and hostile forces are assembling for pre.

be done to gain the

liminary consultation.

confidence of the eutside music profession

A Clash Coming

in the various branches
of exeCutant work.

This time the B.B.C. will have the
advantage of an additional ten years of

Talks, too, have im-

good work, with the consequent growth of

proved out of all
recognition : the five
years' period of iny

the sense of continuity which that. lengthened

witnessed the gradual
realisation by the in-

mittee of investigation in 1925, so the forces

term implies. But just as the position of the

B.B.C. will be relatively stronger than it
was at the time of Lord Crawford's Com-

absence apparently

against it will be much stronger, more

telligentsia and -the

active, and more experienced.

" high -brows " gener-

The chance of breaking up the B.B,C.
always provideS a focus for the various
elenients of discontent which the B.B.C.
fails' tb placate. ' The music industry as a
whole is hardly as friendly to the B.B.C.
as it was in 1D25, and . I do not see any

ally of the enormous
educational value of

the B.B.C.
No leader of thought,
no scientific authority,
no public man, no
industrial baron would
now disdain the micro-

phone; rather do they

ail struggle to reach
it. The result, for the

most part 'Wisely con -

Listeners in Kingston -on -Thames are indeed fortunate in having a considerate tramway undertaking. The interference caused to radio programmes
by electric tramcars is too well-known to need emphasis, but in Kingston at
any rate very effective steps have been taken by those in authority to reduce
the trouble. This photograph shows engineers fitting choke coils to the overhead trolley system on one of the new trolley buses.

prospect of its getting More friendly in the
next ,three or four years.
The public, concert -giving activities of

the B.B.C. and the poaching of instrumentalists for its orchestras have created
permanent body of opposition in
(Continued on- ne.it page.)
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AFTER FIVE YEARS

1

4

(Continued from previous page.)
..,

3

in any ,eireatiistances ; .it happens .in the,
case of the 13.B.C. to be the least bad, and
and is tolerable only because of the oppor-

tunity of recurring review provided by
the limited licence.

-

entertainment world. The theatre still looks ..Support for the Arts.
There has been a ood deal of loose talk
with distrust and apprehension on broadcasting. The Musicians Union probably about a .'llinistry o?the Arts, a kind of

would be ready to cooperate in a movement to split up the monopoly. The attitude of the newspaper press is not so
definite.
Ten -Year Licences.

Since 1925 the tendency has been more

to seek advantage by cooperation with

broadcasting. - On the other hand, the
growing realisation of the commercial

But the real reason is the larger One of

national and artistic. interest.. Let there be

ai end to the' feeling in so many quarters
that the B.B.C.- is merely a 'Soulless dis-

penser of canned music -and inferior enter tainment. Let -this be changed into lively

appreciation and admiratiqn of what the

B.B.O. really is,' and of what it is capable of

Gevernment department that will nurse, becoming'
music, opera, the theatre. painting, and - Here, again, there is need of a change in
sculpture, and whatever else can make :the attitude ofthe B.B.C. as well. To achieve
out a, case thatit is a fine art or a substantial this leadership in the arts the Corporation
Part of one.

.

'

must becomemtich. inoie human and

on fantastie proposals. I advise the B.B.C.

generous_ thing than it is. There should
not -be so much the attitude of- barter, the
tendency to niggle at financial trifles. I am
not advising extravagance or loose spending
'or supporting lost 'causes. But what I do

affairs and at once. 'The B.B.C. should be

and more statesmanlike outlook:

All this encouragement and nursing, in
so far as it .should be done. at all, is the'
natural -function of the B.B.C., whic h can
be depended on not to throw money away

publicity value of broadcasting has already
so impressed at least one newspaper group

to take a more direct initiative in these

1936.

there May he a united effort to ensure that
the subsidy " is not wasted.

that it is planning to do all in its power more active . in aligning all the warring
to get some broadcasting for itself after :operatic interests so that under its a?gis
Then another cause of vexation is the

porters, in the strugglep of 1935 and 1936.
.

DISCOVERER OF A SECOND " HEAVISIDE" LAYER

.

emphasise is the need for much broader
-

An Opportunity Ahead.

The responsibility of the monopoly is
now much more than the provision of the
satisfactory broadcasting service. To the
- degree in which the additional responsibility is recognised and acted upon, so the
hope of the B.B.C. winning in, -1935 is
strengthened.
Those who control the
B.B.C. 'should be prepared to take more
definite risks in all such enterprises as
Empire broadcasting, and the prudent
,encouragement of the fine arts.
If,

in the next fp1 years, the B.B.C.

makes the mistake 'of adhering too closely

to the narrow interpretation of its terms
of reference, it will have itself to blame
if its, constitution is seriously modified.

lt,'on the other hand, rises to the destiny
it deserves, then it Will receive a renewed
vote of confidence Mere enthusiastic and
unanimous than any that has gone before.

CORRESPONDENCE tt

t

7 The Super -Quad, -and a "Hum" Tip

*

*

-0- -0-

A SUPER -QUAD SUCCESS.
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

Professor Appleton, F.H.B., who recently discovered a second "'Heaviside Layer" (perhaps we should call
it " Appleton Layer ") demonstrating radio apparatus to students in a King's College laboratory. He
claims that he has definitely proved the existence of this second layer, and calculates that it is situated
about 140 miles above the earth's surface. That is, roughly 80 mileS higher than the original " Heaviside
Layer. '

growing publishing activity of the B.B.C.
which, by 1935, will be making a profit of
not far short of £500,000 out of publishing
magazines and books which the " trade "
passionately regards as its own legitimate
province. Therefore, if there is any chance
of taking publishing away from the B.B.C.
the powerful influence of the industry will
be thrown into the hostile scales.
-Thus, there is every reason for diligent
counsel and careful planning =in the interval

present a rather reluctant and aloof body:
The National Theatre movement, if it
deserves to. exist, should do so under
B.B.C. guidance. The nuclei of repertory,

And this
is, of course, just as it should be. I profoundly hope that the B.B.C. is never put
on a more permanent basis than a succession of ten years' licences-that is, as long
as the monopoly is allowed.
Monopoly is not a good form of control

consciously and generously nourished by
the B.B.C. I am not arguing this because
it would-be of advantage politically to the
B.B.C., but of course it would, because

if the B.B.0 is to enter the conflict with
any substantial hope of success.

Dear Scr,-We have to -day completed the assembly
of a " Kuper -Quad"- for demonstration purposes,
and wish to compliment you on a very fine set. For
-ease of control and Simplicity of assembly, it is one
of the finest sets we have handled to date.
We carried out the test of the " Super -Quad "
at dusk on a badly screened aerial in the centre of
Belfast, and on the -broadcast band (200-030) received

-25 stations at full land -speaker strength.
Roping for more circuits like the Super -Quad,"
and wishing you. continued success.
' We remain, yours truly,
J. DOHERTY.

Similarly, the music festivals up and down

the country should be so helped by the
B.B.C. that they would look upon it as

their natural patron, rather than as at

bah of stage and screen, should see in
broadcasting their natural patron.
The Real Reason.

Artistic. development generally should be

every movement of the kind taken up
would add to the army of effective sup-

Belfast.

(The Belfast Radio & Electrical Co.)

STOPPING- " HUM."
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

Dear Sir,2-I have -read with interest the article
on " Than " in POPULAR WIRELESS = recently. I
have an" Ekco " Eliminator, and have been trouble free until a new generator of exceptional size was
installed in -the electricity station in this district.
I bare tried various fixed Condensers without
much effect, but found a considerable improvement
by earthing to the water supply pipe. I then tried
the earth connection of the casing of the eliminator
being connected entirely by itself to my original
earth, and the hum has practically .ceased. It is
now only, lust audible with the set silent.
I have mentioned, this as you do not 'propose a
separate earth such as this in your article, and as it
has cured my trouble it may be of help to others.
Yours truly,
Shoreham;

W. H. WRIGHTSON.

Popular Wireless, January 16th,
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New Marconi Valves
for D.C. Mains Receivers
Here is a new range of Marconi indirectly

heated mains valves with .25 amp. filaments,
silent, very economical and equalling the famous

Marconi A.C. Mains type in their exceptional
efficiency. Note these points :
I. Heater currents only .25 amp. at 16 volts.
A typical 4 or S -valve receiver thus has a total
power consumption of only about 60 watts.
2. Very high heater -cathode installation. This
provides for a straight forward type of circuit,
similar to that of most A.C. sets.
3. Mica -bonded construction and interlocked
electrodes, ensuring extreme reliability and
consistency.

4. Unusually large effective cathode surface,
givinga copious em ission with freedom from hum,

S. High mutual conductance, comparable to
that of the best A.C. mains types.
6. A valve for each position in the set.
7. Rapid heating
about half the time usually
needed,
r

THE SYMBOL Or AUTHENTIC RADIO

THE COMPLETE RANGE,

ALL WITH .25 AMP. HEATERS
DS. Screen Grid 22/6 DH. General purpose 15/DSB. High Conductance Screen Grid

22/6 s=

DI.. LF. & POWER 17/6 DPT. Power Pentode 25/ =

Popular Wireless, January 16th, 1932:
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PRAGUE
COMES TO
T.. C. C. FOR
CONDENSERS

The world's lar-

gest medium
wave station zoo K.W.

VALVES.

Here is illustrated a corner of the new Prague Station,

and shows a bank of 4 T.C.C. Condensers, com-

prising a .00075 mfd. and a .0005 mfd. for working
at 6,500v. R.M.S. at 500-1,000 K.C. 100% T.M.
with
with peak working voltage of 18,400
a .0005 mfd. and a .0004 mfd. for working at 4,500v.
R.M.S. at 550-1,000 K.C. 100% T.M.
,Yet again T.C.C. Condensers are being used where
accuracy and down -right dependability are essential.

AN
AMAZINGLY SIMPLE

on the
The
engineers made certain of unfailing service-and
specified T.C.C.

WONDERFUL RANGE Er SELECTIVITY

AND WHEN YOU

This easily -constructed Kit provides you with the opportunity, never
offered before, of tuning -in to the world's ultra -short-wave stations in

The very life of
perfect

this station is dependent
of these condensers.

SET TO BUILD AND HANDLE

functioning

NEED A CONDENSER

addition to the host of medium- and long -wave broadcasts-by the
simple turn of a neat panel switch.

remember that the performance

NO COIL CHANGING

of your receiver or eliminator

Another feature of this wonderfully efficient three-valver is that

depends on the reliability of its
condensers too. Don't risk a
breakdown, it may be expensive

- be safe - insist on T.C.C.

when- the wave switch connects the ultra -short coils in circuit with
the detector valve, it simultaneously reduces the capacity of the
.0005 tuning condenser to .00015 through a small mica condenser and
thereby enormously improves reception.

The efficiency of the Kit

is

assured by the use of the famous

MAZDA VALVES
numbers P220A, L2 and HL2, which are obtainable from all Radio
Dealers.
Were is illustrated just one of the
many types of T.C.C. Condensersa 2 ntfcl, Mtn -Inductive Condenser,

price 311o. Made in capacities
from .00s to 2 mfd.

GET THIS FREE BOOKLET

ALL -BRITISH

Components are supplied already mounted in position, and the

CONDENSERS

simple wiring instructions are described and illustrated in this Booklet,
obtainable FREE from your dealer or address belOw.'

The Telegraph Condenser Co. Ltd., Wales Farm Road, N. Acton, W.3.
ci 9567

TRIPLE WAVE COIL ONLY, PRICE 1716

ARTHUR PREEN & CO., LTD.,

Golden Square, Piccadilly Circus, London, W.1.

Popular Wirelesk,'Jantiary 16th, 1932.
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XCELLENT conditions continue

missions. Those who
dwell

to be with us

I do in the. matter,

and the- omens in-

but even with my

dicate that we are in

big seven -valve set

for a thoroughly good
wireless year in 1932.

in use I can never
obtain more than

One reason that 1

have for making this
prophecy

is

Wt`11 k ish

that

daylight reception
upon the short waves
is so astonishing just

Some practical distant -programme notes compiled by a special
next station heard was Stockholm, who was
very strong.
Between his wave -length and the top of
the medium wave -band a wonderful bag was
obtained, Beromunster, Lang,enberg. Prague

fiers,--a grid detector and a power output
valve. This was used in conjunction with - and-most surprising of all-Vienna, all
a good indoor aerial.
giving a fine account of themselves. It is
a very long time since more, than an occaBattery Operated.
sional feeble sound could be heard from
The set, by the way, is battery operated, foreign stations on the medium . band in
even better results might have been ob- broad daylight.
tained from a mains outfit; for A.C. maina
In the almost entire absence of atmosvalves are, of course, more efficient As pherics in which we have been rejoicing of
amplifiers than the battery variety. The late, daylight reception upon the long
bag was surprising. I did not use tele- waves has been superb. Some listeners
phones, but tuned -in straight on to the may have been surprised not to have found
loudspeaker. ,
Radio -Paris stronger in the daytime, but -I
.

-

not appear' to be working at the moment,
but Goteborg came in with a roar. The

THE appointed day

for the second
"P.W." Short-WaVe Receiving Cod test draws near ! I hope that all the
receivers are duly " hotted up '1 and
equipped with freshly -charged accumulators
and noiseless H.T.B.'s in readiness for the
great event.
For the benefit of those who did not read
the preliminary notice, here are the details.
Starting at midnight on Saturday, January

23rd, and continuing until the same hour
on Sunday, January 24th, you will listen
below 100 metres and log everything that

casting stations.

You may enter both if you like, or you
may restrict yourself to either. The
winner of class " b " will be the reader who
sends in the longest list of different stations

logged, provided that they all check with
the known details regarding programme,
time and wave -length.
In class " a " the winner will probably be

the man who logs the greatest number of
different countries, but points will be
awarded on a. sliding scale. I shall certainly award more marks for -each country
outside Europe than for those inside !
All you have to do, in order to compete, is

to listen during the whole of the period
I

11

3 2SE 2

141 11

TH

be tuned -in on the medium band is immense

at the present time. After dark there are
all sorts of interesting little transmissions
between 200 and about 230 metres.

Varying Conditions.

They vary, enormously from night to
night, but there are few evenings when you
Will not find them coming in strongly and
well. Working upwards, Cologne, Nurnberg, Trieste and Leipzig are all likely to

reward you, and if you suffer from blanket-

ing by the London station you are more
than likely to find Herby-, Toulouse P T T
and Gleiwitz when the shorter -wave Brook -

power on most days until after dark.

tion and so are Bordeaux and Genoa.

For Long -wave Listeners.

-occasional heterodynes. Marseilles I do not

There are splendid opportunities on the
long waves nowadays for the reception of
alternative programmes since Oslo, Kalundborg, Motala, Warsaw, Eiffel Tower, Zeesen,
Radio -Paris and Huizen are all good trans-

SHORT-WAVE
NOTES

though both of these stations suffer from

often hear nowadays,, though he makes an
appearance every now and then in the log.
Grenoble is another intermittent capture.
Goteborg, Breslau and Brussels No. 2 are

always waiting to supply entertainment.

running a " British Empire Radio Contest."
also during February, in addition to special

tests on 10 metres. 80 metres and 160
metres.

And " P.W.," if this first compe-

tition is a success, will certainly run another
before the summer (if any) commences.
And now for business. There is another

crop of requests for me to publish details
of a single -valve short-wave set, which I
am duly doing. It will, I hope, be in the
Editor's hands very shortly.
News and views regarding an exciting

and fascinating wave -band.
By W. L. S.

mentioned, or as much of.nit as you feel up

to, and to send in your 'dog to me afterNt'ards, c/o " P.W.,' and marked " Short -

The Longest Log Wins !

latter at 21 kw.
The number of good stations waiting to

mans. Park transmitter is not working.
Hilversum is nearly always worth atten-

There are two classes into which

the entries will be divided : (a) amateur
signals only ;- and (b) short-wave broad-

.

believe that he has -not been using full

-

Working upwards from the bottom of the
band, I first of all heard one or two stations
rather faintly, hut did not bother very much
about them. Then I. came upon Leipzig;
from whom. -full loudspeaker volume was
easily obtainable. Turin and fleilsberg
Were equally well received. Hilversum did

inches

at 54 kw., and the

really up-to-the-minute information for " P.W." readers.

A few mornings ago having half -an -hour
to spare I ran round the medium`Wave-band
with a standard scommereial set containing
two screened -grid high -frequency ampli-

reception

from either Lahti or
Reykjavik, though
the former is rated

contributor who nightly searches the ether in order to obtain

now.

you hear.

in the north

may fare better than

Wave Contest."
The prizes for each section are only the
honour of seeing your name mentioned in a
conspicuous position in your favourite
weekly, but think of the thrill !
Next week I will give some last-minute

information regarding conditions and the
times that are likely to be best for different
directions.

Ready for the Spring.

This is going to be an exceptional spring
competitions. The A.R.R.L. have
arranged a novel " Good -Will Contest " for

for

February, about which I will say something a little later on. The R.S.G.B. is

116l

If those who have asked for particulars of

80-100 met -re coils for the " 8.G.4 " will
refer to these notes in the issue of " P.W."
published a fortnight ago, 'they will find
them set out in full.

"Riddled Baseboard: "
My regular correspondent, "
(Glasgow), reports good reception once more

of W 3 X A L, and conclude* by threatening to change his name to " riddled baseboard " ! Yes. Fve had that feeling.
" J.B.M." I haVe to buy a new stock of
wood very frequently.
" R. B.," of Eastbourne, shortly coming
to live in London. wants to call on sonic

enthusiasts and work up a few S.W. acquaintances. Well. " R. B.," I don't think
you'll find any difficulty in that. Short-

wave folk seem to be a very friendly crowd,
on the whole. Just look up the call -book

and call on any amateurs near your new
home, and you will be " well away."
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MORE LIVELY
THAN BEFORE

THE SECRET OF PERFECT
RADIO RECEPTION

/108i
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over to Telsen is like taking the

rHANCINC
wool out of your ears"-that is the verdict
of an enthusiastic Telsen constructor which
inspired the illustration on the opposite page.
Telsen Components in your set give you a realism
which is astonishing-they enable you to sit back
and hear, without straining forward to listenthey bring every item on the programme "nearer,
clearer, more lively than before."

-...

L.F. Transformers

Output Transformers
L.F. Chokes

...

..
..

Output Chokes
Binocular H.F. Chokes
Standard H.F. Chokes

from

...
from
from

5/6
12/6

5/8/
5/ 2/ -

from

Loud -Speaker Chassis

5/6

6d.
Fixed Condensers
...
from 1/6
Mansbridge Type Condensers
4 -pin 6d., 5 -pin 8d.
Valve Holders
9d.
Grid Leaks
...
6d.
Grid Leak Holder
6d.
Fuse Holder ..
0 4
2/- and 2/6
Telsen Screens

-.

Advt. of The Tclsen Electric Co., Ltd., Aston, Birmingham.

CVS -

I
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My A
LETTERS from listeners ! Letters from

4 The famousviolinist, whose broad'

task, although often pleasurable.
Many are letters of appreciation ; others
are requests for favourite musical pieces :

some abuse me, some praise.. From all

girl who, after informing me that she was

always allowed to stay up to hear my

concerts, timidly went on to ask for a photo,
graph. This was sent, and a few days later
there came her reply.
Starting Young !

Another musician wrote to thank me
as she put it, having inspired her.

for,

Tlirough listening to me, she said, she had
won a scholarship.

-

An Enthusiastic Violinist.

Personally, I doubt whether I can be as
good as all that, even though on top -of this
similar letter from a second
young lady who was an enthusiastic
violinist and who declared that I helped,
for whenever I played over the wireless,
she stood in front of the loudspeaker and
kept in time with me. You can't believe
everything !

A VALUABLE "STRAD "

The young lady could judge from the

Not All Amusing.

who wanted me to play Massenet's " Elegie."

" My wife used to play it," he said, " and
when you do the same, I seem to see her
beside me, smiling and playing. She -who

died over twenty years ago." To receive a -

tragic letter such as this can hardly be
compensated for by fame itself.

But I should be thankful that listeners

content themselves with writing, and rarely
attempt to telephone or call on me. If they
did, a squad of police would become necessary.
The one exception I can remember was
only the other day when a girl rang up and

asked in_ anxious tones if I would play
" 0 Sole Mio " that evening, for it_ always
made her beloved romantic. and she was
sure he was on the verge of proposing. I

played the piece and soon heard of the
-

-

always do my best, but I have only a certain

amount of time at my disposal' and' the
rendering of a desired item is not always

amazing how early nowadays gold -digging
starts !
On another occasion, when I had played
-the violin solo " Tambourin Chinois," a lady
wrote to me indignantly declaring that she

practical.

I am sometimes asked to play at least
twenty pieces when I have, at the most,
time for only ten. One gentleman sent me
seven complete -programmes.

didn't think it fair I should do all the

work-and why didn't .the orchestra help'

" Let's Hope He Understood."

more ?

I admit that they were well balanced,

Offers of marriage come by the score as

but the gentleman had te..be. content with
my choosing from all that lot one item
only. Let's hope that he understood My
plight, for some people get remarkably
vindictive when their wishes" are not
.gratified.

as dozens and dozens of begging

letters asking for money or help of sonic
kind-although I am married ! Naturally,

I help where I can, but, being no millionaire,
there must be a limit to my generosity.
And as for the "help supplicants," you
would be surprised were I to tell you how
many musicians think they 'can fill the

Still, the letters that please me most
are those of appreciation. Better these
than all 'those from autograph hunters who

Albert Hall if only given the chance. In
this respect, I recall a letter from a pianist
asking for an audition, to which I agreed.

want me to return their albums with my
name appended and to pay the postage, or

any other. And here I must ' mention

He certainly played splendidly, but when

Newcastle.

I asked him to play by ear, and hUmmed

a tune over to him, it was pathetic to witness

Nealised-he was stone deaf t

all her sons in the war, my music somehow
helped her to bear her troubles more easily.

Naturally, when I receive a request, I

her hopes, I had to -reply that I couldn't
give gold watches to everybody. It is

the puzzled expression of -his face. At
first, ..I could not understand it and then I

lady who said that altliaugh she had lost

engagement.

photograph that I was a nice boy, 'and would
I send her a gold watch ? Unfortnnatelyfor

well

is amusing. Same of the letters .are very
'sad indeed, I treasure one from 'an old

In similar vein was that from the man

scented, coloured, stained and greasy.

highly amusing.
A short time ago, one came from a little

casts from the Park Lane Hotel' and formerly from the Grand
Hotel, Eastbourne-have made him
so popular with radio audiences,
here gives " P.W." readers a
I

diverting peep into his post -bag.

classes of people they come, and from all
countries. I have had letters from as far
away as India and Africa, thanking me for
sending " a breath of England."
They come in all kinds of envelopes,

Others arrive in wrappers which it would
be a courtesy to designate " envelopes " at
all. Yet I look forward to all of them, as I
say, for not only do they prove that I am
appreciated by a public, but some are also

On the other hand, not all my post:bag'

)4(

listeners t. They come in scores by
every post, and their reading takes
hours, yet read they must be. It is a hard

Albert Sandler is the fortunate possessor of a
very valuable Stradivarius violin.

The inhabitants of this city particularly
overwhelm me with thanks after I have
broadcasted. Why more from them than.
from any other town ? A mystery, Pm
afraid, but there it is !

Popular Wireless, January 16th, 1932.
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THE 'RV
ECKERSLE
HREE
rogat ive, usually
attributed, to the

feniale of the

species, and_ placed
the jack in the

detector stage, my
reasons being :

(a) That pick-

ups vary in
sensitivity and
two valves
would not give

But it's all
music.
Music with this variation;
that it's only music and not music

THEME with variations !

Could Not Be Surpassed.

In my original model of the " P.W."

Eckersley Three my main endeavour was
to produce a three valve receiver which
for

selectivity,

volume, and general
efficiency could not

and described by
Captain P. P. ECKERSLEY,
M.I.E.E.

from medium to long waves and &Mu
long to medium waves is altogether de lightful.
As before, I have included in this version

arr. REAcr. CONGO?.

to all
readers.

"P.W."-

The ideal design
Would- give a sub-

stantially even

25,0000hwts
011,77
ft

L F 710ANS

cw_r

.0oos mro.

0003 AnonD
(Wtril ..fo.vorr..

response from, say,
30-10,000 cycles.
But, if you design

a receiver for
quality and quality
only, you get-

Ls
VIII

what ?
aa

2

,

a

8 S.

Simpler Method.

Scheme so well known

First, that the existing kilocycle spacing
of stations makes perfect quality impossible
of Achievement.

A,2

quired.

the "Extenser"

ber":

MFO Tis

the wave band re-

. ferring, of course, to

/00,000 OHMS

-000/341F0-

which

Of panel wave -change
switches: I am re-

I would say " go ahead and you will be
delighted with the results if you remem-

AN "EXTENSERED " VERSION OF A FAMOUS SET

V195-2

had to be pushed or
pulled according to

eliminating the use

pick -Up is useful for. cutting out scratch.

So to those to whom the advantages of

automatic wave -changing makes its appeal,

for wave-changing-

There exists a
much simpler method
of control entirely

magnification and to he able to reduce
it o the required degree than to have
too little. Also, a volume control of
suitable resistance across the average

astound you. And it is designed

price.
But it had switches

knobs

(b) That it is better to have too much

tivity, ease of tuning and wonderful
station separating powers will

be surpassed at the

two

all types.

First details regarding this up-tothe-minute receiver. Its sensi-

and Monkey chatter. Monkey chatter is a
name for sideband jamming. It has no
reference to broadcast talks native or imported. But my tuner cuts out the monkey
with very little monkeying. I feel childish
-happy New Year ! Will it be ? Yes, as
the advertisements say, because of no need
to wear a band pass !

a sufficient " safety factor " to suit

-411.- -4.- -4.- -4.-4.--40-410-4.--4.-.1.

High Selectivity.
An
intolerable

ME6
O
1-)

If_ 3

background Of

GB

aa
o
0
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2 kw

ku 0

1, 0

0

AEnorw

I)-

a
Aml

-1

station interference
-side -band jamm-

0
543

-2

a
W

G.B.-i

eCHERSLey TUNER

÷
L
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A novel circuit which will amaze you by its efficiency and selectivity. It is designed around the Eckersley
Tuner, that ingenious component which makes absolute child's play of station separation, and it is fully
extensered.

Therefore, in describing the " Extenser "
version of my first model, I do so with the
knowledge that there are many readers of

" P.W." who prefer to have their wave changing carried out instantaneously and
'automatically, and who dislike having
to operate two switches whenever they
wish to go over from one waveband to
another.

The supreme ease with which the Ex -

tenser enables one .to glide noiselessly

a useful refinement, viz. a gramophone

pick-up, the set thus being a fullY-fledged
radiogram.

Three Valves for Pick-up.

I was at first undecided whether or not I
should insert this jack in the transformer

stage, using two valves for gramo, and thus

relieving the constructor of the need for
volume controlling his grain. input.
On second thoughts I exercised the pre -

ing, mush, more
mush.
Selectivity we
must haye and the

degree of selectivity

must be sufficient

to give us the

wanted programme
absolutely free from

the chaos imposed
by the present-day spacing of stations in
the broadcast wave -band.

It is unfortunate that this freedom from
jamming can only be gained at the expense
of " top." But you can't have it both ways.
If you have the top stuff " you have got

to have the " innmr.9;" too.

Surely it is better to lose some of the

top frequencies for the sake of clearness.
We have all listened on the 200-500 metro
(Continued on next page.)
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I

THE
ECKERSLEY THREE

+

(Continued from previous page.)

MAKING PROVISION FOR A PICK-UP

band at some time or other, and we all know

what many of the stations sound like-

I know which I prefer.
My tuner gives you all the permissible
" top " together with an amazing absence
of background mush.
And with this selectivity there is a remarkably high sensitivity-a sensitivity of
an order far greater than the usual run of
selective circuits, including, of course, the
ouch !

average band-pass device.

Now, my remarks concerning " top "
cut off may lead you to suspect that the
output from my tuner is " boomy " and
muffled. Nothing of the kind. You will
be surprised at the general brightness of
music and the crispness of speech.
Construction is Very Simple.
The construction of the

Extensor
version is a very simple task calling for no
special skill. The components can be pur-

chased as a complete kit by those who
are out for the Utmost simplicity, and in

these cases the panel is supplied ready drilled.

Thus, the kit -buyer has only to mount
the parts on the drilled panel, screw down
the remaining components on the basebOard
and then wire up from my wiring diagram,
There are others, possibly, who will

already possess some of the components
mentioned in the list, and who may only
need the tuner and perhaps the two Ex..
tensers to complete the equipment.
Their task is equally easy and the necessary .dimensions for drilling the panel are
given on _the " panel lay -out " diagram.
Now, before I proceed to give details for

Many constructors hold that no set is really complete without provision for using a pick-up. in the

" Eckersley " Three this point has not been overlooked, and a plug is provided for this purpose
on the back terminal strip.

building, I would like to say something

A neat scheme !

The idea is this.

The

about the circuit itself.

aerial side of the tuner is directly in the

The Series Aerial Condenser.

load is applied across this section of the
unit. If you connect the aerial turns

The aerial is connected direct to a series

aerial condenser, and I have chosen for
this position one of those compact solid
dielectric 'jobs which- 1fave "'shorting "
strip. The " shorting " strip doesn't func-

tion until the moving vanes are fully enThen it makes contact between the two. sets of vanes and so
cuts the control out of circuit.
gaged or disengaged.

FROM WAVE -BAND TO WAVE -BAND AUTOMATICALLY

aerial circuit and in consequence the aerial

" bang " in the aerial circuit you can't
tune down to stations like the London
National.

If, on the other hand, you arrange the

aerial turns so as to tune the National you

come up against a " snag " at the upper

end of the waveband.
You won't. be able to tune up to say 500
metres (that is, with standard tuning
capacities of .0005 rad.).
A Valuable Control.

But if you insert a variable condenser in

the aerial circuit you can vary the aerial
coupling and so cover the wave -band with
ease.

Moreover, when listening to a station
like the North Regional,' you can have
practically full aerial coupling with a consequent gain in volume.
I have placed this series condenser on the
panel for convenience, because it is a valu-

able control as you will find when you
operate the set.

The tuner is, of course, quite standard
with the exception that the appropriate
terminals are joined to Extenser self changing contacts instead of to switches.

The action of the tuner has been dealt
with in preceding articles; and I do not
propose to take up space in recapitulation.
Connections for Wave -Changing.

-

The simplicity of the wave -changing can

be seen from the wiring diagram-the first
Extenser needing only one connection to
the self -changer contacts and the second
Extenser two.

The terminals in question are marked

The use of Extensers for tuning eliminates the necessity for wave -change switches, and completely
does away with the confusion caused by the same dial reading indicating two different wavelengths.
With the Extenser, two-flgure dial readings represent medium waves; and three -figure readings long
waves, The change from ona wane -band to another is carried out automatically by the self -changer
contacts, which can be seen mounted near the Extensor shafts.

" S " on the tuner.
The remainder of the circuit is a perfectly
straightforward grid -leak rectifier followed
by two (resistance and transformer) B.F.
stages.

And that's that
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GET IT FROM
READY RADIO
TESTED KITS

APPROVED LIST.

Kit "A" (Less Valves£4 : 13.6

OR BY EASY PAYMENTS
8/9 DOWN and 11enarly payments

Kit

P.W.

,,Bld (with Valves £6
less Cabinet)

a

di

Eckersley
Three

"Nth

.Ki

ACCESSORIES
Battery
15 6
1

Pertrix Accumulator

6

Type P.A.C.3

-

-

-

11

0

speaker

-

-

-

£2 12

6

Blue Spot 44P. Loud-

The Ready Radio H T Fliminitor
(with trickle -charger combined) type
B.S., is especially suitable for this set.

Price £5:17:6

The P.W.

JIFFILINX

Eckersley
Extensor

SIMPLER
WIRING
Always use Jiffilinx for wiring.
They eliminate soldering, give
perfect contact and are the most
FOR

convenient, rapid and neat
method of wiring a set.
Forty Jiffilinx in various lengths,

fitted with shake -proof connec-

Write for full

tors-price 2/6.
Send for a packet to -day.

details to

TO INLAND CUSTOMERS.-Your

READY RADIO

carriage paid.

CASH or C.O.D
ORDER FORM

goods are dispatched post free or

To : READY RADIO, LTD.,.

Eastnor House,
Blackheath, S.E.3.

Please dispatch to me at once the following goods
for which f ;a) I enclose
(cross out line\ ri
b) I will pay on delivery ,not applicable) ,X0

0003 mid.

fixed

x ReadiRad H.F. Choke ..
I
x

.

..

..
..

I Lew VCOS 25,000 Spaghetti Resistance
2
,, 100,000
9/

R:I. Dux Transformer .. ..
R.I. Eckersley Tuner .. ..
r Pr. Bulgin G.B. Clips No. 1

..
..
Lotus Jack, J.Ki
.. .. ..
I Aluminium Screen, 21 x 7 ins. ..
2 Terminal Strips, 21 x a ins. ..
x Terminal Strip, 71 x a ins. .. ..

.

.

..
.
..

Address

6
0
6

2

6

1

6

ro Belling -Lee Terminals, Type- R...

1 ReadiRad Fuse and Holder ..

4 Belling -Lee Wander Plugs
1 Packet Jiffilinx for wiring

.

..
..
..

1

3

4

6
9
4
6

1

3

6
15

0
9
6

2

6
0
0

.

..

1

9

9

..

2

6

1

3

8
2

6

1

7

6

t7

1

7

0

" How to get real quality, How to increase
selectivity, How to change to Mains Operation." These are but three of the many

matters described in Mr. Kendall's Book
entitled, " Ten Hows for Modern Radio Constructors." Send four 11d. stamps now for
your copy. (If you wish you can use order
forms below.)
TO OVERSEAS CUS- cepted and the balance
TOMERS. - Everything collected by our Agent
Radio can be supplied upon delivery of the goods.

against cash. In case of
doubt regarding the value
of your order, a deposit of
one-third of the approximate value will be ac-

All goods are very carefully packed for export
and insured, all charge
forward.

EASY PAYMENT

ORDER FORM

for which I enclose first deposit oi

Address

6
10

10

1

1

..

0

3

5

I

..

0

Condenser,

3 meg. Volume control
2 meg. Leak anc Holder

3 Valves as specified
Flex, Screws, etc.
..

6

1

Picase dispatch to me the following goodi

Name

16/1/32

,

To : READY RADIO, LTD.,
Eastnor House,
Blackheath, S.E.3.

Name

gamma's**

2

3 Valve Holders
r T.C.C. 2 mfd. fixed' Condenser, Type 50
T.C.C. or mfd. fixed Condenser, Type S.
'0003 max.

13/- DOWN %Inlet monthly pay -

Pertrix i2ov. H.T.
Pertrix 9 v. G.B. Battery

1

Bulgin P.P. Single pole Change -over
Switch, S.33

i Sovereign Compression Condenser,

.

Cabinet)

-

9

'00013 Differential Condenser
Push -Pull Switch
..
3 -point Wave -Change Switch

T.C.C.

OR BY EASY PAYMENTS.

'

2
2

..

ReadiRad " On -Off " Snap Switch

I

amnedn'tleinfm1r;hly pay -

RECOMMENDED

d.

10

OR BY EASY PAYMENTS
1 1 /3 DOWN

Ebonite Panel, 18 x 7 ins., drilled to £ s.
specification ..
5
..
I Polished Oak Cabinet, 18 x 7 x ro ins_ 1 0
2 J.B. 0005 mid. Popular Log SIM.
Condensers
..
.. 17

P.W. 16/1/32.
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Watchett area, much alarm was felt through -

THE MIRROR OF THE B.B C.

By O.H.M.

I

B.B.C. OFFICIALS TO VISIT AMERICA?
THE RISE OF JACK WATT-MORNING_ SERVICES-NEWS FOR
THE EMPIRE-THE WEST REGIONAL STATION-THOSE TALKS.

out Somerset that one of its most beautiful

countrysides would be desecrated by an
ugly building. The B.B.C. has met the
situation by consulting local artistic opinion,
and by promising to do no damage to existing amenities.

* -*-*--*-*-4.--..--*--4----4P-4.--ir--i.---0--4.---"Pr-b---

Those. Talks

T HEAR there are good prospects of both

of press interests in the Dominions and
Colonies. When the matter was raised

the broadcast talks,- and how. much you
yOniSelYes dislike them, we are .still, in

took serious umbrage at the suggestion

evidence that talks-and even worse, in

1 the Chief Engineer (Mr. Noel Ashbridge)

and the Director of Programmes. (Roger
Eckersle,y) going -to America this summer.

first, some three years ago,- these interests

Spy what you will about. tlie dulbwess of

1932,

confronted

with

the

irrefutable

Possibly it is, the development of foreign
relays ; anyway, something has stirred up
the B.B.O. about travelling.

and it has only been steadily growing pres-

sure of outraged public opinion that has

broadcast adult education-are increasing

member of the Productions Department
going to Germany in quest of new ideas

The West Regional Station.

anything which goes on.
Often in the past my notes -have included
a paragraph giving details of the continued
development of broadcast adult education

finally 'worked the change.

I` heard the other day of a youthful

In. the B.B.C. announcement of the
granting of the contract for the erection

and methods.seemed
This
tome admirable

and the only surprising thing about it is

of the West Regional Station at Washford
Cross, near Watchett, Somerset, there was
a 'significant reference to the intention to
use stone which would hatmonise with the
surrounding country,
There is behind this 'a story of keen local
interest. When it was first rumoured 'that
the B.B.C. propoSed to build a station in the

that it had -not been thought of before.

The Rise of Jack Watt.
The rise of Jack Watt, the brilliant young
dramatic .producer on the B.B.C: staff, was
accurately foretold in this column. His
work has been of the very highest order and
he possesses the decisive advantage. of

-

unremitting diligence superimposed upon
undoubted genius.
When, less than two days before Christ-

the opinions of those who shout the loudest,

in popularity, and are undoubtedly as
important parts of the B.B.C. work as

and group listening in one or other of the
This week news comes
to me of a particularly interesting social
different regions.

experiment which is being made in
Yorkshire in connection with the morning,
talks at 10.45 a.m.
Yorkshire is a county which, unfortunately,has more than its
share of unemployment.

ON THE MANCHURIAN FRONT

T.his fact is well-

known.to the Yorkshire

mas, the Empire Programme was cancelled,

Area Council fOr Broad-

it was at once immediately apparent that

cast Adult Education,
which is endeavouring

something really big would have to be done.

And while others were fruitlessly pondering= the problem, Jack Watt volunteered to

to bring together

listeners in various

handle the job properly, even in the -limited
time given to him. He -worked- continuously for 48 hours, The show he pioduced
more than fulfilled his promiSe.- '

only listen to -the morn.
ing talks, but 'Who will
also discuss the subjects

Morning Services.

dealt with.

localities who will tiot

A lead has been given

The popularity of the week -day morning
religious services is beyond dispute. This

in Middlesbrough and
in York, where the Un-

programme feature was originated about
'five years ago by the Rev. Hugh K. Johnston (Senior Ciliate at St. Martin -in -the Fields).

eniploy ment Social
Committees' are organ-

ising listening groups.
A room in which a receiving set is installed

-

He has developed it with consistent

simplicity and directness of Purpose. Now,
however, he has left St. Martin's, to become
Vicar of Craideigh, -near Guildford. This
creates" a problem of some difficulty. On

the one hand,

Mr.

This is one of the latest' pictures from the scene of activities in Manchuria,

and shows the Tsitsihar wireless station, which was occupied by the
'Japanese troops.

-THE LISTENER'S NOTEBOOK
A Rapid neview of Recent Programmes.

will be made to render possible the continuance of real connection between Mr.

Johnston and the morning service.
The most sensible idea I have heard is for,
a working partnership- between Mr. Johnston and Mr. McCormick, 'who is still in
charge at St, Martin's. It is believed that
Mr. Johnston would find it convenient to
take the service two or three times a Week ;
if this is so, then his formet chief might be
prevailed upon to take the other mornings.
News for the Empire.
The inclusion of 'news
the G 5 S
transmissions is belated. Listeners overseas have been agitating for years against
the curious state of affairs, which gave them
nearly everything except what they really

WELL, what did you think of " Eric,
or Little by Little " ? It was
certainly carried through at quick fire speed, and it _held my attention
throughout.

I suppose that; as a radio play, it could
be considered a success," though I would
like to hear what Mr. Du Garde Peach has
to say about this: It certainly fulfilled the
conditions of a radio play, according to
the rules laid down by Mr. Peach. "Eric"

_

wanted, that is, day to day news of the
,

is also present to direct
the discusSion.

Johnston naturally

wishes to continue in general control of the
remarkable work which he has founded.
On the other hand, the B.B.C. has doubts
about the desirability of the kind of remote
control which this would entail. Listeners
generally are hoping that some arrangement

homeland.

is provided, and a leader

The real obstacle his been the attitude

had a story to tell, and it had an idea
behind it.
-

*

*

Held as my attention was, I must confess,
however, that I was often guilty of what is
called in the -theatre, I believe, " unseason
able laughter." In the tensest moments

I giggled. Even when Edwin, after the
amputation of his leg, gave way to &heartrending soliloquy on gathering primroses
and other ".dear flowers," I giggled.

Even when I knew that Edwin's brain
and intellect were permanently affected,

I giggled. In Eric's moments of temptation,
and in the consequent agonised outpourings
of his conscience-stricken youth, I giggled.

And I must say I couldn't help if !
Let me add that I wasn't hysterical, nor

could my giggling be attributed to any
of the other causes which are supposed to
produce -this " unseasonable laughter."

The fact is `, Eric ". is not of this age, and
sloppy sentimentality and priggishness, so
characteristic of the play, far from moving
(Continued on page 1101)
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Ask your radio dealer for your Free Copy of the
Meteor III Folder, which includes Full -Size Plan
and Wiring Diagram with complete building instructions. You can build the Meteor III in an hour
or so-the most fascinating radio set ever designed.

It gives world-wide reception on ALL WAVELENGTHS-Long, Medium and Ultra - Short.
In addition, with pick-up connected, the. Meteor
becomes an electrical reproducer of gramophone

v.- tatty, rialto 5°U
;.hick AI''"

I, 00 W Pt

t".1

records at a flick of the radio -gram switch.
Wonderfully selective and sensitive-big volume-

1

delightful quality-equal in appearance to a 15 guinea model-at a price you can easily afford.

PI At. VI

No longer is there any need for you to use a
separate receiver for Ultra -Short -Wave Reception
of America, Australia, Africa and other far -distant
stations. The Meteor fulfils every ideal of the

radio enthusiast and the ordinary listener.

Designed by G. P. Kendall, B.Sc.
Age

METEOR
III KIT
Complete Kit of Components

75/ -

or 9/- down and 7 monthly payments of 10/6
METEOR III STANDARD CABINET MODEL
(Complete Kit of components and cabinet to house

Note these special features of the

set only)

89/6
or 11 /- down and 8 monthly payments of

Meteor : 18 to I Slow Motion Control

on both tuning and reaction; Extended
anti -capacity reaction drive; Adjustable selectivity; Kendall loose -coupled
air -spaced coils; Radio -Gram Switching; R.I. Transformer; Graham Farish
and Leweos Resistances; Condensers
by T.C.C.
No soldering, no cutting, no drillinga screwdriver and pliers are the only

11/ -

METEOR III CONSOLETTE CABINET MODEL
(Complete Kit of components and cabinet, as illustrated, to house set, speaker, and batteries-equal

in appearance to a 15 -guinea model)

£5.0.0

or 11/- down and 9 monthly payments of 11/ -

tools you need.

Choice of RecommendedAccessories
Mallard Valve?.

r-P.M.2 DX ..
L.F.

8
8

6
6

F. & A. type 40

10

6

Or

Batieries

per capacity 1

6

Popular
..

Power

1

Pertrix 9 v. G.B.

0

B.T.H. Minor ..1

1

6

1

0

Accumulators

V. 20

amp. type
S.W.X.11.5
or

Pertrix

2

designer.

Daily demonstrations of this
wonder receiver, at the Ready Radio
Showrooms r 159, Borough High

6

7

Street, London Bridge, S.E.1

B.T.H.Scnior ..2

8

3

0

Volume Control

ReadiRad 5 meg.

5

9

Collaro Type
B.30 with Unit

Plate and

V. zo

Automatic

9

0

(2 minutes from London Bridge Station).

6

Gramophone Motors

amp. type
P. X.C.2

Valves are recommended by the

Gramophone Pick -Up

or

2

or

4

Ever Ready 9 v.
Fuller

0

6

Ever Ready 120
V.

type ALI-2 .. 1 15

15

V.

..

8

Blue Spot Special chassis &
66 K. Unit.. 1 12

Or

Or

16

Celestion Chassis

Pertrix 120v. Su-

Pertrix 520
Standard

Reproducer

Stop ..

All the necessary

wires, flex, screws, plugs, etc., are included in the Meteor Kit. Mullard

Loudspeaker Chassis

1 13

0

ALL BRITISH

Ask your radio dealer for your
Meteor Folder. If he is out of
stock, post coupon now to
Ready Radio Ltd., Eastnor
House, Blackheath, S.E.3. If
you also enclose four 11d.
stamps we will send, you
Mr. Kendall's latest book entitled " Ten Bows for Modern

Radio Constructors." Packed
full of useful information.

111401102
Name
Address
P.W. 16/1/32.

BLOCK LETTER8-IN INK-PLEASE.
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Fullinstructions for making a novel case in which to
accommodate the batteries for the " Volume " Three
receiver.

By S. GASSMAN.

MANY of you are no doubt familiar

with that little receiver recently
described in " PM.," the " Voltime

You may remember that it was
suggested that you should place it among
your books on your bookshelf with your
batteries hidden from sight. A description
of a battery number for it was also proThree.

mised.
Will Suit Many Sets.

If you haven't built the " Volume "
Three, there is no reason why:, you shouldn't

construct this battery case as an addition
to your existing receiver, assuming that it

is a battery set. You can hide

batteries inside the two interesting looking
volumes, then place them by the side of your
set and so lend it an acadeirtic distinction !

Then, again, should you have a
mains unit or H.T. battery of large
dimensions, then modify or add to
this battery case. You will.find
that -it will accommodate most of
the popular sizes of H.T. and G.B.
batteries and a fairly large accumulator. The actual space inside

-This screwing operation requires 1 dozen
1 -in. countersunk wood screws.

The screwh,oles should be well countersunk.

The metal front is made of two pieces of
copper sheet, 11 in. by 41- in. This sheet is
thin enough to be cut with a large pair of
scissors, whilst the screw -holes are easily
drilled or pierced. The screw -holes here
again should be well countersunk.

There are three at either end of both

strips of foil, and they are equally spaced,

their centres being i36- in. from the irrespective ends.

The last constructional operation on the
fram'wo,13 of the double volume` is to bend
the pieces of copper sheet, to conform with

the curved front and then to screw them

IN PLACE OF PAGES

to the case : A dozen wood screws of the
same size as before are again.required.
The case should now_have some semblance

to the two volunies it is eventually to
become.

Choose a Suitable Colour.

is laid on one of the sides of the
cases with one of its 12 -in. edges

along the edge of the line down the
centre of the curved front.
The -covering overlaps in. along

is 10 in. by 6/ in.

It will be seen from the photoand diagrams that the
battery case is just two volumes

the top and bottom edges of the

graphs

case, whilst the piece overlapping
the back edge will cover the 1 in.thick
edge. The material is then ready

permanently fixed together.
The case is made of 1 -in. wood
throughout, whilst the curved front
is of copper sheet, the whole being
finally covered with coloured paper
or cloth.

to be stuck down with seccotine or

glue.

It is necessary, when glueing the
over -lapping curved portion; to cut
it along its edge every in. or so.
:12

This allows the covering to fold down
so that it is easily glued. The overlapping pieces -[along the various

The Wood Required.

The sizes of wood required are
two pieces which are 'the sides of
the ease, both 11 in. by 8 in., and a
top and. bottom, both ° 6A- in. by
9 in. The copper foil ' measures
11 in. by 91 in., and is of gauge

edges should also be glued, and any
surplus 'covering cut off.
Putting in the " Leaves."

One volume, is now nearly comsame operations
should be repeated on the other half

number 22.

pleted and the

In the diagram of the curved top
the dotted line n4reSt 'the curved
front indicates the positions Of
the front edges of the two sides.
The other dotted line, in. behind,
is the line on which the compass

of the -case.

Having done this,- the pleasant
task of building these two volumes
is a I mp s t finished.
There' re-

mains but the closely ruled sheet
of paper representing the leaves

point _is placed_w when making out the

two arcs of 11 in. radius.
Ravin°, cut the sides and top and
bottom Co size, they are then screwed

together, as shown in the diagrams.

'

The choice of the covering material now
requires our consideration. If you have
built the
Volunie " Three, then the
covering will probably be the same. If
you haven't, then the -choice of the colour
will, most likely depend upon the colour
of your existing books, furniture, or radio
set. As to the material, either paper or
cloth will do. The " Volume " Three
and this battery case were actually covered
with red paper.
Two sheets of covering material
are required, and they both measure
12 in. by 13 in. A sheet of covering

The case is built up to resemble a couple of books. This view shows
very clearly how the batteries are accommodated.

of the book, as seen in a plan view,
and the two dummy edges along the
centre of the top.
(Continued on page 1094).

-
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THE

:Low CONSUMPTION
HIGH EFFICIENCY

PENTODES

*FOR THE MAN WHO
USES

BATTERIES

PEN 220
Here is the solution to the output stage problem in
battery operated receivers. The Mazda Pen 220 gives
an astonishingly high undistorted output for an anode
current of only 5 mla. It is the ideal output valve for
portables.

PRICE 20f -

*FOR THE MAN WHO
HAS AN ELIMINATOR

PEN 220A
A valve which delivers a huge undistorted power
output for an anode current of not more than 18 mla, the

The amazing

Pen 220A needs only 150 volts on the anode and can
be made to give excellent results with 120 volts and a
current of only 12 mia. It is undoubtedly the valve for
the man who wants really magnificent volume for the
operation of large moving coil speakers.

PRICE 20'illtB

IS

VALVES
The Edison Swan Electric Co. Ltd.

EDISWAN RADIO
155 Charing Cross Rd., London,W.C.2
V.147
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but the results eventually
obtained are well worth it.
This sheet of ruled paper

" BINDING "

YOUR BATTERIES,
(Continued from page 1092.)

is to be cut to the size and
-1

*.......--...............-._*

Our next job, then, is to -cut a4sheet of note-

paper 9 in. by 6i irCand to rule it along its

length with a finely -pointed pencil, the
lines almost touching one another. This
little job requires a fair amount of patience,

FOR TOP- AND BOTTOM

TWO BOOKS ABOUT BATTERIES !

shape of the top. The neces-

sary dimensions are given
in one of the diagrams. It

is then ready to be glued.
Smoothing the Paper.

Should this sheet of paper

refuse to lie

flat, that is,

should it. have a number of
air -bubbles beneath it, then
a good remedy is to pierce
these bubbles with a pin or
needle, finally rubbing the
surface gently with a handkerchief, so expelling the air.

The dummy edges along
the centre of the top side

can be made of a strip of

cardboard or wood about
8 in. long, I. in. wide and
I in. thick. This is covered
with a spare piece of cover-

ing and then glued to the
top, along its centre. An

ink -line down the middle of
this strip will give the

illusion of the two inside
edges of the twin volumes.

These operations may, if

you wish, be repeated on
the bottom.
This completes the necesAfter the actual construction has been completed the " Volumes "
sary details for building this
are covered with coloured paper or thin cloth.. If the work is
carried out carefully the result is very effective.
novel battery case, and with
the assistance of the photographs and diagrams it should offer no simple, rmeans' of keeping cells up to scratch,
difficulties.
You will require two pieces of hree-ply cut to the
shape and size illustrated above. These will
form the top and bottom.

az

so lonvas they are not too large.

1111tiny ears are fittedwith a 12 -volt accumu-

Packing in the Batteries.

The way in which the batteries are
packed in depends upon the batteries

ALL THE MAIN MEASUREMENTS

themselves. In the
photo on the first page
of this article a portable non -spillable type
of accumulator
is

shown, but there is
ample room for one

of the normal type.
This battery case
will

shortly be

fol-

lowed by a loudspeaker in volume
form which will com-

plete this novel
book " series of radio
set and accessories.

*,-.._-,-.__.__.-.-._*

f CHARGING
FROM
t A 'CAR

lator, and, by connecting the one used for
Wireless in series with a lamp, which will pass

the correct :aniount of current, across the
supply, it may, be charged efficiently and
cheaply.

A charging board should first be made by
mounting a batten lamp socket on a small
piece of wood between two pairs of terminals
and wiring these up as shown in the diagram.

Care must be taken not to allow the leads
to touch. If there is already an ammeter on

the facia -board of the car, it will not be
necessary to provide another to ascertain
the charging rate of the accumulator. This
will be about 2 amps. with a 24 -watt lamp,

and about 3 amps. with a 36 -watt lamp.
If the car battery is a 6 -volt one, and a
good deal of daylight driving is done, the

best plan is to get an exactly similar one for
the wireless supply arid to use them alternately, so that the dynamo is charging each
while it is being used for lighting the car
lamps.

THE CIRCUIT!

How small accu-

0

mulators can be

economically
4.

charged.

0I_t
P

+

4 et

4(-4.--0-40----4.--.1.--4.-4*
.

NOT many owners
of motor - cad
seem to make

use of the battery in

A drawing which gives all the main measurements necessary for making
this unusual battery container.

R. C. F.

their car for charging
their small wireless
accumulators, but this
provides an extremely
economical, as well as

CI lq

k

L
_AMP HOLD_FR

t!:1

1a

J.@

I.

I. klJ
:::.)

40)

,

(04,,.

Thp connections are as simple as can be, only
three wires in all being- required.
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SIC
TESTED
for the
"S T. 300"

by

Jphn -Scqtt-:Taggprt
Send 2" Stamp
for FREE Details
and Proof

POLAR

"No 2!f
'0005

6/6

iressuormir

The combination of Fast and Slow motion in

this condenser gives quick and accurate
tuning. The rigid construction and bonded
rotor vanes ensure long service with permanent accuracy. Smooth, easy control is secured

by the Polar ball -bearing action.
.0003, .00035, .0005, - 6/6

POLAR DIFFERENTIAL CONDENSER

Direct drive. Solid di -electric. Constructed
of highest quality materials. Smooth action
gives very accurate control. Insulated
spindle. Supplied with knob.
0001, .00015, .0003, each side

HERE IS

YOUR OPPORTUNITY

Strad the New Year RightEnd it with a Hangome Bank Balance
HELPED BY PATENT:Nos. 197,542, 199,899, 200,298,
320,942, 346,862, 331,348.

This Form will bring You Free

instructions Now ft, flatland

Obtainable from all Dealers.

24 -PAGE CATALOGUE ' P' ON REQUEST

POSITIVE PROOF !
To Mr. V. ENGLAND-RICHARDS.
THE ENGLAND-RICHARDS CO., Ltd.,
1137, King's Lynn, Norfolk.

Sir.-Please send me at once. and FREE. fall
details as to how I can Make Money at. Home
in my spare time, and also Testimony front
ihoso already making money. I enclose 2d.
in stamps for postage.

CONDENSERS
W1.VGROVE

ROGERS, Lid

W ,C.2.

.Polay Works, Liv:rpoq.

Print your name and address boldly
in
capital
a plainto
sheet
paper
andletters_
pin thisoncoupon
it. of
" Popular Wireless." 16/1/32.
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I got a strong click. But when H.T.-1-1 (tc

,.

choke and detector valve), was nloved it made
no sound.
'
1-

"After thinking it over. a,- bit I remem-

bered I had a high resistance "-spaghetti'- on
-hand, arid -that such a resistance has sometimes been used 'instead of an. H.F.- choke.

So I tried it
'" Pulled out the choke altogether, put in
the spaghetti in its place, and switched on.
It went grand !
" I think it is even better than before, and
all the annoying- crackle is gone. But' to get
good reaction I now need H.T.4.-"1 on 08 volts,
whereas before I used to run- t from- 75.

" Is that doing any harin, or will it be

all right if I leave the spaghetti in instead of
the choke ? "
Leave it by all means, as the arrangement

is

proving satisfactory. The fact that yon need extra
voltage on H.T.-1-1 is only to be expected, and you

All Editorial communications should be addressed to the Editor,

POPULAR WIRELESS, Tallis Houie, Tanis Street, London, E.C.4.
The Editor will be pleased to consider articles and photographs

will not find your battery run down any faster, or
any troubles of that kind.

dealing with all subjects appertaining to wireless
The Editor cannot -accept' responsibility 'for- manuscripts or
photos. Every care will be taken to return
not. accepted for -publication. A stamped and' addresSed envelope
be sent with every article. Alt
inquiries.concerning advertising rates, etc.. to be addressed to the Solemust
Agents, Messrs. John IS. Lite. Ltd.,
4. Ludgate Circus, London. E.C.4.
The constructional articles which appear front time to time in /his journal are the outcome of research
and experimental -work carried out With; a view to improving the technique of wireless reception. As much of
the information given in the columns of, thiS paper concerns the most recent developments in the radio world,
some of the arrangements and specialties described lolly be the subjects of Letters Patent, and the amateur
and the trader would be Well advised to obtain permission of the
patentees to use the patents, before doing so
work
MSS.

QUESTIONS AND
ANSWERS

- There are, at least three other stations using the
same wave=length as Nancy, viz. Sydney, N.S.W.
(V K 2 M E), Kootwijk, Holland, P C P, and St.

:.:1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111101111MMIIIIIIIIIIIIII

IS YOUR SET' GOING'
WELL ?
Perhaps the switching doesn't work ,properly ?
Or some mysterious noise has
appeared and is spoiling your radio reception ?
Or one of the batteries seems to run down
much faster than formerly ?
Whatever your radio problem may be,
remember that the Technical Query Depart-

ment is thoroughly equipped to assist our
readers, and offers an unrivalled service.
Full details, including scale of ehargeS, can
be obtained direct from the Technical Query
Dept., POPULAR WIRELESS, The Fleetway
House, Farringdon Street, London, E.C.4.
A postcard will do. On receipt of this an

Application Form will be sent to you post
free immediately.
This application will
place you under no obligation whatever.
but, having the form, you will, know exactly
what information we require to have before
us in order to solve your problems.
LONDON READERS, .PLEASE NOTE:
Inquiries should NOT be made by 'phone or
in person at Fleetway House, or Tallis House.

;7611111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

air has been played at the close of the pro-

grammes ? "
There are two lady announcers . at the Rome

static'', as well as one male announcer.- -It is hoped
to publish an account of Rome's announcing staff,
with photographs, in " P.W." shortly, so you should
look out for that.
The " martial air" you refer to is really two-the
Royal Italian March and the Fascisti Hymn. The announcement is equivalent to ',That is the
end of the programme. good -night, everybody."
The Italian words used are " Fine _della transmission.
Signori, Buona Notte."

In English they sound like "Fe -nay la trans-

THE WORLD'S SHORTEST BROADCASTING
WAVE -LENGTH.

"-Low-Dowiv " (Nr. Belfast).-" I notice

that the official list giVes Nancy, in Franoe, as

Below this quite a number of

-Assize, France.

stations broadcast more or less regularly, as under :
Metres.

them (if there are two) belongs to Naples, as
seems likely when the programme is generally
" Roma -Napoli.'

" Can you tell me what the Italian words mean which she uses after the final martial

EXTENSERS.

H. S. S. (Huddersfield.)--" I am so struck
with the simplified tuning of the ' Pop -Vox'
Four that I want to take myExtensers out of
it to use again in my latest set. That is,
providing I need not scrap the P.V.' Four !
" What I want to do is to pass it on to a
friend, and he is quite willing to take it on
without Extensers if he can use wo ordinary

. experiments are.being carried out' in many countries.

the Rome programmes with sah. beautiful
clearness-or are there two lady announcers
at Rome ? My wife suggests that one of

15.45
15.3
15.2
15-14

-

15.07
15.04
14.97
14.65
14.49
14.3
14.3
14-28
14.06
14.00
7.85
7.05
5.8

Nauen, Gerthriny.
Madrid. Spain.
Deal, N.J.
St. Assize, France.
Bu3nos Aires, Argentina.
Nauen, Germany,

.
.

15.12

variables for tuning, that he has .on hand.
" His idea is' that I Ought to be' able to keep

St. ASsize, -France.

.
.

the Extensers and) put his variables in ,their
place, with a couple of switches to push in
or pull 'Out for changing belween long and
medium waves.

" Can this be done, and if so please give

Malabar, Java.

.

wiring in words, as I prefer to work 'from the
book' instead of a sketch ?
(Continued on page 1098.)

Buenos Aires,. Argentina.

..
..

.

Ocean Township, N.J.

Podebrady, Czechoslovakia.
Nauen, Germany.
Ocean Township, N.J.

.

Amsterdam, Holland.
Berlin, Germany.
Moscow, Russia.

..

'11111111111111111111M11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111W111

TECHNICAL.

SIMILAR TYPES OF VALVES.

TWISTERS-

G. N. (Brixton Hill, S.W.).-" The last one
was an M.H.L.4, and the only A.C. valve I
now have is a D.W.1508. Will that do in the
same valve holder, without any alterations to
the set "

LETTERS ?

Yes, the valves are of similar types, and no re-

,._

USING A RESISTANCE INSTEAD OF A
CHOKE.

ap-,

-

switched on.

Nothing doing !

" At first I was afraid I had damaged
something. But feeling pretty sure that
P.W.'s ' advice to take out the H.T. negative plug before alterations to the set were
carried out was a safeguard, I came to the con-

clusion that perhaps I had now bilked the
choke !

"This seemed all the more likely because,
when 11.'1'42 plug was taken out of battery

.

.

..-.

.

-.

.

.

:

.

.

coils, or can be

. .:on:a coil unit, one

acting as primary and the adjacent one

= as secondary.
:,--_

a

*

*

In these cases, the principle is funda-

mentally the same as that, of an L.F,

transformer, but there are wide differ-

ences between H.F. and L.F. trans-

_

" In the end I gave up trying to tighten it
more, replaced the H.T. negative lead and

of a pair- of

two..

-

parently, having become loose underneath the
choke.

Transformers that are used preceding
the detector are called . . . ..
transformers.

Such a " transformer " can consist

R. 0. (Fleet).-" Trying to discover the

cause of a very irritating crackle and sometimes complete stoppage of the programme I
noticed that the bottom terminal of the I-LF.
choke appeared to be quite loose. I undid
the H.T. negative plug from the battery and
then gently inserted a screwdriver, but alas,

,4

No. 96.
TRANSFORMERS.
CAN YOU FILL IN THE MISSING

wiring will be necessary.

it kept turning and turning, the nut,

100,000 ohms.

USING THE " POP -VOX " FOUR WITHOUT

" What is supposed to be the shortest broadcasting wave -length ? "
It is difficult to say now that ultra -short-wave

interested in the young lady who announces

.

The value is

telephony much lower down than this.

"GOOD -NIGHT" FROM ROME.

Signori, Bu4mna Not-te."

Eckersley Tuner ? "

length in Europe. I recently thought I heard

P. D. (Charlton).-" I have become very

missy -o -knee.

-",What is the value of the coupling resistance that goes through the screen in the new

the. station -that uses the shortest wave1

THE ECKERSLEY TUNER:
(Crouch End,' London. N.).

-

" RESISTANCE

-:_---:__

formers, the latter, for Instance, having E.
a metal . . . .
E
L.F. transformers also have a great ,_

number of turns of wire in each winding, -=
and this and the . . . . cause them to be _
very heavy compared with an H.F. ,-;

1=1:

--..-,=

transformer.

-_--,..

:,-

Last week's missing words (in order)
were : Magnetic,. Current, Voltage,
Primary, Seeondary, Primary, More,

:17--

7.:4...

-_--:-,-

E secondary, Primary, Fewer, Secondary. E
Fiimilintiiiiiimininniiiiiniimmilititimm
iliittiumr;
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ALL YOUR

SCREEN AERIAL

RADIO RESISTANCE

REQUIREMENTS

EASILY
FITTED.

Stays

HIS wonderful new aerial

fixed

scientifically designed

is

to give greater selectivity and

FOR

Volume.

EVER

-

COVERED BY....

No more unsightly masts are
necessary-the Electron Screen
Aerial can be easily fixed to ':a
chimney or any high part of the
house

Very satisfactory results

can be obtained by fixing this
aerial inside the loft or attic.

Each outfit is supplied with

4 large galvanised nails. There

is no more fear of your mast
being blown down by gales.

Once fixed, the Screen Aerial is
permanent. Four rubber buffers
are attached to the solid wooden
Iramsensuring perfect insulation.

LY_

Price

From your dealer

151

or
direct from
Electron Works,

EAST HAM.

Carriage:9d.

For your" lead-in " always use
-

-

316

75 ft. 2'6

SUPERIAL

at,

100 ft

50 ft.

119

-

-

25 ft.

-

-

1/ -

No brackets, lead-in tubes or insulators necessary.

PRICES
Watt ...
each
2
2/3
3/-

She NEW LONDON ELECTRON WORKS Ltd.
1 elephorte:
(Ira agewood
11OP-9-1363

19

IC

a,

aa a aaION DON.
HAM

1

Telfgr«ms:
" Sta, ;

DUBILIER

" INTERNATIONAL "
STRAIGHT 3 VALVE

SET, 45/- Each.

Those

desire
Broadcasts

who

ease.

2/6 reduction off above two piices if

this advert, is sent with order.

ANOTHER 'UNIVERSAL' SENSATION
GECOPHONE
combined Wave trap and' Coupling Unit.
This new Geeophone device is
an
effective
means of improv-

ing the selectivity of any set,
even in the most

difficult
situation. alternative
programmes -may

SPEAKERS

BRAND NEW EX FACTORY. As Illustrated.

List price 45/-

EACH

151-' Carr.
Paid

.

These Dubilier resistances are made under 6
patented process in One, Two and Three watt

types and are available in values to suit
every requirement.

They are suitable for voltage dropping, de=
coupling and providing automatic grid bias
voltages, and wherever a reliable resistance
is required.
They can be mounted in clips; but connecting

received
clearly and with-

leads are fitted in addition.

bo

out interference,

Ideal for separating
stations
under the Regional
bargain,

B.9[4.11.
C2 LOUD

OUR
PRICE

RESISTANCES

or from European

etations without complicated adjustment
will readily appreciate the advantage of
a Straight 3 -Valve Set, employing Dual
Range Tuning for Long or Short Waves,
Super Detector, and two first-class Stages
of amplification. The whole mounted on
a special metal Chassis and fitted in a
solid Oak Cabinet. This is a fine set
because not only will it do justice to your
Loud Speaker by feeding it with pure output at full volume, but its simple Tuning will
be -welcomed by the family, the least expert of whom can Tune. in Foreign Stations with

IF COMPLTITE WITH VALVES AND
BATTERIES 701-.

METALLIZED.

entertainment from

Scheme.

An amaz

List Price 18/6. Our Price 316.

Radio and Bargain List Post Free on request

LrEri ELECTRIC SUPPLY C.1.7'M

(Dept. P.W.) 4 & 8 Brown Street,

MANCHESTER !
Estab. 1892. 'Crams: " Uniselco, Manchester.

UBILIER
CONDENSER CO. (1925) LTD.

Ducon Works,

Victoria Rd., N. Acton, London, W.,3
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RADIOTORJAL
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
(Continued front page 1096.)

" Also, what sort of switches, and are they
both alike ? "
There is no reason why yOu slibuld not get good
the new wave -change switches which will then be
required. Place them under the ordinary variable
tuning condensers-there should be ample room on.

Moving vanes go to screen to earth, to all the

-other points previously connected to moving -vanes
of the extenser, and also to one of the contacts on the
4 -point wave -change switch.

Another of the contaCts on this switch must go to
3 on the long -wave coil and to Z on the P.J.3.
Another of the contacts of this wave -change switch
must be joined to -2 on the long -wave coil and to
The remaining contact on this 4 -point wave -change

results by taking out the extensers and fitting

switch should join with X on the P.J.3 and 1 on the

the panel.
You probably know the type of wave -change switch
which is necessary. It has a long -wave or open "
and a .medium -wave or." closed " position, and in -

MISSING LINKS, No. 26

the former (which is generally when the knob is

long -wave coil.

A DETECTOR AND PENTODE CIRCUIT

pushed in) all the switch contacts are separated from
one another.
In the " closed " position (when the knob is pulled
out) all the contacts come together.

Both the switches you will need will be of this
type, but one must be a " 3 -point " and the other a' 4 -point " to carry out the necessary circuit altera-

we expect.

,

The base sometimes parts company front

the bulb to some degree without affecting the vital
connections hetween the two.
But don't move it more than absolutely necessary.
And if you must pull it out at any time, he sure not
to pull on the glass, but on the base itself.

THE LONG -WAVE STATIONS.

terminal of the first tuning condenser.
For the second extenser a four -point switch will be
required. Three contacts of this switch are equivalent
to the three extenser contacts, and the fourth contact

G. N. (Stockton).-" Having recently been
placed on the retired list I have taken a great

of the switch is connected to the moving vanes terminal
of the second tuning condenser.

Here are the

Thus the complete wiring of this part of the set

connections for a two-valver

employing a pentode, but one of the " com-

will be as follows :

ponents

has purposely been omitted. Can
you fill it in correctly
LOOK OUT FOR THE ANSWERING DIAGRAM

Fixed vanes of the first variable condenser to Grid
of V, and " G.", exactly as the exteuser's fixed:vanes

ivere connected.

Moving vanes of the first variable condenser to E.
on the long -wave coil, to the negative G.B. and one
side of '01 mfd. condenser (as before), and to one of
the 3 -point switch contacts.

NEXT WEEK.

That completes the change -over wiring, which

should be kept as short and direct as is possible
consistent with good spacing.

Now for the second tuned circuit-that between the
S.G. valve and the detector.

-

THE VALVE WITH A LOOSE TOP.
" CHARLIE " (Headingley).-" The set had

been going very satisfactorily, ,,but before
Christmas I thought I ought to have a look

fancy to wireless, especially the foreign station
side of it. (To tune in these different countries
is about the nearest I shall ever get to foreign

travel, I suppose, for at the age of 60 getting
about is not the simple affair it used to be !)
" And so I want you to tell me about the long -

wave stations for which I have recently been
trying. Could you give me a list of all -those

on the long waves ?
" Or failing that a list showing the order of
those I might receive-for instance, is Moscow
above Daventry on the dial or below it. ? And
which Paris station is which?
" I should be very glad, if you could throw
some light -on these (to me) mysteries ; and
(Continued on, page,1100.)

p,Ertici is Mr. G. P. Kendall's choice
9ite

THE
R&A

'TYPE

for the "Meteor.ill

"TYPE, 40"
REPRODUCER
BRITISH MADE

fa

Approximately 66mfd.

be equivalent to the extenser contacts, Whilst the
third switch contact is joined to the moving vanes

Fixed vanes of the variable tuning condenser go
just as the fixed vanes of the extenser did-to grid
condenser and to G; op P.J.3

-

the totar capacity of a 1-mfd. condenser connected in series with a 2-mfd. condenser ? "

It is in the case of the first extenser that a 3 -point
switch is necessary. Two of the switch contacts will

X " on the P.J.2 and to the '001 condenser.

" At first it appeared to be loose in the

holder, but when. completely taken out of the
set I discovered that the actual glass part had
come Apart from the black base, and tottered
about. quite noticeably if tapped.
" There is no bad effect on reception as far
as I can tell, but I wondered if I ought to do
anything about it
No, it will be all right if you do not move it,

CONDENSERS. IN SERIES.

First Condenser and Switch.

The third contact on that switch goes to Y. on P.J.2
and to 2 on the long -wave coil.

Judge
of -My smprise When'I found the L.P. Valve
with a loose top.

"Ourpur " (Long-, Stanton).-" What

tions.

Another of the 3 -point switch contacts goes to

over it to make sure the flex leads were not

Wearing -through, or anythinglike that.

40'

Read his letter:-

Designed and man,ufactured by specialists in the field of
Sound Reproduction, R & A Reproducers are designed
and produced for the perfect reproduction of speech and
music. Moderately priced, they are equal in performance
to the most expensive loudspeakers, and definitely
superior to many.

THE R &A 100' Permanent
Magnet Moving Coil
Reproducer ...

45/-

A moving coil of amazing

16/6
Of this

reproducer

the

World" re-

Wireless

sensitivity,
and
fidelity
throughout
the
schole audible range. The
WIRELESS
TRADER
states-- above the average
of its type . .
will

ports :
"Design ingenious, workmanship thorough . . .
speech exceptionally good,
by comparison with moo-

A.C. without distress . . .
eproduction very good
plenty of bass and
no shrillness
.
. excel-

lume for normal require-

power,

.

deal with 5 W undistorted
.

.

lent value for the Money."

You can pay three times its
price, but you cannot get a
better loudspeaker.
A
demonstration will corivince you.

3 ratio Output
Transformer to suit
&A

all Power Valves 12/6

ing -coil instruments . . .
more than sufficient voments .
ance and

,

.
performworkmanship

bear all the marks of a
thoroughbred

,

it

stands in a class by its2lt."

Insist on T & A

and refuse a sub-

.stitute.

If your dealer is
of .stock he
cwt obtain at -eery short notice.
LTD., FREDERICK ST., WOLVERHAMPTON
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BUILD YOUR
ELIMINATOR

ANTI

FE

TRANSFORMERS
and

with
A

TRUE

WESTINGHOUSE

METAL RECTIFIER

REPRODUCTION

and ensure years of trouble -free service.
It will outlive your set, the first cost being
the last cost.
Post coupon, together with 3d. in stamps,
for a copy of our booklet, " The All Metal
Way," which gives circuits and full parti-

When you build a modern Set
you rightly expect to secure

culars for building both high- and lowtension battery eliminators.

-

-

-

-COUPON----- - - - - -

Westinghouse Publicity, Ss, York Road, King's Cross,
London, N.x. Please send me copy of "The All-Mclal
Nay," for which I enclose 3d. in stamps.
Name
Address

ThWEStINCHOUSE BRAKE & SAXBYSIGNALCeid.

82,YORK Rd., KING'S CROSS, LONDON,N.I

better performance. Design has
improved with the greater krowledge

designers

now

possess.

Valves are more efficient, and
Speakers

are
capable
of
materially better reproduction.
The transmissions have attained
a very high standard.
It

is clearly not worth while to

negative all

these

advantages

fitting an inferior Transformer which is incapable of
amplifying uniformly all the
by

We're Fluxite and
Solder, the reliable pair,
amous 'or Solder-

ing - known

everywhere !
' WE solder all connections' - without any fuss,
So, wherever there's

WIRELESS,

you're bound to
find US !
tee ihat Fluxite and Solder are always by y...u-to the house, garage

workshop-anywhere where simple, speedy, soldering is needed. They
cost so little, but will make scores of everyday articles last years longer!
For Pots, Pans, Silver, and Brassware ; RADIO ; odd jobs in the
garage-there's always something useful for Fluxite and Solder to do.
All Hardware and Ironmongery
ANOTHER USE FOR FLUXITE
Stores sell Fluxite in tins, 8d,.
Hardening Tools and Case Hardening
1/4 and 218.
Ask for Leaflet on improved method.
NEW
JUNIOR" SIZE, 9d. per tin.

FLUXITE SOLDERING SET
Simple to use and lasts for years in constani
use.

Contains special small space " soldering
iron with non -heating metal handle; pocket blowlamp, Fluxite, Solder, etc., and full instructions

COMPLETE, 7/6 or LAMP only,

2i6

FLLTXITE LTD.
(Dept. 324),
ROTHERHITHE, S.E.16

ALL MECHANICS WILL HAVE

FLUXITE

IT SIMPLIFIES ALL SOLDERING

frequencies

essential

to

good

reproduction as judged by the

standards of to -day.

Whatever price you decide to
pay you will be certain to get
the best Transformer, and the
greatest satisfaction if you fit
FERRANTI.

AF3 ratio 1/31 ..
A F5
A F6

I

AF7
AF8

I,

c.

25

30 30
30

)/

..
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FIER ANTO
TRANSFORMERS
FERRANTI LTD.,
HEAD OFFICE & WORKS' HOLLINWOOD.
LANCASHIRE

LONDON: BUSH HOUSE. ALDWYCH. W.0 2
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AN INEXPENSIVE.. LOUDSPEAKER..

RADIOTORIAL
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

FITTING AN EARPIECE AS A
" MICROPHONE."

C. W. (Bolton).-" We were in the country

at the house of a friend for a bit of a 'do'

W. C. (Dublin)...-,-.." (I) I want to connect
up an earpiece to use as -a-micro-phone. :Can
you tell- me .the connections, using This
Year's.. `Magic.' .Three
(2) What do. the
markings, I P, 0 P,
S on a_transformer

on New Year's night, and he had anew -loud-

(Continued from page 1098.)

speaker going which he told me was an

if you could say at the same time which Stations

expensive one.

hopes I "

am I was surprised at this, but I quite believed
it on account of the fine quality he was getting.

The accompanying list shows all the broadcasting
stations working on the long waves.
It is impossible to say which you arc likely to be

loudspeaker, built from POPULAR WIRELESS,

.

" Knowing he was about as hard -up as I

I might be able to receive and which not, it
might save many heart-burnings and vain

mean ?

However, toivards the end of the evening he
explained that it was really an inexpensive

able to pick tip and which not, as conditions vary
greatly with different sets aerials, positions and so
on. But we have emphasised the stations which are`
most commonly received among our readers, and
this will give you some indication as to which are
possibilities and which are not in the " possible "
class.
Yon will note that the list is arranged in order of
wavelength, so if you get any 'two, and 'make a note
of the dial readings, you will. know that the intervening stations will all have intermediate dial

.

and that he -was pulling my leg
" So I got the back number (October 17th)

'

All you have to do Is to jOin the two Wires from the

-

earpiece- to the primary terminals on the first. lowfrequency _transformer, in place of ,the leads going
there' at present.
The primary terminals are those Which carry that
..winding_ of the, transformer which is joined between
HAL+ and.the.plate of the, valve.
In most modern transformers these terminals are
respectivell, marked " 11.T.-1- " and " P," though
sometimes "
" is- marked " B " instead :
'

from him, and have since been busy making
up one of my own. Unfortunately, I have
got a bit stuck about the dimensions which
do not seem to pari old quite right.

and the- " P " terminal may be "A ' (for anode).
instead of 1' P "_(for plate).

In older transforinem-the two primary terminals
were marked " I.P. " and " 0.P." (Actually this indicated the disposition of -the wire on the former, -1

" It seems to me that the dimensions

given from the bottom up to the main big

readings.

1000
1053
1083
1110
1153
1200
1200
1229.5
1237
1260
1304
1348
1350

;1411

1445.7
1431
1533
1554.4
1035
1725
1790
'1875
1935

..
..

Leningrad, Russia
_
Tiflis, Russia
OSLO, NORWAY ..
..
Moscow Popoff, Russia .
KALUNDBORG, DENMARK.
Reykjavik, Iceland ..

Roden, Sweden ..

.

.

1-E

amplification.

It is also unlike other output valves in its high impedance, which often necessitates a special output

transformer for coupling the loudspeaker.

.75

-

-

.100
40

In internal construction the pentode is something like an S.G. valve with an extra grid (next to plate), =
which is connected inside the valve to filament or cathode.

100

piece for fixing strip should not be 2f in.
but 2 in.-which makes all the other dimensions right. Is that so ?

.35.

" Also, would a baffleboard of thicker than.
f in. be better than that thickness I' "

0'i -the later models of transformers the secondary
terminals arc marked " G " and " G.B." But hero.
again, " G.B." sometimes appears as " L.T." or as

Two inches up from the bottom is O.K. for the
dimensions you refer to. The 21 in the original

Care must be taken when connecting 'upnot
to let ,the ITT. wire's come near the filament

158

15

-

'

Unlike me3t output valves it is generally used directly alter the detector, without intervening L.F. =

"-1-

-

.

Vienna (Experimental); Austria
Novosibirsk, Russia ..
Moscow Trades Union, Russia..
..
MOTALA, SWEDEN
Kasbah, Tunis .
.
WARSAW No. 1, POLAND ..
EIFFEL TOWER, PARIS
Moscow, Old Konuntern
.,
Ankara, Turkey..
DAVENTRY NATIONAL,
'GT. BRITAIN
KOENIGSWUSTERIfAUS'EN,
GERMANY
RADIO PARIS, FRANCE
..
Lahti, Finland ..
HUIZEN, HOLLAND
Kaunas, Lithuania ..

-

being inside and 0 outside.). The secondary ter.minals on these older_ transformers were marked
I.S. and O.S.

" 0 " or as "C -."

description was a mistake. _
As regards the baffieboa.rd you will probably

54

-

or you may " blow
something. In
fact,. the H.T. battery should be completely diewiring,

improve results with a thicker baffieboard, for as
a rule, within ilmits; the thicker it is the better.

What's wroftel
It might be/

anything]
BUT

THE PENTODE.

The Pentode is a special type of output valvez havingi five electrodes:

100
10
75
40
7.5
21

lstainhoul, Turkey
.

" P, W, PANEL No. 54.

Power.
Kw.

Station.

Metres.

WATES
"UNIVERSAL 7

connleetCd until

been carried out.

the Alterations

to wiring have

NOW
ingingiugumna

USE

MANSBRIDCE

CONDENSERS

One of the neatest? most efficient and
lowest priced Mansbridge Condensers
made. In solid bakelite climate -proof
case with sturdy terminals and fixing

The working parts of this
condenser are made well up to
Sovereign standards and are guaranteed accurate within 5% of their
lugs.

4=4412111"6

TEST
METER
detects

it' -whatever it is. Four
reading's on one dial, including
special- -resistance meaturement
scale

'fitted -with 'battery for valve
and circuit testing. - Readings : (x)
o-rSo volts for 11.T. (2) 0-6 volts
for L.T. (l3) -2,-`3o Milliamps.for cm, rent. '(4) TtesistinCes 0-2000 ohms.
Compiete with, long.flex lea_ds and

stated values. These condensers may
safely

used

be

Sect- performance'

Of all Radio dealers or direct from
us. Explahatory -leaflets Post Flee

1 mid.
2 mid.

full- instructions fpr tuning your

possible pitch of per- 12

STANDARD BATTERY CO.
184-8, Shaf tes,bairy isvenue, W.C.2
LONDON

-

mains -driven

densers wherever possible.
Tested at
750 V.D.C.
1 mid. 2/'25 mid. 2/'5 mid. 2/-

.receiver to-the,highbst7 '

in

apparatus and will be found to give
utmost efficiency and reliability for
all times.
You will benefit from
using Sovereign Mansbridge Con-

2/3
2/9

Tested at
1,000 V.D.C.
-

1 mid. 2/6
'25 mid., 2/6
'5 mid. 2/6
1 mid 3/2 mid. 416

if your dealer -cannot supply
Sovereign
roune."4"1.::"17,7
Sovereign Radio Catalogue
(2nd Edition).
SOVEREIGN - PRODUCTS
52/54,

LIMITED
EX.' .

ROSEBERY AV. LONDON,

moire., <11 5733

THEY ARE
BRITISH
THROUGHOUT
NOTENow that you can buy th

SovereignModel of the lametil
" Eckersley Tuner "

should use- no zther. Exi
to the designer's speeilleati
in every detail and complAts
ready for use.

11

1516
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ra froin' page 1090.)

An Ideal Gift
for a

ine to tears, produced the opposite effecttnd I saw in these incidents only occasions
!or laughter.
Dean Farrar's purpose was undoubtedly

:sincere, but in this changing world the
youthful outlook has changed too, and
sentiment is made of sterner stuff. What
would the modern schoolboy think of Eric

Gardening
Friend !

tnd his school -chums ?

Was this really the type of book we were

to read in our youth, we wonder ?

,Did such boys as Edwin and Russell ever
ixist ?

If they did, then I am sure the

MA

breed is pretty well extinct to -day.

TELS;

Apparently, the B.B.C. is not afraid to
render an account of its stewardship. The
Iminciple is a sound one, and one to be
lommended to individuals. If only we
ii-ould review our past activities every
Jecember 31st as honestly as the B.B.C.

Less Va?
in 8

CASH 1

V.3 R

LIOW

CASH

oes, what a help it would be to us in forming
nd keeping our New Year resolutions !

0

MELO,

234

What Dithering.

se of the tremolo stop by cinema organists
. surely, justified.
It is high time this
'dithering " was curtailed. In other words,

t these organists put a " stop " to it.
*

Wt

Balance in
CASH Pt

The complaint of Dr. J. W. Ivimey, of
larlborough College, about the excessive

*

11 r

in

OSRAI
MAGIW
,

Cabinet.

ments of':

FORNV
With trip

*

I always like descriptive music. That is
!by I welcomed the B.B.C. Studio Orches-

ta's decision to open the New Year with
imsky-Korsakov's
Symphonic
Suite
Scheherazade." Written to depict differ -

ht episodes from the " Arabian Nights,"
met with instant success on presentation
the early days of the Russian Ballet,
reputation r s immediately

payments

READS

What more delightful gift for a gardening friend

than a copy of POPULAR GARDENING
ANNUAL ? This splendid reference book
furnishes the amateur gardener with invaluable
information. It assists him .in those matters
in which he most needs assistance ; it answers

the questions he is often asking and refreshes
the memory on many important details. It
contains a splendid series of sketches which
depict operations in the garden from January
to December and there is a section devoted to
illustrations of many popular gardening flowers
which will be found very helpful.
-

Less Vali

month
PRICE

In gardening, as in most things, the difference
et :een success and failure is a matter of detail.

11.3

And that detail you will find in POPULAR

WITH

GARDENING ANNUAL. There are chapters
on Rose -growing, Planning and Planting a New

11

Garden, Greenhouse Flowers and the culti-

Jo YOU
Know HER?

vation of fruits and vegetables. Altogether a
book which no amateur gardener can afford to
be without!

Of course you dol Incomparable MARLENE
DIETRICH, with red -gold hair and blue eyes
But do you know how she found film fame?
Do you know the picture that made her name?

"PICTURE SHOW WHO'S WHO ON THE
will tell you all about her, for it

Buy
YOUR

500 BIOGRAPHIES and
j0 PHOTOS of Famous Film Stars

Copy
NOW!

SCREEN

contains

Sixty illustrated

Casts of this year's Best
PICTURES and fourteen Full Page Portrait

Plates in

Photogravure.

Never

2'6

was there a

finer sixpennyworth for the picture lover. Every
page is packed with interesting facts. Don't
miss it

PICTURE SHOW

WHO'S
WHO
ON THE SCREEN
(1932 Edition)

iy Your Copy TO -DAY

D.

At all Newsagents
and Bookstalls
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Watmel coils can be adapted

to' nearly every circuit, including such popular circuits
as the Willard, cossor, etc.

Just drop us a line stating

what you require.

Remember they have been
for many of the
sets described in the Wirespecified

less Press.
THE ADVANTAGE 07
WATMEL. COILS

This range of coils has been
Specially designed in view
of
modern broadcasting
conditions.

A high degree of selectivity' is assured by using
these coils, as they are specially screened to prevent direct pick-up or interaction between the
various units.
TYPE 8.A.1..
Screened
Screened aerial tuner with aperiodic aerial tapping
for -high selectivity., This tuner can be adapted
-

Q fiR

u/ u

Contacts are gold and silver alloy-prevents
oxidisation and assures perfect low -resistance
contacts and reliable switching.
3. The medium -wave winding is carried on a
high-grade paxolin tube and wound ,on silk covered wire.
4. Aluminium screen with spring contact be2.

All you have to do is to join the two wires from the

earpiece to the -primary terminals on the first lowfrequency transformer, hi' place of pm leads going
there' at present.
The primary terminals are those Which carry that

.,winding.
the;,trsnsformer -which, is Wined between
and_the.plate of 'the, VII lye..

circuits

for any type of receiver. Price
1. Wave -change switch.

W. C. (Dublin).-" (1) 1 want to eonneet

up an earpiece to use as -a-microphone. :Can
you tell- me the, connections, using This
Year's. `Magic'' .:three.? -(2) What do the
markings, 1
0 P,
Q S on a transformer
mean ? "

tween top and bottom.
Information on other tyes of coils may be had on
application.

*PULL details were given in the_
issues,
" p.W." for the con
of an inexpensive and eas;iong

adaptor unit which enables alk
existing set to be used without ,

big

Inr.moA modern transformers these terminals. are
respectively' marked " WT.+ " -and " P,' though
sometimes '*"
" ' marked " It
" insteld
sa=ettlir
y
" A " (for anode):
instead of
" (for plate).
oldeirceldrajLifiiilnezilh
re marked
isiT1113dvieear
disposition of -the -wire on the former, I
'

-

a station on a wave -length of 7 i!.

a -frequency of nearly 43,000,000

.--_

used directly after the detector, without intervening L.Y.

second-is something very differt
=
*
ordinary broadcaSt or even s* high impedance, which often necessitates a special output
.-

,

.

reception.

But for all that, it isn't. su

=

mething like an S.O. valve with an extra grid (next to plate), E

ent or cathode.
difficult matter !
You just have to remember tb iiiiiiiiiiiIiillIni6116111IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIMIllili111161IIIIiiiiimilinfinlliiiiin7
.

from minimum to maximum of t),4 in.

tuning condenser, you are, in effe"men-

a band of frequencies equivaleq
than four times the band betwec4than-

2,000 metres, and that in

cox'

the tuning control must be

the

proportionately slowly. And if yo

iginal.

shouldn't have very much di

or as

closely in mind (and act on it !)
finding the station.
That brings. us to another point.

.

- =:.

being inside and 0 outside). The secondary ter minais .on these older transformers were marked
LS. and 0.S.

"on the later models of transformers the secondary
terminats arc -marked " G " and " G..13." But here.
again " G.B.' sometimes appears as " LT." or as

ably' - fact -the`-H.T battery should be completely disr comic:eked until the alterations to wiring' have
been carried out.

to find a station, you will find it Nost
operate the adaptor in an oscillating condition. In other words, use both controls

effect.

when tuning -in, the left-hand one for finding

and the adaptor plug,

Portable.

.

plate..
3. Wire wound former:

N.B. - The resistance

wire ; not

maintaining the adaptor just (but only just !)
in an oscillating condition.

cOmpound with
wire contacts, and is speci-

ally wound on a tapered

In this connection, it is desirable to
mention that the setting of the reaction

former.
4.

To simplify matters when you

the station, and the right-hand one for

is

Insulating bush to in-

sulate spindle from panel.
5. Contact
finger Phos-

condenser to obtain_this only,ju.st-oscillating

phor -Bronze.

fixing,- brass
bearing bush resulting` in
perfect hearing.
an. resistance
up to
T. Bakelite case, protecting
protectin :_
60,000 ohms start winding.
dard ,wiring
8. Sack- self-cleaning con5/6
tact.
9. Large contact plate.
Square Law ..
10. Stops at end of wiring.
6. One -hole

6/6

Every part is made from the finest materials.
WRITE FOR COMPONENT CATALOGUE.
II you have any difficulty in obtaining Watmel
components, write direct to us.

TRADE ENQUIRIES INVITED.

condition will not remain constant over the
whole of the tuning range.
The procedure when once you have found
a station (denoted by a carrier -wave in the
headphones which, by the way, are attached
to the normal -output terminals, of your set)
is exactly the same as with an ordinary
broadcast station. You carefully decrease

the reaction condenser capacity until the
set just stops oscillating, at the same time,
possibly, slightly re -adjusting the main
tuning control, and you should then hear

signals.

About the Aerial.
Those of you who have already studied the
" GETS THE BEST OUT OF ANY SET."

WATMEL WIRELESS CO., LTD.,

Imperial Works, High Street, Edrolare.
Telephole

BUY

Edgwc'e 0323.

BRITISH
(M.C.49)

previous articles on this adaptor may have
wondered why the normal aerial terminal
has been omitted, especially since an aerial
connection was shown in the theoretical
circuit.
Definite aerial coupling arrangements

have purposely been omitted because the
question of the best type of coupling for
this " new " wave will largely depend upon
the type of aerial in use.
If, for instance, your aerial is very long,
you may find it sufficient just to trail- the

h
It

-a

la
V

ig

'0

P

As specified by " Amateur Wireless " for the Century

Polished Pointer Knob..
Engraved Bakelite front

IL

Care must be taken when connecting -up not

--to -let .the H.T. mitts. come near the filament
wiring,- or you may " blow " something. In

THE NEW WATMEL 50.000 arms
1,
2.

it

for -the forthcoming B.B.C. experbiii1111111111111-111-111-11161111IIIIIIIIIIIIiiiiiiiiimiatuiniiffilinttimnianim.
7 metres.
No. 54;
THE PENTODE.
As may well be imagined, the re, a having aye electrodes.

When Tuning In.

POTENTIOMETER.

11

.

iNUSV-Vatt.'

trial; -gives the desired

One choke should be connected in series
With each filament lead between the adaptor

Just as a matter of interest, it may be
mentioned that there are already two
stations working on the band between
7 and 8 metres, although, -on account 1:)1

their distance, it is very doubtful whetlq
they Will be heard in this country under
anything biit freakish conditions. However,
you may feeT inclined .to give the 7 -metre

dials a s once-over " just to see if Om
is anything doing, and so here ;no tli*f
details.

Two " Possibles."

One of the Berlin stations is radiating an
experimental programnie on a wave:length
of 7'05 metres every Tuesday and Thursday
from 16.00 to 18.30 G.M.T. The other
transmission,- which comes froM Amster-

dam, Holland, is under the call-sigit of
PFIP H,- and the wave -length is givenis
7.85 metres. Unfortunately, no definite
schedule is available in -connection -with-this

Yob
second station.
In order that some valuable data mayilire
gathered by " P.W." regarding.this " nevW1
wave -band about which solittle, comparatively, is knovin, every reader who receivt
signals successfully is asked to send' itiVit
report of his reshlts; Letters sheuldqbe

addressed to the Research Departmedt.

and the top left-hand corner of the enveltipe
should be marked ".7 -metre experimentS."
As far as is possible, every letter received
will be 'answered.--

Povular Wireless, January 16th, 1932.
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[HE LISTENER'S NOTEBOOK
(Continued front page 1090.)

ne to tears, produced the opposite effectnd I saw in these incidents- only occasions
Or laughter.
Dean Farrar's purpose was undoubtedly

incere, but in this changing world the
routhful outlook has changed too, and

FIRST EASY PAYMENT BRINGS
Was this really the type of book we were
riven to read in -our youth, we wonder 2 - THE RADIO OF YOUR CHOICE
)id such boys as Edwin and Russell ever
sentiment is "made of sterner stuff. What
would the modern schoolboy think of Erie
old his school -chums ?

mist ?

If they did, then I am sure the

MANUFACTURERS' KITS

>reed is pretty well extinct to -day.
*

*

*

TELSEN 3

A-pparently, the B.B.C. -is not afraid to
ender an account of its stewardship. The

5/6

Less Valves and Cabinet. Balance
in 8 monthly payments of 5/6
CASH PRICE
: 19 : 6.

WITH

)rinciple is a sound one, and one to be
ommended to individuals. If only we
would review our past activities every
Iecember 31st as honestly as the B.B.C.

in 11 monthly payments of 10/10.

ces, what a help it would be to us in forming
ind keeping our New Year resolutions !

OOSSOR EMPIRE in,

V.3 RADIO FOR THE MIL- 10f LIONWith Valves less Cabinet.Balance

*

*

*

ra's decision to open the New Year with
kimsky-Korsakev's
Symphonic
Suite
Scheherazade." Written to depict differ -

tit episodes from the " Arabian Nights,"
met with instant success on presentation
it the early days of the Russian Ballet,
d the author's reputation was immediately

tablished in England.

Probably few people are - aware that

orsakov began hiS career as a naval officer,

-id that he turned a professional musician
)mparatively late in life. Born in 1844,
imsky-Korsakov died in 1908.
*

*-

*

I hope (for her sake) that Miss Sackville

Test's lament over the dearth of new
oks during the bleak weeks following

f reember 25th did not fall on deaf ears, and
at some enterprising publisher will hasten
i) remedy this state of affairs next year.

such is the result, this benefactor will
,i:ve the satisfaction of knowing that not
illy will he be keeping the wolf from the
por of our poor book -reviewers, but also
!iss Sackville West will be able to give us
lore than a re -hashed " list with no
unment " in her corresponding talk next
rcember.

;Tip for Talkers.

Would it be out of place, I wonder, to

"nd our scholars and -experts appearing

fore the microphone that teaching by
sable or illustration is a time-honoured
'vice, never known to fail ? I do wish
y would introduce a little more of it
o their talks.
H. G. Wood's very apt illustration
his Retrospect in ' The Changing
orld " series that " if a man takes only a
,

entific interest in his fiancee, the engagent is likely to be broken off," must have

lained instantly to many listeners (if
had not already switched off) what
had been saying about unemotional

,,elligence and unintelligent emotion !

ORDER-

MELODY MAKER MODEL
234 With Valves and Cabinet.
Balance in 11 monthly payments of 12/6
CASH PRICE £6 : 15 : O.

The complaint of Dr. J. W. Ivimey, of
Jarlborough College, about the excessive

I always like descriptive music. That is
by I welcomed the B.B.C. Studio Orches-

WITH

CASH PRICE C5 : 17 : 8.

"Chat Dithering.

ise of the tremolo stop by cinema organists
s, surely, justified. It is high time this
dithering " was curtailed. In other words,
iit, these organists put a " stop " to it.

ORDER

,

WITH
ORDER

OSRAM NEW MUSIC 194
MAGNET 4 With Valves and
Cabinet. Balance in

11

monthly pay-

ments of 1918. CASH PRICE 210:15:0.

WITH

ORDER

FORMO TRIPLE -WAVE 3 5111
With triple wave switch operated coil
7" '.7;.;* Balance in 11 monthly WITH

payments of 5/11. CASH PRICE £3:5:0

monthly payments of 6/11. ()ASH

PRICE Z3 : 15 : 0.

ONLY

11 monthly

payments
of 22/2.

Solid Oak Consolette, complete CASH PRICE
with built-in matched moving(includin.
coil speaker by famous British
Royaltie
firm, 3 Mullard valves, large

capacity accumulator (3o/6o),

H.T. and G.B. batteries. Chassis

built -factory wired -British
throughout and Aerial tested.
Carriage

paid in

England.

£12:1 : 9

SEND FOR
FREE ART
LEAFLET.

ECKERSLEY
KIT

ik

less cabinet and valves

extra.

716

WITH
Cabinet as ORDER

SPECIAL C.O.D. LINE

ECKERSLEY TUNER
As specified by " Popular Wireless" and
" Modern Wireless."

Deliveries from stock of
models by leading manufacturers.

MAGNAVOX PERMANENT MAGNET MOV-

th
5,9

ING COIL SPEAKER. With 2 -ratio input
transformer. Cash price £3 3s. Od.

Balance in 11 monthly payments of

5/9.

orde
With

diaphragm' and dual impedance input trans- OM
order
With

ORMOND PERMANENT MAGNET MOVINGCOIL CHASSIS (No. 484). With tapped

input transformer. Cash price £3 5s. ed. 5f11
Balance in 11 monthly payments of 5/11.
order

ROLA PERMANENT MAGNET MOVING- With
COIL WEIMER.
Complete with input vi
transformer. Cash price £2 175. 6d.
Balance in 8 monthly payments of 7/1.
order
PILOT PERMANENT MAGNET MOVING- Send ,
COIL SPEAKER, in handsome solid oak
cabinet with multi -ratio input trans- 6111
former. Cash, or C.O.D. £3 152 ed. only. only

Balance in 11 monthly payments of 8/11.

W.B.
PERMANENT MAGNET
MOVING - COIL
SPEAKER, TYPE

P.M.3.

former.

With 3 -ratio input trans-

With

410

Cash Price £2 12s. 6d.
Balance in 11 monthly payments order
of 4/10.

With

K.12 H.T. ELIMINATOR AND
L.T. TRICKLE CHARGER. Delivers 12 m/a.

Balance in 11 monthly payments of
7/6. CASH PRICE E4 2 : 0.

£1 10:6 extra.
specified 1616

Balance in 7 monthly payments of 5/3.
order
CELESTION PERMANENT MAGNET
MOVING -COIL SPEAKER. Type R.P.M.8. With
with 8 -in. reinforced diaphragm. Excluding 615
input transformer. .Cash price, £3 102; Od.
Balance in 11 monthly payments of 6/5.
order

ELIMINATORS

If Using specified parts,

_Valves

38/6.

EKCO

Described this week

A

\Viol
Permanent magnet, with output C/A
transformer. Complete. Cash price £3 7s. 6d. "
Balance in 11 monthly payments of 8/2.
order
NEW CELESTION TYPE J.12 SPEAKER
AND CHASSIS. Incorporating the, famous With
Celestion reinforced diaphragm. Cash price 513
M.C.6.

former. Cash or C.O.D. £2 Ts. 6d.
Balance in 7 monthly payments of 6/6.

Balance in

Famous V.3 Kit in handsome

AMPLION MOVING -COIL SPEAKER, TYPE

WITH

ORDER

2
`212

price £1 UM 6d. Balance in
7 monthly payments of 5/5.
order

CELESTION P.P.M. PERMANENT MAGNET
MOVING -COIL SPEAKER with impregnated

V.3 RADIO FOR THE MILLION
WITH MOVINC - COIL SPEAKER

SEND

BLUE SPOT SPEAKER UNIT AND With
Type 100 U.
Cash 515

CHASSIS.

ORDER

READIRAD
METEOR 3
Less Valves and Cabinet. Balance in 6111

11

SPEAKERS

CASH

ONLY

15/6

..amivrolam.m.nolmorymmenmxrwmorowwwwwwwwwerunwormworsrumon

Tapped at 8o v. (S.G.), x2o/r5o v. Charges 712
1 -amp. at 2, 4, or 6 v. Cash Price £3 191. 6d. order
Balance in 11 monthly payments of 7/2.
ATLAS A.C. ELIMINATOR TYPE .A.C.244. With
Three tappings, S.G., Detector, and Power.

Output, 120 volts at so m/ a. Cash price 516
£2 192. 6d.
Order
Balance in 11 monthly payments of 5/8.
EKCO A.C.25 H.T. ELIMINATOR. Tappings With
-S.G. 5o/8o volts. 100/150 volts at 25 m/a.
Cash price £3 17s. 611,
711
Balance in 11 monthly payments of 7/1.
order
REGENTONE

W.5A

COMBINED

H.T.

ELIMINATOR AND TRICKLE CHARGER.

One adjustable S.G., x variable and x fixed
tapping for H.T. L.T. charging for 2 and 6
volts.

For A.G. mains. Cash price £4122

Balance in 11 monthly payments of 8/8.

With

816
order

NEW TIMES SALES CO. 56, LUDGATE HILL, LONDON, E.C.4.
CENTRAL 27,6
(a) Please send me FREE your

1932 Radio Catalogue
(b) Please send me further particulars of
(c) I enclose
s.
d. as first payment for

NAME

ADDRESS

P.W. 16/5/32
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.110-410-110-410.

MOVING -0011,

REPRO UCT 10 N
mum,

ANY
5or

-2 ,

multi -valve

set

Selling in
thousands.
The astonishing W.B.
Model P.M.3.

PERMANENT

110'

I

MAGNET

MOVING-COIL ;SPEAKER

ar Made 'by the Makers of the
famous W.B. Valveholders
and Switches.

output
transformer extra 7/6
grained
Handsome
oak cabinet 30/ Three -ratio

Some diverse and informative jotDESPITE financial stringency, the sum
distributed to charitable objects from
the- contributions of members of the
-North-Regional-Radio Circle was more than

double in 1931 that available the previous
year.
AVIpst listeners know that each member

of the Radio Circle is asked to send an

annual- fek of ninepence, from which the
cost of badges. cards, etc., is Met, after
Which the balance is usually given to
hospitals.
Forsthe.Hospitals.

In 1931 the. Northern Region distributed
over £360 to nine local hospitals, most of
which -axe for, children only, and in other
Cases, such as the Chester Royal Infirmary
and... the Royal Southern Hospital, at

Li-erpool, donations were given to children's
cots. In addition, £260 was distributed in
the summer in the smaller inditstrial towns

Carroll " will be paid in the North Regional
programmes on Wednesday, January 27th,
when listeners willl renew acquaintMice

,1,,1111,,,
II

You will
want this

with " Alice in Wonderland," arid 'other

written by this, famous author,

books

Charles Dodgson, who was born a hundred
years ago at Daresbury, in Cheshire.
Mr. Dodgson, the mathematician. refused
to recognise -any relationship to "Lewis

.

Carroll," but the world knows that they

are one and the same, andwill look'forward
to the programme an January 27th. about
which I hope to give further details when
they are arranged.
A giant in a tube ! Used by
the Admiralty and by the Air
Force! Essential for cabinet
making, coil making, sticking
ebonite to wood, etc. Don't

F1RMAS
Regd.

Heat Seecotine.
this when
repairing articles
Use

that contain hot
water 6d. a tube.

experiment with imitations.
Insist on ALL`BRITISH
S eccotitae. Obtainable
everywhere in tubes,
60.'and 9d.
Write for FREE BOOKLET

from Dept. X, McCaw,
Stevenson & Orr, Ltd., Belfast,

WET H.T. BATTERIES
Solve all H.T. TroubleS.

SELFCHARCING,

SILENT,

ECONOMICAL

JARS {waxed). 2r X 1k" sq. 1/3 dos
ZINOS, new type 10d. doz. Sacs 1/2 doz.
Sample doz. (18 volts), complete with
bands and electrolyte, 411, post Od.
Sample unit, 6d. Illus. booklet Iree.

Bargain list tree.

AMPLIFIERS, 301-, s -valve set, EL

P. TAYLOR, 57. Studley Road,
STOCKWELL.

LONDON

YOU alliBIAPHAO£4.2
WITINOURSOALEAni.

oRAwartes FoR-tvi.

Cinderella Coining.

-

-

On the same day the Northern programmes contain a talk by Mr. -F.' E.
Doran upon that well-known delicacy; the
Wensleydale cheese.

An. hour's- excerpt from " Cinderella,"
relayed from the Empire Theatre, Newcastle-upon-Tyne, will provide the third
of this season's pantomime broadcasts
for North Regional listeners on Friday,
Arthur Kay's String
January .29th.
Orchestra, a combination new to broad Casting, will be heard in a concert which

is to be relayed from the Town Hall,
Hiiddersfield, on the following evening.
Mr. Kay takes a prominent interest in the
musical life of Huddersfield sand his
orchestra, which numbers a hundred,

consists largely of young artists, many of
them .in their 'teens.
Legends of the North.

Sound - Boxes, latest internal
Gramophones, or
Amplifiers.

Szigeti; the Hungarian violinist is the
soloist in the Liverpool Philharmonic
Society's concert which will be relayed on
Tuesday, January 26th, during the interval

V. BURT, 85, High St., Deptfogd,

of which Mr Kenneth Adams is to, continue

Book of instructions, 3d. Caia.
}Niue - of Motors,' Tone -arms

Cabinets Free.

Cash or. terms.

PLEASE be sure to mention " Popular Wireless" I
when communicating with Advertisers. Thanks!

Those S.G's.

-I- AM often asked why it

the Series of readings entitled ," Legends

of the North" with an account of the
story 9f the battle of Brunanburh:
,

is

that the

screen -grid type of valve, as now used
so extensively for high -frequency ampli-

fication, cannot be applied in its ordinary
form for low -frequency amplification, and
why it is that a five -electrode valve-the
pentode-should be necessary for this
purpose. In fact, readers have more than
once suggested that, logically, there should

be no limit to the number of electrodes

which could be introduced into the valve.

' I know it seems rather strange that,
having started with two electrodes, we
should go to three, then four, then five,

and no further. One is naturally tempted
to wonder why the arbitrary figure of juSt
Control -Grid.

A tribute to the memory of " Lewis

iributors : XellystSksel,
Ltd., 47 Fleet St., Dublin

*

*

end th-re, because no fewer than, 800

Christmas, most of them being sent, also
to hospitals.

Nottingham Road,
Mansfield, Notts.
Irish Free Slate

radio reception.
tBy Dr. J. H. T.' ROBERTS, F. Inst. P.

five should be arrived at.

toys we:c sent to the -North Regional offices
at Man -hester during several weeks before

Ltd.,

tings about interesting aspects of

for poor children.

The work of the Radio' Circle does 'not

booklet
Whiteley Electrical
Co.,

f

A Special Correspondent.

f

to organisations which provide holidays

Write for free

Radio

TECHNICAL
NOTES

Some Items of Luterest from

I..,

,,

from

sits-

NORTH=ERN NEW&

4.--110- *

I need not go -into the reasons why tip
third electrode or control -grid was intro-,
duced into what is now the ordinary three electrode valve I think everyone understands this, and: anyhow, it is a matter of
ancient history.
Nor do I need to say very much about the
introduction of the fourth electrode 'er

screen -grid into the screen -grid, valve. it
would take quite% a long time to discuss in

detail the actions which take place in

high -frequency amplifying valve, and the
way in which these actions, or some of them.,
are preVented by the introduction 'of the
screen -grid.

However, you know that with the screen!

grid valve we can obtain a degree 'of

amplification which was altogether -out of the

question with the ordinary three -electrode
amplifying valve.
ordinary valve may give -an :am plificatiliti
of perhapa 15' 'or 20', whereas a similar val'h
high -frequency

of the screen -grid type would give us an

amplification. up to a theoretical maximum
of perhaps 200.
Indeed, some special types of screen -grid
valve would give an amplification of several

times the latter amount. It goes withOt
saying that in the vast majority of cases
a single -stage of screen -grid high -frequency

amplification is all that is needed before
the detector, although it is true "that ' in

certain special cases two stages of screen grid amplification are used.
Altogether 'apart from the very greatly
improved amplification, there is the ques-

tion of selectivity to be considered, and
with the screening effect inside the valve

and the corresponding screening whichYlis
invariably introduced in the screen-g4mid
receiver itself,- very high selectivity calif -the
-obtained. This, in fact, is mainly what

has rendered possible the very conarkict
portable sets so much in use to -day. T."
The Collector -Grid.

But I am getting away from the matter
which I wanted to discuss, arid that is 'the
(Continued on next' page.)
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TECHNICAL NOTES
(Contlnited from previous page.)

The best way to under and why the fifth electrode (that is, the
hint grid) is introduced is to consider the
aracteristie curve of the screen -grid
aloe when fairly high anode voltages are
entode valve.

pplied.

-

If you get hold of such a curve showing

lie relation ' between the anode current
nd the anode volts, with a fixed voltage
the grid, you will see that thg current
t first rises rapidly, but then begins to fall

ven with increasing anode volts) in a
markable way, until a certain voltage is

*ached ;

the voltage at which the fall

ases depends, of course, upon the other
oltages employed, but may occur at an
node voltage- of, say, 60 or 70 volts.
After this, with further increase in anode
felts the anode current rises sharply again.
I

In other words, the curve haswhat is
naetimes called a " kink " in it; and the
nesence of this irregularity in the curve
iould altogether upset the performance

f the valve if it were used for heavy

urrents, as it would- be in the case of a
)w -frequency amplifier.

Incidentally, in the case of the screen -

rid valve for high -frequency amplification,
le currents which are used are exceedingly

'nail, and the difficulty referred to may
r practical purposes be ignored.

FROM THE BLUE PRINT

'ie Pentode Characteristic.

CURVE

New we come to the reason for the third
-id.

This " kink " in the characteristic

FINISHED DARIO VALVE

e in other electrodes in the valves) due to
e impact of electron streams.

Dario valves are made in one of the most
modern factories in the world. They are

-The interposition of the third or " colter -grid ' between the screen -grid and
e anode has the effect of " mopping "

) the secondary emissions, and so keeping

e valve clear of the complications menned above.
The third grid or collector -grid is conted to earth, and as there is already an

rthed " terminal " in the valve in the

ape of the filament, the simplest thing to
is to connect the colkctor-grid internally

1

-- TO THE

irve of the screen -grid valve is believed

be due to what is called " secondary
from the anode land probably

I

,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,

the filament, which is the standard

thctice in the construction of the pentode
dive.

plitication.

ike the screen -grid valve,E the pentode
lkes very much greater amplification than
t) corresponding three -electrode valve,

manufactured under a special secret process.

They incorporate the new Radio Micro
Dull Emitter. From the Dario range you
can select a valve that is suitable for
every current and purpose.
DARIO SCREENODION BIVOLT

Price 12/0

DARIO

SUPER

H.F.

Price

5/6

DARIO SUPER
BIVOLT
Price

6/6

BIVOLT

DETECTOR

DARIO SUPER POWER BIVOLT
Price 7/6
DARIO HYPER POWER BIVOLT

Price 8/-

DARIO SCREENODION BIVOLT
MAINS (Indirectly Heated

A.C.

DARIO UNIV E RS A L BIVOLT
Price 5/6

Cathode) Price 18/6
DARIO SUPER H.F. A.C. MAIN3
'

(Indirectly Heated Cathode)
Price 10/6

DARIO M A G. POWER - A.O.
MAINS (Directly Heated. Cathode)

Price 10/6
DARIO SUPER DETECTOR A.O.
MAINS. (Indirectly Heated Cathode)

Price 10/6

Also the newest DARIO addition-DARIO DETECTOR BIVOLT.
A perfect non-microphonic detector!
Price 6/ -

Write for illustrated leaflet giving' full details of the
new DARIO VALVES.

)hough the difference is nothing like so
t as in the case of the screen -grid.
hereas the ordinary low-frequency
ve may give an amplification of 20, the
n tode will give perhaps five or six times
;let amoubt.
.

ith such a large amplification it is
IvIous that in a great many cases the

DARIO

tode is the only low -frequency amplifica-

a necessary in the receiver.

A very
ortant point to bear in mind, however,
),at the output of the pentode, although
oe is limited, and in view- of the large
iplification, it follows that the input must
made correspondingly small.
,you feed into the pentode an unduly
e input you throw upon the valve the
of delivering an enormously magnified
(Continued on next page.)

638,

HIGH

IMPEX ELECTRICAL LTD.,
ROAD,

LEYTONSTONE.

LONDON,

E.11.
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TECHNICAL NOTES
(Conti need from previous paye.)

80-110v.
AT

output, and this may be entirely beyond
its capabilities, with the result that bad
distortion will set in.

70MA.

AND when you and switches

_Mounting a Grid -leak.

The proper way to mount a grid leak is
in spring. clips, and if you have any doubt
about the contact between the metal endcaps of the leak and the clips, you should
turn the leak round a few times so as to
create a rubbing contact between the clips

Designed for
Westinghouse

H. T.5 and

H.T.6 Recti- 0
fiers,Heayberd
A F,
Model W.24 Mains.
Transformer h a s ui
0'
Secondary H.T. tap:
pings : o-8ov. and
..t
toy. Rectified
Outputs : I2cov. 2oma. and
175v. 25ma.
.
.
.
L.T. 4v. 4 amps. for A.C. Valves,

-------------POST NOW -

and the ends.

4!k<

If the springs press very lightly on the
"leak, take the leak out and bend the springs
slightly inward so as to get good firm contact; Sometifries ,for convenience, or the

a

saving of space, amateurs solder stout wires

22.6

to the ends of the grid leak,- but this is a
dangerous operation'and is not to be en-

I enclose 3d. stamps for illustrated descriptive Lists, with diagrams, of- the fall
range of Ilea berd Mains Transformers.

CONSTRUCTORS.
come to the

couraged.

valveholders
for Benask
you automatically1
you know from
jamin because Benjamin comjob
experience that
clean scientific
ponents are anot
down.
let
you
which will quite right of course,
And you're
the valveholders
in their
because both
and switches are supreme
they cost a bit
the
class --naturally
you've been at
more but if
ow that cheap
you'll
knoo
game long much good in the

jobs aren't

long run.
in
three new circuits
If you
' There arex932
Ca ogue.
our new

haven't had it
It's free.

Address

for it to -day.

Electric Ltd.,
The Benianlin
Tottenham, N.17.

The grid leak is not intended to be heated
and there is quite a real danger of the leak
being damaged. It may be that its resistance value will be completely upset (which

M-

writtale

Tariff Road,

Tottenham .1.5o0.

is serious enough) or that some bad or
broken contact will be created inside it.
Grid -Leak Troubles.

I have known cases whe;te grid leaks, after

AYB

_being soldered, give endless trouble owing
to the resistance continually varying. If,
hoWever, you just make a soldered, connection to the.cap of the grid leak, you want to
do it very quickly.

Have the end of the wire thoroughly

10, FINSBURY ST:, LONDON, E.O.2.
(Oneminste from Dfoomate Und. Stn.)

tinned first and then, using a very hot iron,

GODDARD & SMITH
NEXT MONTHLY. AUCTION- SALE
will be held on

-

WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 20th,

again.

commencing at 11 o'clock.
RADIOGRAMS, ALL -MAINS, BATTERY,
TRANSPORTABLE AND PORTABLE SETS,

by well-known Makers.
Many guaranteed in full working order.

apply the iron only -momentarily- to the
grid -leak cap.
you do not succeed in
making a joint in the space Of abOut one
second, leave the whole thing for a few
Minutes until the heat which you put into
the leak has " evaporated " before trying
Aerial Inspeetion.

At this tithe of the year it is a good plan

LOUDSPEAKERS, CABINETS, CASES,

to examine the earthing-sWitch of the aerial,
if- you use one, and also the lead-in. These

Condensers, Eliminators Pick-ups, Chassis,
Transformers and other Components.
Saloon, Pedestal and Table GRAMOPHONES.
Mostly Without Reserve: Catalogues free.

a considerable loss in signal strength -as well
as all sorts of irregularities and noises in the

..

70,
SEYMOUR PLACE, W.1.
Padd. 0277-8 Lk 5805.

The private purchaser is
especially invited to attend these Sales and- wit
receive every attention.
El........-_-_-_-.
ri

ALL,trgtttiWUTNnst
tiesltZrtI;
for Advertisidk

b
Agents. JOHN H. L1LE, LTD. 4,
LUDGA.TE CIRCTIS, LONDON,
--- E.C.4.
fa------,--:-

TUNE IN TO " R.T.I. (Gt. Br.)
if:you want to earn more money in radio. We Can
Train. You at Home for. Well Paid sobs in Radio and
Talkie Engineering. R.T.I., training is complete,
up-to-date and practical --no text -books.

inevitably get contaminated with dirt and
moisture, with the result that you may get
Set.

Sometimes the dirt on the earthing
switch (more particularly when this is outside the house) will be sufficient to produce

a low -resistance path to earth which, of

course, may ninan robbing the set of a large

percentage of the energy which otherwise
would go in from the aerial.

It is a good plan to remove the switch

occasionally and- take it indoors and give it
a thorough overhaul and clean-up, so, as to
make sure- that there is no serious leakagei,
before you- put it back in position again.

containing full particulars, fees, employment form,
etc., FREE. SEND NOW.

Earthing -Switch.

RADIO TRAINING INSTITUTE OF GT. BRITAIN,
10, Union Buildings, St. John St., Newcastle -on -Tyne.

inspection -and cleaning -up of the various
parts, particularly the insulators, lead-in

'

250 to 2,000 metres.
Thousands of these tuners are in use._ and
we can strongly recommend them. No further coils are rehuired. Send P.O. for par oculars and eiromts-FREE.

1 THE EXACT MANUFACTURING - CO., .
Croft Works, Priory Street, Coventry.

Electradix Radios. 218. limper Thames St.. E.11.4.

It pays you, to ask your Retailer for
genuine guaranteed

WAVEMASTER
Variable Condensers and Extensers
for all the latest circuits

WEBB CONDENSER CO., LTD..
42. Hatton Garden, London, E.C.1.
THE "SILYERTONE " DE LUXE CABINET MODEL
The famous " Silvertone " 2 -Valve Receiving Set and
Loud Speaker combined.' A -strikingly handsome piece of
furniture, fully worth 4 guineas.
No other 2 -valve set excels the " Silvertone" for range,
volume
and quality of reproduction. The set has one
super -sensitive valve, one power valve, tranafermercoupled.
Single -dial tuning, with reaction dial. Gels long and
short-wave statiens, Latest cone -type loud speaker. :A
clearly
instruction leaflet 'is given, 20 that anyone -canwritten
-secure perfect results immediately.
included-nothing
extra to pay. Price 3.2/6. postValvek
free.
0.0..1) 11- extra.
(Trade enquiries invited.)
C. Redvers (Dept. P.W.) 20 Colchester St.,London,S.W.1

LOUD SPEAKERS REPAIRED,

4/.

(Blue Spot a Speciality, 5/-)

Transformers 4/-, Headphones 4/-, all
repairs magnetised free. Tested, guaranteed,

and ready for delivery in 24 hours.

Discount for Trade. ankenweil 9069.
E. MASON, 44, EAST ROAD, N.1.

"RED DIAMOND"
DETECTOR

As used for the "Wireless for
the Blind " Crystal Sets.
RD40
-

Get Your Copy of 'Progress," the R.T.I. booklet

EXACT TUNERS

HEADPHONES. Sullivan's Double. 2 receivers with
metal headbands. 120 ohms, 5/-; ditto, 8,000 ohms. 4/ pair; -field service 'phones, leather headbands, L.11.
British, 2/6 pr:, in makers' cartons; single earDieces.
L.R.. 116; all as new, guaranteed 2 yrs.; miorophoue
insets. 2/-. 91b. Parcel useful oddments. 6/- post free.

With an outdOor aerial this periodical

tube and earthing -switch, are really essential,

and naturally needs to be done much more
frequently during the winter months -than

during the

21Liyin,sured

Can be

mounted an

brackets a,

through Panel.
Once set always,
ready. Not affected by
vibration. Each one is tested
on broadcast beforedespatch.
Of all high-class Radio Dealers or Sole Makers:

Post 2/3 or
.2/9 with
shield.

JEWEL PEN CO., LTD.,

(Radio Dept. 42), 21-22, Great SuttonSttONDON, E.0 1

-

One of the -many advantages of an indoor

aerial is that it is not affected by; -:the
weathef,-and 'most 'of the troubles which
(Con,linued on mext Page.)

PLEASE be sure to mention

POPULAR
WIRELESS"
when
communicating
with
Advertisers.

THANKS

-
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lave been mentioned above do not arise at
11. At the same time, even with an indoor
trial, it is not a bad plan, say two or three
imes a year, to give it a thorough overhaud
Mind Your Cabinet.

I have often noticed that set -builders,
fter having taade up a nice receiver, will fit
into a cabinet which is not at all suitable
r in keeping "-with it.
There are varigis reasons why the

abinet may not b

is qou rs

uitable, but the par

tar sort of case I am thinking of is

ere the cabinet is too light or flimsy in
nstruction for properly housing the set,

the untidy, dangerous, frayed wiring on the left-or
neat BULGIN `IIJICKWYRING " on the right/

more especially for the proper operation
.the loudspeaker when this is incorporated
'h the set.

'.-

CONSTRUCTORS-get that " manufacturer's

finish "-with BULGIN " Q UI CKWYR E."
NEAT, QUICK, SAFE-and TIDY. Simply cut
to length and push back the covering-it Will
Not Fray.

)3ear in mind that the movement of the
mature of the speaker, whatever it may
reacts upon the stator, and if the motion
at all powerful this may set the whole of

Standard Size 18 S.W.G. Red or Black Covering.

together with details of the new Bulgin Technical Service.

'ppreciable vibration.
In order to avoid -this, the cabinet should
e of robust construction, and it is certainly

uite a mistake to incorporate a powerful
mdspeaker in a flimsy cabinet.
Apart from actual vibrations

per 10 ft. Coil

Send 2d. postage for 75 pp. Illustrated C'atalogue and Manual

e supporting part of the cabinet into

BULG111111)

set up

irectly in the cabinet itself, you have the
ibrations communicated from the loud-

,fCriSOS

leaker to the air inside the cabinet and you
be bothered with'" resonances."

A. F.BULGIN & CO. LTD., ABBEY RD., BARKING,
ESSEX.

Telephones : Orangewood 3266 & 3267.
9, 10, 11, Cursitor St.,
Telephone : HoMorn 2072.

London Showrooms :
Chancery Lane, E.C.4.

,rtidspeaker Reaction.

r IC order to overcome these effects, it is

It a bad plan to line the inside of the

binet with felt or some Sirnilai material at
1 available parts so as to deaden the
ins of the sound -waves. Sometimes the vibrations are corn-

unicated to the valves ; under modern

nditions any such effect is likely to be due
/ the direct action of the sound -waves upon

le bulb of the valve rather than to the

sage of the vibrations through the valve

lder.

A final point, as I have mentioned
cently, is to pierce a number of fairly
rge holes in the cabinet at suitable places,

putting the air inside the cabinet into
with that °aside- the
Wet ; this often has a distinct effect in
Ang away with undesirable resonant
iLrimunication

Teets.

RE -PAIRS
IN 48 HOURS

single= ratio Lip.ud" Isrpaenatoirsm, ferxst

cept Blue Spot). ONE YEAR'S
-

GUARANTEE.

TRANSFORMER REPAIR CO

Post Free 3/9

9538, GARRATT LANE, LONDON, S.WP Terms to Trade

EASY TERMS-

A COMBINED
SET AND SPEAKER
CABINET
-

AND

WE supply all good quality Radio iteCeiveii,
VT
Components and Accessories on deferred

terms. We carry adequate stocks and can, give
F. PROMPT DELIVERY.

STOOL

= NEW CELESTION MOVING -COIL PERM =
= MAGNET UNIT. .with Transformer. Cash E

£2 7 6 =

= Or 5/6 with order and 9 monthly payments of 513. =
= 12 EXIDE. W.H. HIGH-TENSION ACCU(120 volts, 5,000 rola.). Higher =
= -PEULATORS
voltages. if desired. Cash Price ... £3 15 0 =
= Or 6/6 with order and 11 monthly payments of 7/-. =
= Carriage charged on all orders from Scotland..

PARRAND INDUCTOR 'LOUD- =
UNIT.-Quality' of reproduction =
= SPEAKER
equal to a moving -coil speaker. Cash =
= almost
Price
£3 10'
0=
= Or 5/6 With order and 11 monthly payments
of -6/6. =
= SET OP 3 VALVES. S.G.:-Det. and Power, =
=
Mallard
or
Cossor.
Cash
Price
£1.
19
0=
= Or 6/- with order and 7 monthly payments of 5/4. =
=
NEW
BLUE
SPOT
66R.
UNIT.
The
finest
=
=
= = N.H.

.

rho Effects.

A very interesting article appeared in
Modern Wireless " a little time back on

oducing echo effects by using two soundkes or two pick-ups to play a gramophone
rd, and readers have from time to time

ed a number of points with regard to

is experimmt.
I remember tying the experiment a good
y. --years ~ago, long before electrical
roduction was invented-; it is quite easy,
the effects are often remarkably realistic.

he essence of an echo is that you get
same sound echoed back at a 'short
erval of time after the occurrence of the
ginal sound. Now when you use two
oducers with their needles lying in the
rite track of the record but at a distance
t of, say, an inch, or two, the, sound
a certain point of the record will be

oduced by the soundbox whick, is
(Continued on ?text page.)

by

balanced armature movement on the market, =
complete. with-_ large Cone and Chassis, Cash =
Price

=
£2 10 0 =
= Or 5/- with order and TO monthly payments of 5/-1 E
= NEW HEAYBERD A.C.. ELIMINATOR =
-

-

= NIT C:150. Complete kit of parts for building =
an 11.7. Eliminator, including steel case. Out.,
put 25 rn/a.,- 150 volts. 3 11
tappings, one =

=

variable.- Cash` Price

£3 16.0

Or 6/6 with order and 11 monthly payments of 7/-. =
FE Send list of requirements, and quotations will be

sent byreturn.

.7.--

g LONDON RADIO SUPPLY CO =
=
=

11, OAT LANE,

This is the Camco " Windsor" Set and Speaker
Cabinet, a beautifully' designed piece of
furniture which combines a radio -cabinet and
a stool for occasional use.
The graceful
appearance and perfect construction have
made it most popular, particularly where
space is limited. Suitable for most kits.

Complete 75/.

NOBLE STREET, LONDON, E.C.2:2
TELEPHONR: Natioaal 1977.

,E.-

writ,

.:711l10111.111.W11111111111111111111111.11110101111.111111101111011111101077;

for_tmeR 555g of the 24 -pane -Cameo Radio-Cabinet Catalogue:
CARRIOICiTON "WOG. CO., LTD.,

Showrooms: 24, Hatton Garden, London, E.0.1

THE PICTURE PAPER'WITH THE
MOST NEWS

SUNDAY GRAPHIC
and giniday News

'Phone: Holborn 8202.

Worts: S.

roydon.

NAME

ADDRESS
..P.W .26
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REDUCED

FUSE PRICES
7(mw

FUSE

WANDERFUSE
Fuse and wander plug combined. Lies
flat on battery top-takes no extra space.
Use one in the H.T. lead to protect
valves and H.T. supply. Fitted without
tools. Complete with 150 MA
fuse.
Reduced from 116 to

/

SINGLE
BASEBOARD
FUSEHOLDER
The best method of mounting fusesiuside
a set. Complete with 1 amp,
Reduced from 1i3 to
fuse.

/

TWIN
BASEBOARD
FUSEHOLDER
with two 1 amp.
fuses for mains
leads'. Reduced

from 3/6 to

Spare fuses of all ratings lan, each.

BELLING -LEE
FOR EVERY RADIO CONNECTION
<1; Lee, Ltd., Queelisleay, Ponders End, .11dx.

-EASY PAYMENTS" There's no place like HOLMES."
The first firm to supply Wireless parts on easy
payments.
Wireless...

Seven years

advertiser in " Popular
Thousands of satisfied customers.
Monthly
Payments
11 of 12/8
11 of 19/8

Deposit
- R 16/15 10/.
- £10/15 19/6

COSSOR KIT
OSRAM KIT

TELSEN VICTOR -3 KIT 39/6 5/5
METEOR 3 KIT13/15/-, 6/10
EX IDE H.T. Accum.,-120v. £3

61-

BLUE SPOT 66R &
CHASSIS

-

£2/2/6
BLUE SPOT 100 U 39/6

AMPLION M.C.6

EKCO Eliminator A.C.18
-

67/6
67/.

B.T.H. JUNIOR Pick-up 27/-

7 of 515

11 of 6/10
9 of 6/8

5/6
5/8
7/5

9 of
7 of
9 of
9 of
5 of

7/5

5/.

4/0

5/4
7/5
7/5
4/10

New Goods Obtained for Every Order.
Send us a list of the parts you require and the payments that will suit your convenience, and we will
send you a definite quotation. Anything Wireless.

H. W. HOLMES, 29, FOLEY STREET,
Great Portland Street, London, W.1.
'Phone : Museum 1414.

Amimmommom....

LEARN 70 MAKE PICTURE

FRAMES.

Also craft work.

(Continued from- previons page.)

.passed first and then, at a fraction of a
second later, the same sound will, be repro-

duced by the second soundbox, so that
you get a sound and its echo, the time interval between the two being the time
taken for a point on the record to travel
the distance between the needle of one

\Vrite now for

Astounding Catalogue of all the very
latest and best in Mouldings, Pictures,
Gramo. Legs, Frets, and hundreds of

new gadgets for the Handyman at
wholesale prices. Full,list post free 6d.

Watkins Provider, EZ1raktr Newport, Mon.

COMPONENTS WJ

"ortoww"," CABINETS
Send for new illustrated list and

details of special termHouse
to

18, Sum merhill Street, BIRMINGHAM.

REMEMBER

PIRE
LESS
largest sale of any

xl-',,,
vi,e

If the two reproducers are in the outer

if the distance of separation is

V3

`1,0

sae'st,s

Ay!,

an,
.1. 4 1

? ON. oxiS

''

et....0

)0`.'t
,the

.,, NYAtOC! GoVD
GP ir.F-Ts et

,c,os,,,

t.,

x

2 in.

the echo interval will be about 1 -25th of a

° 1\ fi.1,0°60co ,c:t::\ -61:1;e:t1is f°11c4 e6fice;s:

Fr civ,30 1..t.4.,

second.

Since the velocity of sound in air is
roughly 1,100 ft. per second, the distance
travelled by sound in air in 1 -25th of a
second is roughly 45 ft., so that if a sound
is produced at a certain point and reflected
from a wall about 22 ft. away, since the
total distance travelled there and back is
echo

r
o.,0.0...;
t:.p,,, .1,\

,,,,e,o...vi,

will be about 50 in. per second, so that.

will reach the

1Cts

'01

ve,

eoN6ets

ENGINEERS. Are you earning less than £10 per
week ? If so, you cannot afford to carry on without

reading " ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES." This
'200 -page book is filled with matters of vital import-

original sound.

ance to you. Among other things, it explains the
methods of our unique Appointments Department, gives details of all leading Eng. Exams.
I.E.E., B.Sc., G.P.O., etc.), and:

separation of the two reproducers (on the
outer part of a 12 -in. record) of about

Elec., Motor, Aero, Radio, Talkie, and all other

same as that due to the reflection of sound
from a wall about 22 ft. away.

BRITISH INSTITUTE OF

original place 1 -25th of a second after the

2 in. gives an echo -interval about the

outlines modern Home Study Courses in Civil; Mech.,

branches Of Engineering. This hook will alter your
entire outlook and earning power during 1932. It
is quite FREE. Write for your copy NOW.

ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY,
401, Shakespeare House, 29/31, Oxford Street, London.

Producing " Atnuosphcre."

ELECTRADIX

You will observe that as the- two sound-

BARGAINS

hokes or pick-ups gradually progress towards

the centre of the record, the echo -interval
will become longer (if the separation distance of the two reproducers remains the

same) because the time -interval represented

by one inch of the record track increases
as you go towards the centre.

If matters are properly arranged, you can,

of everything

RADIO & ELECTRICAL
Send 4d. Stamp NOW
for Illustrated Catalogue
and Jan. -Feb. Sale List.

as I say, get a very realistic effect which
Sometimes gives

a

surprising sense of

" atmosphere " or " space." But if you
overdo it, and make the time -interval too
long, the effect is unreal and displeasing.

ELECTRADIX RADIOS,
218 Upper Thames St., E.C.4

H.T. with Pentode.

City 019T.

When using a pentode valve .remember
that the high-tension current passed by it
is 'apt to be rather heavy for the average
loudspeaker winding, and it is, therefore, a
good plan to incorporate some form of output circuit, such as an output transformer.
Owing to the relatively high impedance
of the pentode valve, it is generally necessary to use a stepdown transformer in order
to get the best results out of the valve so
far as quality is concerned..
Another important point to bear in mind,
reverting to the questicin of high-tension
current, -is - that if you use a dry battery
as your H.T, source (with a pentode), this
should be of the' heavy-duty type --' small
low -capacity H.T. -dry batteries will be very

soon used up owing to the extra heavy
current load thrown upon them.
NI11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111V-
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We

`h'as

%%At" %%10001"lb% As 11,%%NS.%

Make

11*

The DAILY SKETCH
YOUR Picture Paper

401*

Rams

000 /01kt
:

CABINET

For YOUR Radip
EISED
Famous B Y

()Bee

and" Leading Experts."

.

i"

The sort people desire to possess and keep. Tastefa
beauty-Piano finish, -advantages also of PIANO.
TONE baffle chamber.
The BETTER REPRODUCTION that your Set
really capable of gives you a joyous sense of tichiovt-'
meet. Mellow, rich tone of piano soundboard. Seat

ON APPROVAL direct from the makers. Priets
35!- to £15 (Cash or Easy Payments). You mtky
return at our expense if you wish to part with W
Photographs and List FREE I
PICRETTS, Radio Furniture (P.W.).,
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track of a 12 -in, record, rotating at
80 revolutions per minute, the linear speed

about 45 ft. the

0.1.`-

%. o

Time Interval.

constructors.
Constructors.

IMPERIAL RADIO,

*°

reproducer and that of the other reproducer.

From this you see that a distance of

216

(let of

TECHNICAL NOTES

F1111111111111111111111111111111111111111M111111111111111111111111111111111rit

Albion Road, Bexleyheath, Kent.

POPULAR WIRELESS

CUTS in salary, reduced com-

in efficiency of the dearest valves you

missions, short time, all mean

can buy. No valve gives a better
account of itself ; no valve is more
satisfactory and economical in use.

tha every shilling must pull
its weight_

That is why, when you buy valves,
you should not pay more than you
need to. ETA valves save you many
shillings, and they are -quite.the equal

Cheap valves are a mistake -but
don't pay more than you

need. ETA valves are
as low as you can go

PRICES FROM

sacrificing efficiency.

Oat

in price without

Next time you need a Valve
be sure you get Eta Valves
The Electrical Trading Association, Limited.
Ardurych House, Aldwych, London, W.C.2
Telegrams : Eltradax, Estrand, London.
Telephone : Holborn 8539.

THE INTERNATIONAL VALVE

Hutche

or

''SCREEN YOUR H.F. LEADS-

Crossword Enthusiasts-

With "GOLTONE"

Fifty Puzzles are reproduced in the
Daily Telegraph Second Crossword
Puzzle Book. Neither too hard nor
too easy, they possess that leaven-

AIR -SPACED FLEX-

brought a world-wide reputation to
the Daily Telegraph Crossword.

SCREENED TUBING.

IBLE METALLIC

ing of wit and humour that has

Mtn

aitg
tesrafq

At all Newsagents -

-

Preecnt s Self - oscillat ion.
Loaf self capacity,

2,'6

sECONDS""
CROS

or they can be sent to any address
'or 2110 each (post paid), by the

BOO"

Oath)

31ininumt dielectric toss.

Publish6r of the

ptalkE

Sizeof Tubing:2 m'rn Bora (1:180 ins.)
to take all Standard Single Panel con

RH.S19 (Par yard) 9d.
From all first-class Radio Stores.
lengths.

televalyb

"%kr
116 '

FLEET ST., LONDON, E C

Supplied in one yard-

Erecting Wires.

Catalogue on request.

WARD & GOLDSTONE, LTD.

4

(Dept.

P W.") PENDLETON MANCHESTER.

a.

"POPULAR. WI-RELESS"'

/
CABINET 40/`

READY -TO -ASSEMBLE

ADVERTISEMENT RATES

hole Page £40

RADIO

Quarter Page £ 10

if Page £20
Eighth, Page £5
arrow Column Advts. (3 cols. to; page)per inch 30/inimum Space accepted
0 SERIES DISCOUNT. ALL

-

-

AN ALL -BRITISH PBODUCTIOI1/4

MODEL No. 303.
PRICES.
Wirei"es MAcilTNED HEADY TO
Anne

Quern

half 'inch 1 5/-

Cabinet In Figured Oak, ASSEMBLE. oak 1:2 OA,
Mahogany. or Figural Mniatlf".70.(§.2.5
Wil.

COPY AND BLOCKS MUST BE IN

DVERTISEMENT COPY SUB.
HAND 11 DAYS BEFORE DATE
rECTTOEDITORIAL APPROVAL
OF ISSUE TO ENSURE PROOFS
4 T.t, communications respecting!, ADVERTISI
//lust

he made to
OHN H. LILE, Ltd., 4, Ludgate Circus, London, E.C.4.

at back

Oak 522 12

and fop Takes panel 2) in

nut £3.2.6.
by 8 lit. or 'smaller. Size' ASS EMBLED
AND
of Baffle -board. 1 ft. 9 in. POLISHED. Oak £3 5 0.
by l ft 6 in. Ainnie room .31abottaily £3 10.0. Walfor batteries of all tspes nut 44.0.0.
toil:is cabinet.
flu Models Corriqqe

-E.

SEND id: IN STARTS FOR 56-PA,Ii iLLESTRATED
CATALOCUE.

Telephone: City 7.761
01111i111111111111l1111111011110011111111110i111110111/011-11111011111

-------7--"A.
P

11111111110111111111001Tfi

203

CHAS. A. OSBORN. Dept. P.W.,
The Regent -W-oritsr.-nrlirtitton St.- Loudon,
NA. Telephoner Clerkenwell 5095. And at 21.

Essex
Rd.,Hall).
Islington, Ni.. 11 min. from the
-..,Itural
Telephone: Clerkenwoll .5634

-

.
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CO nst ant

Power for a penny a moat
tr.

battery ?
What is the voltage of your
How long does it maintain its full voltage ?
How long will it last ? How much does it cost ?

Answer these questions-then consider the
advantages of an EKCO Unit-a maximum 1,
voltage of 120 to 15o, always. Ample current,
abcays. Absolute reliability, always. At
cost of only a shilling or two a year. No

alterations to your set, valves or wiring.
Just connect the EKCO Unit in place of
your battery, then plug in to the electric
supply and switch on-that's all.

Why. suffer the inconvenience, uncertainty and neverending drain on your pocket
for, another day ? Go to

your radio dealer and ask

him to

show

the

you

EKCO unit suitable for
your set.

H.T. UNITS.
For A.G. Mains.
A.0 12 (12 M a output) ... £2 :
N. -CIS (Is AI a output) ... £3 :
.

(25 :NI a output) ...

:

For D.C. Mains.
1).C. 15 25 (15 or 25 NVa).... £1 :

H.T. AND
CHARGER UNITS fur A.C. M

COMBINED

(Supply 11.T. and al.$o char; otit

Accumulator)
(12 M'a output) ... £3 :
M a output) ... £4 :
1..18
1 .23 (25 M a output)
;

Consult your decider now,

or post coupon below for
full details.

CTRIC

r mmmmmmmm ME VII 11111 WV ISE Tan ill 111V El NOM mmmm
To E. K. COLE, Ltd., Dept. A.1, Ekca
Works, Southend-on-Sea.
Please send me full details of EKCO
Electric Power Units.

1

II UN!

_; anti

Adires

11'0.1111
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Offices : Messrs. john H. Elle, Ltd., Ludgate Circus, London, E.C.4. (TelephOne : City 7261
Ill, p per:1111111111: 9 9 for six months. Sole Agents or
for six months.- Abroa,1
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aturday
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SHOULD THE B B.C. AN CONTROVERSY?

(See Page

k 1113

Every Thursday

PRICE

3d.

.

No. 503,

Vol. XX.

re es

INCORPORATING "WIRELESS"

January 23rd, 1932.

ALSO THIS WEEK:
MARCONI'S LATEST EXPERIMENTS

RADIO-ROMA CALLING YOU !
In which the charming young ladies at this
broadcasting station send personal greetings
to "P.W." readers.

FREE
from
or send

1?,. FOLDER

your - dealer -Ltd.,

to : Ready Radio
Blackheath,'SE3
Idous2,
Eastno)

All Waves.

Price only

751"

POPULAR WIRELESS

Janttary 23rd, 1032

ETA VALVES

pull in t e
stations
IN spite of all the latest devices-ganged
condensers, band pass tuning and the rest
-your valves will always play a major part
in bringing you " all Europe."
And getting stations, with a set of ETA valves
on board your set, is not a matter of pious hope

but absolute certainty. All the best programmes of Europe come when ETA calls,
and behave like perfect gentlemen as long as

their company is desired.
ETA valves are strong on economy, too. They
are every bit as efficient as the dearest valves
you can buy, but they're much lighter on your
pocket. The price of ETA valves is, in fact,

as low as you dare go without sacrificing
efficiency and as high as you need to go to
get the best valve that's made.
Next time you buy valves buy

THE INTERNATIONAL VALVE
THE ELECTRICAL TRADING ASSOCIATION LTD.,
ALDWYCH HOUSE, ALDWYCH, LONDON, W.C.2

Telegrams : Eltradax, Estrand, London Telephone : Holborn 8139
Local Agents:
DUBLIN: W. J. Byrne, 21. Temple Lane. GLASGOW:. B. G.
Jackson Nisbet 132, rem' rew Street. NEWCASTLE -ON -TYNE:
Messrs. Black & Co.. Prince's Building,. King Street. BOURNEMOUTH: L. G. West, 9213, Christchurch Road, Poliesclown.
ItIIIGIITON:
cEwan & Co.. Ltd., 31, Crown Street.
WELLINGROROUG

:

A.

J,

Garrod,

2,

George

Street.

12-atcheonad
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IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

C.O.D., CASH or H.P.

PILOT SHORTWAVE ADAPTOR

P.W. KITS
ECKERSLEY THREE
SEND
fteiststhek'rsIllvTs

KIT"A,,

9/..

and Cabinet

CASH
ore.O.D.£4.18.8
Balance in 11 monthly payments of 9/- ONLY
SEND

British Radio Engineer's
new invention " puts the

KIT"B"oauit,h,cosri,essitbinn'ictth

CASH

KIT
"CvArarl,t,
KITBalance

SET°

OMETHING really new, simple and absolutely practical.
up a new world of Radio, even more fascina,S Ittingopens
than ordinary broadcast reception. Thanks to the
inventive genius of Mr. G. T. Kelsey, the famous short wave
expert of " Popular Wireless," you can listen to the short

wave stations all over the world. No need now for the
expense and trouble of a special all -wave -set to pick up
America, Africa, Australia or India.
Just plug the PILOT SHORT WAVE ADAPTOR into your present battery
Set. This remarkable Unit fits without any alteration. No extra

valve required; no additional apparatus.

Ready for immediate use and sold complete with Dial Calibration Chart, Also

simple _tuning notes " How -to Hear the Short Wave Stations,- specially
Your dealer should have it in stock.

" I purchased a Pilot Short Wave Adaptor, and
feel I must tell you how pleased 1 am with its per-

CASH
or C.O.D. £7.5.8
Balance in 11 monthly payments

1

bad, at any time get Schenectady and KDKA and

Pittsburg, and have also picked up other Americans.
Sunday last I picked up at 3 o'clock in the afternoon a transmission fromVK2ME Sydney; this at
(Signed)W.W.A.
the first attempt.''

AMERICA

Schenectady
East Pittsburg
Philadelphia
Springfield
Chicago
New York, Etc.
AUSTRALIA

Sydney
Melbourne, Etc.
AFRICA

Johannesburg
Nairobi, Etc.
INDIA

Calcutta, Etc.
EUROPE

Chelmsford
Moscow
Paris
Rome
Berlin, Etc.

EXTENSER
ECKERSLEY THREE
As described this week.

Kit less
Author'sandCabinet. SEND
Valves

KIT "A"

CASH or C.O.D. £4.14.6 8 8

Balance in 11 monthly payments of 8/8 ONLY

Set of Valves as specified £ 1.10.6
Cabinet 16/6.

ECKERSILEY TUNER
As made by R.I. and delivered from

stock CASH or C.O.D.
for the

P.W." Eckersley Three.

ACCESSORIES
* W.B. PERMANENT MAGNET """'"'"''"'
MOVING -COIL

PLUGS IN!

Cash Price I2/12/8.

former,
Balance

only

in 11 monthly payment: of 400.

* A, LAS

A.G.
244.

E

"

MIHATUR,

Three tappings, Sen d
S.O., detector, and power. Output, 516
TYPE A.G.

only

in

MANUFACTURERS' KITS
FORMO ECONOMY 3
With coils less Valves and cabinet.

Balance in

7

Send

monthly payments

of 5/13.

CASH PRICE 51/19/6
FORMO TRIPLE WAVE 3

With triple -wave switch operated

Eindhoven, Chelmsford, Rome, Schenectady, Vatican

These were obtained on three
(Sgd.) M.D.G:, Hadleigh, Essex.

coil, less Valves and Cabinets.

Balance in 11 monthly payments

of 5/11.
CASH PRICE 13/5/0
V3 RADIO FOR THE MILLION

With Valves less Cabinet.

Balance in 11 monthly payments

Supplied with
Plug-in Coil

of 10/10.

CASH PRICE 55/17/6
READIRAD METEOR 3

16-

metres. Additional Coil
40-120
for

required,
extra.

Send

SPEAKER P.M.3.

Complete with 3 -ratio input trans -410

Price 52/18/6.
Balance
11 monthly payments of 5/6.

Wolverton, Bucks.

metres,

1 5f6

Items marked * socially recommended

Cash

It Just

" It is really wonderful. The following were all
obtained on Loud Speaker. Chicago, Bound Brook,
Pittsburg East, Cassablanca N. Africa, Lisbon,
Robat, Radio Maroc, Schenectady, Lessen Germany,

for

34
ONLY/

.2o volts at 20 m.a.

formance. In addition to Rome, Zeesen, Moscow
and Chelmsford, 1 can, unless conditions are very

valves."

ONLY
SEND

th
Kit
and Cabinet.

leis° r's

of 13/4

on your EXISTING

City and Moscow.

in11 monthly payments

of 11/10

SHORT WAVES

compiled by an expert.

or C.0.4,. £6.9.2

Less valves and cabinet.
Balance in
of 6/11,

if

11 monthly payments
CASH PRICE 53/15/0

5/6
only
Send

511
Send

10/only
Send

6111
only

4,16

EXPRESS ORDER FORM
Plugs into your battery
set withaut alteration.

°

To PETO-SCOTT CO. LTD.

Please send me C.O.D., CASH/ H.P

for which I enclose
Cash/H.P.

77t CITY ROAD, LONDON, E.C.1.

Telephone: Clerkenwell 8406-7-8
Telephone : Chancery 8266

62, HICH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.1.

CO. LTD.

SEND 3'2 POSTAGE FOR NEW CATALOGUE

Deposit

IL

Name

Address

P.W. 23/1/32.
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Mutual
Conductance:

3°75
ensures

m a iv

maximum

efficiency

in

Screened Grid Stages
A new edition of the

Ccssor Station Chart
is now available price
2d. Ask your Dealer

THE Cossor M.S.G/L.A. A.C. Mains Screened Grid

for a copy of this us?.-

therefore be used to obtain the utmost amplification

Valve has a mutual conductance (" efficiency factor ")
of 3.75 m.a./v. under working conditions, and should

ful novelty or write to

from a screened grid stage.

us enclosing 2d.stamp.

It possesses the abnormally

low grid -anode capacity (of the order of .001 m.m.f.)
which is an outstanding feature of all Cossor Screened
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A NEW ATTACK
TESTING INSULATION
LICENCE ITEMS
WITH OR WITHOUT

K. D. ROGERS, P. R. BIRD,
A. JOHNSON RANDALL.

OUR PUBLICISTS

"FIZZ AND OP."
NEWSNEW POWER RATING

RADIO NOTES &

New Attack on " Pirates."
THE Post Office is expected to ask radio
dealers to divulge to them the names
of the -buyers of sets, so I learn- from
a London evening paper. This is an attempt
to tackle the
pirate" problem from
another angle, and is, I understand, not unfavourably viewed by " the trade "

Certainly " the trade "
has no reason, legitimate or otherwise, to protect in any way those
people who evade or seek to evade
the very reasonable fee levied> by
the Post Office on receiver owners.
generally.

New Development in Sight.

AM informed by the Technical Staff that

I' shall shortly be placed by them in a
position to make an announcement of
the greatest interest and importance concerning results which they have succeeded
in- getting from their `recent researches.

PUZZLING RADIO

fully to the matter next week, when our
plans will have taken definite form. I

understand that something outstanding has

been achieved, but more than that I can't.
say at the moment.
A New Thing in Radio Societies.
HAVE much pleasure in drawing

the attention of our readers to

TUNING -IN A 50-VALVER!

a new Short -Wave society which

is

being organised by Mr. John

E. Rendle, of 28. Sandford Road,
Bromley, Kent. It is to be called
" The Short -Wave Listening Station." The enterprise is represented
at present by a headquarters at

Simple Home Construction.

that address. and one or two sub-

great part of the
PROBABLY
leakage isadue to forgetful-

stations. Reports are sent in by
the' sub -stations and are examined
.scientifically. A Technical Investi-

ness " by those who make sets
at home, and apparently, therefore,

gation Committee is to be formed
and a small laboratory equipped.

component buyers should also be
reported under the proposed new
schemg. Profesor A. M. Low told

More sub -stations are required, here

paper that a check on home -constructed sets would be difficult because " You have only got to get a
knife and fork, a potato, a piece of

and overseas, and in Great Britain
three are needed, one in the North
of Scotland, one in the Midlands,
and one in the West Country, preferably in Cornwall. Mr. Rendle, I
leant do no more at the moment.

make a set."

Good luck to your efforts !

the aforementioned London evening

wire and earphones, and you can
A condenser and some form of

inductance

wouldn't

do the

Licence Items.

set

DESPITE the successful "Sleuth
Van
tour, the licences in
issue in Great Britain dropped
from 4,100,000 at the end of

much harm, but, finnicking details

of that nature are apparently be-

neath professorial notice.

October last to 3,411,910 on Jan.
In August last Latvia had
'1st.
22 licensees per 1,000 population.
New Zealand has just on 65,000

Testing Insulation.

ANOTHER London paper, this
time a " daily," published a
little paragraph which caught
my roving eye. " How would you
test the insulation of the aerial ? "
The writer of the par appeared to

licence -holders. Belgium has about

200,000, and recently, after some
heavy fines, new licences appeared
at the rate of some 1,000 a day !

recommend inserting a spark -gap in

In August last Estonia had issued

series with the aerial and energis-

about 14,000 licences, or 1.2 per

ing the aerial circuit from the
" secondary of an A.C. transformer." If the insulators are leaky

the energy won't jump the gap.
Bee-yutifuI ! But not conclusive.
gstyself would borrow a "megger"
'_^7.`n the nearest electrician. If the

cent. of population.
" Ariel 3' on' the Situation.
This is the central control panel of a 50 -valve set installed at Chiltern
Court, Baker Street, London, W. It serves a large block of flats, in

each of which a socket is provided for loudspeaker reception, and
the P.M.G. recently prosecuted one of the tenants, for failure to take
out a licence!

resistance of the aerial, measured
by the " megger " is less than infinity,
the insulators (or the aerial itself) are
leaking.

T GET some queer letters, as I
I have demonstrated many a time,

but .not often do I receive an

invitation to utter words of wisdom

on the " State of Denmark "- in

This announcement I hope to make next
week, or certainly not later than February
6th, though in any case I shall refer more

general. .Hence the letter from "Twenty
Lancashire Lads," asking me to say what
(Continued on next page.)
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"ARIEL'S " RUNNING COMMENTARY ON RADIO (Continued)
I think of the state of the nation, leaves
me scared. But here goes !

I believe that

no nation is bust till it loses its fighting

spirit. I believe that -in these islands there

is an untamable pack of .fighters, sane and

brainy, and that the high spirit of the

nation, the will to battle out through bad

times, is worth all the gold in the Paris and
New York banks and treasuries-and then
some ! It's the " then 'some " which turns
the scale. Be British-and proud of it !
With or Without Ivories.

"Daily Mail " tells of a deaf lady
T"who
can listen to radio by holding
in her teeth the handle of a knife

The "Fizz and Op " Show.
AS usual the Annual Exhibition of the
Physical and Optical Society, which
took place on January 5th, 6th and
7th, was most attractive. " Amongst those
(exhibits) present " was a display illustrative of the well-known Westinghouse metal
rectifier, a G.E.C. photo -electric smoke
recorder, a G.E.C. photographic sound
recorder, and a fine show off " Osram "
Valves, including a new development called

the " thyratron, ' a valve which is filled
with mercury vapour.

Some Good Exhibits.

whose blade rests on the " central pivot "
of a loudspeaker.

FROM the radio man's standpoint, pro-

That is fine, though
one would need
strong jaws to hear

Ltd., who showed 7" and 8" diameter

"The Messiah"

bably the most interesting exhibit was
that of Electric and Musical Industries

photo -electric cells with cathodes of caesium

on silver. A direct reading Modulation

through; you

would just have
to sit tight and

think of bulldogs !
The same lady has

a friend who has

no teeth, and finds that the " lack of teeth

makes no difference." I should prefer teeth.
They are really more effective for holding
the handles of knives. Still, it's a great

discovery, and we shall yet live to see a

fund started-" Dinner Knives for the
Deaf."
" With rubber handles for the
victims of dentists 1"

Our Versatile Publicists.

The Pronunciation Committee of the B.B.C. =

cannot agree whether the " e " in pianoforte E
should be silent, or not.
E
Our view is that, if it is the pianoforte next =

organiser of the National Radio
Exhibition, was showing his nephew
what ostriches do, or whether he was using a
VV

nail instead of a

knife (see preceding paragraph !), I

do not know, but
the fact is that on

December 14th he
swallowed a large
nail which lodged

in the base of a

A serious

=

Many prisons are now fitted with wireless
E equipment, we read.
This is great news for radio fans who are

contemplating crime.

*

" P. W.," ever alert, is already thinking
about the 1932 " Show." (Lucky it wasn't
a fish bone !)

is a missionary body entrusted with the
task of trying to squeeze a little culture
into coarse, unlettered oafs like you. and
the next man, and me !

one said that we
ought to dip our
aerials into tar,
whereupon I asked

how tar could be

removed from the
human hand, and
suggested alcohol.

(It came natural

to do that !)
Apparently the earth is full of amateur
chemists ; the interest evinced in this point
is remarkable, and if I were to publish all
the letters about it my columns would look
like " Household Hints." The reply to my
inquiry is, however, " Benzol, and I
thank those who supplied it.
Puzzling Radio.

THANKS, B. M., of East Ham ! Here's

1

a good one for you, my ancient
legumes !

One of the -newspapers, in

Brown : Ab, I see you've got a new wireless E..set I Which station do you listen to most ? " E

grave -stone, thus setting up vibrations of

Jones : " The, local power station !"

" Broadly " speaking, -of course, the best E

carols," asks : " Did the wire frame pick up
radio waves which were reflected from the
sound ? "

read.

The expert who asks the question surprises me. I wonder why he thinks that a
gravestone can alter the frequency of" elec.
tro-magnetic waves, or how he can imagine

died of shock.

into air waves by a gravestone. So do

wireless announcers
are the Americans.
*
*

" An amateur picked up the P.O. transatlantic telephony by mistake recently," we =
The poor fellow thought it was a trunk call =
that he had put through the day before, and
Lady (interviewing maid) : " Do you belong
to the Church of England ? "

Maid :
m'm, father goes to chapel- =
but, personally, I'm wireless ! "-" Punch." =

or suggest that ether waves can be turned
you!
Looks as though another journal is going

to take the place of my dear o:d friend,
which has been non-" expert" for some
months.

Meter was the centre of an immense display

of enthusiasm, as also was an ingenious

Personal Note.

Harmonic Content Analyser for use in the
design of L.F. amplifiers. A portable radio

T F I might be so bold just this once I
1 I have been asked by an eminent

water, so to speak, and every time I passed
it I came over all smash -and -grabby.

play

frequency Oscillator made one's mouth

New Power Rating.
SPEAKING at a meeting of " Listening
Group. Leaders " on January 2nd, the -rptIE new method of rating the power of
Chairman of the Board of Governors
11
" broadcasting " transmitters which
of the B.B.C. said : ". . . but I am
was evolved at the Copenhagen Inter-

represent in a great sense the great body of
the people . . ." The idea that a handful of these " uplift " people represents the
listening public is comic, and it just, shows
you how obsessed the B.B.C. is, thanks to
its Chief Obsessor, with the notion that it

for instance. Some-

A correspondent has written to an evening E
paper to say that while listening -in the other E
night he distinctly heard somebody crying. =
= Perhaps it was Dean Inge laughing. -"Punch."

" Listening Group Leaders."

quite sure that you who come here do

Anti -Tar Campaign.

STRANGE what a lot of ripples a small
stone can cause when it is dropped
into a big pond. There was that tar,

referring to the story of a lady who put a
holly wreath on a grave and " heard the
strains of stringed instruments playing

operation was

averted, happily, by Mr. Moody's lastminute act in coughing it up. We congratulate him upon his escape, and ask him
to be more careful in future, because

Sheffield and Swansea, 0.12 kw. each. The

maximum peak modulation is 80 per cent
in each instance.

E door, the whole of it should be silent. -"Punch."

*

THETHER Mr. A. E. Moody, the gifted

lung.

SHORT WAVES.

E.=

Edinburgh, 0.3 kw. ; Dundee, Plymouth,

national Technical Consultative Committee
for radio -electric communication has been

adopted by the Union Internationale de
Radiodiffusion.
The power supplied to
the B.B.C.'s antennae will not be altered,

but the new ratings will be ; London and
Northern National and Regional stations

(four), 50 kw. each; Daventry (5 X X),

30 kw. ; Midland Regional (5 G B), 25 kw.;

Aberdeen, Belfast, Bournemouth, Cardiff,
Glasgow and Newcastle, 1 kw, each ;

firm of photographers to oblige them
by sitting for my portrait, an attempt to
on

human

vanity for sundry
guineas. But I arn
not human where
my photograph is
concerned.

I am

adamant.
Instead, please.
friend artist, draw
me as a gentleman
with piercing black
eyes, clad as to the upper and nobler parts
in a black cloak and pinched -up " Trilby "
hat.

And don't forget the pipe stuck in a
" three-quarter " view face. I should be
positively Victorian as a publicist without
an ensemble of this kind.
ARIEL.
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SHOULD THE
B
CONTI3OVERSY?
t

ommander the H on:J. M.Kenworthy RN
The first of a short series of important articles by
ship of the " ordinary listener."

an eminent politician who is noted for his champion-

and philosophy, made to avoid offending susceptibilities the
religion, politics,' result will be stagnation and the loss of

there is an eternal

THE logical result of the present policy of
the Governors of the B.B.C., if it

continues, will be the banning of all
controversial subjects in talks, lectures and
debates, and an end to everything of living
interest.
This policy itself has aroused controversy,

and has become a topic of interest and dis-

cussion amongst many thousands of lis-

teners. I propose to deal with the problem

in its broad aspects in this article, and in
my next article to make some practical
suggestions for an escape from the present

struggle in progress
between the old ideas, and the new. That
is how the world progresses.

But the new ideas always shock the

orthodox, always have and. always will.

As far as we can delve back into the history
of the human race the older generation has
always been scandalised by the behaviour
or way of thinking, or the proposals of the
younger generation. In their turn the
younger generation, having grown older and

become " set " in their ideas, are shocked
by a new school of thought.
A Clear Choice.

position.
To begin with, let us consider the functions

There are some men and women who
never -grow old.in spirit and in mind. But

and simple.

there are many others who become orthodox
and-conservative-in the non-political sense
-in early middle -age, and most of us, as >a
matter of course, in the closing years of our

of the B.B.C. These fall under two main
headings. The first is entertainment, pure

People want to be amused. They desire
relaxation and enjoyment. What pleases
some doesn't please others : so there must,
in any case, be variety.
The subject of entertainment by wireless
is outside the scope of the present controversy, and I will content myself here by
stating the opinion that a really able entertainer should be engaged to supervise all
this part of the programme.
The second function, or purpose, is; and

lives, live in the past and are unreceptive
of new ideas.
If in arranging

the talks, criticisms,

explanations and debates the attempt is

OUR CONTRIBUTOR

much that is valuable and needed at the

present time.
For there is no progress without change.

And, as Hazlitt says, " prejudice is the

child of ignorance." To dispel ignorance
the stimulus of an occasional mental shock
is required.

But this very, stimulus is sure to annoy
some of the old-fashioned, and the choice,
therefore, is between colourless programmes

not really reflecting the age we live in,

drab and uninteresting to most of the
younger generation, and to the open-minded

of the older, on the one hand, and on
the other hand, life, truth, discussions
of the things people arc really talking
about and thinking about, and, therefore,
Progress.

If we, as we must, recognise that the
B.B.C. should be a great forum for- the
exchange of ideas, we will have to fight
against the dead monopolistic hand of
autocracy being allowed to lie heavily on
its programmes.

Let us compare broadcasting, on its informative and educational side, with the

older means of propaganda and instruction
and the dissemination of ideas. The teaching
profession claims considerable latitude.
The professors in our universities in particular have fought for, and won, the right

to considerable liberty in their teaching.

should be, to -provide education in its widest
sense. If the general public thinks that any

news, to know what is going on in the world,
to hear of new ideas, or new ways of looking

So have the Ministers of Religion, especially in the Free Churches indeed, anyone
to -day is free to found a religious sect, build
a church and expound any doctrines within
the law. And the law is generous.
For all practical purposes the stage and
the cinema screen have complete freedom.

at life, about the latest books and plays and
scientific discoveries, if these last are
explained in non -technical language. Our

authority are against attacks on the Throne
or indecency.

attempt is being made to "uplift" them

they will be irritated and either switch off
or -tune -in to foreign stations.

But listeners do want real information,

The only acknowledged checks here by

modern, educated democracy is like the
Athenians of old, eager' to listen to some

Why This Timidity?

new thing.

The freedom of the press is part of our
British birthright. The authors of books

The Eternal Struggle.1

have a very wide latitude only circumscribed

by the laws of libel and those defining

This is as it should be, for that is how
human knowledge spreads, and we are

propriety.
Some of our greatest poets, indeed, have
been frankly revolutionary, as, for example,
Shelley and Byron. They wrote in a revolutionary period and they expressed the

living in a rapidly changing world. But as
soon as we gat beyond the mere -recital of

actual facts we enter the region of controversy.

Nearly everything nowadays that is in-

teresting is controversial.
In the arts, literature, the drama, science

A recent photo

of Lieut.-Commander
Kenworthy.

thought of the young men and women of
their time.
(Continued on next page.)
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SHOULD THE. B.B.C.
BAN CONTROVERSY ?
(Continued froni, previous page.)

fashioned country parsons or those who
claim to censor the programmes in the
interests of the over -sensitive, is suppressed.

To take an actual case in point at the

present time-great differences of opinion
exist on questions of currency and finance.

* -4*------4.-----4.--*--4-4.-4-4--40-4-4-4.- 4, " There is a highly orthodox view here that is

openly challenged by the heterodox.

Why, then, this timidity on the part of

the Governors of the 13.B.G, or whoever it
is that influences their policy ?
And there is another danger here. It is
of the deliberate use of wireless for conscious

Even the bankers themselves are at

loggerheads about present-day financial
problems.
Yet

A-- PROTEST

these matters
affect the inter-

propaganda in support of what constitutes
the government of the day, or the powerful
vested interests that may have influence
upon that government. .We see an extreme
example of this in present-day Russia,
where wireless is used deliberately for propaganda purposes, the pill only being
sugared with the thinnest coating of
entertainment.

ests, and even the
livelihoods, of all
of us.

Churchill on India.

since the subject

The learned

economists

have. been good
enough to favour
wireless so far,

became "hot ,"

in the journalistic
sense, have all

Mr. Winston Churchill, for example, who is

expressed the

after all a Privy Councillor and has held

he was not allowed to broadcast his views
on India. That was wrong, for he speaks for
an organised school of thought on a very
grave present-day problem.
In Japan there is a crime known as " dangerous thinking," and the police have orders
to arrest anyone whom they have reason to
believe indulges in dangerous thoughts on
religion, or the monarchy or social problems

this present day and generation. Galileo

was looked upon as a crank when he

suggested that the world was round.
I believe there are still citizens of some of

the inland- States of the Union in North

America who believe to this day that

Galileo was wrong and that the world is
flat !

If we are to close down real controversy
for fear of offending the fundamentalists we
may as well stop all attempts at interpreting

the thought of the day and confine the
B.B.C. to bare announcements.
Hear Both Sides.

And neither is the present policy altogether consistent. There is nervousness lest
the minds of certain people should be upset

us with their -yet we end up the programmes nearly
views over the

Indeed, there are complaints of political
repression in England at the present time.
high office in the State, is aggrieved because

who

cranks of to -day will be recognised in years
to come as the pioneers and missionaries of

Harold Nicolson
who protested vigorously
against the censorship
Mr.

which was imposed on
Certain of his broadcast
talks.

strictly orthodox
point of view, and

where they have
ventured to prophesy they have

been proved

wrong every time. Is it only an -accident

every night by broadcasting jazz music, the

very appeal of which, to many people, is
that it excites their bodies.
I suggest that what is needed is the spirit

of the best of the world's universities,
where both sides of even the most controversial subjects are allowed expression

so long as the protagonists are sincere,
informed and interesting.
How this can be achieved without offence
to public morality or the infliction of unnecessary pain to ordinary decent people; I
shall endeavour to show in the next article.

that the heterodox view has not been
expressed ?

There is, of course, the other side to this

WHAT READERS

authorities in Japan are sensitive.
This is the use of authority to suppress
individual thought carried to a ridiculous
length. But it is only a question of degree
here if the free expression of what does not

very controversy about the B.B.C. pro-

grammes, We do -not want an overdose of
cranks, and we do want both sides lof the

topical questions of the day presented.

The Eckersley Three -- Those

represented by elderly maiden ladies, old-

And again some, though not all, of the

- or any other matter about which the

suit the views of the orthodox, whether

THINK ABOUT.

Dance Bands.

But it is just as bad only to allow the orthodox at the microphone as to deluge us with
the views of the rebels.

POPULAR PROVIDERS OF PLEASING PROGRAMMES

THE ECRERSLEY THREE.
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

-

Dear Sir,-I have just completed the Eckersley
Three for. a friend of mine. We have as yet not
recovered from our shock. The set was finished;
eliminator connected up, Amplion M.C. 6 moving
coil also wired up. The tuning condenser is turned
slowly. Hallo I Sh I A faint noise as of music.
Yes, a little -adjustment on reaction, and here she
comes --pure, and with a wonderful volume for a
three -valuer. But most wonderful of all, one little
turn of Wiling condenser, and all is still-not a sound.
One more little turn and, behold ! another station,
with not the faintest suspicion of overlap. Shock
after shock as stations came and went, none of them
together, but each on his own. " Hats off to Captain
Eckersley."
The Only snag with the set was that it had to leave
for my friend's house, leaving mine own, a
A wonderful set for giving you half a dozen stations
at once I

On testing the Eckersley Three with a pick-up
we received most gratifying results, the tone and
volume being excellent.
Langley Park, Durham.
E. DAVIS.
THOSE DANCE BANDS.
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

Dear Sir,-I have read with great interest your

article in the current -week's issue of POPULAR

WIRELEss, under the heading " After Five Years."
Whilst in agreement with most of the points raised;
I am afraid that I must disagree with you in one case.
This concerns outside dance broadcasts. You deal
with several dance combinations, including Henry
Hall's Gleneagles Band, Roy Fox, and so on, but
don't you think you have omitted one combinatien
which, in my opinion, overshadows those named ?
I refer to Ambrose's Mayfair Hotel Orchestra;
which, as regards playing skill, technique, and

Here are the " Roosters," a concert party originally formed from Army personnel for the entertainment
With one or two original members and a few new " stars the " Roosters " constitute one

of the Army.

of the most popular of all broadcast turns.

originality, has no superior in this country.
I mean to say, good as Henry Hall and the others
may be, I give credit where credit is due, and I
honestly think Ambrose's ranks as the best orchestra,
at least in this country. Whether. this band is
British or foreign I do not know, but if the latter
I can quite understand the reason why they receive
such little recognition from critics in general. If they
are British, I think it's a feather in our caps to be
able to boast of such an orchestra.
Maidenhead, Berks.
" FAIR PLAY."
Er,. NOTE.-" Bert " Ambrose and his " boys "
are a British combination.
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A headphone receiver for distant
reception which embodies several
special features. It is remarkably
inexpensive, and is a particularly
efficient instrument.
Described by
A. JOHNSON-RANDALL.

A LTHOUGH most listening these days

A single-valver solves the problem, be-

tA. is carried out on a loudspeaker, there

cause one can employ reaction and so

There is much to be said for a simple
In the first instance it is
inexpensive to build and extraordinarily

Neither is the problem of selectivity so

are still very many people who have
a prcference for headphones.

amplify as well as detect the minute currents
received on the aerial.

single -valve set.

serious. Reaction solves the difficulty, since
it wipes out coil losses and vastly increases
the sharpness of tuning.

economical to run. It really takes the place
formerly occupied by the crystal set.
Ether conditions are pretty severe at the
present time. Selectivity is a vital factor,
otherwise it becomes impossible to listen
to a transmission without a second or even

It may be said, without any exaggeration that a single -valve set with reaction
will bring ,in at good headphone strength

all the stations that can be received on
the loudspeaker with a powerful detector
and two transformer -

AN EFFECTIVE CHANGE OVER

coupled L.F. threevalver.
A one -valve receiver

is an ideal set for the

The secret lies mainly in
the coils, which, as the title implies, are the
famous P.V. and P.J. units.
efficient design.

These coil units have been used in a
" Star " designs, and
number of "
are highly effective on both the medium
and long wave -bands. It would be extremely
difficult to improve on these coils for volume
and selectivity.
Novel Switching Scheme.

The method of switching in the " P.V.J."
One is interesting. If you glance at the
back of panel you will notice a three-way
change -over switch.

or neutral position the set is switched off,

i.e., no current flows through the valve

beginner. He can make - filament.

up such a set at small
cost and, after getting

When the knob is turned to the left

accustomed to the
controls, he can then

(anti -clockwise), the receiver is ready for
working on the medium broadcast waveband, the L.T. current being automatically

proceed to build a two -

(Continued on next page.)

AS SIMPLE AS CAN BE

The control switch performs a number of useful tasks, including wave changing and turning the set on and off. When put over to long waves it
automatically shorts the series -aerial condenser.

a third station butting in. The crystal set
has certain advantages, the chief one being
that the running costs are almost ,nil.
Better Than a Crystal.

This is offset by the fact that a crystal

receiver cannot be, made to give high

valve amplifier, thus

providing himself

with a first-class
three -valve design by
easy stages.

There is, as a

matter of fact, a 6d.

selectivity without a marked loss of volume,
and in addition a crystal does not amplify ;
it can only rectify. which, in plain language,
means that its useful range is limited at the
most to three powerful stations National
(medium wave), Regional and 5 X X.

blue -print, of a two valve amplifier which
is eminently suitable

thing more than this.

(the' Full- tone

Now, the average listengr wants some-

The bulk of his

listening may be carried out on the local,
but he likes also to be in a position to get

other stations when he wishes.

for, use with the

"P.V.J." One, and
he number of this

blue print isiM.W.6
Amplifier).

The "P.V.J." One

is a particularly

A straightforward layout and easy wiring keep the constructional work
completely free from even the slightest of difficulties.

Popular Wireless, January 23rd, 1932.
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*

Then if the knob is rotated to the right
(clockwise) the set is switched over to the
long waves, the selectivity control being cut
out of circuit (it isn't required on this waveband), and a Contradyne coil is included in
the aerial circuit.
What is this Contradyne coil, and what

" P.V.J." ONE

I
*

(Continued from previous page.)

*

switched on, and the selectivity control

(directly above the switch) is brought into

does it do ? Well it is a simple hank winding

consisting of 60 turns of No. 24 gauge

circuit.

D.S.C. wire, wound on a standard " PW."
coil quoit, 2 in. in diameter.
A hank winding, incidentally, is merely a
number of turns of wire wound on " any
old how," with no attempt to place them in
carefully arranged layers.
This winding is effective on wave -lengths

up to about 400 metres. Above this wavelength it is sometimes (not always) found

that an

YOU DON'T HAVE TO SOLDER A SINGLE WIRE

is desirable.
So those listeners

V22.3 -

//2

/1/

who come within the
service

t

increase in

the number of turns
area of the

Northern Regional

I

transmitter may find
TUNING CONDA

it necessary to try 100
turns of No. 30 D.S.C.
instead of 60 turns.

.

0005 WO

D/FF. REACT.COND1R

SOLID D/ELec-rm

000/ MFD.

CONDA'.

A Useful Tip.

By the way, those

Al o

who are in doubt can

0005MFD-)""

14

first of all use the

standard 60 -turn coil.

employing No. 30 gauge wire instead of
No. 24. Then it is

quite easy to add
another 40 turns, if

0

necessary.

The 60 -turn coil is
perfectly satisfactory

Oi

on the London and
Midland Regional and

the Northern and
London National.
wave -lengths. -

You will say " What

CONTROL.

does- the Contradyne
coil do ? " The answer

" It eliminates a
common trouble, viz.,
is

that

of

the nearby

medium -wave station

breaking through on

the long waves and
interfering with the

reception of the various long -wave transmissions.
Complete Cure.

TO TAPS
SON P../.3

It has been found

that in certain areas,

directly a set is

switched over on to
the long wave -band,
the local Regional or
National transmission
breaks through and
makes itself a nuisance

over a portion of the
tuning dial.

This interference is

liable to ruin long wave reception, and

the " Contradyne "
scheme is an effective

Method of cutting it

P.

out.

Coal

Now about the construction of the set.

SPASHETT/- /0,000 OHMS

(Continued on next page.)
Every connection is
taken from a terminal or screw or nut,
so that a pair of pliers

W/R/IV&

PHONES #

H.T#

HI-

L.T.-

L.77#

D/AGRAM

is the only tool needed

A.

when wiring up the
" P.V.J." One.

-
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" P.V J." ONE

_

(Continued from previous page.)

First of all there is the panel to be marked
out and drilled.
The panel layout gives all the dimensions
necessary, and all you have to do is to

board.
When

Ferranti, Polar, Graham

Ferranti, Graham
Farish,Lissen,Igranic,Mullard,
Ediswan, Varley, Dubilier).
(Telsen,

the Contradyne coil is wired to the switch.
This also applies to one or two other wires
frbm the switch.
Simplified Wiring.

If you look at the photographs, you will
see that some of the wiring comes between

then proceed to
screw the panel to
E

the panel and the two coils, and the task
is simplified if the coils ,are left until this
part of the job is completed.

the baseboard. and

to place the tuning

ONLY ONE TUNING CONTROL

1 10,000 -ohm " spaghetti " re(Varley,

Perhaps it will be an well to leave the
P.V. and P.J. coils for the moment, until

mounting, you can

THE PARTS YOU REQUIRE. 2 oz. 24 D.S.C. wire for Quoit.

sistance

screwed into position.

you have drilled the holes for

I Panel, 10 x 7 in. (Permeol, 1 2-meg. grid leak and holder

Peto - Scott, Ready Radio,
Wearite, Becol, Goltone).
1 Cabinet to fit, baseboard 7 in,
(Gilbert, Cameo, Peto-Scott,
Ready Radio, Pickett).
1 .0005-mfd. tuning condenser
(J.B., Cyldon, Lotus, Telsen,
Igranic, Dubilier, Polar, Lissen,
Formo, Wavemaster, Graham
E
Farish).
1 -0005-mfd. solid dieleetrie condenser (Ready Radio, Telsen,
=
Ferranti, Lotus, Graham
Farish, Polar).
1 .0001-.00015-mfd. differential
a-reaction condenser (Telsen,
- Lotus, Polar, Ready Radio, -

After this the components can be laid
out on the board, and the terminal strip

mark off the four drilling points with the
aid of a straight -edge and a scriber, or a
sharp -pointed nail, and then to run a drill
through the drilling centres so obtained.
In most cases a s -in. drill will suffice
for all the holes. In addition, there are
three smaller holes along the bottom edge
of the panel for securing it to the base-

Lewcos,

Telsen, Ready Radio, PetoScott, Graham Farish, Sover-

/0"

eign, Igranie, Bulgin, Goltone,

/3/4

Lissen).

1 Valve holder (Telsen, Graham
Farish, Wearite, Clix, W.B.,
Lotus, Lissen).
1 Terminal strip, 10 x 11 in.

3V
7-------. ;'N'' \,

SELECTIVITY

8 Indicating terminals (Belling

, CO

& Lee, Igranie, Eelex, Clix,
Bulgin, Goltone).
1 Crocodile dip (Bulgin, Goltone).
Glazite, Lacoline, Jiffilinx, Quick -

wire, flex, screws, etc.
Farish, Cyldon).
ACCESSORIES.
E 1 3 -pole rotary change -over
switch with terminals(Wearite). _VALVE. -1 Det. Mullard P.M.,
2 D.X., or H.L. type Mazda,
1 P.V.2 coil (Wearite, Leweos,
Osram, Marconi, Cossor, SixPeto-Scott, Ready Radio,
Formo, Pare; Goltone1 Mel- - Sixty, Tungsram, Dario, Fotos,
Lissen.
bourne).
BATTERY.-H . T . 60 -90 -volt
I P.J.3 coil (Lewcos, etc.).
E 1 -0003 fixed condenser (Dubilier,
(Pertrix, Ever Ready, Lissen,
Magnet, Ediswan, Columbia,
Telsen,
Graham
=
Ferranti,
Drydex.)
Farish, Ediswan, Mullard,
T.C.C., Ready Radio, Lissen, ACCUMULATOR. Voltage to
Igranic, Formo, Goltone).
suit valve (Exide, Lissen,
1 Coil quoit (Sovereign, A.E.D.,
Ediswan, Pertrix, G.E.C.).
Ready
Radio, TELEPHONES. -1 pair, any
Peto-Seott,
Melbourne, Wearite).
good make.

TUNING
CON 0;7.

.

'a.

I% ----1
it

(

elk

11it 1\\

----.-._

- -,y/
Dirt REACT
CON/YR

CONTROL

5WrrCri

3 it

-.1.

o

t

r32

0

-

Ar

0

PANEL LAYOUT.

All the panel components, of which there are only tour, are of the one -hole
fixing type, so only two sizes of drills will be required,

and

reaction con-

densers, and also
= the selectivity con E trol and switch, in
=

E their

.DitimiiiiIIIIII1111111111111311111111111111111IIIIIII111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111113111111111111T:

respective
positions.

Now about' the wiring.

The original

set was wired up with stiff wire of the

If some of you feel that
you cannot tackle this type of wiring, you
might try flexible leads
Glazite variety.

(Continued on page 1138.)

PROVIDES THE IDEAL OF TELEPHONE LUXURY LISTENING
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couldn't have a liner set for headphone reception, for with its quality, ease of control, and reaching -out properties it gives all you can want.
is more, it is just the set to make into a first-class loudspeaker receiver by the addition of a separate amplifier.

What

Popular Wireless, January 23rd, 1032.
must be the London National. Back with
the volume control. -There, now, how is
that for superb quality ? Remarkable, isn't
it ?
And so half an hour slips by.

How many stations is that we have

heard intelligently and at snore than
sufficient volume in our quick run over the
medium wave -band ?
Thirty-one, eh ?

And that is with the 68 -kilowatt locals
working only fourteen miles away 1
Stations Galore I

Now let us see what we can do on the
long waves before we switch over to the
gramophone.
Ah, here we are, this is
Huizen, and here is Radio Paris, and Konigswusterhansen, and 5 X X, and Eiffel Tower,

and Warsaw, and Motala, and Reykjavik
(Iceland), and Kalundborg, and-here,
wait a moment, let us change over to the
pick-up, for they all sound so much to the

standard of 5 X X that I cannot decide

to station W G Y,
YOUSchenectady.
are listeningThis
programme is
"

of

You will enjoy reading about this
set and the account of a home test

coming to you through the courtesy
I felt almost like adding, "through

that brought in

the courtesy of the Marconiphone Type

five American

programmes the first night it was
put on the aerial.
By A " P.VIT." Technician.

42 A.C. Receiver !"

But let me tell you the whole story.
The Marconiphone people recently sent

along to " P. W." one of their new type
But I think I have said enough about the

liminary test in P.W.'s ' research laboratory, the Editor invited me to take it home

attractiveness of the actual set itself, so
now come with me to a suburb west of

to see what I could do with it under suburban
conditions.

London, and let us see what we can do with

it " on the air."

Almost Unlimited Range.

How do we know it is the medium broadcast band ? Yes, I had thought of that,

In the light of my subsequent tests, I am

rather inclined to think the Editor would
have been nearer the mark had he invited
me, to- take it home to see if there was
anything I could not do with it!
But before I invite you to join me, spirit-

ually, on the evening on which the tests

were made, let me tell you something about
the actual set itself.
The Marconiphone " 42 A.C." is a highly
efficient combination of an S.G., Detector
and Pentode for use on A.C. mains. At the

front-which, as you will see from the
photographs, is particularly pleasing in

appearance-there are three small knobs
and a neat little " window " through which
the condenser setting can, be -read straight
off in terms of wave -length.

The small knob on the left is the main
tuning control, the one in the centre is a

Let us try the medium broadcast band first.

too, but then so had the Marconiphone
people !

Rave a look under the tuning condenser

"window." Do you see the illuminated
marking which tells us the wave -band
over which the set is tuning, and which
also indicates when the instrument is
switched over to gramophone pick-up ?
Smart idea that, isn't it ?

Ah, here's a powerful station down at the

bottom of the scale !
What is the dial reading -241 metres-that
must surely be Wilno

medium waves, long waves, or gramophone.
A combined reaction and volume control

that is not heterodyned

easy accessibility when operating the set.
Moving -Coil Speaker.

The " 42 A.C. " incorporates a movingcoil loudspeaker, and inside the set the valve

holders are clearly marked with the appropriate valve markings. I mention this last

point, for although it may appear to be
rather a trivial one, I regard it as an ex
cellent example of the thorough way in

been so impressed with its " reaching -out "
capabilities that I am going to set the alarm
for 3 a.m. to -morrow and try for the Yanks !
Did I succeed ? As a matter of fact, in
a little more than half an hour of lost slum-

bers I heard five American stations in all.
Altogether, the Marconiphone " 42 A.C. "

is a fine instrument, and I have no hesitation in saying that it is one of the best
commercial three-valvers I have tested.
The price is 20 guineas.

AN INSIDE VIEW OF THE "42 A.C."

or distorted, and is at
adequate strength for
all normal domestic
requirements.
-

What is this one at

247 metres ? Must be
Trieste. Yes, it certainly is Trieste, for

you could not mistake
that announcement,
could you ?
Next,
please !

Great Scott ! There's
whole gamut of
stations simply rolling
a

which are so necessary for the uninitiated

in just here, and this

user.

superb quality and, perhaps equally as
important, the ease with which it can be
handled, I can only sum it up as a very
creditable instrument-in fact, I have

transmission-one

which the- MarconiphOne Company have

attended to the often-oierlooked details

What do I think of the Mareoniphone,

Type 42 A.C. ? Well, after all that, what
could I think ? What with the sensitivity-,

Let us go on up the

scale, and stop only
when- we hear what
I -calf a worthtwhile

is provided on the right-hand side of the
instrument in a position which makes for

duced so realistically ?

(Poland). S-sh ! He's
just going to anYes, it is
nounce !
Wilno !

trimmer, or, in more " homely " language,
a vernier tuning control, while the knob on
the right controls a four-way, switch which

adjusts the set from the off position to

music from a gramophone record reproFive " Yanks " !

42 A.C. all -electric receivers for test and

report, and after a very promising pre-

which programme to settle on !
Yes, let us have the Arthur Meale version
of the " Storm " played on the organ of the
Central Hall, Westminster. Quick, 'back
with the volume control. Ever heard organ

one

at

261

metres

,

The central plug is a mains aerial, which enables you to dispense with the
usual " outdoor " one if desired-very handy I Note, too, the safety -socket
on the right, which takes, the mains connector.

'Popular' J37ireless, January s3rd, 1932.
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CAPT.
ECKERSLEY'
Under the above title, week by week, our
Chief Radio Consultant comments upon
radio queries submitted by " P.W."
readers.
and this is a gain in level of wanted over

Replacing A.C. Valves.

L. D. A. (Richmond).-" I am at present
using a directly -heated output valve in my
four -valve A.C. receiver, which employs
two low -frequency stages. The valve in the

first L.F. stage has, developed a fault, and
I should be glad if you would kindly inform
me as to whether it.is possible for me to use

a directly -heated valve in this position
in place of the present indirectly -heated
valve, or is a directly -heated valve only
applicable to the output stage ? "

It doesn't matter in principle, whether

-

you use directly or indirectly -heated valves ;

they all act in principle just the same. But

an indirectly - heated valve may have a

characteristic very different from the
directly -heated type. So just slaniming in
11111111111111l111111111111111111111IIIIIIII1111111111111111111111111111111

ONLY IN "P.W."

=
=

can you read Captain Eckersley's
replies to listeners' own problems.

AND REMEMBER-

=
=

Captain Eckersley's technical articles

E appear only in

the " Big Three "-

"POPULAR WIRELESS,"

-1-17:

" MODERN WIRELESS" and

E

"THE WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR." =
11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111110

any old indirectly -heated or directly heated valve won't do. We must design the
circuits round the valve.

However, if the makers say that your

directly - heated

valive

proposed to be

added has, more or less, the same sort of

performance as the indirectly -heated (which

has gone phut), by all means fit it.

P.S.-Indirectly-heated valves give less

hum.

*

Don't address your letters direct to Capt.
Eckersley ; a selection of those received
by the Query Department in the ordinary
way will be answered by him.

*

Single -Wire Aerials.

unwanted signals.
But in a receiving aerial, doing the same
thing would merely make the.receiver get a

stronger .signal, whereas the signal
could be increased tenfold by putting on
little

another valve in the amplifier.
The efficiency of the transmitting aerial

thus all-important, and the receiving
aerial doesn't. matter if you can have a
is

valve set. But with a crystal receiver 'it's
well worth while looking to the aerial. '
The Time -Lag

N. K. (Manor Park).-" I have an all -

2. The new valve may have a smaller

filament current.

BUT these are things to try. Light the
filament with an accumulator. Does the
hum cease ? Yes ! Then try the A.C.

arrangement shown in my sketch. By
moving the potentiometer slider you should

A CLIP TIP !

valves ? "

This is very common. The indirectly heated -valve has a temperative lag ; it

takes a little time for the heater to bring its
surrounds to the required temperature.
The directly -heated filament has little
temperative lag; and gets hot at once.
*

Power -Valve Hum.

B. D. (Weybridge).-" My present A.C.

receiver with H.T. unit have been perfectly
satisfactory for the past year, until

recently I replaced the power. valve with
a new pattern super -power type. Instead
of the improved results I expected, a loud
hum now completely spoils the programmes,

but the receiver is quite-O.K. if I replace
the original valve."

THE SLIDER DODGE

Temporary joints with flex and a clip are often
poor because the short thread of the screw does

not permit the flex to be gripped. A "packing " of
2 or 8 turns of stout wire gets over the difficulty.

find a minimum hum. If it isn't filament,
increase the H.T. smoothing.
*,
That New Loudspeaker.

T. F. H. (Cardiff).-" It was suggested by
a friend that to increase the quality from my

set I need only purchase one of the many

moving -boil loudspeakers at present on the
market. I obtained a new loudspeaker and
was disappointed with the results.

" Should I have ordered some special
type of moving -coil to suit my set, or do
moving -coil loudspeakers require special
moving
sets*?

sausages each containing six wires."

!

You've got to take a lot more care with
a transmitting aerial than with a receiving
aerial. Every wasteful ohm in a transinit-

Yes! No! Yes! Oh!

-

A good loudspeaker-and all good loudspeakers are not moving -coil speakers.
and all moving -coil speakers are not good

ting aerial may lose you kilowatts.

speakers-requires a good set, and the

You can destroy lots of ohms in a receiving aerial by using reaction. Thus,

better a loudspeaker the more critical it
is of the set which feeds it.
A loudspeaker which reproduces all

suppose you had a transmitting aerial with
a 50 per cent radiatic efficiency and you
had 100 -kilowatt input, 50 would be useful,

the frequencies fed into it reproduces all
the distortions fed. into it. A loudspeaker
which gives a rough impression isn't very
particular about the original being rough.

50 wasteful.

strength because of the increased efficiency

1. The new valve may have a higher

magnificatiOn.

receive any signals after I switch on. Is
this quite in order, because I didn't get this
with my last receiver, which had 2 -volt

I notice that on ships more than one
wire is used. In fact, on a naval vessel I
saw an aerial comprising two parallel

receiver will get a much, stronger field

magnification value and a stouter filament.
The following are suggestions :

receiver

is usually of the single -wire type ?

Increase the radiatic efficiency to 75 per
cent, and 75 are useful, 25 wasteful. Any

the super -power valve to have a lower

with indirectly- heated
valves, and it takes a few seconds before 1
mains

A. N. C. (Rochester).-" Will you tell me
why it is that the average broadcasting aerial

Ailw

Frankly, I don't know without more
information. I should have expected just
the reverse, because I should have expected

Illustrating the method of " grid return " to the
glider of a potentiometer instead of to one side or
to the centre of the heater circuit.

So first get a good quality set. Secondly. the
" low -impedance" loudspeakers require a
step-down transformer.
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FROM THE TECHNICAL EDITOR'S NOTE BOOK.

esfed ven
Found-?

NEW " RED DIAMOND " SWITCH.

The Jewel Pen Co., Ltd., inform us that
in order to meet a demand for a ,4 -point
1-.111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111^-:

Manufacturers and traders are invited

-77-

The wideness of the modern
range of radio components now
.made by The Loewe Radio Co.,
Ltd.., is very well illustrated by
their new Components catalogue.

Another Loewe publication

FOR a long time the electrolytic con-

denser suffered from a serious limitation ; it would not withstand any but
low voltages of the order of 6 or so volts,
The principle under which it operates is,

of course, an electrolytic one, and it de -

rends for its functioning upon the formation
of a skin of gas between its
" electrolyte " and a metal
construction.
This gas skin is very thin

and so high capacities are
achieved with comparatively small electrode areas

because, you will remember, the capacity of a
condenser is directly decided by the thickness of

its "dielectric"-the

thinner it is the higher the

radio enthusiasts should make a
point of acquiring is the leaflet
describing the latest Loewe all -electric set,
the E.B.100 (Model 1932).

choke is a particularly attractive little component both, on account of its appearance
and its efficiency.

Compactness is a desirable quality, but
one at which the ,
constructor is apt
A GOOD CHOKE
to look askance if
it is obtained at a
sacrifice of efficiency.

But when it is

class efficiency it

can but increase
that component's
to a

high electrical pressures.
And the new Inverted Type
T.C.C. Aqueous Electrolytic condenser is an example
of the new technique.
It is coMpact, indeed

tive over both

ex-

tent.
The R.I. QuadAstatic " is effec-

broadcasting

The R.I. `! Quad-Astatic "
H.F. choke.

bands, and we have no hesitation in recomMending its use in our set designs.

H,F. ON -THE MAINS.
small, yet its capacity is
It
is
probably
not yet fully realised by
8 nafd., and it can stand -constructors In general
a great deal of
anything up to some 440 the noise heard on somethat
mains sets is due
The new T.C.C.
electrolytic condenser

volts D.C.

But it should be noted

to H.F. irregularities; This is also appar-

retail market, but is only. being supplied

to set manufacturers.
Nevertheless, as it is said to be the first

ently unknown to many manufacturers, too !
I have- heard a number of mains sets the
owners of -which suffer from much more in
the way of interferingnoises than they need
do Were 'steps taken to deal with this form

British condenser of its type, it certainly

of -interference.

must be recorded in our colupans that on test

few are under the impression
that a certain amount of noise

that this T.C.C. product is

not to be placed on the

it gave completely satisfactory results.
MAGNUM SPAGHETTI RESISTANCES.

There is no doubt about it at all : constructors have had trouble with Spaghetti
resistances.

However, most of the leading
manufacturers have now got to grips with
the problem of the production of Spags
and are now making dependable -varieties.
Our old friends Hurries Jones, fot instance.

have entered this field and are making

But I believe that not a

is inevitable !

However, there is now

We should like to point out that we
to receive productien samples
picked from stock, and -that we cannot

prefer

in any

circumstances undertake to
as it is our practice

= return them,
.7;

thoroughly to dissect much of the gear
in the course of our investigations

And readers should note that the

--.E=

subsequent reports appearing on this
page are intended as guides to buyers,

and are, therefore, framed up in a readily
readable manner free from technicalities E
unnecessary for that immediate purpose.

switch with an insulated spindle, they are
now prOducing their type R.D.35 with a
" dead " spindle..
The price is 2s., and we must say that at

acquainted with one, or other of the "R.D."
types, of switches, and will know them as
sound, well -made components.
They will also no doubt, regard ".R.D."
with affection for the sensible 'disposition of
terminals, by which the wiring is so much
facilitated, which is a feature of all " R.D."
switches.
FOR METAL CHASSIS.

Lectro Linx, Ltd., are now making new
Insulated Resilient Sockets primarily for
use on metal chassis. These sockets will
accemmodate any of the following : Clix
Parallel. Plug, Sad Plug, and " Vicegrip "
Wander Plug.
The new sockets supersede the original
Clix Insulated Resilient Socket and also the
Rigid Socket with engraved shoulder..
I haVe examined samples of these latest
Lectro Linx lines -and in my opinion they
are very ,attractive devices.

And they only cost 2d. each in red

or black, engraved or plain.

A 'MAINS DISTURBANCE ELIMINATOR

available a neat little device
for dealing: with these- H.F.
irregularities in the mains.

It is the Blue Spot Mains

Disturbance EliininatOr, and
it can be used in conPmetion
with any existing set.
You merely plug it into the
supply mains socket and plug

Magnum " Spags " which certainly do seem
to be reliable in every way.
I have very closely examined the couple

your set into the seek -et on the
device:
The Eliminator is successful

be perfectly sound.

in what it sets out to do, for
the simple reason that it,
comprises a- very sound and

they have sent me, and I cannot discover
any weaknesses in them, -They appear to

Technical Department with- the strictest
of impartiality, under the personal supervision of the Technical Editor.

But, then, most constructors will be

ponent of fir st-

considerable

All examinations

and tests are carried out in the " PM."

this figure we considered it very good value
for money.

present in a com-

popularity

to submit radio apparatus of any kind

for review purposes.

-NEW R.I. COMPONENT.

The new R.I. " Quad-Astatie " H.F.

capacity.
It is now possible to produce electrolytic condensers

capable of standing up to

H.F. chokes and two fixed condensers figure.
So you see you are getting really good in-

trinsic value for the 10s. 6d. that is asked
for it.

LOEWE PUBLICATIONS.

ACHIEVING HIGH CAPACITIES.

thorough H.F. filter system in which two

A Blue Spot device designed to reduce mains noises.

-
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ARCONI S

LATEST

XPERIMENTS

A " P.W." representative tells you all about a special interview he recently
had with the Marchese Marconi, during which the latest short-wave
developments were discussed.

said the. Marchese Marconi.

"NOW."
" What

can I tell yon ? "

The great inventor had just returned from
a long Mediterranean cruise in his famous
yacht,the " Elettra," and as I faced him across

his desk in his office in Marconi House,

overlooking the Strand, I was struck by his
bronzed and sunburned appearance. He
balanced a cigarette case on the tips of his
fingers while I- explained to him how eager

" P.W." readers were to hear about -the

secret experiments he had been conducting

on the "Elettra."

As he started telling me about his work,

thoughts flashed through my mind. . . .
Thirty years ago, almost to a day, this man

Marconi as he then was-startled the
world by bridging the Atlantic by wireless
for the first time. Now, here he is, His
Excellency the Marchese, talking to me of

things which even he never dreamed of

`invisible light,' and a useful point is that
neither fog, darkness, smoke, nor anything
like that, has any effect on them. The snag.
however, is obvicius--Lwe ban only send the
beam just over the horizon, and eince it goes

in a direct line, there must not be any
obstacles, otherwise the waves will be
stopped."

.

Feeling'the Waves

The marchese explained to me that he
was of the opinion that the beam curved
round the earth, as it were, and got a little
beyond the horizon, owing to refractionanother property of light. So' far as he knew,
though, ultra -short ,waves possessed no

chemical properties, like light, nor could

tbey'be photographed, as X-rays can.

He then told me of one of -his most

significant discoveries :

"Engineers tell me that such short waves

begins to warm up. The ray feels hot if
you put your hand in it, and although you
cannot see the beam of invisible light,'
you can, close up to the transmitter, feel

it there.-

" There may bo big possibilities behind
these phenomena, and I intend to study the
question carefully as soon as I am able to
get back to my experiments."
The marcheso gave me the impression,

that- he was not attempting
to develop his discoveries into anything
like a death ray, nor did he see any great
opening there for the transmission of power
however,

by radio.

Of course," he said, " we use absurdly
low power. A few watts, that's all. It really
doesn't matter what power we use, so far as
I can see. I don't think I have made use of

anything like a kilowatt yet ; it doesn't

seem to make any difference, so if we gain
no advantage, why waste power ?
radio, echoes from. space, television, and animals. Well. I've not experimented with
" In any case, there is no jamming on such
so on !
them as a death ray, but I do know this- a short wave -length. The ether "there is
" My experiments were mainly concerned if you get in their path. your whole body perfectly free from interference and, more
with ultra -short
important still, there
waves," he said;
is a heap of room for
AN
UNUSUAL
VIEW
AT
RUGBY
"that is, with wavethousands of stalengths between 20
tions.
and 50 centimetres ;
" Probably quite
and I must say, that
a lot of transmitters
I am quite pleased
could work close
with the results,
together and on the

at _that time-of death rays, power by

can:kill mice and birds and other small

although -the research
is, as yet, by no
means complete. -

same

" The first thing

directional properties. Moreover, only
low power is, ever

we noticed about
ultra -short waves was

that they behaved
almost exactly like

likely to be required
for sending over the
short distance to the
horizon-fifteen or
twenty miles or so.

light.
Like Light.

" We used a 30 -

centimetre trans -

Below 50 Cm.

would employ -a

wave -length, too, is

mitter just as one

" The question of

searchlight, throwing the beams of
waves in any desired

important.
Fifty
- centimetres seem to

direction. We 'could

and there is no

not; of

40'

wave -length.

provided they were
making use of the

be about the ideal,

course, see

necessity for and
nothing gained in
going lower. Using

' the waves, but it, is
obvious that they
travel in a beam,

valves, we transmit-

just like the rays

ted on 30 centi-

from a searchlight.

"In fact. the waves

might be

called

-

A- bird's-eye view of the long -wave transmitter controls and switchboard at Rugby, where the transatlantic telephony service is centred.

metres,

and

with

(Continued on next

page.)'

'
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back four or five times very quickly and

MARCONI'S LATEST
EXPERIMENTS
(Continued from prerious Page.)
-

spark oscillators we did some work on 20
centimetres.

" Another important thing about ultra-

short waves is that they are not reflected by
the Heaviside Layer. Thus, there -is no fear
of them being reflected to great distances
and picked up miles away. I have shot the

waves directly up into the sky, but failed
to detect any reflection whatever. The
waves must have penetrated the Heaviside
Layer, I think, but where they go to-goodness only knows ! "
This brought us to the absorbingly interesting question of echoes.
,
" If the waves travel into space," I asked,

" might they not be reflected. from the
moon, or the stars ?

Amazing Echo Effects.

" Possibly," he said " but I hold no

views on that question.

have heard echoes

of all sorts, but not on the ultra -short
waves. On 20 or 30 metres we get long -delay

echoes up to fifteen seconds.

These must
have come from thousands of miles in space.
Then there was an occasion on the Rome Sardinia 91 -metre radio -telephone circuit,
when I was puzzled by multiple echoes. If
I spoke the short Italian word ' Si,' it came

-

sounded like t : Si, Si, si, si, si
This is whathis had happened --each word
went right round the world in one -seventh of
a second. The message went round like this,
time after time, and on each occasion, as it
passed our receiving station, I heard again
what I had said. This effect got to be such

rectly sharpened, I propose to outline
the correct method of sharpening the plane.

The plane is nearly always a source of
trouble to the amateur craftsman, and
there is nothing more likely to cause

exasperation to the woodworker than a poor
plane. It ruins your chance of getting a
really good finish on your cabinet.
Planes vary in structure ; some are

like London, where there are millions of

listeners within easy range, a 7 -metre relay

station would prove exceedingly useful,

whole sentence would jumble up with

some

On Seven Metres.

ignition sources, but perhaps this will not
be serious. The ()Teat point is, 7 -metre

" What are the practical applications of
your ultra - short wave discoveries " I

can be no unexpected jamming from a

upon something to prevent it. Otherwise, a

multiple repetition."

asked.

" To begin with," he replied, " think how
useful it would be for battleships in a fleet

to talk to each other over short distances
without the enemy eavesdropping. Then,

too, aeroplanes in squadron formation could

communicate secretly, and without difficulty. We can link up small islands which
otherwise would not be on the telephone,
and by use of relay stations, just over the
horizon from each other, use the ultra short waves for long-distance telephone
circuits."

I took .the opportunity of asking the

marchese what he thought, of the B.B.C.'s
scheme for experimenting with a 7 -metre

transmitter on the roof of Broadcasting

House. (The Marconi Company are building

the equipment for this station.)
" For my own part," said the marchese,
" I have never experimented with 7 -metre

PRESERVING

YOUR PLANE
Useful advice for amateur woodworkers.
By REGINALD TEECE.

constructed of metal throughout, others
are of the more familiar hardwood.

regarding the various types and purposes
of planes here, but the chief ones in use
in the ordinary way are :

coarse file,..and do not try to file the steel
portion of the blade. It must be remem-

The Plane Iron.

with the file is only to save time in grinding,

The Smoothing Plane.-Used really for
finishing, as its name indicates, and about

afterwards on the grindstone, or whatever
means the amateur has at hand.

8 in. long.
The Block Plane.-This is for small work,
and is made of metal.

length. I should imagine that, in a big town

a nuisance that I was compelled to work
-

Sometimes it is more convenient to cut
the large bevel With a milling fire, afterwards finishing on the emery stone.

It is not necessary to go into detail

naturally some experience on that wave-

provided there were not too much absorption
from steel buildings. Even here, however,
we might have aerials up above.

SINCE it is quite impossible' to do

good work with your tools not cor-

broadcasting stations, although I have

If you use this method, don't use a

bered that the idea of cutting the bevel

and that the blade has to be finished off

SETTING THE EDGE

The Jack Plane.-This plane is about
17 in. long, and is used for trueing up

" I imagine, too, that there might be
crackling

noises

from

motor -car

transmissions are not reflected by the Heaviside Layer over great distances, so that there

station working away on the other side of
Europe. For this very reason, though, the
range of a 7 -metre transmitterwill be limited.

But within a radius of, say, ten miles, there

should be good reception, free from the

jamming which prevails on ordinary broadcasting wave -lengths."
Next Time !

His Excellency smiled good-humouredly
when I was about to depart, and would not

hear of my apologising for taking up so
much of his time.
" Not a bit of it," he said. " I am delighted

to have explained anything that may have
been interesting to you. Perhaps the next
time we meet I shall be able to tell you of
some really special developments."
" Have you anything in mind, then ? "
" Ah ! " he answered. " Much in mind,

but nothing to say-at the moment ! "

When the long bevel has been carried
right down to a point, one can attend to

the cutting edge, which must be done

entirely on the oilstone. The angle for
this edge is 35 degrees, and the angle for

the larger bevel is 25 degrees. The cutting
iron needs to be slightly rounded on
each corner, as shown in the sketch ; this
is to prevent the blade scoring the wood
when in use.

Finishing Off.

It will be noticed. that the back iron is
adjustable, and it is necessary to set this

iron back from the cutting edge of the
blade to about * in., and a little more
than this for the jack plane. The hack
iron should always fit close.
When setting the cutting edge on the oil-

stone, try to keep the angle the same

throughout the process. A round edge
must be guarded against, or the blade will
give trouble. Don't forget to remove the

wire edge afterwards, and in so doing keep
the blade quite flat on the oilstone. Only

a few circular strokes or movements aro
necessary. Always apply the thumb -nail

surfaces before applying the other planes.

In other words, this plane precedes the

test, so as to make sure that you have

others, -unless the wood has, been purchased

in a prepared state, when it will only

removed the entire wire edge '; and, remember, the real edge lies underneath this
waste, so be careful how you remove it,

larger bench plane, the trying plane, but
the amateur will not require this.
In the sketch of the plane iron, it will
be Seen to consist of two separate parts,
The longer iron is the blade proper, or
cutting iron, and screwed to this is the
back iron. The former is made , of iron,
except for a small portion marked " X "
in the sketch ; this is steel, This method
of construction facilitates grinding, as the
larger portion, being iron, is soon ground
to the required angle on the emery stone.

in case you datitage the new edge.

require careful treatment with the scraper,
and finally glass-paper. There is another

Before placing the blade in the plane,
hold the iron towards the light, when you
will be able to see at a glance if the cutting
angle has received sufficient attention.

If it has not, you will see a white line
along the extreme point of the blade.
It is of the utmost' importance that you
pay particular attention to the grindins,
and setting of this blade, because the
_

This drawing clearly illustrates the parts of the
plane referred to in the accompanying article.

presence of flat spots cti wire edge will.
stop the plane doing good work.
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YOU WILL GET

BETTE
RESULTS

KIT

SETS
IF YOU
FIT

THE AMAZING
get more volume, better quality and
greater selectivity if you follow the example of
You'll

leading manufacturers of complete receivers and

equip your kit set with Mazda Valves. There
are the correct types for your particular set in
the Mazda range. Your dealer can advise you.
Mazda

valves

are

100%

British

made and

designed by British engineers.

EDISWAN RADIO

THE EDISON SWAN ELECTRIC CO. LTD.
RADIO DIVISION
ROAD, LONDON,

155 CHARING CROSS

W.C.2
V.149
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Celestion
M.12 Chassis
Outstanding Quality
Brilliant Performance
Unsurpassed Sensitivity

LET YOUR

LOW-TENSION

ACCUMULATOR
PROVIDE YOUR
HIGH-TENSION
CURRENT-

THE Unit consists of indestrue-

tible nickel iron cells which are

have
Many people

already scrapped

their
ELIMINATORS
in its favour.

mulator will require very little more
charging than formerly. It seems

too good to be true-but, never-

theless, it is. Absolutely abolishes
H.T. worries.
The " Alklum "

90 Volts

nickel and iron plates are entirely

£2.19.6
120 Volts

kept charged automatically from
the L.T. accumulator-by means of
a series -parallel switch-thus supplying a steady and ample stream
of H.T. Current. The L.T. Accu-

150 Volts

£3.19.6
£4.19.6
In the United Kingdom.

free from the trouble customary
with lead plates. Sulphation is
impossible and cells cannot be
damaged by any rate of charge

discharge.
Will
milliamps per hour.
Write To Day for Full Particulars:or

supply

MI
I_ANIES Ft ADZ() Co.
Cottingley Bridge, BI N GLEY-Y 0 Fl KS.
'Phone: Bingley 500.

351 -

CASH
These are the three- outstanding characteristics of
amazing achievement.
The M.12 Chassis
incorporates that exclusive renowned Celestion
feature-the REINFORCED DIAPHRAGM. An absolute
this

essential to faithful reproduction.
Ask your dealer to demonstrate the M.12, and be

convinced for yourself of its exceptional quality.
You can now secure the M.12 for EV- down and
four monthly payments of 8'-.
Also ask to hear the J.12 Cabinet at 38:6. The
finest Cabinet Speaker at its price ever produced.
Write for full
descriptive literature to:

CELESTION

LTD.,

LONDON ROAD,
KINCSTON-ONTHAMES.

London

Showrooms:
106, VICTORIA ST.
LONDON,

&WA.

cELESTION
'?"he Very Soul of 011-usic
LOUD -SPEAKERS

40
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G HUM

INS SETS

Is a certain amount of hum inevitable in a mains
set or when an H.T. unit is used ? Or should there
be a complete freedom from it even during programme intervals ? These are the questions dealt
with in this'article.
By G. V. DOWDING, Associate I.E.E.
time, we'll have plenty 'of appreciative,

letters to show the gruinblerS.'

But I must not forget to add that a

.

handsome proportion of those better -class

manufacturers who do 'not quite " go all
the Way," run efficient service departments

OE of the hoariest of all radio fallacies

is that a certain amount of hum is
inevitable in any mains 'set or, for

that matter, even when only H.T. is taken

a majority of their customers would be

paying for quite unnecessary smoothing.
But, again, if they designed their
apparatus with only the smoothest mains

in mind, they would have to meet the
from the mains.
This is quite wrong hum is not inevitable, ' violent criticisms of the users of all the
and a perfectly silent background can nearly rougher mains supplies.
always be obtained providing the apparatus
A few of the better class of manufac
is properly designed.
turers do go " all, the way " in their
I have several times made that statement smoothing, others appear to strike a medium
in the past, but'its repetition is commanded which, if not quite a happy one, is at least
by the present growing popularity of radio praiseworthily superior to that adopted by
mains gear.
those remaining concerns which seem to
It is to be feared that the fiction of operate on the principle of " so long as we
inevitable hum is circulated largely by
over -enthusiastic or ignorant shop -assistants
who -find themselveS in the invidious

position of having to sell badly -designed
mains receivers and units. for it is a
fact that shops all over the country hold

please some of the people some of the

A RADIO DETECTIVE

to deal with " hard cases," and it may be
that economically this is the best method of
-dealing with an admittedly difficult problem.

Of course, the toleration level of hum
For
varies with individual listeners.

myself I cannot to,erate any hum at all.
I am served at home by rather bad n.c.
mains, and it took sonic time and the use
of some rather expensive gear to remov&the
last vestige of mains noise.

Often to Blame.

It was comparatively easy to reduce the

hum to the extent that it was faintly

audible only during programme intervals

when reaction was_applied, and most of the
time and money was spent in getting rid of
the residue, a residue which would probably
be, tolerated by nine out of ten listeners.
It should be appreciated that I have been

using the word " hum " in its most elastic
sense to cover all Mains -current irregularities. Unfortunately, these are not all
due directly to low -frequency variations.

alarmingly large stocks of these.

Those "Dirty " Mains.
You will note that I have written "-badly

The mains also provide an efficient channel
for the :conveyance of high -frequency
disturbances-their effectiveness in this

designed." Now by that I do not neces-

sarily mean wron,gly designed-inadequately
would, perhaps, be a better word.

In every mains unit or set a proportion

regard can be gauged by the fact that
currants set up by broadcasting can be

amount of the general "framework," have
the definite task of " smoothing "removing irregularities in the current.

drawn from them.
So you find that many mains are " alive "

of the components used, and a certain

with disturbances of an H.F. origin due to
all sorts of things in the neighbourhood,
from medical apparatus to lifts, trains and
trams.

Using standard parts and materials it

can be said that, in general, the effectiveness of the " smoothing" will be proportional to the cost of the components and

Where Constructors Score.
And before hum can be dropped to even a

materials used.

With that borne in mind, it should next

'moderately low level, it is often necessary
to provide H.F. filters in the mains input.
Those of you who are troubled seriously
by hum should note whether or not the hum
is loudest when the set is tuned to the lower
wave -lengths (the lower readings of the
tuning dials). If it is, then you can be pretty
sure that it is caused to a greater or lesser
degree by " H.F. on the mains."
To deal with this kind of interference it
is necessary to place H.F. chokes in series
with the L.F. smoothing chokes. But they
must be special H.F. chokes designed to
carry the currents used-few of the ordinary
H.F. chokes will serve the purpose.
Finally, I am impelled to point out that,

be noted that the " hum content " will
greatly vary with different mains. Some
mains are exceptionally " clean," and with

these, cheap and almost elementary smoothing will prove capable of suppressing hum.
On the other hand, there are mains which

are exceptionally "dirty," and elaborate
smoothing arrangements will be needed
With these if the last hum residue is to be
removed.
The Designer's, Dilemma.

Correlating these two sets of facts, it
will be appreciated that manufacturers of
Mainsunits and sets are in the unhappy
position of having to face up to a situation

in regard to hum, the constructor scores

which can only be met by a rather unhappy

heavily over the purchaser of a- commeroia)

Aph.compromise, if they are to be able to
compete in a somewhat " cut-throat"'

market.

If they were to go all out to cope with

the wickedest mains supply in the country,

A German Post. Office official touring the rooftops of Berlin with a portable radio receiver in
an attempt to track different kinds of radio interference, including oscillating receivers,

set in that he can modify his receiver in
-accordance with the " hum content " of
his mains ; constructor designs of mains
sets and units invariably provide for that.

'
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TELSEN DUAL
RANGE AERIAL
COIL, Price 7'6

H.F. TRANSFORMER & AERIAL

COIL, Price 5'6

PUSH-PULL SWITCHES
(Prov. Pat. No. 14125/31).
Two -point - - Price VThree -point - - Price V3
Four -point (2 pole) Price 1'6

THE SECRET OF PERFECT
RADIO RECEPTION
4
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TELSEN MANS BRIDGE TYPE

CONDENSERS
from 1'6
FIXED
SERS

No.

CONDEN(Prov.

Pat.

20287/30)
Price 6d.

PRE-SET CONDEN-

SERS, Price V6

LOGARITHMIC VARIABLE

CONDENSER

in

capacities .0005, '00035,

'00025, Price 4/6
DIFFERENTIAL, REAC-

TION AND TUNING
CONDENSERS in all
capacities, Priced from 2'-

100% BRITISH
RADIO COMPONENTS

Advt. of The Telsen Electric Co., Ltd., Aston, Birinir

con.

CVS-I22
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THE MIRROR OF THE B.B.C.

e.-+ -*
By U.H.M.

B.B.C. AND REVIVAL OF THE MONDAY " POPS "
NOTTINGHAM HARMONIC SOCIETY-" RANK " IN THE B.B.C.PROGRAMME POINTERS-ROBSON'S CHOICE.

f

* -4.-..-----4 ------1.0---41f UNDERSTAND that the [B. B. C.

I

is

seriously considering the revival of the
Chamber Music Concerts which were at

one time as popular as the Queen's Hall
Proms. The idea is to put on a new series
in the Hall at Broadcasting House on
Monday evenings.

Nottingham Harmonic Society.

It is likely that the B.B.C. will relay the
special Easter performance by the Nottingham Sacred Harmonic Society of " Gerontins." As the conductor will be Sir Hamilton
-Harty, this may mark the beginning of the

notice of the youth of Great Britain the
voluntary assistance it can give to social
services in a thousand and one ways.
Hobson's Choice.

.That famous comedy of Lancashire life
in the 1880's, Harold Brighouse's- play,

" Hobson's Choice," is to be broadcast
during the North Regional programme on
Thursday, January 21st.
It is an ideal story for the microphone, this
tale of Mr. Hobson and his boot and shoe
shop at SalfOrd, where his three daughters

think he does not always treat them as
kindly as he might, which causes the eldest,

B. B. C.

hand, Will Mossop.
Most listeners know what happened when

" Rank " in the B.B.C.

Recent changes in staff arrangements
have caused a good deal of heartburning

about the rank, status, and so on, of a

Maria, to marry her father's best shop Mr. Hobson's luck deserted him and how

NEW B.B.C. GOVERNOR

number of B.B.C. officials. There is a good
deal of unrest and, unless something is done

crop of resignations.

The position of Regional Directors is

specially involved. The root cause of the
difficulties is the combination between the
youth:of the B.B.C. and the strange, almost

The plays, which will he given by the..
Driffield Players and Yorkshire Comedy

Players, will be preceded by a short talk by

Mr. F. Austin Hyde, the secretary of the
Yorkshire Dialect Society, who will explain
the essential points of the dialect to be used.
The first of a series of six talks dealing at
some length with the Bronte novels will be

given during the North Regional programme on Wednesday, February 3rd; by
Miss Phyllis Bentley.

Many people will also look forward to
the forthcomine- talk by Mr. J. V. Allen,
who will describe the Life of a Lakeland
Sheep Farmer, an insight into which lis-

teners have already had by the running
commentaries on the Annual Lakeland
Sheep -dog Trials- for some years past.
Nine -thirty Novelties.

The next of Mr. Charles Brewer's Nine -

Thirty Novelties has been given a place
in the Midland Regional programme on
Saturday, February 6th, the first occasion

Voice Quartet, Jack Venables, the Revue'

parodoxical stability of its organisation in
the past five years.

Chorus, and Ernest Parsons' Orchestra.
Arthur Bliss, famous as the composer of
the Choral Symphony of War, Morning
Heroes," which has already received several
broadcast performances, is .to, visit the
Belfast studio on Friday, February 5th, to
conduct the WirelesS Chorus and Orchestra

So far there has been singularly little
promotion, and certainly no criterion of
promotion, hence when, as now, there is
a kind of " general post," conflict is inevit-

able between those who give priority to
seniority of service and those who follow
Navy

in the dialects of the North and East Ridings of Yorkshire with that of the West'

on which one of these shows has been ,presented on a Saturday. Light music, one or
two sketches and burlesques will make up
the show, the cast of which includes :
Dorothy Summers, Evelyn Over, Myles
Clifton, Alfred Butler, the McGowran Male

to meet the grievances, I expect quite a

the

Two other plays, which are in the:Northern
programmes for Friday, February 5th,
have as their chief,. interest a contrast Riding.

end of the feud which has gone on for so
long between the famous conductor and the

he was faced with the inevitable and gave the world a phrase which is more expressive
than a hundred sentences.

in a programme of his own music, which
will include " Pastoral," a composition for

tradition of promotion by

selection.

chorus,

Speeches by the Prince of Wales and by
Captain E. A. FitzRoy, M.P., Speaker of
the House of Commons, at a meeting organised by the National Council of Social
Services, will be relayed from the - Royal
Albert Hall on Wednesday, January 27th.
The object of the meeting is to bring to the

YOUR OLD SET -

solo flute,

may be able to

is

=
=
E

to

change -over a

"PM. COMET "
ORDER YOUR COPY NOW!

Fkilliiineliienill11111111111111111lifinleallililellaieelah

Gordon Nairne.

given by Fred C. Hughes (tenor), May
Turtle (soprano), and the Radio Septet.

THE LISTENER'S NOTEBOOK

similar lines when considering the technique
of wireless production. The introduction of
spoken captions was, I think, the most out-

PUT IN AN

In next week's " P.W." full
details of this will be given,

a Governor of the B.B.C. in succession to Sir

THE success of that romantic operetta
" Good Night Vienna " should encourage other authors to proceed on

for present-day conditions, you

ECKERSLEY "
TUNER

Mr. Harold C. Brown, a solicitor of Bond Court,
Walbrook, London, B.C., who has been appointed

based upon poems selected from the works
of several authors. The concert will be
followed by a Shakespearean programme

A rapid review of some of the recent radio programmes.

If it is not selective enough

showing how easy it

mezzo-soprano solo,

drums, and string orchestra, and which is

Programme Pointers.

=7E-

standing feature of the show-more outstanding, perhaps, than the omission' of

Many people will disagree with me on the
plea that if these titles were said in a cold
and business -like voice, the continuity, of

the play would be broken and the atmo-

sphere shattered." In- fact I have already
heard this opinion expressed,
Buy British Programmes.

music of the fox-trot order.
I am convinced that the spoken caption,

But I would answer these people by asking
them whether, in the days of the silent film,

film-could be used with effect both in
broadcast drama and opera. But if it is
used, it must be spoken, and not acted.

etc., either by their own reading of the

or title-a device borrowed from the silent

the continuity of the picture was broken,

Mr. Dennis Arundell did not speak his titles,

caption or by that of the chattering person
who invariably sat behind- them. I don't
think so t
The " Buy British " Campaign has apparently extended its activities to France,

he acted them as dramatically as he would
have acted lines from Shakespeare. The
result was that I frequently mistook him for
one of the cast.

for I noticed, the other Sunday, at least
(Continued an page 1145.)
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CONSTRUCTING THE'PW:

ECKERSLEY THREE
ExtenserVod
IC -a-

In this issue of " P.W." Capt.
Eckersley describes the construction
of his astounding set, especially
arranged for Extenser tuning. This
up-to-the-minute component, in
conjunction with the highly efficient
Eckersley Tuner, produces a com-

bination which it is impossible to
beat.

4

NOW we can start to build the set.
If you have purchased a kit, most of
the work will have been done for you.
Simple Panel Dimensions.

Others who have bought the additional

parts to complete the list will probably
have to drill the panel and terminal strip.
There ,are no difficulties here-the panel is

laid face downwards on a flat surface and a

centre line is scribed horizontally, 31 in.

downlrom the top or 3. in. from the bottom
edge tit's the same thing).

Next, vertical lines are marked off to the

dimensions given in the " panel layout,"

the points where the vertical lines intersect
the horizontal centre line being the drilling
centres for the holes.
The scribing'part of the business can be
carried out with any sharp -pointed metal
object.such as a nail, the tang of a file or a
darning needle.

Similarly the straight edge can be either

a steel or wooden rule-it's quite unimportant so long as it is straight and indicates inches and fractions of an inch.

Having found your drilling r, litres, it'
not a bad plan to mark them clearly by a
;

nail,

sharply tamed with a hammer-

This
any sort of hammer and ditto nail.
serves a useful purpose in providing a start
for the drill.
Some Practical Tips.

Whatever you do don't mark off the

dimensions with a pencil because graphite

is a conductor and will result in a leaky
panel.

(Continua/ on no -t page.)
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CHOOSE YOUR MAKES FROM THIS COMPREHENSIVE LIST
Igranic, Loewe, Graham Farish, WatTelsen, T.C.C., Lissen, Ediswan, Igranic,
Pane!, 16 in. x 7 in. (Permeol,
mel, Varley).
Ferranti, Watmel, Formo, Graham-Farish,
Goltone, Lissen, Parex, Wearite).
1 H.F. choke (R.I., Lewcos, Peto-Scott,
Sovereign, Goltone).
1 Cabinet, with 10 -in, baseboard to fit
Tetsen, Ready Radio, Tunewell, Parex,
-0003 - mfd. fixed condenser (Ferranti,
(Cameo, Ready Radio, Peto - Scott,
1
Lissen,
Dubilier,
Climax,
Varley,
Telsen, Sovereign, Goltone, Formo).
Pickett, Osborn, Gilbert).
Lotus, Wearite, Watmei, Sovereign,
resistance
25,000 -ohm Spaghetti
2 -0005-mfd. Extensers, with cam connected
1
Atlas, Graham Farish).
(Telsen, Ready Radio, Lewcos, Bulgin,
to moving vanes (Cyldon, Formo, Wave .5-meg. grid leak and holder Telsen,
1
master).
Peto-Scott, Sovereign, Graham Farish,
Lissen, Ferranti, Ediswan,
Lissen, Varley, Goltone, Igranic).
1 Filament snap switch (Ready Radio,
Igranic, Loewe, Graham-Farish,
resistance
100,000 - ohm Spaghetti
1
Bulgin, B.A.T. or push-pull, Telsen,
Watmel, Varley).
(Varley, etc.).
Wearite, Goltone, Pete -Scott).
Telsen,
(Climax,
transformer
1 L.F.
1 .0003-mfd. solid
dielectric condenser,
1 2-meg. grid leak and holder (Telsen,
Igranle, LIssen, Varley, Ferranti, R.1.,
Dubilier, Lissen, Ferranti, Edlswan,
with shorting position (Ready Radio,
Lotus, Lewcos, GolFerranti).
tone, Atlas, Forme?.
A CIRCUIT OF OUTSTANDING POSSIBILITIES
1 .0001-.00015-mfd.
I Eckersley tuner
differential eon /00.000 OrOwS 4'1.0006.6,r
(Goltone, Lewcos,
denser (Polar, W4fil
40/FF. REACT. Cantos?
ONT
R.1., Formo, Sov00CYSMFD
+r
Lotus, Ready
ereign, Melbourne,
OHr
Radio, Igranie,
41,
Wearite).
Ormond, J.B.,
Ara.,
par
1
Radio -gram Jack
Dubilier, Lissen,
(Igraine P.62).
Burton, Formo, r-1

'E

Wavemaster,
Telsen,

Cyldon,

Valve
(Telsen,

holders
Igranie,

1 Terminal strip,

0003 Mrb

16 In.

.fkreor....

1! in.

9 Indicating

Graham Farish).

ter-

minals Ogranic,
Bulgin, Belling &

Eelex, Chit,
Goltone).
Screen, 4 In.
Lee,

L o t u s, Wearite,

Lissen, Graham

Farish, Clix, Bul-

I

gin,Formo, Dario).
1 2-mfd, fixed con-

Qo

6 In. (Parex, Pete-

t)4
2 ko
kJ 0

Dubilier, T.C.C.,
Lissen, Ferranti,
Igranie, Sovereign,
Hydra, Formo,
He)sby).
1 .01-mfd. fixed condenser (Dubilier,

1/4o

Scott,Ready Radio,
Wearite).
G.B., H.T., and L.T.
plugs, etc. (Belling

denser (T else n,

AE
G B. -I

e""'

.

T SWITr.

ECKERSLEY TUNER

The Eckersley Tuner and the Extenser comprise a very powerful combination.

Note that the only coupling

between the aerial circuit and the tuned grid coil is through a high resistance. This arrangement
provides remarkable selectivity.

& Lee, CH*,
Igranie, Eelex).

Flex,

screws,

etc.

Giazite, Lacoline,
Quickwire, Minim
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Now the terminal strip. There are nine
terminals and the jack. The battery and

CONSTRUCTING THE
"P.W.-ECKERSLEY THREE

loudspeaker terminals are spaced

4- -9-0-4.-0

are 2 in.

for fixing purposes as in the case of the

Inter -Condenser Screening.

in.

The strip runs the whole length of the
baseboard, and requires three screw holes

*

-,1r-

Oh, and don't forget to drill three holes

along the bottom edge of the panel, the

panel.

half the thickness of the baSe%oard.

The procedure now is to screw the panel
.and terminal strip into position and then to
mount the components.

distance from the edge being equal to one

These holes are for the wood screws

which secure the panel to the baseboard.

straight on -to the questiOn Of layout.

The tuner is supplied complete with
screen, but 1 have extended this screen by
attaching to it a piece of copper sheet, 6 in.
high and 4 in. wide.

1

apart, and those for the aerial and earth

(Continued from previous page.)

*

any " snags " in this. so I am going to pass

This extra shield is arranged so as to
come between the two " Extensers," and
it is bent at right angles for in. of its
width, this portion being screwed to the

I don't think you will come up against

(Continue( on page 1132.)

THIS DIAGRAM WILL ASSIST YOU WITH YOUR WIRING
392
1(2'

1-t1

/6'

0

15"

I

gexiwgz.
C ONOENSER
-0003 /WA -D

0004-41FD
abc-PEREAfrix:

k'eRcria,v

CONDENSER /
ON- OFFSW/

O

(D'-

000smED
ExrEsseR

000s /WRY

ex T ENSER

2

L

Siirgan.

6

G.B

/00,000
OHMS

SRAGHEFri

0
G.8-3

2/I//FD

P

25,000 OHMS

..77.1C/C

1E11

GB.- /

L

11E111

1/734/

111111

1-/T-

L.ri- -

ii EARTH

MIL
/9k/2/,9L

After all the components have been fixed to the baseboard and panel this diagram should be used as a guide for the wiring. Keep all leads as short as possible
end make a final check before trying out the set.
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Matched Kits . . Tested Kits .

KITS
REA Y RA
10
for the
P.W." ECKERSLEY THREE
Original Model

I

MATCHED KITS
Kit "A"

(Less Valves
a nd Cabinet)

ACCESSORIES
15 6
1 Pertrix 120 v. H.T. Battery
1 6
1 Pertrix 9 v. G.B. Battery RECOMMENDED

E4 .13-6

1 Pertrix Accumulator Type
P.A.0 .3 -

-

-

-

11

0

OR BY EASY PAYMENTS

1 Blue Spot 44R. Loudspeaker £2 12 6

8/9 DOWN amnreln1ts%raIhly pay -

(with trickle -charger combined) type

E6
Kit u less Cabinet)

Ebonite Panel, 16 ins. x 7 ins.!

.1 :0

JIFFILINX
SIMPLER WIRING
Always use JiMlinx for wiring.
They eliminate soldering, give
perfect contact and are the most
FOR

DOWpNaymartednts101f 4r4ithly

convenient, rapid and neat
method of wiring a set,
Forty Jiffilinx in various lengths,
fitted with shake -proof connec-

Kit C"imtiLT:nlzE7 :1 :0

tors-priee 2/6,
Send for a packet to -day.

OR BY EASY PAYMENTS
DOWN and

11

" How to get real quality, How to
increase selectivity, How to change to
Mains Operation." These are but

monthly

payments of 13/ -

three of the many matters described
in Mr. Kendall's Book entitled, " Ten

Hows for Modern Radio Con-

Any Component can be supplied separately.

structors." Send four 1d. stamps
now for your copy. (If you wish you
can use order forms below.)

INLAND CUSTOMERS.Your goods are dispatched post
TO

6

5

0
0
9

3
2

6
6

a

ReadiRad moo3- mfd. solid dielectric
condenser with shorting position ..

Readi Rad. 00615 -differential condenser

..
a T.C.C. 2-mfd. fixed condenser, Type 5o
fixed
condenser,
Type
S
T.C.C. 'or
3 Valve holders

.

T.C.C. moos -fixed condenser, Type'34

x ReadiRad Standard H.F. Choke

a Lewcos 25,00o -ohm Spaghetti Resistance
r Lewcos too,000-ohm Spaghetti Resis.
..
tance
ReadiRad 2-meg. leak. & bolder ..
.

6
3 10
1

2

6

1

6

1

6

4 6
6

1

4

1

a ReadiRad Imieg. leak & holder .. 1 4
6 9
R.I. Dux L.F. Transformer
15 6
a R.I. Eckersley Tuner..
.. 2 0
a Lotus Jack, J. K,I
x Aluminium- Screen, 31- ins. x 61, ins. 1 6
a Terminal strip, x6 ins. x xi ins. .. 1 6
.. 2
9 Belling -Lee Terminals, Type R.
..1 7 6
3 Valves as -specified
.. 2 6.
a Packet of Jiffilinx for wiring
-

Belling -Lee Wander Plugs
Flex, Screws, etc. ..

---

7

Se 19

6

Any Component tan be supplied separately.

HEAD OFFICES :

TO OVERSEAS CUSTOMERS.
Everything Radio can be supplied

Eastnor House, Blackheath, S,E.3
'Phone : Lee Green, 5678.
'Grams : Readirad, Blackcil.

against cash. In case of doubt
regarding the value of your order,
a deposit of one-third of the approximate value will be accepted
and the balance collected by our
Agent upon delivery of the goods.
All goods are very carefully
packed for export and insured,
all charge forward.

ORDER FORM

17

2 Cyldon 93005-mfd, Extensers with dials 1 8
ReadiR ad Filament Switch, Snap Type 2

free or carriage paid.

CASH or COD

d.

s.

I Polished Oak Cabinet, 16 ins. a 7 ins.
..
a Co ins. with. baseboard
.

ll

13/ -

This is the list of
parts you need.

B.S. (A.C. Mains) is especially suitable

OR BY EASY PAYMENTS

1 1 /3

The " P.W."
Eckersley Three
Extenser Model

The Ready Radio H.T. Eliminator
for this set.
Price £5: 17 : 6

It D ti (With Valves

I

SHOWROOMS :

159, Borough High Street,
London Bridge, S.E.1.

'Phone: Hop 3000.

To READY RADIO, LTD.,
Eastnor House,
Blackheath, S.E.3.

Please dispatch to me at once the following goods

To : READY RADIO, LTD.,
Kastnor House,
Blackheath, S.E.3.

EASY PAYMENT

ORDER FORM

Please di.spatch to me the following goods
O

or which { (a) I enclose

it

cross out lin
(b) I will pay on delivery loot applicable Xi,

for which I enclose first deposit of

Name

NaMe

Address.

Address

P.W. 23/t/32

taw,*

........
P

23/1/32.
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CONSTRUCTING THE
"P .W.-ECKERSLEY THREE

Because of its bulk the timer takes up a
large proportiori of the available baseboard
area.' The coils am big-big coil& make for
efficiency-and efficiency means power and

(Continued from page 1130.)

A Compact L.F. Side.

right-angle bend on the tuner .screen. (See
photographs.)
Thus there is a vertical shield across the
entire depth of the baseboard: The distance

between the tuner screen. and the right-

I am proud of my tuner, arid I know of
nothing better at the price.
But the size of the coils necessitates a
compact L.F. side, otherwise the receiVer
tends to become somewhat cumbersome.

hand edge of the baseboard (looking at the
back of the set) is approximately 51 in.

throughout in a series of right-angle bends:
Straightforward, direct wiring will serve
equally well, but I suggest that some bends
(not necessarily right-angled) are essential
owing to the compact layout.
Be neat ; neatness implies method, and
the methodical person is less likely to make
mistakes.
There,are four flexible leads fervid bias.
G.B.-1 is the length of rubber -covered
flex, joined to the jack frame. G.B.-'2 is
connected to the 5:meg,. grid resistance this
goes to the grid of the
.

first L'.F.-,valve.

A "FIVE -IN -LINE" AFFAIR

-is -jriined to-

G.B. on the L L.F. 'transf-=

former, and G.B.:f is

SUGGESTED ACCESSORIES

connected
to
the
negatives_, filament terminal on the valve
holder nearest the.
" on -off " switch.

LOUDSPEAKER.-Blue Spot, Amplion,
HM.V.,

Marconiphone,

Graham Farish, Epoch, R. .& A.,
Celestion, Undy, B.T.-H.).

- VALVES. -1 Det. (Cossor H.L.210, or E.
- suitable Mullard, Mazda, Osram, E

Easy to Handle.
.

Marconi, Six -Sixty, Tungsram, Lissen,
Dario).
1 L.F. (Mullard P.1V1.1L.F., etc.).
1 Output (Marconi P.2, etc.).

formed the impression

(If other output valve used, adjust

G.B. voltage accordingly.

Milliamp.

consumption of above at 120 volts
H.T. = 16 m/a.).
BATTERIES.-H.T. : 120 -volt super capacity (Pertrix, Ever -Ready; Drydex,
Lissen, Magnet, Ediswan, Columbia).

G.B.: 9 volts (Drydex, etc.).
(Note : If more than 120 volts H.T.
used, G. Bias should be available up to
15 volts).
ACCUMULATOR. - Exide,
Lissen, Pertrix, G.E.C.

Ediswan,

MAINS UNITS.-Should supply up to

=

20 milliamps at 120 volts (Regentone,
Ekco, Tammy, Atlas, R.I., Heayberd,
Lotus, Tunewell, Formo)., (State volt- E
age and type of mains, and give details
of set when ordering).

.

You may have

All the controls are mounted on the centre line of the panel, and; as they
are all one -hole fixing, the problem of panel drilling should not present
any difficulties. In view of the super -station -separating qualities of this
set the controls are really surprisingly few.

The particular layout I have adopted is

the result of a great deal of experiment, and

involved discarding other schemes which
proved less effective.

I adviSe you to stick carefully to the lay-

out shown in the photographs and wiring
diagram.

Slight divergences may be rendered unavoidable by the use of alternative makes

and it is an erroneous
timpressien that the
results -given. ..by the
tuner are only obtained

by_ difficult and

"tricky"..manipulation.-

Lei me -tell yon ,at
once that the set is "dead easy" to handle.
There are two -tuning dials-that much is

true-but if you attempt to. " fang " the

two tuned circuits you lose considerably in'
-volume.. How much
It is'impossible to
say definitely. Perhaps 20_ per cent,
You See, in order to " gang " two- circuits
successfully the two inductances must first
of all -be very, very accurately matched.
.

of components, but these are very small and
have been allowed for.

There must be no unbalanced" capacities- (Pr inductance) in the wiling which

idea that the wiring must be arranged

would tend to throw the circuits out of step;
Mcireover, you have got to remember that

I don't want you to run away with the

ALL READY TO PROVIDE YOU WITH PROGRAMMES

the aerial load, or part of it, is across the

first circuit.
Before you can " gang " tune tivo-circuits-

you must render negligible the effect of

the aerial load, and in practice this.

Means that .you cannot ohtain the full

benefits_ from the aerial -earth system over
the whole waye-band.
Utilises All Aerial -Energy.

With the two -control Method used in

conjunction with my:tuner the aerial circuit
is tuned independently, and the- particular
circuit arrangement chosen utilises the
whole of the energy picked up by tho aerial.
However, I fear that I am going a bit too
fast, because 'it has just occurred to me that
have as yet said nothing about valves pr
high -tension -voltages.

Well, the valves are the, usual ones for a,
circuit or the 'def.-L.F. type.
: The detector -is not specially critical. Any
-

old valve will work in this position,' but.

some types are more suitable than others,.
For instance, you want a valve which will:
give you good amplification:: becanse a gridleak detector both rectifies and amplifies.
-

The electrodes should be pretty rigid,

otherwise there is a tendency for the valve
to give rise to microphonic noises, sometimes building up to a howl.
And there is also the question of reaction.
So I suggest you go for one of the special

detector types listed by the valve manu-

The completed " Eckersley " Three makes an extremely attractive receiver which will enable you
to enjoy programmes from all over Europe. Provision is also made for using a pick-up, and the jack
can be seen between terminals on the strip at the back of the set.

facturers, or alternatively an- " H." or

" H.L." type.

(Continued on page 1146.)
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I SWITCH ON, JACK, AND SHOW THEM
And he does!

.

He demonstrates like

some expert lecturer-here's the
Regional and there's the NationalNo overlap you see
.
Now
we'll switch over to the Continent
-Here's Radio Paris, that's Turin,
.

there's

Stockholm;

and

behold,

ladies and gentlemen, Algiers!

.

.

.

And they don't have to strain forward and listen-they lean back
and hear . . It took Jack and his
father just an evening to assemble
the Telsen 3-no wonder they show
it off to their friends.
.

TELSEN
KIT

Buy your Telsen 3° Kit now and tune
in perfect radio to -morrow night.

lat Send for illustrated folder of "The

Telsen 3" to the Telsen Electric Co.,
Ltd., Aston, Birmingham,
CVS-- 131
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THE present year,
so far as it has
gone, has been
marked by remarkable fluctuations in the barometer reading.

Clear, calm nights
are therefore the
best for exploring the

region below about

250 metres. Trieste,
whom you will find in

And the quee

these parts, is one of
the most powerfully
if the barometer is
received of European
wobbling, now rising
stations. I have not
rapidly, now falling
Some
practical
distant
-programme
notes
compiled
by
the least difficulty in
a
special
with equal celerity,
contributor who nightly searches the ether in order to obtain
obtaining full loudone
can
nearly
really up-to-the-minute information for "P.W." readers.'
speaker strength
always say with
from him with a two something like certainty; " Atmospherics
On the long waves conditions for both valve set operated from a tiny indoor aerial.
will be a nuisance to -night." "
day and night reception continue to be Cork is coming through extremely well, and
Another prophecy which", is nearly always
'superb. Even with a small portable, using you should not miss giving Cologne,
realised in such circumstances is that the its own little built-in frame, I find the Fecamp, and Nuremberg a trial.
strength of distant stations will be below number of alternative proarammes on the
Higher up the band extraordinarily good
normal and rather patchy. Young'1932 has long waves considerable at any time.
conditions continue to prevail. The majority
distinguished himself by showing us that
of the important stations are so reliable that
the barometer can be as jumpy as you like Is 5XX Falling Off ?
you
can safely say without first touching
without any consequent outbreak of atmoHave readers, by the way, noticed a wood,
" I will now let you hear Heilsberg,
spherics or any falling off in signal strength.
falling off in the strength of 5 X X, or the or Turin, or Bratislava," or one of a score
Midland National, to give him his modern or more other stations.
Less Fading.
name ? It seems to me that he has come
The only effect that the barometer's un- down in the world considerably in the last Some Selected Stations.
steady state has had upon long-distance
month or two. Certainly his strength at
only hostile influence that you need
reception is that there has been a: little more forty-five miles is 'not what it was, and I beThe
afraid of at all is heterodyne interference,
fading than was the case at the end of last
am wondering how those who live at great and this has not affected any station of
year. Fading, though, has never assumed
distances arjfaring. With me, Warsaw is note for more than just a brief period for
really serious proportions ; you don't find
actually a: somewhat stronger transmission some time past.
stations Workinab up to a roar at one minute
than 5 X X.
Bordeaux seems to be now quite back to
and completely disappearing the next.
If it wasn't for spark signals the lower his old form, and Barcelona is good once
Daylight reception continues to be extraend of the medium wave -band would be a more. Here are a dozen first-rate stations
ordinarily good ; in fact, I oannot remember
very happy hunting -ground just now. These from which you can be sure of obtaining
switching on at any time of the day recently
spark transmissions are concerned with the entertainment : Hilversum, Strasbourg,
and failing to find something worth listening
direction -finding service for trawlers, and Hamburg, Lwow, Toulouse, Frankfurt,
to coming through from abroad on the the interference is naturally at its worst in Katowice,
Stockholm, Rome, Beromenmedium wave -band.
snowy, stormy, or foggy weather.
ster, Langenberg, and Prague.
point is this : Usually

AS this is the last opportunity I shall
'

have of " meeting ' my readers before the Reception Competition, I

had better make a few 'remarks on that
subject.

First, for the benefit of those who have
not read previous issues, I want to make it

below Moscow, and out of the way of the
" spread " of the latter station. With one
valve Nairobi varies between R3 and R.5,

SHORT-WAVE
NOTES

and the announcements can always be
understood perfectly..

" F. N. B." writes an interesting letter

and propounds a knotty problem. He says,

clear that all you have to do is to listen
between midnight on Saturday, January
23rd., and midnight on Sunday, January

quite rightly, that " DX follows the sun

round the world." Thus we hear Asia in the
afternoons, and as the further stations fade
out the nearer ones come in.

24th, anywhere below 100 metres, and log

all that you hear. This is simple enoughwith no restrictions as to time, wave -length,
receiver or anything else !
A New Competition.

Then send in your logs to me, with the
following particulars : in the case of amateur
stations, the wave -band on which they were

heard (80, 40 or 20 metres) and their

strength, as well as the exact time. In the
case of broadcast stations, I want the wavelength, call -sign, announcement (if heard)
and brief details of the programme at the
time of picking them up.
The results will be classified in two class'es

-broadcast and amateur.

The " Broad-

cast " class will be judged on the basis of the
number of different stations logged, and the

" Amateur " on the number of different
countries logged. In the latter, marks for

countries will be given on a sliding scale, in

proportion to the difficulty in receiving
them.

inches
cni 11

21

31

32

2

els

5I

I

News and views regarding an exciting

Wrong Way Round ?

and fascinating wave -band.
By W. L. S.

What worries " F. N. B." is that some

Americans and Canadians come in weakly
at mid -day. Can they, he says, be coming
round the wrong way, and covering 21,000

The only other remark I need make is

that your logs should be sent in to " P.W."
and marked Short -Wave Reception Competition."
Among the correspondence is a note from
Mr. J. Skidmore, 2 A U L, stating that his
address is now " Holly House Lane, Black brook, Belper, Derby." There is also a. request from G 5 X H for reports on his 10 -

miles odd ?
Personally,

" F. N. B.," I think not.

They don't sound as if they were as distant

as that, and the Canadian that you found
me in touch with at mid -day was not receiving me weakly by any means. As a
matter of fact he asked me to put telephony

watt transmissions on 20 and 40 metres.

over !

Nairobi's Come -Back.

I think we must regard the East Coast
American stations as sufficiently near to

I have far too much correspondence to
answer here on the subject of short-wave
conditions generally, but not a soul has

On 40 metres, of course, the Australians
seem to come over at almost any time be-

His address is 10a, North End, Croydon.

mentioned the triumphant return of Nairobi
(V Q 7 L 0) to his perch on 49 metres. I
have heard him for several nights, just

Ue3

Q

RE

come over at any time of day, providing that
conditions are not really bad.

tween 7 a.m and 10 p.m., but since there are
often only two or three of them on, it is a
matter of luck whether we find them or not.

PA eLs
IIn
li u ii
'un whim inn Hu liii iiii int
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H.T. ACCUMULATOR

ELIMINATORS

Atlas A.C.290, H.T., L.T. and G. Bias.

Fuller,

Cash

Price EG ins. od., or
12/- Down and ri monthly payments of /21-.

H.T. BATTERIES

Atlas A.C.244, H.T. only, 120 volts, 20 ma.

Pertrix, super capacity, type 301.

Cash Price t2 I9S. 6d., or

You can obtain

and 8 monthly payments of 7/-.

1 0/- Down

Readirad R.3, H.T. only, 175 volts, 25 ma.

1 1 /- Down 'and

Cash

6/-

anything radio
for Cash or by

Price E4 os. od., or
1 x monthly payments of 7/-.

Readirad B.S., H.T., 15o volts, 3o ma, 4 tappings,

including x variable and trickle charger. Cash
Price £5 17s. 66., or
and it monthly payments

t
....1
..

for A.C. MAINS

Westinghouse H.T.3, rec-ifier
..
2 T.C.C., type 64, 4-mfd. condensers

or

SPECIAL

7/9 Down

8/3 Down

paaiTmLtmonthly

Blue Spot Type Pick-up. Cash
Price ;4;3 3s. od., or

8/6 Down

pana3dim7entmsoorr 8h/l6y

Marconi Gram. Motor, for

A.C. or D.C. Mains.
Price 4.2 I2S. Gd., or

1 0/-

Cash

Magnet M/C Reproducer, with multi -ratio

RADIOGRAM

matching transformer.
Cash Price Z2/17/6. Or
WI. DOWN and 6 monthly
payments of 9/-.

BATTERIES
B.T.H. Minor Pick-up
Collaro B. so Motor ..
Readirad Volume Con-

s. d.

1 13

6
0

5
2

9
9

9

0

1

trol ..

Radiogram Switch
£3

7

Or

7/6 Down

volume control, Model D.
Cash Price E4 I2S. Gcl., or

1 2 /- Down

d n9i einuTs t h lyf

Moving -coil
Magnet
' Speaker Chassis, with

10/6

payn

Jai-.

Collaro
Motor,

I nvl ucti n
Cash Price E3, or

A.G.

6/- Down
6/- Down

1 2/- Down

Cash Price £5/10/-. Or
DOWN and x xmonthly

0
6
6

£3 11

6

s.

0
2

6.
0
0

5

9

2

9

£5 10

6

and a

10/-

(cross out line\
(b) I will pay on delivery knot applicable/
(a) I enclose

EnerEpoch 101 E
gised
Type Moving coil Speaker, for 6 -m -

volt accumulator or
2 -amp charger. Unit

12/6

Cash Price £6/15/-. Or

DOWN andrmonthly
payments of 12/6.

To : READY RADIO, LTD.,
Eastuor House,
Blackheath, S,E.3.

Magnet

Chassis only,with
4 -ratio transformer
Cash Price £7/7/- Or
DOWN and 9 monthly

payments of 16/-.
B.T.H.

Senior

A.C.

for direct connection
to A.C. Mains (Chassis
Conalsyh)

'Price £7/15/-. Or

16/6 DOWN and rrmonthly
payments of 14/6.
W.B.Magnet
Chassis,

Permanent
Moving -Coil

with 3 Ratio

Matching transformer,

P.M.1.

11/ -

Cash

Price

£6.

Or

DOWN and iimonthly
payments of 11/-.
P.M.2.

Cash Price 54/5/, Or
and x 'monthly
7/ U DOWN
payments of 7/9.
P.M.&

only.

no tnst ofh

To READY RADIO, LTD.,
Eastnor House,
Blackheath, S.E.3,

Please dispatch to me at once the following goods:

17/6

Blue Spa, 44R. mag-

netic type, incorporating 66/R Unit in oak
cabinet.
Cash Price £2/12/6. Or
DOWN and 6 monthly
payments of 8/-.

de Luxe

M/C,

payments of 10/-.

o/-.

ofnt6/-.

CASH or 'COD
'ORDER FORM

3
2

Switch

l',Zd zr.2,t11).TV

hly

£

transformer.
Cash Price £3/15/-. Or
DOWN and 9 monthly
payments of 8/,

nut cabinet.

Readirad Radiogram

Collaro Double Spring B. 30.

Cash Price Ei 13s. od., or

0

DOWN and 6 monthly
payments of 8/-.
Permanent

Type 30 P.M., in wal-

SPECIAL RADIOGRAM
CONVERSION. KIT FOR
A.C. MAINS
A.E.D. Pick-up
Readirad Volume Con -

0

and Major Chassis.
Cash'Price £2/10/-. Or

Epoch 99K

Blue Spot Goliath

and 9 monthly

payments of 7/6.

Collaro Induction Motor

7/6

Blue Spot Permanent

DownraanydinGeRirti,00npsili_y

Marconi Universal Gram.
Motor, for A.C, or D.C.
Mains, with Pick-up and

1

Blue Spot 66/R Unit

,

B.T.H. Senior Type Pick-up.

Cash Price 1:2 5s. od., or

6

0

1 3/6 Down and 6 Monthly payments of xxil

R. & A. Permanent

CONVERSION KIT FOR

panadym5mtmsoorfit7fil9y.

6

9

LOUDSPEAKERS

GRAMOPHONE EQUIPMENT
Cash Price Ea 2s. od., or

0

1

..

Sitam milliammeter, 0/5o ma ..

Full constructional details with each kit. L.T.,
volts 6 amps, for A.C. valves, 8/- extra.

A.E.D. Alpha Type Pick-up.

d.

5

12
5
10

1

Colvern 50o -ohm variable resistance

m1.6 II monthly payments ' of

1 2/6 Down

'54

1 0/- Down

s.

19
7

and 8 monthly payments of icif.
H.T. ACCUMULATOR CHARGER KIT
for Fuller 120volt D.M.H.G. A.C. Mains £ s. -1.
Parmeko mains transformer
.. 1 2 6
or

full particulars.

Cash Price £3 16s. od., or
Down and xi monthly payments of 7/-.
Model C.250, 200/2504,7011s, Go ma, 4 tappings.
Cash Price L6 17s. 6d., or

1

Bulgin Ammeter, 0/3 amps
.
Heayberd Regulating Resistance

Write now for

Model. C.150, x20/150 volts, 25 ma, 3 tappings.

Cash Price

£x rxs. od., or
Down and 5 monthly payments of 6/-.
LT. ACCUMULATOR CHARGER KIT
Parmeko Mains Transformer
Westinghouse A
2 -amp rectifier

Easy Payments.

10/9- Down of 10/9.
HEAYBERD ELIMINATOR KITS

7/-

type D.M.H.G.ma/'hr
volts, 6;500 mar

capacity. Cash Price Z4 Is. od,, or.
7/6 Down and it monthly payments of 7/6.

Cash Price £2/12/6. Or

of. DOWN and 6 monthly
payments of 3/-.

EASY PAYMENT

ORDER FORM

Please dispatch to me the following goods :

for which I enclose first deposit of

Name

Name

Addrcso

Address

17)
-

P.W 23/1/32.
Cash Orders over 10/- Post Free or Carriage Paid.,

P_41'.23/1/3'2.
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THE difference - between records played
through an ordinary sound box and a
BLUE SPOT -Pick-up is as marked as

the difference between the modern gramophone
and the music box of the " nineties."

Nor is this due altogether to mechanical perfection.
True, the BLUE SPOT Pick-up is masterpiece of
technical skill. It ensures perfect atracking,
ample
lateral movement and easy riding of the -hills and dales.
But the supreme performance_ you get from BLUE
SPOT lies in its ability to transmit sound vibrations
with the utmost exactitude and carry them without
loss or addition right up to the loud speaker.
The result, especially if a BLUE SPOT Loudspeaker,
is used, is an intimate and life -like representation of
-

the original with all its individual characteristics intact.
Send for Catalogue P.W.23.

THE ER111111.11H FM SPOT COMPANY II.TO
CLUE SPOT 1-10USE 94/96R050MAN STREET: ROSEBERY
AVENUE .

LoN0ori- ECI

Telephone : Clerkenwell 3570. Telegrams " Bluospot, Isling, Loudon."

Distributors for Northern England, Scotland
and North Wales : H. C.
RAWSON

(Sheffield

and London) LTD., too
London Road, Sheffield;
22 St. Mary's Parsonage,
Manchester; /83 George
Street, Glasgow.

BLUE SPOT PICK-UP
complete with seipcontainecl volume control 631

Mark
Hutcheonad

'---SCREEN YOUR H.F. LEADS-With "GOLTONE"
AIR -SPACED FLEX-

IBLE METALLIC

RESISTANCES
IGRANIC
POTENTIAL
DIVIDER.

SCREENED TUBING.
Prevents self - oscillation.
Low self capacity.

Minimum dielectric loss.

Size of Tubing: 2 mfm Bore (.080 ins.)
to take all Standard Single Panel connecting wires. Supplied in one yard
lengths. RHS/9 (per yard) 9d.
From all first-class Radio Stores
Catalogue on reqUest.

(Open Type)
Has a total, resistance
of 15,000 ohms, divided
into eight equal steps.

WARD & GOLDSTONE, LTD.
(Dept. " P.W.") PENDLETON

Wound on porcelain
tube 1 -in. diameter 6 -in.
long. Easy to mount,
simple
to connect.

IGRANIC
SPAGHETTI
RESISTANCES

A
NEW

Maximum safe carrying
current 35 miliamps.

MANCHESTER.

OSBORN
READY -TO -ASSEMBLE

Supplied in 13 different sizes,

RADIO CABINET

from 600 ohms to roo,000
ohms. Prices from
61D.

MODEL No, 217.-A WirePRICES.
.less Cabinet of neat design. 3- ft. 1 in. high, MACHINED READY TO

1 ft. 11 ins. wide, 1 ft. ASSEMBLE. Oak £2 0.0.
2 ins. deep. Takes Panel Mahogany £2.10.0. Wal-,
21 ins. x 9 ins. or smaller; nut £3.0:0.
Size of Baffle. 21 ins. X ASSEMBLED READY TO
21 ins. Unique design.
POLISH.
.Oak
£2.12.6.
Fret opening at top and Mahogany £3.2.6. Wal .:
back. Silk fabric for Fret nut £3.12.6.

s,

-

If you are unable to

obtain Igranic Components locally, Write to
Dept. 'R.184.

IGRANIC ELECTRIC CO. LTD.,
149, Queen Victoria Street, LONDON.

PRICE

Front : Baffle - board .and
Baseboard included. ob.

5'6

mahogany, and Walnut. Mahogany £3.15.0..0£3.15.0.. Wal,
Ample room for Loud

ASSEMBLED AND

tamable in Figured Oak, POLISHED. Oak £.3.5.0,

Speaker. and Batteries.
All Models_ Carriage Paid,
SEND 3d. IN STAMPS FOR NEW 1992 BEAUTIFULLY
.

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE.

Model No. 217

CHAS. A. OSBORN. Dept. P.W.,

The
Works, Arlington St:, London,
N.1. Regent
Telephone . Clerkeuwell 5095. And at 21,
Essex Rd., Islington,
N-.1 (1 min. from the
Agricultural Hall). Telephone : Clerkeuwell 5634.
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IO " ROMA
LING YOU/
The charming young ladiet who make the Rome announcements not only

welcomed our Special Correspondent and answered his questions,but
they also sent their special " saluto" to all " P.W." readers who now
them " over the air " ! After you have read the article, tune to 441
metres, or to one of the Rome relays, and then send a friendly little note
to the lady you hear. But if you do not get a reply, don't be disappointed,
as their correspondence is very heavy!
Her colleague, Maria. Corsini, is the
youngest of Italy's bevy of beautiful
"announceresses." She is just twenty-four.
She comes from a town which we usually

ROME'S three popular announcers send
their very special wishes to readers of
POPULAR WIRELESS.
And " Miss
Radio Roma," the chief. announcer, who, is
really Madame Mardon Boncompagni, told
me " I am not able to- thank all British
listeners for their kind letters in person, so
I am pleased to use POPULAR WIRELESS to
convey to them all my best saluto.' "
Readers w-4,! also remember the interview

published sonic time -ago in " P.W." and
telling ail

about

Mme.

Boncompagni.

Personally I was pleased to hear that to

jutimates she went by the pleasant name- of
" (Mary Lou), and surely listeners
May call her that, too.

"MARY LOU"

London.. During the war he served as a
lieutenant in the Infantry, and eontinued
banking in Italy. Later. le got into contact

with radio through a short story of his.

associate with Vermouth --and so seldom which was broadcast.
with beautiful ladies-Turin:
She acted as announcer there
A BEAUTIFUL ANNOIJNCERESS
for some time and then
came to Rome to somewhat
alleviate the strenuous duties
hitherto carried out by Mine,

!

Boncompagni alone.
" A Full -Fledged B.A."
Miss Corsini is a university

graduate, a full-fledged B.A.

She writes and understands
French, also a little English,
but Italian comes first of all.
It is on_Friday.s ,that _she

takes- over all the Roman

'announcing, and " 'tweentimes " on other days, tco.
Miss Corsini has already
been to London, but only to

return to her native Italy

with the positive Conviction

that London was very nice
certainly, but she preferred
her own native sunshine to
our rather moist climate !
By the way, I ought to tell
you this ! At' the recent
Rome meeting of the - Union
the Italian Broadcasting

Company had _arranged

a

concert in honour of tin

delegates; as this concert was
broadcast it was necessary to

have an announcer at hand.

Miss Corsini was on the job..
" Good Taste !

Before .things began a

certain prominent British
broadcasting official is said
to have gone up to. Admiral

Senegallia of the EIAR and

asked him " Who. is that

Miss

Corsini

beautiftil girl ? " I mention
no -names, but that particular official

certainly has jolly good taste !

When listening -in readers will be able to
recognise Miss Corsini from her rather full
contralto voice. It is also rather softer than

Mme. Boneornpagni's.

Rome's third and youngest announcer
She was Rome's first lady announcer, and her

, voice is probably known to more people than any

other woman's in the world.

(as announcing goes) is Mr. Gaston Ciuffo.
He has quite a history

Formerly attached to a Swiss banking
establishment, he was for over nine years in

has a lull contralto voice, and has penned her
good wishes to you on the photograph.

Then when in June of this year the

Italian Broadcasting Company opened a
competition for a male announcer he was

.first of 1,875 applicants. That competition,
by the way, was the origin of that rumour
which ran through the European press that

the EIAR were doing away with lady

announcers to substitute male voices, as the
ladies were getting too many love -letters !

The -facts are, that the EIAR, on the
(Continued on ne.Ti page.)
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Pot star
there are passages which, while not always
definitely wrong, should have been treated
in a different manner. For instance. the
pages dealing with grid -circuit rectification are misleading in that it is apparent
that a not-tuo-sucaessAul attempt has been
made to render old and discarded the,:iries
compatible with modern knowledge.
Further, I suggest the British publishers

RADID4ZONIA
CALLING YOU I
(Curial:tired from pretiou4 park.)

t

contrary, intend sticking to the ladies, as
all listeners prefer them, but that for such
dry -as -dust broadcasts as stock exchange
prices, labour market reviews and the latest

press news, also sports news, the EIAR
consider a male voice better suited. Hence

the competition and the subsequent ap-

pointment of Gaston Ciuffo.
He wears glasses4 but they seem to make
him even handsomer than he is. He speaks
excellent English and equally good French,
German and Spanish.
I won't say that Mr. Ciuffo is young, but

ought to have cut out most of the

He, too, has a most sympathetic
voice, and it was that, together with his
ages.

knowledge of languages, which brought him
out first of 1,875 competitor:.

ON 80 METRES

J )rutir?

)rd, I

ROLL YOUR OWN !

page

that deal with purely American apparat
An elimination of unwanted words and ci
this purely American material would -Ai!'
leave a useful work. and the pages would.
in the process, be reduced to three or four
hundred !

AN "EXPRESS" WIRE t
t

you can't call him middle-aged, and he

certainly is not old-most emphatically not !
In Germany one would term his as " im
beaten Alter," meaning in the best of man's

e

CONNECTOR

t

For Quick Hook-up.

...... *

I CALL this handy little

An easy method of

gadget an

" Express " wire connector because, by

means of it, one is enabled to set up

electrical connections in less than the

proverbial " jiffy."
All it consists of (as you will see in the
photograph) is a two-inch length of brass
tubing of about quarter or three -sixteenths
inch internal diameter. Provided, also, are

two wooden pegs or wedges to tit in opposite

ends of the tube.

Suppose you have two thick wires to
connect up temporarily. All you do is to
push them in opposite ends of the tube

Irani

the crinkles..

A good met hot of ensuring tins liecOSLity

flatness of the foil consists in phi,,ing the
tinfoil against the edge of a sheet of glass,
and then pressing a lead pencil against the

edge of the latter.
The foil is now drawn slow ly and steadily
between the glass edge and the lead
as depicted iu the illustration. and it will be

found that must of the creases in the foil

-will readily be smoothed out.

Now reverse the foil and repeat the pro.
After a few repetitions of this procedure the foil Will be perfectly smooth and
free front crease's. What is inoro, the foil,
cess
if

the operations have been carried out

with reasonable care. will not be torn or cut
iu any way.

and then insert the wooden wedges as tightly

as you can.

The interior of the tube is

clean, of course, and s j, by these means you
At

11

once effect your temporaryeetrieal

onneetion.

\V ith a little careful fashioning of the
wooden wedges,- the connector will take

thick wires or thin wires. It will even take

But it is for the connecting up of
thick wires that this little connector of
flex.

mine has served its must useful purpose.
for, unless you happen to have special clips

handy, it is nearly always more difficult
to effect a good connection by twisting
thick wires together than it is to obtain a
thin wire connection by similar means.

Don't forget that Rome can be heard on 80 metres

This is
another charming portrait of Maria Rosa Corsin.

+

RADIO -TELEGRAPHY
AND TELEPHONY t'

# A Complete Textbook for Students ;

*

of Wireless Communication.

THESE are, respectively, the title and
sub -title of an ambitious work com-

A Tip for Condenser Construction. f

IF you happen to be making up one

of silver paper or tin foil, you should
take great care to see that the foil is

IN A JIFFY

Charles E. Drew, the second edition of which

has recently been published in London by
Messrs. Chapman and Hall at 45s.

..--4.--0--,11.--0-,4.- Al. -4,.

To operate the set, connect tip t lie
a pair of headphones, and the
aerial and earth It -ads. Pilove the sN,itch
knob to the medium -scion po,itiou. and
then rotate the tuning control until on
batteries

hear your local station.

If you require maximum volume, you
can achieve that by joining the crocodile
selectivity. connect the clip to One of the
other tappings on the coil
Maximum volume will also be obtained
when

the

selectivity control

knob

is

rotated until the moving vanes are fully
engaged with the fixed. Rotating this

knob in the opposite direction will increase
the selectivity.
No Interference on Local
'With these facts in mind, you will now
be in a position to tune -in your local

free from interference, but a few words
about the reaction condenser will not be

to operate the receiver with the reaction
control well away from the oscillation

The barest

point.

minimum of formula is used and the text
makes easy reading, even for the beginner.

You will find that after a little practice
you will be able to keep the reaction just
off the oscillation point while you are

But at times the authors are unnecessarily

greatly improved by good sub -editing. And

S

oscillating condition it will interfere with
neighbouring receivers.
So generally try

It is a big price to pay for a book, but
this is a big book and comprises over one

verbose, and many of the pages could be

(Cortarturd from: pap 1117.)

out of place.
First, too much reaction will cause
distortion, and if the set is worked in an

piled by Rudolph L. Duncan and

thousand well -illustrated pages.

or

two small fixed condensers from pieces

quite free from wrinkles and creases.

+

clip to the red tap on the P. J. 3 coil.
If, on the other hand, you need high

FLATTENING FOIL

as well as from Naples (318 metres).

" P.V.J." ONE

The brass tube tightly grips the two wires, as
explained

on

this

page

searching, and this, of course, is the adjustment which gives the highest sensitivity
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*THE SECRET

or LIFE

IN AN H.T. BATTER
IMPROVEMENTS INCORPORATED IN THE LISSEN BATTERY

ENABLE US TO GIVE THE FOLLOWING

6u-int-tide e
Chia

itieeen battery Is befinitely

guarabteeb to have a much longer
life than a (NO volt %Isom
battery bought prior to
Eiuguet let, 1931.

LABORATORY CONDITIONS

NOW REPRODUCED

NIERCIALLY FORME
FIRST LIME IN THE SELLS
CO

OF THE NEW

,

We

ISS
HI BATTERY
An IMPROVED Lissen Battery !

Bigger cells

made in a better way-finest battery -making
chemicals with their reactive properties scientifically increased-the Lissen Secret Process giVingan even more amazing flow of current because of

IMPROVED manufacturing methods which exactly reproduce laboratory conditions
in the cells.
k longer -lasting battery A GUARANTEE with it And big price reductions !

5o volt from 7/ii to 5/6, zoo volt from

volt from 15/10 to II/-.
Examine the guarantee when you buy
it means weeks of extra life, more power
12/11 to 9/3, 120

,;, for Tess money.

In any set you build, this IMPROVED
LISSEN BATTERY will last longer
than any other battery you -can buy.

60

VOLT
WA's

wow

100 VOLT
WAS 111'4'.1.

9'3

NOW
LISSEN LIMITED, WORPLE ROAD. ISLEWORTH, MIDDLESEX
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almost correct voltage.

Is it possible that -I
have parts in the set that will function when

H.T. is supplied through A.Q. mains unit
and dry battery, but not when through D.C.
mains unit ? My transformers are Telsen
Radiogrand ' 3-1 and Telsen ' Ace' 5-1.

"-P.S.-If I cannot get D.C. mains unit to

operate set it means that my friend will have to continue to buy H.T. dry batteries.".
A Very Queer Meet.
You are certainly up against a very queer effect.
In fact, we don't remember ever hearing of a more

'puzzling case of its kind.

We can assure you, however, that it is not a case
of having parts in the set which will function when
II.T. is supplied through an A.C. mains unit or dry
battery, but not through a D.C. mains unit.
All these three supply current of the same nature.
and although each method certainly has its own
peculiarities these, are very slight indeed compared

All Editorial communications should be addressed to the Editor,
POPULAR 'WIRELESS, .Tall_is
Tanis Street, London; _E:c.4,

The Editor will be pleased to consider articles atid photographs dealing with all subjects appertaining to wireless..
work. The Editor cannot- accept responsibitity for manuscrfuts or photos.
Every care 'will, be tal:en to return MSS. not_ accepted for publication. A . stamped and addressed envelope must
be sent
every article. All
inquiries concerning advertising rates, etc., to be add7essed to 'the Sole Agents,
Messrs. John IL Lite,' Ltd.,'
4. Luduale Circus. London. E.C.4.
The
constructional
articles
which,
appear
from.
time
to,
time
in
this
journal
are
outcome of research..
and experimental work carried out witht a view to improving the technique of wirelessthe
reception.
As much ot
the information given in the eotunvns -et this paper concerns -the -most recent developmentsin the radio world,

some of the arraroements and specialties described may be. the subjects of Letters Patent, and the amateur
and the trader would be. well advised to obtain permission -of .the -patentees to use the patents before doing so.

at friend's house the set remained silent

QUESTIONS AND
ANSWERS

when H.T. was being supplied through D.C.
mains unit, but on changing over to dry H.P.
battery the set performed well again. Now

WORKING PROM A.C., BUT. WILL itOT

mains unit was at fault, but it had previously
worked welt -on other sets, so, to make sure I
obtained another D.C. unit which was working
'well, but this also would not work the set, the
.only response being a click in loudspeaker
when 11.T. --E2 plug- was connected. Of

it seemed td indicate plainly that the D.C.

WORK FROM D.C.
PUZZLED

(Birmingham). - " Could you
please solve for- me the following riddle ? 'I'
recently made the Comet' Three (foundation
model) for a friend and when completed it
performed admirably, the H.T. being supplied
by an A.C. mains unit. When connected up

course I tried connecting the unit's adaptor
the opposite way round, and tested 'unit with
vOltMeter and found it to be delivering

,.

MPONENTS
st

1705'

,21'
Vol"'

itk

H.F.S. CHOKE
Still maintains its position as one of the best
ever produced.

(Continued on page 1142.)
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IS YOUR SET GOING
WELL?1.erhaps

perly?

-

the switching doesn't work pro-

E-171

Or 'some" mysterious noise has E
appeared. and is spoiling your radio reception ?-E

Or one of the batteries seems to run down E
much faster than formerly-?

Whatever your radio 'problem may be,

remember that the Technical. Query Depart-

ment is thoraughly equipped to assist 'our

readers, and, offers an unrivalled service.
.Full details, including' scale -of charges, can
be obtained direct from the Technical Query

=7

Dept., -POPULAR WLICELESS, .The Fleetway =

House, Farringdon Street, -London, E.C.4. A .postcard will do. On receipt of , this an

=

Application Form, will be sent to you post Fr:

free immediately.

application will
but, having the form, you will -know exactly

place you under no obligation whatever, =
what information we require to have before =
us in order to, solve your problems.
READERS,
PLEASE NOTE":

-.7"- LONDON

Inquiries should NOT be made by 'phone or
in person at Fleetway House, or Tallis House.

1-7
-
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Special 1.23 Switch, with Terminals - - 4/.
P.V.2 Coil
- - - a/9
QuoitFormer, 6d. Wound to specification 2/ Panel, 711 x 10", drilled to specification 4/,

ECKERSLEY "THREE"

Made

under license,
approvcd and specified

PRICE 15/6
All tuners are tested
and checked under
working 'conditions,
and are 4uaranteed.

PRICE 6/6

ECKERSLEY TUNER.

(Pros. Pat. 29404, 22/10/31.)

Write for special leaflet and illustrated lists :--

WRIGHT & WEAIRE,' LTD., 740, High Road Tottenham, N.17.

'Phone t -

TOTTENHAM 3847-84

-
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LARGER ANA BETTER
THAN EVER
THE NEW

`LANGMORE'
RADIO -GRAMOPHONE
CABINETS
(No. Gl)
These cabinets are very strongly con.
structed of selected Oak. Size overall,
3 ft. 6 in. high by 21 in. wide by 15 in.
deep.

THE TOP SECTION. Size, 4f in. high
by 18 io. wide by 14 in. deep, gives ample
accommodation for gramophone or pick-up.

THE CENTRE SECTION. Size, 10 in.
high by 18 in. wide by 14 in. deep, is for
the Wireless Set, to take a panel either
18 in. by 7 in. or 18 in. by 8 in.
THE BOTTOM SECTION. Size, 16 in.
high by 18 in. wide by 131 in, deep, gives
accommodation
Batteries.

for

Loudspeaker

VALVES

and

PROV:
'PAT:

Wooden panels to fit, with oval aperture, 12 in. by 51 in. 2/. extra,
The whole of the back is enclosed by double
doors, so that all parts are easily accessible.
ALL are fitted with hinged top, heavy plat-

form to take a

12 -in.

turntable for the

Gramophone, and a substantial baseboard
for the Wireless Set.

Price 49/6 each

BEAUTIFULLY FINISHED
JACOBEAN OAK.

Paid to any address in Gt. Britain.

Packed FREE and sent Carriage

Trad eIn uiries
q
Invited.

THE MISCELLANEOUS TRADING CO., LTD.,
13 & 17, NEW OXFORD STREET, LONDON, W.C.1
'Phone : Holborn 4894

Still the
Battery
PERMANENCE is the great feature of a
Standard battery. Based on the Leclanche
principle specially adapted for radio, this
unique battery is always creating fresh energy

when not in use. Thus you are assured of
brilliant reception-at full strength-day

after day-month after month-for a year

or more without_attention or expense. The
eventual replacement is merely a matter of
changing cartridges, which you do yourself
quite simply and cheaply. Investigate NOW
by writing for our interesting Standard
BOOKLET, SENT POST FREE.

The first cost

the
last cost.
Standard
battery 90 volt is 24/-;
rob volt 34/9 ; 126 volt
53/-.
Easy Deferred
payments gladly availis

AN
AMAZINGLY SIMPLE
SET TO BUILD AND HANDLE
WONDERFUL RANGE &SELECTIVITY

AS THE

YEARS

ROLL ON

191/

IICOVg

This easily -constructed 'Kit pro rides you with:the opportunity, never
offered before, of tuning -in to the world's ultra -short-wave stations in

addition to the host of medium- and long -wave broadcasts-by the
simple turn of a neat panel switch.

NO COIL CHANGING
Another feature of this wonderfully efficient three-valver is that
when the wave switch connects the ultra -short coils in circuit with
the detector valve, it simultaneously reduces the capacity of the
0005 tuning condenser to .00015 through a small mica condenser and
thereby enormously improves reception.

19351014

The efficiency of the Kit

is

assured by the use of the famous

MAZDA VALVES
numbers P22oA, L2 and HL2, which arc obtainable from all Radio
Dealers.

able.

GET THIS FREE BOOKLET

Standard Battery Co.,
184, Shaftesbury Avenue,
London, W.C.2.

Components, without valves, are supplied already mounted in
position, and the simple wiring instructions are described and
trated in this Booklet, obtainable FREE from.your dealer or address
below.

WATES

TRIPLE WAVE COIL ONLY PRICE 1716
IPROV: PAT:)

11-11

BATTERY

ARTHUR PREEN dk CO., LTD.,

Golden Square, Piccadilly Circus, London, W.1.
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RADIOTORIAL
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

FEEDING THE LAST VALVE FROM A.C.
MAINS.

other point the filament was pre'viously connected
to place it at earth potential. And this is best done
by means of a slider on a potentiometer.

-

W. G. (Ilford).- "Tam perfectly satisfied
with the set and do not wish to change it in

(Continued from page 1140.)

All you have to do is to carry the connection which

previously went to the filament to the slider and
connect the ends of the potentiometer across the
filament terminals of this valve (they will thus be

any way except as regards the following;
notice that my super-pOwer valve -can
be heated from the A.C. mains if desired, and

With the -general effects, which is to prOVIde sufficient

direct putent at the. correct voltage to work the
set. - All _three, methods are capable of this, and

across the secondary of the transformer, too).
You can then try out the arrangement and it there
is a slight tendency to hum, adjust the slider" of the

although I do not wish to use the mains for
the whole of the set I should certainly like to
fit a mains unit to supply the L.T. for the last

therefore the set should work:welt with all three.
We can only suggest that your tests Were misleading
In some important particular> If, -for instance, you

were using a home-made H.T. unit, and the D.C.
mains had the positive earthed, you might get .such
an effect, though in that case all -you would need to
do to put 'the set right would be to insert a large

valve, if

(Continued on page 1144.)
i1111111111111111111111111t111111111114411111111111111111111111111111111111111

this can be done without extra

TECHNICAL

smoothing, or much trouble. Could you tell
Me what -would be the necessary alterations
to make ?
",Also, ,do you.eonsider this worth while,

fixed condenser in its earth lead.

Your best plan would be to do this, and then

re -test, taking the voltages at"the D.C. unit tappings
and also at the plate terminals of the various valves,
ThiS should silo* by the fault.
Doh't forget the posSibility of a test being fogged
by the use of different flex connections which are
faulty, or something of that kind I

TWISTERS

assuming that the valve, as the makers say,
will:not cause hum or anything of the kind,
but can be run jUst like a battery as regards
its filament.

No. 97.

My accumulator is nearly new,

the accumulator drain, but I definitely do not
A DETECTOR AND PENTODE CIRCUIT want
to. go to A.C. valves or to any other
modification in the set,which is now perfectly
satisfactory."

*

grid bias should be applied to the S G.
valve.

is,

provided the valVe makers recommend the practice.
And there -is very little alteration indeed to make.
If the L.T. unit delivers exactly the required voltage

!

! !!

Thee Cabinets are soundly constructed in selected OAK,
and polished a rich Jacobean shade.
SIZES : 3' 3" HIGH.
WIDE 17' DEEP

Gramophone
Compartment

receivers.

Wireless

Compartment
Speaker
Compartment

E.
-_,

Last week's missing words (in order)
were High -frequency.
ings. - Core, Core.

Tuning,. Wind-- E

rallill1M111111161111111111111iHRIMffillIHIHIHINIHIUIHIMIHT

COIL

BASEBOARD 141" deep.
20" x 15" x 14" allowing ample
room for speaker and batteries.

PACKED FREE.

COBALT

CARR. PAID

Cash with Order or C.O.D.

Sole Manufacturer end= Distributor : W. S. WILK1N,

.....

Name

Leaflet
Post. Free, Address

PN

1

"ELPERMANENT MAGNET

High Sensitivity

Cabin,et Manufacturer, 12, Nelson Mews, SOUTHENDON-SEA, ESSEX.
Trade Enquiries Invited.

Illustrated

=

Ant* ester

AND AT THE ASTOUNDING PRICE OF

2 GNS.

-=-----::

It is generally better to use a separate
G.B. battery for the H.F. valve to avoid
the risk- of
due to _
unnecessarily long leads.

MOVING

3)' CLEAR FOR PICK -UP
MOTOR
For PANEL up to 18" x

*

advantages of such

. .
. . . . grid bias is that of reducing the H.T. current consumptionan important point with battery -run

with the I.E.E. regulations as regards insulation,
etc.) from the primary of the L.T. transformer to a
plug which will make connection with the mains.
The secondary of this transformer should be connected straight across the filament terminals on the
last valve holder, all the other wiring to this being
discOnneeted.
It will, of course, be necessary -to connect this
" filament " to earth, or to the screen, or whatever'

RADIO -GRAM CABINET OF

the

.

will require.
You will need flex leads of stout qua' y (complying

GNS. -Still Buys. Our HANDSOME
2
EXCELLENT DESIGN AND QUALITY

*

Among

to the valve you will not need a rheostat in series
with its secondary, but otherwise you must insert
some form of current control in the form of a rheostat
able to carry the filament cturent which the valve

connected as shown above.
DID YOU GET IT RIGHT P

*

Usually 11 or 3 volts

Little Alteration To Be Made.
It quite satisfactory to run the last valve of a
battery set from an A.C. L.T. unit in this manner,

In last week's diagram one " component " was
purposely omitted. Here is the complete diagram
showing that the circuit needed an Extenser,

Full Musical Response
Speech Perfect

;

Designed by F. W. Lanchester (originator
of the Lanchester Car) and produced under
his personal supervision.

We sell direct to the public and'are able to
offer our Speakers, value for. value, 40%
below competitors' prices.

BEAUTIFULLY

ILLUSTRATED

CATALOG U E
Free 6 Post Free
WRITE FOR IT

WE SELL DIRECT TO PUBLIC ONLY

CHASSIS PRICES

"Special Senior" £3-3-0
"Senior"
, t2-113-0
"Monitor"
S2-11-0
"Junior"
11-10-0

Transformer crtra, see catalogue.

"

.DYSON

&co,. LTD.,

SE:7 GODWIN ST.BRADIFORD
2 COLEIv9A14 ST.. LONDON E.C.2.

_-

LETTERS ?
At one time it was found necessary -to
give a
bias to H.F. E
amplifying valves in order to " stabilise "
the valve. The more efficient S.G. valve
is stable without this.

but too small. I can get a suitable lowtension transformer buckshee,' and so am
very tempted to adopt the method to save

MISSING LINKS, No. 26

H.F. GRID BIAS.

CAN YOU FILL IN THE MISSING

LANCH ESTER'S IV LABORATORIES

TYS ELEY s

ed'EtirciP BIRMINGHAM
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oWESTINGHOUSE
CUT YOUR H.T. COSTS
Dry batteries and high-tension accumulators are a source of worry
and expense. They require periodic

renewing or recharging, and their

cost soon mounts up. An eliminator
incorporating

WESTINGHOUSE

METAL RECTIFIER
will give you trouble -free radio for
1/- a year.
Most well-known manufacturers of elim-

"GOLTONE"

ECKERSLEY TUNER
COIL and other

inators use Westinghouse Metal Rectifiers in
their units. If, however, you prefer to build
your own, use the attached coupon, and get
a copy of our booklet, "The All Metal Way,"
which gives circuits and full particulars.

"G 0 LTON E"
Components are

specified and approved

by the Designer for
use with the " P.W."
Eckersley Three.

The outstanding
" GOLTONE" COMPONENTS leads to
their specification in

EGOLTONE
ciinon stool(
SUPER DUAL RANGE TUNER COIL
A High Grade and exceptionally
5,6
efficient Unit.

LESS " Circuits.

Obtainable Iron all first-class Radio Stores. Refuse
Substitutes. If any difficulty, write direct. Immediate
delivery. Large illustrated Radio Catalogue sent Post

performance and
excellency in finish of

Publicity Manager, 82, York Road, King's Cross, London,

Ni. Please send inc a copy of your booklet," The All
.

Metal Way," for which I enclose 3d. in stamps.

ALL "POPULAR
WIRELESS" and
" MODERN WIRE-

Name
Address

PM. 23-1-32

R44/126

.

FREE on request.

WARD & GOLDSTONE, LTD.

YlieWEST1NCHOUSE BRAKE & SAXBYSIGNALCoid.

82,YORK Rd., KING'S CROSS, LONDON,N.I

111091111111111111111
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PENDLETON
High -Grade

AGAIN

P.V.J. ONE

MANCHESTER

RADIO GRAMOPHONE
CABINET
of exclusive modern design, hand -made
and polished on Queen Anne legs
Figured Oak
£5 : 5 : 0
Figured Walnut or Mahogany £5 : 19 : 6

Carriage Paid.

A splendid little set capable of wonder-

ful results-and you'll find Sovereign
specified in this one, too I This time
it's the famous Sovereign Coil Quoit, a
sturdy, accurate and improved version

of the original "Popular Wireless "
Model, and, like all Sovereign Components, is completely reliable. This component is of solid moulded bakelite, with

mounting lugs and drilled holes nix

THE ACME OF CRAFTSMANSHIP
Radio -Gram Cabinets from 23: 19: 6 to £21
Wireless Cabinets - - from 11/6

Photographs and 30 -page illustrated
Catalogue Free.

Cabinets made to order a specialty.
Furniture at Maker's prices.

GILBERT,
CABINET MAKER,
SWINDON.
Estimates Free.

Estd. r866.

for fixing the windings, and costs U

A

VIBRANTI 11E7'7 -ATONE- GUARANTEED -RADIO PRODUCT

AND THE GREATEST

There is a full range

Make your UNIT sound

LITTLE SWITCH EVER

ponents all designed
to keep in step with
modern Radio. The
full Sovereign Cata-

FIT your unit to a VIBRANTI

MADE
The lowest -priced L.T. switch

on the market, yet the thor-

oughness with which it

is

made ensures the positive and

constant action at all times
sq necessary to modern sets,
and is without doubt the

iOal switch for Low Tension
COrrent.
Highly insulated,

nidkelled metal parts and
one -hole panel fixing. if/ D.
Price

/

of Sovereign

Com-

as good as a Moving Coil !

Bettatone Baffle,
Board and you'll declare it's just like changing
over to a Moving Coil with all the richness and purity

logue shows this

range, and has al-

of tone you find in Speakers of the highest class. This is;
because of the patented ONE-PIECE Construction that:

your copy to -day.

VIE RANTI converts your Loudspeaker into a beautiful
ornament for the home. From your dealer or direct from:
VIBRANTI PRODUCTS CO., 308, Euston Rd., N.W.1.

ready proved useful
to thousands of Constructors. Send for

definitely stops distortion and " rattle."

British Mod,.
Patent No.
344,011.

SOVEREIGN PRODUCTS, LTD.,
52/54, ROSEBERY AVE.,
LONDON, E.C.1.

And the

.

24" x 24" x
Openings 7^, 9" & 12".
(Incase state sloe of
opening when order ing .)
Size

BAFFLE ONLY.

Oak or Stahog. fin. 9/6.
Ox. Silver or Cop. 10(6.

Handle&reetExtra
set.

Oxyd. Copper,

5/3

Oxyd. Silver, 6/6 set.
CARRIAGE PAID

PATENT ONE-PIECE 4,1

t .01

FFLE BOARD

dab dm
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RADIOTORIAL
QUESTIONS AND .ANSWERS
-

.01kIlete""Wid,

60ara.

(Continued front. page 1142.)
potentiometer, which otherwise can be kept in the
centre or half -way position. Normally, it would be
better to convert the whole set than to alter just one
filament, but in view of the " buckshee " transformer
and your small battery it should be worth while.

250v.

Westinghouse H.T.S Rectifier. Suitable
for powerful all -mains receivers-sturdy
and thoroughly reliable.
MODEL W.31 MAINS TRANSFORMER
RECTIFIED OUTPUTS.
250 Volts at 60 ma, using tapping

PRICE

200 Volts at 60 ma, using tapping

'IN

200 V.

175 V.
L.T.4 Volts 6 Amps for A.C. Valves.

POST 'wow

1 enclose 3d. stamps for Lists giving full

details, with circuit diagrams, of all the

Heayberd Transformers for all -mains sets.
M
Address

8 to fixed plates of 0005 condenser and grid condenser;
and finally terminal 5 to one of the sets of fixed vanes
(F1) on the differential reaction condenser.
The remaining set of fixed vanes on the differential.
reaction condenser (F2) goes to earth. And finally
the moving vanes of the differential reaction condenser -

go to the plate terminal of the valve holder V1 and
to the vacant end of the H.F. choke (that which is
marked "'bottom," and formerly went to reaction
coil and one -set of fixed plates of the reaction
condenser).

ILLUMINATING THE DIALS.

B. W. G. (London, S.W.).-" I have only

The amazing output of the Heayberd
W.31 Mains Transformer designed for

The third contact on the wave -change switch to
No. 3 on the unit.
The remaining coil unit connections are terminal

tried to improve the set in one way, and that

' improvement' has been a distinct failure,

for the following reason.

" All I did was to put in a pilot light and

illuminated dial, and although these work very
satisfactory indeed I am always burning out the
lamps, which becomes a nuisance !

" Could you suggest any reason why it is
unsatisfactory to light such a lamp from the
secondary of a low-tension transformer of the
correct rating 1 "

The arrangement is quite .ts satisfactory one, but
in such circumstances it is usual to run the lamps
get less than their rated voltage. A
small variable resistance in series with the lamps
will reduce the brilliance and be satisfactory, or

so as to

alternatively you can, if a potentiometer is being used

We note that you say MANGE the potentiometer
for a volume control.
It would be no good taking out the potentiometer

and wiring a volume control in its place, with the
idea of controlling the output from the set. But you
can easily put in a volume control for this purpose
quite independent of the present potentiometer wiring.
All you have to do to fit the volume control is to
join its ends across the secondary of the first L,F..
transformer. Leave. this transformer's grid bias lead
(G.B.-1) as it is, but take off the wire from the other
end of the secondary (to grid terminal of valve holder)

and connect the grid terminal to the slider of ithe

vohime control instead.
This arrangement will then control volume. It. has
nothing whatever to do with the wiring or working of
the original potentiometer, which should be left alone.
new volume control " could be placed on the
panel to the right of the tuning condenser, where its
leads (named above) will be short and direct.,
Actually a voltune control is made like a potentio-

meter, but it must be of high resistance-the usual
value is 250,000 ohms.

PANEL. No.55.EXTENSER SIMPLIFIED WAVE -CHANGING
The Extenser can be used in place of any ordinary tuning condenser, and possesses many advantages

which the latter lacks.

By means of its self -changer contacts the Extenser can make wave -changing entirely automatic,
E thus rendering a wave -change switch quite unnecessary.
:a--

E

10, FINSBURY STREET, LONDON, E.C.2
(One 'minute ,front moorgate Und. Ste.)

I. PLEASE be sure to mention " Popular Wireless " I
when communicating with Advertisers. Thanks!
ENGINEERS ! Are you earning less than £10 per
week ? If so, you cannot afford to carry on without

reading " ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES." This
200 -page book is filled with matters of vital importance to you. Among other things, it explains
the methods of our unique Appointments Department, gives details of all leading Eng. Exams.

(A.M.I.Mech.E., IKE., B.Sc., G.P.O., etc.), and
outlines modern Home Study Courses in Civil,

Mech., Elec., Motor, Aero, Radio, Talkie and all other
branches of Engineering. This book will alter your
entire outlook and earning power during 1932. It is

quite FREE. Write for your copy NOW.

BRITISH INSTITUTE OF

ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY,

401, Shakespeare House, 29-31, Oxford Street, London.

Guarantee

Extenser dial -readings tell at once whether the set is tuned to long or medium waves (e.g., all 3 -figure
dial readings are long -wave stations, all 2 -figure dial -readings medium waves).

across the filament -heating secondary, run the lamp
circuit across slider and one end of the potentiometer
so as to derive about half the voltage instead of the
lull load. Generally this is quite satisfactory.

A DUAL-PURPOSE SWITCH.

W N (Bradford). -" Could you give me the
connections of a three-point switch to break
a potentiometer from which screened -grid volts

are supplied, as well as putting the L.T. on
and off ? "

Two contacts on the switch will work as normal,
i.e. one direct to L.T.+ and the other to filaments.
The third contact will take the plate of the usual
direct connection of the potentiometer to filament
circuit.
Thus, when the switch is " open ", and all three
points are separated, the potentiometer is disconnected from the L.T. battery itself, and also from
the filaments of the valves at the same time that the
L.T. is cut off.
When the switch is closed all three contacts come

together, the battery is joined to the filaments and
the potentiometer to both.

THE " MAGIC " THREE.
F. C. C. (Westminster, S. W.1).-" Could you

please advise me regarding alteration of my
Magic ' Three ? (1) I wish to use a Telsen

Purest Ebonite.

Dual Coil instead of plug-in coils. Can I do so ?

NEVER
DISCOLOURS.

(2) Could I change my potentiometer for a

Magnificent mirror

volume control ? If so, state what ohms would
be required."

Yes. The connections are not difficult, but you will
need as well a 3 -point wave -change switch of the type

polish

Black, Mahogany or
Walnut finishes.
Easy to cut and drill.

Highest insulation.
Specified continuously
by leading Journals.
Ask your dealer or
write for list. Any
panel size cut. Cash
or C.O.D. by return.

British H ardRubliereo.Ltd.

Ponders End, Middlesex.

TWO LETTERS
WORTH READING.

in which in the one position all three contacts are
joined together, and in the other position all three
are separated.
You will not need the original small aerial condenser, so this should be taken out when you are
removing the coil holders. Also undo the connections
to the differential reaction condenser.
The connections must now he re -wired, as follows :

2 on the coil unit to A2 terminal. 1 on the coil unit
to Al terminal.
One contact on the three-point wave -change switch
to 4 on the coil. Another to 0, whirls is joined to 7 on

the unit, and to earth, etc.
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HARMONICS FROM DAVENTRY.

Dear Sir,-I noticed in a recent issue of
"P.W." that Captain Feltersley commented
on'

the question of harmonics of B.B.C. transmitters.1

It may interest him to know that one Sunday I
received the second, third, fourth and fifths harmonics'
of Daventry National on 1554.4 in., when it was
transmitting the usual Welsh service.
The second was as strong as Brussels No. 1, the
third I at first mistook for Frankfurt, as it was only

,

just audible, the fourth was considerably stronger,-;
but it was probably strengthened by Cardiff, which
was transmitting the same programme. The flfthis
was also of considerable strength, and London
National was not transmitting.
Casually turning the dials to -day, I found the first
harmonic of the National, right at the bottom of the
long -wave scale, which I had not before investigated
thoroughly ; this was comfortably loud (S.G.
Pent., A.C. set).
The only other station, of which I receive harmonics
is the Hillmorton long -wave station, G B A I believe
is its call -sign. This is a great nuisance as one
harmonic severely disturbs London Regional, when

both are transmitting together. It is patticularly
objectionable because of the distortion produced in!
an ordinary receiver by the single side -band system
of transmission. I suppose we must put up with this
type of interference, but it is excessively annoying
at times.
Yours faithfully,
.Rugby.

Quii4TriS,

"RADIO MEMORIES."
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

Dear Sir,-May I, as a reader of your most interesting journal, express my earnest appreciation oil
the articles which appear in it regularly, and more
especially for the series contributed by Sir Oliver
Lodge
To anyone who is interested in the hypothetic,
side of wireless more than the practical, as I ate,
these lucidly written articles make special and'-

intense appeal, and I heartily hope that " P.W."
will keep up to standard regarding these in the future.
I should very much like -to see an article by Sit'
Oliver Lodge on " Inductance and Capacity."
wonder whether such an article may, sometime,
.

9 9i: A
=
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make its appearance in your paper ?
Thanking you for a very fine paper, and with best
wishes to " P.W." and its creators.

Prestatyn, Flints.

Yours very sincerely,

ARTHUR C. ELLISON;

Popular Wireless, January 23rd, 1932:
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THE LISTENER'S NOTEBOOK
(Continued from page 1128.)

seven hours of British Broadcast Programmes, supplied to British listeners by
British advertisers. As the majority of
these hours coincided with the B.B.C.'s
hours of sabbatical inactivity, enthusiastic
listeners had no alternative but to " lend

their ears " to the broadcasts from the
Continent ; that is, of course, if their sets
let them.

If they didn't, and if the B.B.C.'s policy
of Sunday silence continues, then the radio
industry should benefit.
The fact that Chicago school -children are

to be, entirely dependent on radio trans-

missions for their instruction, owing to the
financial crisis in their city, marks another
step in the development and application of
wireless. " Wireless for schools ' is nothing
new, of course, in this country, but up till
now it has occupied only, a comparatively
small place in school curricula.

STRICT

We appreciate the necessity for
confidential transactions -that's
why you will find us best for
RADIO ON EASY TERMS.

PRIVACY

MANUFACTURERS' KITS
FORMO ECONOMY 3

With Coils less Valves and Cabinet.
Balance in 7 monthly payments of 5/6.
CASH PRICE £1 : 19 :6.

_TELSEN 3

Less Valves and

Cabinet.

5f61
WITH
ORDER

5!6

Balance
5/6

in 7 monthly payments of
CASH PRICE £1 : 19 : 6.

WITH
ORDER

V.3 RADIO FOR THE MIL- 10f LIONWith Valves less Cabinet.Balance WITH
in 11 monthly payments of 10/10.

Commercial Gossip.

I heard two amazing stories this week,

and I give you them for what they are

worth.

A certain cycle dealer, in a small way,
in a provincial town, runs a wireless
business- as a side line. His turnover

during the last three months (in the

wireless department alone) has been over
£8,000.

The second story also concerns a wireless
dealer in the provinces and a young school-

boy on holiday in the same town. Like a

great many schoolboys, this particular boy
had a penchant for the mechanical side of
wireless, and after introducing himself to

the dealer, he soon found himself doing
repairs, gratis, in the latter's workshop.

Although some of these repairs meant
only a general tightening -up of a set, the
bills amounted to anything from ' ten

CASH PRICE £5 : 17 : 6.

ORDER

COSSOR EMPIRE

MELODY MAKER MODEL 10/ 234 With Valves and Cabinet. WITH
Balance in 11 monthly payments of 12/6

CASH PRICE £6 : 15 : 0.

ORDER

OSRAM NEW MUSIC 1918
MAGNET 4 With Valves and
Cabinet. Balance in 11 monthly pay-

ments of 19/8. CASH PRICE 210:15:0.

FORMO TRIPLE -WAVE 3

WITH
ORDER

With triple wave switch operated coil,

5/11

monthly payments
PRICE 23:5:0.

WITH
ORDER

less valves and cabinet.
of

Balance in 11

5/11.

CASH

READIRAD
METEOR 3
Less Valves" and Cabinet. Balance in 6111
11 monthly payments of 6/11. CASH
PRICE £3 : 15 : 0.

WITH

ORDER

For A.C. Mains. Model 202. With
Mounted on a2 -in. Nickel Motor Plate with

Both these stories may be exaggerated,
but if the second one is true, it makes it
easier to believe the first. I need say no

fully automatic electric starting and stopping
switch. Cash price £218s. 6d. Balance in order
11 monthly payments of 5/4.
EXIDE 120 -VOLT W.H. TYPE ACCUMU- With
LATOR, in crates.
Cash price £413s. Od. 816
Balance in 11 monthly payments of 8/8.
order
NEW B.T.H. " SENIOR " PICK-UP AND With
TONE -ARM. Complete. Cash price £2 5s. Od. Litz
Balance in 11 monthly payments of 4/2.;'
order

What a mental tonic Mr. S. P. B. Mais is !

seription ! I always thought it was " Slissex

Ober Alles " with him, but, apparently, I

-

was wrong !

His first talk on the Yorkshire Moors
the Brontë country -has pertmaded me to

do two things -to read Jane Eyre and
Wuthering Heights again, and to spend my
next holiday at Leeds. (Yorkshire readers,
please note!)
Ma Mais' talk came as a toning corrective
-

to me, following, as it did, the monotones 'of
Mr. Desmond MacCarthy.
While on this subject of talks, let me say
this : Mrs. Sidney Webb's discourses are

doubtless masterpieces in scholarship, but

5,4

V.3 RADIO FOR THE MILLION
WITH MOVING - COIL SPEAKER

SEND
ONLY

Is a

: I could mention many literary masterwoes remarkable for their simplicity of
language. The subject -matter of -her talks
iLLOf such interest that they ought to be
fMwed universally. As it is, I am sure
many listeners "try -another station "
during Mrs. Webb's discourses.

Balance in
11 monthly

payments
of 22/2.

Famous V.3 Kit in handsome
Solid Oak Consolette, complete CASH PRICE
with built-in matched moving(including
coil speaker by famous British
Royalties)
firm, 3 Mullard valves, large
capacity accumulator (3o/6o), £12 :1: 9
H.T. and G.B. batteries. Chassis
FOR
built -factory wired -British ' SEND
throughout and Aerial tested. FREE ART
LEAFLET.
Carriage paid in England.

what a pity it is they cannot be given in
laUguage everyone can understand.
simple -vocabulary really inadequate ?

2
`21L

With.

price £1 19s. 6d. Balance in krlc
u
order
7 monthly payments of 5/5.
AMPLION MOVING -COIL SPEAKER, TYPE

With

Permanent magnet, with output
transformer. Complete. Cash price 23 7s. 6d.
M.C.6.

612

Balance in 11 monthly payments of 6/2.

order

NEW CELESTION TYPE J.12 SPEAKER
AND CHASSIS.

With

Incorporating the famous

Celestion reinforced diaphragm.
38/6.

5,3

Cash price

Balance in 7 monthly payments of

order

5/3.

CELESTION PERMANENT MAGNET
MOVING -COIL SPEAKER. -.ype
with 8 -in. reinforced diaphragm. Excluding
input transformer.- Cash price, £3 10s. Od.
Balance in 11 monthly.. payments of 6/5.

With

6/5

order
With

MAGNAVOX PERMANENT MAGNET MOVING COIL SPEAKER. With 2 -ratio input
transformer. Cash price £3 33. Od.

5,91

Balance in 11 monthly payments of 6/9.

CELESTION P.P.M. PERMANENT MAGNET

With

MOVING -COIL SPEAKER with impregnated
diaphragm and dual impedance input transformer. Cash or C.O.D. £2 is. 64.
Balance in 7' monthly payments of 6/6.

6!6

ORMOND PERMANENT MAGNET MOVING COIL CHASSIS (No. 464). With tapped
input transformer. Cash price £3 5s. Od.

5/11

Balance
ROLA PERMANENT MAGNET MOVING -

order.

With
order

COIL

SPEAKER.
Complete with input
11
£2 17s. 6d.
(with7
order1
Balance in 8 monthly payments of 7/1.

transformer. Cash price

cabinet
former.

GARRARD INDUCTION GRAMOPHONE
MOTOR.

What a bright, breezy, invigorating style
his is, and what marvellous powers of de-

BLUE SPOT SPEAKER UNIT AND
CHASSIS.
Type 100 U.
Cash

PILOT PERMANENT MAGNET MOVING - Send
COIL SPEAKER, in handsome solid oak

ACCESSORIES

shillings to a pound.

more !
Talking Points.

SPEAKERS

with multi -ratio input transCash or C.O.D. £315s. Od. only.

611
only

Balance in 11 monthly payments of 6/11.

W.B.
PERMANENT MACNET
MOVING --COIL
SPEAKER, TYPE

With

Balance in 11 monthly payments

order

P.M.3. With 3 -ratio input transformer. Cash Price £2 12s. 6d. 4110

of 4/10.

ELIMINATORS.
EKCO

K.12

H.T.

With

ELIMINATOR AND

L.T. TRICKLE CHARGER. Delivers 12 m/a.
Tapped at 8o v. (S.G.), 120/150 v. Charges
1 -amp. at 2, 4, or 6 v: Cash, price £3 19s. 6d. order'

Balance in

11

7!2

monthly payments of 7/2.

ATLAS A.C. ELIMINATOR TYPE A.C.244.

Three tappings, S.G., Detector, and Power. With
Output, 120 volts at 20 m/a. Cash price 518
£2 19s. 6d.
order
Balance in 11 monthly payments of 5/6.
EKCO A.C.25 H.T. ELIMINATOR. Tappings With;
-S.G. 5o/8o volts. roo/x5o volts at 25 in/a. 7i1
Cash price £3 17s. 6d.
Balance in 11 monthly payments of 7/1.
order
W.5A COMBINED H.T.
ELIMINATOR AND TRICKLE CHARGER.
REGENTONE

With

One adjustable S.G., a variable and a fixed WV
tapping for H.T. L.T. charging for 2 and 6
volts. For A.C. mains. Cash price £412s. 6d.
Balance in 11 monthly payments of 8/6.

NEW TIMES SALES CO. 56, LUDGATE HILL, LONDON, E.C.4.
(a) Please send me FREE your 1932 Radio Catalogue
(b) Please send me further particulars of
(c) I enclose
s.
d as first payment for

'10

order

CEN'T'RAL :27/6

NAME
ADDRESS

P.W. 23/1/32

'
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CONSTRUCTING THE P.W."
ECKERSLEY THREE

4.7411A

(Continued from page 1132.)

SPADES, PINS,

HOOKS & EYES
2D series, obtainable in
six

colours, 2d. each.

These accessories keep up -

the name tha,t EELEN.
products have gained in
the wireless trade
reliability.

for

NEW ! IMPROVED

The first L.F. can be an " L." The grid
volts (G.B.-2).
When we come to the output stage I
hesitate t you see, I don't know anything
about your loudspeaker. But I will say
this : that the amount of distortionless
power-or, if you will, volume-you get out
bias will be about

_

of a valve is proportional to the amount of
power you can put into it from your H.T.
battery or mains unit.

Perhaps I can make it clearer. A small
power valve requires only five or six

milliamps,

and

will

handle

sufficient

EELEX TESTING PRODS

energy to work a sensitive speaker unit

Invaluable for testing a wireless receiver and eliminating all possiblities
of shock, burnt -out valves or damage

to supply at the most, say six or seven

to other components.
3/6 per pair.

In red and black,

moderately well.
So if you are in the position of being able

milliamps to the/last valve. than I would
suggest that you choose a power valve of
the smaller type.

T.14 PLUGS AND SOCKETS

Type of Speaker to Use.

Finished in six colours and supplied with
forty different kinds of nameplates, they
are the last word in efficiency.
Prices:

(G.B.- 3) negative grid bias.at_120 volts H.T.

Sockets
Plugs

ld. each,

-

-

-

- 3d. each.

Nameplates

-

-

Write for List

18.

1d. each.

J. J. EASTICK & SONS.
Eelex House, 118, Bunhill Row, London, E.C.1

single ratio L.F. Transformers,

Headphones, Loudspeakers (ex cept BlueGUA
ONE YEAR'S
SpotRA).NTEE.

IN 48 HOURS

TRANSFORMER REPAIR CO

'Post

Free 3/9

983R, GARRAI T LANE. LONDON, s.w.1.7 teems to Trade

--EASY PAYMENTS-" There's no place like HOLMES."
The., first firm to supply Wireless parts on easy
payments.
Seven years'advertiser in 'Popular
Wireless., Thousands of satisfied customers.
Monthly
De pos

COSSOR KIT -

£6115

OSRAM KIT
- - £10115
TELSEN VICTOR 3 KIT 39/6
METEOR 3 KIT £3/15/.
EXIDE H.T. Accum., I20v. £3

BLUE SPOT 66R &
CHASSIS

-

£2/2/6

Pments

VP -it I Iay of 12/8
19/6 I I of 19/8
5/5
7 of 5/5
6/10 11 of 6/10
6/.
9 of 6/8

5/6

A valve of this class will operate a loudspeaker.of the cone type quite well, and the

volume-without noticeable distortion-

should be sufficient for an ordinary drawing MOM.

Those who intend using moving -coil or
inductor -type speakers will need a superpower valve in the output stage; because
any slight overloading of the valve is shown

.

The H.T. voltages I suggest are as follow
H.T.+ 1,60-80 volts
2, 120-150 volts.

:

The grid bias in all cases should be adjusted to the value specified by the valve
makers for the particular H.T. voltage used.
Tuning the Receives.

I can now revert to the operation of the
set: The two main controls are the Extensers, and of these the tuning on the second
Extenser is definitely sharp.

through a fairly wide arc.
The aerial -series condenser can be " set "
at a low value-moving vanes about out

5/.

New Goods Obtained for Every Order.
H. W. HOLMES, 29, FOLEY STREET,
Great Portland Street, London, W.1.
'Phone: Museum 1414.

WET H.T. BATTERIES
Solve all

SELF-CHARCINC,

Troubles.

SILENT,

ECONOMICAL

JARS (waxed). gi" x li" se. 1/3 doz.
ZINGS, new type led. doz. Sacs 1/2 doz,
Sample doz. (18 volts), complete with
bands and electrolyte, 4/1, post 9d.
Sample unit, 6d. Illus. booklet tree.

Bargain list free...

AMPLIFIERS. 30/-. 3 -valve set, .£5.

P. TAYLOR, 57, Studley Road,
STOORWELL,

LONDON

1.14.0.44.4.4.0%.S.4.4.
_ Make
The DAILY SKETCH
YOUR Picture Paper
ASICICSICWOCIMWOOMMWOC

pitch where the.tuning control is rotated.
The receiver should not be permitted to
oscillate, and the use of. too Much reaetiOn
will prodUce-distortion.
The tuning on the long wave -band is pre,
cisely the same as for the medium waves.
The two Extenser dials are rotated until
the Self -changing contacts no longer make
connection with the cam. This .condition
holds good through an arc of 180 degrees;
hence you have the medium=wave- range

over one arc of 180 degrees on each dial
(self -changer contacts making connection
with cash) and the long waves over the
remaining 180 degrees of the 360 -degree
dial movement.
For the long waves the aerial -series con,
denser should be placed in the " shorted !4,

When Using a Pick -Up.

-

Hence a super -power requires a triple capacity H.T. battery or a decent mains
unit capable of supplying 12 milliamps or
more to the last stage.
_

Send us a list of the parts you require and the payments that will suit your convenience, and we will
send you a definite quotation. Anything Wireless.

7/5

Oscillation is denoted by a rushing sound -

which develops into a squeal, varying in

poWer valve.

into it is greater than in the case of a small-

The aerial Extenser is comparatively. flat,
soin searching I suggest that you adjust the

5/8
7/5

On the Long Waves.

current-that is, the amount of power put

9 of 4/6
7 of 5/4
9 of 7/5
9 of 7/5
5 of 4/10

BLUE SPOT f 100 U- 39/6
AMPLION M.C.6
67/6
EKCO Eliminator A.C.18 67/.
B.T.H. JUNIOR Pick-up 27/.

I would point out that to increase the

reaction effect the reaction knob is rotated
clockwise and that the position for maximum sensitivity is just below the oscillation
point:

position-that is, moving vanes " all in."
The pick-up jack is inoperative until the
jack plug is inserted.
When you want to -use the pick-up yow
just insert the plug in the jack, and the grid=
condenser, grid leak, and tuner are automatically, cut out of circuit. -

up very quickly by this class of loudspeaker.
A super -power valve takes a higher anode

Telephone : Metropolitan 0314.

REPAIRS

It will need approximately 71-9 volts

intended to match up or to remain in step.
The reaction control will not be required
for the reception of the local transmissions
unless the local conditions are definitely
bad, but the smooth differential effect will
be found invaluable for picking up distant
stations.

second dial a division or two at a time
while swinging the first Extenser dial

-but, in general; this adjustment should
be employed only for stations on wave-

lengths below the Midland Regional.

For

example, the North Regional comes in at

much greater volume with most of the

series capacity "in" (moving vanes nearly
fully engaged with fixed). On the other
hand, this condenser requires the moving
vanes about two-thirds " out " to tune
down to London National.
With the aerial Extenser adjusted to a
given station, the final tuning for this circuit can frequently .be carried out on the
aerial -series condenser.

The. aerial Extenser has no effect on the

adjustment of the second Extenser. With
this tuner the two controls are quite ludo.

pendent, and the dial settings are not

.

The two pick-up leads are, of course,

simply joined to the two plug terminal's.

There is a separate ,0 -rid -bias flexible lead

which is connected to the frame of the jack.

The grid -bias wander plug (G.B.-1) is
inserted in the 11 -volt tapping on the G.B.

battery, thus applying a small negative

potential to the grid of the first valve Whext
it is called upon to act as an L.F. amplifier
for " gramo." work.
So we end this model. I do hope you will
try it or the other variation. I feel that the
fundamental trouble' about wireless is this
lack of wavelengths, Btit we are faced
with a frozen plan ---the Union Internationttle is moribimd .and we have got to
make the best of as Iliad job. My tuner is
offered to you as a solution. I think it's a
good solution, and.' hepe,. when you have
used it, you will feel the same.
.

Sir

TECHNICAL
NOTES

I

Some diverse and informative jottings about interesting aspects of

radio reception.
By Dr. J. H. T. ROBERTS, F. Inst. P. t
Converting the Portable.

TF you have a portable set, there are A
I number of points which are worthy of
attention if you want to use the set

indoors to the best advantage.

(Continued on next page.)
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TECHNICAL NOTES
(Continued front previous page.)

.

gives it a

better connection

FULTOGRAPH PICTURE
By a portable set, by the way, I include
the type of set which is self-contained and
therefore easily removable or " transport-

able," although it may not be strictly

-

" VICEGRIP "

TERMINALS

WANDER PLUG

2d.

1 ;Id.
AERIAL

INSULATOR

2d.

Recorder Kit only, less amplifier and

portable.

double sprung with speed control and
handle, 7/6. Stylus on carriage with

Usually in a compact portable or transportable set the high-tension supply is apt

to be expensive owing to the fact that
high-tension battery is generally used. For

similar reasons, a rather low -capacity 2 -volt
low-tension accumulator is the general
practice.
Changing the Supply.

Now, if you are going to use the set
a simple matter either to
provide a separate and heavier capacity
H.T. battery, used externally but with
indoors it is

PANEL
TERMINAL

3d.
From all Dealers.

Folder

P" on request

Cheapest PERFECT Contact
Lectro Linx, Ltd., 254, Vauxhall Bridge Road, S.W.I

£22 kits,

the question of economical running.
I should like to say something about the
question of economy first, because it is a

space is limited and therefore a low -capacity
INDOOR

Complete brand new

unwired,
2716
with diagrams
Sets ready for use, corn- 45 1_
plete with instructions

very important point with regard to a

or SPADE

RECORDER BARGAIN

portable " in the ordinary sense.
The points to keep in mind are the range
of the set, that is, the sensitivity and selectivity, the quality and the volume of the

output, and last, but by no means least,

HOOK, RING

ELECTRADIX

wiring, with diagram. Easily
adapted to record any signals 1
FULTON SPARES. Gramo. Motor,

9'6

guide,

Brass, 2k -in. Pendant, 8,'8: Stand, 12/8: Coupler
with Transf. and Controls, 1718. Portable make
and Amplifier comb., 40/-. Transformers, 319 ;
Buttons, 10d. Insets, Blacks, Diaphs. and
Granules cheap. Ail: for Mike !is!.

CONDENSERS, 'r.c.c., 500 v., 2

suitable leads, or better still a small H.T.

Send stamped envelope for latest
Sale List.

In the latter case it should generally be
to find a compact unit which
would actually fit into the set in place of

ELECTRADIX RADIOS,

mains unit.
possible

218, Upper Thames St., London, E.C.4
'Phone:CITY 019I,

the original H.T. dry battery.
It will also, as a rule, be possible to find a

CAN BUILD A £40
WITH OUR SCALE A n /..
DRAWINGS FOR 41,11

YOU GRAMOPHONE
Book of instructions, 3d.

Catalogue of Motors, Tone -arms.
Sound - Boxes,
latest
internal
Amplifiers,
Gramophones, or

trickle -charging we think of current not
exceeding half an ampere, but in many
cases the current may be as low as a quarter
of this amount.
With regard to the range of the receiver,

if this is not all that might be desired it is
a good plan to look over the high -frequency

amplifiers and if you happen to have a
spare H.F. valve suitable for the purpose
you might try substituting it to see whether
it makes any difference.

Assuming that the H.F. stages are in

order, if the range is insufficient a small

indoor aerial or, if you particularly fancy it,

an outdoor aerial may be added. In the
majority of cases this is quite easy to
arrange. An earth connection is often a
great improvement with a portable set.

SCREEN" will tell you all about her,

for it contains

500 BIOGRAPHIES and
200 PHOTOS of Famous Stars
6o illustrated Casts of this year's best

pictures and 14 Full Page Portrait Plates
in Photogravure. Don't miss it

If a mains unit is employed you will have a
convenient earth through one of the mains

connections, whilst with. a battery set an

JATHO'S
WHO
ON THE SCREEN
Buy a Copy To -day

-

-

-

6d.

Cabinets Free.

Cash or terms.
V. BURT, 85, High St., Deptford,

BUY BRITISH
The "TONIC" Self -Generating Trickle Charger KIT enables everybody to keep
their 2 -Volt L.T. Accumulators fully
charged at home. Ideal for remote places.
OBTAINABLE ONLY FROM MAKER.
Price 7:- each. Postage 9d.
WILLIAMS, Netherend, Cradle,. Birmingham.

LOUD SPEAKERS REPAIRED,
(Blue Spot a Speciality, 5/-,)

Transformers 4/., Headphones 4/-, all
repairs magnetised free. Tested, guaranteed,
and ready for delivery in 24 hours.

Discount for Trade. Clerkenwdl 9069.
E. MASON, 44, EAST ROAD, N.1.

earth connection may be made to the

LEARN TO MAKE PICIVRE

negative low-tension side.

PRAMS.

It is surprising in many cases what a
great improvement is made both in the
range and in the general operation of the
set by connecting an earth in this way,
even without the use of an additional aerial
at all.

Also craft work.

Write now for

Astounding Catalogue of all the very
latest and best in Mouldings, Pictures,
Gramo. Legs, Frets, and hundreds of

mor

new gadgets for the Handyman at
wholesale prices. Full list post free 6d.

Watkins Provider, Exchange Newport, Mon.

I

PICTURE SHOW

mfd., 1/6.

CHOKES all. sizes.

considerably ; generally when we speak of

SHOW WHO'S WHO ON THE

with

Shaft fine thread steel -head
Cylinder
aluminium, 4 in. X 2 in., 1/6. Transformer, 6 : r ratio, 3/-.
MICROPHONES.

trickle -charger, by the way, varies very

"PICTURE

clutch

cover, 9/-.

accumulator can be kept up to scratch.
The amount of current required for the

DIETRICH of course !

Magnetic

screw with 2 bearings, 2/6.

mains unit which incorporates a trickle charger and in this way the 2 -volt L.T.

DO YOU KNOW HER ?
Incomparable MARLENE

2/6.

contacts, gear drive stop magnet and

Volume and Quality.
As regards the

output volume and
quality, a good deal depends in the case of
a portable set, as with any other set, upon
having a sufficient voltage for the output
(Continued on next page.)

THE PICTURE PAPER WITH THE

MOST NEWS

SUNDAY GRAPHIC
and Sunday News
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EASY TERMS.
Receivers'

Components
WE ggillgnallentsratidqgjetsysorironE
terms. _ We carry adequate stocks and can give =

=
= NEW CELESTION MOVING -COIL PERM =
= MAGNET UNIT. with Transformer. Cash=
PROMPT DELIVERY.

= Or 516 With Order and 9Monthly iiaiments of 5/3

= 12'EXIDE W.H. HIGH-TENSION ACCIT=
(120 volts, 5,000 m/A.). Higher =
= MULATORS
voltages

,s3 15 0 =
if desired. Cash Price
= Or 6/6 with order and 11 monthly payments of 7/-. =
= Carriage charged on all orders from Scotland. =

= N.H. PARRAND INDUCTOR LOUD- =
= SPEAKER UNIT. --Quality of reproduction =
E almost equal to a moving -coil speaker. Cash =
= Price
...
,E3 10 0 =
= Or 5/6 with order and 1.1 monthly- payments of 6/6. E
E SET OP 3 -VALVES.
Det. and Power. =
= Mallard or Cossor. Cash
Price £1 19 0 =
= Or 6/- with order and 7 monthly payments of 5/4. =

NEW BLUE SPOT 66R UNIT. The finest = '
=EY. balanced
armature movement on the market, =
= complete with
large Cone and Chassis. Cash =
= Price
...
_
£2 10 0 =
= Or 51- with order and 1'0 monthly' paments of 5/-. =
=
NEW
HEAYBERD
AM. EI.IMINATOR-E
= KIT C.150. Complete kit of Darts for building
= an H.T. Eliminator, including steel case. Out- =
= put. 25 pia_ 150 volts. 3 H.T. tappings, one =
variable: Cash Price
.493 16
0 ==
= Or 6/6 with order and 11 monthly payMents
of V,
Send list of requirements' and quotations will be =
sent Si, return,

LONDON RADIO SUPPLY CO.

TECHNICAL NOTES

-A particular ,point with a portable setit arises owing to the fact that the components are necessarily placed very close

250 to 2;000 metres.

titulars and circuits--PREE.

.

THE EXACT MANUFACTURING. CO

ance -coupled unit) will- tend to overcome the

liability to motor -boating, and a fixed condenser should be joined between the
additional resistance and the negative low
tension.

about half that value with transformer
Lumping the Voltages..

There is just a word of warning I would
like to give you with regard to substituting
a mains unit for a high-tension battery. It
may be that with the H.T. battery the anodes

TRADE SLURP AND OVERSTOCK. We offer as
new factory tested, British -made Portables, complete

Now, when it comes to the mains unit
it will probably be much better to provide

and receive the same H.T. voltage.

but its effectiveness depends very much
upon arranging it to suit the conditions
-

properly.

For the benefit of those who may not be
familiar with the grid -stopper, perhaps - I
shouldyexplain that it consists of a resistance, generally placed in the lead to the
grid of a low -frequency valve; and its purpose is to keep out high -frequency currents
from the low -frequency stages, and in
particular to prevent H.F. oscillation being
set up in the L.F. part of the receiver.
-

Isolating the L.F.

Before dealing with the grid -stopper it
may help if we consider briefly the usual
methods of keeping high -frequency and lowfrequency separate. The commonest method

is to, place a high -frequency choke in the
anode circuit.

This choke must have an inductance

for different voltages for the different stages
L:1011I111111111 uuo111111111111111011111101111111111111191111111111111111111111t.

higher audio -frequencies.

High Holborn, London, W.C.

extra valves by adding the "Magno Amplifier (Pro.
Pat.) Something new in amplifiers, for it is wbrked
by L.T. supply only. Needs no valves, alterations to
set, wiring, or expensive parts, and is very compact.
Actually GUARANTEED to amplify reception three
times. Special Electrode material. Reed and Rubber
Blocks. 2/6, together with full-size, clear, constructional blue -prints. and diagrams. - Simple to construct.-Agent, L. Cook, 182, Cranston Rd.. 13_E.23.

what you expected ? The grid -stopper, like
many other components, can be very useful,

which will be sufficiently high to act as a
serious impedance to the H.F.-which we
want to keep out-and yet its Value must
not be so high that it noticeably affects the

quantity only.-COLLINS- & -CO., 1, Barter Street,

Coil Quality and ample distortionless volume without

amplifier and found the results not at 'all

A wire -wound resistance in series with
the primary of the transformer (or with the
coupling resistance in the case of a resist-

of the various valves are joined together

AMPLIFY-!
Letyelir Cone (or Horn) Speaker give that Moving

using a grid -stopper with a low -f requeney

provide a filter circuit, -if one is not already
provided.

Croft Works; Priory Street, Coventry: -.

with five Marconi Valves, British batteries, retail price,
12 gas. Below wholesale price. English and Continental
Stations. Years' guarantee. Cash or P.O., £4.17.6.
Orders despatched same day. Ready to work. Limited

I wonder how many of you have tried

tronbles and the best. thing to do is to

coupling.

Thousands of these tuners are in use, and
we can strongly recommend them. No further- coils are required. Send P.C. for par,

Using A Stopper.

find yourself involved in motor -boating

wire -wound resistance may be, say, 50,000
ohms in the ease of R.C. coupling or

EXACT TUNERS

the way, a high -resistance voltmeter, the
higher the better.

together-is the question of motor -boating ;
if you increase the high-tension too much
in order to get increased volume, you may

NOBLE STREET, LONDON, E.C.2
A

of H.T. accumulators.
With a mains unit the effect may be quite
pronounced, so it is a good 'plan to test the
H.T. voltages applied to the different valves
whilst the -set is actually working, using, by

a. voltage.

For the _condenser a value of 2 mfd. is
generally suitable, whilst the value of the

7_:0111ll111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111illE

and to a very slight extent with a battery

stage; but not; on the other hand, too high

11, OAT LANE,
TELEPHONE: National 1977.

become more noticeable as the battery ,gets
older and its internal resistance increases),

(Continued from previous page.)

nneMu n ,9 OE:

It is obvious that the longer the wave-

length and the higher the acoustic fre-

quencies with which we are dealing, the
more nearly the H.F. and ,L.F. frequencies
FAU1111111110111111111111111101111110111111111111111111l1111111110111110

approach one another and the more the
value of this component becomes in the

and the highest voltage available for the
last or output stage. At any rate, so long
as you provide the high voltage for the
output stage you can quite possibly lump

nature of a compromise.

ness ; I always think that giving each valve

The Pass Percentage.

difference in the world to what you can get

If matters are properly arranged a very
large percentage of the H.F. current will

It pays you to ask your Retailer for

which it can be handled.

pass through the bypass condenser and only

WAVEMASTER
Variable Condensers and Extensers

The Output Circuit.

TUNE IN TO " R.T.I. (Gt. Br.) "
H you want to earn more money in radio. We Can
Train -You at Home for Well Paid Jobs in Radio and
Talkie Engineering. R.T.I. training is complete,
up-to-date and practical-no text -books.
Get Your Copy of " Progress," the R.T.I. booklet
containing full particulars, fees, employment form,
etc., FREE. SEND NOW.
_
RADIO TRAINING INSTITUTE OF GT. BRITAIN,
10, Union Buildings, St. John St., Newcastle -on -Tyne.

'In addition to this, it is important that
we should have an alternative pathfor the
H.F. currents, and this Cali be arranged by
the others together at a lower voltage com- means of a bypass condenser between the
mon to them all.
-anode and low-tension circuits, a value
In passing, I personally do not believe at commonly used- being .0001 microfarads.
all in a haphazard lumping -together busiits precise correct voltage makes all the

out of the receiver and to the ease with

genuine guaranteed

for all the latest circuits

WEBB

42.

CONDENSER CO_
Hatton
Garden, London,

LTD.,
E.C.1.

ADVERTISERS PLEASE NOTE !
The Rate for a one -inch Single
Column Advertisement is 30/..
Minimum Space accepted :
Half -an -inch

..

15/._

Send Remittance with instructions to:

JOHN H. LILE, LTD.,
4, LUDGATE -CIRCUS, LONDON, E.O.

Another point is this : You will generally

find that a battery -driven set lacks an
output transformer or choke -filter between
the output and the loudspeaker.

With the anode current supplied by the
H.T. batteries this may not be necessary,
but when you change over to a mains unit
it is very desirable to introduce an output

circuit of the kind mentioned, which is

-

an inappreciable .percentage will gel into
the low -frequency stages.

.

_

So far the arrangement seems perfectly
satisfactory, but the question -really tarns
not upon what arbitrary percentage of the
H.F. current sets into -the L.P. stages, but
upon how much-H.F. the L,F. stages will
stand witherut the risk of.H.F. oscillations
being set up.; this is a matter which depends

Upon a variety of circumstances, amongst
them being the actual efficiency of the 1_4711.
amplifier. 4 -

safer -as well as giving better results. By
There are, a number of reasons Why
the way, make sure that -the negative high- oscillations in the low -frequency part Of the
tension lead goes to negative low-tension circuit should be avoided, and not the least
lead, not to positive low-tension.
of them is the fact that such oscillatiOnsA final point which you will notice when may cause a peculiarly tricky form of disusing an H.T. mains unit is that the voltage -- tortion which it is difficolt to glefine and
varies with the load. This is true to some very troublesome to .cure unless one has a
extent with an H.T. dry battery (it will hint of its nature and source.
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THE

You must read all about

John Scott -Taggares

300

Latest and Greatest

Receiver-

"I confidently leave this set to the verdict of

the wireless constructors of this country," says
John Scott -Taggart, F.Inst.P., in

introducing

this, his greatest triumph in set design,
readers of

THE
Mr I

to the

WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR

February Number

Now On Sale

WITH

MULTIPLE PROGRESSIVE SELECTIVITY

is one feature of this wonderful set with
which Mr. Scott -Taggart makes a spec-

tacular return to radio journalism!
" To snatch Muhlacker from under

FULL-SIZE

rays," or drag Hilversum from under
the shadow of Northern National requires more than mere talk of getting
nine-, ten- or eleven -kilocycle separation on a receiver.

BLUE PRINT

:he very nose of London Regional," he

"And the 'S.T 300
enables you, if it
becomes necessary

in difficult ' swamping' circumstances
or where station separation is less than

FREE!

A TELLING TEST!
IN SIGHT OF THE. LONDON
REGIONAL AND NATIONAL,
AERIALS
the " S.T.300" gave an amazing

selection of " foreigners."

es -1111,411/444411,11114444t114,1116-11

YOU WILL ENJOY

0

the clear-cut review of present-day
practice which Mr. Scott -Taggart
embodies in his
survey of
the radio needs of to -day.

nine kilocycles, to get
down to four- or five kilocycle separation

Even if you are not thinking of

end less on both medium and long wove,
bands."

acquiring a new set you should not
miss the February Wireless Constructor " because :

THE "S.T. 3®®"

SS

is only one of his contributions to
this number. In another fascinating
article he outlines his- plans for the
future.

Every listener should read also the
informative article by Mr. Scott -Tag-

gart on recent radio improvements
and technique, which is entitled
IS WIRELESS GETTING EASIER?

You will be doing a real service to your
radio friends-especially to those who are
thinking of a new set-if you tell them
about the February " Wireless Constructor,"
which is

NOW

ON SALE

As there is an enormous demand for the
February "Wireless Constructor
which is
on sale everywhere at the usual price or
sixpence-the only way to avoid possible
disappointment is to

SECURE YOUR
COPY TO-DAY !_m
[IV
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Once again R.I, prove that there is

no finality in Radio Progress-by
the introduction of a remarkable

new development in Choke design

-the

" DUX AUDIRAD."

This component, which combines
L.F. smoothing with the stopping
of H.F. noises, demonstrates the
fertility of R.I. research and their

the outst anding
development in radio

reputation, as

British manufacturers for progressive
science.

This first-class component offered

at the low price of 8.'9 embodies
all the advantages of the really good
L.F. choke and, in addition, combines a unique H.F. stopping device

which deals effectively with those
mains and other H.F. noises which

hitherto have been a bugbear in
mains smoothing and output
filtering.

The "DUX AUDIRAD " can be
used more effectively in all mains
filter and other circuits.
Full technical informa-

tion and diagrams are
prepared for the " Dux
Audirad" as with al1R.I.

Productions. They help
the constructor, as Well
as the dealer, whom you
should ask fora copy of
the leaflet or, alternatively, write direct.

L.F. Inductance
23 Hmrict
H.F. Inductance of H.F.
Stopper
" 10,000 micro -henries
Maximum D.C. Current 50 m.a.
Overall dimensions, 2 ins.
Weight
-

ins.. 2I
-

List No. D.Y. 31.

15 °es.

$'9
Radio Instruments Ltd., Croydon, England.
'Phone: Thornton Heath 3211 (5 lines.)
.11c.
Printed and published every Thursday by the Proprietors. The Amalgamated
Tic I it
rect. Loh don,
Offices:: Messrs. John Il. Lite, Ltd., Ludgate Circus, London, 7:.C.4 (Telephone : City 7'201). 1;cgistered
f.q: trammission Ity Canadian :NI igazinc lost
Subscription Rates : Inland and Canada, 17/4 per annum;
for six months. Abroad (cxcept Cmam:). 19 G per mper
nut
J forix in

and :New Zealand : 111es,,,rs. Gordon & Uotelt, Ltd. ; and for South Africa : Central Nov.:, Agency, Ltd,

snnth,
23rd, 1932.

6.$

,
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How TO USE AN ECKERSLEY

\

1159ag

Every Thursday

PRICE

3d.

No. 504.

Vol. XX.
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INCORPORATING

`WIRELESS"

January 30th, 1932.

SPECIAL. ARTICLES THIS WEER :

IN SEARCH OF TELEVISION-By G. V. Dowding, Associate I.E.E.
CHANGING OVER TO THE MAINS
THE 'ECKERSLEV TWO
A CHAT WITH AN EMPIRE COUSIN-By Capt, P. P. Eckersley, M.I.E.E.
Our cover photo shows Sir John Reith at a demonstration of good and bad
radio reception given in London under the auspices of the B.B.O.
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The"Seart of the Test -Tubes'

An IMPROVED Lissen Battery !

Bigger cells
a better way-finest battery making
chemicals with their reactive properties scientifically
increased-the Lissen secret process, giving an

made in

even more amazing flow of current because of

IMPROVED manufacturing methods which exactly
reproduce laboratory conditions in the cells.

A longer -lasting battery I

A GUARANTEE with

And big price reductions -60 volt from 711
to 5;6, 100 volt from 12,11 to 9,3, 120 volt from
15 10 to 11,'-% Examine the guarantee when you
buy-it means weeks of extra life, more power
it

!

for less money.

60 VOLT
WAS

In any set you build, this
IMPROVED LISSEN BATTERY
will fast longer than any
other battery you can buy.

NOW St
100 VOLT

WAS

ISSEN

NOW

9,3
110 VOLT

WAS

LISSEN

TTERY
LIMITED,

NOW I I raw

WORPLE

ROAD,

ISLE WORTH,

MIDDLESEX
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IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

C.O.D., CASH or H.P.

PILOT SHORTVAVE ADAPTOR

P.W. KITS
ECKERSLEY TWO
As described this week.

KIT"A"
£3.9.0 SEN D
CASH or C.O.D.
monthly
payments
is
iu
Balance
Cabinet.vAiluvtelsiolr'nsdKt,less

of 8/4.

British Radio Engineer's
new invention "puts the

ECKERSLEY THREE
SENT)CASH

or C.O.D.

£4:16.6 Q1..

Balance in 11 monthly payments of 9/ -

on your EXISTING SET'
SOMETHING really new, simple and. absolutely practical.
It opens up a new world of Radio, even more fascinating than ordinary broadcast reception. Thanks to the
inventive genius of Mr. C. T. Kelsey, the famous short wave

expert of "Popular Wireless," you can listen to the short
wave stations all over the _world. No need now for the
expense and trouble of a special all -wave set to pick up
America, Africa, Australia or India.
dust plug the PILOT SHORT WAVE ADAPTOR into your present battery
Set. This remarkable Unit fits without any alteration. No extra

valve required; no additional apparatus.

-

Ready for immediate use and sold complete with Dial Calibration Chart. Also

simple tuning notes " How to Hear the Short Wave Stations,- specially
Your dealer should have it in stock.

"I purchased a Pilot Short Wave Adaptor and
feel I must tell you how pleased I am with its performance. In addition to Rome, Zeesen, Moscow
bad, at any (erne get Schenectady and KDKA and
Pittsburg, and have also picked up other Americans.
Sunday last 1 picked up at 3 o clock in the afternoon a transmission from VK2ME Sydney; this at
(Signed) W.W.A.
the first attempt."

Schenectady
East Pittsburg
Philadelphia
Springfield
Chicago
New York, Etc.

EXTENSER ECKERSLEY 3
As described last week.

sEND

KIT "A"

CASH
or C.O.D. £4.14.6 8 f8
Balance in 11 monthly paymentsof 8/8

ONLY

£ 1.10.6
Specified Valves
Specified Cabinet 16/6.

AUSTRALIA

Sydney

Melbourne, Etc.
AFRICA

Johannesburg
Nairobi, Etc.
INDIA

Calcutta, Etc.
EUROPE

Chelmsford
Moscow
Paris
Rome
Berlin, Etc.

ECKERKEY TUNER

As made by R.I. and delivered

15J6

ironstock CASH or C.O.D.

111

S.T. 300n fa

.........................................
As described

,strut.

' February.
.Kit 1

IT bk it I) Author's
less Valves
11

. Ki 11

Con -

in, " Wireless
Si

I .41

CASH or

C.O.D.ents
of 818.

month paym £ 1.19.0.
or 12 monthly
Valves as speciaed
Cabinet 15l --

PLUGS IN!

MANUFACTURERS' KITS
FORMO ECONOMY 3
With coils less Valve; and cabinet.

Balance in

The following were all

7

of 5/8.

obtained on Loud Speaker. Chicago, Bound Brook,
Pittsburg East, Cossablanca N. Africa, Lisbon,
Robat, Radio Maroc, Schenectady, Lessen Germany,
Eindhoven, Chelmsford, Rome, Schenectady, Vatican
City and Moscow. These were obtained on three
(Sgd.) M.D.G., Hadleigh, Essex.
valves."

Sena

monthly payments

CASH PRICE 11/19/41

FORMO TRIPLE WAVE 3

With triple -wave switch operate
coil, less Valves and Cabinets.
Balance in 11 montlity payments

CASH PRICE 834/0
V3 RADIO FOR THE MILLION
With Valves less Cabinet.
of 5/11.

Balance in 11 monthly payments

Supplied with

for

of 10/10.

Coil

16-5

CASH PRICE S5/17/8
READIRAD METEOR 3

2

Additional Coil
40-120
for
metres.

metres,

.1

Cabinet

......................................

Wolverton, Bucks.

Plug-in

t,t'S

Specified Valves £J.10.6.
Specified Cabinet 16/6.

AMERICA

it Just

and Chelmsford, I can, unless conditions are very

" It is really wonderful.

telloarn'sdKd,at bl.ness
1:1,sN11,1

KIT"A"

SHORT WAVES

compiled by an expert.

6'4

ONLY

Specified Valves 191-.
Cabinet 16/6.

Less valves and cabinet.
Balance in 11 monthly payments

if

of 6/11.

CASH PRICE 13/15/0

only

semi

5/1 1
°"'Y
Send

10/
only
Send

6'11
oniy

required, 4/6
extra.

EXPRESS ORDER FORM
Plugs into your battery
set without alteration.

To PETO-SCOTT CO. LTD.
Please send me C.O.D., CASH;H P

for which I enclose
Cash/ H.P.

77, CITY ROAD, LONDON, E.C.1.

Telephone: Clerkenwell 9406-7-8
Telephone : Chancery 8266

62, HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.1.

CO. LTD.

Deposit

S

s.

Name

Addre.s

P.W. 30/1'32.
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I$ your Receiver giving you the
best performance of which it is
capable ?

Are

you, like the

writer of the above, now experiencing the full joys of Radio?

ALL -BRITISH.

SCREENED GRID
VALVES
A new edition of the Cossor
Station Chart is now available
price 2d. Ask your Dealer for
e copy of this useful novelty or
write to us enclosing 2d. stamp

A copy of the 72 -page Cossor Wire
less Book Bit will be sent you free on
apphcabon toA. C. Cossor LI i., Melod,
Dept., Highbury Grove, London, N.S.

Cossor Valves have always enjoyed
a high reputation for efficiency. The
latest

types give even better per-

formance - this entirely unsolicited
letter affords definite proof.

Every Radio Retailer sells Cossor
Valves in, types to suit Battery and
A.C. Mains operated Receivers.

THE VALVES WITH THE MICA BRIDGE CONSTRUCTION
Bla I 1.51-1 MAW'. BY A. C. COSSOR LTD., titghtictry (acme, Long 101..

35 (7 9397

115!
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PopularWireless
LARGEST' NET SALES
Scientific Adviser:

Sir OLIVER LODGE, F.R.S.
Chief Radio Consultant:

CAPT. P. P. ECKERSLEY, M.I.E.E.
Editor: NORMAN EDWARDS.
Technical Editor: G. V. DOWDING, Associate I.E.E.
Assistant Technical Editors:
K. D. ROGERS, P. R. BIRD,

A. JOHNSON RANDALL.

NON -RADIO PARIS

A NEW STORY
SOCIETY GOSSIP
WHY DO THEY LEAVE?

RADIO NOTES & NEWS

Non -Radio Paris.

JUST back from a couple of days in

Paris'. (Yes, Mr. McFee---str-rictly
business !) Wireless certainly appears

ATMOSPHERIC TIDES
COMING EVENTS
HARD LABOUR
NEW HOWLERS

Road, Gillingham, Kent; Hon. Sec. ; Mr.
J. Nixon (G6 X 0). " P.W." is a journal
devoted to the interests of radio reception,

watt compared with 5.2 watts eaten up by

over the

THE separation of Jack Payne from the

but has a very warm spot in its policy

the 1921 type !

Jack, How Could You ?

to be a " flop " there. All the way from

for amateur transmitters
world.

I don't say that there were none there,
but they did not " jump to the eye as

Bright-but Dull Preferred !
' popular musical " turn in the programmes.
AFEW weeks ago someone was asking The B.B.C. is singularly unfortunate. It
me to write about the junk used in seems to have the habit of losing its most
the early days. I have not yet got charming and useful employees with
the data together, but in the meantime I monotonous regularity. The list of loved
may mention that Mullards' had a fine and lost ones is by now too lengthy to be
repeated. Can it be

Calais I saw not one aerial ; I saw none in
Paris.

-aerials do here, where they grow in -rows.
I noticed one shop selling sets. Where are
the Parisian counterparts of the jolly little

shops to be seen all over England-full of
components and all
the delightful junk
dear to tinkerers ?

all

a minor tragedy, for he
must have been almost the most

B.B.C. is

that He Who Must

THIS IS A RUM BUSINESS !

Be Obeyed thinks it's

bad for the listener'
to have too much of
what they like ?

A New Story.

THIS may be
apochryphal,
but I see

Why Do They Leave ?

employer
I" an
makes a man

nothing improbable
in it. I was told that
just before Marconi
left for Newfoundland for the classic

happy in his job
and pays him fairly,

that man wilt not
leave him, especially
in these hard times ;

experiment with
Poldhu and the Kite

the B.B.C.'s money

and the three dots,

is

one of the members
of his party received

then can the matter

a letter from Italy,

gre? (Old Song !).

hinting that Marconi
and his assistants
ought to see the
doctor.

on hearing

that and, pointing to
the signboard of a
cable company, said,

all that there must
be some reason for

the frequent changes

" The time will come

in the senior staff.

when that will read

Cables - and Wireless.' " And now the
prophecy has come
-true, the Marconi -

I

could make a pretty
shrewd guess at
what's wrong, but
who am I to put the
Cabinet wise ? But
surely it is plain to

The inventor

smiled

as good as

a not he r ' s. What

For two years the U.S. Federal authorities were looking for this short-wave station, which was being
It was eventually run to earth in San
used by rum -runners to control the movements of liquor -ships.

Cable merger being named Cables and
Wireless, Ltd.
Society Gossip.

Francisco and has now been seized by the Government.

demonstration at the Physical and. Optical
Societies' Exhibition, which showed quite
plainly the difference between the degree, of
amplification given by a 1921 bright

BEST wishes to the Medway Experi-

emitter" and that given by a Mullard

ham, Kent (the largest town in the

The difference was some two to three
hundred per cent in favour of the modern
valve. And another difference was that
the modern valve filament consumed 0.3

mental Transmitting Society, Gilling-

county, I believe), who held an exhibition of

apparatus on January 13th. The headquarters of the Society are at 33, Seaview

P.M.12 2 -volt screened -grid valve.

Perhaps Mr. Harold

0. BrOwn would

investigate the

matter.
Patent Pool Promises Peace.

THAT'S a good U.S.A. headline ! It
refers to a pooling of radio -gramo-

phone patents by.: six of the leading
electrical companies, including. Marconis,

the Gramophone Co. and the Columbia
people. This agreement will put " paid "
to a difficult patent situation and should
(Continued on next page.)
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"ARIEL-'S " RUNNING COMMENTARY ON RADIO (Continued)
greatly advance the radio-grammy interests,
technical and otherwise. The - pool will

issue licences to approved manufacturers
who desire to engage in the making of radio-

These ideas are wholly original, and I

think I can safely predict they will create a

big impression not only on you, but also
the " trade " in general.

grammies, and will keep out foreign/ stuff.

From which it would appear that compromise is a great idea !
Think Again, Chun !

HAVEbeen reading a report of a meeting of engineers in . Newark, New
Jersey, U.S.A., whereat a wily Chink
named H. H. Chun. propounded some
theories which apparently stumped

the Americans.
Mr. Chun
ported

is

to

re-

have

said that, in his
opinion, energy
"continues to have

Results of Hard Labour.

T HAVE had a serious séance with the
1 technical staff (who' are exceedingly
happy about this matter), and I am

earnestly assured that the application of the

new ideas upon which they have been

working gives results which repay them
generously for the intensive -research and
patient testing they have carried out. In a
few words, we have a new contribution to
the art of radio -reception. Next week I
hope to be able to give you more news
about it.

SHORT WAVES.

through the ages
even until eternity." Oh, no I not his
opinion ; the theory of the Conservation
of Energy is probably much older than

MISS SMITH IN FORM.

A running commentary is a very swift
" Punch."
Four hundred American " femmes," we
read, are to broadcast for a commercial
animal of the camel type."

Mr. Chun.

Mr. -Chun also " visioned a receiver that
recreate and reproduce speech

would

company, and their broadcasts will be called

" The Bath Club."

But we doubt very much whether they will be

uttered years before, even to the days of
the Pharaohs." In suggesting that fellows
in past centuries spoke through the ether

the " washy -washy." type..

There'll certainly be some new " talking =
through your hat " jokes about if Bradford

instead of through air, as we do nowadays,

H. H. Chun was assuredly either

policemen get their miniatureswireless sets 1

leg -

pulling or showing his ignorance.

There was once a young man who said

=
" Hark !
= They're transmitting this row for a lark."
But his neighbour " highbrow "
Shouted gladly : " I vow
'Tis that wonderful prelude by Bach 1"

" Atmospheric Tides."

A MUCH better theory (though it won't

./-1 wash) comes from K. I. S. (London,

S.E.18), who tries nobly to explain

" fading " by a theory of

atmospheric
If his

tides."

premise were

correct his reasoning might he worth

investigation, but
unfortunately he
s a y :4; "Wireless
signals, as vibrations, must surely
have

THIS WEEK'S LIBEL.
There was once a Scotsman who bought a
valve, used it for three years, and then took
= it back to the shop and said he had just learned

E that it contained a vacuum-and he would =
= like either a gas -filled valve in exchange, or =
E his money back.

" It is the whole rhythm of English life =
E that has to be changed," says M. Andre f.
E:

E Siegfried.
E
Perhaps the B.B.C. will give a lead by putting

E more verve and abandon into the fat -stock =
prices.

Anglo-American Radio Society.

vehicle in or

MR. E. HOBDEN, Enrolment Council
member of this society, tells me that,
on account of the hard times which

against which to

vibrate, and it seems feasible to regard the
atmosphere as that vehicle.", ThiS shows
that he ought to " rub up " his elementary
physics.

How does he account for the fact that

" Punch."

111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

a suitable

be of being aSked whether he 'thinks that
we shall ever be able to communicate with

It really is rather an out-of-date
question for an up-to-date man to ask,
Mars1

and, anyhow, it has been thrashed out innumerable times, the answer being always
the square root of minus one !
Perpetual Motion.

-

-

THIS is another old timer which' ought
to be buried at the crossroads with a
stake through it. Men still go on
trying to devise maehines which will never
stop ; some of them won't even start !

It was lately reported that a Signor G.
Costa of Italy claims to have invented a
non-stop dynamo. It runs on its own juice,

-1111111111111111111111111111111[1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

some force, however small, down

amount of gush. But, oh, how sick he must

the world is passing through, they have

abolished membership fees, and now
anyone wishing to belong to a radio society

as bears and frogs live on their own fat.
So there is still hope for the man who is
trying to lift himself up by his own braces !
New Year's " Howlers."
FROM Mr. Cecil Hunt's collection I take
the following for you. ". A positive is
an molecule which has electrons distracted from it." " The farad is the unit of

covvpacity."

" Wireless waves

travel at such a
high frequency

that it is impossible

for the naked ear

to detect them."
"A

dull -emitter

valve filament is
canted with thorax." " When the
circuit oscillates it
is in residence."
" Wireless valves are
worked by eccentricity." " Wireless is of
great use to ships at sea, it helps vestals in
distress.

.

.

."

Television by CorreSpondence.

POSSIBLY some of you foreseeing lads
may be grateful to me for pointing out

that the Technological Institute of

Great Britain, Temple Bar House, London,
E.C.4, is preparing a correspondence course
of instruction in television. Courses in radio
engineering and sound recording and reproduction (covering gramophone records and
" talkies ") are also available.
Gandhi and Radiotelephony.

SAYS the " Telegraph and Telephone
Age," " Gandhi talked across the
Atlantic Ocean over a telephone for

electro-magnetic waves can be propagated
across a vacuum ? No, friend, not atmo-

whose aims are to aid radio enthusiasts
and promote good fellowship, between

nations may join free of charge. Apply to
the society's headquarters, 11, Hawthorn

the first time on November 20th and called
it a miracle.' "

However, you know-how to think for your-

Drive,'Willowbank, Uxbridge, England, for
details ; but as the society has now no

clergyman

addressed envelope. The subscription of
money is, however, not positively forbidden !

better employed in
doing his proper
job)
rang the
Hindu up from St.

sphere but ether is the vehicle, and ether
does not seem to be subject to gravitation.
self, and I would encourage you to study
the theory of radio.
-

Coming Important Development.

A s I foreshadowed last week-, I am now

able to say a little more about the
big surprises We have in store for
" P.W." readers ; no less than some

entirely new technical ideas; Once again
" P.W." will prove that it is not a machine
for re -hashing old notions and re -christening
old cirouits. And we shall prove it beyond
doubt.

income,

please enclose

a stamped and

Marconi and Mars.

D

URING the few days on and about
Dec. 12th, which was the 30th anniversary of Marconi's feat in first

transmitting across the Atlantic by radio,
the inventor gave interviews to some of
" the Press," which interviews were duly

dished up garnished with the requisite

An American
(who

would have been

Paul, Minn., and
when the dema--

gogue was told
that the call had cost $120, he commented,

" Well, a bishop should have had more
sense than to drop so much good money
into the Atlantic Ocean." Sure !
ARIEL.
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A CHAT WITH AN EMPIRE COUSIN

by

(-AFT PP L-CligPSI_EY M,[ -

IT looks as if the British method of running

I

a broadcasting service is going to he
adopted in Canada, Australia and New

Zealand.

-

- You can say that there are two absolutely
contrasted ways of running a broadcasting
service : private enterprise or public
utility. In France and America they still

cling to the private enterprise method,.
France talks about a public utility company.
"A Splendid Compliment."

But nearly the whole world is actually

copying England. It's really a -splendid
compliment to Sir John Reith and his staff
that our method has proved such a success.

We must not forget, 'either, that it was a
Conservative Government that confirmed
the public utility method of conducting

Here is a straight talk on a vital
subject-and although it is addressed to overseas rea&ars, it is
packed tight with interest for we
stay-at-homes as well.

New Zealand) friend aside and I am given
half an hour or so to explain some of the
difficulties he will be up against. Perhaps
you would like to hear what I should say to

him ? To save inverted commas, I give

notice that from now on this is me speaking
to an Empire cousin.

Well, I should say, you have come to
the conclusion that on balance it's better
take would be fatal to their interests. People
Who -never make mistakes- never make 'anything. The-B.B.C. fails too often through
excess -of caution.

to run broadcasting under national control.
I agree with you-on balance. But be very
careful how you frame this constitution. In
the early, days of broadcasting in Britain
the B.B.C. was a company.

has no check upon its vulgarities. Everyone
in Britain agrees that it.would be dangerous

How It Started.

that broadcasting -might be as easy as A B -C

and its directorate were supplied by the

On the, other hand, private enterprise

to adopt the American method without
safeguards: Novi it appears to Australia

This company was allowed, on probation,
to run the broadcasting service. Its money

receiving
wireless
of
manufacturers
The
directorate
were
wise
apparatus.
Of course the public utility company
enough to realise that they could only hope
method of running public services is sensible
to continue to -be alIt isn't
socialism.
lowed to serve the
pure because it isn't
ENTLEMEN--"
public provided they
"
YOUR
ROYAL
HIGHNESS,
MY
LORDS,
LADIES
AND
G
blind laisser faire.- It
took all their decisions
tends to conserve the
in terms of public
good qualities of each
utility ideals.
method and reject the
Parliament, there bad.
tore, appointed comThe danger of
mittee after corn.
handing a monopoly
in t tee to examine
broadcasting.

-

-

-we must see that it avoids the difficultieS
of being B.B.C.
So I take my Australian (or Canadian or

of service to a body

into the activities of
this very responsible

of men is that they

think in- - terms of
keeping their jobs
instead of serving the
community.

company. My word 1.

how we worked in

those days to see that

I some-

our work welcomed
I tell

times criticise the

B.B.C. for its failure
to interpret its duties
to the listener as
many of us_ feel they

examination.

should be interpreted.

committee I doubt if
we should have got on

Is it Wise?

with the new relay

you, it was a won-

derful stimulus. If it

hadn't been for one
stations half so quickly as we did.

There is always a
danger in removing

" One" from Sheffield walked into my

competition because
complacency supervenes. All the bene-,

office one day and
asked certain very

fits that come from

pointed questions

monopoly may be

squandered if the
people in charge feel

that to make a mis-

-

This picture was taken at the Mansion House, London, and partially concealed behind the City Arms is one
of the moving -coil loudspeakers with which the historic building is equipped for use during banquets, etc.

Broadcasts from the Mansion House are amongst the most popular items received overseas via the
Empire Station at Chelmsford.

}I bout conditions of
(Continued on
page.)
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1

listening in Sheffield. I defended myself as
best I could. Time, technique, money, etc.

-all the excuses, but I assure you -a desire
to meet " one's " criticisms. Well, all this
was taken up by the Parliamentary Committee.

It seemed almost as if we were in danger

losing our monopoly because it was

of

suggested that municipalities might run their

So I got out the whole relay
station scheme in principle in a few daysown service.

an afternoon to be more precise. And, thanks
to the almost superhuman

work of my staff, we built

eleven stations in

eleven

It seems extraordinary, does it not, that the youngest and most modern .develop-

ment should be governed by four men each
Again,
of whom is over 70 years of age
do not misunderstand me, I am not sneering
at age, I am not trying to belittle. men who
have all done admirable work.
Younger Men Wanted.

I do feel, and I am sure you will agree
with me, that if there must, be. Governors
(personally I can't see why there should be)

they might at least be younger, more in
touch with life as we post-war people see
it, and they might also have some eupert
knowledge if they are to govern.
I do not know if you read the articles I

write in the_" Daily Mail," but I harp on one

thing-the rigidity, the .formula seeking,

EMPIRE LINK EQUIPPED WITH RADIO

sinecure, as it were. If they're worth any.
thing that will be a fine safeguard and, better
still, a fine stimulus,
An Executive Board.

Secondly, I don't think Governors are

necessary if you take my. first suggestion.
You see if Parliathent, acting as trustees
for the public, know that they can at any
time recommend different people to run the
show, why have a non -executive 'Board ?

A Chairman, yes-possibly the P.M.G.=
possibly not, because of course he's apt to
get changed so often.

Make the Board executive, I suggest.

Make the Director -General, the Assistant
Director - General, the 'Chief Accountant,
the Secretary, the Head -of the Programme -S,

the Head of Publicity and the Chief En-

(*ineer constitute the Board. An executive
Board, always knowina6that they will only
keep their well -paid jobs by being efficient

and that Parliament will act P.D.O.

if

months. I only drag in this

they are sloppy or conceited or just mediocre.

that constant watchful eye
from Parliament kept us on
the qui vive.

our show would be ever so much better if
at the back of everyone's mind there wasn't
this ten-year feeling. I believe our people

facilities in those earlier days

Would need to act very drastically, it would

I'm sure I'm right about this; I'm sure.

illustration to show you how

In fact, though we lacked

are jolly good, I don't think Parliament

the spirit of the place was
first-class-we were going to
show anybody (the more the

only be the stimulus of a two-year audit,
which would be so beneficial.

I hope you don't think I'm getting at

anyone particularly-I'm getting at one of
the difficulties`. of the system itself. It
almost makes bureaucrats out of enthusiasts. It's very hard to expect men to be
eager and flexible Minded and tolerant in

merrier) that we deserved well
of the public because we were

out to do anythinab and try
anything for the public benefit.

outlook when you give them complete

The First Step.

'monopoly.
" Think It Over."

We were so successful that
the final Parliamentary Com-

You see here in England, even if everyone felt as I do about this lack of change
and evolution in our service, it would be

mittee decided to make the
B.B.C. a permanent institu-

tion. One of their first steps
was to suggest removing the
old Board of Directors, who
were ultimately responsible

difficUlt to bring about the desirable changes

unless everyone stopped paying licences.
And that would be silly, because it would
destroy so much that, is good and worth
while-particularly on the technical side.
Think over what I've said, I assure you it's
pretty sound.

for the success of broadcasting.

and appoint instead Governors.

The qualification of a Governor was that he or she should

Thus, reader, I would address my Empire
Thus would I advise him. What

cousin.

have no interest in any phase
of broadcasting or entertainment. This ensured complete
neutrality.
Now, in my opinion, certain

fundamental mistakes h a d
been made in taking these
decisions. I don't want you
to think that I consider the
appointed were
anything but painstaking and
conscientious people, aware
Governors

do you think ?-just a small change of

system and a big change of spirit, Men
are not often venal or stupid, it's so often
system drives them into a wrong attitude of
mind about things. Competition is a fine

A view of the receiver and powerful transmitter installed on an

Imperial Airways" Kent "type of flying boat, for trans -Mediterranean
service. The range is estimated to be about 500 miles, and the installation can be operated when the aircraft is on the surface of the water

of their responsibility and the importance
of earning the comparatively large emoluments that were suggested. I believe it

was an excellent thing to keep on the
existing staff, particularly the so successful leader.

A Grave Mistake.

The mistake was twofold. First, to

appoint Governors who had no knowledge
of the art they served ; secondly, to give the
monopoly to the B.B.C. for ten solid years
without there being any effective machinery

as well as when in the air.

the standardisation that is creeping over
our service. It's almost too facile to suggest that a lack of flexibility of outlook in the

personnel of the governing body is the sole
cause.

I know it

is

not; but younger

Governors might stir up the young old men.
The Governors are supposed to resign at the

end of this year-I bet you a bob they'll be
re-elected.
Now from all this let me come to my sug-

gestion for your new broadcasting company
in (Australia, Canada, New Zealand).

First of all be sure that the constitution

for checking and controlling those who,

is such that Parliament, can have machinery

however conscientious, are nevertheless
fallible.
Broadcasting hasn't begun yet, you
know ! It's young and it ought to grow.

Parliament advisable to do so. Let all the

to examine into the affairs if it seems to

staff realise that it's up to them, and if

they fail -they must go-that the job is. no

thing, but to be made to compete to serve
your fellow -men seems to me the one way
in.which we may approximate to a Christian
point of view.
**--0--4,--4.-0--41- -4,-4-0- -0,-

AN ITEM OF INTEREST
About Radio -Paris.
MANY listeners have been complaining

recently that Radio -Paris appears
to have lost that little extra punch
he acquired after the installation of the
new transmitter.
Well, I have heard

on

quite good

authority that for the past few weeks the
engineers have had cause to resort to the

old transmitter again. What the difficulty
is I don't quite know, but they hope to re-

sume with increased power again in the near
future, possibly before this appears in print.
At any rate, readers can now rest
assured that there was, nothing 'wren°. with

theirsets !

F.B.
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SHOULD THE
11.B .C. BAN
CONTROVERSY?
t:Commander the
tvHon:J.M.Kenwortfly R.N.
How can frankness before the microphone on certain
subjects be reconciled with a desire not to hurt individual

susceptibilities ? How can blunt truths -be presented
so as not to cause unnecessary pain? These are some of the
intensely interesting subjects dealt with by our distinguished
contributor this week.
previous article discussing con-

IN troversy
a
" on the wireless ".I examined

the official attitude of the B.B.C.
towards controversial matters and reached
the conclusion that " what is needed is the

spirit of the best of the world's universities, where both sides of even the most
controversial subjects are allowed expres-

jects at the present time. But- much here

in societies whose basis is largely fraternal.

handled.

fraternal body. Religion plays a larger part
in the lives of people than is always realised

depends on the way such

It is- curious- how a scientific treatise on
the subject of marriage often arouses fury,
while extremely vulgar plays and music hall sketches dealing with the same subjects

What to Avoid.

whether such subjects are handled scientifically or not.
Then there is the difficult ease of religion.

For there is this difference between the

My own view is that a great religious
controversy- at the present time between
the modernists and the fundamentalists
would have a thoroughly healthy effect on
all the churches. But the partisans would
have to be very carefully chosen, and they,
in' their turn, would need to choose their

to. a larger and less

indeed, appealing

B.B.C. programmes and the curricula of the
universities : the. B.B.C. programmes are
listened to by the maiden aunt and the child,
the two sections of listeners picked out for

even by professional ecclesiastics.

in a far more objectionable manner, and,

sion, so long as the protagonists are sincere,
informed and interesting."
How can this desirable object be achieved
without causing unnecessary pain or

But the B.B.C. is neither a secret nor a

are

sophisticated public, are allowed to pass
without challenge. The test here surely is

arguments and words with great care.

"Tread with Care."
If there is no certainty of this being done,
-

In the meetings of the two largest secret

religion had better be barred altogether.. It
would be a pity for the moment a great
subject is banned from public discussion
harm is- done ; and this probably applies
to ihe organised religions more than to any-

A PLEA FOR PEACE

special treatment in the official apologia
for Savoy Hill ; the universities are attended only by grown and educated and,
especially nowadays, sophisticated undergraduates. Therefore certain things must

thing else.

In the case of the last two great topics

The feelings of the relatives of the

that I have mentioned the objection may be
made that children listen, and what may be
fit subje,cts for discussion by adults and to
be listened to by adults are unsuited for the

mortuis nil nisi bonum "-let nothing but
good be said about the dead-would be a
wise guide, if for " dead" we substituted_

- But there is a children's hour already,
though from what .I can gather from my
young friends it is not over popular, not

_

be avoided in the B.B.C. programmes.

recently dead must be spared.

ybung.

" De

entertainment
given, but because it is called the children's
because of the excellent

recently dead. There are still living some of

the first generation of descendants of the
late Mr. W. E. Gladstone ; but that statesman has passed into history and the same
might be said of the late -1Vlr. Joseph

hour and they don't like being segregated
from the rest of the population. In any case
most children are in bed early and these
highly controversial subjects might well be
discussed after ten o'clock at night.

Chamberlain.

"Drawing the Line."
The utmost frankness should be tolerated
in such cases. But the late Earl of Oxford

and Asquith passed out of the political
arena into the Unknown too recently for
criticisms of his policy and, still more,
personal character, to be in good taste.

Again the discussion of problems of
marriage, of relations between the sexes,
must be handled with delicacy. The treatment of this highly controversial topic has
been made the basis for an attack on- the

Unequal Treatment.

The greatest argument has raged over

President von Hindenburg, one of the great
figures of the World War,- broadcasting his
recent appeal to the world to. bury hatred and
show mutual co-operation for the common good.

societies in this country, the Freemasons
and the Buffaloes,' their combined member-

B.B.C. arising out of the literary criticisms.

ship running into hundreds of thousandsand I am giving away none of their secrets

probleins that are agitating the minds of the

that follows-all discussion of religion is

discussion of this 'particular range of sub -

That is for the sake of internal harmony

A living literature must deal with the

public ; and there is a good deal of frank

'

in reminding readers of the well-known fact
definitely barred.

the handling of literary criticism. Recent
instructions to critics and reviewers serving
the B.B.C. are to the effect that the names
of contemporary books are not to be
mentioned. Yet when descriptions are given
of contemporary art and music the names

of the artists and composers can be referred to.

Apparently 'some person or persons in

authority thought that by allowing the

mention of particUlar books of the day by
the B.B.C. critics, with the immense power
and influence of the Corporation, an unfair
(Continued on 'next page.)
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SHOULD THE B.B.C.
BAN CONTROVERSY ?
(Continued from previous page.)

advantage was given to certain authors.

There are two answers to this : the first is
the protest against the ban on names sent
to the press signed by a very large number
of leading publishers and prominent authors.

If these do not object, it is difficult to

understand why anyone else should ; and

certainly not the listeners who want to

know what books they should read. Most
of these are busy people. It is a real boon
to them to get an authoritative account of
the merits, or otherwise, of contemporary
publications.
- More Reading Done.

In recent years there has been a tre-

mendous increase in the reading of books.
in a time of trade depression and strained
finances the publishing trade and circulating libraries are doing fine business.

Not only do novels sell as never before,
but biography, historical studies and some
scientific works have an immense sale and

the subject, the tendency must be resisted
to the utmost.

When we come to economics, the ease for
impartiality is even stronger ; for here most
of the old ideas are in the melting -pot and a
whole new school -of economies is coming to
the fore. The people undoubtedly want to

know about this subject, which so affects
their livesi
The orthodox are entrenched in the most
powerful institutions in the country and
will, I fear, go to some lengths to prevent

I am not referring here to distinguished
Indian politicians ; but to Englishmen,
Scotsmen and Welshmen. So far the only
expression allowed since the Round -Table
Conference commenced its sittings in

London, through the B.B.C., have been
from those holding the middle position.
Whatever one's own point of view might
be, this is a gross misuse of the Cabinet's
undoubted ability to influence the Governors

of the B.B.C.

any but their own particular views on

A Useful Weapon.

just as well try to prevent a change in the
weather when a blizzard is approaching ;
but that is another matter.

other expression of opinion might do mischief in India ; because both the. other

economics finding expression. They might

Free Hand Essential.

Politics and economics are becoming so
intertwined that we can, and indeed must,
discuss the principles involved as one. The
only possible policy which the general
public should tolerate is that all recognised
points of view should be heard. Political

opinions have changed rapidly during the
last ten years, and will change again just as

rapidly.
The majority in Parliament may represent

a minority in the country in a few months
after an Election. Every Government in

circulation. Surely this tendency

should be encouraged by such a
public body as the B.B.C. And

1932.

Nor can the excuse be made that any

schools of thought have their means of

expression, which they have used and will
use, and which as they affect India are more
important than broadcasting.
For Mr. Churchill and his friends on the
Right and the Socialists and Radical critics
on the Left have Parliament, the platform,
and the public press-and use them.

Through these media their views reach
Indian eyes and ears far more easily than

any talk allowed by the 13.B.0. in England.
I have purposely chosen this Indian

example because it has been the most
flagrant and the clearest, and because of
the importance of the subject.
The public have the right

to hear all widely held points

LETTERS FROM LISTENERS

of view on great questions of the

yet any effective criticism is

day. The rough test of whether
there is a distinct point of view
should be its representation in

of the writers.

Parliament.

impossible without mentioning
the actual works and the names

On financial and fiscal questions, economic and industrial
problems there are always two,
and sometimes three, distinct
points of view. And here the

The other answer to the fear
of favouritism is to refer to the
practice of the newspapers. The
influence of the press on the sale
of a book is, of course, enormous.

B.B.C. should be an open forum,

Limited space means that only
the most noteworthy novels or

just as are the Universities and
the Press.

other books can be referred to at
all ; and yet during the hundred
years or so in which book reviewing in the newspapers has been
practised there have never been
any charges of favouritism. Why
should the B.B.C. be any more
suspect than the literary editors
of the British Press ?
The outcry over book reviewing
in certain quarters has come from
those who have felt that a certain

type of book, a rather objec-

; AN ECKERSLEY THREE
APPRECIATION

*

*

The Editor POPULAR Wiar,LEss.

Dear Sir,-In response to Captain P.

These are not complaints and controversial criticisms, but are practical
expressions of goodwill in the form of subscriptions. They are some of the

tionable kind to some minds, has

received more share of attention than it
deserved.

Keep Out the Cranks.

But the remedy here is one of practice
and administration, of choosing the book

reviewers with more care. There are plenty

of competent reviewers who cannot be

classed as cranks ; but why go to the other
extreme and ban the mention of any
contemporary literature ? The B.B.C., I
fear, has only made itself ridiculous by this

change of policy, and the matter should be
put right.
Politics, and the allied subject of
economics, are both highly provocative and
controversial.

There will always be a danger of the
government of the day endeavouring to
obtain an unfair advantage by monopolising
as much of the time given to political talks
as it can. And as this infringes the whole

principle of free speech and the liberty of

replies to Viscount Snowden's appeal for the blind.

turn, no matter what its political com-

plexion, since broadcasting was established,

has tried to take an unfair advantage over
the Opposition or Oppositions. And the
test of head -counting is fallacious.

The only safe and, indeed, the only just
policy is to allow equality for expression

through the ether. Take as a test the
question of India, of first-rate importance

now, and likely to become even more
important in the future. This I referred to
briefly in the former article.
"Three Points of View."
Broadly speaking, there are three points
of view which I may describe as being right,
middle and left. The middle point of view is

that of the present Cabinet. But there are
those on the right, by no means negligible
in numbers or influence, who think that we
are going too fast with Constitutional Reform in India ; and there are those of the
Left who think'we are not going fast enough.

P. Eckersley's request fur reports on the
" P.W." Eekersley Three, 1 have
Pleasure in offering my observations on
the performance of this set.
In my opinion, it is the best detector
and 2 L.F. type of set yet published by

the "P.W.,'and 1 have made a large
number of such sets.

And once one gets the hang of the tuning of the
set, which, by the way, is entirely different to the usual
tuning of " straight " sets, results arc truly remarkable, and are a revelation in selectivity combined with
sensitiveness.
On the medium wave -band sufficient stations can

be received at good loudspeaker strength to satisfy
the most assiduous of station hunters, and, what is
more, they come in one at a time, and not like the
animals entering the ark.
Muhlacker can be received clear of the London
National, and all the other difficult stations can be
separated.
Results on the long Wave -band are equally impressive. So far, I have been able to receive 11 stations
at good loudspeaker strength ; and Konigswuster-

hausen and Radio Paris can lie received without

interference from the Daventry National at 19 miles.
Also, the set is wonderfully free from background
noises when receiving distant stations.

I have one criticism to make, that is, I think the

height of the screen should be reduced half an inch to
advantage without impairing the efficiency of the coil..
The present height is 61 inches, which with a finch
baseboard and a 7 -inch panel leaves only 1 -inch for a
fillet across the top of a normal type of cabinet with a
hinged lid. This is insufficient, and a baseboard

less than I -inch thick has a tendency to wa1p and
involves the use of too short a screw for the baseboard
components.
Yours faithfully,
Bletchley.
R. E. FARWELL
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A few hints for altering your battery set to mains drive.
THERE seems -to be a strong reluctance
on the part Of some listeners, when
going over to mains operation, to use
trickle -charging. Their aim is 'to do away

By KAY LINDEN.

one of these, as the increased output from

altogether with the accumulator (Which

they have come turegaid as a nuisance), as
'well as to do without the H.T. battery.
Really, it is only a nuisance in that it has

to be sent away for recharging every few
With trickle -charging the accumulator can always be kept in tiptop condition
weeks.

and the only .attention it needs
is an occasional test of the
"specific gravity" by means of
a hydrometer, and an equally.
occasional "topping-, up" with
distilled water to make up for
evaporation. There is no need
whatsoever to disconnect the
accumulator from the set during

or 150, while mains valves work 'up to 200.

This is not true, because indirectly -heated
output valves -are equally suitable and it is
only a question of what power output you
want.
And now for 'a few words of warning. If

use, very, excellent quality being obtain-

That paragraph rather suggests that
directly -heated output valves are best.

The Useful Trickle -Charger.

majority of battery valves take up' to 120

the preceding valves would be very likely to
overload your old power valve.

In either ease there are valves for extra
power, working with higher voltages, though
such valves are quite unnecessary for home
able from ordinary modern power or pentode
valves.
On the other hand, it is wise to have some

surplus voltage in reserve to allow for a
drop in anode components.
In general, the best policy is
to get an output valve that
requires roughly 20 per cent

MEETING THE MAINS HALF WAY

more anode voltage than the
other valves in the set. You
can then give this one the _full
voltage from a mains unit

giving that value, and have a
nice little reserve to drop in

these operations.

decoupling the earlier valves.

If you have -fairly recently

bought a fresh set of valves for
your set, it would be_ a pity to
buy a fresh lot of mains Valves

High -Tension Voltages.

Thus for battery valves a
voltage of 150 would be suitable.

unless you know some deserving

You could give H.F. and L.F.
valVes 12 0, an ano d e -bend
detector would take the same
amount, while a grid detector
could be dropped to 60 to 90

friend to whom to pass on the
battery ones.

But if your valves are two

years old or-, more you can be
sure that they have, already lost
most of their efficiency, . and
had they scarcely been used

volts.

accumulator charged from a

would bear no comparison to
modern valves,

either in the

amplification they give or in the
power they will handle.

The low-tension current

would be obtained from the
By the use of an H.T. mains unit and a trickle -charger, for keeping the
L.T. op to scratch, a very good compromise can be made. After all, it is

In this case yOu would be well-

advised to scrap them and invest in an
entirely new set of modern mains valves.
Directly Heated Output Valves.

There is, however; one. exception. It is
possible to run some ordinary output valves

from an A.C. .cuirent such as one would
get from the secondary. terminals of the
mains unit transformer., This must be the
same voltage as the accumulator used before.

The more current .the filament takes, the
more likely is the valve.to put up With this
treatment and the less likely are you to be
troubled from mains hum.
Many mains output' valves are designed
to work with directly4ieated filaments and,
on the whole, it would be better to invest in

" all -mains."

you are using two low -frequency stages,
or one or two neutralised H.F. valves with
coils not completely screened, the great
increase in amplification due to modern

valve,s may cause trouble. If you change to
new valves you must be prepared fOr this.

The remedy for H.F. oscillation is to

provide better screening.

The cure for L.F. oscillation,

motor -

boating, for instance, is to remove one of the
L F. stages. If you do not want to lose too

much amplification, fit a pentode valve in
the output stage.
The question of H.T. voltage depends
more on the valves that are used than on
the cost, since voltages up to 250 can be
obtained at quite reasonable cost. The

trickle -charger.

For mains valves, I should

choose a voltage of 200 or 250.

The higher voltage would be

the better if one wished to try power grid
detection. The L.T. for mains valves is
obtained from a secondary tapping on the

eliminator transformer which supplies
4 volts of " raw " A.C. Sometimes there is
a 6 -volt winding also ; this is for 6 -volt
output valves. There may also be another

tapping to heat the filament of a rectifier
valve if Used.

There remains grid bias to consider.
The values required depend very much on

the valves used, especially the last one.
These figures are readily obtainable from
the makers' published figures, and if you buy

an eliminator with grid bias incorporated
the values supplied will be found to suit
the high-tension voltages
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THE LOTUS A.C.

BLE CONSOLE

An account of a recent test of a popular all -mains three-valver carried out by
a P.W. technician inthe neighbourhood of Brookmans Park.
control, which may also be used to vary the
degree of selectivity when desired. On the
right of the panel is the reaction adjustment,

wave -lengths, such as Rome and Stockholm,
may -be separated quite_ easily.
-

On long waves six or seven programmes
were obtainable. with excellent volume, the
selectivity and quality being., as good as on
the medium wave -band.

THERE is little doubt but that good

appearance and ability to provide

high -quality reproduction of the local
station's programmes are the first essentials
required of a radio receiver nowadays.
For many, reception of foreign stations is a
secondary, but nevertheless important, consideration.

The handsome two-tone walnut cabinet
of the Lotus A.C. Table Console contains a
completely mains -operated receiver of the

which operates with satisfactory Smoothness, and at the left is the wave -change and
pick-up switch.

Silk -covered slits are provided in the
back of the cabinet (to prevent any trace of

Accessible Controls.

The controls required for normal opera-

box resonance), and this is removable to
enable the valves to be inserted and con-

tion are arranged on the front of the cabinet,

the tuning knob is in the centre below the
illuminated dial, which is conveniently
calibrated in wave -lengths, so making the

nection of the aerial, earth and pick-up leads

to be made to the appropriate sockets.

The mains voltage, adjustment and on -off
switch are also located at the back of the

identification of stations simple.

Under the tuning knob is the volume

receiver.
Mazda

indirectly heated valves are
normally supplied with this receiver, the

A COMPACT ASSEMBLY

popular S.G. detector and L.F. type, to:

V.,:^nEtIMMVREMMMe.,

gether with a moving -coil loudspeaker, and

types being a metallised A. C./S.G. in the H.F.

stage, and it:c1./H.L. working as a power
grid detector, and an A.C./P.1 power valve

-1W,

providing a large undistorted output of

one cannot fail to be impressed by the

volume.

compactness of the complete instrument
when it is appreciated that this has not
been permitted to impair results in any
way.

When tested with an aerial and earth of
average efficiency, about eight miles from

Real Quality.

The reproduction given by this receiver
on radio and gramophone can justifiably be
termed " moving -coil quality " in the fullest
sense of the phrase, bass being rich without
any trace of boom, high notes crisp and the
general tonal balance very excellent. On
mains which usually give trouble if a set's
smoothing is not good, not' a trace of hum
was noticeable when speech or music was
being reproduced.
Considered from every point of view this
receiver is designed and produced with the
excellence usually associated with the name
of- Lotus Radio and is a product which the
makers may offer with justifiable pride to
the discriminating purehaser.
At the reasonable price of fifteen guineas

Brookmans Park, we found that the two

locals were received with excellent volume
and quality, it being necessary to reduce the
setting of the volume control considerably.
Easy Separation.

The Midland and North Regional transmitters could be received with almost as
much volume as the LOndon stations, a

satisfactory number of foreigners being also

obtainable adequately for any normal requirements.

The selectivity was found to be good, in

fact above the average for this type of
receiver; it being possible, by slightly re-

ducing the setting of volume control, which
has the effect of considerably increasing the

sharpness of tuning, to receive stations
working on wave -lengths quite close to
the London stations without interference.
Foreign stations operating on adjacent

This view of the receiver, with the back removed,
clearly illustrates the clear lines and straightforward construction of the set. Readers may

this receiver is very good value, particuas the instrument is complete,
only requiring aerial, earth and mains con-

larly.

wonder why there appear to be four valves in a
three-valver-the explanation is that the additional
valve is a rectifier for the H.T.:

nections.

be proportionately altered according to

IF at the moment you are interested in

the latest vogue in cabinet fittings, you
will have noticed that clear silver predominates oxidised metal. The outrageous
prices sometimes asked. for such things as
handles, catches, and hinges, are inclined

to make most of us forget fashion and

needs.

For oxidising brass an even simpler
mixture is used.
Dissolve 1 part of photographic " hypo "
and part sugar of lead in 14 parts of hot
water. After cooling, immerse any brass work requiring this treatment. Several
Hours of soaking is necessary, but by

PLATING AT HOME. +t
+ Two well -tried recipes for improving t
t
metal -work.
f

appearances.

A method of overcoming this drawback,
however, is to purchase the necessary goods
in brass, and then turn our- minds to
plating.

The. recipes - given abolish the use of
batteries and special acid baths. And the
results obtained, in comparison with

commercial treatment, can only be detected
by a critical eye.

A U.U.60/250 rectifying valve

provides the necessary H.T. supply and also
field current for the Magnavox moving -coil
loudspeaker.

periodically making an examination the

Mix 1 oz. of precipitated silver, oz. of
cyanate of potash, -and oz. of hypersul

tone " change can be gauged.
Should the effect be considered too dull,
a frequent fault with many. kinds of brass,
.the white of an egg or white spirit varnish
can be used. Burnishing for either of the

phate of soda,' Add to this 1 quart of

water and a teaspoonful of whitening. Stir
up. well.

Before_ applying this mixture with a

clean unfleecy cloth, clean the brass articles
theiroUghly. The quantities mentioned can

-

above transformations can be done with

any superfine scouring -powder.
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The ECKERKEY
FOR YOUR

RANGE without selectivity is useless.

The medium broadcast wave -band is
overcrowded and the result is chaos.
There are scores of programmes, but what is
the good if you get two of them together.

Mr. JOHNSON RANDALL tells you
how existing sets can be modified to

take the wonderful new Eckersley
Tuner, and gives the very famous
" Comet " Three as an example.

That is exactly what is happening in

.

-4-00- -0-*

many.cases at the presTjt time.
Stations are increasing their power and

It is possible to increase the degree of
selectivity until the amount of side -band
cutting makes speech unintelligible and

by so doing creating a need for super -

selectivity, thus rendering obsolete designs
which have previously given no cause 'for
complaint.
-

A Pressing Problem.

Selectivity with a simple receiver has
a problem, because it is

always been

necessarily a compromise between volume
and quality of reproduction.

adequate selectivity, amazing volume, and
excellent quality-the best permissible
quality, bearin,2 in mind the degree of selectivity imposed by the existing conditions.
Vastly Improved Efficiency.

And how is it achie-red ? The answer is

with the Erkersley Titit?r ! Our Chief Radio

Consultant has solved the difficulty and
provided a means of vastly improving the
efficiency of our sets, easily and inex-

music a ghastly travesty of the original.
On the other" hand, -it is comparatively
easy to secure selectivity at the expense of
a large percentage of the total volume avail-

pensively.
Can this tuner be fitted to any set ? Well,

station work but good-bye to the foreigners.

large formers to be employed.

able. This may be all very well for local

yes, practically any set, provided there is
no H.F. stage. You see, if a coil is to be
highly effective it is necessary for fairly
(Continued on next page.)

Fortunately it is also possible, to obtain

THE COMPLETE COMPONENT LIST FOR NEW READERS
1 Panel, 18 in. x 7 in. (Peto-Scott, Permcol, 1 2-meg. grid leak and holder (Dubilier,
Telsen, Ready Radio, Ferranti, Graham
Ready Radio, Becol, Goltone, Wearite).
Farish, Loewe, Watmel, Varley, Igranic).
1 Cabinet to fit, with baseboard, 10 in. deep

E

(Cameo, Peto-Seott, Gilbert, Pickett, Lock,
Ready Radio, Osborn).
2 -0005-mfd. " drum control " variable eondensers (Cyldon Left-hand, Type C ;
No.1 Plain ; Polar, No. 3 DC.).

2 L.F. transformers (Varley Niclet 1 : 31, and

General Purpose, Telsen, - Graham
Farish, Climax, Ferranti, Igranic, Formo,
R.Y.

Farish,
Peto-Scott, Graham
Lissen, Igranic).
1 25,000 -ohm Spaghetti resistance (Teisen, etc.).
Sovereign,

1 Terminal strip 18 in. x 2 in.
9 Terminals (Belling & Lee Type R, Igraine,
Clix, Eelex, Bulgin, Goltone).

1 Sheet of copper foil, 18 in. x 10 in., for
Goltone, Lotus, Leweos).
covering underside of baseboard.
1 2 -mid. condenser (Lissen, Telsen, T.C.C.,
Glazite, Lacoline, Quickwyre, JIMlinx.
Dubilier, Formo, Helsby, Sovereign).
1-0001-mfd. to .00015-mfd. max. differential
reaction condenser (Lotus, Polar, Telsen 1 10,000 -ohm Spaghettis resistance (Telsen, G.B. plugs (Belling & Lee, or Clix, Eelex), serews,
7F:
flex, etc.
Lewes, Varley, Bulgin, Ready Radio,
Ready Radio, Cyldon, Igranic, J.B., Dubilier,
ACCESSORIES
Graham Famish, Wavemaster,
LOUDSPEAKER. - Graham 1E_
Formo).
Farish, Blue Spot, Amplion,
PLENTY OF ROOM FOR THE TUNER
l .0003-mfd. solid dielectric con Marconiphone, Celesdenser, with shorting position
-1';
lion, H.M.V., Epoch, W.B.,
E (Ready Radio, Ferranti).
R. & A., Ormond.
2 On -off push-pull switches
VALVES. -1 Det. (H.L. type),
(Ready Radio, Telsen, Goltone,
E
1 L.F., and 1 super -power type.
Wean te, Colvern, Igranie, Lotus,
Mazda, Cossor, Mullard, Osram,
= Pete -Scott, Graham Farish).
Marconi, Eta, Six -Sixty, TungsE 1 3 -point push-pull wave -change
ram, Triotron, Lissen, Milllamp.
switch (Ready Radio, Telsen,
consumption, 16-20 milliamps.
Bulgin, Wearite, Peto-Scott,
BAT TERIE S.-H.T. 120 -volt
Goltone).
super -capacity (Pertrix, Ever
7E:

Ready, Magnet, Lissen, Drydex).

EL: - 1 Eekersley coil (Le,wcos, Goltone,

-

Sovereign, R.I., Melbourne,

G.B., up to 161 volts to suit
last valve (Pertrix, etc.).

Wearite, Formo).

if 3 Valve holders (Telsen, Lotus,
E
-

-7E

E
F.;

IE

ACCUMULATOR.-Voltage t o suit
valves (Exide, Ever Ready,

Lissen, Graham Famish, W.B.,
Wearite, Clix, Dario, Bulgin).
-0003 - mfd. fixed condenser
(Dubilier Type 610, T.C.C.,
Telsen, Ready Radio, Sovereign,
Graham Farish, Lissen, Goltone,

Ferranti, Form, Watmel).

Lissen, Pertrix, G.E.C.).

MAINS UNITS. -To supply 20
milliamps at 120 volts (Ekco,
It so happens that the " Comet " is exceptionally easy to modify owing to
-

the generous spacing provided for the components in the original design.

Tannoy,Formo, Regent one,R.I.,
Atlas, Heayberd, Lotus, Tune well).
1111111

iTi
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`THE ECKERSLEY TUNER i
FOR YOUR OLD SET
(Continued from previous, page.)

,

7Z/N/NG

CON0:5/75'

4

SERIES

Low H.F. resistance is vital, -and certain
difficulties arise through magnetic coupling

741

4ER/.4L

if an attempt is made to use the tuner in

1/

3,477

/.1

conjunction with an S.G. stage.
The Eckersley Tinier in its preSent form

is intended for sets of the Det.-L.E.- type,
and it is, of course, these receivers which
suffer most from inselectivity.
But it can be fitted to practically
any straightforward detector design, space
permitting.
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It u ')n't take much longer. but it. will certainly ensure success it you remove all -the leads from your " Comet " and completely re -wire itio the revised model.
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certain components which have to be re-

THE ECKERSLEY TUNER
FOR YOUR OLD SET
(Continued from previous page.)

yy
-6-*

The question of. space is a bit troublesome in some cases, because the tuner is

about 8 in. in width, and two separate

tuning controls are required on the panel.
(No, you can't use a " gang " condenser.)
We recently decided to make an attempt
at modifying a " P.W." design by fitting an
Eckersley Tuner in place of the existing
coil unit.
A " Comet " Three was available, and
lent itself admirably to the task.
There must be thousands of " Comets "
in this'country, and so those of you who are

moved. These are the Dual -Range Coil, the
-002-mfd. compression condenser, and the
selectivity control.
This leaves a nice clear space on the aerial

first to the filament leg of V1 and then to the
end of the baseboard, and so we can place grid -leak holder. Of course the wiring is
our tuner into position without any trouble exactly the same in each case as far as
results are concerned, and it is immaterial
at all.
The panel requires one or two modifica- which wiring scheme is employed.
As previously mentioned the
tions.
Eckersley Tuner needs two separate tuning No Connections are Soldered.
The point to remember is that the lead
condensers, each having a value of -0005mfd., hence another -0005-mfd. variable from the L.T. switch must go to the positive
should be mounted alongside the existing filaments of all the valve holders, and that
tuning control.
In addition the exTHE NEW "COMET" CIRCUIT

isting three-point
wave -change switch is

transferred to a new

second tuning con-

the conversion only applies to this receiver.
The connections are just the same for any
set of a similar type, i.e., a Det. and 2 L.F.
stage. We had to take one design as a

on -off

model, naturally, and the " Comet " happened to be convenient.
No Modifications to' L.F. Side.

You all ',mow what the " Comet " Three
foundation model looked like.
It had a " P.'W." Dual -Range Coil tuned
by a -0005-mfd. drum condenser. Space was
left for a Selector coil to be fitted later, to-.
gether with certain other refinements.

Well, 'the set we chose was the original
foundation model without the refinements,
and identical.with the blue print given away

with the February 14th, 1931, issue of
POPULAR WIRELESS.

The

` Comet " has two transformer -

coupled L.F. stages, and these require no
modification whatsoever. The Eckersley
Tuner is quite independent of the low frequency stages. The only portion of the
circuit concerned with the alteration is' that

which precedes the grid of the detector
valve, apart, of course, from the connection
to the fixed vanes of the reaction Condenser.

In the case of the " Comet " there arc

X796
VAeftfc

denser (the existing
one), and a two point

switch is

mounted in the position previously occupied by the old wave change -switch.

25.000 ofroo
DIFF REACr Com0X, ..5 /0.000
00013 M/0f0

position under the

" Comet " enthusiasts will be particularly
interested in this article.

But don't run away with the idea that

The wire from the positive filament leg of

V2 passes to the filament leg of the valve
holder V5 via the grid -leak holder.
In the original blue print this lead goes

should be one of those

having a shorting"

OHMS
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Also there is a

left of the panel
(looking at the front).
This condenser

m

SERIES AER./.74
A'Cowa's -000341A-0

ti

-0003-mfd. series con-

denser on the extreme

4T1

0

w EAR,5
WAVE -CHANGE Sw/7-CMES

New readers can, if they desire, build up a magnificent " Eckersley "
Three set by using the diagrams and photos provided with this article.

position when the

vanes are rotated until they come up against
the stop.
The connections are simple. You will,

of course, have already removed all un-

wanted wiring, that is, the wiring to the old
components.
You Can't Go Wrong.

The Eckersley Tuner is provided with
terminals which are clearly marked, and
there is no, possibility of a mistake if the
wiring' diagram is followed carefully.

*If you look at this diagram you will

notice one very Small departure from the
original wiring in the " Comet " blue print.

THE L.F. END REMAINS UNCHANGED

the grid leak return must be joined to the
positive filament terminal on V1.
No soldering is necessary, terminals
being provided on each component used in
the modification.
Now some of you will probably wonder
how you can fit the tuner to other sets.
There is no difficulty if you bear in mind

the fact that the L.F. side always remains

untouched, and that the alterations re-

quired precede the detector.
For instance, you may have a set on the
lines of the " Magic " Three. Well, this is
treated in a manner similar to the " Comet,','
those components before the detectors with
the exception of the grid_ condenser, grid
-leak, and tuning, condenser, being removed
and in their -place are inserted the Eckersley
Tuner, together With its additional tuning
control, wave -change switches, and series
aerial condenser.
Space the Only Consideration.

As was previously stated, the only diffi-

culty in fitting the tuner to any Det. and
2 L.F:or Det. and 1 L.F. receiver is space.
There must be room on the panel for.
another -0005-mfd. condenser, and also
sufficient space on the baseboard for the
tuner itself:.
You must not forget, when you are considering the possibility of modifying your

set, that the plane of the metal screen
between the two sections of the tuner

should be arranged so as to come on a line
midway between the two tuning condensers.
That is to say, the lay -out scheme shown in
the modified "_Comet "'should be adhered to.

Then you may alSo'find thatyour own set
employs R.C, and transformer -coupling instead of two transformers.. Possibly there

All the original " Comet's " power, plus additional long and medium wave punch, and super -station
separating qualities are found in this revised model.

is an H.F. choke in the plate circuit of the
detector valve, and not a 10,000 -ohm
resistance as in the " Comet."
(Continued on
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I -ROM THE TECHNICAL EDITOR'S NOTE BOOK.

perhaps; should say; with earlier samples of

the same productions.

Anyway, I am again struck by the

mouldings used-they are as: clean and
attractive in appearance as any I have

I think that the progress whieh_has
been made in moulding ebonite, bakelite
seen.

and like materials, especially bakelite,

during the past few years is little short of
amazing. It would now seem as though
perfection in the. art has been reached, for
some modern mouldings are of a most

resistance remains low and

intricate . character.

heavy currents can be drawn off
at even voltages.

The voltage of each c ell is

maintained at P3 and the capal
city is 500 ampere hours. You

need two cells to run a radio
set, using 2 -volt valves and up to

2 years run is possible before it

THE A.D. CELL.

TT has often been a matter of wonder to

I me that the H.T. battery is always

spoken of as though it were a greater
nuisance than the L.T. battery.
Maybe one spends more, money on dry
0.1. batteries in the course Of a Year than
on accumulators, but as far as I can see,
from..a maintenance point of view, the two

becomes necessary to change
the zincs and electrolyte.
We have had an A.D. cell on test for some
months and so far find it "perfectly satisfactory. Its initial cost is £2 per Cell, but over

THE 1932 "MADRIGAL "

On the other hand, although an accumu-

perhaps, greased if it is to give good service.

are so

FOR VALVE FILAMENTS

of impartiality under the personal super -

=.vision of the Teelmical Editor.
=
We should like to point out that we
= prefer to receive production samples
picked from stock, and that we cannot
E-

in

any

circumstances undertake to
as it is our practice

= return them,

thoroughly to dissect much of the gear
= in the eourse of our investigations !

And readers should note that the

-1-

But I do not think I have yet reported on

fortunate as to have the power mains laid on,

which the gases disperse so that the Internal

:=-

components. Suffice it to say that the
Sovereign Volume Control, Wire -wound
Resistance and Compression Type Condenser
have been favourably dealt with in this page.

charged at least at monthly intervals, and'
it also needs to be externally cleaned and,

This battery is sold by the Standard

-a..

:7:-

However, to return to these Sovereign

lator has a longer life, it needs to be re-

Battery Co., and is a " Leclanche " type
embodying a new depolarising, principle.
There is a large; .porous carbon through'

and tests are carried out in the " P.W."
E Technical Department, with the strictest
E-2

EF:

NtISISII111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111e

the thing is exhausted and has to be replaced !

many who will welcome the A.D. battery as
an alternative to the accumulator.

for review purposes. All examinations

E and are, therefore, framed up in a readily
= readable manner free from technicalities
unnecessary for that immediate purpose.

You buy a new H.T. battery, connect it to
the set andthen, being human, forget altabotit
it until in three, four, five, or more months

In these circumstances, there must be

F_--

to submit radio apparatus of any kind

subsequent reports- appearing on this
page are intended as guides to buyers, E

are not cOMparable.

solves the charging problem. although that
does not mean no periodic " servicing:" is
required.

Manufacturers and traders are invited

If-

the Sovereign Junior H.F. Choke. This,
The chassis of Messrs. Radio Instruments' 1932
" Madrigal " Receiver. The complete set, with
moving -coil

speaker, is built into a handsome

cabinet of distinctive design.

the year it compares favourably with the
accumulator even in this matter of cost, and
it can comfortably supply L.T. for an
ordinary 3 or 4 -valve set..
Country listeners- particularly would be
well advised to, get full details concerning

it from the Standard Battery Co.

INVALUABLE FOR TRADERS.

How to service a set, so-and-so's 'phone

number, the law on a certain point, the

too, is a particularly neat, well -designed and

constructed component and I find, on test,
that it functions efficiently on both mediuin
and long waves.
TWO NEW LISTS.
Two new lists to hand from Messrs. Igranic

deal with Igranic Radio Components, and

with the Igranic Permanent Magnet Moving Coil Loudspeaker. Both publications should

be secured by all constructors desirous of
having the latest information concerning
worth -while radio gear.

SOVEREIGN COMPONENTS

supply details of a town --these are some of

the things traders can at once find by

referring to " The Broadcaster Radio and
Trade Annual," the first
edition of which has just been published.
It also contains the first " Who's Who "
describing how prominent personalities
entered the Trade, what they are doing .and
what their recreations are.
Public address, the charging of accumuGratnophone

lators, and the testing of coMponents are
dealt with and retailers will find practical
inforMation on 'every aspect

of their
business froM hire-purchase to advertising
data, from the patent position to the
factory, shop and business names acts
and the legal cases of 1931.
SOME SOVEREIGN COMPONENTS.
A primary battery which comprises an attractive
alternative to the accumulator.

I believe I have already dealt with three
out of the four -Sovereign components

recently sent me for test and report-or,

Here you see the Sovereign Wire -wound Resistance.
Compression Type Condenser,Junior H.F. Choke and
Volume Control.
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LOW CONSUMPTION
HIGH EFFICIENCY
741/4N,

PEN

T

0 D ES

FOR THE MAN WHO
BATTERIES
USES

PEN 220
Here is the solution to the output stage problem in
battery operated receivers. The Mazda Pen 220 gives
an astonishingly high undistorted output for an anode
current of only 5 mfa. It is the ideal output valve for
portables.

PRICE 20f -

*FOR THE MAN WHO
HAS AN ELIMINATOR

PEN 220A
A valve which delivers a huge undistorted power
output for an anode current of not more than 18 rn/a, the
Pen 22.0A needs only 150 volts on the anode and can

The amazing

be made to give excellent results with 120 volts and a
current of only 12 mia. It is undoubtedly the valve for
the man who wants really magnificent volume for the
operation of large moving coil speakers.

PRICE 201.
B

SH

VALVES

EDISWAN RADIO

The Edison Swan Electric Co. Ltd.

155 Charing Cross Rd., London,W.C.2
sra

V.147
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ott
-an EKCO Unit
wUl give you
trouble -free radio

for 1/ a year
and finish with
batteries for ever.
Connect an EKCO Unit in place of your
usual battery (no alterations to your set
or wiring). Plug in to the electric light
or power supply. Then switch onthat's all. You will be more than
delighted by the improvement in the

performance of your set.

The New EKCO Units surpass

all

simplicity. Made by the Pioneers
Specialists of All -Electric Radio.

and leading

previous

achievements, embody many exclusive features
and combine highest efficiency with greatest

H.T. Units (A.C. & D.C.) from 39,6
Combined H.T. & L.T. Charger Units (A.C.) frcii

£3 : 19 : 6

All obtainable on Easy Payment Terms
from as little as 318 per month.

Post coupon now for full details,

To:

E. K. COLE, Ltd., Dept.
EKCO Works,
Please

Power Units.
Name
Address

send

roe

full

A.2,

Southend - on - Sea.
details

of

F.

Popular
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BY G V DO DING 25SOlUTC 1-EZ
FIERMES, Caligula,
Zosimus, Rog e r
Bacon, Aquinus,
Lullius, Valentine and
Paracelsus. TheSe are

the names of some of
the great men of all ages

who for over two
thousand years have
striven to find the

*
-.--.--*-4.- 4"--.-4.---4-----*:"-O-04-0For nearly fifty years scientists and experimenters of -all nations have been +
endeavouring to perfect television. How far aldng the road to success have
we travelled ? " Practically the whole way," say some enthusiastg. _But =
" P M.'s "Technical Editor shows that, this is not, in fact, the case'and that
there is nothing of which the -world has public knowledge that`gives us
immediate grounds for hope. Teleyision cannot yet successfully emerge
from the laboratory, and it is very doubtful whether the general public
has an inkling of even a fraction of the colosgaI difficulties which have yet to
be overcome before television can become a worth -while entertainment unit.

" Philosopher's Stone
-the secret of the transmutation of bage metals into gold.

-0 -0- 0

Men have devoted their whole lives to this
cause, ; time and time again has success been

prematurely announced, but the struggle
still goes on. Even as I write my newspaper
tells me of a Frenchman who claims to be
able to change sand into gold by means of a
high:frequency electrical process, and a
scientific journal records ".partial success "
by art' eminent American scientist.
Perpetual motion has fallen by the wayside ; tireless transmutation workers continue with undying optimism. When two
thousand more years haye passed, to which
of these two will television be likened ?

--o--------4.-,-..-0-0--4-4--4.--4,----0-

o al v

one Juan in the
.

r alining-Dr. Fourmer

CAlbe-and a test de

monstra tion was
arranged.

.As a laboratory ex-

periment it wagcertainly
quite successful; for Dr.

Fournier & Albe man-

aged to transmit a moving shadow picture, and._
he was awarded a prize.
But his pictures were most terribly crude ;
-0 -0-0-0--0 *

Nineteen twenty-three was a peak year
for television enthuiasm on the_ part of; his apparatus also was extremely crudeinventors, and it was then that Jenkins of little pieces of cardboard and tin, etc.,

A " VETERAN

OF THE
LABORATORY

fashioned by his own bands.
The inventor himself admitted the crude-

ness.- He Went further, and gave it as his
considered opinion that no amount of research or money could ever brinub his system

to such a pitch of perfection that he `would
willingly offer it to tile public as a " practical ,entertainment unit.' His enthusiasm
was tempered by scientific reason.
_

And yet I am not at all sure that the

Albe television scheme could not have

been made to give
results equal to

the hest yet

Fifty Years Ago.

Don't make your reply

achieved, had nine

years'

too hastily ; there is nothing
more cruelly deceptive than
the first shadowy promises
of success. It was as far

expendi..2

ture of time and

money been given
to it.

back as 1884 that Nipkow
patented his " eleetric4elescope," in which you find

What of Today.?

But stripped of
the " ballyhoo "

all the fundamentals of most
_modem televisiOn instru-

gratuitously con-

ments. But it is inconceivz

tributed to it by

able that, in his blackest

self-appointed

fits of depression, he would
publicists, how exhave credited that television
actly does teleThis is the television receiving apparatus built biCharles S. Hartman; of Philadeiphia. Although he,is only
would still be in the labora30 years old he has been experimenting'with television since 1922.
vision stand totory 'stage nearly fifty years
day ? The fact
afterwards.
America exhibited the first of his " prismatic that progress has been- made must not be
Nicholas La.nger, Campbell Swinton,
lens" instruments, -and thc first serious claim accepted as proof that progress will, conFournier d'Albe, Belin, Mihaly, Jenkins, to a " television dawn "-was made.
tinue on the present lines of development.
Korn, Bidwell, Langer and Baird are just a
That year, too, I was one of a small comFor thousands of years sailing boats
few of the individual research workers who mittee appointed to adjudicate in a tele- sailed the seven seas without the power to
have, and are still, tackling the problem, vision competition run by one of the
tack " into the wind. And no doubt when
while the full resources of great laboratories Amalgamated Press wireless journals. After the amazed world was introduced to sailing
in this country and in America have been preliminarily sifting the claims of numerous craft which were able to travel where they
brought to bear on it.
inventors we finally decided that there was
(Continued, on next page.'
.
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running costs were almost nil, and a child
could install and operate it.

IN SEARCH OF
TELEVISION

But the latest and most ferociously

t

complicated television receiver cannot give
you television reception even remotely
resembling crystal -set telephony results of

from precious paye.)

1922-or 1915, for that matter.
And the public is entirely unacquainted

wanted, when they wanted, more or less

not sanguine of seeing anything that can
be properly called television for a good
many years yet, perhaps for a century."
I wonder how navy people accused Sir
Oliver of being reactionary when he made
that statement ? But time has proved
the wisdom of his words ; to -day, eight
years after their first utterance, they
remain unchallengeable, and no responsible

irrespective of the fickle breezes, there were
hundreds of prophets ready to predict
further marvellous sailing -boat progress.

with the multitudinous false trails and

few years' time we will be able.to sail roitnd
the world in a few days," is the sort of thing
I can imagine them -saying. And no doubt
they really believed it.

logical development of a series of rules and

Early Cinema Results.

beginning of the century.

the electric power mains and a modicum

Those "Parallels."
a matter.of a com-p4Ntive1y few years

IN A NUTSHELL

cul-de-sacs

followed

by

innumerable

scientists to 'make that 1922 broadcasting
possible.

" Nothing is more certain than that in a

They probably think of it as a

regulations
laid down by Marconi at the
b

scientist would question them if they were
applied to the present situation.
With moderately complicated apparatus,

of patience, it is, peSsible to glean cigarette -

card -sized " blotchies " from the ether=
E.-.

(in time as judged 'by history books) man

" They-- say -Television is ' just
d the corner.' But, oh, Boy !

could sail round the World in a few days, but

with entirely new vehicles travelling in an
entirely -new medium. And the progress of
the saiiing boat carne to a full stop.
But we must not purshe the analogy too
far, or. it might tend to make some Of you
think that present day televisfen is -comparable with the Sailing boat in practical

.-.._

.

E=

.

:=.1111111111111111111[1111111111111111[11INHIRIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIItillffillinT.,

_Alarsonithe

effectiveness as a means of world-wide

cryStal-the

valve-

modern broadcasting. They are only the
highest' of -high lights. But where to -day
communication: But it. isn't,
It is currently. believed that television - 'are- Preece's 'Hot -Wire receiver, Briguet's
to -day stands where radio telephony did at Capillary receiver, Edison's Electromotothe beginning of broadcasting. NOthing graph, Mercadier's Monotelephone, Adler's
lagnetostrictophone, Fessenden's deteccould be farther froM the truth. A more exact parallel 'would" be to com- tors, Saiki'S''Teppuri detectors, those whole
hordes of magnetic, electrolytic and coherer
pare present-day television with the elec
detectors ?-to mention only one branch
triCal speech-- 'transmission: experiments
of the art.
carried Out by iliersen1 in 18.54:
And yet thoy all..gave results-of a kind.
-Radio telephony Was an entirely practical
thing at the beginning of broadcasting, -and,
Leannot honestly credit the best
by its means satisfactoty communication modern: television system with having
could be carried out over long distances, achieved the practical results given by any
one of the above.
using quite sunple apparatus.
-

-

television publicist eraVes indulgence 'and

cinematograph shows.

:

= (From a recent number of an American Radio

the imperfection of these " pictures " the

points to the flickery nature of the first

= Wti'at- á corner !
--=--

pictures " after a fashion," to use Sir Oliver's.
And in admitting
expressive phrase.

'

.

'

But this parallel, too,, is hopelessly inappropriate. The first Cinema. pictures_did
flicker, but nevertheless they gave-mhre-or
less constant views on twelve -foot -square
Many of
you will remember the pride with which
big landscapes, including radWay trains,
screens of big Scenic effects.

and big seascapes, embodying raging waters
and storm -buffeted ships, were shown.

You did not have to strain' your ayes
in an endeavour to make out- whether ;a
" close-up " was the face of a man or
woman or merely 'the outlines of a badly
damaged vegetable. But there certainly
was a constant "
effect, a flickering.
But television at Ats best can at present
give you a picture' of only extremely

limited proportions, dozens of degrees worse

than the worst of the- earliest and most
blodgy newspaper half -tone reproductions.
First you see a tiny frame of, pale opales-

It dances up and down, slips sideways, vanishes in a maelstroni of confused
light -spots. You juggle with controls, and
cence.

TRYING TO TELEVISE .A FULL-SIZE BAND

out of this miasmic confusion dance a

couple -of ragged; distorted shadows jerking

insanely abOut -Which - you are asked- to
aceept-aS the pictures of _broadcast artistes.
These , dither, -slide, . flicker, jump, dim,

brighten, 'and then fry -off in. a whirling,
dizzy medley of fiery spark's.

,You feverishly adjustithe apparatus, the
while your eyes. are. pulled out on stalks
and your head reels under the intense
optical strain.

-

Holding the Picture,

With luck- on your side you might, under

very favourable conditions, manage to
stabilise the " picture" sufficiently -to
-retain some semblance of " good " reception

An attempt was recently made to televise the Piccadilly Dance Band in action. While their music came
over the " ether " in a form which enabled the original sounds to be reproduced with, great power and
remarkable fidelity; the corresponding " vision " could only be a very inadequate representation of the
scene in the studio.

At the " beginning of broadcasting " you
But that does not mean that I think
could have listened to anything from that television itself is doomed to run into
a single vocal turn to a full-size symphony -- a. " dead-end." Let --me repeat what
orchestra, or the running commentary Sir Oliver Lodge said in the opening days
on the Derby, tising nothing- more than a of 11924 (eight years ago).
crystal 'set.
Attempts are still being made at what
Wayside Failures.

It is difficult to conceive of a simpler
instrument than- a coil of wire, a crystal
detector and a pair of 'phones. Its initial
cost was only about- twenty shillings, -its

is called television, that is to say, seeing

at a distance either by wireless or by wired
If one is done, doubtless the other
will follow. But at present neither can
really be done. Pictures can be transmitted
means.

after a fashion

.

. . .

For myself I am

for a period of a, minute or two.
But your aching eyes must never leave
that quivering, speckled, swaying, jerking

" blotchie " for one second or it will be
gene, and the, process of " ye -framing

and synchronising has to be restarted.
They used to say those early cinematograph shows were bad for the eyes, but the
audiences could at least take a rest now and
then, and -there, was no need for constant,
concentrated attention. And, anyway, the
pictures did not violently dance and sway
as well as flicker !
Personally, I value my eyes far too
,

much to "look -in" at these television
experiments for one second more thaw
duty compels me. I admit the novelty
of the incest primitive television, but you
(Conlin -ea on page 1188.)
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Marconi At MainsValves

I0

have a consistently long arm!
THEIR CURVES
111

III

II

100

REVEAL THE REASON
Every Marconi A.C. Mains Valve, from the high efficiency
screen grid MS4.B to the famous PX.4 output type, has
characteristics carefully calculated for utmost sensitivity,
finest tone and volume and consistently long life. The
curve for Marconi MH.4 is a typical example ; its extraordinarily steep slope and high proportion of straight
provide some hint of its capabilities for distortionless
magnification and extreme range. Note how little the
slope of the curve is affected by varying anode voltages-MH.4 thus gives of its best under all conditions;
note also the minute grid current, a point to be watched
for purest reproduction. Features such as these are the

80

secret of the consistently fine performance of every
Marconi A.C. Mains Valve.

HERE IS THE COMPLETE RANGE

"
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Make the "Comet" a successuse the

ECKERSLEY TUNER
(PRICE 15/6) AS SPECIFIED
In addition to the fact that the Eckersley Tuner is
the result of the vast experience of such an eminent
experimenter as Captain Eckersley, there is now a
further assurance of its perfect performance because it is
built by " LEWCOS."
" LEWCOS' unparalleled experience in the manufacture
of wire, and as constructors of wireless components, ensures
that this product will live up to its inventor's reputation.
" LEWCOS " 10,000 and
25,000

ohms

Spaghetti
Resistances are also speci-

fied for the " COMET"
described in this issue.

The " LEWCOS " Eckersley Tuner is the essence of
simplicity to fit and operate, and the standard blue silk
windings, together with the coppered screen employed in
the construction of this component, presents a very pleasing
appearance.
MADE OF BRITISH
THROUGHOUT.

MATERIALS AND BY BRITISH LABOUR
ASK YOUR DEALER ABOUT IT.
F. T.

LEWCOS RADIO PRODUCTS FOR BETTER RECEPTION
THE LONDON ELECTRIC WIRE COMPANY AND SMITHS LIMITED, CHURCH ROAD, LEYTON, LONDON, E.I0.

Convert your

into a hand-

(prang,
SIG MACHET

some RADIOGRAM

II

This handsome solidly -built Cabinet in polished Oak enables
you to convert your OSRAM 4 or MUSIC MAGNET (1931
or 1932 model) into a magnificent electrically driven radiogram at very moderate expense. Ready dril'ed to install set
and controls, Supplied fitted with turntable, motor, pickup and arm or cabinet only. From your dealer or direct frolic

V !BRANT I PRODUCTS CO. (Dept. P.),
308, Euston Road, London, N.W.1.
CABINET ONLY (as illustrated) £3 : 19 6
-Motor and Turntable
and Aim

.

"dust add your

IncorDorat,s
the famous
VlBRANTI"Bettatone"
Baffle. Made in one piece
for mint.' reproduction.

..

.

CABINET AND FITTINGS p -r

£2.15.0

.

n

17.6

I 4.1a 0
l'arridde fait.
I

set

VI

IT4

RADIOGRAM CABINETS

A.VIBRANTI "BETTATONE" GUARANTEED RADIO PRQDUCT

A BETTER CABINET
MEANS

A BETTER SPEAKER !
Why not obtain better performance from
your lend speaker? Every instrument housed
the Cameo " Melodee " Speaker Cabinet
gives better results! This Cabinet has
been specially designed to improve the tone
and volume of yonr speaker, and is suitable
for all makes sad types of units. Beautifully
finished in Oak, Mahogany and Walnut,
From 22!-.
Write for FREE espy of the 24 -page Cameo
in

Cif:3111.01KiliAdr11171771:E.Ail43V.,

Radio -Cabinet Catalogue.

CARRINGTON MFG. CO., LTD.,

Shoiveues : 24, Hatton Garden, London, E.C.I
'Phone: HOLbornSLM:. Works: S.Croydon,

--

There is no instrument like it.
You must have one to secure

Your radio or Electrical Dealer
can supply. If any difficulty,

best reception.

write : PIFCO LTD., HIGH ST.,

Tests everything in your Set !

MANCHESTER.

Name.
A thiteS5

Every CMICO Cabinet bears the ClittiC0 Seal
35
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CAPT.
ECKERSLEYS
Don't addeess your letters direct to Capt.
Eckersley ; a -selection of those received
by the Query iRepartment in the ordinary
way will be answered by him.

Under the above title, week by week, our
Chief Radio Consultant comments upon
radio queries submitted by " P.W."
readers.
Which End of an Aerial Should be Higher?
M.

B.

(Bournemouth).-" When

the

' roof ' of an -aerial cannot be made very
high, it is sorhetimes recommended that

the end farthest from the lead-in be higher
than the near end. It is never stated that

the aerial should be arranged with the

Is there

near end higher than the far end.
any reason for this ? "
No ; not that I can see. An aerial is

are always being piled up on the negative
plate, but always ' trying to establish
equilibrium. When equilibrium is established we . say the accumulator (or dry cell)

if the external loold -is low, then dot of
volts will be dropPed ,in the resiOtance,
provided the resistance is large-conikred to
the impedance of the lowtspeaken Thus the

is

electrons in earth plate is 'the same.

ance is large compared to the load ((oud-

Pentode Performance.
W. G. (Eastbourne).-" Why is the
quality of a. receiver using a pentode

small.

" run down "--the' establishment

of

speaker) impedance, across the load

the more efficient as its effective height

usually harsh and shrill compared to the

is greater --

power valve in the same set "
There is no necessity for the output of
a pentode to be shrill, provided the circuits
are correctly designed. The best way to

The effective height of an aerial is deter-'
mined by its physical shape. In general,
you want a large vertical part attached
to a " roof " as you call it, which roof should
have large capacity to earth.
It is, of course, essential tozet both these
qualities at ' once, a large capacity to

earth alone is nothing, vertical height is
not anything like effective height until
the roof capacity is large. It's absurd to
try and make these generalities answer
your 4uestion exactly, but I cannot see
that it makes much difference which end

tone obtained when using an ordinary

WHY IS IT SHRILL ?_
AZ37.5"

speaker to the valve is apparently increased.
The Super -Het. Which Howled on the Local

H. K. (Luton).-" I have recently con

E Confsrgivr.

R is CONSTANT

-strutted a super-heterody,ne receiver with

a built-in speaker, and have struck a

rIer Lag° (hv THIS
1CASE A L. SPEAKER)
1

somewhat difficult snag;.

SHOWING THE PE/7FORA1.9NCE OPA VALVE FS

is connected to a load such as, for example,
an L.T. accumulator connected to the ends
of the filament of a valve, a current flows.

I should be pleased to know in what

direction the current flows-is it positive to
negative or negative to positive ?
That all depends upon what we agree to
call a current. People do not know how

CaVSTRNT GtUroezEMNrAeEquznecy) Rea) R
SER/es RESISTANCE. Ric:ARE oureeirrowition.s
CORRESPONO/NG TO ANODE "WO 19LogiLfeaVn

elec-

tricity." as it's difficult to know which
way

flows

But modern theory-and theories are

only conveniences of expression-says that
electricity is carried mostly by little
particles called electrons. These electrons
are negatively charged.
Thus, when you charge a battery all you
do is to establish a " surplus to establishment " in the negative plate and a lack of

normal numbers in the positive. When you
connect a conducting unit between positive
and negative accumulator plates the

electrons surplus to establishment try and

H.T. and L.T. accumulators, and there are
no mains installed nearby. -

"When the receiver is operated on a
distant station with the volume control
almost fullY on, results are normal, and
I am at a- loss to account for the trouble
experienced, as the receiver seems to be

This illustrates an interesting point about pentode
performance-its tendency to make reproduction
sound shriller than with an ordinary output valve.

look at the matter is to consider that a

valve is an alternator of constant voltage
over a range of frequencies having a resist-

ance in series with the constant voltage

alternator, the output terminals being from
outside of resistance and one leg ofalternator (see diagram), as the impedance of the

load (a loudspeaker) is small at low fre-

quencies and high at high frequencies. If
you refer to the diagram, you will see that
.711111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111Ei

have to struggle through the wire to do

oan'you read Captain Eckersley's
replies to listeners' own problems.
AND REMEMBERREMEMBERCaptain Eckersley's technical articles
appear only in

this.

A procession of electrons (i.e a flow of
current) goes out, therefore, froin the
negative plate round the wire and back to
the positive plate::: 'Of course, 'the/Meal
action goes on and the deceived electrons

perfeatly. stable."

You are suffering because the 'sound
output "from the loudspeaker is impinging
upon the valves. This makes the valves
" pong," which makes the loudipeaker
sound output give a pong, which pongs the
valves more, which makes a bigger sound
output, which-and so on and so on.

The process will not start unless the
sound output is Pretty loud, and this is
obviously more likely when tuned to the
rather than the distant station.
The cure is to mount the -valves on very
local

find more room in the plate which is
apparently roomy and uncrowded. and they

"If I tune in a fairly powerful station

at moderate strength, results are excellent;
but if I increase the volume an extremely
loud hum develops which quickly becomes
unbearable. This is not due to hum from

mains, as the receiver is operated from
PENTODE

'

to answer the question " What is

pedance valve), its, output is- small- if the
load is relatively of low impedance. The
pentode has a high impedance and the loudspeaker at low frequencies has a relatively
low impedance, and so the pentode output
at low frequencies is smaller than at high
frequencies and reproduction.sounds shrill.
The solution is to use a transformer (see
sketch) which has a ratio of "2 or 3 or 4 to 1

Station.

I

B. R. (Chelmsford).-" When a battery

Thus, if a valve has a high internal

resistance (usually known as a high im-

windings when the lead impedance of the

1E

end hasn't got an enormous (relative)
Positive and Negative Again.

is

_

of anode circuit to loudspeaker circuit

g

of the aerial is higher provided the lead-in
capacity to earth.

volts at low frequencies, provided -the resist-

ONLY IN " P.W."

"POPULAR WIRELESS,"

-,'-good* spring holders, and/or to wrap theM
in cotton -;wool, and to stop the speaker from

making the box which contains the set
vibrate.

FE

and " MODERN WIRELESS"

3:71111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111HilllaillMilillillillia

In general, stop the sound output from
the loudspeaker impinging on the valves,
particularly the last detector in the
super.

'Wireless, January 30th, 1932.

NEARER CLEARER
MORE LIVELY
THAN BEFORE
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" (HANGING over to Telsen is like taking the
N.- wool out of your ears"-that is the verdict
of

an

,

enthusiastic

Telsen

constructor

which

inspired the illustration on the opposite page.
Telsen Components in your set give you a realism
which is astonishing-they enable you to sit back

and hear, without straining forward to listenthey bring every item on the programme "nearer,
clearer, more lively than before."
L.F. Transformers

from

Output Transformers

...

L.F. Chokes

...

Output Chokes
Binocular H.F. Chokes
Standard H.F. Chokes
Loud -Speaker Chassis

from
from

5/6
1216

5/
8/ 51 -

from

2/5/6

6d.
...
...
Fixed Condensers
from 1/6
Mansbridge Type Condensers
4 -pin 6d., 5 -pin 8d.
Valve Holders
9d.
Grid Leaks
...
6d.
9.4
Grid Leak Holder
630
6d.
Fuse Holder ...
.,,
...
...
2'- and 2/6
Telsen Screens
09

100% BRITISH
RADIO COMPONENTS

ELSE
0
tH046

Advt. of The Tclsen Electric Co., Ltd., Aston, Birmingham.

CVO -339
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THE MIRROR OF THE B.B.C.

tively. Its author, Julian Crane, is new to

PUBLIC CONCERTS AND THE B.B.C.
JACK PAYNE-BETTER BROADCAST NEWS-SOME
PROGRAMME POINTERS, ete.
-0.-0--0-0-4.-0.4.--40-4-0-0--4-404-00404 000-0 0 0-

THE late Lionel Powell had built up -the

greatest business of its kind in the

world. He had a real instinct ; he was

in fact a genius as an impresario. His

artistic success was proverbial, and,

was also profitable, although
presumably decreasingly so in the "recent

years of depression.'
It is now being decided how and by whoin

this great business shall be carried

There are rumours that the B.B.C. has been
nibbling. Although I can get nothing out of
Savoy Hill, I should not he surprised if the
rumours were well founded.
It would be strange indeed if the B.B.C.
did not attempt to get a finger in the new pie
somewhere. Not that it would be altogether
to the public interest if the B.B.C. took over
the project lock, stock and barrel ; that in
effect would confer another monopoly on

have performances in the National and
Regional programmes on Thursday and
Saturday, February 4th arid 6th, respec-

broadcasting, and his play is short and
simple in construction. '
-John Watt, the brilliant 'young producer

*

first-class row. General Sir Bindon Blood,
Colonel Commandant of the Corps of. Royal

Engineers, called on Si 'John Reith as a
brother -sapper to put matters right.
Corrections and apologies were published,

and the ban against Mr. Nicolson Was

tightened, so -I shouldn't think he is likely
to be asked to come to the microphone again

during the present administration..
Programme Pointers.

An accident to a trans -Channel air -liner,
the results of which it is said will do no harm

to civil aviation,. is the, subject of a play
entitled " Friday Morning," which is to

"GOOD -NIGHT, VIENNA"

at Savoy Hill, who, as I recently mentioned,
was responsible for putting on a, special
Christmas Day programme to take the place

of the cancelled feature " Half the World
Away," has prepared an extravaganza entitled " Africa Shrieks, or 'Where Men are
Mental," for broadcasting .on Monday and
Wednesday, February 1st and 3rd.

Mr. Watt has introduced listeners to

many strange characters; but this will be
his first attempt to bring the inhabitants of

the jungle-tigers, crocodiles, lions, pigmies
-not to mention a beautiful White Queen,
into the programmes.

-

Several of the artistes who took part in
the Ridgeway Parade broadcasts, among
them Dorothy Dampier, Bertha Wilmott,
Anna Day, Fred Curtis and Jack Hodges,
are going with the great Philip on a theatrical tour of his Parade, for which engagements have been secured all over the
country.

Mr. Ridgeway will be in personal command, and his show, which will occupy the

the B.B.C.-the monopoly of big concert
production in Great Britain.

entire programme, will be divided into

production should have - some
reasonable competition, and it is no part of

its setting, and the second, an old-time

two parts. The first will consist of a revue
with a reproduction of a B.B.C. studio for

There are two objections, namely, big

concert

performance complete with
chairman.
Scores of thousands of listeners will wish
music -hall

the work of the B.B.C. to get involved in
the large financial risks of a great impresario. Therefore, while I hope the B.B.C.

Mr. Ridgeway's [troupe every success on
their tour, which opens at Bournemouth on

works in close harmony with the. new Lionel

Powell concern, I hope equally that there is

Monday, February 1st.

no merger.

Three days after he celebrates his 80th
birthday, on Tuesday, February '2nd, Sir
Frederic Cowen, the distinguished British
composer, is to conduct Section D of the
B.B.C. Orchestra of 68 players in a pro-

Jack Payne and the Unsigned Contract.

Few -people know that for the past year
or so Jack Payne has been working for the

B.B.C. on a purely verbal arrangement.
True there was a contract, but it was still

gramme of his own works.
For some years the B.B.C.'s programmes
have contained talks by more or less distinguished people who have given their
opinions on boOks, films and other topical

under discussion and, of course, unsigned.
The verbal arrangement covered another

year, that is until March 1933, by which
time it was hoped to enter into a formal

contract for a further period. Although the
break was made on Jack Payne's initiative

Baroness Luli von Hohenberg, who took the star

to enable him to take advantage of an almost

London.

part in " Good -night, Vienna," at the microphone in

fabulous recording offer (I have heard the
figures of £8,000 cash down and £8,000 a
year, plus royalties, mentioned) things were
not quite as smooth as they looked on the

There is good ground for believing that

-

Better. Broadcast News.

There is a prospect of an improved broadcast news service. Ali.. Holt, the new head

of the News Section at Savoy Hill, is a
trained journalist, with imagination and

insight into the possibilities of developing
the rather tame bulletins that now go out.
His plans are -understood to involve a considerable brightening and broadening. Ho
would like to see it more of a magazine of
general

interest than the present

cold,

unemotional budget.
The General Gordon Rumpus.

Mr. Harold Nicolson's broadcast quotation of the statement that " Chinese "

Gordon was a dipsomaniac has caused a

(Continued on page 1190;)

A rapid review of, some of the recent radio programmes.

neither side was sorry the contract was
unsigned ! .By the way, Jack Payne con,

somebody thinks of the B.B.C. itself.

THE LISTENER'S NOTEBOOK

surface.

templates retirement at the end of his new
two -years' recording contract.

subjects, but never have we heard what

*

.0-.4. -0-4- -41-4-4-

" T WOULD like- to know what he is
I talking about." How often have you
said this when you have found yourself listening to Radio -Paris ? Well, I can
probably tell you, because I recently came

across an interesting booklet containing
the talks programmes from Radio -Paris
for January, February and March of this
year.

It

is

an interesting document, for,

besides satisfying the cravings of an in-

quisitive mind, it casts a good deal of light
on what the Frenchman is thinking about,

It offers
entertaining reading, too, in that it invites
comparison with our own programme of
talks.
Here then is, briefly, the complete list
for the three months, the figure in brackets

and wherein his interests lie.

indicating the number of talks on that
particular subject :

The French Theatre

(12) ;

Books in

General (12) ; Cinema (12, including its
technical problems) ; Present-day Topics
(12) ; Edward Rostand (3) ; French Nove-

lists of the 19th Century (2, Balzac and

Flaubert) ; Writers of To -day (3) ; Radio
Dialogues (2) ; Ireland and Her Literature
(2).

There are, too, Travels in China (2); Adven-

tures in Contemporary Life (2) ; German
Literature (8) Exhibitions (3, including

the French Art Exhibition in London) ;

Ancient Art (4) ; Great French Museums
(4, Picardy, Rouen, Dijon and Lyons) ;

the French Colonies (Native Arts (1),
Equatorial French Africa (3), the Water
(Continued on page .1190.)
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long run to produce and service than the
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IF there is one thing that -we must very

carefully avoid in describing this set it
is the too -frequent unqualified use of
'the term " two -valuer;" for in the minds of

smaller high -efficiency design.

+

A loudspeaker receiver having qual-

Very sound as far is it goes-at present.
But it is a reactionary method, and offers
nothing towards the advancement of the
science of set design. Surely it is better to

ities usually associated only with
large and expensive multi - valve
instruments.

many that might conjure up invidious
comparisons.

aim at getting more and more efficiency per

You needn't use all the

valve stage ?

" A Place of Honour."

efficiency all the time.

" P.W." is almost alone in ascribing to
the two-valver a place of honour in con-

There is a tendency, partici"laily in commercial set quarters, towards the

better it is.

temporary receiver design. We never have
regarded a " two-valver " as a " poor

But working with this end in view, is

there any reason why a two- or three -valve
set should not eventually be as efficient as
the four- or five-valver of to -clay, and vastly
easier to duplicate in mass production ?
And there will be enormously fewer parts

dropping of stage gain in order to facilitate

relation" of the lordly multi-vaiver-a
cheap alternative designed for the impecunious unfortunate.
We hold the view that the fewer = the
valves, and the fewer the components that
can be used to obtain satisfaction, the

manufacture and attain a higher service
quality.

The argument for the inefficient over -

valved set is that because it possesses greater

(Continued on next page.)

margins of safety " it is cheaper in the

minium

um

Aiming at Efficiency.

multiplying of parts and valves and the
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THE PARTS REQUIRED FOR THIS FIRST-CLASS SET
Pare; Formo, Wavemaster,

1 Panel, 14 in. x 7 in. (Permeol, Goltone,
Lissen, Peto-Scott, Parex, Wearite).

1 Cabinet to fit, baseboard 10 in. (Cameo,
Pickett, Osborn, Gilbert, Ready Radio
Peto-Scott.
2 .0005-mfd. condensers,
(Telsen, J.B., Cyldon, Polar,
Lotus, Li s s e n, Ormond,

I gr a n ie'Ready

Radio,

Dubilier, Formo, Bur to n,

Wavemaster,

Farish.
1 .0003-mfd.

Graham-

solid dielectric

with
variable condenser

(Ready

shorting position
Radio, Ferranti.)
2 Slow - motion dials (Telsen,
Igranic, Ready Radio, Lissen,
Lotus, Formo.)
1 3 -point push-pull w a v e change switch (Ready Radio,
Telsen, Bulgin, Peto-Scott,
Wearite, Goltone.
1 On -off push-pull s w it c h
(Ready Radio, Bulgin, Telsen,
Peto-Scotto Wearite, Goltone.)

1 .0001 to 00015-mfd. differential
(Telsen,
Radio,

reaction condenser

Lotus, Ready
Igranic, Ormond,

Polar, J.B., Dubilier, Lissen,

Dubilier, Ediswan, Lissen, Ferranti, Igranic,

Cyldon,

Watmel, Formo, Mullard, Graham Farish,

Graham-Farish.)
1

Eekersley tuner (Goltone, Wearite, R.I.,

Leweos, Sovereign, Formo.)
1 -0003-mfd. fixed condenser (T.C.C., Telsen,

2

Goltone, Sovereign).
Valve holders (Lotus, Telsen, Igranie,
Lissen, Clix, Graham-Farish, Bulgin, W.B.,

Formo, Wearite, Dario).

RESISTANCE -COUPLED TUNING CIRCUITS
x792

14.77+/

0

V
O

L.F. TRANS.

0

6.

AERme.

1 H.F.choke (Sovereign, Lewcos,
Peto - Scott, Telsen, R.I.,
Ready Radio,Tunewell,Parex,
Lissen,
Varley, Dubilier,
Lotus, Wearite, Watmel,

Atlas, Graham Farish).

1 L.F. transformer (R.I., Telsen,

Igranic, Lissen, Varley, Fer-

-0003 MA -D.

7-

&Pr ReAcrCcwoi?..

000/

Ecsreasczy

of

H.FCrto.KE
6.Ir

L.S.

M

ranti; Climax, Lotus, Lewcos,
Goltone, Atlas, Formo).

1 Grid, leak (Graham , Farish,

TUNER._

Dubilier, Lissen, Telsen, Ferranti, Igranic, Watmel,

.0003 /WAS

MAWS COms:a

.000. 5 Mrs_

Varley, Loewe).

1 Screen, 6 in. x 2I in. (Pare;
s1
sic
vg

IS c.

§

0 B.

8
II1E

APR TIVA YE -C.VAPASE SW/ TCH.

W4V.E,Cht.11,16C

TCH. LT5,

The principle of the Eokersley Tuner is " valveless " resistance co upling for
high selectivity and big power.

Peto-Scott, Ready Radio,
Magnum, Wearite).
1 Terminal strip, 14 in. x 11 in.
9 Indicating terminals (Belling
& Lee, type B, Eelex, Igranic,
Clix, Goltone, Bulgin).
1 Grid -bias clip, (B urto n,
Bulgin).
JiMlinx, Quickwyre, Glazite,
Laeoline.
Plugs, screws, etc.
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THE -P.W." ECKERSLEY TWO
(Continued from precious page.)

and an enormously smaller cost of materials !

But while you work down to an efficiency,
you cannot progress, except in the matter of
such incidentals as pretty .cabinets.
The Eckersley Two is positive proof that

we work in the opposite direction. Here
you- have a:receiver which definitely is an
advance on any two -valuer of a year or so of
(Continued on page 1176.)

SOLID DIELECTRIC Como*
rh, SNORT/Ns IgV.T/T/0/Y

0003/O

coos /WV
TUN/N6 CONDENSER

SCREEN

WAVE
CHANGE

Swi7zw

SWITCH

WAVE
CH8/VGE

SWITCH

0111) 0

firC-ChoHE

0003
AfFD

ECKERSLEY
TUNE?

G8-1-

L.5.-

HT -/-2

1-/ T7L I

L

L.T®

EARTH

'...47ERia1-'
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YOUR OLD SET
Your "Comet," or "Magic,"
or any other standard

"Detector-L.F." Set, can

be converted to cover ALL WAVELENGTHS, and the

Selectivity and Sensitivity
improved wonderfully sim-

ply by fitting

a

Meteor

Tuner in place of your old
coil.

Easily and quickly fitted-

no screening or other com-

plications-single knob
tuning,

Complete theoretical diagram
of the Meteor III, together with
full instructions for connecting
the coils, are enclosed with
every Meteor Coil.

Meteorise to Modernise

METEOR III KIT
Complete Kit of Components 75/.
or 9,1- down and 7 monthly payments of 10/6
METEOR

III

STANDARD CABINET MODEL

Complete Kit of Components and

8916
Cabinet to house set only
or .11/- down and 8 monthly payments of 111 -

METEOR. III CONSOLETTE CABINET MODEL

Complete Kit

of

Components and Cabinet,

to house set, speaker and batteries-equal in

5.0.0

appearance to a I5 -guinea
model - ar 11/- clown and 9 monthly payments of 111-

_Ask your radio dealer for Free Copy of the Full
Size 1/- Meteor Plan and Wiring Diagram. If
any difficulty post coupon below. If you also
stamps as well we will send
enclose four
you Mr. Kendall's latest book entitled "10 Hows

for Modern Radio Constructors.'

The amazing success of the Meteor III

is largely due to the remarkable
efficiency of the Meteor ALL -WAVE
Tuner. You can add this efficiency

to your present set and enjoy the
fascination of ALL -WAVE Reception.

Note particularly the tappings in the

top of the Medium -Long Wave Coil by
which you can adjust the Selectivity to

suit your own particular conditions of
reception. The short-wave coil is fitted
with a variable loose -coupler by which
you can be sure of obtaining oscillation
over the whole tuning range.

Meteor Dual Range Coil, with
special adjustable selectivity device
(windings enclosed in
dustproof covering)
Kendall Loose -Coupled

101

Meteor Short -Wave Coil, 706

20 to 50 metres - - Meteor Coil Base (incorporating grid
leak holder, grid condenser
and " range ' condenser)

516

Complete Kit

23-16

Additional Meteor Short -Wave Coil
covering 10 to 40 metres
7,6
Full instructions with every Coil.
Any Coil may be purchased
separately.

ORDER FORM
To

:

Ready Radio Ltd., Eastnor House, Blackheath.

S.E.3

Please send me
for which 1 enclose
Name.
.4 delress

Head Ogee and Works :

P.W. 30.5.32.

EASTNOR HOUSE, BLACKHEATH, S.E.3.
'Phone : Len. Green 5678.'Grams: Readirod, Blacks ii.
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THE " P.W."
ECKERSLEY TWO

+

(Continued from page 1774.)

*----.1.--.---4.-4,-*
1

I

age. It is nearly equal to a " three " of such

a vintage, and yet it has just as great `a
" margin of safety," indeed it is probOly

The Eckersley Two is capable of giving
full loudspeaker results from a number of
stations, and possesses a high degree of
selectivity-it is superior in this regard to
many threes using S.G. valves.
Supreme Selectivity.

You won't find the "

swamping

the dials, and you. won't haVe difficulty in

It is an easy set to build, and the parts
T-4-.quired

are few in number and easily

The Eckersley Tuner is available in various dependable Makes, and the
same applies to all `the, .other components
with the 'exception of the -0003-rafd. solid dielectric variable condenser.
Your choice of makers for this is limited,
obtainable.

.

for it is necessary that this should have a

-NO COMPROMISES IN CONTROLS

superior in this respect, for it embodies fewer
electrical processes.

A " Hot Stuff " Set.
We can only hope an excepticmally_large
number of Eckersley Twos will be built, for
sLI111111111111111111191111111111111111IIIIIIIIIIIII111111111111411111111111111.-

E
ACCESSORIES RECOMIYIENDED,
Blue
Marconiphone,
Celestion,
Spot,
Ri T. -H.,
H.M.V.,

LOUDSPEAKERS. - Amplion,

-

Graham Farisb, Epoch.
VALVES. -1 bet., 1 L.F. (Cossor, Mazda,

Mullard, Osram, Marcohi, Six-SiXty,
E
Eta, Tungsram, Dario, LisSen).
BATTERIES.-H.T.,.120 volts (Pertrix,
Drydex, gyer Ready, Lisien", Colum.

Magnet).- G.B., 9 volts (Ever Ready,- etc.).
ACCUMULATORS. - Voltage to `suit
valves (Exide, Ediswan,i Pertrix,
G.E.C., Lissen).

=

- MAINS UNITS.-To supply 120 volts
up to 1245 milliamps. (Regentone, =
E
Tannoy, Ekco, Formo, Atlas, R.I.,
=

-

All the circuits can be adjusted individually, and no losses are occasioned through the adoption of
compromise methods.

7-=-'

H ayberd, Lotus, Tunewell).

number of people exactly what two valves

tuning in sharply separated programmes on
the long waves. In fact, if you have held
the preconceived idea that there are things
S2G-. sets can do which are totally beyond
any two, you ought to build this set just to

used in an enterprising and scientific manner
can be made to do !

bound to give you.

e-

then it will be known to* an increasing

experience the startling eye-opener it

CLEAN BACK -OF -PANEL LINES

is

shorting position-that is to say, when its

adjusting knob is turned right round in one
direction it is automatically cut out of
circuit.

It is necessary that this should

happen
the: -long waves if you want the
utmost efficiency. - However, it is an inexpensive component, and those firms which

are supplying it are able to meet any
demand, however large.

There is little that need be said about the
remaining parts, and you can use any you
may happen to have in hand providing they

meet the technical requirements of the
specifications.

You will notice that a small additional

screen is needed to bridge the gap between
the screen, which is an inherent part of the
Eckersley Tuner and .the panel.

If you do divert from this part of the

specification you may lose little, but we
advise you not to do so if you want to get
the most out of the set.
Extending the Screen.. -

The extensions screen can be made of
either aluminium or copper, and is best

fixed by bolting it to the tuner

screen.

Alternatively, a piece of metal can be cut and
bent at the bottom to enable it to be
screwed to the baseboard. In such a case,

though, you should make sure that it

is

efficiently connected to earth either via the
other screen or via a separate short lead to

the nearest point, such as a variable condenser terminal, which joins to earth.
Be careful with the differential reaction
condenser connections and make sure that
you keep all the tuner wiring short and neat.
Further details regarding the 'assembly of

You could be forgiven for concluding that this receiver is all tuning and no amplification I But if
anyone can point to a better two-valver in the whole world we would be pleased-and surnrised-to hear
about it 1

this excellent. receiver, together with full
operating details, will be found in our
Radiotorial columns (and, as you will note,
we are killing two birds with one stone, for
much of this information applies also to the
three -valve version).
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NOW

TELSEN

COILS
S.T. 300
AS DESIGNED BY

Mr. JOHN SCOTT-TAGGART

THE PAIR

USE TELSEN 100%
BRITISH COMPONENTS

FOR THE

S.T.

2 '0005-mfd. Logarithmic

Condensers -

2 Slow Motion Dials
1

1

denser "00004 mfd.
'00015-mfd. Differential
Reaction Condenser -

Binocular H.F. Choke -

1

'0001-mfd.

3
1

2
1

1
1

2

DEALER FOR

Aerial Coupling Con-

1

1

ASK YOUR RADIO

-

1

1

300
W.132 9/W.141 5/-

W,196 2/W.139 2/W. 74 5/-

Differential
Condenser
Set "S.T. 300" Coils 4 -pin Valve Holders Standard H.F. Choke

W.138 2/W.197 11/6
W.105 1/6
W. 75 2/3 -pt. Switches
W.108 216
5-1Radiogrand Transformer W. 58 816
'0001-mfd.Mica Condenser W. 91 6d.
1-meg. Grid LeakW.100 9d.
1-mfd. Mansbridge Type
Condensers
20,000 -ohm
Spaghetti
Resistance
Plain Screen

W. 78 4/6
VV.120

1/-

W.166 2/-

59/9

TELSEN S.T. 300 COILS

Ado. 01 The TLiscn Elearic Co. Ltd., Aston. Birmingham.

C.V'S I 39
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night oil by sitting

IT is, I think, fairly
safe to prophesy

-up until a little after

that if only

midnight in search

Dame Nature will be

On
of Americans.
several nights 1 have

a little less prodigal
of her atmospherics

heard the sh or te

than she was in 1931,

wave stations best in

should be better this
year than it has ever

small hours, those on
longer wave -lengths

the smallest of the

summer reception

been in the p as t.
The chief reason why

I make this predic-

tion is that the

contributor who nightly searches the ether in order to obtain

later. I don't venture, though, to lay

really up-to-the-minute information for " P.W." readers.

number of stations receivable at any time

At night-time the receiving set seems
positively alive nowadays. Provided that
it is reasonably sensitive and selective,

of the day just now upon the medium
waves is so large.

This means that in this country we may
regard ourselves now as being practically

in the service areas of many of the big

stations are to be found all round the dials,
and it is gratifying to observe how many of
these come through completely free from
interference ofany kind:

tive of daylight and darkness, or of the

From Across " The Pond."

Continental stations, and that we can thus
expect good reception from them irrespec-

A glance through my log shows an

astonishing list of stations from which,
loudspeaker reception has been obtained
during the past few weeks at times between
11 a.m. and 4 p.m.

W H A M, W TIC and that wonderful
station W I 0 D.

I have also heard W J Z, \V E N R,

question include Budapest, Brussels No
and No. 2, Vienna (once), Prague, Langen-

K D K A, W G Y and one or two others not
definitely identified. From kind corres-

Beromunster, Rome, Stockholm,
Toulouse, Lwow, Stuttgart, Brno, Breslau,
Goteburg, Hilversum, Heilsberg, Turin,
Leipzig, Horby and Nurnberg.
This
twenty-one
stations, a number which, would not have
berg,

pondents I have reportS of reception of
many other 'American stations including
WAAB (BOaton),' -W F A A (Dallas),

W J S.V. (Mount ;Vernon), 'W E A F (New
and W B B

,(Chicago).

been too bad a " bag " after dark a few

years ago.

AS this is being written before- the
" Competition Week -end," I cannot
say much about reception conditions

Have you , notieed the way, some of '
the popular "Dailies " are booming the
" Eleven -Year- Gyele ?' just recently ? Their

variety applies to the:weather,-and in view
of the exceptional summers in 1899, 1910
and 1921 they are pfomising us' something
extra special this. year. Qne paper 1- read:

News and views regarding an exciting

weather from February to September !

Rag -Chewers'

and fascinating wave -band.
By W. L. S.

mentioned, as a possibility, warm, fine

Club

(R.C.C.)

has

been

formed in the United. States for some time.
The European branch is comparatively
new: I like the conditions for membership.
One has to be able to work at. 15 words per

Cycle' the exceptions seem so numerous as
to disprove the rule I Let us hope that the

Minute or more, to possess a pure steady
note.(preferably using crystal control) and

weather -cycle -is more reliable.

to be proposed by three members.

I have received two copies of a unique
little paper with the queer title,of " Rag7_ Written in English!
Chewing," which emanates frot; Holland.
Then for an annual subscription of 2s. -6d
" Rag -Chewing," 'in case you do not one acquires the benefits of membership,
know, is the American term for having a including the monthly journal, published
good long chat with a brother -amateur via in Holland but written in English !
radio, instead of dismissing him with " Good
The latter is worthy of note, as a great
.

morning, old man, your signals R four here
in London, nothing, more to say, cheerio,
see you again some time."

With the object in view of promoting
good operating and longer contacts, the

of -them has been very nearly as good as
that from the " local."
In fact on several evenings recently Rome

and Trieste have delivered the goods with
such clearness and punch that' it made me
wonder if our own B.B.C. transmitters were
their best !

It may interest readers to know that

language, being spoken in the greatest part
of the world."
" J.B.M." (Glasgow), who is easily my
most regular reporter, sends details of
reception of a Portuguese station on about
46 metres. It doesn't sound like C T 1 A A.
Can anyone give us full particulars ?
Next come several more inquirieS about
" that single -valve short -waver." The set,
gentlemen, is' before me as I write, and when
I am really satisfied that it is as good as it
can be made, it will go to the sanctum of
the Editor, there to make his closer
acquaintance. More than that I cannot
ray!

stations and countries.

very own " Eleven -Year

:Many of the Italian stations have been

coming over exceptionally well of late, and
at .times the entertainment value from some

SHORT-WAVE

people to put up a really good show of

I was just thinking that from our experi-

(328 m.), Barcelona (349 m.), Katowice
(408'm.), Belgrade (430 m.), Lyons Doua,
(466 m.), and Ljubljana (574 m.).

the Trieste station employs a transmitter

pretty poor. But -perhaps they will change
round in time for some of our hot receiving

That " Eleven -Year Cycle."

tion just now, since they may not have

If you find European -conditions good one
evening you may 'profitably burn the mid-

except that, at the moment, they seem .

-

To return to Europe, there are one or two

stations that are particularly worth atten-

(281 m.), Lyons (288m.), Bordeaux (304m.),
Genoa (313 m.), Marseilles (315 m.), Grenoble

through well on 'many nights at present.
Amongst those best worth going for are

Leaving out of account the long -wave

Worth Attention.

In case you had not noticed it, the

American medium -wave stations are coming

stations, whose transmissions are much less
affected by light conditions, the stations in

ditions may be exactly reversed.

Europe just now can doubt for a moment
that long-distance wireless is genuinely
worth while.

All Received in Daylight

this down as anything like a rule-on certain nights con-

made an appearance in most logs for some
little time. 'Amongst these are Fecamp
(220 m.), Cologne (227 m.), Nurnberg
(239 m.), Toulouse P T T (255 m.), Rennes
(272 m.), Bratislava (279 m.), Copenhagen

Nobody who makes a wireless trip round

season of the year.,

ences of 'our

coining in a little

Some practical distant -programme notes compiled by a special

proportion of the members ,are in' Holland,
Germany, Austria, and Switzerland.
In the words of the Editorial note therein,
" Well,-o.m., be handy and let this, sport of

ours be one means for you to practise this

of British design and manufacture.

" Not Telling Stories " !

Let me add, though, for the benefit, of the.

" sceptics' brigade," that I am not telling
stories when I mention what I receive on my

own single-valver. Further, I do,not think
there is anything exceptional about receiv
ing Australia on a " one." It was done by
several hithdrecTS of amateurs in A.D. 1925,

and there r is no reason whatever why any
properly made single -valve set should not
do it to -day.,
Frankly, I do not know how to answer

the- readers who say, " Here are you,

reporting Australia on one -valve, while I,
with a great big three (or four or five) can
get nothing outside Europe." It puzzles
me sorely, particularly as the strength of
long-distance signals on one valve is often
so great as to suggeSt that' .?,ne could get
them on a crystal !

Popular 'Wireless, January 30th, 193'G.

Celestion
unparalleled quality

your

Ask

dealer

to demonstrate the

M.12 and be convinced for yourself

of

its

exceptional

qu'ality. Also a:k to

hear the Cele:tion
1.12 cabinet speaker

at 3816

Outstanding in quality !-brilliant in performance! Unsurpassed for sensitivity. These are the three, outstanding
characteristics of this amazing achievement. The M.12
Chassis incorporates that exclusive renowned Celestion
feature-the REINFORCED DIAPHRAGM. An absolute
essential to faithful reproduction.

35/-

8/c down and 4 monthly payments of 8/c
i ',burn

CELESTION

LTD.,

LONDON

ROAD,. KINGSTON -ON -THAMES.

LDndon Showrooms: 106 Victoria S'reet, S.W.1'
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" I believe- in giving the public what it'

By OUR OWN SPECIAL CORRESPONDENT

have a particularly happy staff, and I

who gives many interesting news items about broadcasting progress in
tthe Midlands.
EVEN in these days of centralisation

some of the provincial stations continue to reflect the personalities of
their Directors-especially Mr. E. R.

Appleton (famous for his religious activities

at Cardiff), Mr. E. G. D. Liveing at Manchester, who constantly seeks to emphasise

the distinctiveness of tha North of England,
and Mr. Percy Edgar, the Midland Regional
Director.- Programmes from the Birmingham studios have always been marked by a
cheerfulness which has made them widely
popular.
Dawning of New Era.

The relaying of a considerable amount of
London Regional material from the Midland
Regional transmitter has given rise to

disquiet in, recent times, but information
given me in an interview with 'Mr. Edgar
will quieten such fears, for it reveals the
dawning of a new era of increased activity

-i932..

understands in music. I also believe that a
hippy atmosphere within the B.B.C. makes
for good progrinme,s,, I am-- fortunate to

MIDLAND REGION ACTIVITIES
-4- 4-4- 4-4-4-

Jaimaiy

-

station will continue to keep a sharp watch
for talent of all kinds.
Forty to fifty would-be broadcasters are

believe that this atmosphere gets across to
the listener."
11r. Edgar is, of course, a well-known
broadcaster himself under the pseudonym
of Edgar Lane, famous for the memories
of Albert Chevalier, the great comedian,
who was a personal friend,of Mi. Edgar's.

given auditions weekly at Birmingham,

Benefit to Dramatic Items.

I was interested to learn that the auditions

in the Midlands, the B.B.C.'s greatest

but only two or three per cent are successful.

are taken by Frank Cantell, Charles Brewer, -

and T. H. Morrison together. They listen

to the auditions separately in different rooms
and compare results afterwards.
Mr. Brewer is widely known as the

dramatic producer at Birmingham. Mr.
Cantell, who is reponsible for the region's
orchestral music, is leader of the Studio
Orchestra of nine players which was all that
remained after the old Birmingham Wireless

Orchestra was dismantled (Mr. Edgar says

-In their search for broadcasting'. talent

difficulty, Mr. Edgar told me, was to obtain

good dramatic talent. The dramatic side

of the Midland Regional programmes should
benefit enormously, however, by the recent

installation- at the. Birmingham Repertory
Theatre of a broadcasting studio. This is
connected by land -line to the B.B.C. control -

room in Broad Street, and it will place the
vast resources of this famous theatre at the
disposal of the B.B.C.
Not only does it enable members of the

BIRMINGHAM'S PRIVATELY -OWNED BROADCASTING STUDIO

in the Midlands.
Mr. Edgar was recently appointed Chair-

man of the meeting of Regional Directors
which is held monthly in London, and also
of the weekly conference of London, Midland, and. North Regional Directors.

He tell's me that as a result of these

meetings listeners may expect a wider inter-.
change of Regional programmes, including

plays and revues as well as music, and the
Midland .Regional transmissions- will in
firture contain more local material and less
relayed from London.
Work haS already commenced on a big
extension of the Midland Regional studios
and offices in Birmingham. It is intended to
bring these in line with the Manchester and
Edinburgh premises. The present B.B.C.
building in Bond Street, Birmingham, is to
be extended to the rear, over a garage.
The No. 1 studio, which was the largest
broadcasting studio in Europe when opened

in 1926, is to be divided up to provide

larger control -room accommodation, and a
new concert studio, 46 ft. by 36 ft. and 20 ft.
high will' be built.
Facilities for Better Programmes.

Three other studios are provided for in
the extension scheme. There will be a
modern dramatic control panel, additional
office accommodation, and a canteen. At
present there are only two studios.
Mr. Edgar told me that the new premises
will facilitate better programmes from
Birmingham. The present limited accommodation has hindered free development in
certain directions.

It is also intended to extend B.B.C.
activities throughout the Midland area.
Theatres are to be tapped for outside
broadcasts, not only in Birmingham, but

also if practicable in such Midland towns
as Nottingham and Leicester.
New choirs, such as the Gloucester
Orpheus and the Boss -on -Wye Orpheus,
are to be used, and concerts wiltbe relayed
from various tewils.-- Midland amateur
theatrical organisations are to, be given the
opportunity of showing their paces on the
radio;

of -course," the -Birmirigharn

The Birmingham Repertory Theatre has built a special broadcasting studio of its own. It was the first
theatre to conceive the idea, and the B.B.C. gave their full co-operation to the enterprise.

that he- is still receiving complaints about
this): Mr. Morrison acts in an advisory
capacity to the Midland Region and is also
Music Director to the North Region.
" How large is your staff ? " I asked Mr.
Edgar.

" There are thirty-one," he replied, "and

in addition the Studio Orchestra, which
consists of two first violins, one second
violin, viola, 'cello, double bass, flute,

clarionet,.and piano.' We also have a vocal

chorus of nine, who come into all shows

needing a chorus."
-" Have you found," I asked, " that Mid-

land listeners have any particular pre-

ferences in programmes ? "

" Light music., and light revues are the
most populai--fflatfires," Mr. Edgar replied.

Repertory Company to broadcast witlibut
going round to the B.B.C. studios, but, says

Mr. Edgar, " There is a totally different

atmosphere when the actors can broadcast

from the theatre, where they are amidst
familiar surroundings and the smell of
greasepaint.

" I hope to do a monthly relay from the
Repertory Theatre studio at present, but
more frequent, relays may come in due

course."
Mr. Edgar has been with the B.B:C. since

its formation. In 1922 he was manager of
the then Western Electric Co.'S station at
Birmingham, and in 1923 became B.B.C.
Station Director. He is the only person on
the B.B.C. prOvinCial 'staffs who still holds
the same position as in 1923.

:
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READY RADIO

KITS for
ECKERSLEY'S SETS

VALVES

ac D W ff

ECKERSLEY THREE
ORIGINAL MODEL

VW 15I

Kit "A"

---

(Pow Pat.)

E4 : 1 3:6

(Lereavb,veet>

AYMENTS
8/9 DOWN and 1i

payments

of

Valves en
Kit AinIP" (With Cabinet)
1. %I
less

0

3

PRICE

OR BY EASY ;,PAYMENTS
I ,1

/

DOWN and 11 monthly
ments .o1 11/3

WITHOUT
VALVES

pay-

Valves E7 .
and Cabinet)
Kit "C IS' (With

OR BY' EASY PAYMENTS

AMAZINGLY SIMPLE

1 4) /. DOWN and 11 monthly payments
`,.,/
of 13/ -

RECOMMENDED

9 v. G.B. Battery

15

6

1

6

11

0

Pertrix Accumulator
-

x'5'0

-

-

ULTRA -SHORT, MEDIUM & LONG WAVES

Blue Spot 44R Loudspeaker £2 -12 6

WITH NO COIL CHANGING

The Ready Radio -H.T. Eliminator

(with trickle -charger combined) type

This easily constructed Kit provides you with the opportunity,

B.S., for-A.C. Mains, is especially suit-

never offered before, of tuning -in to the world's ultra -short-wave
stations in addition to the host of medium and long -wave broadcasts-by the simple turn of a neat panel switch.
Another feature of this wonderfully efficient three-valver is that

able for this set.

Price 15;17:6 To inlona Costomeee-Ybo,' goods ore
o/rhed'Post free Of carriage paid.

To Overseas Customers-Everything
Radio coic be supplied aPainst cash
to case of doubt regarding the
value of your order, a- deposit of
one-tbied of the approximate value
will be accepted and tlie balance
collected by our Aaent upon delivery
of the goods. All goods, are very
carefully packed 'for exhort and insured, all charges forward.

SET TO BUILD AND HANDLE
WONDERFUL RANGE &' SELECTIVITY

ACCESSORIES

Pertrix 120 V. H.T. Battery

Type RA.C.3

A

COMPLETE

Write to Ready Radio for
particulars of Eckersley's

other sets-the "P.W."

Eckersley Three Extenser
Model, and the Eckersley

when- the ultra -short coils are in circuit, the capacity of the
tuning condenser is reduced to .00015.

The efficiency of the Kit is assured by the use of the famous

Mazda valves numbers P220, L2, and HL2, which are obtainable
from all Radio Dealers.

TRIPLE WAVE COIL ONLY -

Price 17.6

Two.

ECONOMY 3
Fastnor House, Blackheath, S.E.3. Phone: Lee Green 3678, Gram

KIT

Readirad, Blackvi!

To READY RADIO LTD., Eastror House, Blackheath, S.E.3

Complete

Please dispatch to me the fallowing goods

(a) I enclose

PRICE 3916

(Cross out

FREE BOOKLET

NAME
ADDRESS

AU Cash Orders of 101- or over, post free.

valves

This efficient three-valver has all components except valves already
mounted on a substantial metal chassis.
No coil changing.
Covers) the whole range of Radio Broadcasts.
From all Radio Dealers.

'item not ie
for which (b) 1 will pay on delivery
(c) I enclose first deposit of applicable) ay.,

.

without

Simple wiring instructions aredescribed and
illustrated in this Booklet, obtainable FREI,.
from your dealer or address below.

ARTHUR PREEN & Co. Ltd.
P.W.30'1,'32

GOLDEN SQUARE, PICCADILLY CIRCUS, LONDON, W.I.
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eert alpiy...may_be the telephones. as. you snggest.
But we should not buy a new pair until you have made

quite certain. that the rest of the installation, is O.K.
You -do not say anything about your aerial and earth.
for- instance, and yet it is quite possiblel hat one of
these is causing the falling off in signal strength.
Perhaps your lead-in contact has become corroded

or dirty, or a high resistance has developed in the joints
of the aerial wire if you were unwise enough to use an

aerial with a treak in it.. instead of putting it- up in
one !Piece. A poor aerial is a certain source of poor

results. 'And if joints must.be made somewhere in the
aerial or earth leads. do not forget that only a soldered
joint is likely to be Satisfactory after a few months.
We advise -you to examine not only the -earth wire

wherep it .is joined to the earth plate, but also the
tatter's connection with the surrminding soil to make
sure that it is placed in a damp situation and that a

All Editorial communications should be addressed to the Editor,

POPULAR WIRELESS, Tallis House, Tallis Street, London, E.C.4.

good sound lead connects the actual earth plate to the
lead on the set.
Remember, also, that the crystal itself sometimes
goes " tired," and an occasional= britshing te,remove
the dirt is or goAsseryiee, or in bad eases a fracture of
(Continued on. page' -1184,.)
D1111111111111111111111111111111111111111i1111i11111111=1111.1111111111112:-.

IS YOUR SET GOING WELL ?

The Editor will be pleased to consider articles and photographs dealing with all. subjects appertaining
work. The Editor cannot accept responsibility for manuscripts or photos. Every care will be takentotowireless
return
M.SS. not accepted for publication. A stamped and addressed envelope must be sent with every article.
All
inquiries concerning advertising rates, etc., to be addressed to the Sole Agents. Messrs. John.
Lite,
Ltd.,
4. Luduale Circa,. London. E.C.4.
The constructional articles which appear from time to time in this journal are the outcome of reSearch
nod experimental work carried out with a view to improving the technique of wireless reception. As much of
the information given in the columns of this paper concerns the most recent developments in the radio world,
some of the arraroements and specialties described may,- be the subjects of Letters Patent, and the amateur
and the .trader would be well advised to obtain permission of the patentees to use the -patents before doing so

QUESTIONS AND
ANSWERS

,

.

.

Perhaps . tae.-switching'doesn't work -properly ?
Or some. mysterious noise. has
E appeared and is spoiling your radio reception ?
E Or one of the 'battCrieS seems to run down
much faster :than formerly ?
E' Whatever your radio problem may be,
.
E
remember that the Technical Query Departbroadcasting station there was a considerable
_- meat is thoroughly equipped to. assist our
difference between summer and winter recepE readers, and offers an unrivalled service.
scale of charges, can
tion, but nevertheless right up:till May or - El- Full details;
.E be obtained direct from the- Technical Query
June it was good ,and quite satisfactory,
Dept., POPULAR WirtMss, The Fleetway
" At the beginning of this winter it certainly
-House, Farringdon Street, London, E.C.4.
E A postcard will do. On receipt of this an
seemed to get a little better, but instead of this
E
Application
-Form will be sent to you post
improvement continuing, it seems to have
- free immediately.
This application will
gone back to summer strength again. Some
E place you under no obligation whatever,
nights when a talk is on I can hardly' hear if
= but having the form, you will know exactly
= what information we require to have before
anyone rattles a paper, or speaks in the room,
c. us. in order to solve your problems.
so I am deciding on getting new telephones.
-

WHEN STRENGTH FALLS OFF.
D. G. (Newbury).--" Does a crystal set need
new 'phones after about eighteen months use.?

-" I ask this' because my set was put in

in August, 1930, and all that first winter we had

wonderful reception.. We did not expect this
to continue after about March or April, for we
had been warned that at this distance from a

" Before doing so, I should like your paper's

opinion, as no doubt many- people have had
similar trouble when listening to the talks:"

EPOCH

PERMANENT MAGNET

in experience,

E LONDON
READERS,
PLEASE NOTE :
Inquiries should NOT be made by 'phone or
in perSon at Fleetway House, or Tains House.
:Tonimininniuminninimiliiiiiiinnimmumill umni

REAL PIONEERS
YEARS AHEAD

research and design
MODEL J.1.

18 months before the many so-called

pioneer claims to -the -production of
the Permanent Magnet Moving -Coil
Speakers, Epoch designed, developed and manufactured the first practical Permanent Magnet. Epoch's leadership in this class is definitely established by a new
standard of comparisOn for performance and price set by Model J. I. The
lowest price 9 '3'0 cobalt steel Permanent Magnet Moving -Coil Speaker on the
market.
Comparable to instruments costing pounds more.
The 3 -Ratio
Transformer fitted makes it ready to work instantly from any set with Pentode or

Super Power output.

When purchasing a Moving -Coil insist upon EPOCH.

Send for Free Art Booklet P.S.S.
Complete with aluminium covered
cobalt steel magnet, one -piece
moulded linen diaphragm and :I ratio input transformer. Ash your

dealer for it. He will gladly demonstrate this or any Epee!! Illotte4.
If you have any difficulty send for
nearest dealer's name or call at
Mir new showrooms. and hear it.

(Complete

with 3 -Ratio Input
Transformer.)

THE LATEST MODEL. 1 lb. HEAVIER MAGNET, EXTRA-

ORDINARILY SENSITIVE. NO ADVANCE IN PRICE.
EPOCH RADIO MANUFACTURING CO., LTD.,
At the Junction of Rosebery Avenue

taea d-/atth

nd

EXMO

EXMOUTH STREET, E
EXM
Parrinndon Road.

)14,44M/Heil
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ROVED!
"no better way to,
TYPE

ALL -MAINS RADIO"

9200

the FIRST

and the
FINEST
CONDENSER
for BAND PASS
CIRCUITS !

THERE'S now no need to scrap your battery -driven
receiver in favour of a new and expansive all -mains

model. You can enjoy absolute reliability, increased power and
economy, and put an end to battery troubles for ever by converting your old set to mains operation.
Get an " ATLAS " All -British Mains Unit. Nothing could
be easier to install, nothing simpler or more reliable in opera-

tion, and it will cut your running cost to only one penny a
week. Ask your dealer to demonstrate, and be sure to insist
on " ATLAS," the winners of the Wtrelcss World Olympia
Ballot in 193o and 1931.

There are " ATLAS " Units for every requirement :

D.C.

models from 354-, A.C. models from 52/6. Send coupon for

your free copy of " Power from the Mains," giving many
valuable hints on converting battery sets to mains operation.

,

ATILAS
MAINS UNITS

'Phones: Trafford Park 1744-5-6.

southern Offices: Bush House, IV .C.2.
Glagozo Office: 24, Oswald' Street.

TYPES TO SUIT THE
POPULAR BAND-PASS COILS
...

R.I.

H. CLARKE & CO. (M/cr.) LTD.
Old Trafford, Manchester.

Dubilier condensers are specified in
all the best constructors' sets where bandThe internal
pass tuning is employed.
inductance is extremely small, and there is
a type to suit exactly all the well-known
The Dubilier
makes of band-pass coils.
type 9200 is available in capacities from
'01 mF. to 2 mF.
These

'Phone: 7 cmpte Bar 71 30.
'Phone: Centro, 5 9.

'01 mF.

Lewcos

'02 mF.

Varley
Colvern
Watmel (Capacity coupled) ...

'04 mF.
'05 mF.

2/- each

2/-

05 mF.... 2/-

FREE BOOKLET
I

H. CLARKE & CO. (11/1"cr.) LTD.
11:-ATNOR ST., OLD TRAFFORD, MANCHESTER.

Please send me FREE copy of " Power

from the Mains," telling me how to convert
lily battery set to mains operation.
a

Yaw

I

(in' capitals)
.-1ddre,s

UBILIER

10/*

WN

AND BALANCE
IN -EASY.
MONTHLY
PAYMENTS

CONDENSER CO. (1925) LTD.

Ducon Works, Victoria Rd., N. Acton,
London, W.3
E.1.
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RADIOTORIAL.

but I am a little puzzled about the low -

CONDENSER CONNECTIONS.

P. G. (Atherton).-" My neighbour's boy is

QUESTIONS AND ANSWER
(Continued from page 1182.)
the crystal to expose anew surface may work wonders.
Nipping the point of the cat's -whisker with a pair of
fine scissors is another good tip which you may have
overlooked.
If hone of the foregoing points have been neglected

it is possible that the 'phones themselves may be the
trouble, and there are two likely, causes (in addition
to faulty leads, which would`not be likely to show up
gradually, but would probably have caused a more. or
less sudden- drop in receptiOn), These two causes arc (1) if you have dropped the

'phones and injured the magnetism, or one of the

quite hot stuff at this wireless, although he has
not left school yet ; and when he came in the
other day to borrow a screw or two he opened
my eyes about condensers.

" I was saying I should have to get a 2-

mfd. condenser as I had only 1 mfd. in stock,
when he told me that if I connected them
together ,they would serve just the same as a
2. Is this right ? "
It is certainly possible to double the capacity of two
equal condensers in this way, and you will find they
work exactly like one condenser when correctly joined
up. There are, however, two methods of joining the

of thing, it would be best to take the 'phones to a

condensers together, and it is essential to do it the
right way-as the opposite way will have an effect
opposite to the one you want.
The two ways in question are joining them " in
series" and " in parallel." If you join two condensers in parallel. you add their values together, so

MISSING LINKS, No, 27

to one terminal on one condenser and to another
terminal on the other condenser. Then take the other
lead from the Set and run it to the two remaining

diaphragms ; or (2) if you have not been wiping the
'phones after use possibly they are rusty inside, which
would naturally impair ' their sensitivity.
As it is better not to tackle them at home unless you
know someone who haS had experience with this kind

dealer if you have any doubts as to their condition.-

A TWO-VALVER FOR SHORT WAVES.

if you have two 1-mfd. condensers joined in parallel
they are equivalent- to a 2 mfd.
To join them in parallel, run one lead from the set

frequency transformer.
"I have One exactly like that shown on the
blue print as regards its --terminals, and it is

marked 31 to 1, but there are only four terminals in all, and the one which is -marked
earth ' on the blue print 'is not on my transformer at all. What shall I do about that ? "
The connection to the earth terminal on the L.F.
transformer is actually of not much importance, but
as some transformer makers provide this terminal

and as sonic transformers work better when it
(Continued on page 1186.)
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TECHNICAL

TWISTERS
No. 98. POWER DETECTION
CAN YOU FILL IN THE MISSING
LETTERS ?

terminals so that in effect the condensers are " across " -

one another. This is " in parallel," and it doubles the
capacity.

The object of using Power Detection
is to

If you had wanted to reduce the capacity from

enable the detector to handle
power without distortion.

1 mfd. to half a mfd. you could have done it by joining
them " in series."

In this case one lead from the set goes to one terminal on one condenser and the other lead from the
set goes to one terminal on the second condenser.
This still leaves two vacant terminals, one on each

Such a detector permits the use of

increased .

the value is halved. Similarly, when joined in parallel
the effective capacity is always more than that of one

condenser alone, and if two condensers arc of equal
capacity the total capacity will be doubled.

Here is a circuit for a good short-wave two-valver,
but one component " has purposely been omitted.
Can you fill it in correctly ?

A " COMET " QUERY.

LOOK OUT FOR THE ANSWERING
DIAGRAM NEXT WEEK.

M. L. (Leamington).-" I am making up

the famous ' Comet ' from the ' P.W.' blueprint,

CHANGE.
SATT
"IllI
II

.

,

.

amplifi-

. .

amplifying stages

.

can -be omitted.
-

This has the advantage of reducing
the likelihood of hum, and this de-

creases the need for
apparatus.

Last week's missing words (in order)
were Positive. Negative. Negative. Inter-

= action.
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cation, with the result that one of the

condenser, and if you join a wire across these two the
condensers are then said to be " in series."

Condensers in series have a capacity always less
than the separate capacity of either condenser ; and
when two equal condensers are connected in this way

is
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REGENTONE LIMITED, Regentone House, 21, Bartlett's Buildings, E.C.4.
Irish Free'State Distributors: Kelly 6 Shlel, Ltd., 47, Fleet Street, Dublin.

Tel.: Central 8745 (5 lines
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Ike Pinnacle of Perfection
R. & A. ReprodUcers are designed and produced by specialists in the
field of SoUnd Reproduction. They are built to a standard, and carefully made to ensure conformity to this standard. Their low price is
the outcome of specialisation and is not achieved through shoddy
insateria6 or workmanship.

91te

-

-

ChOsen `by Mr. G. P. Kendall for the "METEOR III",

"TYPE 40

Mr. Kendall writes: " I think you may be interested to know that alter
as the
lengthy tests, I haze decided upon. your Model 40 Chassis
III." On test

REPRODUCER

best value -for -money reproducer I can find for use with our "Meteor
I found speech unusually crisp and natural. and the general balance of musical reproduction excellent, Reproduction of bass was also
notably better than one expects from any unit of this
type regardless of price, and was indeed definitely
good. The actual range of frequencies adequately
reproduced I found to be surprisingly wide, and at
no yoint thereon did I find a noticeable peak."
R & A " 100 "
A full-sized Permanent Magnet \ Moving -Coil
ReprodUcer, not a miniature loud speaker. The

first P.M.M.C. Speaker to be offered at 45/-, and
still the leader in its class.
" WIRELESS TRADER " reports
, , above
" In power -handling capabilities
will deal with a
the average of its type
At upper end of
,
' 5w. undistorted A.C.
.
the scale the reproduction is very good.
.

.

.

PERMANENT MAGNET.

MOVING COIL
REPRODUCER

.

.

.

.

The tone will appeal to a wide public
.
plenty of bass and no shrillness.
.

work well with quite a modest output valve
excellent value for money.'

.

"WIRELESS WORLD " reports

output in lower register from 150
cycles downwards does not fall away, but is maintained as in middle register between 200 and 1,000
cycles . . . curve shows a general increase of
level between 1,400 and 4,500 cycles . . . at
Repro6,000 equal to middle register. . .
duCtien of music is good with well -maintained bass
- speech even better."
.
.
.

3

ratio Output Transformer to suit

all Power Valves.

2/6

Ask your dealer to demonstrate these Reproducers.
REPRODUCERS & AMPLIFIERS LTD., FREDERICK ST., WOLVERHAMPTON.

WORLD'S RECORD

PICTURE PRIZE!
careagssoc

Also

E1,000

£20 A WEEK for LIFE
or £51000 CASH

"FIRST"

MUST BE WON!

PHRASE !

ENTRY FORM and FULL
Details in

for a

011IC ............... 51115110 .....

ANSWERS

On Sale Saturday, Jan. 30th-Order Your Copy Now!

2,d.
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baseboard and the upper edge of the strip.

RADIOTORIAL
QUESTIONS AND -ANSWERS
connected up, the correct connections for it are shown
on the blue print.-

namely 112.T in.

When the wiring is- finished it -should be
checked -carefully by the diagram; -and then
the batteries, etc., an be connected up and the

At the other end of the strip, -similarly

-

However, if you have no extra terminal on the
transformer simply ignore the wire, that goes from
that point to the filament of the V2 valve holder and
connect all the other points exactly as Shown. In all
probability you will find the set works perfectly without this connection. If, however, you should be troubled with .0, little
hum, or instability try moving that transformer a
little way farther from the other one, and Secondly,

course.

remaining L.S. and alt the battery 'terminals
are at similar distances from each other,

(Continued from page 1184.)

spaced, are the aerial and earth terminals, the
former being about lin. from theedge of thestrip.

.

reversing the G. and G.B. wires on it, so that the flex -

lead goes to the G, terminal and the lead -on the

grid of V2 goes to the G.B. terminal. This should do -

the trick.

THE ECKERSLEY TWO.

For this set, as for altstraightforward constructions, the actual set -building -processes

.The drilling of the panel is done from the
dimensions given - in the separate. diagram.
The fixing -screw hales at the bottom-three
will be sufficient-arc all arranged under other.
holes. And they are placed to -come halfway
through the thickness of the baseboard..
That completes the drilling. Next comes
the mounting.
This operation really comprises the mounting of the terminals on the strip, the condensers,

etc.., on the pane], and the screwing down
.

.

P..1(1/. " PANEL.
No. 56, OVERLOADING.The, term " overloading " is often applil to transformers, valves, loudspeakers, etc.
It indicates the Condition when the input is larger than the apparatus in question can handle satis= factorily, under the conditiont. obtaining.

=

In the ease of an amplifying valve, for instance, the output wave -form is mutilated and does not conespond with the input during overloading, because the valve is being required to handle excessive input
voltages.

Ex'
r.7-

*

*

*

In. the case of a transfornier, output does not correspond to input during overloading, because the

core bectimes magnetically saturated.

Sii8818888881181811161181118818iiMM86611111181111181888811888161118181808881181188868818181816111888881186.i

fall into three main sections, namely, drilling,
mounting and wiring.
The drilling of the panel and terminal strip
is rendered easy by the diagrams given with

the article. So far as the terminal strip is
concerned there ie no need for meticulous
accuracy, and the disposition of the holes can
be seen sufficiently well from the wiring
diagram.

The terminals are all placed in line half-

way up the space between the top of the

there is no objection to it, if properly done, of

As shown in the wiring diagram, the first_is
placed] in. from the end of the -strip ; and the

Note that the L.T.- terminal- goes

through -a smaLhole. in 'the (screen fold; with
which it makes contact.

-set- placed on test.

. THE WAVE-CHANGE SWITCHE.%
The two wave -change switches " pull' out "

for medium waves and "push in" for long
waves. - On both wave -bands the sot's opera-

tion is identical and straightforward; but on
long waves the small aerial condenser (top
left) is -placed in its shorting position, while
on medium waves it is adjustedas desired
selectivity.
When this -condenser is (nearly) " all in

maximum. When this condenser is placed
" all out " strength, is reduced, but the " sharp-

ness " or selectivity is at its maximum.

Tuning is quite easy though the two condenser readings will not be exactly the same,

when the circuits are " in step."

The easiest Way to search for unknown
stations is to set the left-hand (first) tuning
condenser, say, _ half -way round ;and then
bring its fellow (second condenser) to about
mid -way

with the

left hand, while the

right hand increases reaction so that the

of the baseboard components ; though "the
mounting " is often understood to mean only
the latter.

set is on the verge of oscillation.
AS soon as a programnae is heard the final
touches on the tuning dials will enable reaction

aid of the large wiring diagram, which shows

ference-free'reception to be achieved.

It is easily carried out correctly with the

the exact relative positions of the various

components. (Remember that, like all" P.W."
wiring diagrams, this is drawn to sole, but, of
course, " flattened out " for reproduction.)
The wiring is done, in accordance with the
heavy lines-soldering is not essential, but

to be slackened

off

and good clear inter-

IMPROVING AN OLD THREE-VALVER.

(Parksto,ne, Dorset).-" I was wondering- if you could help -me with my three -valve
sot, which has just gone back on me after three
(Continued. on page 1188.)

A PRECISION JOB

To almost every home constructor the name J.B.
stands
for
something
definite. It implies engineering precision and sound
design. It is a guarantee

that workmanship and
materials will conform

to an exacting standard.

The J.B. " Dreadnought "

Gang is of high electrical
efficienCy and completely
screened. Extremely adaptable, it may be mounted on
either side or base and used

with- either Drum or Disc
Drive. Very rigid construction. Heavy gauge hard brass vanes. Units are
guaranteed,- matched to
within 1% and fitted with a
.0001 mfd. trimmer in each
stage.
J.B. Baseboard Drum Dial
Specially suited for use with above

J.B. DREADNOUGHT"
2 -gang 20/-. 3 -gang 29/6. Capacity '0005 mfd.
Other ' sizes -and capacities to order.
Dimensions: End area 41"
length 21" per stage + 1".

PRECISION 'INSTRUMENTS
Advertisement of Jackson Bros.,

72,

the

selectivity or sharpness of tuning will be at a
minimum, and the strength of reception at its

St, Thomas' Street, London, S.E.r

Exceedingly powerful, reto fit.
Mounts on baseboard independent of panel. Height
to match J.B. Gang Condensers. Ratio 16/1. 4'
Drum. Oxidized silver or
bronze panel plates. 7 6

liable and simple

Telephone: Hop 1837
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WELL

a
No battery set owner can afford to
be without this remarkable 3 in 1

Pocket Meter. Tests L.T. (0-6 volts) :
H.T. (0-150 volts): Current Consump-

tion (0-30 milliamps.). High resistance. Just ONE instrument, convenient to pocket in size and price.

Simple and accurate in use. Saves
its cost time after time and results
in best possible reception.

NEW TYPE

"G ()LTON L:"

Of all Radio
Dealers or di-

red from us.

816

ECKERSLEY TUNER
COIL and other

Jo

,ipecifiedandapproyed

Smart Plush lined
Case,

Components are
by the Designer for

required,

if

use will) the " P.W."
Ecliersley Three.

extra.

The outstanding
performance and

EXPLANATORY

STANDARD BATTERY CO.
184-8, Shaftesbury Avenue, London, W.C.2.

Go r. T CO NI IE

JECkiErtS1.41Elt

excellency in finish of
" GOLTONE " COMPONENTS leads to
their specification ill

LEAFLET FREE

II

T0NE"

"

SUPER DUAL RANGE TUNER COIL

iii

.

(m a§

,Salsetitates.

LESS " Circuits.

dFlicoe

,

all first dues fitvii+)

Itis tit f ratty.

CAN

YOU

FRIEND'S

S TONE, LTD.

YOUR

WITH

We're Fluxite end
Solder, the reliable pair,
Famous for Solder-

i n g -known

YOUR OWN AT NO EXTRA
COST.

everywhere

WILL DO UP TO FOUR

2 -VOLTS AT ONE TIME

PASSED BY EMINENT ELECTRICAL AUTHORITIES.

WE solder all .eon-

IN

nections - with-

8 HOURS.

out any fuss,
So, wherever there's

RUNNING
NEGLIGIBLE.

COST

VARIABLE OUTPUT

CHARGE

BATTERY

2, 4 DR

It

MANCHESTER

Low TENSION CHAR -C ER FOR A.G. MAINS
55/. COMPLETE THE " N P " (NOVICE PROOF)
YET PRODUCED.

fitnas^e-

orette

Qt. Lama Wadi -al. -4 audio Coildlovw
}RIM on request.

WARD & GOLDPENDLETON

THE MOST EFFICIENT UNIT

5,6

A Ill,411 Grade and cicteptietially
lila/ 26
efficient Unit

"POPULAR
WIRELESS" a n d
T MODERN WIREALL

WIRELESS,

OF

you're bound to

6 VOLTS AT '5 TO 3 AMPS. c

find US !"
TRIAL 7 DAYS GIVEN.

SEND

FOR FASTS, STATE MAINS VOLT.1{)E. 51.5 tin

Mfrs.: NASH PRODUCTS LTD., 93, Victoria Rd.,
Stechford, Birmingham. (k:ent, It anted.)

41::)

CP lEt. iNT
READY - TO - ASSEMBLE

RADIO
CABINET
ALL BRITISH

MODEL No. 218. A grieen Anne Radio
or Radm-gramophone Cabinet, 3' 10" high,
2' 2' wide, 1' 6° deep, Size of baffle board
behind fret, 24' X 24'. Metallic fabrio for

fret front included. Opening at to and
back. Cabinet take, panel 2' X 9", or
sanallrr.
PRICES. Machined ready to assemble
Oak £3.10.0. Mahogany £3.15.0. AARC111bled ready to polish ,
Oak £4.10.0.
Mahogany £4.15.0. Assemble,' and polished

Oak £5.10.0. Mahogany £6.5.0. All mode),
Carr. Paid.
SE ND 3d. IN 'STAMPS FOR NEW 1932
BEAUTIFULLY ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE.
CHAS. A. OSBORN, Dept. P.W.,
The
Regent Works, Arlington St.,
London, N.1. Telephone (Jeri:eau:J:1i
5095. And at 21, Essex Cloud, Islington,
N.1 (1 rain.

train the Agricultural Nall).

Telephone: Clerkenivell 5634.

Fluxite and Solder are always by you-in the house. garage,
workshop-anywhere where simple, speedy soldering is needed. They
cost so little, but will make scores of everyday article,* last years longer !
For Pots, Pans, Silver, and Brassware ; RADIO ; odd jobs in the
garage-there's always something useful for Fluxite and Solder to do.
ANOTHER USE FOR FLUXITE
All Hardware and Ironmongery
Hsedcninq Toni, and Case Ilardentna.
StM.es sell Fluxite in tins, 8d.,
Ask for Leaflet on inwrooed method.
1;4 and 2 8.
NEW " JUNIOR " SIZE 4d. per tin.
See that

FLUXITE SOLDERING SET
Simple to use and

lasts

for years in constant

Contains special " small space soldering
iron with non -heating metal handle: pocket blowlamp, Fluxite, Solder, etc., and full instructions
use.

.1

COMPLETE, 1.6 or LAMP only, 2/6

FLUXITE LTD.
(Dept. 324),

ROTHERHITHE, S.E.16.

ALL MECHANICS WILL

FLUXITIE,

IT SIMPLIFIES A LL SOLDERING
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certainly do not want the resistance, nor any
extra expense this side of the summer.
" I should be very glad of a 'candid opinion,

RADIOTORIAL
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

-

if it needs a new 'set I suppose I shall
have to gd to it ; but I really did not want

(Continued from page 1186.)

-as

to."

years' good service. It was originally a detector,

It is very difficult for us to advise in the economics
of the affair, but, honestly, if you can go to the new
set we shoUld certainly be tempted to do so in your

two L.F. with plug-in tuning coils, but I got
you to send me a diagram for adding a dual -

-

range unit which worked very, satisfactorily

place. 'The up-to-date sets and circuits are really

For some time, however, I have been such -a great improvement on the older ones that
think you would be pleased with the change.
bothered with crackling,,which I put down weHowever,
if you are bent on trying the transformer:
to the R.C.C. unit, and finally in desperation it is really quite
a simple matter, and there is no
I tried disconnecting the H.T. lead from- the reason why you should not do so. All you would
to do is to take out the R.C.C. unit and connect
H.T. on the R.C.C. unit and running it have
'transformer in its place as follows :
instead to a spaghetti, the other end of which theH.T.4on the. transformer to the H.T.
was joined to P. terminal on the unit. This lead , A. terminal
or P
the transformer to the H.F. choke
went fine for some weeks, but then the effect ' which is in the plate circuit of the detector valve ;
got very distorted and weak, and in the end G on the L.F. transformer to the grid terminal of
succeeding valve; and finally a flex lead from
I had to take it to a dealer. He tells me that the
the G.B.- terminal on the transformer to the
1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111!

NEXT WEEK
MAKING

A SINGLE DIAL
SUPER
A special article concerning a new development in multi -valve set design.

appropriate point in the grid bias battery, probably
14 volts.
Be sure you have all the connections right before
,connecting up the batteries. Thin switch on and try
it with the new -valve.
'
If you find that it- causes humming, and you have
'

been careful to place this transformer as far as
possible from the other transformer in the set (and
cores at right angles to one another), disconnect
the,batteries again and change over the G. and G.B.
leads on the transforther.
You may find that this alone will cure the trouble,
but if you still
humming or howling or instability,
then you will have to try decoupling. Probably
by this time you will be 'regretting not having_ tried

the new set, but it is really quite a simple. matter
to. fit a decoupler, so -yott May as well as have the

501181111111111011111111111111111111111111111111111111111111118111111110

connections !

the, coupling condenser was faulty and that

Disconnect the H.T. + terminal on the new transformer from the H.T. + lead and insert there a 20,000 ohm spaghetti resistance. Join the H.T.-F terminal

I have ruined my second valve.

As it happens

I have another valve of this type, but -I
certainly do not want to spoil that too, so
what I have been wondering is this

" Could I put in an L.F. transformer in

place of the R.C.C. unit without much trouble ?

Or should I have a new set altogether ?
would much rather try the transformer, as I

on that transformer (and, of Course, that end of the
spaghetti which is connected to it) to one side of a
1 or 2 mfd. fixed condenser. The other side of this fixed
condenser mast be taken by a short lead to L T.-,
or earth, thus completing the decoupling.
Finally, remember that the transformers must
be well apart from one another and with their cores
at right angles. and that the mere reversal of one
set of connections, as described above, is often
uffieient to clear up instability.

WHEN THE L.T. IS IDLE.
T.L.K. (TorqUay).--" How often should the
low-tension battery be charged when it is not
in use ? "
The " mass " type of L.T. battery can stand up
to very long periods, since it was designed for light
load conditions. But the ordinary type soon
deteriorates without use.
-

If this latter type is in good condition it cap be
left for about two months, when it will require
a good charge. But a. battery of this type which
is not in good condition cannot be left as long as
this without some risk of deterioration.

IN SEARCH OF TELEVISION
(Continued front page 1166.)

can take it from me its entertainment

value is mighty small, and will remain so
until such a time that it achieves that stage
of development usually demanded of a thing
before it is allowed to leave the laboratory.

However, it is an undeniable fact that
scientists and business men all over the

world are convinced that the public wants
television, and if they remain convinced the
public is bound to receive television in time,
even if it has to wait for a hundred or more
years.

I am not going to prophesy, but I don't
mind admitting that it would not surprise
me one bit if there happened to be a 1932
schoolboy somewhere with television in his

satchel, or a grown man practically on the
verge of discovering the new line of thought

needed to open up fruitful new lines of

research which will lead to television, corn-.
parable with early broadcasting, rpceivable

under conditions of optical " safety first."
On the other hand, Sir Oliver's " hundred
years " may still be a good bet for all that
contemporary activity can show.

IMPORTANT REASONS
why your set needs a

Harlie Tone Selector

Fitted in
moment.

a

Sim-

ply connect

between your

The Harlie Tone Selector definitely improves reproduction from every type of set
and loud -speaker. It gives you the choice of five different tones. It reduces
undesirable noises. It eliminates needle scratch when a gramophone pick-up is
used. It -is the vital link which enables you to balance your set with your speaker.
To prove our claim that you will be delighted by the improvement in your radio or
gramophone reproduction, we offer you a Harlie Tone Selector on Seven Days' Free
Trial and guarantee to refund your money. in full if you are not more than satisfied.
Thousands of Harlie Tone Selectors are now in use. Thousands of unsolicited
testimonials have been received. Users say : " Worth its weight in gold."
" Reproduction is perfect," " Depth and beauty of tone makes listening a real
pleasure," " Imparts a wonderful clearness to speech," "The difference is unbelievable," " What used to be the noisiest foreigner now comes through as clear
and noisefree as the local station," "'Eliminates all surface noise dud needle scratch,"
" Makes old and scratched records into new ones," etc., etc. (Originals may be -seen.),
You will be equally delighted. Get your Hartle Tone Selector to -day. Stocked by
all dealers ; or post order form now.

set and speaker,

then turn knob

and

hear

the

tone change.
Brings your
speaker under
complete control. Consumes
no
current.
Lasts
indefinitely.

Send

for - free copy of the Harlie book entitled

"Revealing
the Hidden
Beauty in Your

Gramopltbie,
Records.

.

TONE SELECTOR

10 -

AND SCRATCH FILTER

Post Free.

To HABLIE BROS. (Edmonton), LTD. (Dept. T.P.W.2),
Balham Road, Edmonton. London, N.9.
Please send me one Harlie Tone Selector.

(a) -1-enclose 10/-;.:.(b) I will pay 101- on delivers'. (Cross
Out whichever does not apply.)
`If I am' -not entirely satisfied and return the Barite 'lone Selector
within 7 days of purchasing from you direct, you guarantee to
.

refund my money in hill.
NAME
ADDRESS

i.
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"P.W." ECKERSLEY TWO
An Outstanding Set
SOVEREIGN is specified
OU will find a Sovereign
11.F. Choke specified in
the original design of this
splendid set. Why not make
it an all -Sovereign receiver ?
There are sufficient components in the Sovereign

Y

SOVEREICH
SUPER H.F.
CHOKE
specially wound
on solid bakelite,
protected from

range to allow for this, and
knowing the excellent per-

dust and damp.

Equally efficient on all wavelengths. Termi-

formance and quality of,
everything made by Sovereign,

nals at Base.
Price (each)

you will be certain of obtaining maximum results by
using them. Try Sovereign
this time and experience new
Radio -satisfaction.

3'6

SOVEREIGN WAS SPECIFIED IN
THE "P.W." ECKERSLEY THREE
SOVEREIGN ALSO MAKE

R
11111

1111111111111111

Eckersley Tuners, Coil Quoits, P. J.

1111111111111111

and P.V. Coils, Volume Controls,

OVEREI
111111111111111111111111

SOVEREIGN
PRODUCTS

---,
A,c,,A co)

LIMITED.

IMEM11111111111111111111111111111111111111.

Fixed

and

Pre -Set Condensers.

Spaghetti Resistances, Wirewound
Resistances' Potentiometers,
Tuning Coils andUnits, L.F. Transformers and Loudspeakers, etc.

1111111111111111111111

52/54,
ROSEBERY

AVENUE,
London,E.C.1

MAKE YOURS A SOVEREIGN SET

EIBEESEMEMBh.

The three condensers shown
the

above form part of

T.C.C. equipment supplied

4. 1,4

to Prague and consist of
one 1 mfd. for working up
to 25,000 V.D.C. and two
'004 mfd. to pass 18 amps.
Peak working 20,000 V.

400 V.9 C

And here z' a 4 mid. paper condenser
tested 800 V.D.C. for working 40o v.

®SCREEN YOUR H.F.LEADS----

peak. Made in capacities

.1

to so

nifds., prices 2/3 to 181-. Thus do

T.C.C. carer for every condenser need.

With "GOLTONE"
AIR -SPACED FLEX-

The WORLD'S

IBLE METALLIC
SCREENED TUBING.
Prevents self -oscillation.
Low self capacity.

LARGEST medium

Minimum dielectric loss.

Size of Tubing: 2 nn/m Bore (080 ins.)
,o take all Standard Single Panel con.
fleeting wires, Supplied in one yard
lengths. RHS/9 (per yard) 9d.
From all first-class Radio Stores.
Catalogue on request.

wave broadcaster uses

WARD & GOLDSTONE, LTD.
(Dept "P.W.") PENDLETON, MANCHESTER.

YOURS
FOR
This Handsome

A further example

37/6 R.T.A.

Mc

smoothing,

recognised in T.C.C. condensers of unquestioned reliability.

They know that '1.C.C.'s

25 years of specialised experimenta work is an assurance of accuracy
and satisfactory performance. Follow the choice of the experts-,
whatever your condenser need, be sure you get T,C.C.

Easy Terms
£2
6
1

£3

06
£3 17 0

BE GUIDED

Securely packed and carriage paid.
5/- extra on abate prices for Mahogany.

Send 2d. stamp to Dept. " P.W." for our 1932 fully
illustrated 'catalogue of Radio & Home Furniture.

The Telegraph Condens

WOODCRAFTS CO. (Per')
Telephone: Bishopsgate 9094

for

H.F., by-passing, and anode
stopping, are being used at

world's radio technicians have

A most attractive Cabinet 3' 3" high, 21"
wide, 18" deep, to take a panel 18" i 8"
or smaller. Opening at top and back.

Branches all over London.

condensers

ALL
station. Again, foremost of the CONDENSERS

5no/ o balance
SAVED. Yours for so/- down and the
on instalments of 5/- per week.

15, Cygnet St., Bethnal Green Rd., London, E.1

the

the new 200 K.W. Prague

RADIOGRAM CABINET

Ready To Assemble, in Oak £1 17 6
- £2 15 0
Assembled
Assembled and Polished - £3 10 0

of

high esteem in which T.C.C.
condensers are held. T.C.C.

,111111'

CABINET No. 515.

Co.

INSIST ON T.C.C.
Ltd., Wales Farm Road, N. Acton, W. 3.
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"MORN"
THE NEW

MIRROR OF THE B.B.C.
(Continued front page 11724

On Saturday, February 6th, a new feature

will be introduced into the programmes-a
vaudeville critic who will appear at the 'end
of the 'Saturday night bill and say what he
thinks of the vaudeville programmes of the

RADIO

__

week.

CABINETS

Illustrated here are three outstanding

examples of Radio Cabinets, all of which
are made in three sizes, which allow for

the majority of constructors' sets.

SIZE A : 101 SIZE B : 10/- ;
SIZE C 1216

(...

...,a.\

..

c,

)\ -..

THE " MODERNIST "
CABINET No. 78.
In medium colour Fumed

Oak finish with well designed feet.

" The Ideal Cabinet for
the Modern Home."
PRICES :

SIZE A : 13/6
SIZE B : 13/6 ;
The " GOTHIC" CORSOLETTE Cabinet No. 1069.
Fini§hed in tasteful
shaded Jacobean Oak,

SIZE C

16/5

colour harmonising with
the graceful character of
the Cabinet.

Loose Baffle Board
supplied.
Cabinet takes Set,
Speaker Unit and Chassis,

Batteries or Eliminator,

Fret backed with old
Gold Brocade.
PRICES :

SIZE A : 25/ -

SIZE B: 28/6
SIZE C

3116
'

FOR THE S.T. 300 ORDER SIZE C.
FOR THE ECKERSLEY "STAR" THREE
ORDER SIZE C.

light feature programme having the
attractive title of " Cakes and Ale " for
a

6th. It is, I understand, a sequel to his singsong " Nuts and Wine," which was broad-

cast some weeks ago, and will, as did its
predecessor, take the form of an imitation
outside broadcast, with which department
at the London headquarters Mr. Howland
was associated before he was transferred 'to
the Children's Hour department as assistant
to Mr. C. E. Hodges.
In " Cakes and Ale," listeners will renew
acquaintance with Mr. Willetts, the
churchwarden who provided the comic

relief to the village parish hall concert in
" Nuts and Wine." Mr. Willetts will be one

\

(with ra-in. baseboard.)

FOR THE "P.W." ECKERSLEY THREE
ORDER SIZE C.

FOR THE "W.L.S." SHORT WAVER
ORDER SIZE B

" MORCO " Cabinets are manufactured in our own
works with full, up-to-date equipment.
Eve -y Cabinet has a detachable back and is mounted
on Rubber Peet.

There is a" MORCO "Cabinet for every
constructor's set. Write now for all
particulars "FREE."

R. MORTON & CO. LTD,
MAPPIN BUILDINGS, NORFOLK ST.,

SHEFFIELD.

of the chief characters in " Cakes and Ale,"
which is another village concert to celebrate
the wedding of his -daughter. The artistes

include Ernest Lush at the piano, the

Wireless Male Voice Chorus, conducted by
Cyril Dalmaine, and Frederick Grisewood
(baritone), who is a member of the Announcing Staff at Savoy Hill.

THE LISTENER'S NOTEBOOK
(Continued front page 1172.)

Problem (3), Aspects of the Moroccan
Mind (5).
Also, Science

and Civilisation (9) ;
Astronomy (6) ; Medicine (13) ; Pedagogy
(13) ; Religion (3) ; French Literature
(Classical (5), Political (3), Stories and
Novels (7), Poets (1), " Disques " (3) ) ;
and Communiqués on Agriculture (91).
L is interesting to note the extraordinarily large number of talks devoted to
agriculture ; in fact, there is one every day,

and even Sundays are not excluded. They
cover a wide range of subjects, are intended

for the professional farmer and amateur
gardener alike, and are arranged on the
To -day in Your Garden " principle ;
that is, the subject matter of the talk is
that particular branch of agriculture in
which the farmer would be engaged at the
time the talk is given. As is to be expected,
the cultivation of the vine is dealt with very
thoroughly.

The talks as a whole differ, I think, very
materially from our own, but I would like

to know whether they provoke as much
criticism. What do you think?

NAME

Group Listening.

ADDRESS

Evidently, the group -listening movement
is growing fast. Indeed, Dr. C. Delisle

"P.W." 3o/t/3

have sprung up in the North and the

Midlands, although the movement is not
entirely confined to these parts.

follow the fashion sooner or later.
One significant feature of the movement

Alan Howland, who is in charge of the

National listeners on Saturday, February

Finished in a medium
Oak colour with Ebonised
feet. Hand French
Polished.
PRICES:

groups in existence, the majority of which

Nuts and Wine.

WITH THE FURNISHINGS OF ANY HOME
SIZE A. For Sets having Panels sq." x 7', Baseboard 7".

-

It has been officially stated that there
are, at present, more than 350 of these

It has already intruded itself into
southern and western counties as well,
Kent heading the list with 13 groups..

Children's Hour at Savoy Hill, is producing

For Sets having Panels from sz." X 7" to
le X13".
.,
C.
For Sets having Panels from s5"x 7'7 to
x 8"
and will take any Set within the above dimensions.
Baseboards for sizes B & C are supplied so" wide.
SIZE A is specially designed to accommodate the
famous TELSEN VICTOR 3, but can be used for any
Set having a Panel Lt" X 7" and a Baseboard
x 7".
The "POPULAR" CABINET No. 65.

premature, perhaps.

The first criticism will probably be given
by Mr. Herbert Farjeon, the playwright and
dramatic critic, and it is also hoped to secure
the services of Ashley Sterne, P. G. Wodehouse and Harry Graham for future talks of
a similar nature.

OUR CABINETS ARE BEAUTIFULLY
DESIGNED AND WILL HARMONISE

B.

already universally established by address-

ing his listeners as groups. This is a bit

Burns, in his talk " What Difference Rave
Motors Made ? " seemed to regard it as

A Significant Feature.

The Home Counties still seem to be holding

themselves aloof,, but they are sure ,tq.
is

that 116 of the 350 groups confine

their, interest and discussion to the economic
series of talks, " Industry and Trade."
It is by specializing that the groups, I think,
show wisdom.

Dr. Burns mentioned " superficiality of
mind " as being one of the bad effects of
the new travel machines. I am sure that

66 COSMIC" 11
a similar superficiality of mind must result
from our unsystematic way of listening -in.

There is no doubt that we have, in the'
past, listened -in to too much.

Selectivity is as essential -to the listener

as it is to the set. We obviously cannot

study to any depth all the arts and sciences
at once. If we attempt to, then the most

we can hope to have is just a nodding

acquaintance with the many subjects taught
via the microphone.

Adopt the fashion set by these 116
and concentrate on one series
Follow up what you hear with

groups,
only.

reading and discussion. That is my advice.
If you do, wireless will henceforth cease

to be " the not completely satisfactory
thing " it is, but something absorbingly
interesting, because it provides substantial
food for thought.
*4-4- 0000 4 -44 -4 -4. -4 -

THE DUBLIN
STATION ORCHESTRA
*

The Augmentation Postponed.
-4-0-0 0-0 00-000 4. 000-0*

IN an article on " Broadcasting in Irelanct"
in POPULAR WIRELESS of October 17th
last our special correspondent who

visited the Dublin station stated that the
Dublin Station director hoped to increase
the orchestra of six to sixteen. This plan.
has now received a set -back.

In reply to a question in the Dail, Mr.,
M. R. Heffernan, Parliamentary Secretary,
to the Irish Minister for Posts and Tele-,
graphs (Who is responsible for the broad-.
casting service), has stated that the question of augmentation of the Dublin Station
Orchestra had been carefully considered,
but in view of the present financial string-,
eney the Minister for Finance was not

prepared to sanction the extra expenditure_
that would be involved. The matter would
be reconsidered, however, when the financial situation improved.
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AN ECONOMY HINT
By W. L. S.

+

T

I

SUPPOSE that, with the exception of

the famous "Buy British "

slogan,

the word most in the thoughts of the
public at the moment is " economy."
Coupled with the gruesome- thoughts of
Income Tax forms, economy " is not a
mere slogan -it is a necessity.

It is only natural that many families

Who are thinking of treating themselves
-

to a new receiver in the near future are now

beginning to think harder still -this time
about whether it will be done or not.
Although my few remarks apply more to

STR
ICT
PRIVACY

We appreciate the necessity for
confidential transactions -that's
why you will find us best for.
RADIO ON EASY TERMS.
SPEAKERS
MANUFACTURERS' KITS
FORMO ECONOMY 3

"

With Coils less Valves and Cabinet.
Balance in 7 monthly payments of 5/6.
CASH PRICE £1 :19 : 6.

be put to use, even by the latter class.

TELSEN 3

" short-wave followers, than to
the average broadcast listener, they may

Valves and Cabinet. Balance
monthly payments of 5/6
CASH PRICE £1 : 19 : 6.
Less
in 7

Separate Short -Waver.

It is being proved more and more often
nowadays that. it is an advantage, if one

does much short-wave work, to have a

the job. Many
excellent " all -wave " receivers have been
described, but it is generally necessary that
they should be a compromise in some ways..

separate - receiver for

LION Wi th Valves less Cabinet.Balance
11 monthly payments of 10/10.
CASH PRICE £5 : 17 : 6.
in

ments of 19/8. CASH PRICE £10: 15: 0.

each of them has a nice L.F. amplifier. My
suggestion is that " two -set " eir " three -

set" families should share the L.F. side,
and that this should be made particularly
well to compensate for the economy in
components.

- Personally, I have a broadcast receiver
consisting of a screened -grid H.F. stage and

a detector. My short -waver is a modest
single-valver.
A Single Amplifier.

Standing in a convenient corner I have an
all -electric gramophone which. incorporates

a two -valve, amplifier that is -I hope=
above reproach. When I want loudspeaker
work, be it gramophone, broadcast, or
short-wave long-distance signals, that amplifier has to do its stuff. It is most convenient (particularly for an all-A.C. job)
to build an amplifier, power supply and

If one wants
grarnophone, the turntable and pick-up
can probably be built into the same

CASH PRICE £6 : 15 : 0.

Then, it seems to me, one's troubles are
finished. An L.F. amplifier differs from
most other radio apparatus in this respect one does know when it is working well.

There is no speculations about 'whether
conditions are good, whether the transmission is up to scratch, and so on. One
simply makes an amplifier that pleases
one's ear and then leaves it severely alone.
This desirable state having been reached,

we can push into our amplifier anything
that is handy -be it London Regional from
the broadcast set, Sydney from the short Waver, or Clapham and Dwyer from the
record and pick-up !
(Continued on next page.)

ORDER

WITH
ORDER

ORDER

OSRAM NEW MUSIC 19/8
MAGNET 4
Valves and
With

Cabinet. Balance in 11 monthly pay-

FORMO TRIPLE -WAVE 3

With triple wave switch operated coil,
less valves and cabinet.

monthly payments
PRICE 53:5:0.

of

Balance in 11
5/11. CASH

READIRAD METEOR

WITH

ORDER

5/11
WITH
ORDER

3 6/11

Less 'Valves and Cabinet. Balance in
11 monthly payments of 6/11. CASH
PRICE £3 :15 0.

WITH
ORDER

ACCESSORIES
GARRARD INDUCTION GRAMOPHONE
MOTOR.

For A.C. Mains.

Model 202.

Mounted on
Nickel Motor Plate with
fully automatic electric starting and stopping
switch. Cash price £218s. 6d. Balance in order
11 monthly payments of 5/4.
EXIDE 120 -VOLT W.H. TYPE ACCUMU- With
LATOR, in crates. Cash price £4 13s. Od. 816
Balance in 11 monthly payments of 8/6.
order
NEW B.T.H. " SENIOR " PICK-UP AND With
TONE -ARM. Complete. Cash price £2 5s. Od. 412
Balance in 11 monthly payments of 4/2.)
order

5,4

V.3 RADIO. FOR THE MILLION
WITH MOVING.- COIL SPEAKER

londspeaker all together.

assembly.

WITH

MELODY MAKER MODEL 101 234 With Valves and Cabinet. WITH

local

never in use together, yet, for instance,

5/6

COSSOR EMPIRE
Balance in 11 monthly payments of 12/6

broadcast programme.
If both theshort-waver and the broadcast
set are of the large variety, there is inevitably, a certain waste of gear. - The two are

WITH
ORDER

V.3 RADIO FOR THE MIL- 101-

Finther, the really keen short-wave man
likes to have a set that he can experiment
with; without incurring the wrath of the
family by leaving them in the lurch when

they particularly want to hear a

516

ONLYND

222

paid

in

England.

With

15
ir
order

7 monthly payments of 5/5.

AMPLION MOVING -COIL SPEAKER, TYPE

With

M.C.6.

612

Permanent magnet, xlpith output
transformer. Complete. Cash price £3 7s. 61.
Balance in 11 monthly payments of 6/2.
NEW CELESTION TYPE J.12 SPEAKER
AND CHASSIS. Incorporating the famous
Celestion reinforced diaphragm. Cash price

With

5,3

Balance in 11 monthly payments, of 6/6.

order

order
Balance in 7 monthly payments of 6/3.
CELESTION PERMANENT MAGNET
MOVING -COIL SPEAKER. Type R.P.M.8. With
with 8 -in, reinforced diaphragin. Excluding 615
input transformer. Cash price, £3 10s. 011.
MAGNAVOX PERMANENT MAGNET MOVING COIL SPEAKER. Type D.C. x42.
Cash Price £2 17s. 6d.

k\ ILI

5141

.

Balance lull monthly payments of 5/4.

orderl

-

CELESTION P.P.M: PERMANENT MAGNET
MOVING -COIL SPEAKER with impregnated

diaphragm and dual impedance input transformer. Cash or C.O.D. £2 7s. 6d.
Balance in 7 monthly payments of 6/3.
ORMOND PERMANENT MAGNET MOVING
COIL CHASSIS (No. 464). With

With

6/6
order
With

tappel
0'. 511 1
input transformer. Cash price £3 68.
order
Balance in 11 monthly payments of 6/11.
R. & A. " 100 " PERMANENT MAGNET With
MOVING -COIL SPEAKER

with multi -ratio cm

If

input transformer. Cash Price £2 17s. 6d.
Balance in 11 monthly payments of 5/4.

order
PILOT PERMANENT MAGNET MOVING- Send
in
handsome
solid
oak
gril
1
COIL SPEAKER,
cabinet with multi -ratio input trans- .10
former. Cash or C.O.D. £316s. Od. only. only
Balance in 11 monthly nay mefits of 6111.
W.B. PERMANENT MAGNET- MOVING- With
COIL SPEAKER, TYPE P.M.3. With
3 -ratio input transformer. Cash Price 410
£2 12s. 6d. Balance -in 11 monthly pay- order

meuts of 4/10.

ELIMINATORS

K.12 H.T.- ELIMINATOR AND With
L.T. TRICKLE CHARGER. Delivers 12 "m/a.
Tapped at 8o v. (S.G.), 12o/15o v. Charges order
}-amp. at 2, 4, or 6 v. Cash price E3 19s. 6d..
Balance in 11 monthly payments of 7/2.
ATLAS A.C. ELIMINATOR TYPE A.C.244. With
EKCO

7/2

Three tappings, &G.; Detector, and Power.
Output, 120 volts at so m/a. Cash price

5/6

-

£2

195.

6d.

Balance in 11 monthly payments of
W.5A

COMBINED

order

6/8.
H.T.

REGENTONE

payments
of 22/2.

One adjustable S.G., a variable and x fixed
tapping for H.T. L.T. charging for 2 and 6

11 monthly

order

38/6.

Balance in

FamOus V.3 Kit in handsome
Solid Oak Consolette, complete CASH PRICE
with built-in matched moving(including
coil speaker by famous British
Royalties)
firm, 3 Mullard valves, large
capacity accumulator (3o/6o), £12 :1 : 9
H.T. and G.B. batteries. Chassis
FOR
built -factory wired -British SEND
ART
throughout and Aerial tested. FREE
LEAFLET.
Carriage

BLUE SPOT SPEAKER UNIT AND
Cash
CHASSIS.
Type 100 U.
Bal'ance in
price £1 195. 6d.

With

ELIMINATOR AND TRICKLE CHARGER.

8/6

order

For A.C. mains. Cash price £412s. 6d.
Balanci. in 11 monthly payment= of 8'8
REGENTONE W.I.F. H.T. ELIMINATOR.
Tapped 60/70 v. S.G., and 120 V. at 12 raja.
volts.

With

414,

Cash- Price £2 7s. 6d.

order
Balance in 11 monthly payments of 4/4.
HEAYBERD ELIMINATOR MODEL C.250 With
for A.C. Mains Tapped. Variable S.G.,60/8o v.

0/150 v., 100/200 v. and 25o v.' at 6o m/a.
Cash Price £8 10s. Od.

151

Balance in 11 monthly payments of 15/7.

order

Phone :
NEW TIMES SALES CO. 56, LUDGATE HILL, LONDON, E.C.4. CENTRAL
2716

(a) Please send me FREE your 1932 Radio Catalogue
(b) Please send me further particulars of
(c) I enclose
d as first payment for
s.
NAME
ADDRESS
3011/32
r.
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(Continued from previous page.)

-1

.1lEAYsER

0.150

A.CtsiaINS 200-250, 5 Op

I- find, too, that an excellent way of

arranging things is -to incorporate an L.F.

1.G

oo

RECORDER BARGAIN
brand new £22 NI 7 rO
kits, unwired, with diagrams

transformer in front isf the finit, valve of the

Complete

output of both my sets consists

Sets ready for use, complete 4 5,

amplifier, and to "parallel -feed " it from
whatever set it -works on. The detector

.VCREA

FULTOGRAPH PICTURE

of a

30,000 -ohm resistance where the 'phone
terminals would normally be, and a 1-mfd.
condenser going from the " live " side
(i.e. the side remote from the II.T.) to the
'phone terminals themselves, the second
one; of course, being earthed.

with diagram. Easily adapted to record
Any signals,
-

All it costs to run this sterling Heayberd D.13o
Mains Unit for row hours at 3d. a unit. Com-

Simplifies the Switching.

drive stop magnet and cover, 9/-. Shaft fine thread
steel -head screw with 2 bearings, 2/6. Cylinder alu-

bakelite panel, Westinghouse Rectification and
length of flex-all ready to switch on.

its connection to the broadcast set, the
short -waver, and the- amplifier. Thus a

HT+I H7.4-2 HT4-3

MIND10 NI AX
Mr!

1000 hours for 2/6
plete with sturdy crystalline steel case with
GUARANTEED THREE- YEARS.
MODEL 0.150. Output 25 m.a. at
120 v. and 160 v. Tappings : 60/80 v.
Variable S -Q., 120 v.
150 volts fixed ..
Cat oat this Ad. and send NOW with 3d.
in stamps for List 962 and others with
diagrams.

and 86f

An earth wire round the skirting makes

single wire suffices to convey the signals
from either set to the amplifier. To do this,
one side of the first transformer primary is
earthed; and the other goes to a jack on
the front, into which my plugs (with only
a single wire taken to each) are pushed as
the need arises.
Thus, when the family (or even I Myself)

particularly want to listen to a broadcast
item, there is no domestic trouble even if
the. Melbourne set is completely in bits !

pVeER
MONARCH OF THE MAINS.
10, FINSBURY ST., LONDON, E.C.2.
(One minute from Moorgate Und. Station.)

It pays you to ask your Retailer for
genuine guaranteed

WAVEMASTER
Variable Condensers and Extensers

for all the latest circuits
CONDENSER CO.. LTD..
Hatton
Garden. Loudon. E.C.I.
WET H.T. BATTERIES Th

WEBB

42,

Solve all H.T. Troubles.

SELF-CHARCINC,

SILENT,

ECONOMICAL

JARS (waxed), 21." X lr sq. 1/3 doz.
ZINGS, new type 10d. doz. Sacs 1/2 doz.
Sample doz. (18 volts). complete with
bands and electrolyte, 411, post 9d.
Sample unit, 6d. Illus. booklet free.

Bargain list free.

AMPLIFIERS, 30/-. 3 -valve set, £5,

P. TAYLOR, 57, Studley Road,
STOCKWELL.

LONDON

EASY PAYMENTS

" There's no place like HOLMES"

The first firm to supply. Wireless parts' on easy
payments.
Wireless."

Seven years advertiser in " Popular
Thousands of satisfied customers.
Monthly

TELSEN VICTOR 3 KIT 39/6
COSSOR KIT
£6115
OSRAM KIT
£10/15
METEOR 3 KIT
£3/15
EXIDE H.T. Accum.. 120v. £3

BLUE SPOT 66R &
CHASSIS

-

-

£2/2/6
39/6
67/6
M.C.
47/6

BLUE SPOT 100 U
AMPLION M.C.6

--

CELEST ION
Speaker

EKCO Eliminator A.C.I8 67/.

Deposit Payments
515
7 of 5/5
10/- 11 of 12/8
19/6 I of 19/8
6/10 11 of 6/10
8/9 of 6/8
1

Transformer, 6

I

ratio,

-

. Buzzer on mahogany base, 7/6.

HEADPHONES.-Sullivan's Double -Headphooes, 2
receivers with metal headbands, 120 ohms, .3/. &pair ;
dittO., 8 000 'ohms. 4!- pair.

Field Service Headpho nes.
leather headbands, L.R., English make, '2/6 pairt cl ean
and boxed in makers cartons. Single Earpieces, L.R.
116.

All as new.

Socket,' 1/6.

7 -in,

double cord with Plug and

-

famous

Y.

The advantage here is, of course, that it

can be " hotted up " in the many ways

known

to short-wave experts

without
making it unsuitable for broadcast reception. It simply doesn't have to he used for
broadcast reception, for which purpose the
nice, tame, easy -to -handle detector circuit
is still there.
All

9 of 5/3
9 of 7/5

before it will serve either of its two purposes
really well.

NQ
00.11,

V
CABINET
for YOUR Radio
USED BY " B B C
FORUMS

return at our expense if you wish to part with It
Photographs and List FREES
PICKETTS, Radio Furniture (P.W.),
.

Albion Road, Bexleyheath, Kent.

To Ensure THE BEST
make

EVERY TEST
with the'_

" SETAW "

4

"COSMIC"!1
Ritiummmunifinfimminnumninnumninumunnume:

Scales covering 0-8.

0-16 ; 0-240 volts and
0-30 milliamps.

TEST Id,T, and G.B.
and feed your valves

correctly. TEST L.T.
regularly and add to its
life.
DETECT DIS-

POLYMETER
[IS i:Sgr

TORTION-TEST
YOUR VALVESINSULATION and

TRACE ALL BREAK-

S

DOWNS. MEASURE
H.T. Consumption and

meter-Guaranteed.
PRICE

H. W. HOLMES, 29, FOLEY STREET,

Engineers,

and "Lendina ExPPrts
The sort people desire to possess and keep. Tasteful
beauty-Piano finish-advantages alsq of. PIANO.
TONE tbaffie chamber Tito BETTER REPRODUCTION that your Set is
really capable of gives you a joyous sense of achievement.. Mellow. rich tone of piano soundboard Sent
ON APPROVAL direct from the makers. Prices
35f- to £15 (cash or Easy Payments) You may

The " SETAW "
11111111111111111111L1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111L:

Midget

PICKETT'S

this may seem complicated and

unnecessary to users of two separate sets,
but where one's pocket will not run to the
latter state it is surely better to use one of

Electric

218 Upper Thames Street, London, E.C.4

That is not the same thing as using one

and" H.T. can be used, but the detector
valve itself remains separate, . with the
special purpose of receiving short waves

Western

Work on I volt at / amp, bayonet or standard,
4 -pin base. 3/9 ; power, 4/6, X -Ray Valves, 7 in. die,
37/6. -All good. 1 -in. Coils, 8/6 ; 2 in., 17/6.
TRANSFORMERS, 200/240 volt -3, 5, 8 volts amp.,
6/6 ; 200/240 volt to 8, 12, 20 volt 2 amp., 10/6 and 12/6.
Peanut.

complete receiver for both short and medium
waves, with the same detector. It necessi-

tates a larger cabinet, but one can arrange
switching so that a short-wave detector,
complete with its coils and condensers, is
always ready to be put on the aerial instead
of the broadcast 'detector. -The same L.T.

.

'01 Dubilier 1,000 volt, 1/6.
SPECIAL BARGAINS. -9-1b. parcel of Radio Experimer,ter's Useful Sundries, 51-, postage 1/,
MORSE KEYS, 3/6. No. I, R.A.F.' 6/-. Bro wn,
7/6. Buzzers, 1/6. Complete Practice Set, Key and

ManyAdvantages.

5/3
7/5

WEEKLY WIRELESS JOURNAL.

minium, 4 in. by 2 in., 1/6.

CONDENSERS, for smoothing L.T. Smooths out
hum and crackles. Best British make. 500 volts T.C.C.,
2 mid., 1/6. Sterling, 1/6. 8 mfd., 5/-. 10 mfd.,

ELECTRADIX RADIOS

This economy business can be carried
still further. but not if one wishes to use
both sets at once. By this I mean that
everything in the two sets can be shared
except the detector

the foregoing expedients than to have a
single set that has to be severely altered

h aPs ONIUe LlAarRgestWsILELoys aSn 'y'

with speed control and handle, 716. Stylus on caiti age
with guide, 2j6. Magnetic clutch with contacts, g ear

short -waver, so that no trouble -arises here.

New Goods Obtained for Every Order.

REMEMBER

191 6

FULTON SPARES. Gramo. Motor, doublesting
a

VALVES.-The

of the usual distant stuff, is available, on
headphones only, even if the family set
is working on the local. In any case, I
always use a separate indoor- aerial on the -

9 of 4/6
7 of 5/9
9 of 7/5

Great Portland Street, London, W.1.
'Phone: Museum 1414.

- - Recorder Kit only, less amplifier and wiring,

Likewise Melbourne, or Timbuctoo, or any

5/6
5/8
7/5

Send us a list of the parts you require and the payments that will suit your convenience, arid we will
send you a definite quotation. Anything Wireless.

with instructions

get the best from yourset

instructions in box.
9/0 FullFrom
all Dealers.

S. KALISKY (Aldgate) Ltd.

146, Theobalds Road, London, W.0.1
PLEASE be sure to mention "Popular Wireless" I

when communicating with Advertisers. Thanks!
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ttiDIVID-UALITY
indis-

do not manufacture
known to
and accessory
switches and
we produce rotary

WE criminately every component
radio

valveholders
the

TECHNICAL
NOTES
Some diverse and informative jottings about interesting aspects of
radio reception.
By Dr. J. H. T. ROBERTS, F. Inst. P.

anti- microphonic
quite definitely

which are
For your
finest in the world.
should
incorporate
oven good you
in your set.

Benjamin components
you had our
By the w ay, havewith 'its three
1932 Catalogue

original circuits?
11

right now
not, write now Electric Ltd.,
The BenjaMin
11.17.
Tariff Road, Tottenham,
Tottenham 150o.

fr is rather interesting to notice the ten-

dency to revive the use of the ordinary
carbon type of. microphone." It was not

so very long ago that there_ were many
attempts to use the button type of micro-

CAN BUILD A £40

Book of instructions, 3d.

Catalogue of Motors, Tone -arms,
Sound - Boxes, latest internal
Amplifiers,
Gramophones, or

Cabinets Free. Cash or terms.

V. BURT, 85, High St., Deptford.

FIX A PIX IN YOUR AERIAL
Out out powerful and local stations that literally

measure of success.
The microphone has the great advantage

Just drop us a line stating
what you require.
Remember they have been
specified for many of the

and, as a matter of fact, with quite a

as the Mallard, Cossor, etc.

that it requires only a small low-tension
current-no high-tension current-but, on
the other hand, the quality and reliability,

sets described in .the Wire-

thing for experimenters to work a loudspeaker from a crystal set by means of a
microphone amplifier of this kind. Also
many people used a type of 'microphone
pick-up for the electrical reproduction of
gramophone records.

The microphone was
sometimes attached to the stylus bar, or to
the centre of the soundbox diaphragm, and
was connected up in circuit with a battery
and a loudspeaker.
Differential Microphone.

More recently a new type of " Brown "
microphone has been introduced, particularly for amplifying from a gramophone

"swamp " your set. Bring in loud and

pick-up, in which a diaphragm is surrounded

diaphragm being actuated by the needle
of the pick-up ; in this way there is a sort
of. " differential " effect, the pressure be-

on both sides by layers of carbon, the

14, Newgate Street, London, E.C.I.
HAY'S IC ..14.131E 1%4 E S

Popular " 42^ high, 21" wide,
34" deep, for panels 18. X 7". Can
be adapted to other sizes by suitable

free vignette. Speaker chamber 180
square fitted with 7 -ply sub -baffle -

hole cut to suit type of speaker used.

Back wholly removable. Soundly con-

structed of oak and richly
orii_
polished.
PRICE LIU i
Illustrated lists of 60 Cabinets free.
H. KAY, Cabinet Manufacturer,
Mount Pleasant Rd., London, N.17

:Phone : Walthanistow 1626.allMOI
HEADPHONES. Sullivan's Double. 2 receivers with
metal headbands. 120 ohms, 31 -;'ditto, 8,000 ohms, 4/.
Pair:: field service 'phones, leather headbands, L.R..

=British. 2/6 pr., in makers' cartons; single earpieces,
L.R., 116; all as new. guaranteed 2 yrs.; microphone
insets. 2/-. 91b. Parcel useful oddments, 6/-. post free.
Electfadix Radios. 218, Upper Thames St., E.C.4.

ICIPMMNIMICXXXXVWCYOMNICIM°'
Make

The DAILY SKETCH
YOUR Picture Paper
ADVERTISERS PLEASE NOTE!
The Rate for a one -inch Single
Column Advertisement is 30/ Minimum Space accepted
Half -an -inch

..

15/.

Send Remittance with instructions to:

JOHN H. LILE, LTD.,
4, LUDGATE CIRCUS, LONDON, E.C.4

iokaftevaozwaswwsePasswa".4

to nearly every circuit, in-

phone sO, as to make a valveless amplifier

strong foreign concerts. The PLY is
also a volume control. Fits
any Bet without :I -alteration. 21- from
all wireless shops or

THE FIX PATENTS DEVELOPMENT CO. Ltd.,

Watmel coils can be adapted
cluding such popular circuits

especially the latter, are much below those
usually associated with the valve amplifier.
In the old days it was quite a common

YOU GRAMOPHONE
WITH OUR SCALEAni.
DRAWINGS FOR 'SW

circuits

A Microphone Amplifier ?

tween the diaphragm and the carbon on one
side increasing at
same time that it is
decreasing at the other side.

Whether the microphone can be de-

vel?Ped to such a degree of perfection as to

less Press.
THE ADVANTAGE OF
WATMEL COILS

This range of coils has been

specially designed in view
of broadcasting conditions.
A high degree of selectivity is,assured by using
these coils, as they are soecially screened to prevent direct pick-up or, interaction between the
various units.
TYPE 3.A.1.
Screened aerial tuner with aperiodic' aerial tapping
for high selectivity. This tuner can be adapted
for any type of receiver. Price
..
.. 8/6
1. Wave -change switch.
2. Contacts are gold and silver alloy-prevents
oxidisation and assures perfect low -resistance
contacts and reliable switching.
3. The medium -wave winding is carried on a
high-grade paxolin tube and wound on silk covered wire.
4. Aluminium screen with spring contact be'

tween top and bottom.

Information on other types of coils may be had on
application.

THE NEW. WATMEL 50,000' OHMS
POTENTIOMETER.
As specifietby " Amateur Wireless " for the Century
Portable.

Polished Pointer Knob.
2. Engraved Bakelite front

-1.

plate.
3. Wire wound former.

N.B.-The resistance

is

wire ; not compound with
wire contacts, and is specialty 'wound on a tapered

former.

Insulating bush to insulate spindle from panel.
5. Contact finger Phos-

4.

be i. serious rival to the valve remains to
be seen, but it is remarkable what a great
deal has actually been accomplished with
different types of microphone during the
past year or two, and there is no doubt that
there is still a good deal more to be done.
The simplicity of the microphone and the
associated circuit is, of course, a great at-

dard wiring
8. Back self-cleaning contact.
9. Large contact plate.
Square Law ..
10. Stops at end of wiring.

Modulation.

Every pail is made from the finest materials.
WRITE . FOR COMPONENT CATALOGUE.
If you have any difficulty in obtaining Watmel
components, write direct to us.

traction of the system.

To the transmitting experimenter the

question of modulation is a very important
one, but to the operator' of a receiving set,
modulation is of secondary 'interest, inas
much as it is a condition
which he

phor -Bronze.

6. Onc-hole fixing -brass

bearing bush resulting in
perfect bearing.
resistance up to
7. Bakelite case, protecting Any
50,000 ohms stanwinding.

5/6
6/6

TRADE ENQUIRIES INVITED.

Over-

has no control. The modulation of the
transmission rests entirely with the broadcasting station, and although it has a direct
effect upon the maximum quality of the
reception, the listener has to take, in this
particular matter, what is given to him and
to do the best he possibly can with it in his

" GETS THE BEST OUT OF ANY SET."

W ATM EL WIRELESS CO., LTD.,

Imperial Works, High Street, Edgware.
Telephone: Edgware 0313.

receiver.

The question of modulation, so far as the
B.B.C. are concerned, bas been the subject
of long -continued and exhaustive tests, and
(Continued on next page.)

BUY

BRITISH
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(Continued from previous ..page.)

I think I am right in saying that the standard
of modulation of the B.I3.C. is not excelled,
if indeed equalled, in the transmissions from
any other stations in the world.
As -you know, modulation of the carrier -

wave is brought about by superimposing
upon it the impulses from the microphone
or speech circuit ; this -is commonly said
to produce side -bands.
Effect on Quality.

tive and sharply tuned, that a type of

" fading " will be experienced, the reception rising and falling in volume as
the transmission approaches or wanders

away from- its proper wave -length. This
wandering is sometimes called carrier -wave
" wobble. "

-

In order to avoid it some form of master -

control should be used, of which I may
mention the piezo-crystal as an example.

Owing to the crowded condition of the ether
in these days, the wandering of a broadcast
wave -length from its allotted value is liable
also to cause serious heterodyne interference with other stations.

The carrier -Waves are in this way caused
to increase and decrease in amplitude, and Operating Skill.
the ratio of the amplitude of the variations
With a sot the circuit of which starts
to the normal amplitude of the carrier -wave, with a detector-for instance, a detector and
is a measure of the degree of modulation. two low -frequency amplifier set-it is surIf the modulation is a hundred per cent it prising what different results can be got out
means that the carrier -wave is caused to of it in the hands of different operators.
vary in amplitude between zero and twice
I am thinking more particularly of the
its normal amplitude.
case where the aerial circuit is loose -

At first sight, you might think that it

would be best in ad cases to superimpose

upon the carrier -wave a maximum or

hundred -per -cent modulation, and that this

would give stronger signals in receiving

sets, which, after all, rely for their ultimate
reproduction upon modulatien and not upon
the carrier.
This is true in a general way,but there are
other factors which render it impracticable
to use such a heavy degree of modulation
as this, the principal reason being that the
quality of the reproduction from receiving
sets picking up the transmission would be
impaired.

As a matter of fact there are transmitting
stations which use a degree of modulation
nearly up to -the- maximum in cases where

they wish to reach as large an area of

listeners as possible, and where the question

of reaching out is more important than the
actual quality of reception.
In the case of the B.B.C. the degree of
modulation used is generally between abeut
60 and 70 per cent ; this is found to give
good, strong signals, whilst at the same time
retaining as far as possible every scrap et
quality.

Attenuation.

Perhaps I should mention that owing to

what is called " attenuation "-which is

simply another name for the gradual
weakening of the waves as they travel
greater and greater distances from the
transmitter-the modulation becomes less

CIGARETTES
ARE CAPITAL

and less effective.

At some distances the unmodulated or
residual part of the carrier -wave -can be
picked up, but the modulation or side -bands

have become so weak that it is practically
impossible -to- receive 'speedh or music, and

all that can be heard is a kind of hissing
note.
Frequency Wobble.

9/tele seat .wemetoote.

The B.B.C. is extremely careful not only
in the matter of correct modulation, but also
in keetiing the transmitted wave -length as
nearly as possible constant. Unfortunately,
many Continental stations are not nearly so

particular or their arrangements are not so

61'2' FOR

10

110FOR20
C.C.373

effective, with the result that transmissions " wander" all around the stipulated
wave -length.

This is very irritating to anyone receiving
such transmissions, because clearly it means,

especially
if the receiving set is very selec.

coupled, so that you have -two tuned circuits

and two circuit adjustments to make afterwards.

At first sight you might think that there
was really very little in the operation of
such a circuit to call for any skill on the
part of the operator, but if by any chance
you possess such a set, and are not particularly skilled in manipulating it, get

some more experienced friend to go over it
for you and see whether he can get more out
of it than you have been getting.
Plug-in coils are very convenient for the
primary and secondary of the aerial coupling
and for the reaction coil, but for the finest
adjustment it is important that these coils
should be of the low-" loss variety.
Coupling and Selectivity.

So fir as the tuning is concerned, this
depends, of course, upon the tuning, first
of all of the primary aerial circuit and of
the secondary circuit, whilst the selectivity
depends largely upon the precise adjust-

ment of the coupling between the two.

Remember that these effects react upon each

other, and any adjustment of the one

necessitates a further corresponding adjustment of the other.
This, in fact, is what calls for skill in the
tuning and operation of a set, and is what
renders the manipulation so interesting.
For precise tuning adjustments of the
primary and secondary circuits slow-motion
or vernier condensers should be used, whilst

a further aid in the final tuning up and
operation of the receiver generally
potentiometer for the grid leak.

is a

Component Values.

If you do not use a variable grid leak it is
a very good plan to try out different values
of this component, and you may find that
you get much better results with a somewhat higher value of grid -leak resistance
than you haye previously been`using.
The operation and efficiency of the set,
no matter what the nature of the set may be,
are very largely ,a question of the choice_
of the right values of components, or
alternatively, of course, of the adjustment
of the value of _components to the correct
amount

No amount of skill on the part of the

operator will make up for serious errors in
the values of vital components in the

set, whilst, on the other hand, the more
(Continued on next page.)
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REGD. DESIGN NO. 750293. -

SHOCKPROOF DESIGN.

(Continued froth previous page.)

Mill
FINGER RECESSES FOR

accurately the values of components are

GLASS -ENCLOSED

FUSIBLE ELEMENT.

CHANGING FUSES.

chosen for their - respective --,purposes the
easier the operation of the set becomes:

IWII
PRECISION -TURNED,

BAKELITE SEPARATING BRIDGE PIECE.

Needle Points.

Most people choose -their- gramophone
needles in the Irish way, that is, they don't
choose them at all ; theyjust use anything
that comes to hand.. With a cheap portable
gramophone, perhaps this method may be
all right, but -if you are- using a pick-up or
expensive radio -gram, and are out for
quality, it is realy worth while to pay
careful attention -to the type of needle used.
Incidentally, it has a very important

END CAPS.'

-

41.1011M01.

HIGH. QUALITY
BAKELITE MOULDING.

INSTANTANEOUS

rtisnlo.

AN ORIGINAL

PRODUCTION.

FOR EVERY
FUSEHOLDERS &
FUSES
MAINS RECEIVER
WHY RISK " BLOWING " YOUR HOUSE FUSES?

influence on the life of your records. People
often choose a thick needle for loud volume

without recognising that this extra volume
is obtained at the expense of the record.

It is the poor old record that has to shift

Be on the safe side and incorporate a BULGIN TWIN FUSEHOLDER in between your mains and set.
Thus fitted, in the event of accidental short circuit, there is no risk of putting the house in darkness.

the needle about from side to side, and the
bigger the load you throw on its back the
sooner it is going to give up the ghost.
Personally, in using a pick-up, I always
prefer , to use fine, or so-called " soft,"

NEW TYPE nA

60 & 150 M.A. "u

TWIN ENCLOSEwithD .FUSEHOLDER

as shove
own ab

fyses.

2/6

WITH BAKELITE COVER nin
complete with Fuses.

needles, and to make up the volume by
amplification. I find that these needles

Price

Price

FROM 150 M.A. a.1
TO 3 AMPS.

"u

4.1

are much more gentle on the records, and
they seem to follow the track more faithfully.

A very good point is to give your records

every now and again-particularly the

Send 2d. postage for 75 pp. Illustrated
Catalogue and Manual.

expensive ones or those you are specially

fond ..of-a thorough brush out so as to

A. F. BULGIN & CO., LTD

remove the dirt and particles of grit from
the grooves.

ABBEY ROAD, BARKING, ESSEX.

This is not quite so easy as it sounds,
and you have to use a very fine brush,

preferably a soft one, and work this care-

fully, and patiently into all the grooves

ENGINEERS 1 Are you earning less than £10 per
week ? If so, you cannot afford to carry on without

cloth does not get anywhere near to the

portance to you. Among other things, it explains
the methods of our unique Appointments Department, gives details of all leading Eng. Exams.
(A.M.LMech.E., LE.E., B.Sc., G.P.O., etc.), and
outlines modern Home Study Courses in Civil,

round and round the record. Just rubbing
the surface of the record over with a cloth,
like wiping a plate, is no use at all, as the
inner parts of the sound grooves.
For Home Records.

Talking about needles, many people use
the fibre type-including the various kinds
of spines and thorns which_are now prepared
(Continued on next page.)

reading " ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES." This
200 -page book is filled with matters of vital im-

Mech. Elec., Motor, Aero, Radio, Talkie and all other
branches of Engineering. This book will alter your
entire outlook and earning power during 1932. It is

quite FREE. Write for your copy NOW.

BRITISH INSTITUTE OF

4.01, Shakespeare House, 29-31, Ox !crd Street, London.

.

Kenneth B. Caplin, 22, Station Rd,, Totten, Hants.

a

EXACT TUNERS

250 to 2,000 metres.
Thousands of theso tuners aro in use, and
we can strongly recommend them. No further
coils
are
required. Send P.C. for particulars and circuits-FREE.
Croft Works, Priory Street, Coventry.

we are the makers !

Height 19i",

largest Radio Cabinet factories
in this country.

-

Strongly constructed, and highly
finished, these cabinets represent
values unequalled in the industry.

length 161", depth 10r.
It is fitted with an attractive grille, backed with
grmocaoddeern.silk.

If your dealer cannot supply,
send to us for name of nearest

No.120. A compact, attrac-

tive cabinet to house the
set only. Height 8r, length
16r, depth 7r. This cabinet is very strongly and
stoutly con.
structed

Double sided, jet black and beautifully grained.
Both sides mirror polished. Prices :-l8" x 7" &
18" x 8" 3/9 ; 14" x 7" 3/-. An prices post paid.

Cabinets of elegant designs, built
by craftsmen, in one of the

No. 119. An elegant Cabinet, designed to house the
set, all batteries and

speaker.

. EBONITE PANELS. FINEST QUALITY.

THE EXACT MANUFACTURING CO.,

ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY,

"TELSEN 3" CABINETS

'

Telephones Grangewood 3266 & 3267.
London Showrooms : 9, Io, i s, Cursitor Street.
Chancery Lane, E.C.4. Telephone: Holborn 2072.

2'6

stockist.

No. 12)

Tremendpus manufacturing
facilities enable us to offer
these values.

RADIOCABI N ETS

GLOBE WORKS,

(WALSALL) LTD.,

STAFFORD

STREET, WALSALL
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EASY TERMS
= NEW CELESTION MOVING -COIL PERM E-

== MAGNET
Price _ UNIT, with Transformer..92 Cash
76=

= Or 516 with order.ald 9 monthly payments of 513. =
= 12 EXIDE W.H. HIGH-TENSION ACCU= MULATORS
(120 volts, 5,000 in/a.). Higher =
voltages tf desired. Cash Price ... £3 15 0 =
= Or 616 with order and 11 monthly payments of 71-. E:= Carriage charged on all orders from Scotland. =

= N.H.

FARRAND INDUCTOR LOUD- =
E SPEAKER
UNIT. -Quality, of reproduction
almost equal

=

to a moving -coil speaker. Cash =
Price
,..
_ £3 10 0 =
Or 5/6 with order and 11 monthly payments of 6/6. E.

=
OF 3 or
VALVES.
Dee, and Power. =
= SET
?dullard
Cossor.S.G..
Cash
Price £1
= Or 6/- with order and 7 monthly
payments
of 19
5/4.0 =
=NEW
BLUE
SPOT
66R
UNIT.
The finest =
=
balanced armature movement on the market, =

with large Cone and- Chassis. Cash E
= complete
Price
...
_
£2 10
0 ==
= Or 5/- vrIth,order and 10.monthly payments
of 5/-.
= NEW HEAYBERD A.C. ELIMINATOR E
C.150. Complete kit of parts for building =
= KIT
an H.T. Eliminator., including steel case. Out, =
=
25 m/a., 150 volts. 3 H.T. tappings. one =
= put
variable.

Cash Prim
...
.
43 of
1671-.0
= Or 6/6 with order and 11 monthly payments
Send list o/ reaufrements, end auotations will be
sent bu return.

=

LONDON RADIO SUPPLY CO.
11, OAT LANE,

E.--.

.

7NLCPIIONE: National 1977.
F.-11111111111111111111111111111111M1111111111111111111111111111111111111111117:

LOUD SPEAKERS REPAIRED, 4/ (Blue Spot a Speciality, 5/-)

Transformers 4/-, Headphones 4/-, all
repairs magnetised free. Tested, guaranteed,
and ready for delivery in 24 hours.

Discount for Trade. Clerkenwell 9069.
E. MASON, 44, EAST ROAD, N.1.
RADIO & TALKIES NEED TRAINED MEN.
We Can Train You at Home for a Well Paid
Job. SEND TO -DAY.
Learn about our

unique method of training in Radio and
Talkie Engineering.
Dooklet containing full particulars, fees,
Employment form, etc., FREE.

RADIO TRAINING INSTITUTE OF. am. BRITAIN,
10, Union Buildings, St. John St., Newcastle-on -Tyne.

LEARN TO MAKS Plfroos:

PRAMS.

Also craft work.

Write now for

Astounding Catalogue of all the very
latest and best in Mouldings, Pictures,
Gramo. Legs, Frets, and hundreds of

41;1

4"--

for gramophone use-in the belief that they
are avoiding wear and tear on the records. Inasmuch as the fibre needles are much
softer than the material of the record itself,
perhaps this is true in a way, and certainly

the fact that the needle rapidly becomes

worn away by the record seems to support
the view, but, on the other hand, the fibre
needle has a curious " sticking " action
which seems to roughen the smooth surface

of the record track, and for this reason I

personally dislike .fibre needles and never
use them.
Fibre needles of one sort or another are
almost invariably prescribed for the playing
of home-made records. After you have cut

a record, by means of any of the home recording devices, upon an aluminium disc,

it is rather delicate, and is not adapted for

playing by means of an ordinary steel
needle.

NOBLE STREET, LONDON, E.C.2

new gadgets for the Handyman at

wholesale prices. Full list post free 6d.

Watkins Provider, EtrainZe Newport, Mon.

- .........*

I THE ECKERSLEY TUNER ;

(Continued from previous page.)

WE supply all good quality Radio Receivers.
Components and Accessories on deferred =
E terms. We carry adequate stooks and can give E
E PROMPT DELIVERY.

*-

TECHNICAL NOTES

If you use a steel needle, it simply chews

its way right through the tracing on the
aluminium disc and destroys it at oncegenerally pulling up the gramophone as well,

so that the record stops playing, anyhow.

With a fibre or thorn needle you -can -often
play these aluminium records a great many

times without any apparent deterioration.
A Point to Watch.

I was examining a set the other day, and
a little point cropped up which it struck me
is not commonly recognised, and it may -be worth mentioning. The battery voltage

FOR YOUR OLD SET
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(Continued from page 1161.)
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This doesn't matter in the least. If your
set is reasonably up to date on its L.F. side
you can neglect these points. They will
not affect the working of the tuner.
Similarly, such refinements as volume con-

trols, pick-up jacks or switches, etc., can
be .left in, but,..of course,. if 'the receive
incorporates a Selector coil or "rejector

these will have to be taken out.
Remember (a) that if the set has an R.C.

stage, the value of the anode resistance
should not exceed 100,000 ohms, otherwiSe
you may not get adequate reaction.

(b) The reaction condenser must not be
less than .0001 mfd.
(c) A series aerial condenser of the type
specified is essential because without it the

tuner will not go down to the London
National wavelength .on a normal aerial.
Moreover, the " shorting " position on the
condenser is very necessary if the best
results are to be obtained on.the long waves.

Now a few words about the operation,
H.T. values, etc.
The valves in use in the existing set will
serve equally well in the modified receiver,
and this applies also to the H.T. voltages.In cases where a separate ILT. tapping is
provided for the detector the usual rule for

adjusting the voltage on this valve until
smooth reaction control is obtained still
A value :of between 60 and 80
(a 6 -volt accumulator) seemed to be too, applies.
volts is .about right for an " H.L." or
occasionally during about the first hour

special- detector type -of valve.

or so.
After making a series of tests, it turned out

Quite Simple Operation.

trickle -charger and the trickle -charging

long waves.

that the battery was too fully charged at
the beginning of each evening's use. I
should mention that it was' used with a

The_operation of the tuner is simple. The
hno wave -change switch knobs are pulled
for the medium waves and pushed for the

current was rather heavy. The result was
that every evening when the battery was
first put into service it was showing over
seven volts, which fell in about an hour's
time to something just over six volts. If

until the required transmission' is heard.
These dials or drums will not necessarily
be in step, and the reading on the aerial
tuning control will be dependent upon the

you use a trickle -charger this is a little
point you want to watch.

The two tuning controls are then rotated

adjustment of the aerial series cOnclenser.:
The series condenser plays an important

'part in the wave -range covered, and has
an effect upon the volume and selectivity.
For the medium wave -band a good
I wonder, if you have ever had a screen grid valve which turned out to be noisy or preliminary setting is to rotate the knob
mierophonic ? I had one the other day which until the moving vanes are approximately
was very troublesome, and it was some half engaged, this setting being more or letis
time before I found out the cause, because correct for the lower portion of the waveA Noisy S.G.

Qea
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" microphonics " are hardly what
Would expect with a screen -grid valve.
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I made inquiries about this, and it seems

6.s

that, although it is not common, it is by

band. In the case of the Northern Regional
the moving vanes may be almost fully engaged with the fixed, and this position will
give the best volume above 450 metres.

no means unknown. Unfortunately, there
is really very little that you can do to cure
it beyond, of course, replacing with another
valve. I think the trouble when it does

On the long waves the moving vanes must
be rotated until the " shorting " strip comes

system inside the valve.

aerial tuning control will be comparatively
flat, whereas on the second tuning control
it will be sharp.
So, although you must move the second
condenser slowly when searching, you can
Sswitig the aerial condenser through a fairly
large arc, provided the series condenser is

arise is due to a bad metallic joint somewhere in the construction of the electrode

'2.11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111110111111111111111111111111101:
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into operation, otherwise signal strength
will suffer and the wave range will be decreased.

Generally speaking, the tuning on the

not set at the low value (moving vanes
nearly disengaged- with fixed).
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THE FEBRUARY

OUT THIS WEEK !

MODERN WIRELESS

Don't fail to get your copy, containing a magnificent shillingsworth of radio reading, and dealing
informatively and interestingly with every live radio topic of the month.
Everyone should read

and

The well-known expert 'W.L.S.'
writes entertainingly about that
very fascinating branch of
radio

ROUND THE TURNTABLE

ON THE SHORT WAVES

I No

radio -gram

should miss

ALBERT SANDLER j
on

" Are We Getting Too

Much Good Music?"

enthusiast

RECENT RECORD RELEASES

THE A.C.
ECKERSLEY THREE
Full constructional details for

building an all -mains version of
the famous Eckersley Three,
which incorporates the new
Eckersley Tuner for strength
and super -selectivity.

THE M.W. D.C.

SUPER.QUAD

A complete how -:to -make

description of a powerful long-

It is the
distance receiver.
first super -het. to use the newly introduced high -efficiency D C.
valves.

Practical assistance in getting good reception is provided by a variety of
specialised articles, such as-

CHOOSING YOUR AERIAL-THOSE MAINS SURGES-ALL
ABOUT VOLUME CONTROL-TROUBLE TRACKING-MORE
NEW VALVES - MEASURING SMALL RESISTANCES TROUBLE -SAVING TERMINALS QUESTIONS ANSWERED, etc., etc.
For the general reader there are many absorbing features, including-

BROADCASTING IN REVIEW-SHAKESPEARE BY RADIOSTARTING A BIG BROADCASTER --MY RADIO MUSIC-

IN PASSING-DO CONSTRUCTORS SCORE?-THE
PORTABLE TRANSMITTER, etc., etc.

EVERY ENTHUSIAST FOR LONG-DISTANCE RECEPTION SHOULD READ

THE
WORLD'S
PROGRAMMES
HOW, WHEN AND WHERE TO HEAR THOSE FOREIGNERS
Included in this exclusive

All About Radio Trieste
Station Alterations
Tuning -In DX
The Transatlantics
Listen for Belgium
Broadcasting from a Balloon
Long -Wave Listening
Here and There

M.W." feature are :
Using a Frame

A Separate Reading for Every
Station
Station Information

The Portland Place of New
York
America's Super Studios
When to Tune Them In
What the Distant Stations are
Doing

On the Medium Waves
No Hope from Madrid
The Final Touches
Africa's Alternatives
Within the Arctic Circle
Stations of the U.S.A.
Europe's Tick-Tocks

BRITAIN'S LEADING RADIO MAGAZINE IS

MODERN

ORDER NOW.

IRELESS
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OUT THIS WEEK.

January 30tn, 1932.

With the

PERFE TED
&
IMPROVED

TUNER
CICERSLEIrc
BAKELITE

RESISTANCE.
COUPLING

NIGH EFFICIENCY WINDING
The high potential ends of the coils are
located towards the centre of the supporting tube-greatly reducing anwanted couplings due to stray electra.

COIL
MOUNTING

static fields.

The coil for aerial tuning

is connected to the second-

ary coil for grid circuit

tuning by means of a high
resistance of suitable value

BAKELITE
MOULDED
TERMINAL

BAKELITE
MOULDED

PANELS

These
greatly
enhance the appearance of the
Tuner and give
definite mechaniciti
improvement and efficiency.

TERMINAL

PANELS

List No. BY 30.
Provisional Palcni
No. 29404.22.10.31.
Size:
d ins.>: 7 ins.
ins.
-

1

15;6

SCREENING PLATE

The screening plate interposed
between the coils- intercepts stray
electrostatic leakage fields; while
the positions of the coils are so
arranged that magnetic interaction
is at a minimum.

The Best costs
no more.

The R.I.

ECKERSLEY-ISE YOUR

"COMET 3"
Your " Comet" and practically any

straightforward detector type sets can
be rendered as selective as expensive
models by fitting the Eckersley
Tuner." The great news is told in
detail in an article in this number
of " Popular Wireless."

Specifiedfirthe

"W.

4 im.va A Ar

Eckersley Tuner " is the
model upon which to insist, because, not
only is it of the original design built
first by R.I. to Capt. Eckersley's specifi°

action, but ' it embodies improvements
that make it definitely superior in constructional detail

and finish.
With the special circuits the " Eckersley 3 " and " Eckersley
2," the laboratory tested R.I. '' Eckersley Tuner " will give
you greatest satisfaction.

REMEMBER THE REPUTATION OF R.I. IS
YOUR SUREST GUARANTEE OF RESULTS.

Nom

tCKERSLEY`land

The Advertisement of Radio Instruments, Croydon, England.
:'PhoUe : Thornlon Heath 3srr (g lines).
Printed and published every Thursday by the-Proprietors,,The Anialganiated Press, Ltd., The FleetwAy House, Farringdon Street, London, E.C.4.
Advertisement
Offices : Messrs. John II. Lite., Ltd., :Ludgate Cnrus, LondOn, E.C.4-(TelePhone City 7260. 1;e0stered as a new,,paper for transmission by Canadian Magazine
Post.
Sas/Tint ion Rates : Inland and Canada, IT, I -OTT -anntint : S 'S for sic months. Abmad (except (..',Inatta), 19 1 per annum 9'9 for six inc I is.
Sole Agents for Awitralia.
and New Z6land Messrs, Gordon Si Ooteb, Ltd. ; and for South Africa Central News _Agency, Ltd. Saturday, January 30th. 19'52.

